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Wind Tunnel Wall Corrections 
(AGARD AG-336) 

Executive Summary 

This report was compiled by an international team of wind tunnel wall correction experts. It presents 
the present state of the art in wind tunnel wall corrections with a special emphasis given to the 
description of modem wall correction methods based on Computational Fluid Dynamics. 

This AGARDograph was planned by the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel to be a modem sequel of the 
successful AGARDograph 109 “Subsonic Wind Tunnel Wall Corrections”, which was published in 
1966. AGARDograph 109 is still valid and continues to be used to provide wall corrections in many 
wind tunnels. Nevertheless, in the thirty two years since the publication of AGARDograph 109, much 
work has been done on the subject, and the influence of the new tool of numerical fluid dynamics was 
so strong, that a sequel to AGARDograph 109 was considered to be necessary. 

As the reader will observe, the matter of wind tunnel wall corrections is not completely resolved and 
further developments are confidently expected. The wind tunnel will continue to play an important role 
as one of the two main tools of airplane aerodynamic development. In the future, new requirements for 
wind tunnel testing, new ideas about wind tunnel wall design, new understanding of wind tunnel wall 
influence and advanced numerical fluid dynamics codes run on more powerful computers will initiate 
new developments in the field of wind tunnel wall corrections. 
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La correction des effets de paroi en soufflerie 
(AGARD AG-336) 

Synthkse 

Ce rapport a Cte rkdige par un groupe de spkialistes intemationaux en correction des effets de paroi. I1 
presente l’etat actuel des connaissances dam le domaine de la correction des effets de paroi de 
souffle+ et accorde une importance particuliere a la description des m&odes modemes de correction 
des effets de paroi basees sur l’atrodynamique numerique. 

Cette AGARDographie a et6 con9ue par le Panel AGARD de la dynamique des fluides comme la suite 
actualisee de 1’AGARDographie 109 sur “La correction des effets de paroi en soufflerie subsonique” 
qui a re9u un accueil t&s favorable lors de sa publication en 1966. L’AGARDographie 109 reste 
valable et continue d&e utilisee pour le calcul de la correction des effets de paroi par bon nombre 
d’aerodynamiciens. Neanmois, beaucoup d’efforts ont et6 consacres a ce sujet depuis la parution de 
I’AGARDographie 109 il y a trente dew arts, et l’influence du nouvel outil de la dynamique des fluides 
numerique a et& si marquee qu’il &ah consider& necessaire de fournir une suite a cette publication. 

I1 est evident que la question de la correction des effets de paroi n’est pas totalement resolue encore et il 
y a tout lieu de croire que d’autres developpements suivront. Les souffleries continueront de jouer un 
r6le important comme l’un des deux principaux outils du developpement de l’drodynamique 
atronautique. A l’avenir, de nouveaux developpements dam le domaine de la correction des effets de 
paroi verront le jour sous l’impulsion de nouvelles exigences en matibre d’essais en soufflerie, de 
nouveaux concepts de fabrication des parois, dune meilleure comprehension de l’influence des parois 
et de nouveaux codes avanctes de dynamique des fluides numerique, exploit& sur des ordinateurs plus 
puissants. 
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In October 1966 the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel published the AGARDograph 109 on the subject of 
“WIND TUNNEL WALL CORRECTIONS”. This comprehensive compilation of knowledge of wall corrections 
available at that time was edited by J. Garner (National Physical Laboratory, England) with contributions 
from E.W.E. Rogers, W.E.A. Acum also of NPL and E.C. Maskell (Royal Aircraft Establishment, 
England). Without doubt this AGARDograph 109 has been one of the most successful publications of 
AGARD and is still today the wind tunnel engineers most authoritative source of wall correction methods 
and data. 

The wall correction methods outlined in AGARDograph 109 are based on subsonic linear and inviscid 
aerodynamics. In most cases the wall effects are correlated with the measured total aerodynamic forces 
and simple image methods are used to calculate and correct for the wall effects. Most of these theories 
were published before 1950 and some appeared as early as the 1920’s. 

By the time of AGARDograph 109 the computer had not had a significant impact on the calculation of wall 
interference corrections. Computers had begun to be used for reducing raw wind tunnel data to 
dimensionless coefficients and for applying simple wall corrections. However, the wall correction methods 
themselves had not been influenced to any degree by advances in computer technology. 

Typical wind tunnel engineers are normally experimentally-minded people who are not really enthusiastic 
about computational fluid dynamics. A consequence of this is that the adoption of computational methods 
in practical wall correction schemes has been slow. Routine correction methods, such as those 
formulated by pioneers such as Prandtl, Glauert, Durand, Goethert, Riegels and Maskell have remained 
in use even in large high quality wind tunnels in the thirty years since these and other methods were 
described in AGARDograph 109. Nevertheless, during this period of large amount of theoretical and 
experimental studies of wind tunnel wall interference were done and these developments have been 
influenced by the rapid improvements that have been made in computing speed and power. Computer 
based methods that have been developed include : 

1) Panel Methods 

These methods have made it possible to represent more accurately than linearised theory methods 
subcritical flows over complex model configurations in the constraining presence of the tunnel walls, 
Panel methods have also permitted wind tunnels with working sections of relatively small and/or non- 
standard cross sections (not amenable to treatment by classical image methods) to be modelled. These 
methods require considerable computing power and for this reason have not yet found wide favour with 
the wind tunnel testing community. Further discussions of methods of this type will be found in Chapters 
2 and 3. 

2) Boundary-measurement methods 

These methods were developed to exploit information available from measurements of the flow at or near 
the tunnel walls. The general technique is not entirely new, as can be seen in AGARDograph 109, where 
reference is made to the use of wall pressure measurements to determine the blockage correction in 
solid-wall wind tunnels. The serious application of these techniques became possible by the development 
of computers during the ’60s and ’70s which enabled wall interference velocities to be computed from a 
large number of flow measurements. Methods of this type can be used to aid the modelling of the flow in 
the near region of the model for solid wall wind tunnels, for which the wall corrections are critically 
dependent on the model representation. For perforated or slotted wall wind tunnels, they can be used to 
provide information on the wall boundary conditions where suitable model representation is available. 



Finally, where both normal and streamwise velocity components are measured at the bounding surface, 
no model representation is needed. These methods and examples of their application are described in 
Chapter 4. 

3) Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFDJ methods 

The current generation of boundary-measurement methods is based on the assumption that the wall- 
induced flow field satisfies the Prandtl-Glauert equation. However, for many types of transonic flows, 
particularly those for which the supercritical flow reaches the walls , this assumption is no longer valid. 
Recognition of this problem led to the use of CFD methods able to model transonic flows and these 
methods are discussed in Chapter 5. 

The increased use of computational methods have arisen from a number of factors including : 

1. the growing need for accuracy in wind tunnel testing mainly for commercial transport aircraft 
development. 

2. the recognition that the ability to test at flight Reynolds Numbers in cryogenic wind tunnels, such as 
the National Transonic Facility at NASA, Langley Research Centre and the European Transonic Wind 
Tunnel at Cologne, is only valuable if the wall interference corrections can be estimated with sufficient 
accuracy. 

3. the need to perform accurate wind tunnel assessment of CFD methods. 

Several times in the past the complete breakthrough of Computational Fluid Dynamics was predicted with 
the automatic consequence, that the wind tunnel as a scientific tool in fluid dynamics will be obsolete. In 
this case, further work on wind tunnel wall corrections would be unnecessary. 

Today most scientists and engineers working in the field of aerodynamic aeroplane development agree, 
that the mystery of turbulence guarantees a long life of wind tunnels as an indispensable tool in fluid 
dynamics. Neither the wind tunnel nor computational methods are able to create progress in aeroplane 
aerodynamics on their own. Only an intelligent combination of both tools enable the aerodynamicist to 
create a successful new aerodynamic design. 

With these developments in mind the editor on the occasion of the Fluid Dynamics Panel Meeting at 
Turin in May 1992 proposed that a new AGARDograph on the subject of wind tunnel wall corrections 
should be produced not to supercede AGARDograph 109 but to complement it. This proposal was 
approved by AGARD, and during the Fluid Dynamics Symposium in October 1993 at Brussels on the 
subject of “Wall Interference, Support Interference and Flow Field Measurement” a small group Of 
specialists met for a preliminary discussion. From this group an international team of authors was formed. 
The aim was to produce an AGARDograph which provides the wind tunnel engineer with a 
comprehensive review of modern methods, mainly reflecting the new developments in wind tunnel wall 
corrections since AGARDograph 109. 

During the work leading to the AGARDograph 336 there was some controversy over the issue as how to 
correct data for buoyancy or pressure gradient effects. Chapter 1.2 presents a method due to Taylor. 
-Effectively this method ignores the influence of the wind tunnel walls on the development of the boundary 
layer on the model and it yields the correction to drag coefficient 

for low speed flow. For thin-wake flows Taylor has argued that the wake blockage component may be 
ignored so that the equation above may be replaced by : 

SC, = - CDS, 



where sufftx S refers to solid blockage. This is in agreement with the classical result for low-speed flow 
given in AGARDograph 109. 

Chapter 6 describes a method recently developed by Hackett [l], which gives a correction to drag 
coefficient 

SC, =-CD&++ 
where suffix w refers to wake blockage. Hackett’s method, like Taylor’s method, is based on concepts 
valid for inviscid flow, although both can make use of information provided by wall pressures which sense 
the behaviour of the real flow. Hackett’s method has been shown to be more accurate than the classical 
method or Taylors method for high blockage, high lift flows. However, neither method has been validated 
for flows in which viscous effects are significant but not severe enough to cause wholesale separation. 
Flows of this sort are of particular importance in aeronautical applications. The question of what needs to 
be done to resolve this issue is dealt with under the heading of “Future necessary work in Wall 
Corrections” by Steinle in Chapter 12. For more details on this wake drag controversy see also the 
detailed discussion between J.E. Hackett and several other authors of this AGARDograph in [2]. 
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1. STATUS OF WIND TUNNEL WALL CORRECTION METHODS 

1.1 THE FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTION 

In general, the aim of wind-tunnel tests is to make measurements of aerodynamic quantities under strictly 
controlled and defined conditions in such a way that, despite the presence of the tunnel walls, the data 
can be applied to unconstrained flow. The existence of a free-air flow which is “equivalent” to that in the 
tunnel is the fundamental assumption underlying the entire framework of the theory and practice of wind- 
tunnel wall constraint. 

A rigorous definition of equivalence is complicated by the fact that wall interference varies over the model 
and its wake. If the wall interference were uniform, the equivalent free-air conditions could be defined 
quite simply as the values of Mach number, incidence and sideslip which, in free air, at the same total 
pressure and temperature, would give the same forces and moments as those measured in the tunnel. 

The existence of spatial variations in the wall-induced velocities means that this equivalence cannot be 
obtained precisely and some corrections for these variations are needed. The standard approach 
adopted for tests of aircraft models, described below, is to correct the tunnel Mach number to the 
equivalent free-air value, and hence obtain the equivalent static and dynamic pressures. If these are 
used to obtain lift and sideforce coefficients, no further correction is needed, but the angles of incidence 
and sideslip do need correction. These corrections to Mach number and angles are referred to as 
“Primary Corrections”. The residual variations in the wall-interference velocities can be interpreted as 
wall-induced distortions of the model and its wake and it is customary to make corrections for these, as 
discussed in Section 1.3. In most cases these corrections must be based on linearised theory of inviscid 
flow, as indeed are the corrections to the parameters defining the equivalent free-air flow. 

Of course there are errors and uncertainties in the application of these corrections but, if these can be 
shown to be smaller than the required accuracy, the measured data are, by definition, correctable and 
the equivalent free-air principle is valid. If not, the data are correctable only to the accuracy determined 
by the uncertainty in the corrections and, if this is unacceptable, the data must be classified as 
uncorrectable, though not necessarily without value. The uncertainties in the corrections may be due to 
approximations in the correction formulae or to factors such as viscous-inviscid interactions in the flows 
over the model and at the tunnel walls, large model wakes or localised regions of transonidsupersonic 
flows, and, in general, they are difficult to quantify. The subject of correctability has been addressed by 
Kemp [12] who outlined a procedure for categorising the wall interference for each test data point and 
showed how, in principle, the tunnel geometry might be changed to enable correctable data to be 
obtained for a range of tests which might otherwise be classified as uncorrectable. 

In practice, the issue is usually determined empirically by comparisons with nominally interference-free 
data, perhaps deduced from tests on models of different sizes or, more satisfactorily, by comparison with 
results of carefully-controlled experiments in adaptive-wall wind tunnels (Lewis and Goodyer 1131, [14] 
and Ashill, Goodyer and Lewis [3]). Sometimes this can lead to the use of methods of wall correction that 
are at variance with the classical method outlined above (see, for example, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) but 
the classical approach is the most commonly used for aircraft testing, particularly at cruise conditions, 
where experience suggests that it is valid. 

A further element in the process of ensuring accuracy and consistency in the reduction of tunnel 
measurements to equivalent free-air values is the compatibility between the tunnel calibration and the 
correction procedure and this is addressed in Section 1.2. 



1.2 TUNNEL CALIBRATION AND BOOK-KEEPING OF CORRECTIONS. 

One of two methods must be adopted: 

\ 
a) the calibration data is corrected to a truly 

empty tunnel, or 

I displacement of the model and its sting 
support is reduced by that of the 
calibration probe. 

Expressed in the most general terms the tunnel calibration establishes quantitative relationships behnreen 
the flow conditions in the tunnel working section and reference measurements, made at positions in the 
tunnel which are sufficiently remote from the test volume for them to be unaffected by the presence of 
the models The flow conditions of primary interest are wind speed and direction and variations of these 
quantities over the space normally occupied by a model. Temperature profiles may also be measured. 

The reference measurements which relate to wind speed are usually total and static pressure, together 
with total temperature and, although in principle, the calibration of the test section might be made using 
non-intrusive anemometry, it is normal practice to use a static-pressure probe and pressure-sensing 
yawmeters. Hence the calibration, which is intended to provide ‘tunnel-empty’ data as a reference base 
for corrections which allow for the constraining effects of the walls, may not do so unless account is taken 
of the presence of the probe in the application of constraint corrections. 

b) the calibration data is not corrected for 
the wall-induced effects of the probe but, 
for wall constraint analysis, the flow 

a) Model on sting support 

b) Definition of model 

Figure I. 1 Method A 

Wii the first approach (method A, Figure 1 .l) 
the “model” must include the sting, teni- 
nated at an appropriate point upstream of 
the quadrant (Figure l.lb), and the 
calibration data must be corrected to a 
tunnel configuration which is consistent with 
this. This means that the measurements of 
pressure on the probe should be corrected 
for the blockage of the probe, including its 
closure upstream of the quadrant (as 

shown for the model in Figure 1 .I b) as well as for the direct effects of the nose and flare of the probe (i.e. 
their influence in unconstrained flow). If the method of constraint correction to be used is based on 
measurements of pressure changes at the tunnel walls, the wall pressure tappings must be included in 
the calibration and the datum measurements at these points should also be corrected for the direct and 
wall-induced effects of the probe. 

This method, which is more suited to closed-wall tunnels, for which the corrections are easy to compute 
with the required accuracy, was adopted for the DRA 8x8 tunnel, and has been reported fully by lsaacs 

[Ill. 

* This restriction does not apply to certain types of boundary-measurement methods which are ‘autocorrectiie’ 
in character, See Chapters 4.1 and 4.3. 



If the second approach (method B. Figure 1.2) is adopted, the working section with the probe in place is 
defined as the empty tunnel (Figure 1.2b). When classical methods are used to calculate the model 
blockage, the appropriate source distribution should be that for the difference between the displacement 
flows of the model and the calibration probe, as shown in Figure 1.2~. This is also the case for methods 
of the one-variable type (see Section 4.1 .I). The accurate use of a two-variable method (also defined in 
Section 4.1 ,l) will give the correct “model” displacement automatically, however this requires 
measurements of the differences in both streamwise velocity (or static pressure) and normal velocity at 
the boundary of the control surface. 

Ideally, with method B, the downstream end 
of the calibration probe should have the same \ 
shape as the sting support for models, so that 
its displacement flow there is close to that for \ 

a sting-mounted model (the difference being 
that due to wake displacement). This limits 
the length of a “model” and, for ventilated 
tunnels, ensures that its displacement flow at 

\y. 

the walls is mainly in that part of the working 
section which is likely to be unaffected by the 
reentrant flows from the plenum at the down- 

b) Empty tunnel 

stream end of the working section (e.g. at the 
re-entry flaps of slotted walls). 

Figures 1.1 & 1.2 illustrate the case of sting- 
mounted models but similar arguments apply 
when the model is supported on struts i.e. 
either the struts can be taken as part of the 
model and the tunnel is calibrated empty or 
the tunnel is calibrated with the struts in place. 
Since the balance does not measure the 
loads on the struts the second approach is 
probably better but the correct choice may be 
influenced by the method used to account for 
strut interference If this is determined 

EQUALS 

MINUS 

I 

c) Definition of model 

Figure 1.2 Method B 
experimentally, consistency must be maintained in the application of constraint corrections, both with the 
tunnel calibration and the basic test case. The same is true for tests to measure the support interference 
on sting-mounted models where particular care must be taken to avoid “double accounting” of wall 
interference associated with the sting. 

If method B is adopted, tests of wall-mounted models would require a separate tunnel calibration, For 
this, either method could be used but, for method B. the probe would need to be wall-mounted from the 
same position as the model. 



1.3 PRIMARY CORRECTIONS AND RESIDUAL VARIATIONS. 

1.3.1 BASIC CONCEPTS. 

Wall interference is never uniform and the variations over the model and its wake are often significant. 
There is therefore a choice to be made as to which values of the interference velocities should be used 
for making corrections. It is here that the concept of primary corrections and residual variations is applied 
and, as mentioned in Section 1.1, the primary corrections relate the tunnel test parameters to those of an 
equivalent free air flow. 

During wind-tunnel experiments those test parameters which define the test conditions can be regarded 
as “primary”; basically these are total pressure and temperature, static pressure, together with model 
incidence and sideslip. These are the parameters to which primary corrections may be applied (normally 
no correction is needed for total pressure and temperature). 

In most model tests the data reduction is made “on-line”, using computerised systems. The usual 
procedure is to correct the measured tunnel reference static pressure to the equivalent free-stream static 
pressure. This entails using the tunnel calibration to obtain the appropriate “empty-tunnel” condition (as 
explained in section 1.2) and then to apply the correction for model blockage. The corrected tunnel static 
is then used to derive corrected Mach number (or velocity) and dynamic pressure, and these are used to 
compute values of force and moment coefficients. If the primary corrections are based on the proper 
choice of interference velocities no correction is needed to the measured, balance-axis, forca- 
coefficients, which can then be used to compute the corrected angles of incidence and sideslip. These 
define the orientation of the free-stream flow vector and hence the directions in which the balance-axis 
forces should be resolved to obtain aerodynamic-axes forces. 

The “residual variations” are the deviations from the freestream flow that is defined by the corrected 
primary test parameters. They can be thought of as wall-induced distortions of the model and its wake, 
and correcting the measurements for these distortions can present difticulties, particularly if the main 
interest is in the pressure distribution. 

However, in tests of aircrafl models, for which the forces and moments are determined by the Kutta 
condition at sharp trailing edges, corrections can be made for the effects of the variations of axial velocity 
and upwash on the measured forces and moments, see section 1.3.2. The difference between the wall- 
induced upwash at the tailplane and that at the wing is best treated as a change in tail setting. 

When tests of models with wings of high aspect ratio are made at high tunnel pressure the aeroelastic 
distortion of the wing needs to be added to the wall-induced upwash in the determination of both the 
incidence correction and the residual variation. In cases where allowance has been made for aeroelastic 
distortion and upwash variation in the design of the model, so that the wing has a datum “effective” 
shape at a particular test condition, the corrections to incidence, and for residual variations, need to take 
account of this offset and its variation with tunnel pressure. 

Although the bases for the incidence, moment and drag corrections can be derived rigorously for small 
perturbations in inviscid flow, as shown by Taylor [19], it must be realised that, in cases for which the 
effects of boundary and shear layers are dominant, this is only a first approximation and, in principle, the 
uncertainty in these corrections may be a factor in determining the accuracy of the test data. Also, in 
tests at high subsonic speeds, the residual variation in the streamwise velocity, for which no practicable 



method of correction is known, may be a major cause for concern and this, along with the upwash 
variation, could limit the size of model which should be tested. 

The maximum flow deviations that can be accepted will vary with the test objectives but Steinle and 
Stanewsky [20] have quantified a number of criteria for tests of aircraft-like models aspiring to the 
standards of high accuracy then current and, although these were formulated for “empty-tunnel” flows, it 
is logical to apply them to wall-induced variations also. As regards axial velocity, they proposed that the 
maximum allowable variation over the length of the modal (streamwise gradient) should not exceed 
0.06% of free-stream but in a later paper Bouis [7] suggested that, for subsonic testing, the maximum 
peak-to-peak variation in Mach number should be 0.001. 

In this context it should be noted that Ashill. 
Taylor and Simmons [4] have shown that in 
closed-wall tunnels the effect of the model flow 
field on the wall boundary layers reduces both 
the blockage correction and the residual 
streamwise velocity variation. This effect, which 
is greater at the higher subsonic Mach numbers, 0 

is illustrated in Figure 1.3 (taken from that paper). 
This shows the residual variations in Mach x/8 

number, relative to the correction applied at point 
‘A’, for a wing-body model of a transport aircraft 
when tested in the 8ft closed-wall tunnel at DRA -0.5 
Bedford at a Mach number of 0.90. The contours 
obtained from calculations which include an 
allowance for the effect on the boundary layers 
on the tunnel walls of the wall pressure 
increments due to the presence of the model are 
shown in the right side of the Figure: those on 

-1.0 

the lefl are for inviscid flow at the walls. It can be 
seen that, at this high subsonic Mach number, 
the effect of the wall boundary layers is sufficient 
to reduce the residual variation over the wing 
from a value above Bouis’ criterion to one which -1.5 
meets it. Although not specifically mentioned by =:-,,-- 

lnviscid theory Viscous theory 
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Ashill et al, their calculations also showed that r19ure 1.3 Contours of constant residual blockage 

the thickening of the wall boundary layer, due to increment in Mach Number for transport 

the presence of the model, was not sufficient to aircraft model in DRA 8fl x 8fl Tunnel 

give a significant axial pressure gradient. On the other hand, Hackett (1996) pointed out that gradient 
effects due to the growth of the wall boundary layers associated with large blockage models in low-speed 
tests are significant. 

It can be expected that, in closed-wall tunnels, the interaction between the model flow field and the wall 
boundary layers will also reduce the variation in wall-induced upwash. This follows from the work of 
Adcock and Barnwell [I], who showed that the effects of the wall boundary layers are approximately the 
same as those of slotted walls. They derived a parameter defining the effective open-area ratio in terms 
of the thickness and shape parameter of the wall boundary-layer in the empty tunnel and, using the 
computational approach of Pindzola and Lo [16], gave charts showing the effects of the wall boundary 
layer on the interference parameters for small models. From these it can be inferred that, in tests of 



conventionally-sized models, the effect of wall boundary layers on the incidence correction at the model 
centre of pressure is likely to be negligible but that on the induced camber might be significant. 

The calculation of primary corrections and residual variations can only be made when the boundary 
condition on the flow at the wall is formulated mathematically with sufficient accuracy. The calculations 
can be based on: a representation of the modal (as in classical theory), measurements of pressures at 
the walls (see section 4) or on a combination of the two, although only the first and last of these may be 
suitable for “on-line” use. 

For solid-wall wind tunnels, the wall boundary condition is well-defined and calculations can be made of 
wall-induced velocities using model representation methods (subject to allowance for wall boundary 
layers where necessary). Suitable methods are described in AGARDograph 109 and more recently 
Freestone of the Engineering Sciences Data Unit [8] has provided charts to allow calculations to be made 
of wall-induced upwash in solid-wall wind tunnels. 

In ventilated tunnels, for which there is generally some uncertainty regarding the wall boundary condition, 
the primary corrections and residual variations cannot be calculated easily or accurately. Moreover the 
fact that a ventilated tunnel has low wall-interference (in the sense that the primaly corrections are small) 
does not guarantee that this is also true for the residual variations. This is because all forms of ventilation 
have viscous losses at the wall and hence, to some degree, are like perforated walls, for which the 
interference velocities have significant gradients at the model. However the required data can sometimes 
be obtained experimentally, e.g. from careful comparison of test results with those for closed walls and, 
when obtained in this way, may be extrapolated to similar model configurations. 

1.3.2 CORRECTIONS APPROPRIATE TO SPATIALLY-VARYING INTERFERENCE FLOWS. 

AGARDograph 109 covers this topic and gives a number of formulae for aircraft-like models, in some 
cases offering a number of alternatives. Those for the corrections to angles and moments are based on 
the extrapolation of two-dimensional relationships and so, for wings of finite aspect ratio, are only 
approximate. Recently Taylor 1191 has reviewed the subject and given formulae which, within the usual 
assumptions of the theory for small perturbations in subsonic inviscid flow, are exact. These cover the 
primary correction to incidence, and sideslip and the corrections for the residual variations. His results are 
given here, without proof, together with any restrictions on their validity which arise from flow conditions 
at the walls of the working section. 

The corrections to incidence and pitching moment are derived from the application of a reverse-flow 
theorem. For two-dimensional flow, they have been investigated by Lewis and Goodyer [13], [14] and 
Ashill, Goodyer and Lewis [3], using an adaptive-wall tunnel. Their experiments covered a range of model 
incidence and Mach number, including cases where there were regions of supercritical flow on the upper 
surface of the airfoil and, in all instances, the data confirmed the validity of the linear-theory corrections. 
This suggests that the existence of supercritical flow on the upper surfaces of wings of finite span does 
not invalidate the results obtained from the theorem and hence they should be accurate for most tests of 
models at subsonic speeds, 



1.3.2.1 PRIMARY CORRECTIONS. 

The correction to incidence, at constant lift coefficient, is given by: 

where ?(I) is the non-dimensional loading in reverse flow due to unit incidence and Uw(x.y) is the wall- 
induced upwash. In tests at high dynamic pressure there may be significant aeroelastic distortion of the 
wing, in which case this should be added to the wall-induced upwash. 

In cases where the spanwise variation of the effective upwash IS negligible and the chordwise variation IS 
linear, the correction reduces to the simple expression: 

Fa = w(X) 

where x is the chordwise location of the aerodynamic centre in reverse flow. Hence for wings of infinite 
span, with a linear variation of upwash, the effective incidence is that at the 3/4 chord point, as originally 
suggested by Pistolesi [17], and, for slender wings with straight trailing edges, and attached flow at the 
leading edges, it is that at the trailing edge, as shown by Bemdt [S]. 

Analogous expressions apply for the correction to angle of sideslip. In most cases there is little variation 
of sidewash over the tail fin and the correction to angle of sideslip. at constant sideforce. is then: 

sp = v(X) 

where v( x) is the wall-induced sidewash at the position of the aerodynamic centre of the fin 

It is less clear which value of the velocity increment due to blockage should be used to correct the static 
pressure. Theory gives no guidance for most cases of practical interest and, intuitively, the best value IS 
that which gives the least variation in blockage velocity over the most sensitive region of the flow. For 
aircraft models in tests at high subsonic speeds this is likely to be at the start of the recompression on the 
upper surface of the wing, but in cases for which the flow is dominated by a region of separation it is 
more likely to be that at the separation locus. There is some evidence (Ashill and Keating, [Z] and Rueger 
and Crites, [18]) that the appropriate position for bluff-body flows with separation bubbles is where the 
blockage is a maximum. 

1.3.2.2 Corrections for residual variations. 

The corrections for residual variations include that for the variation of wall-induced streamwise velocity on 
profile drag and those for variations in wall-induced upwash (and aeroelastic distortion) on the lift- 
dependent drag and on the pitching and rolling moments of the wing. As noted above, the residual 
variation in sidewash over the fin is usually negligible and the effect of an axial variation in sidewash on 
the contribution of the body to the yawing moment, if significant, should be estimated by a method which 
allows for the effect of the boundary layer on the flow over the afterbody. 

4 Wall-induced pressure-gradient drag 

Wall-induced pressure gradients affect drag in two ways: 

l first, in an ‘inviscid’ way, that is without altering the development of the boundary layers and wake just 
downstream of the model (i.e. about 10 wake thicknesses), and 



l second, in a viscous manner through changes in the development of the boundary layer on the modal 
and of the wake near the model, resulting in changes in skin friction and boundary-layer form (or 
normal pressure) drag. 

Classically, the second of these mechanisms is ignored. Thus, for slender, compact bodies typical of 
aircraft configurations (for which the virtual volume due to the effective acceleration of the flow may be 
ignored compared with the actual volume of the model), the contribution of the correction to normal 
pressure drag is written as: 

SD = Vdp I dx (1.1) 

where V is model volume and dp/dx is the streamwise pressure gradient due to wall interference 

The pressure-gradient term in equation (1.1) could be determined using boundary-measurement 
methods such as those reviewed in Chapter 4. If such methods are not available one could resort to 
classical methods as described in AGARDograph 109 and reviewed further in Chapter 2’ Using the 
latter approach, with the model represented by a doublet and the wake by a point source, Rogers in 
Chapter 5 of AGARDograph 109. showed that the correction to drag coefficient due to wall-induced 
pressure gradient in solid-wall wind tunnels may be written as: 

SC, = -(I + 0.4.bf2)CD9, 

where Co is the drag coefficient excluding the contribution of the trailing-vortex drag and E. is the non- 
dimensional increment in wall-induced streamwise velocity due to solid blockage. This correction is often 
referred to as the wake buoyancy correction, since it can be interpreted as resulting from the wall- 
induced pressure gradient due to wake blockage. Note that, while this result is based on the neglect of 
the second (viscous) effect mentioned above, the effect of viscosity enters the final expression (1.2) 
through the drag coefficient. 

Taylor [lg] considered the flow in wind tunnels with solid walls, idealised slotted walls and open jets. 
Using a different approach to Rogers, he applied the conservation equations (mass, momentum and 
energy) to the inviscid flow outside the displacement surface of the model and its shear layers. Ignoring 
the second (viscous) effect above and neglecting second order terms in the energy equation he obtained 
the result: 

SD = (PC - P~)A, (1.3) 

where p is static pressure, suffix c refers to the (primary) correction at the model reference position and 
suffix 1 to conditions far downstream of the model. A is the displacement area of the wake far 
downstream. Taylor noted that, for models with ‘thin’ wakes, the change in static pressure along the 
working section is small in magnitude compared with the blockage correction to pressure Sp = pc -pO, 
where suffix 0 refers to conditions far upstream of the model. Therefore he replaced equation (1.3) with 

6D = SPA. (1.4) 

In tests of models with simulated engine flows, for which the definition of drag includes pre-entry and post 
exit components, the correction takes the form: 

6D = 6p@A + A), 

’ Results for walt-inducsd pressure gradients in perforat&-wall wind tunnels of square cmss section as a function of wall 
pornsky can be found from graphs of Wake blockage factor ratio’ in ths paper by Pindzola and Lo [16]. See alsc Chapter 3. 
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where 6A is the change in cross-sectional area of the “engine flow” streamtube between stations far 
upstream and far downstream. 

In the absence of powered engine-flow simulation SA = 0 and 

A =;(l+0.4M2)SCD. (1.5) 

where Co is the drag coefficient excluding the contribution of the trailing-vortex drag. Thus combining 
equations (1.4) and (1.5) and noting that, to the order of approximation of linear theory, 

sp = -pouo% 

it follows that 

“C, = -(l + 0.4.&3. (1.6) 

Except for high-drag models the contribution of wake blockage to the term E in equation (1.6) may be 
ignored to give 

SCD = -(l + 0.4‘b?)C,ES 

which is in agreement with the expression given by Rogers (equation (1.2)). 

As observed by Taylor 1191, methods for determining the corrections to drag using mass momentum and 
energy balance between far upstream and downstream, such as that of Taylor, and those given below for 
lift-dependent drag are only valid in tunnels for which: 

a) the velocity perturbations at the walls, due to the model, do not induce a change in the drag of the 
walls which is comparable with the required data accuracy and 

b) the tunnel working section is long enough for the perturbation pressures due to model lifl and 
sideforce to be negligible at its ends. 

The first condition excludes tunnels with perforated walls and for these there is no simple expression for 
the correction to profile drag which includes the effect of wall constraint on the wake. In this case, the 
only solution is to fall back on expressions such as equation (1 .t). 

Hackett [S] has questioned the validity of the classical model for solid-wall wind tunnels described in 
AGARDograph 109. He argued that the influence on the drag of the wake source (and its associated 
images) of the source/sink distribution representing the model is cancelled identically by the influence of 
the source/sink distribution (and its images) on the drag of the wake source. This leads to the result that 
the correction to drag for incompressible flow is: 

SC0 = -cpw (1.7) 

where suffix w refers to the wake component of blockage. Further details of this kinematic approach may 
be found in Chapter 6. 

Experience with tests on bluff models and models at high lift suggests that Hackett’s flow model is 
preferable to the classical flow model. Recently, Mokry [15] has derived equation (I 6) from momentum 
considerations. However, he pointed out that the kinematic approach only allows for one of the effects of 
the walls on the wake streamwise momentum (due to the difference in streamwise velocity between the 
flow far upstream of the model and that far downstream outside of the wake) and does not include the 



buoyancy effect. The latter would be expected to dominate for attached flows, whereas the evidence of 
Hackett’s studies is that the volume-dependent buoyancy drag is much less important than the correction 
given by equation (1.6) for bluff models or high-lift models. Ashill and Taylor [5] have shown how it is 
possible to reconcile Mokry’s analysis with the classical formula by allowing for the effect of the walls on 
the pressure drag of the displacement surface of the model and its shear layers. Hackett [lo] has 
reiterated the reasons for preferring his result. 

All these methods rely on inviscid models of the flow in that they do not allow explicitly for the effect on 
the development of the shear layers on and downstream of the model of the second (viscous) effect 
described above. This assumption appears justified for models with thin shear layers and attached flows. 
However, for flows on the point of separation or with regions of separation, the walls may influence the 
development of the model boundary layers and its wake. Thus consideration needs to be given to the 
theoretical simulation of real viscous flows in the wind tunnel or systematic wind-tunnel studies of the 
effect of tunnel walls on the model drag for there to be a complete understanding of this problem. 

W Lift-dependent drag 

With these reservations, the correction to lift-dependent drag is determined by the change in the flow at 
the vortex sheet far downstream of the model, taking into account changes in the loading due to wall- 
induced upwash (and if necessary aeroelastic distortion of the wing). In general, the correction at zero lift 
can be ignored and then the correction to drag, at constant lifl coefficient, becomes: 

&CD = c2 I (T(y)p(y) - r ‘(y)p’(y)}dy. 

where T(y) is the normalised spanwise loading on the wing due to unit lift coefficient and u(y) is half the 
downwash induced by the infinite vortex sheet having the same spanwise distribution of vorticity as the 
wing at unit lift coefficient. The dashed symbols denote in-tunnel values. Here the functions u and u’ can 
be regarded as spanwise weighting factors for induced drag. 

If the spanwise loading is close to elliptic, and the span of the model (and the aeroelastic distortion) are 
not excessive, the effects of the change in loading will be small and the change in the weighting factor 
will be constant across the span. The drag correction is then given by Glauert’s formula, i.e. 6Co = 6uCLz, 
where 6u is simply the wall-induced downwash at infinity downstream. 

Strictly this correction is a force directed along the tunnel axis, not along the corrected free-stream axis, 
but usually this distinction can be ignored and then the correction should be added to the drag force 
obtained by resolving balance-axis forces onto the corrected free-stream axis. 

The difference between the correction given above and that obtained by simply multiplying the lift by the 
incidence correction, is due to the thrust force at the wing leading edge. As this force only occurs in fully- 
attached flow it might be expected that, when there is significant flow separation at the leading edge, the 
drag correction will be closer to the product of the lifl force and the induced upwash at the model. This is 
obviously the case when the measured drag varies roughly as the product of lift and incidence, as for 
slender wings with sharp leading edges. When, as is oflen the case, the model is long compared with the 
height of the working section, there may be a significant wall-induced camber at high lift and since theory 
gives no guidance on the value of the upwash to use in either the incidence or drag correction, there 
must be a degree of uncertainty in the correct values for these. 



d Pitching moment and yawing moment 

The correction to pitching moment at constant lift, which again is derived using a reverse-flow theorem. is : 

where $x1) is the loading in reverse flow due to a linearly-varying upwash U(x-x1), x, is the chordwise 
location of the moment reference axis and Fw(x.y) is the residual variation of wail-induced upwash 
(including model aeroelastic distortion). 

When the spanwise variation of the residual variation is negligible and the chordwise gradient is linear, 
the correction becomes: 

where C,, is the non-dimensional pitching moment derivative for (nose-up) rotation, about the spanwise 
axis passing through the aerodynamic centre in reverse flow and h = c dw/dx, with upwash Uw(x). 

As mentioned above, the difference between the wall-induced upwash at the tailplane and the correction 
to incidence is best treated as a change in tail setting. 

The correction to the rolling moment of a yawed wing is analogous to that for pitching moment i.e.: 

where (x,y) is the loading in reverse flow due to unit rate of roll and w(x,y) is the wall-induced upwash. 
In using this equation care needs to be taken that the correction has the correct sign. 

When yaw is obtained by a combination of pitch and roll, as may be the case with sting-mounted models, 
the “upwash” terms in the corrections to incidence, pitching moment and rolling moment must be 
Interpreted as the component of wall-induced velocity normal to the plane of the wing. A similar 
interpretation also needs to be made for “sidewash” in the correction to angle of yaw. In these cases 
there may be an additional component to the correction to rolling moment, to account for the change in 
load on the fin. 
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1.4 CHOICE OF CORRECTION METHOD 

(A. Krynytzky &J. Hackett) 

“Naturally the precision of calculafad interference parameters is far greafer than that of any experimental 
vedfication of the underlying theory.” H. C. Gamer, AGARDograph 109 

Wall interference prediction, correction and, in some cases, minimisation for a given model and test 
environment are the objectives of any correction method. Section 1.3 has shown it is both useful and 
revealing to describe wall interference in terms of primary corrections and residual interference variations. 
The calculation of primary corrections for a spatially varying interference geld (for subsonic inviscid flow) 
has been discussed, as well as a method for handling residual variations. The main outputs of any wall 
interference method are thus the primary corrections to freestream velocity (direction and magnitude). 
However, for large models and for Mach numbers in the high subsonic range, residual interference 
should be quantified as well. In the adaptive wall case for which the interference goal is zero by 
definition, residual interference is an appropriate measure of the quality of the adaptation. Intermediate 
outputs of an adaptive wall method are the wall settings to achieve minimum interference. Wind tunnel 
model data, corrected for the influence of the walls to equivalent free air conditions, represent the 
ultimate output of the application of a wall correction method. 

The correctability of wind tunnel data to equivalent interference-free conditions may be rigorously 
evaluated by consideration of interference gradients for linear potential flows or by comparison of in- 
tunnel to unconstrained-stream flow solutions at corrected flow conditions (virtually mandatory for non- 
linear flows). Poor correspondence of results of the latter calculations implies a breakdown of the 
usefulness of wind tunnel test results: there is no interference-free flight condition that corresponds to the 
wind tunnel flow field in the vicinity of the model. This may occur if interference variations are great 
enough that simple corrections based on linear theory do not capture the actual integrated interference 
on the model. The difference in the flow field (in-tunnel to interference-free at nominal corrected 
conditions corresponding to the tunnel flow) may be due to strictly inviscid loading changes or, more 
insidiously, fundamental changes in the nature of the flow field around the model. These phenomena 
include changes in the boundary layer on the model with regard to either onset of separation or change in 
shock position for compressible flows, modification of separation bubble size or shape, or change in 
wake trajectory (viscous or vortex). 

The choice of a correction method, or whether to bother with wall corrections at all, depends on required 
data precision and accuracy, and on available resources. Resources include instrumentation, computing 
hardware and software, qualified staff, and time. 

In practice, one is oflen faced with sizing a model for a given set of test conditions. That is, given a test 
facility and test envelope, how large a model may be used to generate “valid” wind tunnel data? “Larger” 
is generally better from the standpoint of aerodynamic simulation for most applications (i.e., closest 
Reynolds number match, model geometric fidelity, or other model- to full-scale considerations). 
Permissible magnitudes of wall corrections depend on overall required data accuracies. An error 
analysis with target data accuracies should be done to establish target maximum levels of wall 
interference. Steinle and Stanewsky [17] derive permissible flow field variations for a variety of testing 
requirements. The parameters that relate most directly to wall interference are based on a drag accuracy 
requirement of 0.0001 AC, (Table 1). 



Descriotion 

M Mach number accuracy 0.001 

a, (w/U,) Angle of attack (upwash) accuracy 0.01 deg (0.00017) 

WWJJbWc)l Flow curvature 50.03 deg 

WWJ~Whl Spanwise flow variation ~0.1 deg 

dM/[d(xlL)] Streamwise Mach gradient 10.0006 

Table 1 Required Flow Field Accuracies Corresponding to ACc=O.OOOl 
(after Steinle and Stanewsky, [In) 

These values provide benchmarks against which the accuracy of primary wall corrections and the spatial 
variation of the residual wall interference field can be tested. Since the magnitude of primary wall 
corrections may be small, uncertainties associated with their prediction may be as large as the 
corrections themselves. The evaluation of data uncertainty may need to take this into account. With a 
reasonable model size as a starting point, an iterative evaluation of wall interference balanced against 
accuracy and scaling needs will generate the data for an informed decision. 

Four factors govern the aerodynamic interference of wind tunnel walls on a model: 

1) Nature of the aerodynamic forces generated by the model, including not only lift, drag, and 
pitching moment, but also the constitution of the total drag (in classical terms, vortex, parasite, 
and separation drag) and the contributions of simulated power units (including rotors, propellers, 
fans, and jets). 

2) Mach number 

3) Size of the model relative to the dimensions of the test section (length, width, and height). 

4) Type of test section walls. 

1.4.1 MODEL AERODYNAMICS 

Model aerodynamics refers to those aspects of the model that require explicit treatment or modelling in 
the evaluation of wall interference, exclusive of Mach number. These include the displacement (or 
volume) effect of the model and the customary aerodynamic forces: lift, drag, thrust, and pitching 
moment. These interference effects are well understood in an attached-flow context and are commonly 
addressed using classical wall interference concepts. However, the testing of models at high liff, with 
powered lift (e.g., rotors or lifting fans) can result in large vortex wake deflections within the tunnel that 
require special modelling attention. Separated wakes present another flow situation requiring additional 
modelling. 

Together with Mach number and model size, model aerodynamics guides the complexity of model 
representation. For attached flows around small models at low Mach number, use of simple singularities 
of known strength is adequate (Chapter 2). More complex geometries or large models may require more 
accurate geometry representation as afforded by panel methods. 

Separated wakes behind bluff bodies require special treatment, Chapter 6. In particular, wall pressure 
measurements can be used to advantage for this case in order to determine the appropriate 
representation of the separation bubble. Large lift forces may require consideration of wake deflections 



rn addition to accounting for the separated wakes oflen associated with configurations near maximum lift. 
Rotor testing at low speeds introduces additional complexity in that wake trajectories may result in 
fundamental changes of the in-tunnel flow relative to an interference-free flow. These flows associated 
with V/STOL configurations are discussed in Chapter 8. Unsteady interference effects largely have to do 
with cross-stream resonance within the test section walls (Chapter 9). 

Boundary measurement methods discussed in Chapter 4 potentially provide advantages with respect to 
both model and wall representations. Chapter 10 outlines applications of these methods to adaptive wall 
tunnels, especially for tunnels wrth two flexible walls for both 2D and 3D testing. Two-variable boundary 
measurement methods provide the incontestable advantage of not requiring a representation of the 
model for determination of the interference. This feature is most useful whenever the exact nature of the 
aerodynamics at the model is not known: small supersonic flow regions near the model, large deflected 
wing wakes, or separated flow at the model. Though these methods are applicable to any tunnel, the 
most progress has been made for tunnels with closed walls, largely because of boundary measurement 
considerations. One-variable boundary measurement methods can be especially helpful for the case of 
ventilated walls, where sufficient uncertainty exists as to the proper wall boundary condition. 
Representation of the model is required for this approach. 

The modelling of active power simulation (propellers, wind turbines, fans, turbo-powered simulators, 
blown nacelles or other jet simulation with at most small deflections of the propulsion streamtube) is 
typically approached by consideration of momentum-streamtube relationships and the use of appropriate 
source and sink singularities (Chapter 8). 

1.4.2 Mach Number 

Discussions of the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Working Group 12 [I] used a classitication of tunnel 
flows by speed range from the standpoint of adaptive wall tunnel operation. This classification serves well 
in a more general wind tunnel testing context because the flow physics are fundamentally the same in all 
wind tunnels. The first three speed ranges are of particular Interest with regard to wall interference (see 
Chapter 10 for further discussion of these classifications): 

1) Group 1: subsonic free stream, local embedded supersonic regions may occur near the model; 
region near the walls is well represented by linearised compressible flow equations. 

2) Group 2: subsonic free stream; non-linear region (in unconfined flow) extends beyond the walls. 

3) Group 3: near-sonic and supersonic free stream. 

Group 1 flows permit the application of the linearised potential flow equation for the evaluation of wall 
interference. The effect of compressibility is linearised using the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility factor, 8 
= 4 ? - I!#. The governing equation is linear and homogeneous, so that the principle of superposition 
applies. That is, the interference flow field can be considered an incremental flow field due to the wall 
potential that can be simply added to the flow due to the model potential. Because a wide variety of 
practical aerodynamic problems fall into this speed range, and because of the demonstrated success of 
linearised methods, most of the methods in this publication use the linearised potential equation (which 
afler the Prandtl-Glauert transformation becomes Laplace’s equation) as a starting point. 

For Group 2 flow the non-linear portion of the flow field, strongest at the model, has grown to include a 
substantial, if not the entire, region between the model and the wall. In this case, the distortion of the 
compressible flow field around the model and at the wall location (relative to interference-free conditions) 



requires the use of non-linear flow equations for proper characterisation. Wall interference is not easily 
characterised as an incremental flow field; the calculation of both the in-tunnel and interference-free flow 
fields may be required. Chapter 5 addresses the estimation of interference for these flows. Chapters 4 
(boundary measurement methods) and 10 (adaptive walls) also include discussions of the use of non- 
linear governing equations. For cases with supersonic flow extending to the walls, the interference of the 
walls may include the effects of reflected compressible disturbances (compression and expansion waves) 
on the model. The appearance of reflected disturbances may be considered to be the threshold for 
classification in the next speed range. 

Group 3 flow presents the most difficult situation from the standpoint of correctability in that the flow field 
between the model and the walls is fully supersonic. In a typical case, the flow around the model is 
dominated by multiple reflections of expansion and compression disturbances (originating at the model) 
from the walls, back to the model. Passive ventilated walls have successfully been configured to 
attenuate isolated shock waves, but a practical method for reducing nonplanar shock reflections for 
configurations of interest is yet to be demonstrated. An adaptive closed-wall approach to shock reflection 
attenuation has been demonstrated in 2D testing; the much more difficult 3D problem is beyond the 
grasp of the current state of the art. 

As Mach number is increased into the supersonic range, a point is reached beyond which wall 
interference ceases to be an issue. This occurs when the flow disturbances from the model, consisting 
of compression and expansion waves that travel along characteristics. are reflected from the tunnel 
boundaries and pass downstream of the model. The flow field around the model is therefore 
interference-free. A first-order estimate of permissible model size in the supersonic speed range is made 
by simply calculating the Mach diamond based on the upstream Mach number from the model nose (or, if 
known, the position of the detached nose shock). Thus, for a model positioned at a distance z from the 
closest tunnel wall, the body length L should be less than 2 z/tan arcsin (I/M). For pointed bodies a 
more accurate calculation of shock wave trajectory is possible using the exact (Taylor-McCall) solution for 
conical flows. 

For a given model and test section wall, a mapping of flow regimes provides guidance regarding wall 
interference requirements. A schematic of such a map in the Mach-CL plane, Figure 1.4, shows the 
typical progression from Group 1 to Group 3 flow with increasing upstream Mach number at a given lift. 
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Figure 1.4 : Flow Regime Mapping for a Typical Subsonic 
Fliiht Vehicle 

With increasing lift the boundaries move 
to lower Mach numbers. Group 1 flows 
are amenable to linearised flow analysis. 
Group 2 flows will generally require non- 
linear flow analysis, and may not be 
easily correctable without resorting to an 
adaptive wall strategy. Group 3 flows 
are considered uncorrectable except for 
the case of fully adapted walls. 
Decreasing model scale (for a given 
confguration) will move the boundaries 
toward higher Mach number and lift. In 
this way, wall correction quality (for a 
given methodology) can be matched to 
desired test envelope by the appropriate 
choice of model size. It is recognised 
that the boundaries between flow 



regimes are not distinct, but represent somewhat arbitrary transition zones between flow classifications. 
An additional boundary shown in Figure 1.4 delineates the onset of separation at the model. Interference 
estimates beyond this boundary should include an evaluation of separated wake interference. 

1.4.3 MODEL SIZE 

Model size relates to wall interference in two basic ways: (1) the gross dimensions of the model are 
directly proportional to the disturbances generated at the wall, and therefore to the maanitude of the 
interference felt by the model due to the walls, and (2) the physical extent of the model within the test 
section determines the severity of wall interference due to the spatial nonuniformity of the interference 
flow field. It should be noted that aerodynamic size of the model, which depends on the dominant flow 
phenomena and on the magnitude of the generated aerodynamic forces (see next section), rather than 
geometric size, is the most relevant characterisation of model size. 

In classical wall interference theory (Chapters 2 and 3) models are first considered to be infinitesimal, so 
that any singularities representing the model’s far-field disturbance may be considered to be located at a 
single point, with the primary interference velocity evaluated at that point and the resulting corrections 
applied. With regard to the magnitude of the disturbances due to the model, V (volume; for 2D flows, 
cross-sectional area A) and CoS (model drag; for 2D flows, C, c) are taken to be the relevant linear 
scaling parameters representing the symmetric displacement of far-field streamlines, and C,S (model lift; 
for 2D flows, C, c) for the asymmetric far-field perturbation due to the model. The strengths of the 
fundamental singularities used to represent the model are scaled by these model-dependent 
characteristics. 

Model size, as relating to blockage interference, is often described or delimited by the so-called “model 
blockage” parameter, or A,,,&, where A,, is the maximum model cross-sectional area (taken normal to 
the tunnel axis), and C is the test section cross-sectional area. The 20 equivalent is t,,,&-/, where f,, is 
the maximum model thickness and H is the test section height. This parameter has an obvious 
geometric relationship to the afore-mentioned model volume (for 2D flows, area), depending on the 
model shape distribution. In the limit of ID inviscid incompressible flow in a closed-wall tunnel, this area 
ratio is equal to the increase in effective freestream velocity at the model station. For compressible flow, 
in the limit of Mach approaching 1.0, this area ratio defines an upstream Mach number for which sonic 
choking in a closed-wall tunnel will most certainly occur. Thus, in these limiting cases, it is a physically 
meaningful parameter that bounds the parameters governing blockage interference. For normal model 
sizes the blockage interference is usually much less than predicted from ID flow considerations (for 
example, for unusual shapes “when all is lost”, Pope and Harper [14] suggest a factor of 114 to account 
for both solid and wake blockage, with A mw taken as the model frontal area). Finite model size and angle 
of attack contribute to the onset of sonic choking at a lower Mach number than predicted as above. 

The first departure from point singularities considers the effect of finite span, both on the magnitude of 
the interference upwash at the centre of the model and on its spanwise variation. Similarly, model length 
may give rise to variations of interference from nose to tail, or root to tip for a swept wing. The relevant 
length scale for these effects are the cross dimensions of the tunnel, so that 2sB (span ratio) and U/3& 
(body length ratio; for 2D flows, c&V) form a logical nondimensionalised set of model dimensions for 
evaluating effects of the spatial variation of the interference field. In 3D subcritical flow, span and length 
ratios much less than 1 .O are adequately represented using point singularities at a single model location 
(as long as the model is either in the centre of the tunnel, or several model dimensions away from a 
homogeneous wall). This simple approach may prove adequate up to length ratios of one-half or more, 



depending on required accuracy. Beyond about one-half, however, spatial nonuniformity of the 
interference field may become significant, so that multiple-singularity or panel methods should be used. 
In transonic flow, even very small models may experience unacceptable interference at Mach numbers 
close to one. 

In general, the size of the aerodynamic perturbation due to the model at the wall location is a reasonable 
indicator of the magnitude of interference (for a given wall geometry). Within each speed range, 
moreover, there may be criteria for model size defining the validity of various wall interference 
approaches. This is most clearly demonstrated in the lowest speed range where linear potential flow 
applies. For linear subsonic flows, the model size criteria can be combined with Mach number using the 
Prandtl-Glauert factor 6 to scale physical model size for the first-order effects of compressibility. For 
example, for a given level of perturbation velocity at the wall, model volume should decrease like p3. 

1.4.4 WIND TUNNEL WALLS 

Concurrent with advances in computational capability, significant developments have occurred with 
regard to wind tunnel wall geometry since the publication of AGARDograph 109 (Garner et al., [5]). In 
particular, with the rejuvenation of the adaptive wall concept (Sears, [IS]), and subsequent boundary 
measurement methods, a variety of new approaches for the minimisation and evaluation of wall 
interference have been developed. 

The type of wind tunnel walls spans a range of possrbrlrtres. With regard to wall interference 
methodologies, six approaches may be distinguished: 

1) Closed parallel walls with no measurements at the boundaries (Chapters 2 and 6) 

2) Closed parallel walls with boundary pressure measurements (Chapters 4 and 8) 

3) Closed walls with deflection capability and boundary pressure measurements (Chapters 4 and 
10). 

4) Ventilated walls with no measurements at the boundaries (Chapter 3). 

5) Ventilated walls with boundary measurements (Chapter 4). 

6) Active ventilated walls with boundary measurements (Chapter 10). 

The majority of existing wind tunnels have passive walls of basically fixed geometry, without adequate 
instrumentation at the walls for wall interference purposes. Closed-wall test sections of various cross 
sections are the most numerous for a variety of reasons: historical; relatively low power requirements for 
a given size and speed of the jet; unambiguous wall boundary condition and therefore well-understood 
interference characteristics; and potential for superior Row qualities (low spatial and temporal variations 
of pressure and velocity). Thus, advancements in adaptive wall technology notwithstanding, closed-wall 
tunnels with aerodynamically parallel walls (for a clear test section) are still the workhorses for most low- 
speed testing. For small models with attached flow, the use of classical methods (Chapter 2) generally 
suffices for the calculation of wall interference. Panel methods have proven to be successful extensions 
of classical techniques, particularly for the investigation of the wall interference of large models (Chapters 
2 and 3). 

For closed-wall tunnels, significant advances have been made in two areas since the publication of 
AGARDograph 109 [5]. First, with the development of boundary measurement techniques, the 
performance envelope of closed-wall tunnels has expanded to include larger models at low speed (both 
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from the standpoint of blockage and lift, Hackett, [7] and higher subsonic speeds for conventionally sized 
models (Ashill, Taylor, and Simmons, [4]). Boundary measurement techniques are discussed in Chapter 
4 (Sec. 4.2 for closed walls) and adaptive walls, in Chapter 10. Second, the development of the 
adaptive-wall concept from both theoretical and practical standpoints (see Chapter 10 for a discussion of 
issues and approaches) has resulted in a deformable-wall test section being a serious candidate for new 
wind tunnel projects, especially for tunnels using a removable test section configuration. 

In particular, practical implementations of the adaptive wall concept have resulted in a number of 2D test 
sections with deformable floor and celling. Theoretically, this is the srmplest application of the adaptive 
wall concept. In principle, the design technology is little different from a flexible supersonic nozzle. 
Proper adaptation in three dimensions is a much more difficult problem, especially from the 
constructibility point of view. The rubber test section (Heddergott and Wedemeyer, 181) and the 
octagonal deformable test section at the University of Berlin (Ganzer, Igeta, and Ziemann. [6]) are 
notable examples of deformable 3D closed-wall test sections. Difficulties associated with the desired 
arbitrary deformations have led to investigations of the use of 2D wall adaptation for 3D testing to 
minimise certain aspects of the interference (Wedemeyer [19]; Lamarche and Wedemeyer [IO]; 
Wedemeyer and Lamarche [20]). Chapter 10 focuses on this approach as currently the most practical for 
providing wall interference reduction and control. 

Ventilated wind tunnel walls have also undergone significant development in the past 30 years. Though 
the two basic types of ventilated walls, slotted and perforated, still predominate, a number of advances 
have been made in their use for the minimisation of wall interference. Experimental investigations of the 
ventilated wall boundary condition have met with mixed results: perforated walls behave like ideal porous 
walls over some range of crossflows, with possibly different inflow and oufflow characteristics; walls with 
open slots exhibit a richness of behaviour only approximately captured by the ideal slotted-wall condition 
with the inclusion of porous-wall pressure-drop terms. Panel methods with the appropriate wall boundary 
conditions have been successfully applied to ventilated tunnel interference (Chapter 3). With the 
maturation of boundary measurement techniques, including the development of instrumentation and 
advances in data acquisition, the analytic forms of the wall boundary conditions can be side-stepped by 
applying the principles of the one-variable method (Chapter 4). 

For perforated walls, a sliding perforated plate backing the primary perforated wall surface provides a 
means to vary wall openness. This type of wall configuration was pioneered at the Arnold Engineering 
Development Centre (AEDC) with slanted-hole walls, and is now a common feature of perforated wall 
retrofits, as well as of new designs. Initial experiments used the variable-porosity feature for global test 
section porosity variation to optimise clear test flow qualities and to minimise shock reflection at 
supersonic Mach numbers (Pindzola and Chew, [13]). However, it was realised that streamwise porosity 
variation could be used to minimise wall interference (Lo, [II]). To date, the TsAGl T-128 Transonic 
Wind Tunnel is the most ambitious implementation of this approach, the test section wall ventilation 
consisting of nominally 10% open normal holes, with 128 movable backing plates covering the entire test 
section (Neyland. [12]). The local porosity can thus be varied independently in each of the 128 zones 
from 0% (fully closed) to 10% (fully open). Successful adaptation is judged by comparing measured wall 
pressures to an interference-free prediction of far-field pressures. In general, perforated walls combined 
with wall pressure instrumentation provide an excellent opportunity for the application of measured 
boundary condition methods, (Sec. 4.3). 

Operational adaptive features for slotted-wall wind tunnels have not yet evolved to the degree that 
perforated wall adaptation has. The importance of slot shaping has long been known to be important for 
supersonic flow forming in the low supersonic operating range (Ramaswamy and Cornette, [14]) 
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Research and development on the use of slot shaping to minimise wall interference has resulted in the 
calculation of particular slot shapes for minimum interference (Karlsson and Sedin. [Q]; Agrell, Petterson. 
and Sedin, [2]). This work has resulted in a slot flow model that treats the re-entry flow from the plenum 
into the test section differently from the flow exiting the test section. The FFA T-1500 Transonic Wind 
Tunnel has manually replaceable contoured slot edges for each of the 16 longitudinal slots based on this 
work (Torngren, [lS]). Various slot shapes were tested to optimise both clear tunnel ffow qualities and 
wall interference. Though remotely actuated variable-geometry slot mechanisms have been proposed for 
several facilities, none has passed the proof-of-concept stage for wall interference minimisation. 
Investigations of the wall boundary condition for open slots suggest that the inclusion of a crossflow 
resistance term in the homogeneous boundary condition describes the actual crossflow boundary 
condition better than the ideal inviscid slot boundary condition. Real slotted tunnels thus appear to 
exhibit some of the interference characteristics of perforated-wall tunnels. These observations help 
bridge the apparent disparity in the fundamental fomts of the ideal homogeneous slotted wall boundary 
condition and the ideal porous wall boundary condition. 

A hybrid ventilated wall, consisting of longitudinal openings in the manner of slotted wind tunnels, but with 
fixed baffles within the slots that provide a D’Arcy-type resistance to crossflow, is used at the Ames 1 I-ft 
transonic leg of the Unitary Tunnel. As long as the slot spacing is small relative to the required absence 
of “graininess” of wall interference, this type of wall may be treated as a homogeneous perforated wall. 
With regard to shock reflection, Allen 131 shows that the strength of the reflected disturbance from a wall 
with lines of perforations changes little for more than five or six lines of perforations per wall. Open slots 
were found to have both a larger reflected disturbance than perforated walls and to require a larger 
number of slots (compared to lines of perforations) before the reflected disturbance approaches its 
asymptotic value. Other issues related to local wall non-uniformity include measurement locations and 
techniques for boundary measurement methods (Chapter 4) and supersonic shock wave cancellation. 

An important length scale for these phenomena is the wall boundary layer thickness. It is expected that if 
the wall opening size and spacing are of the order of the boundary layer or less, then at many boundary 
layer thicknesses from the wall, the wall ventilation will be perceived as homogeneous. Similar scaling 
arguments apply to hole size and spacing for perforated walls. Since boundary layers in large wind 
tunnels are often several inches thick, permissible wall openness length scale may be of this order. 
Perforated wall openings and spacings are typically less; slot widths may be somewhat larger; but slot 
spacings are often an order of magnitude greater. The small size of wall openings for perforated wall 
tunnels and the consequent ability to attenuate impinging shocks and expansions explains their being 
preferred over slotted walls for low supersonic testing. These general considerations suggest that 
homogeneous modelling of ventilated walls is appropriate for typical wall configurations, with the notable 
exception of walls with only several open slots. The non-trivial aspect of this modelling is the value of the 
crossflow coefficients in the boundary condition. The inclusion of wall boundary layer effects on 
crossflow characteristics has been investigated, but the uncertainty associated with the estimation of the 
wall boundary layer on a ventilated wall for a variety of model test conditions presents great difficulty for 
practical use of this approach. These considerations favour boundary measurement methods for 
ventilated walls to provide the necessary boundary condition information. For closed-wall tunnels, these 
methods have also been found to implicitly account for at least part of the effect of the model on the wall 
boundary layer (see Sec. 4.2). 

The test section downstream of the model is an area that gives rise to special problems relating to the 
interference and modelling of wind tunnel test environments. Difficulties in this area can be attributed to 
support interference and reentry/diffuser flow. It is becoming increasingly apparent that careful 
modelling of these aspects of the test environment is required to evaluate interference in its entirety. 
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The use of advanced methods is recommended whenever simpler methods fail to satisfy accuracy 
requirements, which can occur under a variety of conditions: 

I) Model is not small. 

2) Large regions of separated flow dominate the flow field due to the model. 

3) Large regions of supersonic flow exist around the model. 

4) Supersonic flow extends to any wall surface. 

5) Pressure perturbations at the wall are large enough to effect changes in the wall boundary layer 
thickness. 

6) Streamline deflection due to model-generated forces is significantly modified relative to 
interference-free conditions. 

Advanced methods can (and should) be used whenever they are available (subject to resource 
constraints), providing that their application for simple attached-flow cases has been validated. 
Conscientious scrutiny of wall interference results for a range of model geometries and flow conditions 
can provide valuable clues relative to improved implementations of wall interference methods for specific 
facilities. 

In spite of several decades of research activities aimed at the development of superior wind tunnel wall 
configurations, no single type of wall has emerged as dominant for 3D testing in the subsonic and 
transonic speed ranges. Production and research testing facilities around the world now exhibit a wider 
variety of wall types than ever before. In most cases, testing organisations have large capital and 
infrastructure investments in their test facilities. Development efforts often target extending the 
performance envelope (at minimum cost) or understanding the peculiarities of each facility. Wall 
interference activities are thus proceeding on several fronts, some of which overlap, others which are 
mutually exclusive. Chapter 12 summarises areas where progress is both needed and anticipated to 
improve the understanding, evaluation, and control of wind tunnel wall interference. 
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2. CONVENTIONAL WALL CORRECTIONS FOR CLOSED 
AND OPEN TEST SECTIONS 

Investigations of boundary interference in aerodynamic testing date back to the 1920s and 1930s. 
Glauert’s classic monograph on the subject 1151 summarises this pioneering work and serves both as a 
basis for ensuing developments and as a touchstone for evaluating wall interference methods to this day. 
These early investigations address interference in both closed-wall and open-jet test sections and, to 
some degree, in test sections whose walls are a combination of these two types. This chapter briefly 
describes the basic principles of this classical wall interference theory, summarises some fundamental 
results, and traces several related lines of development since the publication of AGARDograph 109 (131. 

The fundamental problem of wall corrections concerns itself with the difference between the flow fields 
around a body immersed in a uniform oncoming stream of infinite lateral, upstream, and downstream 
extent, and around the same body in a stream confined or modified by wind tunnel walls. The 
streamlines around a body in a uniform subsonic onset flow depend on the shape of the body and on the 
aerodynamic forces acting on the body (which may be considered a result of its shape). In the 
interference-free case, as distance increases laterally from the body, the streamlines approach the 
straight and parallel flow of the onset stream. If the wind tunnels boundaries (the “walls”) are far enough 
away from a model being tested so that the flow perturbation due to the model is negligible, the same 
uniform parallel flow condition is obtained at the boundary and the flow around the model is therefore not 
affected by the tunnel boundaries. However, to the extent that the models influence is perceptible at the 
boundary, the flow within the tunnel (i.e., around the model) is different from that which would be 
obtained in an unbounded stream. Classical wall correction theory attempts to account for this difference 
under a set of simplifying assumptions and corresponding restrictions on the theory’s range of 
applicability. Fundamental to this approach are the concepts of primary corrections and residual 
variations discussed in Chapter 1. 

Elementary interference results for both 2D and 30 models are presented in this chapter. These include 
the interference of only the tunnel walls remote from the model. So-called sidewall interference, which 
may be a major source of three-dimensionality in 2D tests, deserves attention as a special interference 
topic and is beyond the scope of the current discussion. Most of the 3D interference discussion in this 
chapter addresses a rectangular test section of height, H, and breadth, B. with the test section aspect 
ratio defined as B/l-/. Although other test cross sections are in use (e.g.. octagonal, circular, elliptical) 
and interference methods have been developed for these situations, the rectangular section is used as a 
focus of discussion because of its commonality in practice and because of the similarity of rectangular 
section interference to that of other sections of equal area and aspect ratio. 



2.1 CLASSICAL WALL CORRECTIONS: BASIC PRINCIPLES, DEFINITIONS, 
AND ASSUMPTIONS 

As used here, the term “classical” refers to the results of the earliest analyses of wind tunnel boundary 
interference on models in closed-wall and open-jet wind tunnels. The assumptions underlying classical 
wall interference theory include: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Linear potential flow 

Perturbation flow at the tunnel boundaries. 

Model whose dimensions generally are small relative to the tunnel and whose wakes (including 
both the viscous and vortex wakes) extend straight downstream from the model. 

4. Tunnel of constant cross-sectional area extending far upstream and downstream of the model, 
with boundaries parallel to the direction of the flow far upstream of the model, and whose boundary 
condition for a given wall is either no flow normal to the wall or a constant pressure at the wall 
location. 

“Conventional” is used as a further classification of wall corrections, which includes the classical. These 
corrections are based on classical concepts in that the perturbation flow assumptions are used, but 
model size, wake position, and tunnel boundary conditions are not restricted as above. For present 
purposes, the tunnel walls are restricted, however, to a fixed geometry with a known pressure-crossflow 
characteristic, Conventional wall correction methods do not then include specified boundary condition 
methods or adaptive wall methods. Much of the work reported in AGARDograph 109 [13] satisfies this 
definition of “conventional”, though specified boundary condition methods and adaptive wall methods 
have appeared in the literature since the 1940s and are included in AGARDograph 109 [I31 as well. 

2.1 .I CO-DRDINATE SYSTEM AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The co-ordinate system is defined for a conventional wing-body model such that x is the streamwise co- 
ordinate, y is the lateral or spanwise co-ordinate, and z is the vertical co-ordinate corresponding to the 
direction of primary lift, Figure 2.1. The origin of the co-ordinate system is typically taken to be on the 
test section centreline, at the model centre. In 2D flow, the flow field is taken to be invariant with y. Far 
upstream of the model, the incoming flow is uniform. 

Although the definition of classical wall correction methods should properly be restricted to 
incompressible flows, as mirrored in the early literature, linearised compressibility is included here as a 
straightforward application of the Goethert transformation (see, for example, Ashley and Landahl, [5]). 
Thus, the starting point for the development of classical wall interference corrections is the assumption of 
linearised potential flow between the model and the tunnel boundaries (see Sec. 4.1). Streamline flow is 
assumed with no allowance for shock waves or separated wakes. The effect of fluid viscosity in the 
governing equations is ignored. Velocity at any point in the tunnel is the gradient of the potential function 
in the usual way: 

Pb,Y,Z) = WX,Y,Z) (2.1) 

The principle of superposition is a key feature of classical wall interference analysis. This allows the 
interference flow field to be considered as an incremental flow field to the interference-free flow around 
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Figure 2.1 : Co-ordinate System and Geometry 

the model. Thus, the potential, 0. is assumed to be expressible as the superposition of a uniform onset 
stream, the model potential, and the wall potential, 

@(x,y,r) = -v,x+cp,(x,Y,~)+cpv(~,Y,~) (2.2) 

In those regions of the flow away from the model where the flow perturbations to the uniform oncoming 
stream are small, the model and wall potentials can be considered perturbation velocity potentials. For 
small deviations from the nominal free stream, the effect of compressibility can be linearised in the full 
potential equation, resulting in the governing equation for the perturbation velocity potentials, 

P’rp, +qp +% =o (2.3) 

where @=I&. That part of the flow field due to the walls, the wall interference velocity field, is the 
gradient of the wall interference potential, 

J,(X,Y,Z) = 
& A & 1 acp, ^ $+$+ dr k=u,?+v,i^+w,k (2.4) 

The equation for the perturbation velocity potential can be reduced to the Laplace equation (V?p=O) with 
the co-ordinate transformation (as developed by Prandtl and Glauert for 2D airfoils and extended to three 
dimensions by Goethert): X=x, Y=py, and 2=/Q (see Sec. 4.1). This transformation relates the linearised 
compressible flow to an equivalent incompressible flow in stretched co-ordinates. 
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2.1.2 MODEL REPRESENTATION 

The combination of perturbation interference flow at the model and small model size (relative to the 
tunnel) implies that the variation of the interference velocity throughout the volume proximate to the 
model is small, so that the interference velocity may be considered a constant throughout the region 
affecting model aerodynamics. The primary corrections to stream magnitude and direction capture the 
greater part of the wall influence. The next order of corrections considers the linear streamwise variation 
of interference velocities (which result in streamwise buoyancy and flow curvature corrections). The 
interference velocities and gradients are typically evaluated at the model centre which, for simple model 
representations, is the location of singularities that approximate the flow field far from the model. 

Thus, the flow in the immediate vicinity of the model will appear as though the model is immersed in an 
unbounded uniform onset stream of perturbed magnitude and direction relative to the flow far upstream 
of the model, 

Eorr& = u,? + ct (O,O,O) = (u, + .,)i + vj + w,k^ 
This corrected onset velocity is characterised by streamwise and upwash velocity corrections (y and wJ, 
commonly referred to as blockage and upwash interference. respectively. For small models it is sufficient 
to evaluate the interference velocity and its spatial gradients at the model location. For symmetric 
models at zero yaw, sidewash interference at the plane of symmetry is identically zero. 

The magnitude of the streamwise gradient of u, (Ju,/Jx) is a measure of the convergence (or divergence) 
of the effective onset stream, resulting in a streamwise buoyancy force on the model. The streamwise 
gradient of w, (dv, /&) is a measure of the curvature of the effective onset stream, resulting in an 
additional apparent angle of attack (or equivalently, excess lifl at a given angle of attack) and pitching 
moment. 

The restriction on wakes extending straight downstream is in no way fundamental, but simply allows the 
use of simple, analytic solutions to the Prandtl-Glauert equation to represent the model aerodynamics: 
line doublet (or horseshoe vortex) for 30 lift and its vortex wake, and a point source for drag (2D and 3D 
viscous wakes). 

The assumptions of a small model and of perturbation velocities at the tunnel boundary mean that only 
the far-field flow around the model must be properly represented. That is, the details of the model are 
not important; only the integrated effects at the tunnel boundary of model geometry and loading are 
important to first order. 

The first-order far-field influence of the model arises from three independent features of a model’s 
aerodynamics: 

1. Model shape and volume, which causes a displacement or bulging of streamlines around the 
model, with the streamlines reconverging to unperturbated parallel flow downstream of the model. 

2. Model Iii, which in three dimensions results in a redirection of momentum of the stream, resulting 
in a downwash field that persists to downstream infinity. 

3. Model parasite drag (i.e., not including induced drag or drag due to separated wakes), which 
results in an outward displacement of streamlines around the viscous wake that also persists 
downstream of the model. 
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For small models, these three characteristics are represented by elementary analytical singularities 
placed at the model location. The requisite singularities derive from potential flow theory and are 
summarised in Figure 2.2 : line (or in 2D flow, point) vortex to represent lift, source doublet to represent 
model volume, and point source to represent the displacement effect of the wake. The far field of virtually 
any flight vehicle of interest can be represented by an appropriate superposition of these singularities at 
the model location. The effects of finite model extent may be investigated using multiple singularities of 
these types, though the main features of model size are illustrated by the finite-span horseshoe vortex for 
wing span and a source-sink combination for body length. Expressions for the potentials of these 
singularities are given in subsequent sections. 

Voltex (ra at a point) lntinkslmal horseshoe ntex (Ml at a point) 

Finite-span horseshoe vortex 
(unswept wing wkh uniform span load) 

c-3 
Source doublet (cylinder) 

0 . 
Source doublet (sphere) 

Source-sink with finite separation (Rankine oval) Source-sink with finite separation (Rankine body) 

x x 

Source (displacement of viscous wake) Source (displacement of &scous wake) 

Figure 2.2 Elementary Singularities Used for Model Representation in a Uniform Stream 

With the interference velocities at the model location being small, resulting model loading changes 
(relative to the interference-free case at corrected freestream conditions) are likewise small. This permits 
the use of singularity strengths taken to be the same as for the interference-free model flow, that is, o,,, is 
known or specified. For example, a 3D source doublet in a uniform onset flow produces a closed 
spherical stream surface; thus it represents the potential flow around a sphere. For a sphere in a 
constrained flow, as in a wind tunnel, this same singularity will produce the same closed spherical stream 
surface only in the limit of zero model size. Otherwise, the wall potential perturbs the effective closed 
surface around the doublet; the larger the model size, the greater the deviation, Similarly, use of a 
specified wing lift distribution (represented by a spanwise distribution of horseshoe vortices) will not fully 
capture the effect of wall interference on wing loading unless an iterated solution is sought, If model 
loading changes are not small, due to either model size or sensitivity of the flow to small changes in 
stream velocity or angle (as at transonic speeds or near stall), classical methods can provide only 
qualitative guidance, and advanced methods should be considered. 



The interference velocities are usually nondimensionalised by the velocity magnitude far upstream of the 
model, 

It is convenient to define an upwash interference parameter (8) and its streamwise gradient (6,) 

w3) 

where C is the test section cross-sectional area, and L is a typical length scale (often taken as the height 
of the test section). 

Similarly, the streamwise gradient of blockage interference is of interest because it affects model forces 
in addition to the change in the effective freestream velocity given by E. This gradient imposes a 
streamwise pressure force, or buoyancy drag, on the model that would not be present in the interference- 
free flow and that must be subtracted from the measured model drag in the tunnel. 

As long as there is a region between the tunnel boundaries and the model satisfying the perturbation flow 
equations described above, the flow at the tunnel boundaries due to only the model is a perturbation 
flow, even though the model representation may result in large velocity changes (relative to the free 
stream) close to the model. Conversely, the flow at the model location due to only the walls will likewise 
be a perturbation flow, even though the flow close to the walls may be subject to large deviations relative 
to the oncoming free stream, as in the case of flow through longitudinal slots or in the vicinity of holes. If 
the wall boundary condition is spatially homogeneous, however, the flow at the wall will satisfy Equation 
2.2. This is the case for the closed-wall and idealised open-jet test sections. 

It should be noted that even for apparently large models, small model results can provide estimates of 
the adequacy of applying only primary corrections, based on the magnitude of spatial variations of the 
interference flow field at the location of the model. Such estimates can then guide the decision on the 
need for more accurate flow modelling. 

2.1.3 TUNNEL WALLS 

The condition of tunnel walls extending far upstream and downstream (doubly infinite in streamwise 
extent) permits the application of the method of images with its corresponding set of analytic results. The 
method of images is a simple yet powerful technique for the evaluation of interference in tunnels with 
either closed-wall or open-jet boundaries. 

The boundary condition for a closed wall is no flow normal to the wall, given exactly in terms of the 
perturbation potential, 

acp 0 -= 
an 

where cp = (pm + oW 



Allowing the velocity at the tunnel boundaries to differ from the onset stream velocity by only a small 
amount (the perturbation velocity) also means that these boundary conditions can be linearised if 
necessary. The boundary condition for an open wall (or free jet) is a constant pressure equal to the static 
pressure far upstream of the model; in linearised form, 

d’p=O dx (2.11) 

Finally, the assumption of a tunnel of constant cross section (and constant homogeneous boundary 
conditions for a given wall) extending to infinity both upstream and downstream of the model provides the 
simplifications (symmetries and asymptotic boundary conditions) permitting the application of analytic 
techniques, such as the method of images. Because most wind tunnel tests involve a model located on 
the centreline of the test section, this symmetry condition can be used to advantage both to simplify the 
analysis and to permit a convenient decoupling of upwash interference from model volume and wake 
characteristics, and of blockage interference from model lifl. 

Consider, for example, a planar closed wall extending to infinity in all directions in proximity to an isolated 
point singularity whose velocity potential is given by cp(x. y, z). Figure 2.3 illustrates this situation in two 
dimensions for the point vortex and source singularities. The desired boundary condition at the wall is 
&@% = 0. If the velocity potential of the singularity is such that zip/an is an odd function of the co-ordinate 
n normal to the wall (i.e., rp is even with respect to n). then by symmetry, the velocity normal to the wall 
due to this singularity is identically cancelled by placing a so-called image singularity of the same 
magnitude and strength on the other side of the wall, at the same distance from the wall, on the line 
normal to the wall and passing through the original singularity. Conversely, if &plan for the original 
singularity is an even function of the w-ordinate n (i.e., 9 is odd with respect to n), the normal velocity at 
the wall due to the original singularity is cancelled by an image singularity of equal magnitude and 
opposite strength. Thus for a planar closed wall, the 2D point vortex requires an image of the opposite 
sense, while a point source requires an image of the same sense. 
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Figure 2.3 Method of Images for a Planar Closed Wall 

Similarly, replacing the planar closed wall by a planar free-jet boundary requires satisfying the linearised 
constant pressure boundary condition. For the streamwise co-ordinate x parallel to the boundary, if Zi+Yax 
of the original singularity is odd in x, then the image singularity must be of the same magnitude and 
opposite strength. Conversely, if %/ax of the original singularity is an even function of x. then the image 
singularity must be of equal magnitude and strength. Figure 2.4 illustrates the method of images for a 
planar free-jet boundary. 

It is readily apparent that the method of images is not limited to single point singularities, but can be used 
for any collection of singularities. Nor is it limited to planar wall boundaries; conformal transformations 
have been used to develop image systems for octagonal and elliptical tunnels as reported in 
AGARDograph 109 1131. The objective is merely to cancel a component of velocity (either normal or 
streamwise) due to the model at the specified boundary by an appropriate choice of image(s) on the 
other side of the boundary. 
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Figure 2.4 Method of Images for a Planar Free-Jet Boundary 

The application of the method of images to wall interference involves the development of the set of 
images required to represent all the wall surfaces of a given test section and summing their effect to 
determine the interference at 
the model. Symmetry 
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Figure 2.5 Classical Wall Interference Correction Factors for Small 
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2.2 CLASSICAL CORRECTIONS FOR CLOSED TEST SECTIONS 

Test sections with closed, planar, and aerodynamically parallel walls an? perhaps the easiest to 
understand and analyse. The boundary condition for each wall lends itself to treatment by the method of 
images. The qualitative effects of these walls are predictable based on physical arguments alone, thus 
providing a common-sense validation of the analytic results. To be sure, the presence of more than one 
wall requires the use of multiple images. In fact, an infinite array of singularities is required even in the 
simplest case of two walls, Nonetheless, as has been shown in the literature, the infinite series 
representing the interference potential for small models in such tunnels converges quickly enough for 
ready calculation, especially given current computational capabilities. 

In two dimensions, the closed-wall boundary condition can be satisfied on the upper and lower walls by 
using a single row of image singularities both above and below the test section. In constructing the 
image system each wall initially requires an image outside the test section of the model within the test 
section. However, the presence of the first-order singularity for the lower wall violates the parallel-flow 
boundary condition on the upper wall, thus requiring a second singularity above the ceiling, and similarly 
for the floor. For a model placed midway between the floor and ceiling this results in an infinite set of 
singularities, all at the same station as the model, equally spaced in z, aligned above and below the test 
section as indicated in Figure 2.6. A single infinite summation expresses the interference in the test 
section. This image system is readily generalised to the case of asymmetric model location. 
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Point singularity 
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K = strength of singularity 

) (typical) 1 

+ l (+) 

Legend: 
-I + = Image strengths for o odd in z 
(+) = Image strengths for cp even in z - l (+) 

Figure 2.6 Image System for a Singularity at the Centre of a 2D Tunnel with Closed Walls 

For the 3D testing situation in rectangular test sections, the image system becomes doubly infinite 
because of mutual interference of vertical and horizontal walls, which requires images along the 
diagonals, Figure 2.7. In general, this results in a double summation for the interference in the test 
section. 
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Figure 2.7 : Image System for a Model Singularity in the Centre of a 3D Rectangular 
Tunnel with Closed Wails 

A particularly elegant image system in the crossflow plane far downstream of the bound vortex satisfies 
the boundary conditions for a closed-wall tunnel of circular cross section, Figure 2.8. This image system 
has been used to predict the upwash interference at the model, reasoning that the interference at the 
model location is half the interference value evaluated far downstream. 

‘P, = Radial velocity = 0 

.- 

Figure 2.8 Image System for Trailing Vortices in a Tunnel of Circular Cross-Section 

Early recognition of the limitations of single-singularity representations of model aerodynamics stimulated 
the development of multiple-singularity methods and applications, wherein elementary singularities are 
used as building blocks to represent the finite physical extent of the model. For a closed-wall rectangular 
tunnel, a complete image system can be specified for each singularity. By superposition, the collection of 
model singularities along with the corresponding sets of images will satisfy the wall boundary conditions. 

All results presented in this section are for model singularities located on the centreline of the test 
section. Off-centreline model location involves appropriate generalisations of the image systems, 
resulting in both streamwise and upwash interference at the model location for any single type of 
singularity. 2D interference results are given throughout the test section, including both streamwise and 
upwash interference velocity components to highlight the qualitative features of interference variation that 
a large model at high incidence might experience. These features are mirrored in 30 testing, so that a 
large 3D model (length and span) may be viewed as immersed in a variable interference flow field. 
Tunnel users should be alert to the possibility that remote locations of a large model (e.g., outboard wing, 
body nose, and tail) may experience significantly different interference than predicted at the model 



nominal reference location (often taken as the quarter-chord of the mean aerodynamic chord of the 
wing). 3D interference results presented here are limited to the main results: streamwise interference for 
the source singularities and upwash interference for the vortex singularities. 

2.2.1 CLASSICAL CORRECTIONS FOR LIFT INTERFERENCE 

Lift interference is defined to be that part of the wall interference due to circulation (i.e., corresponding to 
a force normal to the oncoming stream direction) generated by the model. For a small model centrally 
located in a test section, the model lifl results in primarily an upwash interference in the vicinity of the 
model. Typically, this change in effective freestream direction directly modifies the model aerodynamic 
angle of attack and requires the resolution of force balance measurements relative to the corrected wind 
axis direction. 

2.2.1.1 20 LIFT INTERFERENCE 

In 2D flow, a point vortex singularii is used to represent the lifting effect of an airfoil. The potential for a 
point vortex located at x=z=O is 

where y, the vortex strength, is l/2 U- CC, and c is the airfoil chord. Defining nondimensional spatial co- 
ordinates &x&Y and &=z/H, the upwash interference anywhere in the tunnel for a model centrally 
located between closed upper and lower walls is given by 

Figure 2.9 Upwash Interference of a 2D Vortex in a Closed-Wall 
Tunnel 

The upwash interference 
throughout the test section is 
shown in Figure 2.9. It is zero at 
the model station as expected. 
since the velocity due to each 
image singularity is in the 
streamwise direction at this 
station. The upwash gradient, 
however, is not zero. so that a 
model will experience additional 
lift due to this induced camber 
relative to the interference-free 
case. The streamwise curvature 
interference parameter at the 
model location (E,=<=O) is 



Since the upwash gradient is proportional to CL, the uncorrected lift curve will be steeper. 

For convenience, a streamwise interference parameter (due to lift) can be defined as 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

By symmetry, the streamwise interference is identically zero along the tunnel axis, being positive above 
the axis and negative below the axis at the model station (for positive lift), Figure 2.10. Far upstream and 
downstream of the model, both the streamwise and upwash interference velocities approach zero. 

Although these results are strictly 
applicable only to a small model, 
the implications of finite model 
size are apparent from 
consideration of the spatial 
variations of interference velocities 
in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. A model 
centred between the walls at zero 
incidence may have a chord 
length that places leading and 
trailing edges beyond the region of 
“constant” interference. Further, 
rotating such a model through a 
range of incidence angles moves 
both leading and trailing edges 
away from the centreline and into Figure 2.10 Streamwise Interference of a 2D Vortex in a 
regions of variable upwash and Closed-Wall Tunnel 
streamwise interference. The 
limits of linear streamwise upwash along the centreline are no more than about x@/i _cf 0.4, Figure 2.10. 
Deviations of both upwash and streamwise interference from the centreline value are small for z/H _c? 0.2. 

For a small model centrally located between two closed parallel walls, Allen and Vincenti [3] provide the 
following corrections due to flow curvature. These take account of the actual centre of Ii8 of the model 
through inclusion of the pitching moment, CM. 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

xc= 
da= ---(CL +4G) 96jH2 

(2.18) 



These results were derived for an arbitrary chordwise loading (expressed in terms of a Fourier sine series 
plus a cotangent term to represent the flat plate loading), and are based on the idea of matching suction 
peaks in the tunnel and in free air. Aa is evaluated at the midchord; AC‘ and ACM represent the 
linearised loading changes due to the upwash variation over the chord. These corrections are consistent 
with the classical result of evaluating the angle of incidence correction at the % chord for a set of 
corrections at constant lift (i.e., A&=0). Alternatively, for no change in pitching moment (ACpO), the 
angle of incidence correction should be evaluated at the trailing edge of the airfoil. 

The case of off-centre model vortex location is summarised in Chapter II of AGARDograph 109 [13]; 
quoted results are based on Batchelor [El. The upwash interference for a vortex located at x=x, (c-k,) 
and z=d-H/2 (a distance dfrom the floor) in a 2D closed-wall tunnel is given as 

At a small streamwise distance, t-5,. from the vortex, ignoring terms of order (E,-k$. this can be 
approximated as 

If the vortex represents the lift of an airfoil acting at the centre of pressure, then for pitching moment 
defined about the quarter-chord, the centre of pressure is located at a distance downstream of the 
leading edge, 

XI 1 CM -=--- 
c 4 C‘ 

and the upwash interference can be expressed as 

Batchelor also derives the streamwise interference velocity at the vortex as 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Thus, the streamwise interference is identically zero only for a centrally located vortex. Otherwise. it is 
either positive or negative according to whether the vortex is above or below the test section centreline 
(as can be inferred from consideration of the incremental effects of the nearest image vortices). These 
results are analogous to the interference of a centrally located vortex evaluated off-centreline, Figure 2.9. 

The above summarises corrections due to lifl in a 2D closed-wall tunnel to order (c/H)‘. AGARDograph 
109 [13] includes a discussion of higher order correction theory (to order (c/H)‘), concluding that the 
lower order results are inaccurate for c>O.4@/. For a model centrally located between two closed walls, 
the following corrections are presented based on Havelock [17], ignoring terms of order (c/8/-/)‘, 

(2.24) 



+ (2.25) 

(2.26) 

The general problem of a thick airfoil has been solved by Goldstein [16] as a power series in (cnr) by 
transforming the airfoil to a circle, and is summarised in AGARDograph 109 [13]. This solution is 
consistent with the above results when second-order terms in thickness, camber, and incidence are 
ignored. 

2.2.1.2 3D LIFT INTERFERENCE FOR SMALL WINGS 

The lift of a small model can be simulated using an elementary horseshoe vortex of span 2s (equivalent 
to a line doublet), whose potential is given by 

(2.27) 

where the vortex strength (rs) is l/4 U- S CL, S is the reference area of the wing, and r is the radial 

cylindrical co-ordinate, ,/&?, The upwash velocity field is then 

In the plane of the bound vortex normal to the oncoming stream (that is, for x=0) the upwash takes on the 
simple form 

l-s y’-2 
W(O,Y,Z) = n ty2 +z2)2 { 1 (2.29) 

For rectangular tunnels, the image system is a 2D array as discussed in Section 2.1.3. Defining the 
aspect ratio of the tunnel as A=B/H and evaluating the upwash interference at the model location, 
x=y=z=O, the classical result is recovered: 

6, = ~(O,O,O) = 4 -“T mz (- 1)” m2 A2 -2 * 
n----m e$$“, m=-m [m*A* +nq 

(2.30) 

Differentiating (with respect to x/p/-f) the expression for upwash interference due to the infinitesimal 
horseshoe vortex, the analogous expression for upwash gradient at the model location is derived: 



(2.31) 

As developed by Theodorsen [34], similar expressions apply to the upwash interference in rectangular 
tunnels having all open walls, open sides and closed floor and roof, and closed sides and open floor and 
roof. Because the image systems for these cases require only appropriate sign changes (see Glauert. 
Figs. 7 and 8) the factor (-7)” should be replaced by (-7)“. (-f)m”, and (I), respectively; see Section 
4.1.2.4 (Fig. 4.4). 

Along the centreline of rectangular tunnels, the upwash interference asymptotically approaches zero in 
the upstream direction and a constant positive value in the downstream direction, Figure 2.11. The 
interference upwash far downstream of the model is due to the image trailing vorticity, which (at this 
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Figure 2.11 Centreline Distribution of Upwash Interference of an Elementary 
Horseshoe Vortex in Closed-Wall Rectangular Tunnels 

location) extends effectively to infinity in both directions. At the model location, the image bound vortex 
segments do not induce any upwash (as in the 2D case). Because the image trailing vortex segments 
extend only downstream from the model location, by symmetry the upwash interference at the model is 
therefore exactly half the value of the downstream asymptotic interference. The spanwise variation of 
upwash interference, Figure 2.12, is significantly greater for tunnels having A > X2. The magnitude of 
interference at the model location increases for A < 1. From the standpoint of both small magnitude and 
minimum spanwise variation, near-optimum upwash interference is obtained for 1 < A _C 3i2. These 
small-span results indicate the nature of the interference-gradient problems that will occur for finite-span 
wings. 
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Figure 2.12 Spanwise Distribution of Upwash Interference of an Elementary 
Horseshoe Vortex in Closed-Wall Rectangular Tunnels 

2.2.1.3 3D LIFT INTERFERENCE FOR WINGS OF FINITE SPAN 

The effect of finite span of the horseshoe vortex on upwash interference provides the next logical 
approximation to the interference of a wing. A straight unswept wing having a small chord, finite span 
and uniform span loading can be represented by a finite-span horseshoe vortex, whose velocity potential 
is (see Ashley and Landahl, [5]) 

where R(y) = x2 +p2y2 +p’z’ 

Differentiating this expression, the upwash velocity is 

Y-S Y+s 

Jrp rs 
(y-s)* +2 -(y+sy +r2 

-=~ 
& 2n(l,~+x(y-S)(X2+pl(y-s)*+2~~~Z)~X(y+S~X~+~~(y+S)2+2~~ZI)~ (2.33) 

t’(R(y-&o-s) z’(R(y+s))b(y+s) 

where T is defined as 
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T(y)=l+ .*y* 
22(,2+ (2.34) 

For a finite-span 3D wing it is convenient to define nondimensional co-ordinates using the tunnel breadth: 
&=xlpB, n=y/S, and &=.?B, and a nondimensional semispan, o=siS. In the plane of the bound vortex, 
<=<=O, the upwash interference of a finite-span horseshoe vortex in a rectangular tunnel (A=B/H as 
before) is given by the double summation of the image system, 

(2.35) 

n=m=o 

For wings of finite span, upwash interference along the centreline of rectangular tunnels, Figure 2.13, 
qualitatively mirrors the interference of models of small span. Upwash interference variation along the 
span of the bound vortex in a square closed-wall tunnel is shown in Figure 2.14. As span increases, the 
average upwash interference at the centre of the model (t=n=&=O) increases. More important, however, 
is the increased spanwise variation of interference due to span. This is manifested as increased upwash 
on the outboard wing with increasing span ratio (due to the increasing proximity of the first set of image 
trailing vortex segments). The effect of span can be ignored for span ratios less than about 0.5. 

Figure 2.13 Streamwise Interference of a 2D Source Doublet in a 
Closed-Wall Tunnel 

An extensive series of lifl interference charts for rectangular and elliptic closed-wall tunnels, including the 
effects of finite span, uniform versus elliptic span loading, and off-centre wing location, are presented in 
Pope and Harper [31]. The rapid rollup of trailing vorticity of a finite-span wing into two concentrated 
trailing vortices duplicates the trailing vortex pattern for uniform loading. The distance between these 
concentrated trailing vortices, the so-called vortex span, is given as a function of wing aspect and taper 
ratios. The interference at the wing can be estimated using an effective vortex span smaller than the 
physical span, but larger than the rollup vortex span. For wings of small span to tunnel width ratio, a 
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simple average of the physical and rollup vortex span results in negligible error. Large span wings or 
very exacting correction requirements may demand the consideration of actual spanload. 
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Figure 2.14 Upwash Interference of a 2D Source Doublet in a Closed-Wall Tunnel 

2.2.1.4 APPLICATION OF UPWASH CORRECTIONS 

Additional upwash at the model location due to the walls requires corrections to angle of attack and drag 
(due to the change in effective stream direction at the model location, and to pitching moment and lifl (or 
to pitching moment and angle of attack) due to the streamwise gradient of the interference upwash). For 
a small model and small upwash angle, the corrections to lifl and drag due to the former (i.e., rotation of 
wind axes) are 

c Lean = C,,, cos Aa - C,, sin Act z C,, (2.36) 

C aco,, = CT,,, cos Aa + C,, sin Aa B C,, + C,, Aa (2.37) 

where Aa is evaluated at the model centre of lift (nominally the wing quarter-chord location) 

Though the above relationships define a corrected onset stream direction, the model angle of attack must 
additionally be adjusted for interference stream curvature. Because the wing is immersed in an 
interference flow field characterised by increasing upwash with x, it appears to have an increased 
effective camber (in a closed-wall tunnel) compared to an unbounded flow. Corrections for this flow 
curvature may be applied to pitching moment and to either (or both) lift coefficient or angle of attack. It is 
perhaps most convenient to consider this flow-induced camber as an additional model incidence (though 
not to be included in the stream angle change for redefining wind axes) with no adjustment to lift and an 
additional pitching moment due to this camber that would not occur in an unbounded stream. For a 
linear longitudinal variation of interference upwash, and relying on linearised airfoil theory results for a 



circular-arc airfoil (see Glauert, [15]; or Pope, [31]). the effective increase in incidence is accounted for if 
the upwash is evaluated at the 3/4-chord location (rather than the quarter-chord, which coincides with the 
centre of lift in linear theory). In terms of Aa, S,, and 6, evaluated at the location of the bound vortex, 

The pitching moment correction is 

(2.40) 

For the 2D case, S and Care replaced by c and H respectively. 

For wings of finite span and arbitrary spanwise loading, the average interference upwash (S,, in 
nondimensional terms) can be taken to be the loading-averaged upwash as given in AGARDograph 109. 

(2.41) 

2.2.2 CLASSICAL CORRECTIONS FOR BLOCKAGE INTERFERENCE 

Blockage interference is that part of the wall interference due to the displacement of streamlines around 
a body that carries no lift or side force. Solid blockage represents that part of the blockage due to the 
volume of the model in the tunnel. This is usually taken to be a closed body, though if the effect of a 
support sting is sought, under certain circumstances modelling of its volume might take the form of a 
semi-infinite body which can be represented by a source. A source flow is similarly used to represent the 
displacement effect of a viscous wake from the model. 

2.2.2.12D SOLID BLOCKAGE FOR SMALL MODELS 

As discussed by Glauert [15], the flow field around any nonlifting body may be represented by a power 
series in the inverse of the complex spatial co-ordinate. At a large distance from the body, the leading 
term (of the form of a source doublet) dominates. In 2D flow, the potential of a source doublet is 

(2.42) 

In a uniform unconstrained stream, the potential of a source doublet aligned with the oncoming stream 
represents the flow around a cylinder whose radius (a) is related to the doublet strength, 

(2.43) 

The far field of any nonlifting body is approximated by this first-order term if p is taken as AU& where A 
is the effective cross-sectional area of the model. It is the sum of the model volume (per unit span) and 
its virtual volume (per unit span) for accelerated flow in the streamwise direction. Using nondimensional 



co-ordinates {=x/pH, [=zIH, and summing the effect of all the image doublets, the streamwise 
interference anywhere in the tunnel for a model centrally located between closed upper and lower walls is 
given by 

It should be noted that at any value of 5, the interference is a maximum at the model location, Figure 
2.15. which increases the effective freestream velocity felt by the model. However, due to the 
streamwise symmetry of the interference, there is no pressure buoyancy force on the model. 
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Figure 2.15 Streamwise Interference of a 2D Source Doublet in a 
Closed-Wall Tunnel 

At the model location, c=c=O, the interference is given by 

(2.45) 

As for the point vortex, interference at the model station is a minimum on centreline, with interference 
velocities for z/H <0.2x/B/-/ very close to centreline values. 

In a manner analogous to the point vortex, an upwash interference parameter for a nonlifting body can be 
defined : 

(2.46) 
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Figure 2.16 Upwash Interference of a 20 Source Doublet in a Closed-Wall Tunnel 

By symmetry, the interference upwash due to solid blockage is zero along the axis of the tunnel, Figure 
2.16. Off-centreline the interference upwash has a character similar to the upwash interference of a 2D 
vortex (Fig. 2.9). 

Following Glauert [15]. the effective cross-sectional area of any 2D body may be written in terms of an 
equivalent cylinder by defining a body shape factor, h, 

p=p m (2.47) 

so that the body is represented as an equivalent cylinder of diameter tfi Values of h as a function of 
fineness ratio (c/t) are given by Glauert for several shapes: Rankine oval, ellipse, Joukowski section, and 
a modified Joukowski section. Pope 1311 provides shape factors for several NACA airfoil series as well. 
The shape factor for an ellipse is described by a simple analytic expression, 

An alternate body shape factor may be defined by taking the effective cross-sectional area (A) to be KAo. 
where K is a nondimensional factor depending on body shape and A0 is the actual cross-sectional area. 
For an ellipse, 

K=l+; (2.49) 

As fineness ratio increases, K approaches 1 and effective area is essentially the actual cross-sectional 
area. The more blunt the body, the larger is the effective area. A circle, for example, has an effective 
area twice its actual cross-sectional area. 
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In general, the effective cross-sectional area can be calculated for a symmetrical body from the surface 
velocity distribution, V(s), 

(2.50) 

Glauert also provides a useful first approximation to h, for cases when more reliable values are not 
available, 

(2.51) 

The effect of thickness and angle of attack on blockage interference may be estimated using a general 
relationship suggested in AGARDograph 109 based on theoretical and empirical investigations, 

(2.52) 

2.2.2.2 2D RANKINE OVALS 

A source and a sink located a finite distance apart (2s) on a line parallel to the oncoming stream have a 
streamline forming a closed body known in 2D flow as a Rankine oval (in 3D the analogous closed 
stream surface is referred to as a Rankine body). This simple superposition of singularities illustrates the 
effect of body length on solid blockage. The potential is given by 

In terms of nondimensional co-ordinates <=x/b/-/, <=z/H, and defining o=a@H, the streamwise 
interference is the sum of all images in the usual way, 

The streamwise interference of Rankine ovals having a maximum thickness t/H=0 1 is shown in Figure 
2.17. At small length ratios the interference is indistinguishable from that of a source doublet. Two 
features characterise the interference as the length of the model increases. First, the interference at the 
model leading and trailing edges decreases relative to the interference at the model centre. Second, the 
interference at the centre decreases as the flow in the tunnel approaches the ID limit for very long 
models. 
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Figure 2.17 Streamwise Interference of Rankine Ovals (t/H = 0.1) 
in a Closed-Wall Tunnel 

2.2.2.3 2D WAKE BLOCKAGE 

In 20 flow the potential of a point source located at the origin is 

(2.55) 

where m, the source strength, is 112 U-c Co. In terms of nondimensional co-ordinates c=x/pH and <=z/H, 
the streamwise interference anywhere in the tunnel for a model centrally located between closed upper 
and lower walls is given by 

c,c- 5 --c E=47CP’ H;;,“,$+(<-n)2 
(2.56) 

The streamwise interference attains its maximum value far downstream of the model location, Figure 
2.18. Its magnitude is consistent with ID streamtube considerations: downstream of the model, the 
tunnel cross-sectional area is decreased by the equivalent displacement area of the viscous wake plume, 
so that the flow external to the wake must increase proportionately. In total, the image sources add 
additional mass to the oncoming stream, so that the uniform velocities far upstream and downstream 
cannot be equal. An interesting result for this singularity set is the non-zero interference far upstream of 
the model. Formally, this physical paradox can be alleviated by providing each source with a 
corresponding sink far downstream of the model, thus closing off each “wake body”. This array of sinks 
produces an equal and opposite interference flow far upstream that restores the undisturbed onset 
stream velocity. 
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Figure 2.18 Streamwise Interference of a 2D Source in a Closed-Wall 
Tunnel 

A practical approach to wake blockage corrections takes the upstream interference to be zero. Because 
the setting of tunnel speed commonly relies on a wall static pressure measurement upstream of the test 
section, the influence of the model at this location is automatically included in the definition of 
uncorrected tunnel speed. Therefore, the wake blockage interference at the model location should be 
taken as the difference between the interference at the static pressure reference location and the 
interference at the model location in Figure 2.18. If the upstream asymptote is used as a reference, the 
interference at the model is 

The streamwise gradient of wake blockage interference is a maximum at the model location and results 
in a buoyancy force on the model. Differentiating the series expression for E due to the source 
representing the displacement of the wake, the same series appears as for solid blockage of a source 
doublet, so that 

(2.58) 

At the model location, <=<=O, 

By symmetry, the interference upwash is zero along the axis of the tunnel and, in the vicin’ky of the 
model, the interference upwash is directed from the walls toward the tunnel axis. 



2.2.2.4 3D SOLID BLOCKAGE FOR SMALL MODELS 

In 30 flow, the potential of a source doublet is 

(2.60) 

where r* = yz +z2 and the doublet strength, m. is U-V, where V is the effective volume of the model. 
Analogous to the 2D source doublet, superposition of a 3D sck~rce doublet and a uniform oncoming 
stream represents the flow around a sphere whose radius (a) is related to the doublet strength by 

p = 2du m 

The streamwise velocity due to this singularity is 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

For a rectangular tunnel, an array of image doublets placed as for the lifting case (but, unlike the lifting 
case, all having the same sign) satisfies the closed-wall boundary condition at the walls. Using 

L,r, = &? as the reference length for nondimensional w-ordinates (<=x/pLnr, n=y/!-,r, <=z&,r), the 

streamwise interference anywhere in the tunnel for a model located in the centre of a rectangular test 
section is given by 

A+ v 

& = 5 = - 47cp (BHy “=--m 

nz y 2t2 -(q~-n~A)~ -(<-/Ii-n’)* 
(2.63) 

g$f=- 
1 

[p +(.rlLi-mA)2 +(JJ;i-.)‘I’ 
1 

As for the 2D case (Fig. 2.15) the streamwise interference is a maximum at the model location, Figure 
2.19, which increases the effective free stream, but with no consequent pressure buoyancy effect on the 
model. By symmetry, the interference upwash is zero along the axis of the tunnel. 

Evaluating the interference at the model location, <=n=<=O, the classical result is recovered, 

(2.64) 

For an arbitrary axisymmetric body, a body shape factor, h, is defined (per Lock 1221; also Glauerl [15]) 
so that the blockage velocity is 

A 
( 1 

312 
E. =za y” (2.65) 

where C = tunnel area (= 6H for a rectangular section), r depends on the shape of the tunnel and h on 
the shape of the body. Using this definition of h, the far field is approximated by the flow around an 
equivalent sphere of diameter ta”‘, where t is the maximum body thickness. 



Figure 2.19 Centreline Distribution of Streamwise Interference of a 3D Source 
Doublet in Closed-Wall Rectangular Wind Tunnels 

The effective volume can be calculated from the surface velocity’ distribution, V(s), using 

(2.66) 

Glauert provides an approximation for the 3D case corresponding to Equation 2.51 in two dimensions, 

(2.67) 

where V, is the body volume. 

2.2.2.5 3D RANKINE BODIES 

The effect of body length is illustrated by results for the Rankine body, which is formed by the 
superposition of an upstream source and downstream sink (of equal strengths) located colinearly with the 
oncoming free stream. As in 2D flow, the source doublet is the limiting case as the source-sink 
separation distance (2s) approaches zero. Keeping source strength constant, a closed body of 
increasing fineness ratio results with increasing separation distance. The velocity potential of a source 
and sink located on the x-axis at x=fs is 

(2.66) 

where r2 = yz +zz The streamwise velocity due to these singularities is given by 
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(2.69) 

Using L,~ = .& as the reference length for nondimensional co-ordinates (5,=x/&r, n=yIL,r, <=zL,r) 

and for the singularity half-distance (cr=s/&r), the streamwise wall interference for a Rankine body of 
revolution on the centreline of a closed-wall rectangular test section is found by summing all the image 
potentials, 

At 
&= 

“=- m=m [(*+cq +,qJz:::y +(K4-$1” 

qF&.=g c. 
(2.70) 

m 
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The longitudinal distribution of blockage interference along the centreline of the tunnel for several 
Rankine bodies having a maximum diameter ratio V&r =O. 1 is shown in Figure 2.20. 

Figure 2.20 Streamwise Interference of Rankine Bodies 
(r/,&i = 0.1) in a Closed-Wall Square Tunnel 

The effect of large body length may be understood by considering the limiting case of a very long body. 
The flow between such a model and the walls is effectively ID so that the interference at any station is 
approximately the velocity corresponding to the decrease in flow area due to the model cross section. By 
continuity, 

(2.71) 



For small E and A-& the blockage (to first order) at the centre (assuming the maximum body diameter 
occurs here) of a very long body is 

In AGARDograph 109 the effect of body length on peak interference is given for a Rankine body in a 
circular tunnel in terms of a modified tunnel shape factor. Figure 2.21 compares those results with similar 
calculations for Rankine bodies in a square tunnel. The square and circular tunnel results correspond 
very closely. The peak interference decreases significantly for model length ratios of practical interest. 
Typical large models may approach and even exceed length ratios of 1. Reflection plane models (so- 
called half-models) may approach length ratios of 2. The one-dimensional flow approximation is the 
interference asymptote for large model length and corresponds very closely to the 3D interference results 
for body length ratios above about 3. Results for a family of 2D Rankine ovals (M-/=0.1) are shown in 
Figure 2.21 for reference. 
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Figure 2.21 Effects of Body Length on Streamwise Interference 



2.2.2.6 3D WAKE BLOCKAGE 

In 3D flow, the potential of a point source is 

where m, the source strength, is l/2 U- S Co. The streamwise velocity due to this singularity is 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

As in the previous section, a 2D doubly infinite array of image singularities (see Fig. 2.7) satisfies the 
boundary conditions for a rectangular closed-wall tunnel. Using ~,~f = fi as the reference length for 

nondimensional co-ordinates (<=x@L,,, n=y/L,,, <=ti,r) as before, the nondimensionalised streamwise 
interference anywhere in the tunnel for a model located on the centreline of a rectangular tunnel is then 
given by 

(2.75) 

As for the 2D case, this formulation results in s=O at the model location and a finite (negative) blockage 
far upstream of the model, Figure 2.22. The interference at the model location relative to the velocity far 
upstream is 

CDS 
6 = 4p’BH 

(2.76) 

Along tunnel centreline (q=<=O) the buoyancy due to the longitudinal gradient of wake blockage is found 
(as for the 2D case) to be related to the solid blockage distribution, 

(2.77) 

The relationship between the longitudinal gradient of wake blockage and the value of solid blockage is to 
be expected considering that the source doublet point singularity is the x-derivative of the velocity 
potential of a point source. Thus, the second derivative (with respect to x) of the velocity potential of a 
point source is the same as the first derivative (with respect to x) of a source doublet, except for the ratio 
of the respective singularity strengths. Because the image systems are identical for the wake and solid 
blockage cases, the interference flow fields will be related in this way. 



Figure 2.22 : Centreline Distribution of Streamwise Interference of a 
3D Source in Closed-Wall Rectangular Tunnels 

2.2.2.7 APPLICATION OF BLOCKAGE CORRECTIONS 

The change of effective freestream magnitude at the model location necessitates correction of flow 
reference quantities: velocity, Mach number, dynamic pressure, static pressure, temperature, density, 
and Reynolds number. For small E (taken to be the sum of all model elements contributing to blockage) 
and y=ratio of specific heats=1.4, linearised corrections are as follows: 

u corn = u,, 0 + 4 (2.78) 

A4 cwr = M,,[l + (1 + 02Mm2)&] 

4, =s,$+(2-~2)~] 

(2.79) 

(2.80) 

P an = p,(l - 1.4M,c2&) (2.81) 

T,, = L(l - 0.4KncZ&) (2.82) 

P corr = Pm, (1 - %cZ&) (2.83) 

Re cOR =Re,[l+(l-0.7h4,,“)E] c-4) 

where the uncorrected flow parameters (subscript “one”) are identified with the remote upstream 
parameters (subscript “CO”) in the tunnel. 
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For small models in a linear streamwise static pressure gradient, the pressure buoyancy force acting on 
the model in the tunnel is simply the product of the effective model volume and the gradient, 

(2.85) 

where <=,@I+, and dCddx is the externally imposed streamwise pressure gradient at the model location 
and, consistent with the perturbation assumptions, C, is expressed as -PuJu,. For a closed-wall tunnel, 
the measured drag of the model is increased, so that the necessary correction to drag is the negative of 
the above incremental buoyancy force. 

For the 2D situation, the corresponding buoyancy drag force per unit span is 

(2.88) 

where {=x/B/# and A is the effective cross-sectional area of the model. 

2.2.3 WAKE BLOCKAGE CORRECTIONS FOR SEPARATED FLOWS 

The problem of separated wakes, characterised by a free shear layer surface bounding a separation 
“bubble” behind the model, was recognised by Glauert [15]. who accounted for the increased drag 
(attributed to blockage interference) due to separated wakes using an empirical factor n, which 
represents the size of the separated wake. Investigation of the effect of separated wakes was stimulated 
by the observed failure of classical interference theory for predicting tunnel constraints for flat plates at 
large incidence. The model that forms the theoretical basis for this correction is shown in Figure 2.23 (for 
2D flow). For incompressible flow, Glauert’s corrected dynamic pressure is 

(2.87) 

where t is the thickness of the blunt base. In three dimensions, t and H are replaced by the size of the 
separated wake at the body and C. For this case, Glauert quotes values of n as a function of VC based 
on experiments with three Joukowski sections, a Rankine oval, ellipse, circle, and a flat plate. 

Maskell [25] revisited the problem in trying to resolve differences in high-lifl characteristics of delta wing 
models tested in different wind tunnels, especially beyond the onset of stall. For a flat plate normal to the 

Figure 2.23 Model of Separated Wake Flow in a 2D Closed-Wall Tunnel 



flow (similar to the situation of Fig. 2.23). the corrected dynamic pressure is derived as CDS 4cm = 4, [ 1 1+e- 
C 

where 8, the blockage factor for bluff-body flow, is given by 

1 
rj=---- 

kc2 -1 

The parameter k is related to the base pressure coefficient, C,. 

and the subscript “c’ refers to corrected quantities. Maskell suggests use of the iterative formula 

(2.88) 

(2.89) 

(2.90) 

(2.91) 

to determine kc, where subscript “n” denotes the nth estimate of k0 For flat plates of aspect ratio 
between 1 and IO. a value of Q a 512 is given as unlikely to result in serious error. This appears to be a 
consequence of the observed tendency of separated wakes behind rectangular flat plates toward axial 
symmetry. For this value of 8, the resulting blockage interference is five times greater (in terms of 
dynamic pressure correction) than if classical source-derived interference corrections were applied. 

The extension of the above theory to a wing relies on the principle of superposition: it is supposed that 
the effect of the separated wake of the wing can be treated incrementally in a manner analogous to the 
normal flat plate The most difficult part of determining this correction is evaluating the separated wake 
drag contribution. That is, the model drag can be considered to be the sum of three contributions, 

c DlOlo, = cDwrteJ + cEpr*j,e + CDqwd (2.92) 

where the first term is the inviscid induced drag due to ill, the second is the attached boundary layer 
profile drag, and only the third term is to be used in estimating the dynamic pressure correction due to 
separated wake blockage. Determination of the separated wake term requires determination of the onset 
of stall and a bookkeeping of profile drag and drag due to tii beyond stall. 
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2.3 PANEL METHODS FOR CLOSED-WALL TUNNELS 

Advances in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have paralleled the phenomenal increases in 
computational capability over the past 30 years. Even for simple model configurations in rectangular 
tunnels, it may be argued that solution of the boundary value problem with specified normal flow at 
control points at the wind tunnel wall is quicker and easier than calculation of the double summations of 
the previous sections. Continuing advances in computing power have put simple panel solutions within 
the capability of low-end engineering workstations and even personal computers. 

With the maturation of production CFD codes and the development of custom wall interference codes, 
the calculation of wall interference for large models within test sections of arbitrary shape (including the 
effects of finite length) and with increasing accuracy with regard to the accounting of compressibility and 
viscous effects has been made possible and, in many applications, routine. Further, it is but a short step 
from the closed-wall boundary value problem to the ideal ventilated-wall boundary conditions (Sec. 3.23) 
and next, to use of measured wall boundary conditions (Chapter 4). 

This section is limited to the application of CFD to wall interference for inviscid. linear compressible flows 
in closed-wall tunnels. As intended here, a “panel method” is any method in which the tunnel walls and, 
in many cases, the model are represented by singularity distributions on their surfaces. The singularities 
are fundamental solutions of Laplace’s equation. Commonly used singularities include vortex lines for 
vortex lattice codes, constant strength source or doublet panels for simple panel codes, and higher order 
source or doublet panels for higher order panel codes. 

The multitude of panel code applications to problems of wind tunnel interference precludes any attempt 
of an exhaustive review. In this regard AGARD R-692 [I] contains comprehensive review articles 
describing the wide range of interference problems and approaches in both Europe and North America. 
Although dated, this reference accurately reflects accomplishments and future directions of interference 
study in the premier aerospace laboratories of the participating countries The problems identified at that 
time have since been pursued with ever more powerful computational tools. This section reviews some 
general principles of current CFD approaches, and provides a few examples that are indicative of typical 
results. 

2.3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Evaluation of wind tunnel wall interference using a panel method provides advantages over classical 
methods based on the method of images with regard to both model and tunnel representation. First, the 
analysis of large and complex models is possible, though calculation of vortex wake trajectories and 
modelling of large separated wakes remain as areas of difticulty. Second, a panel approach to modelling 
the wind tunnel can directly address arbitrary cross-sectional shapes, streamwise variations of tunnel 
area, arbitrary wall boundary conditions (both in form and spatial variations), and the presence of support 
systems. The two main disadvantages (relative to simpler methods) are an increased complexity of 
analysis, involving more effort for preparation of analysis inputs, and the requirement for perhaps 
substantial computational resources. 

A secondary disadvantage of panel solutions is the particular nature of each solution. That is, each flow 
condition (Le., model configuration, position, attitude, and onset Mach number) requires separate 
analysis; generalisation of results is not immediately possible from a single analysis. Although in many 
cases linear theory may be used to establish typical parametric variations from the results of a single 



solution for small changes of configuration or flow condition, a number of analysis cases may be needed 
both to verify classical trends and to capture variations of wall interference over the range of desired test 
variables (angle of attack, lift coefficient, Mach number). 

The basic principles regarding the use of panel methods for interference calculation parallel those for the 
method of images. That is, the potential at any point in the flow is the sum of the potentials of all the 
panel singularities. The panel code solves for the strengths of all these singularities, subject to boundary 
conditions at each panel control point. The interference velocity potential of the walls is the sum of all the 
wall panel potentials. The wall panels thus produce the same incremental flow field as the entire 
collection of image singularities in the method of images. Zero interference around the model is obtained 
in the degenerate case of zero panel strengths everywhere on the wall. This will occur if closed-wall 
panels (with a acplan=O boundary condition) are disposed on an interference-free streamtube around the 
model. Alternatively, zero interference is obtained if the boundary conditions at each panel provide the 
interference-free velocity vector (i.e., due to the model alone), or simply if the walls are “far enough” away 
so that disturbances at the model due to the wall are negligible. 

Figure 2.24, Vaucheret [35]. provides model representation requirements in terms of wing geometry for a 
given error (0.03 deg/CL) in interference upwash prediction for a square test section with closed sidewalls 
and porous floor and ceiling. This work indicates that a large range of sweep and span ratios are 
adequately represented by an infinitesimal horseshoe vortex (2sB=O. h=O). Representation of finite 
wingspan captures a significant additional portion of the model wing design space, with wing sweep 
modelling required only for very large sweep or span ratio. Boundaries excluding models of large 
blockage and span ratios are also indicated. 

0, A = 0 SulRcient 

Figure 2.24 Modelling Requirements for Wings (Vaucheret [35]) 

Representations of the test model have increased in complexity concurrently with computational 
capability. The effects of finite model size can be represented by distributions of the fundamental model 
singularities within the test section. In general, any body shape can be generated by a distribution of 
source singularities. Similarly, any lift distribution can be approximated by a distribution of horseshoe 
vortex singularities. The strengths of these singularities are specified for a given flight condition, 
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Alternatively, model singularity strengths may be left as unknowns (requiring a corresponding set of 
boundary conditions or constraints), so that the effect of wall interference on model loading is explicitly 
calculated along with the interference field itself. Hybrid approaches are possible as well, wherein part of 
the model aerodynamics may be specified, such as the net source strength corresponding to skin friction 
drag. 

For specified singularity methods, the model may be represented by a lumped parameter collection of 
singularities or singularity distributions that mimic the theoretical far-field interference-free flow around the 
model. To the extent that the distribution of singularity strengths represents the salient characteristics of 
the test article in the tunnel (volume distribution, lift, drag, pitching moment, span loading, etc.), this 
approach can be used to predict the interference of models that are not small. Complete image systems 
are usually not used explicitly. Rather, the tunnel walls are represented by a distribution of singularities 
located at the walls: source or doublet panels, or vortex lines, depending on the method. The closed-wall 
boundary conditiin (acplan=O) is enforced at control points at the wall, resulting in a set of linear equations 
for the wall singularity strengths. The wall interference flow field is that part of the flow field due to the 
wall singularities only. 

If the model is panelled, model panel strengths add to the number of unknowns subject to satisfying 
boundary conditions at the model surface. Leaving model aerodynamic loading as unknown is more 
exact than a priori specification of model aerodynamics, because satisfaction of the boundary conditions 
at the model includes the effect of the tunnel walls. In principle, this influence can include a change in 
separated wake shape if an appropriate wake model is implemented (Chapter 6). If model panelling is 
sufficiently dense, leaving model singularities as unknowns also permits the evaluation of interference 
from integrated model characteristics calculated both in the tunnel and in free air. Panel generation for 
straight, closed-wall tunnels with parallel walls is straightforward; panelling of the model, a variable- 
section tunnel, or a support system may require significant effort. 

The issues facing an analyst using a panel method for wall interference prediction may be categorised as 
relating to: 

1) Problem formulation: specification of boundary conditions may put the existence or uniqueness of 
a solution in jeopardy. 

2) Tunnel panelling: tunnel length, circumferential and longitudinal panel density. 

3) Model representation: number and distribution of singularities; panel density. 

The computational approaches to wall interference calculation described here are in large part based on 
the use of flow codes developed for the analysis of so-called external flows. Their application to internal 
flows, such as the wall interference problem, usually involves embedding the tunnel in a uniform onset 
stream. As discussed by Holt and Hunt [19], using these methods to solve for the flow with both internal 
(the model) and external (the walls) boundaries cannot be done with impunity. Indiscriminate application 
of boundary conditions can result in uniqueness and existence problems for the sought-after solution. 
For example, a tunnel having closed and parallel walls may be modelled as a panelled prism with 
upstream and downstream faces normal to the tunnel axis. However, the normal flow on each of these 
faces cannot be independently specified. The panels representing the tunnel walls have a specified zero 
normal flow, so continuity of mass requires that integrated inflow to the tunnel must equal integrated 
oufflow. Holt and Hunt address this problem by placing the wind tunnel, modelled as a long openended 
tube, in an external uniform flow field and parallel to it. Other variations on this approach may be code- 
dependent, but typically involve specification of flow at one end of the tunnel, either explicitly or implicitly. 
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Figure 2.25 summarises the boundary conditions for a wind tunnel analysis using a panel code similar to 
PANAIR (Magnus and Epton [24]). 

Tunnel walls 
$n=OorR~x+~n=O 

Tunnel well 
trailing wakes (to m) 

I I I I 
I I I 

Inlet barrier 
(a) Complete tunnel \ 

i Plane of symmetry 

(b) Inlet barrier (c) Test section 

Figure 2.25 Boundary Conditions for a Tunnel Analysis Using PANAIR 

Tunnel panelling should be guided by the usual common-sense panelling rules. Panelling should be 
dense enough to capture the flow features of interest. A simple check consists of increasing panel 
density until the solution stops changing. To represent the theoretical infinitely long tunnel, a panelled 
tunnel must be long enough that flow perturbations due to the model are negligible at the upstream end. 
Inspection of wall panel strengths and verification that they approach the desired zero upstream 
asymptote of the ideal long tunnel are recommended checks of any new solution. Evaluation of the 
uniformity of the incoming flow field at the upstream end of the tunnel is an additional check of the 
adequacy of upstream tunnel length. Downstream of the model similar considerations apply, though flow 
perturbations due to the model cannot be expected to disappear because of the convected model wakes 
(both vortex and viscous). However, the flow should approach an asymptotic state in the downstream 
direction as well. Again, inspection of wall singularity strengths or the flow field can indicate the 
adequacy of downstream tunnel length. 

Similar considerations govern the specification of model singularities or panels. The safest approach is 
to increase model singularities (panels) until the calculated interference stops changing. If details such 
as changes in spanwise or chordwise wing loading are desired, model panelling must be as detailed as 
would be required of a free-air analysis. 

Besides comparison of interference results from a panel method to classical results, other common- 
sense checks can lend credence to a particular panel solution. For closed-wall tunnels the walls should 
not leak: the massflow entering the tunnel at the upstream face plus any flow added at the model location 
should equal the massflow leaving the tunnel at its downstream end. Loss (or gain) of mass through the 
tunnel walls may be due to insufficient wall panel density, an error in panelling such as a reversed 
specification of panel normal vectors (conventionally, positive normal vectors point into the flow of 



interest), or an improperly specified wall boundary condition. Another global “reasonableness” check of a 
closed-wall solution is the expected relationship of model lifl to integrated pressure force on the walls: 
these should be equal and opposite. For ventilated walls similar considerations apply, but the 
momentum flux of the flow through the walls must also be included. 

2.3.2 2D INTERFERENCE 

Many advancements in wall interference technology were pioneered in the 2D domain due to its relative 
simplicity before similar techniques and approaches were applied to 3D flows. Analytic methods for 2D 
flows are more tractable; for example, complex variable techniques may be applied. For panel methods, 
the main advantage of 2D flows is computational simplicity due to greatly reduced problem size (i.e., 
number of unknowns). From the experimental standpoint, the primary advantage (for wail interference 
purposes) of the ideal 2D test set-up compared to a 3D test set-up derives from the fact that 
measurements and wall boundary adaptations are functions of only the streamwise co-ordinate. Thus 
both the number of measurements and the computational requirements to assess and reduce 
interference are typically at least an order of magnitude smaller than for a 3D test set-up. 

Unfortunately, two factors conspire against the apparent simplicity of a 2D test: two-dimensionality of 
model disturbances and the model interaction with tunnel sidewall boundary layers. In two dimensions, 
flow disturbances due to a source doublet. for example, decrease as the square of the lateral distance 
from the model, compared to the cube of the lateral distance for a 3D doublet (see Sec. 2.2). Thus, the 
flow perturbations at the walls are larger for typical 2D cases than typical 3D cases, resulting in larger 
interference, and requiring the use of non-linear flow equations at much lower upstream Mach numbers. 
The sidewall boundary layer is more insidious because its response to the model pressure distribution 
can result in effectively a wavy sidewall, thus violating the required symmetry condition for planar flow. 
This issue is discussed in GARTEUR [14] and Mokry et al. [26]. Barnwell [6], Barnwell and Sewall (71 
and Mm-thy [27], [28], [29] and [30] describe flow models for estimating the interference effects of the 
sidewall boundary layer. 

Holt and Hunt [I91 describe several applications of panel methods to wind tunnel interference problems. 
For 2D flows, a direct panelling approach was abandoned (due to “leakage” problems, unless a very 
dense panelling was used) in favour of a panel method using a standard Schwartz-Christoffel 
transformation. The airfoil has a 2-g chord, a thickness ratio of 7%, and a chord-height ratio of 2/i’. For 
2D high-lift testing, it is shown that the lift curve of a clean airfoil is adequately corrected to interference- 
free conditions using classical corrections. With flaps deflected, however, classical corrections are 
shown to result in lift corrections 2-5 times greater than corrections deduced using a panel technique. In 
these calculations, leading-edge flap incidence was explicitly varied to match leading-edge pressure 
peaks to free-air calculations in order to produce an incidence scan at fixed flap angle. 

2.3.3 3D LIFT INTERFERENCE 

Joppa [20] describes a vortex lattice method for the calculation of upwash interference in closed-wall 
tunnels of arbitrary cross section, Figure 2.26. The walls are represented by a tubular vortex sheet 
composed of a network of square vortex rings. Results are shown for a uniformly loaded, finite-span 
horseshoe vortex centrally located in circular, square, and rectangular (B/7-/=5/3) tunnels. The longitudinal 
variation of interference essentially duplicates the result from the method of images for the square tunnel. 



Figure 2.26 Vortex Lattice Representation of a Rectangular Tunnel with Corner Fillets (Joppa 
WI) 

A panelling density consisting of 16 segments to represent the tunnel cross section was found to be 
adequate. Consideration of the longitudinal variation of calculated vortex strength at the walls suggests 
that the presence or absence of tunnel walls more than about a diameter upstream or downstream of the 
wing contributes little to the solution at the model. It is concluded that a length to diameter ratio of 3 to 4 
is ample (for a vortex span ratio, 2a5=0.4). The method is used to calculate the upwash wall 
interference downstream of the wing, with stations above and below tunnel centreline representing typical 
tail locations (Joppa 1211). The effect of wake displacement was investigated and found to be significant 
with regard to upwash at the tail. It is concluded that wall-induced velocities cause the vortex wake to be 
deflected less than in free air, with the direct result that the upwash change at the tail due to the in-tunnel 
wake position may be of the same order as the usual wall interference upwash. This effect may be either 
positive or negative depending on tail location. 

Holst [IS] presents results comparing upwash variation as a function of wing sweep angle for constant 
and elliptic lifl distributions using the method of Joppa [20]. Increasing root-to-tip upwash variation with 
increasing sweep angle, Figure 2.27, is expected given the longitudinal variation of upwash interference 
in closed-wall tunnels. 

Holt and Hunt [IQ] give an example of a typical panel analysis of a tapered swept wing at 15 deg 
incidence of span ratio 213 in a rectangular tunnel. Their results illustrate both the effect of wall 
interference and of wake relaxation on span loading. The suppression of wake downward drift by closed 
wind tunnel walls is recognised as a potentially significant source of interference, especially for close- 
coupled configurations (e.g., canard-wing). It is noted that proper comparison of in-tunnel and free-air 
panel solutions to extract wall interference depends on consistent assumptions for the wake modelling. 
This work also illustrates a logical extension of the use of panel methods for wall interference evaluation: 
analysis of the complete testing environment including model supports. 



Fgure 2.27 : Spanwiee Variation of Upwaeh Interference for swept 
Wing in a Closed-Wall Tunnel; 2eB = 0,6, S/H = 1.0 (Holet [IS]) 

Figure 2.26 Complete KKK Wind Tunnel Panelling (Steinbach [33]) 
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Steinbach [33] reports results of a panel analysis that further extends this approach in representing a 
complex test environment: the entire test leg, including aeroplane model and the sting support system, is 
panelled, Figure 2.28. The interference contributions of individual tunnel elements are compared. 
Calculated lift, drag, and pitching moment corrections due to the support system for a fighter model are 
found to be larger than corrections due to the walls. 

With regard to experimental validation of a panel method for lift interference prediction, Vaucheret [36] 
compares incremental wall pressures due to model lift for the ONERA M2 model and demonstrates good 
agreement with predictions at an upstream Mach number of 0.81. 

The interference of delta wings has been calculated using a free vortex sheet code (Frink [12]). The 
effects of span ratio and angle of attack are investigated. A dependence of lifl interference on angle of 
attack is found and shown to be the result of the nonplanar vortex wake. The effects of tunnel walls on 
vortex sheet position and on upper surface pressures are also calculated. 

A method exemplifying a hybrid of the method of images and panel methods is reported by Fiddes and 
Gaydon Ill]. The test model and its first few images are panelled explicitly, permitting a relatively coarse 
wail panelling (Fig. 2.29). Engineering Sciences Data Unit Item 95014 provides upwash interference 
factors calculated using this method for a wide variety of wing planforms and span ratios in closed-wall 
rectangular tunnels. Chordwise and spanwise variation of the upwash interference factors, as well as 
average values, are given for wings of zero thickness centrally located in the tunnel. Cases include span 
ratios, 2sB=O.4, 0.6, and 0.8, for tunnel aspect ratios, S/H=l017, 1. and 0.7. 

Figure 2.29 Hybrid Panel/Image Method (Fiddes and Gaydon [I I]) 

2.3.4 3D BLOCKAGE INTERFERENCE 

Vaucheret [36] presents interference results using a multiple-singularity method whereby the adequacy of 
model representation is evaluated by inspection of wall pressures. A rule of thumb is proposed for 
ellipsoids: the number of source doublets should be at least twice the fineness ratio. Good 
correspondence of measured and predicted Mach number at the wall is shown for a missile configuration 
represented by 30 doublets. The effect of the model support sting is evaluated by additional doublets. 
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The adequacy of modelling is validated by comparison of experimental and predicted wall pressures (Fig. 
2.30). 
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Figure 2.30 Wall Pressures due to Model and Sting in a Closed-Wall Tunnel (Vaucheret, 
[361) 

Figure 2.31 shows the panelling of several axisymmetric bodies used as validation cases of a panel code 
calculation of wall interference. The maximum diameter of the bodies is about one-fifth the height of the 
tunnel. Figure 2.32 compares the results of blockage calculations for a Rankine body in rectangular 
closed-wall tunnels using a higher order panel code (Magnus and Epton [24]) to the method-of-images 
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Figure 2.31 Rankine Body in Closed-Wall Rectangular Tunnels 



calculations. Both the maximum value of interference and the distribution along tunnel centreline are 
essentially identical for these two methods. Interference predicted by classical methods for small models 
(Glauert. [15]) also agrees with these predictions if the finite-length body correction (Fig. 2.21) is applied 
to the Rankine body. 

Figure 2.32 Blockage Interference of a Rankine Body in Rectangular Wind Tunnels, 
UH=1.5.M=0 

2.3.5 3D Wing-Body Combinations 

The magnitude and importance of upwash wall corrections have served to focus many analysis efforts on 
the lift interference problem in isolation. Thus, factors bearing on upwash interference, span ratio, span 
loading, wing planfon, and wake trajectory, have been reported extensively. The examples discussed in 
previous sections are representative but by no means exhaustive. Several citations also address lifling 
systems in combination with a blockage body and wake or sting system (e.g., Vaucheret and Vayssaire 
[35], and Vaucheret [36]. are exemplary in discussing the spectrum of wall interference corrections in 
both closed-wall and ideal ventilated-wall tunnels). 

High-lift testing of transport configurations is crucial for the development of multi-element high-lift 
systems. Lynch [23] gives an example of panel-code predictions of leading-edge slat pressure 
reductions due to the influence of closed wind tunnel walls. Because of the sensitivity of flow 
breakdown on the slat to this pressure minimum, wall interference can have a significant effect on 
maximum attainable lift. 



Figure 2.33 : Panel Study of interference in Closed-Wall Tunnels (Amonlirdviman [4]) 

A similar computational study of high-lift transport configurations in closed-wall tunnels 
(Amonlirdviman 141) Figure 2.33, quantified the spanwise interference variation at the wing for a 
variety of model-tunnel combinations. Both full and half-models were analysed. Full models were 
analysed with and without support strut fakings (shown in Fig. 2.33). Increased upwash and 
blockage interferences on the outboard wing are indicated for span ratios greater than 0.7, Figure 
2.34. 

A CFD study of a transport high-lift model in the Defence Research Agency (DRA) 5-meter, high- 
Reynolds-number wind tunnel was performed to validate the basic wall corrections used to reduce the 
wind tunnel data, to examine the spatial variation of the interference field, and to evaluate mounting 
system interference effects (Curtin A). The model is mounted at the tunnel centreline using a floor- 
mounted strut system and was analysed at two angles of attack, 6 and 15 deg. A side view of the 
panelling, Figure 2.35. shows the wing-body-nacelle model at 15 deg, the support strut, strut windshield, 
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and floor and ceiling locations. The pitch link was not included in the panelling. The interference upwash 
angle and dynamic pressure ratio for a case with no mounting system, Figure 2.36, exhibit considerable 
variation over the wing planform. Upwash spans a range of over 1 deg from the leading edge of the wing 
root to the wingtip, with the tip at a higher angle of attack (therefore prone to premature stall in the tunnel 
relative to free air). The spanwise variation of blockage interference likewise increases the effective tip 
loading relative to free air. The span load in the tunnel reflects these effects, Figure 2.37. The 
interference velocity components, both streamwise and upwash, were evaluated at the 314 mean 
aerodynamic chord location. The streamwise interference velocity at this point was found to be different 
for the two angles of attack, with dynamic pressure ratios of 1.0093 and 1.0121, respectively. Using 
these values to compute model lift coefficient at each condition, the resulting lifl interference parameter is 
Sc=O.1394. These estimates compare to values of So= 0.1463 and dynamic pressure ratio=1.0147 
(independent of angle of attack) derived by classical means. 

An example of the use of CFD to evaluate test section design concerns the effect of corner fillets on wall 
interference The interference of a transport half-model in a proposed large low-speed tunnel was 
evaluated using a panel code, Figure 2.39. Interference at the model centre is reasonably represented 
by classical methods, Figure 2.39; even the incremental differences due to fillet size are qualitatively 
captured. Interference at the wing, Figure 2.40, shows significant deviation of interference from 



centreline values, especially for the wingtip tip. Interference along an axial line through the mean 
aerodynamic chord is very similar to centreline values. Interference along an axial line near the wingtip 
reflects the calculated spanwise variation of interference. 

Tunnel ceiling 

Figure 2.35 Panelling of Transport Model in DRA 5-m Wind Tunnel with Support Strut and 
Windshield (Curtin [Q]) 
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Figure 2.36 : Interference of Transport Model in DRA 5-m Wind Tunnel; 
Q2.3, M=0.25. 2s/B=O.76 (Curtin [9]) 
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Figure 2.37 Span Load of Transport Model in DRA 5-m Wind Tunnel: 
CLz2.3, M=0.25, 2s/B=O.76 (Curtin [0]) 
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Figure 2.38 Low-Speed Wind Tunnel Comer Fillet Study: 
B=40ft.H=24R 
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Figure 2.39 : Effect of Corner Fillets on Centreline Interference of a Subsonic Transport 
Model in a Closed-Wall Tunnel; B/H = 5/3, S = 129.43 ft’, 2slB = 0.8, CL = 1.86 



Figure 2.40 Wall Interference Variation at the Wing of a Subsonic Transport in a Closed-Wall 
Tunnel (No Corner Fillets); B/H = 5/3, S = 129.43 f?, 2slB = 0.8. CL = 1.88 
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2.3.6 SUMMARY OF PANEL METHODS 

Panel methods for closed-wall tunnels have been used in a broad range of applications, 
Correspondence of wall Interference from panel methods and classical methods has been demonstrated 
for small models. Unless extreme accuracy is required, classical methods are adequate for small 
models. The distribution of interference for large models (with no substantial separated flow) is credibly 
represented by panel methods at low subsonic Mach numbers, though in extreme cases the correctability 
of the flow field may be in question. The degree of correctability may be assessed by examination of the 
interference flow field. A computational approach for dealing with such issues has emerged as a force- 
correction method (Rueger et al. [32]) whereby CFD produces incremental corrections to model 
integrated forces and moments. To the extent that both the flow physics and the wall boundary 
conditions are accurately modelled, this approach can extend the correctability of model data beyond the 
boundaries of linear theory. 

The use of panel methods to predict wall interference has in many cases supplanted classical techniques 
for closed-wall tunnels. The use of CFD for wall interference evaluation has further evolved along two 
parallel and complementary lines: more accurate specification of the wall boundary conditions and more 
accurate representation of the fluid physics. Wall boundary condition descriptions have moved toward 
one- and two-variable methods described in Chapter 4. Improved flow physics modelling includes the 
treatment of separated wakes (Chapter 6) vortex wake relaxation techniques, and the inclusion of 
compressibility in the flow equations for high-speed flows (Chapter 5). Such advanced methods are 
required for accurate interference predictions when these flow phenomena dominate the flow near a 
model that is “not small” relative to the tunnel. These methods are characterised by increased 
computational complexity and the requirement of measurements at the walls. Their use may also 
surrender the simplicity of the principle of superposition, a significant feature of linear potential flow. The 
success of panel methods over a wide range of subcritical flow conditions suggests their use not only in 
routine testing applications within their accepted range of validity, but also as a touchstone against which 
advanced methods may be tested. 
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2.4 CLASSICAL CORRECTIONS FOR OPEN TEST SECTIONS 

2.4.1 INTRODUCTION 

When Ludwig Prandtl started scientific aerodynamic work in wind tunnels about in 1915 at Gdttingen. he 
designed his first wind tunnel with an open test section and a circular nozzle with 2.24 m exit diameter. 
Without doubt the open test section offers some advantages to the wind tunnel engineer. He enjoys the 
free accessibility to the test section flow, the easy installation of model suspensions and the simple 
installation of flow survey probes. 

Nevertheless some twenty years later a different and more modern wind tunnel design standard was set 
mainly by Frank Wattendorf in the United States, which heavily influenced wind tunnel design all over the 
world. The closed test section was introduced. The advantage of a reduced power consumption, 
improved flow quality due to the smooth flow at the walls and a more precisely defined boundary 
condition of the test section flow, which made more precise wall corrections possible, outweighed the 
disadvantage of less comfortable accessibility. So today the closed wall test section dominates at least 
the aviation wind tunnel design. For a long time in Germany this was not the case. The authorii of 
Ludwig Prandtl was so strong, that even the fkst low speed tunnels built in Germany after the war (and 
afler the death of Ludwig Prandtl I) in about 1955 still were designed with open test sections. 

For identical model dimensions generally the wall corrections are smaller (and have opposite sign) for 
open test sections than for closed wall test sections. Nevertheless the closed wall offers more precise 
wall corrections because of the more precise definition of the wall boundary condition. 

Open test sections are still widely used in the automotive industry. The simple reason for the preference 
of the open test section is that automotive engineers prefer to test full scale cars instead of down-scaled 
models, Nevertheless for financial reasons these automotive tunnels are built too small at least according 
to the standards of aeronautical aerodynamicists. In a closed test section this size of ,,models” would 
result in severe flow field disturbance or even flow breakdown. The open test section is more forgiving 
and allows meaningful measurements even with blockage ratios, which are never used for aeronautical 
testing. In consequence the automotive engineers have a lot of trouble with wall corrections for large 
blockage ratios with bluff bodies, but this is not the general subject of this AGARDograph. For a more 
detailed analysis of bluff body corrections see chapter 6 of this AGARDograph. 

In the recent past a new challenge in the wind tunnel technology brought the open test section back into 
the wind tunnel engineers’ field of vision. Aeroacoustic testing becomes a more and more important part 
of low speed wind tunnels work load. At least at the moment the open test section, which shows no 
reflection of acoustic waves from the test section walls, is superior for aeroacoustic testing. It is easy, to 
equip the plenum around the open test section with sound-absorbing walls, which results in a very quite 
wind tunnel. Fortunately these aeroacoustic tests do not require ultra-precise wall corrections. 

So the open test section wall corrections are less important at least for the aeronautical wind tunnel work 
and in this AGARDograph only a simple overview is given, which is more or less a condensed version of 
the open test section comments in the AGARDograph 109 [13]. 

In the wind tunnel literature sometimes the ,,% open wind tunnel” is mentioned. In most cases this term is 
used for automotive tests in open test sections with a closed floor, which represents the road. With 
respect to wall corrections the term .3/r open test section” is misleading. The closed floor of the test 
section is not a wall, which produces wall interference, but is part of the model configuration. So this test 
set-up is nothing else than an open test section. All formulas or methods for wall corrections can be 



applied to this test set-up, if the total arrangement is reflected against the floor. The resulting test section 
with twice the height and two cars and a horizontal symmetry plane in the middle of the test section can 
be treated with normal open test section correction methods. 

The basic principles of the classical wall corrections outlined in chapter 2.1 are valid for the closed 
test section and for the open test section as well. As mentioned already in chapter 2.1.3 the only 
difference is the wall boundary condition. The boundary condition of the closed wall is the non- 
existence of velocity components normal to the wall, which results in 

& -= 
an O 

The boundary condition of the open test section is a constant pressure at the jet boundary, which 
corresponds to the static pressure of the plenum surrounding the test section. This boundary 
condition results in 

*=o 
dx 

(2.94) 

In the AGARDograph 109 some remarks and formulas are given for the corrections of two 
dimensional wings spanning open test jets. Since test set-ups like this totally disappeared from the 
aeronautical wind tunnel testing practice, this case is not mentioned here. 

2.4.2 LIFT INTERFERENCE 

The equations 2.27, 2.29 and 2.29 are valid for open test sections as well. According to the work of 
Theodorsen (1931) the result for the upwash interference is 

(2.95) 

The analogous expression for the upwash gradient at the model location becomes : 

The application of upwash corrections is described in section 2.2.1.4. The correction formulas are : 

c Leon = C,, cos Aa - C,, sin Aa E CLvlc (2.1) 

C Dcorr = C,, cos Aa + CLwc sin Aa z C,, + C,, Aa (2.2) 

The additional correction for the streamline curvature is given by equation 2.39 for the angle of attack : 

a co,, =a,+Aa+Aa, =aw+(60+&6,)% 



and by equation 2.40 for the pitching moment : 

F SC ac AC, = ij, --.-@!!%L 
16j3H C da (2.5) 

Figure 2.41 [13] shows the lift interference on small wings in open and closed rectangular tunnels 
for comparison. In this figure the lift interference parameter is shown also for test sections with top 
and bottom wall only (type 3) and for test sections with side walls only (type 4). Such test sections 
are no longer used in wind tunnel practice. 

For wings with finite span the lifl interference parameter 6 is given in Figure 2.42 ‘. These data are valid 
for uniform spanwise loading of the wings. The lift interference parameter is plotted against the ,,Effective 
span/Tunnel width” ratio; the parameter h is the ,.heightlwidth” ratio of the ooen test section. 

Figure 2.41 : Lit? interference on small wings in 
rectangular tunnels 
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Figure 2.42 : Values for 6 for a wing with 
uniform loading in an open rectangular jet 

If the wing is displaced above or below the centreline of an open test section, the lift interference 
parameter may be taken from Figures 2.43 and 2.44. Figure 2.43 is valid for a square jet. Figure 2.44 
gives the lift interference parameter for an open test section with a height to width ratio of 0.5. 

’ The Figures 2.42 to 2.50 were taken from [31] 
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Figure 2.43 : Lii interference parameter for wings displaced 
above or below the test section centreline. (Square jet) 

Figure 2.44 : Lii interference parameter 
for wings displaced above or below the 
tunnel centreline. Rectangular jet, h = 0.5 
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A limited number of old wind tunnels with open 
circular or elliptic test sections are still in 
operation. For wings on the tunnel centreline with 
uniform loading Figure 2.45 gives the lift 
interference parameter for this test section 
configuration. In this figure the parameter h = 1.0 
designates a circular jet. 

Figure 2.46 gives the lift interference parameter 
for elliptic open test sections with a width/height 
ratio of 2 : 1 for wings with uniform loading 
displaced from the centreline of the test section. 
Finally Figure 2.47 gives the lift interference 
parameter for wings with elliptic loading in 
circular and elliptic open test sections. 

Figure 2.45 : Lifl interference parameter for a wing 
with uniform loading in an open elliptical test section 
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Figure 2.46 : Lift interference parameter for a 
wing with uniform loading displaced from the 

centreline of an open 2 : 1 elliptic test section. 
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Figure 2.47 : Lift interference parameter for wings wtth 
elliptic loading in open drcular/elliptic test sections 

For the downwash correction at the tail of a model an additional correction factor r2 can be defined. At a 
distance I, behind the quarter-chord line of the wing the boundary induced downwash wk is : 

For open test sections, some doubts exist about the validity of this correction ti the tail length of the 
model is more than 40 46 of the test section width. 

Values for the downwash correction factor r2 are given in the Figures 2.48 to 2.51. 



Figure 2.48 : Correction factor Q for open and 
closed circular test sections 
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Figure 2.50 : Correction factor q for two open 
rectangular test sections, wing on centreline, tail 

Figure 2.51 : Correction factor rz for hvo open 

on centreline 
rectangular test sections, wing on centreline, but 

tail 0.1 b above or below centreline 

Figure 2.49 : Correction factor T* for open and 
closed elliptic test sections 
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2.4.3 BLOCKAGE CORRECTION 

As for a closed tunnel, the boundary condition of a small model at the centre of a square open jet can be 
represented by an infinite set of images. In this case the signs of the doublets alternate, so the 
interference velocity at the models position is smaller than in the case of closed walls and of opposite 
sign. For the square open test section case in (131 (after Lock [ZS]) equation (2.98) is given, which in 
terms of model volume and with allowance for compressibility effects results in the simple equation 
(2.99). 

A % 
ES = 

u $ 4 

E, =-0.211& 

For rectangular open test sections Wuest [37] evaluated values for T : 

The results are plotted in Figure 2.52’ 
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Figure 2.52 : Tunnel-shape parameters for small models 
in open rectangular tunnels 
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’ The Figures 2.52 and 2.53 are taken from [13] 
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For circular open test sections Lock [22] gave an equation 

where hl is given in Figure 2.53. 

I, is defined in [22] 

(2.101) 

Figure 2.53 : Body-shape parameter 

A more simple equation for circular open test sections in terms of Mach number, tunnel diameter and 
model volume is 

E, = -0.0333~‘~ 
R3 /3’ 

(2.102) 

For the few tunnels with elliptical open test sections still in operation one may use the equation 

E, = (TR + 0.029 1 io %pJ 
- 

c P’ 
(2.103) 

where Ts can be taken from Figure 2.52 for a rectangular open jet with breadth/ height ratio equal to m/n 
and C= xzmn. 

2.4.4 WAKE CORRECTION 

Little is known about wake blockage effects in open test sections; in most cases they are considered to 
be negligible. A sophisticated theoretical investigation is hardly worthwhile, since in any case the wake 
blockage effects will be disturbed by the wind tunnels individual collector inlet effects. 
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NOMENCLATURE FOR CHAPTER 2 

A = 

A = 

Ao = 

A,,, = 

e = 

6 = 

c = 

co = 

Cd = 

C‘ = 

CLW = 
c, = 

CM = 

c, = 

c = 

c = 

d = 

f = 

H = 

K = 

k = 

k = 

L = 

M= 

m = 

m = 

” = 

n = 

P = 

9 = 
Re = 

&,x= 
r = 

s = 

s = 

s = 

effective cross-sectional area of 2D model = A0 + added-mass area 

rectangular tunnel aspect ratio = B/H 

dimensional cross-sectional area of 2D model 

maximum transverse cross-section of model 

body radius 

tunnel breadth 

cross-sectional area of test section 

drag coefficient 

drag coefficient for 2D model 

lift coefficient 

lift coefficient of wing 

lift coefficient for 2D model 

pitching moment coefficient 

pressure coefficient 

airfoil chord 

mean aerodynamic chord 

distance of 2D vortex from the floor 

body fineness ratio 

tunnel height 

nondimensional body shape factor; nondimensional factor for interference parameters; 

singularity strength 

base pressure parameter 

model span ratio ( ‘ficrive ‘p”) 
Tunnel width 

length; wing lift 

Mach number 

source strength 

major axis of elliptical tunnel 

spatial coordinate normal to the test section wall 

minor axis of elliptical tunnel 

static pressure 

dynamic pressure 

Reynolds number 

maximum body radius 

cylindrical co-ordinate = d + ?)ln 

wing reference area 

wing or vortex semi-span 

source-sink separation distance for Rankine ovals and bodies 



T = static temperature 
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t = maximum thickness 

u = streamwise velocity 
tJw = upstream reference velocity 

” = perturbation x-velocity 

v = total velocity vector = V@ for potential flow 

v = velocity magnitude 

v = effective model volume in 3D = V, + added-mass volume 

v, = dimensional volume of 3D model 

” = perturbation y-velocity 

w = perturbation z-velocity 

WI = downwash correction at tail position 

x = streamwise spatial co-ordinate 

Y = spanwise (or lateral) spatial co-ordinate 

z = vertical spatial co-ordinate 

Greek Symbols 

a = 
P = 
Y = 

l-s = 
s = 
so = 
6, = 
s, = 
E = 

ES = 

t; = 
e = 
A = 
?. = 
h = 
P = 
rl = 
tl = 
5 = 
P = 

0 = 
7 = 

aI = 

angle of attack 

Prandtl-Glauert compressibility factor = (1 - A#)‘” 

vortex strength in 2D = II2 U-c CL 

vortex strength in 3D = l/4 U-S CL 

lift interference parameter 

lift interference parameter evaluated at the model centre 

upwash interference due to blockage 

streamwise curvature interference parameter 

blockage interference ratio = u,/U- 

streamwise interference due to lifl 

nondimensional vertical co-ordinate = z/L,, 
blockage factor for bluff-body flow 

wing sweep angle 

body shape factor 

test section height/width ratio 

doublet strength 

nondimensional spanwise co-ordinate = y&r 

empirical factor for separated wake interference 

nondimensional streamwise co-ordinate = x/PL,, 
fluid density 

nondimensional wing or vortex semi-span 

tunnel shape factor 

total velocity potential 



cp = perturbation potential 

(Pm = perturbation potential due to the model 

VW Ta= perturbation potential due to the walls (= interference potential) 

Subscripts 

b = base 

c = corrected 

con= corrected 
i = interference 

m = model 

” = normal 

ref = reference 

uric= uncorrected 

w = walls 
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3. CONVENTIONAL CORRECTIONS IN VENTILATED TEST SECTIONS 

Prior to the 1940s closed-wall wind tunnels, and to a somewhat lesser extent, open-jet facilities, were the 
standard types of ground-based aerodynamic testing facilities. As described in Chapter 2, the 
fundamental characteristics of wall interference of small models in incompressible flow in these types of 
tunnel were established by the mid-1930s e.g. Glauert [25]; Theodorsen, [62]). These analyses of lift 
and blockage interference in closed-wall and open-jet test sections predicted corrections of opposite sign. 
Reasoning that walls of some intermediate geometry would therefore minimise the interference, testing 
with walls having a mix of open and closed elements was undertaken. 

Concurrent with these developments in testing methodology, the maturation of the applied aeronautical 
sciences (aerodynamics, structures, propulsion) was enabling flight speeds approaching the speed of 
sound. Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of flight vehicles in closed-wall tunnels encounters 
serious difficulties in this speed range. Extremely small model sizes are required to avoid sonic choking 
of the flow around the model in a closed-wall test section. One-dimensional compressible flow 
relationships provide the limiting case of maximum model cross-sectional area for choked flow: for 
example, a model with an area blockage ratio of 0.01 permits a maximum upstream Mach number of only 
about 0.89. This problem is manifested even in linearised compressible flow, for which the Prandtl- 
Glauert compressibility transformation results in blockage interference velocities increasing like l/p3 
(Goethert [ZS]). The theoretical singularity at Mach = 1.0 (due to linearisation of the compressibility 
effect) is consistent with experimental difficulties experienced at high-subsonic test Mach numbers. 

An unexpected consequence of testing with walls comprising both open and closed elements was a 
substantial increase in achievable upstream Mach number before the onset of sonic choking around the 
model. This discovery led to a new paradigm for wind tunnel testing at speeds where compressibility is 
no longer negligible: the ventilated wall. Two basic wall geometries have emerged as preferred ventilated 
wall types: slotted walls, comprising solid wall areas (slats) alternating with longitudinal slots, and 
perforated walls, which are characterised by a pattern of holes in an otherwise solid wall surface. Most 
commonly, the test section is surrounded by a single large open plenum chamber assumed to be at a 
constant static pressure that is usually used as the tunnel Mach number reference pressure, Figure 3.1. 
This plenum chamber may be vented at its downstream end to the test section diffuser through a 
variable-geometry re-entty flap system, or may be actively pumped by a plenum evacuation system 
(PES) which typically can remove up to several percent of the tunnel mass flow from the plenum, usually 
to be reinjected elsewhere into the tunnel circuit. Use of a PES is especially advantageous in the 
transonic speed range to maximise 
clear tunnel flow uniformity, to assist 
expansion of the upstream flow to 

Plenum chamber (p = pref) 

supersonic test Mach numbers, and 
to help offset the adverse effects of 
wake blockage in the downstream ------ 
part of the test section. 

Experience with slotted walls has led 
to their use primarily for subsonic 
testing. Perforated walls are 
preferred in the near-sonic and low- 
supersonic speed range, due to their 
ability to attenuate shock (and 

$Zrearn Lx 
------ 

1 

L Reentry 

walls 
system 

Figure 3.1 : Ventilated Wall Wind Tunnel, General Arrangement 
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expansion) wave reflections with the right choice of openness ratio (Estabrooks [17]; Jacocks [33]; 
Neiland [51]). Ventilated walls of one type or the other (or, in some cases, of a hybrid type), whose 
geometry remains fixed (or at most varies uniformly with Mach number) have been the mainstay of 
aerodynamic testing at Mach numbers from approximately 0.6 to 1.2 since their introduction in the 1940s 
and early 1950s (Goethert [27]). 

With the maturation of aerodynamic testing technology, data accuracy needs have become more 
stringent (Steinle and Stanewsky 1611). with parallel accuracy requirements with regard to interference 
corrections. The continuing expansion of high Reynolds number testing (Goldhammer and Steinle [28]) 
has stimulated an increased appreciation of Reynolds number effects, which in turn has increased the 
pressure on model size in order to simulate flight Reynolds numbers more closely. Model size (relative to 
test section dimensions) thus continues to play a key role in interference calculations. Similarly, there is 
a continuing demand for more comprehensive predictions of flight characteristics, including increased 
emphasis on flight regimes where the effects of compressibility are strong (both on the flight 
characteristics themselves and on the wall interference as well). For subsonic flight vehicles whose 
design point is close to drag rise or beyond, this includes flight conditions at Mach numbers approaching 
1 .O, with substantial regions of supersonic flow, and possibly with large areas of separated flow. 
Supersonic flight vehicles require testing through their entire flight envelope, typically including Mach 
numbers as close to 1.0 as possible. Each of these factors increases the magnitude of the wall 
interference, consequently maintaining pressure on improving wall interference methods for ventilated 
wall tunnels. 

Even though the theory of ventilated-wall wind tunnels is less soundly based than for closed-wall tunnels, 
conventional ventilated-wall tunnels offer several practical advantages: demonstrated small interference 
effects in subsonic flow (compared to closed-wall tunnels), the ability to operate at high-subsonic Mach 
number and through the sonic and low-supersonic speed range, and the operational simplicity of fixed- 
geometry ventilated walls. These advantages, coupled with both a substantial capital investment in 
existing test facilities and continuing competitive pressure to improve wind tunnel data accuracy, provide 
the motivation to understand ventilated wall behaviour. 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in the application of the methodology and results of ventilated-wall 
interference theory is the approximate nature of the ideal ventilated-wall boundary conditions and the 
unknown relationship between physical wall geometry and wall crossflow parameters. This weakness 
has motivated investigations of crossflow characteristics of particular wall geometries, the use of 
measured boundary conditions to determine wall characteristics (e.g., Mokry et al. [47]). development of 
alternate wall crossflow models, and finally, the direct use of measurements near the wall as boundary 
conditions in the computation of interference (see Chapter 4). The application of boundary measurement 
techniques for interference estimation of ventilated walls appears to be a viable approach, particularly for 
perforated walls (e.g., in 2D, Mokry and Ohman [48]; in 3D, Mokry, Digney, and Poole [50], Seutner, 
Celik, and Roberts 191, and even for slotted walls (Freestone and Mohan [22]). Nonetheless, because of 
the additional instrumentation, measurement, and computational requirements of such methods, testing 
with passive, nonadaptive, ventilated walls and the use of classically based corrections predominates in 
practice, especially for 3D tunnels. 

The impact of improvements in high-speed computing cannot be overemphasised. The CFD codes and 
techniques developed over the past three decades for analysis of flight vehicles in an unconstrained flow 
are now being applied to the analysis of models within wind tunnels. More complex and larger test 
configurations, asymmetric installations in the test section, general tunnel cross sections, and a variety of 



wall boundary conditions can now readily be analysed. The influences of finite test section length and 
model supports can also be evaluated. 

3.1 BACKGROUND, ASSUMPTIONS, AND DEFINITIONS 

“Conventional” wall corrections are taken to be those that apply to tunnel flows where the influence of the 
walls is approximated as an incremental flow field in the vicinity of the model that is calculable using 
linearised potential flow theory, and where the walls are basically of fixed geometry with known crossflow 
characteristics. Thus it is assumed that the flow around the model in the wind tunnel is governed by 
Equation 2.3. subject to the limitations described in Section 2.1. The potential at any point in the tunnel 
is expressed as the superposition of the separate potentials representing a uniform onset free stream, 
the model, and the walls (see Chapter 2): 

@(-hY.Z) =-us + rp,cwJ) + cp,(X,Y,Z) (3.1) 

Compressibility is taken into account 
through the Prandtl-Glauert com- 
pressibility factor p. The interference 

Wind tunnel walls 
Boundary condition: ‘p, = f(Ap) 

_ _ 
flow field is due to simply the wall z 
potential. The test section is usually 
taken to be of constant section 0 

r 
“m, Mm 

6 
throughout its length, with flow through < Nonlinear flow region 
the walls satisfying a boundary condi- --------------- 
tion relating the crossflow velocity and Governing equation for linear flow region: 
the pressure difference across the 
walls, Figure 3.2. For analytic solu- 

@ (x9 Y. z) = -4 x + cp,(x. Y, 4 + ‘PJX, y, z) 

tions the tunnel is typically taken to be Figure 3.2 : Potential Flow in an Ideal Wind Tunnel 
doubly infinite in length. When com- With Ventilated Walls 
putational approaches such as panel 
methods are used, tunnel length is necessarily finite, but (usually) long. Model flows with substantial 
embedded supersonic regions, at high lifl coefficients so that wake position or separated wake effects 
become important, and in the transonic, near-sonic, and low-supersonic speed regimes are beyond the 
scope of this chapter. 

“Conventional” ventilated walls are taken to be either longitudinally slotted walls, perforated walls, or a 
combination of these two wall types, whose behaviour is described locally by a simple pressure-crossflow 
relationship (see Sec. 3.2.1) and whose geometry remains fixed over a given range of test conditions. It 
is assumed that these walls are vented to a single large plenum chamber, whose pressure is constant 
and is taken to be the reference static pressure for the calculation of the onset Mach number in the 
tunnel. Note that for a plenum of finite longitudinal extent, the Mach number far upstream does not 
necessarily correspond to this plenum reference Mach number. 

AGARDograph 109 [24]) provides a comprehensive review of a wide variety of wall configurations and 
their interference. In general, the interference of ventilated walls had not been investigated to the same 
level of detail as corresponding closed-wall configurations. Admittedly, contributing factors to this state of 
affairs include the additional wall parameters (which increase the number of cases of interest), the 
additional analytic and computational complexities associated with ventilated-wall boundary conditions, 
and the recognised approximate nature of these boundary conditions. In particular, only limited or no 
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interference information is given for rectangular tunnels with all four walls slotted or perforated (see Table 
6.1 of AGARDograph 109). Interference calculations for some of these cases have since been published 
(Pindzola and Lo [53]; Lo and Oliver [43]; Keller and Wright [36]). 

The wall interference corrections in AGARDograph 109 for steady flows are discussed in terms of 
interference velocity components: longitudinal (or streamwise, u,) and cross-stream (typically upwash, w,). 
Because of their one-to-one correspondence to simple representations of model volume and lift for a 
model at the centre of a tunnel with uniform walls, these interferences are commonly referred to as 
blockage and lift interference, respectively. The separate interference velocity components are assumed 
to be independent and superposable. Independence can be obtained by suitable symmetry restrictions: a 
small model located at the centre of a tunnel of symmetric cross section and having uniform walls. 
Cross-coupling of interference velocity components and model characteristics (blockage interference due 
to lift, for example) will occur for models asymmetrically located relative to the walls and for non-linear 
wall crossflow characteristics. Non-linear wall ventilation can be the result of actual geometric differences 
among the walls, but is usually attributed to the action of viscosity at the walls. Superposition is valid 
provided the magnitudes of the corrections remain small and the Mach number is not too close to 1 .O. 

Interference corrections for ventilated walls are further classified in AGARDograph 109 according to wall 
type and test section cross section. The wall type refers to the boundary condition to be satisfied at the 
wall, mainly: closed-wall, open-jet, ideal slotted, or ideal porous, though there is some discussion of the 
hybrid slotted wall (slots with crossflow resistance). The test sections considered are the 2D tunnel 
(planar flow), circular (or by co-ordinate transformation, elliptical), rectangular and, less comprehensively, 
octagonal (or rectangular with corner fillets). Most of the results given are for walls whose geometry does 
not vary streamwise and that extend far upstream and downstream of the model. 

As suggested in Chapter 2, the interference results for small models in 2D and rectangular test sections 
are considered suitably representative of many interference situations encountered in practice (the major 
exclusions include sidewall interference in 2D testing, “large” models, and models “too close” to the 
walls). Rectangular sections with corner fillets or elliptical cross sections may be approximated by 
rectangular tunnels of equal cross-sectional area and equivalent aspect ratio (width to height ratio). This 
approximation is supported by the close correspondence of interference characteristics of square and 
circular ventilated test sections. 

For a small model, a subsonic onset Mach number not too close to 1.0, and for attached flow over the 
model, the variation of the interference flow field is negligible throughout the model volume, so that 
primary corrections to the freestream magnitude and direction are adequate. As discussed in Chapter 4. 
small embedded regions of supersonic flow around the model may be permitted. For larger models, or 
for more accurate correction, consideration of linear streamwise variations of interference velocities may 
be necessary. These result in buoyancy corrections to model drag and additional corrections to angle of 
attack (or lift) and pitching moment due to streamwise curvature. Non-linear streamwise or significant 
spanwise variation of interference may be addressed using the methods for residual interference 
corrections outlined in Section 1.3. The flow field around very large models may ultimately not be easily 
correctable to equivalent freestream conditions. 

The interference flow field is commonly described in nondimensional terms as defined in Equations 2.6 
and 2.6 for streamwise and cross-stream (upwash) interference velocity perturbations: 



E=U, 
u, 

&w’C 
u, SC, 
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(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Solid blockage interference for small models in ventilated-wall tunnels is conveniently expressed in terms 
of the blockage parameter Ds, the ratio of solid blockage in the ventilated test section to that in a closed- 
wall test section of the same cross section: 

(3.4) 

Thus, Rs=l for a closed-wall test section. Some basic classical results for sckssd for small models in 2D 
and rectangular test sections are given in Chapter 2. 

The streamwise gradient of E. ?&3x, results. in a pressure force on the model (buoyancy drag), whose 
magnitude is proportional to the effective volume of the model (for small models in linear gradients). The 
streamwise gradient of upwash, or flow curvature, characterised by 

6, =a6 (3.5) 

a$$ 

results in additional angle-of-attack and pitching moment corrections for even small models. 

For models of large size, applying only primary corrections to the free stream is at best approximate. 
Residual corrections may be adequate for many cases but large variations of blockage and/or upwash 
interference over the region occupied by the model may ultimately not be correctable. That is, there is no 
equivalent unconstrained flow (with a uniform onset velocity) for the model geometry being tested. This 
situation is particularly acute in transonic flow fields because of their extreme sensitivity to small 
variations in onset flow conditions. The adequacy of corrections can be tested by careful comparison of 
computed model aerodynamic characteristics from in-tunnel and unconstrained-stream solutions (at flight 
conditions that include primary interference corrections). Such a test requires a higher degree of 
sophistication of model representation than for the calculation of simple linearised corrections. Paneling 
or gridding requirements for this type of analysis are the same as for typical high-resolution free-air 
analyses. 

3.2 WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The wall boundary condition distinguishes ventilated walls from closed-wall or free-jet boundaries. A 
useful simplification of the actual wall boundary condition is to treat the walls as homogeneous, wherein 
the open- and closed-wall areas are not represented separately, but as an equivalent permeable surface 
(Davis and Moore [14]; Goetherl [27]). The normal velocity through the walls thus is a local average, 
varying smoothly and in a continuous manner as a function of the (similarly spatially averaged) pressure 
distribution on the walls. Walls with perforations are thus idealised as permeable porous surfaces with 
infinitesimally small holes. Slotted tunnels are idealised as having an infinite number of very small slots 
distributed around the tunnel boundaries. 
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The validity of the assumption of homogeneous walls depends on the length scale of the wall openness 
and the Mach number. It is expected that the effect of wall “graininess” will be felt out into the tunnel 
stream a distance on the order of L/3, where L is the length scale associated with the wall openings. As 
long as Up is small compared to the tunnel dimension (or more directly, to the distance from the wall to 
the closest model part, such as a wing tip), the interference felt by the model will be the same for 
homogeneous walls as for discretely ventilated walls having equivalent crossflow properties. There are 
oflen two distinct geometric length scales associated with a given ventilated wall: the typical size of the 
discrete openings and their spacing. A third length scale may also be involved: the wall boundary layer 
thickness, whose properties have been found to influence the wall crossflow characteristics. 

For perforated walls, the openness length scales are the hole diameter and spacing. For slotted walls, 
they are the slot width and circumferential slot spacing. Consideration of typical perforated wall 
arrangements suggests that treating perforated walls as homogeneous (for wall interference purposes) is 
a valid assumption given the typical small scale of perforations. Slotted-wall openness length scales, on 
the other hand, are often at least an order of magnitude larger. For some tunnels, the slot spacing 
approaches a substantial fraction of a test section dimension. The assumption of homogeneous walls is 
more tenuous in this case, especially for models whose components are on the order of an openness 
length from a wall surface (e.g., wing tips of large-span models, body tail or nose for long models at high 
angles of attack). 

For cases where the walls cannot be treated as homogeneous, the alternating open- and closed-wall 
areas (slots and slats) can be modelled separately, for example, by an appropriate mix of closed-wall and 
open-jet boundary conditions. In such situations, simplicity and computational efficiency are sacrificed for 
higher fidelity of the simulation. 

Measured boundary condition methods with ventilated walls may be strongly influenced by wall 
inhomogeneities (closed and open elements). The resulting local flow gradients are not representative of 
the far-field homogeneous boundary condition. Correction methods for individual measurements, 
alternate measurement strategies, or explicit computational modelling of wall elements may be required. 

3.2.1 IDEAL VENTILATED WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The boundary conditions of ventilated walls are motivated by physical considerations (see, for example, 
Davis and Moore 1141; Baldwin et al. [3]; Goetherl [27]). The so-called ideal porous wall boundary 
condition can be derived by consideration of porous walls as a lattice of lifling elements. The pressure 
difference across the wall is then proportional to the flow inclination (0) at the wall, 

Pwdf - Pp/mn 2 VW,& 2 
c = p wall 4, =--=x8 R u, 

In linearised perturbation form, with the plenum pressure taken to be the same as the pressure far 
upstream, 

cp, = -4, (3.7) 

where R is an experimentally determined constant of proportionality. Note that the limits R=O and R+x 
correspond to the standard closed-wall and free-jet boundary conditions, respectively. It is convenient to 
define an alternate perforated wall parameter, 



(3.8) 

so that Q=O corresponds to a closed wall, and Q=l to a free jet 

The ideal homogeneous slotted-wall boundary condition is developed by consideration of the balance of 
pressure difference across the slots and 
streamwise flow curvature in the vicinity of the 
slots, 

cp,+Kq,,+~=O (3.9) \ / \ / .-A 
where the third term represents a viscous 
pressure drop across the slot and K, the slot 
parameter, is related to slot geometry, 
including the approximate effect of slot depth 
(Va), according to 

Slotted-wall geometry definitions are summa- 
Rectang”lar 

rised in Figure 3.3. For an ideal inviscid Figure 3.3 : Slotted Tunnel Geometry 

slotted wall (i.e., R+m), closed-wall and free-jet boundary conditions correspond to K-m and K=O, 
respectively. As for the ideal porous wall, a convenient alternate slot parameter is defined, 

where F is proportional to K according to 

F = 2 K I H for a 2D test section. 
F=Klro for a circular test section. 
F=KIH for a rectangular test section. 

P-0 and /W correspond to closed-wall and free jet boundary conditions respectively 

The boundary conditions for walls with discrete slots comprise 

Pn = 0 on the slats (i.e., the closed-wall segments between slots). 
qx + q” I R = 0 for slots with crossflow resistance. 
9x = 0 for open slots. 

The ideal ventilated-wall boundary conditions may be viewed as first-order approximations to ventilated- 
wall crossflow characteristics. These simple analytic expressions are intended to capture the dominant 
flow physics at the wall, as perceived at some distance from the wall (i.e., at the model location). 
Improvements in ventilated wall modelling have focused on more accurate descriptions of the flow near 
the wall, including: 

1) Effect of boundary layer thickness on the wall crossflow characteristics. 

2) Non-linear pressuredrop terms (e.g. proportional to square of crossflow velocity) 

3) Entry of stagnant plenum air into the test section. 



3.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PERFORATED-WALL CHARACTERISTICS 

Many investigations, both theoretical and experimental, have been undertaken to capture the behaviour 
of various perforated-wall geometries. Perforated walls are taken to be any wall with a pattern of small 
openings, usually round holes drilled either normal to the wall surface or at a fixed angle to the normal. 
Variable porosity features have been implemented in several facilities using a sliding backing plate. 

Normal holes 

Slanted holes 

Variable porn&y slanted holes 

Figure 3.4 Perforated Wall Configurations 

Figure 3.4 illustrates some typical 
perforated wall configurations. 
Slanted hole walls were developed to 
offset the observed lower resistance to 
inflow compared to outflow. A large 
number of configuration variations 
have been tested, including splitter 
plates and screens in the openings to 
attenuate discrete noise tone 
production, various hole patterns, 
openness ratios, and hole angles. 

Two general approaches for the 
detenination of a pressure-crossflow 
relationship may be distinguished. 
The first relies on explicit measure- 
ment (or calculation) of both pressure 
difference and crossflow at the wall. 

Methods for determination of the velocity normal to the wall include direct velocity measurements near 
the wall, massflow measurement through a portion of wall vented to an otherwise sealed and pumped 
plenum, and a hybrid theoretical-experimental method for the calculation of crossflow at the wall. 
Pressure differences across the wall may be applied either by a model in the test section, or by active 
plenum pumping with a “clear” test section. The second approach uses measured wall pressure 
differences, but avoids the direct measurement or calculation of crossflow velocity at the wall. The 
necessary information for determining wall characteristics may come from wall pressure correlations 
(test-theory), from tests of a model in several facilities, or tests of geometrically similar models in the 
same facility. The starting point for the latter two approaches is a set of interference-free data (e.g., 
small model in a very large tunnel) and a methodology for extracting lift and blockage interference from 

Figure 3.5 Non-linear Porous-Wall Crossflow Characteristics 

comparisons of model data. 

Some of the deviations from linear 
crossflow behaviour that have been 
experimentally observed are illustrated 
in Figure 3.5. These include non-zero 
crossflow at zero pressure difference 
across the walls, different initial slopes 
for inflow and oufflow, and non-linear 
behaviour as crossflow velocities 
increase. These behaviours are attrib- 
uted to the effect of the wall boundary 
layer. Several experimental investiga- 
tions have therefore focused on 
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correlations of these additional parameters with wall boundary layer thickness. 

A first step toward characterising the interference of walls with non-linear wall resistance would be simply 
to model different wall resistance for inflow and outflow. Mokry, Peake. and Bowker [47] allow opposing 
perforated walls (20.5 percent openness normal holes in 2D testing) to have different resistance, based 
on the observation that for an airfoil with lift, measured wall pressures on opposite walls are of opposite 
sign relative to the plenum, so that the floor would experience primarily oufflow. and the ceiling, inflow to 
the test section. This approach results in much better correspondence of predicted wall pressures to 
measurements than use of the same resistance for both floor and ceiling. For cases shown, the ceiling R 
value (inflow) is about three times larger than the floor R value (oufflow). Chan [II] establishes a 
correlation of wall crossflow characteristics for inflow to the test section that depends explicitly on the wall 
boundary layer displacement thickness. Two correlations are given: a quadratic relationship of wall mass 
flux as a function of C, 6*/d for S*/d<O.25 and a linear relationship between wall mass flux and wall C, for 
LYl410.25. 

Jacocks [34] presents wall crossflow characteristics for slanted-hole perforated walls (holes drilled at 60 
deg from the normal), including variable porosity configurations and the effects of screens and splitter 
plates for edge-tone noise suppression. Test Mach numbers ranged from 0.5 to 0.85 with limited results 
at 0.9 and 1.2. A combined experimental-theoretical approach is used to calculate the crossflow at the 
wall, thus sidestepping the direct measurement of inass flux through the wall (limited crossflow 
measurements were made in order to validate the method). Some configurations tested clearly exhibit 
differential resistance of inflow and outflow. Decreased wall resistance resulted from increasing porosity 
and also from increased boundary layer thickness. The value of R increased by factors of 2 to 3 
(depending on wall configuration) for P/d varying between about 0.1 to almost 1 .O. It is suggested that 
the results of Mokry et al. [47] are the result of a thicker boundaty on the inflow wall. The addition of 
screens improved crossflow linearity. It is concluded that most, but not all, perforated walls can be 
assumed linear for purposes of calculating subsonic wall interference. However, each wall of a given 
wind tunnel may require a different characterisation to capture differences in mean wall boundary-layer 
thicknesses. 

Matyk and Kobayashi [44] report direct measurements of wall crossflow as a function of pressure across 
the wall for wall samples with baffled slots representing the wall configurations of the Ames 2-fl by 2-fl 
and 1 I-ft by 1 I-R transonic wind tunnels. Data for only oufflow were acquired over a range of ApIp- from 
0 to 0.5 and higher. Significant non-linear behaviour was observed for wall normal massflow ratios above 
approximately 0.04. Wall characteristics were consistent across the tested Mach number range 
(0.5+f<1.2). 

lvanov [32] reports very good linear crossflow behaviour of wall samples with normal holes in a wind 
tunnel with a relatively thick wall boundary layer (displacement thickness to hole diameter ratios greater 
than 1). Characteristic slopes differing by more than a factor of 2 were determined for inflow and oufflow 
with no discernible trend with Mach number (0.4-zMcO.98). 

Vayssaire [67] summarises values of R deduced from experiments comparing model measurements with 
different walls. This method relies on model data from a closed-wall tunnel for which corrections are 
nominally known. For example, mapping of a model characteristic (such as shock position) from 
ventilated wall tests to corrected closed-wall data provides the ventilated-wall blockage correction, from 
which an average effective wall characteristic can be inferred using theoretical curves. Other corrections 
are then calculated using this inferred wall resistance. Pounds and Walker [54] similarly deduce global R 



values for variable-porosity walls from measured lift curves of a semispan wing-body model using data 
from a large tunnel as the interference-free baseline. 

Starr [58] used pressure distributions on a cone-cylinder model in a Ludwieg tube at Mach numbers 
between 0.95 and 1.2 to assess effective wall porosity sensitivity (for slanted holes at 60 deg from the 
normal) to wall boundary layer changes. For 6*/d varying from about 0.13 to 0.26 the equivalent wall 
porosity change was found to be about 1 percent. 

Crites and Rueger 1131 provide a wall crossflow correlation for a set of five perforated wall samples of 
various geometries. Their results are similar to Chan [l l] in that the quadratic dependence of crossflow 
on wall pressure is much greater for inflow to the test section than for oufflow. 

In summary, R values estimated for different tunnels exhibit a large degree of variability, even for similar 
nominal openness, Wall boundary layer thickness, especially in regions of inflow to the test section, 
appears to play a dominant role in wall resistance. The observed linearity of the wall pressure-crossflow 
relationship under many conditions leaves open the possibility of adequate wall corrections using locally 
linear approximations. However, allowance for variation of the wall resistance factor with inflow and 
outflow or with wall boundary layer thickness is likely required for high-quality wall interference 
predictions. The inclusion of a quadratic crossflow term is recommended by some investigators, though 
simple linear characterisations appear to work well for small wall crossflow. Because of the dependence 
of wall performance on wall boundary layer (which may in turn depend on plenum suction), it is 
recommended that wall resistance values or curves (R or dCpld6 vs. wall openness) be determined for 
each facility under typical operating conditions according to desired accuracy requirements. 

3.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SLOTTED-WALL CHARACTERISTICS 

The investigation of flow through open slots has advanced on several fronts. The effect of wall thickness 
has been explored using inviscid slot flow models. Experimental measurements aimed at establishing 
the slotted-wall boundary condition have successfully documented the richness of flow phenomena 
through slots and have been instrumental in guiding the development of slot models. 

The effect of wall thickness on slot parameter K has been investigated by Chen and Mears [12] for ideal 
slots without crossflow resistance using a potential-flow doublet-rod wall model. Barnwell [4], as well as 
correcting an error in the preceding analysis, generalises the flat-slat boundary condition to a slot with 
sidewalls or separation in the plenum. He concludes that for the sidewall case (i.e., deep slots of 
constant width), 

For the case of separation on the plenum side, 

For small a/d, Equations 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13 provide only slightly different values of K. A greater cause 
for concern involves the experimental determination of K. Continuing research at NASA Langley aimed 
at validating a slot-flow model (Barnwell [S], Everhart and Barnwell [IS]) included evaluation of K from 
measurements near a slotted wall in a 2D tunnel. Figure 3.6, from Everhart [IQ]), summarises some of 



these results. Everhart’s results for 
a four-slot wall configuration com- 
pare favourably with other pub- 40 
lished experimental values, which 
all deviate significantly from the K 
inviscid slotted-wall theoretical 3 o 
predictions. 
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0.04. Everhart 1191 confirms a Figure 3.6 Experimental Values of Ideal Slot Coefficient, 
quadratic pressure-crossflow 
relationship for large crossflows in 

M = 0.7 (after Everhart [18]) 

the absence of flow curvature. Nevertheless, it is concluded that the ideal form of the slotted-wall 
boundary condition (Eq. 3.9 with R+m) describes the wall pressure drop upstream of the maximum 
model thickness if a reference pressure zero-shift is included. Downstream of this point wall pressures 
are only qualitatively predicted. 

The above investigations have benefited from parallel theoretical and experimental developments 
(Berndt and Sorensen [E]; Berndt [6]; Nyberg [52]; Berndt [7]). which have resulted in a slot-flow model 
motivated by observed slot-flow physics. The boundary between high-velocity air originating in the test 
section and quiescent air from the plenum is tracked, and empirical coefficients are used to account for 
flow separation at the slot edges and for viscous flow within the slot, Figure 3.7. This method has shown 
good correlation (using the non-linear perturbation potential flow equation) with measured wall pressures 
at Mach numbers up to 0.98 and 
has been used to design the 
contoured slots for the FFA T1500 
Transonic Wind Tunnel (Karlsson 
and Sedin [36]; Sedin and 
Sorensen [%I; Agrell, Pettersson, 
and Sedin [I]; Agrell [2]). Firmin 
and Cook 121) provide independent 
experimental confirmation (from 
pitot-static probe measurements 
and oil flow visualisation near the 
slots) of the penetration of low- 
energy plenum air into a slotted test 
section downstream of an airfoil 
model. This penetration is cited as 
a serious obstacle for determination 
of an equivalent homogeneous 

Figure 3.7 : Slot Flow Model (after Sedin and Sorensen [54]) 



boundary condition for slotted walls. It is suggested that porous walls behave similarly with regard to low- 
energy reentry flow, but wall homogeneity would not be an issue due to the smaller length scales of the 
wall ventilation. 

In addition to the work reported above, other investigators have reported the results of flowfield 
measurements in the vicinity of slots. Wu, Collins, and Bhat [68] document the 3D character of the flow 
near a single baffled slot with varying suction through the slot. They measured a vortex-like secondary 
flow in the crossflow plane whose effect extended beyond the edge of the boundary layer at low suction 
rate. Suction was found to have a large effect on boundary layer displacement thickness on the slat. A 
non-linear relationship between crossflow velocity at the slot and at the edge of the boundary layer (the 
equivalent inviscid crossflow) was measured. Everhart, Igoe, and Flechner [20] provide a database of 
flowfield measurements near and within an open slot, including the effects of plenum suction and the 
presence of a model (NACA 0012-64 2D airfoil). In the course of the development of a “two-variable” 
boundary interference approach for slotted walls, Freestone and Mohan [22] show good agreement 
between measured and predicted slot flows in a low-speed test of a large 2D airfoil. Slot flows are 
measured using a traversing flow-angle probe; predictions are from the slot-flow model of Berndt and 
Sorensen [8] with the addition of a linear resistance term for flow into the test section. 

3.3 INTERFERENCE IN 2D TESTING 

Some of the principal results given in AGARDograph log and Pindzola and Lo 1531 for small models are 
repeated here as benchmarks. These results were calculated using a Fourier transform method. 

Engineering Sciences Data [15] has published comprehensive summary carpet plots of lift and blockage 
interference and gradient factors for 2D point singularities in ideal porous and slotted test sections. 

3.3.1 INTERFERENCE OF SMALL MODELS, UNIFORM WALLS 

Interference parameters for a small model in the centre of a 2D test section with (homogeneous) slotted 
and porous walls are shown in Figure 3.8 as functions of slotted wall parameter P, and porous wall 
parameter Q, respectively. The model is represented as the superposition of a point vortex whose 
strength is proportional to lift, and by a point source doublet whose strength is proportional to the model 
effective cross-sectional area. It is recalled (Eq. 2.45, Sec. 2.2.1.1) that the blockage of a small model in 
a 2D closed-wall test section is given by 

(3.14) 

where A is the effective cross-sectional area of the model and H is the height of the test section 

Although the closed-wall and open-jet limits of P and Q (0 and 1, respectively) are the same for these two 
types of walls, the interference characteristics at intermediate values of P and Q are fundamentally 
distinct (except when consideration is given to slots with crossflow resistance). From Figure 3.8 it can be 
seen that it is not possible to obtain zero blockage and zero upwash interference simultaneously with any 
uniform porous wall or uniform inviscid slot geometry. 

The longitudinal distribution of blockage interference midway between the walls (for a model likewise 
located) is shown in Figure 3.9. For ideal slotted walls with no viscous pressure-drop term (Q=O). the 



Figure 3.8 2D Interference in Ideal Slotted and 
Porous Tunnels 

interference velocity along the tunnel centreline is symmetric fore and aft of the model. Consequently, 
there is no interference buoyancy force on the model. In contrast, porous walls (except for the limiting 
cases of closed and open jets) exhibit a longitudinal interference gradient, producing a buoyancy force on 
the model. The gradient is very nearly a maximum for the value of porosity for zero blockage 
interference (Pindzola and Lo [53], Figure 3.5). Similar interference distributions can be expected for 
slots with non-zero 0. 

The longitudinal variation of upwash interference is shown in Figure 3.10 for ideal slotted and porous 
walls (Pindzola and Lo [53]). Zero upwash at the model location is obtained for closed walls only. Zero 
upwash gradient is obtained for intermediate values of P and Q (for slotted and porous walls, 
respectively), but the upwash is non-zero for these cases. 
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Figure 3.9 Longitudinal Variation of Blockage 
Interference in 2D Slotted and Porous Tunnels 

Figure 3. IO Longitudinal Variation of Upwash 
lnterferenca in 2D Slotted and Porous 

Tunnels 

3.3.2 INTERFERENCE OF SMALL MODELS, NONUNIFORM WALLS 

The shortcomings of the ideal porous-wall boundary condition have long been recognised (see 
discussion in Sec. 3.2.2): the approximate nature of a linear crossflow boundary condition, the empiricism 
required to determine the crossflow resistance factor R for a given wall geometry, and the non-linear 
crossflow behaviour of real walls. The distinct flow physics of high total pressure flow out of the test 
section relative to low total pressure flow from the plenum into the test section suggests, at the minimum, 
a distinction between these flow regimes. The development of slanted-hole porous walls was instigated 
in part to balance inflow and oufflow wall performance. Parallel developments in modelling walls with 
open slots explicitly recognised the different nature of re-entry flow from the plenum into the test section 
(Berndt [S]). 



Such an approach has been applied, in an approximate way, to the NAE 16in by 60-in 2D test section of 
the 5-ft by 5A Transonic Wind Tunnel (Mokry, Peake, and Sowker, [47]). For a lifting airfoil, it is 
proposed that the ceiling, or wall surface above the model, experiences predominantly inflow from the 
surrounding plenum because most of its extent will experience a pressure due to the model less than 
freestream static pressure (identified with the uniform plenum pressure). Conversely, the floor, with an 
imposed model pressure greater than plenum pressure (for the most part), will experience primarily 
oufflow. Permitting each wall to have its own characteristic R may thus be expected to more accurately 
reflect the actual interference from these walls. Closed-fon expressions are developed for interference 
quantities at the location of a small model (represented by a source doublet for volume and a point vortex 
for lift of an airfoil model at the centre of the tunnel). For equal upper and lower wall characteristics (and 
for a model centrally located), streamwise interference velocity at the model location is proportional to 
only the displacement effect of the model (doublet strength). Upwash interference velocity at the model 
is similarly dependent only on model lift (circulation). Allowing upper and lower walls to have different 
crossflow resistance factors (Ru and RL) results in loss of this separability. For this more general case, 
streamwise interference velocity depends on both volume and lift, as does upwash. Interference factors 
are defined so that 

where a,, Qa, 60, and So are analytic functions of Ru and RL : 

(3.15) 

where to and rL are defined as 

(3.21) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

These interference factors are shown in Figure 3.11 as functions of Qu and QL. For C&,=Q the cross- 
coupling factors Da and So are identically zero. Mokry et al. [47] report much better correspondence of 
measured wall pressures with predicted pressures for the best choice of distinct floor and ceiling porosity 
factors than is possible with equal wall crossflow factors. 
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Figure 3.11 Interference in 2D Porous-Wall Tunnels With Different 
Floor and Ceiling Characteristics 

3.4 INTERFERENCE IN 3D TESTING, CLASSICAL RESULTS 

Techniques Bnd methods for predicting the interference of a 30 model in a ventilated-wall test section 
parallel those used in two dimensions (with the obvious exception of complex variable methods). 

The interference in ventilated-wall tunnels is characterised by the parameters defined by Equations 3.2 
through 3.5: E. S. R,, and 6,. In 3D flow the blockage interference velocity ratio in a ventilated tunnel is 
thus given by 

(3.22) 

where a. is a function of ventilated wall characteristics, r is the tunnel shape factor, V is the effective 
model volume, and C is the area of the tunnel cross section. The wake blockage interference ratio, D,.,, 
is similarly defined, 



(3.23) 

For small models centrally located in a test section with walls of uniform properties (i.e., constant 
coefficients in the ideal ventilated-wall boundary condition, Eq. 3.9) and with viscous and vortex wakes 
trailing straight downstream, symmetry considerations analogous to the 2D case confirm the decoupling 
of blockage and lifl interference. That is, the streamwise interference velocity is due only to model 
volume and drag (the source singularities) and the cross-stream interference velocity (upwash) is due 
only to model lift. It can be expected that, just as for closed walls (Sec. 2.2) and for 2D porous walls (Sec. 
3.3.2) this independence applies specifically to the model location. Interference velocity components at 
off-centreline locations, for models not centrally located, and for arbitrary distributions of wall properties 
may be due to both lift and blockage effects. 

3.4.1 SLOTTED WALLS 

Figure 3.12 shows the interference 
factors at the model location for small 
models in circular and rectangular wind 
tunnels with uniform homogeneous 
slotted wails. These data are compiled 
from AGARDograph 109 [24], Pindzola 
and Lo [53], and Hoist 1291. The close 
correspondence of interference in 
circular and square test sections is 
expected. 

A particularly simple analytic form 
approximates the lift interference of a 
small model in a circular slotted tunnel, 

6 -W-l) 
a S(F+l) 

(3.24) 

It is noted in AGARDograph 109 that 
this result is obtained both from the 
method of Baldwin et al. [3], whose 
solution for an infinitesimal span horse- 
shoe vortex is obtained by a Fourier 
transform method, and Davis and 
Moore [14], who give a solution for a 
finite-span horseshoe vortex (i.e., a 
uniformly loaded wing of zero sweep). 

The solid blockage factor (G.) changes 
only slightly with tunnel cross section 
because the closed tunnel reference 
blockage (through the tunnel shape 
factor T) captures most of this influence. 
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Figure 3.12 Interference of Small 3D Models in Ideal Slotted 
Tunnels 



Lift interference, characterised by the interference factor 6. exhibits a larger variation with tunnel cross 
section. As discussed in Pindzola and Lo [53], for an ideal slotted tunnel the wake blockage interference 
is zero at the model (as well as far upstream) and the streamwise gradient due to solid blockage is zero 
(due to upstream and downstream symmetry of the blockage distribution). However, the streamwise 
gradient of wake blockage is not zero, resulting in a pressure gradient acting on the model, producing a 
force proportional to model effective volume. It is shown that for ideal slotted walls this gradient is 
identified with the magnitude of the solid blockage, 

(3.25) 

Interference values for tunnels with just two slotted walls (typically the floor and ceiling) and two closed 
walls (sidewalls) are given by Pindzola and Lo [53], as well as for slotted tunnels with sidewalls having 
different slot parameters than the floor and ceiling. 

3.4.2 POROUS WALLS 

Figure 3.13 summarises the interference factors at the model location for small models in circular and 
rectangular wind tunnels with uniform ideal porous walls. These data are compiled from AGARDograph 
109 (circular tunnel), Pindzola and Lo [53], and Lo and Oliver 1431. Just as for ideal slotted walls, the 
wake blockage gradient for ideal porous walls is given by Equation 3.25. Unlike slotted walls, however, 
ideal porous walls result in a non-zero streamwise gradient of solid blockage and in a non-zero wake 
blockage level. As discussed in AGARDograph 109 and elsewhere, wake blockage does not approach 
the classical closed wall result as porosity approaches zero. Mokry [46] explains this paradox as arising 
from the assumption that the walls are of infinite streamwise extent which results in discontinuous 
behaviour for the closed-wall case at upstream infinity. The importance of accounting for the proximity of 
the reference pressure measurement station to the model is emphasised, so that wake blockage is 
properly evaluated relative to the tunnel reference pressure location. Mokry [46] provides plots of 
streamwise variation of wake blockage for the 2D porous wall case. Lo and Oliver [43] provide similar 
distributions for 3D porous wall tunnels. 

Pindzola and Lo [53] provide plotted interference parameters including streamwise distributions for 
porous wall tunnels having sidewalls of different characteristics than the floor and ceiling. Vaucheret [63] 
presents interference results for a test section with closed sidewalls and porous floor and ceiling. Appen- 
dices (in Vaucheret, [SS]) document the equations used for application of the analytic Fourier transform 
method for 3D porous-wall tunnels with closed sidewalls and for a 2D porous-wall tunnel with different 
floor and ceiling characteristics. 

Schilling and Wright [55] have calculated the upwash interference of finite-span horseshoe vortices (i.e., 
uniform wing loading) with span ratios of 0.3 and 0.7 in rectangular test sections with B/H from 0.5 to 2.0. 
Figure 3.14 summarises their results for the smaller span ratio. Closed-wall and open-jet results from 
Figure 2.5 (method of images) are shown for reference. Spanwise variation of interference is very small 
for the smaller span ratio; the larger span has substantially increased interference on the outboard wing. 
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Figure 3.13 Interference of Small 3D Models in Ideal Porous Tunnels 
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Figure 3.14 Lift interference of Small 3D Wings in Ideal Porous Rectangular Tunnels 

3.5 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES TO INTERFERENCE EVALUATION 

The evolution of applied methods since the publication of AGARDograph 109 has generally followed the 
path from Fourier transform methodology (which forms the basis of results in Sec. 3.4) to panel methods 
with general analytic boundary conditions, and finally stepping to direct use of measured boundary 
conditions (see Chap. 4). An example of the latter approach is reported by Mokry, Digney, and Poole 
[SO]. who use measured wall pressures from a porous-wall transonic wind tunnel as specified boundary 
conditions in a panel code to assess wall interference. In general, the test article may be represented by 
either known or unknown singularity distributions, depending on model size. complexity, and accuracy 
requirements. 

The principle of superposition states that the interference of collections of singularities is the sum of the 
separate contributions of each singularity. For a small model centrally located in a tunnel with uniform 
walls, this involves the solid blockage of the model volume distribution, lift interference from consideration 
of the model’s lift (independent of volume distribution), and wake blockage from consideration of the 
viscous and separated wake drags. Use of singularities with strengths derived from gross model 
aerodynamics (volume, litI, drag) has the practical advantages of ease of use and bookkeeping simplicity. 
At the other extreme of model representation complexity, with a complex model geometry with many 
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unknowns, the analysis of a given configuration often proceeds by modelling the entire configuration and 
then extracting interference velocities and gradients (streamwise interference and upwash) without 
explicit identification with their separate origins in the classical sense. 

3.5.1 POINT SINGUIARITV MODEL REPRESENTATION 

Keller and Wright [38] describe a panel approach for calculating the interference of lifting elements at 
arbitrary positions in ideal slotted (homogeneous) and porous rectangular test sections. A lifting wing is 
represented by a distribution of horseshoe vortices that can be located anywhere in the tunnel. Finite 
span, sweep, and arbitrary (specified) span loading can thus be modelled. Sample FORTRAN code is 
included both by Keller and Wright [38] and Keller [37]. The latter generalises the panel method to permit 
boundary conditions of the form 

This permits investigation of slots with crossflow resistance, or so-called “viscous” slots, as well as ideal 
homogeneous slotted walls and ideal porous walls. The first term was used to investigate the integral 
form of the ideal slotted-wall boundary condition, leading to an understanding of the effect of finite tunnel 
length in the analysis: interference at the model stabilises to expected values when the tunnel starts 
about three tunnel widths upstream of the model. The effect of porosity in the slots is found to be large, 
as might be expected because the walls would behave like porous walls of equivalent R=r Rat, where T 
is the openness ratio of the slots, as long as the number of slots is not too small. 

Parametric studies of interference in perforated wall tunnels (with closed sidewalls) are reported by 
Vaucheret [SS]. Test section height to width ratio, wing span to width ratio, wing sweep, and horizontal 
wall porosity were investigated. Model representation and size limits are presented for keeping 
corrections below specified thresholds. Tunnel configurations for minimum interference are investigated 
in terms of horizontal wall characteristics, tunnel aspect ratio, and wing span. A similar set of results is 
given for a 2D porous test section with different floor and ceiling characteristics. An optimum 2D wall 
configuration for minimum interference is suggested as a closed floor (Q=O) and ceiling having G=O.22. 

The need for multiple singularities to represent the volume distribution of a typical model is demonstrated 
by Vaucheret [65] by consideration of wall pressure signatures, showing that 12 doublets adequately 
represent an ellipsoid (uO=6) of 1% blockage in a square closed-wall tunnel, and that use of 30 doublets 
for a missile configuration provides a reasonable prediction of experimental pressures in a circular 
closed-wall tunnel. Similar calculated results for a single-doublet and a 20-doublet representation of the 
above ellipsoid are given for a square test section with porous walls, with significant differences in both 
blockage interference and blockage gradient, Figure 3.15. The method is extended to include wake 
blockage and support interference. Lift is represented by a flat vortex sheet, taking into account span, 
sweep, and span loading. Calculated wall pressures (at zero lift and increments due to lift) matched 
measured pressures best for a porosity factor of 4=0.2 (S3Ma wind tunnel). Sample calculations are 
also given for models mounted above or below tunnel centreline, highlighting the coupling of streamwise 
and upwash interference velocities with both model volume and lifl. 

WALINT, a wall interference code developed at the NASA Ames Research Centre (Steinle and Pejack 
[SO]), uses point singularities to represent the model in rectangular slotted or porous test sections. 
Excellent agreement of upwash interference from WALINT and from the method of images for closed- 
wall and open-jet wall boundary conditions is shown. For the baffled slots of the Ames 114 Transonic 
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Figure 3.15 Effect of Model Representation on Solid Blockage of 
an Ellipsoid (LID = 6, blockage = 1%) in a Square Ideal Porous 

Tunnel with Closed Sidewalls (Vaucheret [65]) 

Wind Tunnel, a value of f?=lg is quoted. Because there are many slots (54 total on four walls), in the 
limit of large R (no crossflow resistance) the calculated interference of the walls with discrete slots should 
be very similar to that of ideal homogeneous slotted walls. The ideal inviscid slot results for a rectangular 
tunnel with closed sidewalls are essentially duplicated by WALINT using R/6=10,000. The interference 
equivalence of homogeneous porosity and porous strips is demonstrated, with identical upwash 
interference for a lifting element located within the central region of the test section (Iy/Bl<O.3). Steinle 
and Mabey [5g] report computed interference results from WALINT using 20 singularities to represent an 
elliptically loaded wing with a span to tunnel width ratio of 0.7. Twelve source doublets were used to 
represent a model body whose length equals the wing span. For the cases analysed the spanwise 
variation of interference upwash was much less for slots with resistance than for ideal slots. 

3.5.2 PANEL METHODS, HOMOGENEOUS VENTILATED WALLS 

Most recent computations of wall interference rely on panel or vortex lattice computational methods. 
Vaucheret [SS] reports results from a vortex lattice code used to overcome restrictions of classical 
analytical methods regarding geometry of the test section (both in cross-section and streamwise extent), 
model and sting incidence, and wall boundary conditions. A model and its support system may be 
represented by either a collection of singularities of strengths determined by the known geometry and 
loading, or by panels with unknown strengths. For a closed-wall case, inlet conditions were uniform to 
within QI<IO-~ when the test section length was at least seven times the tunnel height. Use of a non- 
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linear porous-wall boundary condition is compared to results with a linear crossflow wall characteristic, 
The addition of perforated window inserts in the closed sidewalls of a test section with perforated floor 
and ceiling (S2 tunnel) is shown to decrease both the spanwise and chordwise variation of upwash 
interference for a transport model. The effects of model proximity to reference static pressure taps are 
shown for the SlMa tunnel. It is suggested that not more than 6000 mesh cells be used per half- 
configuration (i.e., for problems with one plane of symmetry and including a support that requires 
panelling). For a simple case, however, it is reported that the upwash correction in a cylindrical test 
section is essentially the same for solutions with 270 and up to 5600 panels. 

PAN AIR, a higher order panel code for linearised potential flow analysis (Magnus and Epton [45]) as well 
as TRANAIR, which solves the full potential equations (Johnson et al. [35]), have been used to 
investigate interference in the Ames 1 I-ft Transonic Wind Tunnel. Tunnel modelling has mainly been 
limited to long tunnels with constant wall properties. Computational tunnels typically extend two or more 
model lengths upstream and downstream of the model. The model in the test section is a part of the 
input geometry; the singularity strengths associated with its panelling are unknowns along with the wall 
panel strengths. The effect of the walls on model loading is thus an explicit part of the solution. The 
walls were modelled as homogeneous ideal porous walls with R=l.14, corresponding to R=19 for the 
baffled slots (at 6% openness) as recommended by Steinle and Pejack [60]. 

(b, Inlet barrier (C, Test *dim 

Figure 3.16 Typical Panelling with Boundary Conditions 

Figure 3.16 depicts a typical panelling and associated boundary conditions for the analysis of a floor- 
mounted half-model with ideal homogeneous porous walls. The floor is not panelled because it is treated 
as a plane of symmetry in the analysis. Approximately 2000 panels are used: about 1000 for the wind 
tunnel walls, the remainder for the model. It was found that doubling the panelling had a negligible effect 
on the interference. This panelling exhibits several features characteristic of this type of analysis. The 
tunnel is very long so that flow perturbations due to the model are negligible before the ends of the 
computational tunnel are encountered (except for the trailing vortex wake at the downstream end; no 
viscous wake was included in this analysis). Wall panel size is varied to adequately capture streamwise 
and circumferential variations of the pressure field due to the model. Far upstream where pressure 
gradients are small, large panels are sufficient. In the region around the model, streamwise panel 



spacing is decreased significantly and circumferential panel density is doubled. No leakage problems 
have been encountered. Inflow through the upstream face equals oufflow at the downstream end of the 
tunnel as long as the walls are long and have constant ideal characteristics. 

Good agreement with wall pressures measured between the slots have been obtained. Calculated 
interference for several transport models, Figure 3.17 (Goldhammer and Steinle [28]) exhibits 
differences in lift interference attributable to differences in both wing span and sweep. Blockage 
interference is small and essentially the same for these models. The spatial variation of 
interference for the largest of these wings at a cruise condition is illustrated in Figure 3.18. A root- 
to-tip Mach increase of 0.005 represents the streamwise gradient of blockage due to porous-wall 
crossflow characteristics. Upwash interference variation over the wing planform is only slightly 
larger than 0.02 degree. 
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Figure 3.17 Interference at the Wing Reference Location for 
Transport Half-Models in an Ideal Porous-Wall Tunnel; R=1.14. 

B/H=2.0, M = 0.80. CL I 0.45 (Goldhammer and Steinle [28]) 
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Figure 3.18 Interference Distribution at the Wing in an Ideal Porous- 
Wall Tunnel: R = 1.14, B/H=2.0, M = 0.8, CL & 0.45, 2s/B=O.768 

(Goldhammer and Steinle [28]) 

3.5.3 PANEL METHODS, FINITE-LENGTH AND DISCRETE SLOTS 

Two geometric features that differentiate all real test sections from the idealised tunnels of the preceding 
sections are discreteness of wall ventilation and finite upstream and downstream extent of wall 
ventilation. Related to the latter are the further considerations of model support struts and test section 
diffuser interference at the downstream end of the test section, es well as possible entrance effects due 
to proximity of the contraction at the upstream end of the test section. 

Generally the importance of these elements may be discounted as distance from the disturbance source 
(in hydraulic diameters) increases beyond one. This is hardly ever the case at the downstream end of 
the test section where a combination of a closed-wall diffuser, a large support strut, and possibly reentry 
plenum flow often occurs within a hydraulic diameter from the end of the model. The issue of 
discreteness of wall openings arises in two general contexts: interference of walls with a small number of 
slots and the implications of wall flow details on measurement methods (Chap. 4). 
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Kemp [39] [40] has developed a numerical method of a slotted wind tunnel test section using a general- 
purpose panel program as a starting point. Model lifl and volume distribution can be represented by 
singularities with specified strengths. Walls are modelled using superposed source and doublet panels, 
Figure 3.19. The homogeneous ideal slot boundary condition (in integral form) may be specified for the 

Figure 3.19 Tunnel Modelling (Kemp [40]) 

walls. Discrete slots are modelled by the addition of source lines to gather the distributed mass flux 
through the wall. Consideration of flow in the crossflow plane toward a single slot suggests that within a 
slot spacing from the wall the flow is the same as for the equivalent homogeneous slotted wall. 
Investigation of non-linear slot boundary conditions (including a quadratic crossflow term and an 
approximation to the slot inflow model developed by Berndt and Sorensen [S]) found significant 
streamwise interference due to lift for a model in the centre of the tunnel. Calculation of interference for 
slots of finite length (-1.56~M~1.46) resulted in unbalanced massflow through the tunnel. The walls 
were initially found to provide a net inflow to the tunnel. Balanced inflow and oufflow was achieved by 
letting the plenum pressure in the slotted-wall boundary condition be different from the upstream 
reference pressure. In effect, the plenum is numerically depressurised until it no longer pushes a net 
inflow into the test section. 

For tunnels of infinite upstream and downstream extent and with constant coefficients in the ideal 
boundary condition, integration of Equation 3.9 in x from far upstream to far downstream results in zero 
net mass flux through the walls (as long as cp, the perturbation potential of the model, goes to zero at 
these limits). Any other streamwise distribution of wall properties, R and K, or nonlinearity of the 
boundary condition (as noted by Kemp, see above) can be expected to result in a tunnel exit flow which 
does not equal the entrance flow. The walls may either add or extract flow from the tunnel. The strategy 
of adjusting plenum pressure in the ventilated-wall boundary condition must be applied for each particular 
flow condition for a given model. Pressure and force coefficients computed using upstream flow 
conditions must be recalculated to reflect the plenum static pressure and its associated Mach number as 
the proper reference conditions, This parallels the common operating primacy of plenum static pressure 
in real ventilated-wall tunnels 
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The effect of finite slot length on the interference of the three basic point singularities is shown in Figure 
3.20 (from Kemp [40]). Closed-wall interference is shown for reference. For solid blockage, Figure 20a, 
blockage at the model location for the two slotted-wall cases is in agreement if the reference static 
pressure is taken as plenum pressure (represented by the parameter u,) for the finite-length slot case. In 
Figure 20b, the case with plenum suction (for offsetting wake blockage) demonstrates decreases in both 
wake blockage and wake blockage gradient at the model location. Lift interference at the model location 
is affected very little by the finite extent of the slots or by the numerical simulation of a reentry flap at the 
trailing edge of the test section, Figure 20~. Depending on the size of the model, however, upwash at the 
tail may be affected. 
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Figure 3.20 Effect of Finite Length of Slots on Interference (Kemp [40]) 
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The evolution of wall correction methodology as applied to a production transonic wind tunnel is 
exemplified by developments at the Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel (BTWT). Operation as a high- 
subsonic wind tunnel began in 1944 with conversion to transonic capability in 1953, including the 
installation of slotted walls. The test section has an 8-R by 12-h rectangular cross section with 2-n corner 
fillets. The walls have 18 longitudinal slots at a nominal openness of 11%. Panel code interference 
calculations (Lee (421) using the ideal homogeneous slotted-wall boundary condition (Eq. 3.9 without the 
viscous term) for a moderately sized model (2s/B<O.8) corresponded very closely to the classical value, 
So=-0.1 1 (Davis and Moore [14]) for lift interference. Calculated blockage corrections were so small as to 
be considered unverifiable. 

An example where discrete slot modelling was found necessary is shown in Figure 3.21. The closed-wall 
corner fillets at the BTWT floor intrude into the flow field of a floor-mounted half-model at its plane of 
symmetry. Although details of the flow through the slots are not expected to be well represented in this 
inviscid calculation, comparison of calculated wall pressures to measurements provides some clues 
regarding slotted-wall behaviour for this tunnel. Increasing magnitude of the pressure peak due to wing 
lift (section K in Fig. 3.21) is expected with increasing wall resistance (R decreasing). Movement of the 
pressure peak (due to lit?) downstream is also associated with decreasing R. Decreasing the slot width, 
consistent with the slot-flow model of Bemdt and Sorensen [8] would be expected to improve this aspect 
of the correlation. The resistance of the slots improves the wall pressure correlation on the pressure side 
of the wing as well, though the more meaningful metric is the pressure difference between opposite walls 
(an error or bias in reference Mach number or static pressure would be manifested as a C, zero shift). 
Although the longitudinal extent of pressures is limited, upstream values suggest an asymptotic approach 
to a non-zero C,. This is consistent with the previous discussion relating to plenum pressure lower than 
upstream static pressure for finite-length wall ventilation. Finally, even though the downstream range of 
pressure measurements is very limited, there is some indication of a longitudinal gradient in the 
measurements that is not present in the theoretical models. This is thought to be related to non-ideal slot 
behaviour. The proximity of the unventilated fillets has the effect of shifting the interference toward more 
closed-wall values relative to the equivalent homogeneous-wall tunnel, Figures 3.22 and 3.23. 
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Figure 3.22 Longitudinal Distribution of Blockage Interference of a 
Transport Half-Model in a Slotted-Wall Tunnel, M = 0.8, CL - 0.45 
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Figure 3.23 Spanwise Variation of Upwash Interference of a 
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Continuing concern over the proper slotted-wall boundary condition has been addressed by a series of 
wall interference investigations in which typical sting-mounted transport wing-body models have been 
tested and analysed in BTWT with two different wall configurations: closed walls and 11% open slots. 
Code predictions of the interference in the closed-wall test section were used to correct the measured 
force data. These interference-free data were used to deduce lift interference of the slotted walls. 
Assuming that blockage and flow curvature corrections are small in the slotted test section, the lifl 
interference factor for slotted walls is calculated from the interference-free (closed-wall measurements, 
corrected using CFD upwash and blockage) and uncorrected (slotted-wall measurements) lift-curve 
slopes, 

(3.27) 

In parallel to the experimental efforts, the wall boundary conditions were varied wmputationally with the 
goal of matching wall pressures measured midway between wall slots both above and below the model. 
The wall pressure data quality is considerably improved by first subtracting clear-tunnel distributions. The 
resulting pressures are then interpreted as being due to only the model and its sting support. Further 
conditioning of the wall data is done by fitting each wall pressure measurement (the i-th tap) in a least- 
squares sense in CL (up to 0.45) at each Mach number: 

c, = CPO, + CPl, x c, (3.28) 

where CPO is the model signature at zero lift and CPl represents the incremental effect of model angle 
of attack. Figure 3.24 compares the experimentally determined coefficients to CFD predictions for the 
closed-wall configuration. The better correlation of the full potential code with experiment reflects the role 
of non-linear compressibility in the flow. For the slotted-wall configuration, various ventilated-wall 
boundary conditions have been investigated: ideal homogeneous slots, discrete slots with an open-jet 
(constant pressure) boundary condition, constant ideal porosity applied at the slots, and several 
combinations of variable porosity. The variable-porosity wall models are motivated by physical 
considerations: the volume of the pressure plenum below the floor is restricted by a large external force 
balance and its associated enclosure. Figure 3.25 compares measured wall pressure for the slotted 
walls to CFD calculations for walls with R=lO for the floor slots and R=18 for the remaining slots. 
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Figure 3.25 Computed and Measured Wall Pressures with Slotted Walls 767-300 
Wing-Body at M = 0.80 

The interference factors deduced from these studies are shown in Figure 3.26. The Mach number 
correction for closed walls from the linear potential code shows no variation of blockage interference with 
model attitude. The full potential code indicates similar interference at zero lih (o = -2 deg), but slightly 
increased blockage with angle of attack. The variation of So with Mach number for the experimental data 
suggests that the slot characteristics include some measure of porous-wall behaviour (for which 
interference factors depend on R/B). The irregularity for M > 0.80 is thought to be due to uncertainty in 
the blockage correction used to correct the closed 
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Figure 3.26 Interference of a Subsonic Transport Model in a Slotted-Wail Tunnel 

wall data at high-subsonic Mach numbers, An error in the blockage correction factor (E) for closed walls 
of 0.001 corresponds to a dynamic pressure correction ratio of 1.002, which directly scales the measured 
lift curve slope. At M=O, this corresponds to a numerically equivalent change in 6,, of approximately 0.01. 
An error of this magnitude for incompressible solid blockage is magnified fourfold at &0.64. This source 
of uncertainty is present in both the closed-wall interference value and in the assumption of negligible 
slotted-wall interference. Uncertainties in & are due to both sources This interdependence of 
extracting two or more interference components from a single set of data having unknown interference 
suggests that increasing accuracy requirements on one component be matched by corresponding 
accuracy for the others, including the accuracy of the “interference-free” data set. 
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The distribution of blockage and upwash interference at the wing at M=O.60 for closed walls and the 
differential resistance wall model is shown in Figure 3.27. These results support the initial assumption of 
negligible blockage interference and demonstrate a significantly smaller variation of upwash interference 
over the wing planform for slotted walls compared to closed walls. 

An investigation of wall and slot geometry in support of slotted transonic tunnel development efforts 
considered the effect of slot number on interference. The slotted-wall boundary conditions for this study 
combine adjacent columns of panels with either an open-jet or closed-wall boundary condition. Figures 
3.26 and 3.29 compare interference at the model station (x=2000 in) for two cases of equivalent total slot 
openness (10%): 4 slots (2 on each of the floor and ceiling) and 24 slots (6 on each of the floor and 
ceiling, 4 on each sidewall). Larger spanwise gradients of both blockage and lift interference are 
evidently due to the closed sidewall. Longitudinal gradients of interference at the tunnel centreline are 
very similar, Figure 3.29. Another tunnel development study using a porous-slot boundary condition 
(Bussoletti et al. [IO]) indicates that interferences at the model for a large number of slots and for 
equivalent homogeneous walls are very similar, Figure 3.30. 
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Figure 3.27 Interference at the Wing of a Transport Model in Tunnels with 
Closed and Ventilated Walls, 2s/B = 0.594, CL = 0.45, B/H = 1.5 
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3.6 CONCLUSION 

The validation required of a computational model of a ventilated-wall tunnel depends on required 
accuracy of the wall correction quantities. Closed-wall and open-jet interference bound interference 
magnitudes for ideal ventilated walls with uniform characteristics. However, walls that have variable 
properties or flow fields with significant asymmetry may produce an interference field with strong coupling 
among the components. Refinement of interference predictions in several large ventilated wind tunnels 
has led to computational models with modified ideal-wall boundary conditions. These are verified mainly 
empirically; the deviation of experimental results from ideal wall predictions are usually attributed to non- 
ideal crossflow characteristics of the walls. Difficulties remain in modelling the downstream portion of a 
real test section, including the effects of plenum reentry flow, model support systems, and wall 
divergence into the test section diffuser. These can especially affect pressure buoyancy forces on the 
test article. Nevertheless, computational models serve both as a predictive tool and as a stepping stone 
to boundary measurement methods. Predicted gradients of wall interference, although difficult to 
validate, are indicators of test situations that may require more sophisticated correction techniques than 
afforded by linear theory or that may be uncorrectable. 

Wall characterisation efforts to date have focused either on direct measurement of wall crossflow 
characteristics or on correlation of measured pressures “at the wall” with computed pressures. Non-ideal 
wall behaviour and persistent upward pressure on test model size relative to the test section suggest that 
customised computational models will continue to be developed for specific ventilated-wall tunnels. As 
wall validation efforts mature, the decision to shift to boundary measurement methods will depend on a 
balance of required boundary measurement effort, computational requirements, and the accuracy of 
alternate methods relative to test objectives. 

NOMENCLATURE FOR CHAPTER 3 
A 

a 

B 

b 

C 

CO 

CL 

CP 
c 

D 

d 

F 

effective cross-sectional area of a 2D model 

slot width 

tunnel breadth 

tunnel half-breadth 

cross-sectional area of a test section 

drag coefficient 

lift coefficient 

pressure coefficient 

airfoil chord 

body diameter 

slot spacing 

slotted wall parameter 

=2KIH for a 2D test section 

=Klr,, for a circular test section 

=2KIH for a rectangular test section 
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Q 
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ro 
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T 

t 
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u- 
” 

V 

” 

VW1 

w 

x 

Y 
i! 

tunnel height 

tunnel half-height 

ideal slot parameter = d Ix log. (cosec c a I (2d)) 

reference length 

Mach number 

source strength = ‘/I Ux S Cc 

slotted wall parameter = 1 I(1 + F) 

static pressure 

porous wall parameter = 1 I ( 1 + p I R ) 

dynamic pressure = ‘/2 p 3 

porous wall resistance factor 

cylindrical co-ordinate = v + 2)lR 

radius of circular test section 

wing reference area 

wing semi-span 

blockage shape factor for rectangular tunnels = E p3 (BR)” I V 

slot depth (= wall thickness) 

porous wall parameter = 2/c arctan(R/b) 

upstream reference velocity 

perturbation velocity in the streamwise (x) direction = Z@x 

model effective volume 

perturbation velocity in the lateral (u) direction = @/6y 

velocity component normal to the wall 

perturbation velocity in the vertical (z) direction = Z&Tz 

streamwise spatial co-ordinate 

spanwise (or lateral) spatial co-ordinate 

vertical spatial w-ordinate 

Greek Symbols 

a = angle of attack 

P = Prandtl-Glauert compressibility factor = (1 - ti)” 

6 = lift interference parameter = (wi/ Ux) A I (S CL) 

60 .= lift interference parameter evaluated at model centre 

s, = streamwise curvature interference parameter 

6, = upwash interference due to solid blockage 

l-s = vortex strength = II4 lJ_ S CL 

E = blockage interference ratio = ai I U- 

0 = flow inclination 



P = 
T = 
aJ = 
cp = 
n. = 
n, = 
Qj = 

Subscripts 
i = 

L = 

m = 

” = 

P = 
s = 

u = 

w = 

w = 

doublet strength = U- V 

tunnel shape factor, or slotted wall openness ratio 

total velocity potential 

perturbation velocity potential 

streamwise interference parameter due to solid blockage 

wake blockage interference ratio 

upwash interference parameter due to solid blockage 

interference 

lower wall 

model 

normal 

plenum (i.e., corresponding to plenum pressure) 

solid (i.e., due to model volume) 

upper wall 

wake (i.e., due to the displacement effect of the model’s wake) 

walls 
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4. BOUNDARY MEASUREMENTS METHODS 

The importance of measuring flow conditions at outer boundaries has been known for some time, 
particularly for solid-wail wind tunnels. However, it has only been in recent years that sufficient computing 
power has become available to make use of this information. Thus lt is no coincidence that the increase in 
interest in boundary-measurement methods has occurred during the last decade or so when the rate of 
development in computing technology has been so rapid. This Chapter begins with a review of fundamental 
theories of boundary-measurement methods (Chapter 4.1) and then describes the application of the 
methods to closed-wall tunnels in Chapter 4.2 and to ventilated test sections in Chapter 4.3. 

4.1 FUNDAMENTAL THEORIES 

After basic issues are considered, the various classes of methods are reviewed, and the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of the methods are discussed. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS for chapter 4.1 

B 

CP 
‘3, Go, GF 

% GM 
H 

M 

n 

P 

R 

s 

T 

U 

U 

V 

X.YZ 

x,y,z 
a 

P 

h 61 
A 
VZ 
0 

‘p 

breadth of working section of equivalent wind tunnel of rectangular section 

statiopressure coefficient 

Green’s functions 

height of working section of equivalent wind tunnel of rectangular sectlln 

Mach number 

normal inward towards working section in transfomxd (Prandtt-Glauert) space 

point within region bounded by S 

fictitious region outside the region bounded by S 

measurement surface in transformed space 

wall shape factor for doublet 

streamwise vekxity perturbation 

stream speed 

model volume 

cartesian co-ordinate system (Fig 4.1) 

transformed coordinates, = (x, by, pz) 

angle of incidence 

Prandtl-Glauert factor, = J(l - Mr’) 

lii interference parameters 

increment due to wall effect 

Laplace operator 

velocity potential 

perturbation velocity potential 
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SUFFIXES 

F 

I 

ii 
R 

S 

T 

u. D 

VO 
co 

equivalent free-air flow 

wall-induced flow 

differentiation with respect to either x,y or z in either case 

fictitious region outside region contained within S 

measurement surface 

adjacent to wind-tunnel walls 

upstream and downstream faces 

volume integration in the fictitious region R 

conditions far upstream 

4.1 .I BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Consider the flow about a model of an aircraft in a wind tunnel (Figure 4.1) with sub-sonic con&ions far up- 
stream. Suppose, initially. that the flow everywhere in the working section is irrotational, implying that any 
shock waves are weak and that the turbulent shear layers are thin. The flow may therefore be defined 
uniquely by the velocity potential UI or the perturbation velocky potential cp = Q - U, x, where U, is the speed 

F/cfltfour regh R 

t+sv for rotattonat flaws) 

Figure 4.1 : Wind Tunnel Test Section with Model 

of the notional flow far upstream, usually determined by calibration of the empty test section. This flow 
satisfies the exact potential equation (Kuchemann, [27]). which may be written in the form : 

P’rp, + ‘p, + cp, = f (@8,.a$>u,; MF) > (4.1) 

where p* = 1 - Mr’ and Mr is the Mach number corrected for blockage, i.e. the free-stream Mach number of 
an equivalent ‘free-ak flow. The corrected Mach number and the corresponding corrected free-stream speed, 
Ur, are preferred in Equation (4.1) to the corresponding conditions far upstream because the former quantities 



determine the character of the flow in the near field of the model. Sufkes i and j, respectiiiy, refer to 
differentiation with respect to either x, y or z. The function f is a term that is non-linear in the derivatii of F 
and which becomes significant in transonioflow regions near the modal. 

The Prandtl-Glauert transformation may be used to replace Equation (4.1) by 

( 4.2) 

where 

(X K Z) = (x, PY, Pz). 

Consider now the ‘free-air’ flow about the same 
model at the free-stream speed UF and at an 
angle of attack differing from the geometric 
angle of attack of the model in the tunnel by k 
(Figure4.2). For flows and models with a 
vertical plane of symmetry this flow is 
characterised by the perturbation potential 

rpF = rDF - UFx- UFAaz 

and satisfies the equation 

Fig 4.2 Free-air flow about same model 

If either 

a) the two flows are identical (‘D = U+) in the region near the model, so that the tunnel flow may be 
corrected to an equivalent Tree-air’ flow, 

or b) the perturbations in the flow induced by the model are ‘small’ everywhere, 

or c) the Mach number of the flow is everywhere close to zero, i.e. the two Rows are essentially 
incompressible, then the right-hand sides of Equations (4.2) and (4.3) are either ktentical but non-zero, 
or negligible. This being the case, subtraction of Equation (4.3) from Equation (4.2) leads to the 
expression 

(4.4) 

where VP, = rp - rpF 
is the wall-interference potential. Since, by Equation (4.4) this potential is harmonic within the working 
section, it is possible to use Green’s formula (Weather-bum, [51]) to write for the point P in the (transformed) 
working section 

4xcp, (P) = - s ~G+]dS, = -4([g - %]G - (cp- qF)g]&. I[ (4.5) 
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Here n is the normal inward towards the working section and the integration is performed over the 
measurement or boundary surface S. comprising a surface at or close to the walls, ST, with faces at the 
upstream and downstream extremtties of the working section, Su and Sc, (Figure 4.1). G is a Green’s function 
that is harmonic everywhere within the measurement region except at the point P. Near this point G behaves 
like l/r. where r is the distance between the point P and a variable point in the region. 

For the wall interference potential to be harmonic everywhere within the volume bounded by S the quantity (q~ - 
eF) must be single-valued there. This means that the difference in circulation between the two flows around 
any circuit within the working section must be zero and, also, 

i.e., to the accuracy of linear theory, the net flux of the wall-induced flow across S must be zero. These 
conditions need to be borne in mind in any numerical method for determining wall interference based on 
Equation (4.5). 

The analysis above may, with certain restrictions, be extended to rotational flows. The first restriction is that 
the vorticky is confined to a region surrounding the model, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, where it is shown to be 
bounded by the surface S,. The surface S in Equation (4.5) then has to include the surface S,. However, if it 
is possible to correct the wind tunnel flow to an equivalent free-air flow, the analytical continuation of the 
wall-interference potential is harmonic within the rotational-flow region. Hence, by Green’s theorem 
(Weatherbum, 1511) the contribution of the extra term vanishes. Thus, in this circumstance Equation (4.5) 
applies to rotational flows as well. 

To determine the wal!-interference potential at a point in the working section by using Equation (4.5) it is 
necessary to know both the wall interference potential itself and its normal gradient at the measurement 
surface. This, in turn, means that perturbation potential of the wind-tunnel flow and its normal gradient have to 
be determined at the surface; furthermore, a satisfactory representation of the free-air flow around the model 
has to be derived. This implies that three independent variables are required, two from flow measurements at 
the surface S and a third, defining the model free-air flow, by calculation. However, the number of variables 
needed can be reduced to two by using the freedom to choose an appropriate Green’s function for the 
boundary-value problem. Depending on the choice of Green’s function, the two variables can ekher comprise 
one defining the flow at any one pad of the measurement surface and another specifying the free-air flow or 
two defining the conditions at the measurement surface. Kraft [25] suggested that a measure of merit of any 
technique is how well the two independent quantities are evaluated. Krafl proposed that the two classes of 
method should be, respectively, called ‘one-variable’ and ‘two-variable’ methods, As its name implies. the 
former class needs the measurement of only one flow variable at the measurement surface, but it does 
require a representation of the model free-air flow. The second class, on the other hand, requires two 
variables to be measured, but it does not need a simulation of the model flow. A third, hybrid class uses a) a 
complete knowledge of one flow variable, or an assumed relationship between the two flow variables, at the 
measurement surface, and b) limited measurements of a second flow variable on the same surface. In these 
‘wall-signature’ methods, a model representation is used, and the ‘signature’ of the second variable is used to 
define either the strengths of the singularities representing the model or the values of a parameter linking the 
two flow variables. In the remainder of this Chapter the three types of methods are reviewed. Discussion of 
one-variable methods (Chapter 4.12) is followed by a review of ‘wall-signature’ methods (Chapter 4.1.3). 
Finally, two-variable methods are discussed in Chapter 4.1.4. 
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4.1.2 ONE VARIABLE METHODS 

4.1.2.1 DIRICHLET PROBLEM 

For the Dirichlet problem, where the interference potential is specified on S, the appropriate Green’s function 
is one that vanishes on the measurement surface leaving 

With the appropriate Green’s function, Go, defined. the integral can, in principle, be evaluated once the 
perturbation potentials ‘p and (pr are known on S. The perturbation potential ‘p can. in principle, bs inferred 
from 

i) measurements of static pressure at the outside surface Sr by appropriate integration of the linearised 
version of Bernoulli’s equation, 

aq -= _ u.z CP 
ax 2 ’ (4.7) 

provided that the pressure coefficient C, is of sufficiently small magnitude for second order terms in Bernoulli’s 
equation to be ignored ‘, and 

ii) a knowledge of the way the perturbation velocity potential vanes across the upstream and downstream 
faces Su and So. If these surfaces are perpendicular to the tunnel axis this variation can be determined by 
measurement of the upwash component of velocity at these faces. However, for sufficiently long working 
sections, where the two faces are far removed from the model, this is probably unnecessary because the 
contributions of the integrals over these faces can reasonably be ignored. 

The integration of Equation (4.7) has been avoided in existing methods of the ‘Ditichlet’ type, which are based 
on the streamwise velocity increment u = 8+x instead of the perturbation velocity potential ‘p. However, in 
these methods, a further integration is needed to determine the wall-induced upwash. and the constant of 
integration is determined from a measurement of the upwash at the upstream measurement station. The 
alternative expressions have been derived for cylindrical boundary surfaces. For these types of surfaces, a 
comparable expression may be derived from Equation (4.6) by differentiating each side of this equation by X. 
Mokry and Ohman [36], in two dimensions, and Mokry [38], in three dimensions, used Fourier transform 
techniques, in effect, to determine the required Green’s function. Later, Mokry et al [40] used a doublet-panel 
method, in which the doublet distribution on the measurement surface is determined satisfying the boundary 
condition for the wall-induced increment in streamwise velocity. In all these methods, the influence of the 
upstream and downstream faces can, in principle, be accommodated provided information about the variation 
of the streamwise increment in velocky across them is available. In an analysis of the two-dimensional 
problem in a working section of infinite length, Capeliir et al r/l used complex-variable theory to solve the 
equivalent Schwarz problem (Mokry et al 1391). An extension of this method to the case of a semi-infinite 
working section was later developed by Paquet [43], who specified boundary conditions for the streamwise 
velocity increment on an upstream measurement face. 

’ If these terms cannot be neglected then it will, in general. be necessary to determine the streamwise velocity 
increment and hence the perturbation potential at the measurement surface by integrating the Euler equations in 
the direction of the tunnel axis (Ashill and Keating [Z] and Maarsingh et a1 [34]) 
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Methods using either the wall interference potential or the streamwise velocity increment are ‘autocorrective’. 
This means that calculations by them of corrected stream speed are automatically compensated for errors in 
the reference-pressure measurement (Capeliir et al [7] and Paquet [43]). 

4.1.2.2 NEUMANN PROBLEM 

For the Neumann problem the normal gradient of the interference potential, or the normal component of the 
wall-induced velocity, is given on the boundary. The required Green’s function, GN, is one with vanishing 
normal gradient on S giving 

(4.8) 

The term acp/an in Equation (4.8) implies that the normal component of velocity or the flow angle has to be 
speciried on S. The measurement of flow angle causes no significant problems for wind tunnels with solid. 
though possibly, flexible walls, since the flow angle is essentially defined by the condition of no flow through 
the wallsz. On the other hand, for porous or slotted walls, flow angle needs either to be measured or to be 
deduced from wall and plenum pressure measurements by using elaborate theoretical models. Measurement 
of flow angle with the required accuracy is extremely difficult. For this reason, methods of the ‘Neumann’ type 
am not favoured for porous or slotted-wall wind tunnels. Indeed, the use of the wall-induced streamwise 
velocity as a boundary condition, was originally proposed by Capelier et al [7] with just this problem in mind. 

Where the difference in normal velocity is used as the boundary condition, as for Equation (4.8) the technique 
is autowrrecttve in that errors in measurements of normal velocity or flow angle far upstream of the model are 
compensated for by the method. 

4.1.2.3 MIXED PROBLEM 

In some cases, where the normal velocity is well defined on parts of the boundary and the streamwise velocity 
increment or the perturbation potential on other parts, a mixture of typas of boundary condition may be 
appropriate. An example of where such a treatment might be used is for a case with solid sidewalls and upper 
and 1-r walls that are either perforated, slotted or flexible. In such cases, the boundary Sr may be divided 
into S, and Ss, on which conditions of the ‘Dirtchler and ‘Neumann’ types are, respectively, applied. If, for 
example, the upstream and downstream faces are sufi?ciently remote from the model for their effects to be 
ignored, the solution for the interference potential may be expressed as: 

to be cylindrical and of infinite length; the wall-interference potential, 9, was expressed as the sum of 
contributions due, respectttely, to the model. an infinite array of images of the model simulating the solid 
sidewalls and a remainder to allow for the flexible roof and floor. The last contribution was determined by 
separation of variables and Fourier transforms of the resutting set of two-dimensional, partialdiierential 
equations. Smith [47j.[4g] used mixed boundary conditions in his treatment, by a panel method, of wall 

’ It may be necessary to allow for the effect on normal velocity at the measurement surface of the change in wall 
boundary layer displacement thickness between the empty tunnel and the model-in-tunnel cases (see Chapter 
4.2). 



interference on the flow over two-dimensional aerofoils in a working section that was slotted in one part and 
solid upstream and downstream of it. Boundary pressures were measured only over a part of the working 
section, which extended beyond the slotted region. He applied conditions of the ‘Dirichlet’ type to this part (S,) 
and ‘Neumann’ type conditions to the solid regions upstream and downstream of it (S2). 

Mokry at al [39] noted that some care needs to be taken with mixed boundary conditions at any line or point 
where the conditions change from one sort to another. They also raised concerns about the uniqueness of 
the solution which, in the case considered by Smith [47], is presumably ensured by satisfying the condition of 
smooth flow at the two joins. 

4.1.2.4 MODEL REPRESENTATION ERRORS 

As noted in Section 2.1 one-variable methods require some form of model representation. In principle, the 
simulation may be achieved with suitable distributions of potential singularities so long as the flow is subcritical 
at the tunnel walls. The problem is to determine the strengths of the singularkIes. Smith [471 noted the 
importance of accurate model representation, arguing that errors caused by inaccurate modelling could be as 
large as the interference quantity Itself. For subcritical flows over wings or bodies at low angles of incidence 
linear theory can be used with allowance for model thickness or cross-sectional area (Gamer et al [15]) and 
with other modifications, as described below. However, for transonic flows or for flows with large regions of 
separation, the problem is much less easily solved owing to the non-linear character of the flow in the near 
feld of the model. Numerical methods have been developed, in which various approximations to the Navier- 
Stokes equations have bean solved for aerofoils and wing-body configurations (Kemp [23]. Newman et al [42] 
and Rizk and Smithmeyer [45]). These methods require both the wind tunnel and ‘free-air flows to be 
calculated and are expected to be of particular value when there are supercritical-flow patches at the wall, but 
it is unlikely that it will be possible to correct such flows to ‘free-air’ conditions except in adaptive-wall tunnels 
(see Chapter 4.1.4). It would appear that these methods have not been used to calculate the strengths of the 
equivalent potential-flow singularities. However, Mokry [41], applying a suitable contour integration to 
numerical coupled solutions of the Euler and boundary-layer equations, has determined doublet strength 
for transonic flows over aerofoils with supercritical flows contained within the working section. 

If numerical calculations of transonic flows, or, indeed, any other complex flows, are to be avokded, three 
possible approaches may be used to minimise errors due to model representation: 

0 Exploit an &sewed tendency for different types of boundary condition to have different 
levels of sensitivity to model representation errors. 

It may be noted that the contribution of the model representation term to the wall interference potential can be 
determined for each type of boundary condition by setting q = 0 in Equation (4.6) and &+Y% = 0 in Equation 
(4.6) while, for Equation (4.9) it follows by setting ‘p = 0 on S, and &J&% = 0 on S,. This implies that, for wind 
tunnels with long, cylindrical working sections, the respectlie contributions due to model representation in 
methods of the ‘Ditichlet’ and ‘Neumann’ type can be inferred from classical results for tunnels with open-jet 
and solkl walls and, for mixed boundary conditions, by a combination of wall types. In this respect, 1 is useful 
to think of a wind tunnel having a working section with the same cross section as the measurement surface 
and with classical wall boundary conditions, hereafter referred to as the ‘equivalent wind tunnel’. 



The observations in the last paragraph are not merely of academic interest, since they allow extensive 
experience with classical wall-interference methods to be used to assess the contribution to wall-induced 
velocities from imperfect model representation. In the past, particular emphasis has been placed on 
determining the strength of the doublet representing the volume effect of the model and its associated 
supercritical flow in the far field. The reason for this is that non-linear effects of compressibility affect doublet 

Fig 4.3 Wall shape factor T 

strength in a way that is not represented in linear 
theory, and, consequently, this is a possible 
source of error. It is therefore interesting to 
compare the wall corrections associated with a 
source-sink doublet placed on the tunnel axis in 
various equivalent wind tunnels of rectangular 
cross section. Results for the wall shape factor for 
the doublet 

are plotted in Figure 4.3 against (effective) working 
section breadth to height ratio B/Ii, where urm is 
the wall-induced or blockage increment in 
streamwise velocity at the model for 
incompressible-flow conditions and V is model 
volume. 

Shown in the figure are cases with working sections that are i) fully-closed (Neumann), ii) fully-open (Dirtchlet). 
iii) mixed, open sidewall and closed roof and floor and iv) mixed, open roof and floor and closed sidewalls. 
Results for the fully-closed and fully-open cases have been gleaned from information given by Gamer et al 
[15], while the resuits for the two ‘mixed’ cases have been calculated for this study. For values of B/H close to 
unity, the ‘Dirichlet’ case gives a wall shape factor that is only 28% of the magnitude of that of the ‘Neumann’ 
approach, indicating that the ‘Dirichlet approach is to be preferred to the ‘Neumann’ approach from the point 
of view of minimising model-representation errors. For B/H = 1 the ‘mixed’ approach gives an even lower 
value, wtth a magnitude of only 10% of that of the ‘Neumann’ value. The ‘mixed’ approach also yields zero 
blockage (due to model representation) for mixed conditions of type iii) above with B/H = 1.17 or of type iv) 
with B/H = 111.17 = 0.85. These are significant results which could have an important bearing on where and 
how to apply wall boundary conditions with one-variable methods and possibly also on the design of any 
future wind tunnels. 

Similar wnclusions have been reached in calculations performed for ‘long’ bodies simulated by an axial 
distribution of sources or sinks, results of which are given by Ashill (1994) who presents a fuller account of a 
study of effects of types of boundary conditions on model representation errors. 

It should be remembered that the porous or slotted region does not necessarky occupy the whole length of the 
working section. It may, therefore, be possible to exploit this feature by using, as Smith [47],[49] has done, 
boundary conditions which differ from one part of the working section length to another. It may be possible to 
decrease the open-area ratio of the equivalent wind tunnel by applying ‘Neumann’ type conditions where the 
wall is solid upstream (and downstream) of the slotted or perforated region. For slotted-wall tunnels, it may be 
possible to apply the solid-wall condition on parts of the slats between the slots to reduce the sensitivity to 
model representation errors. Kemp [22] applied boundary conditions in this way in his method for 



three-dimensional models in a sJotted-wall tunnel, but ta 
for the different reason that he was limited by the 
number of slat pressure measurements that were 
available. 
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Results for B-interference parameters of a ‘small’ o , .H L, 4 
wing are shown in Fture4.4 for various types of \,0.75/LOO I.25 LJO l.75g,H2.00 

classical boundary conditions (Gamer et al [15]). For -0.1 ;/ ‘1 
a square tunnel the smallest values of the classical 
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parameters S, and 6, are obtained with the walls of -0.2 - !::I I.&l 
the equivalent wind tunnel open at the stdes and 
closed in the roof and floor, for which S, = 0. This -0.3 

means that, lf an accurate estimate of BT interference 
is the overriding conskleratlon and there are doubts 6t 
about the accuracy of the representation of the 
model f#t distribution. ‘Dirtchlet’ type conditions should 

z/- , , ;, 
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be applied at the sidewalls and ‘Neumann’ type mN 

.I 
conditions at the roof and floor. Plainiy. this is an o ’ .A 

unattractive option for tunnels with a slotted roof and o,*“~50,~jl~~~~~,25 L50 L754” eOo 
floor such as ETW and NTF. Fortunately, the lit 
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distribution of models is usually determined from ---- 

---_ 
measurement or can be estimated with some -0.4 

confidence. Consequently. errors from this source Fig 4.4 Lift interference for ‘small’ wings on 
are unlikely to be serious. axis of equivalent wind tunnel of 

rectangular cross section 
Basing his ideas on the earlier work of Davis [II], 
Schairer (461 developed a method for two-dimensional tests in which the influence of model representation 
was eliminated altogether by using measurements of one flow variable, nolTnal velocity, at two separate 
surfaces. Schairer found that he was unable to obtain wall-induced velocities of adequate accuracy owing to 
the limited range of the measurements along the working sectiin. The method does not seem to have been 
adapted to three-dimensions. but studies by Davis [l l] suggest that the method ls much more complicated for 
three-dimensional flows. 

ii) Make use of experience from testing in solid-wall wind tunnels. 

Evans [12] was able to make signtfkcant progress using measurements of wall pressures. As well as drawing 
attention to the importance of representing body length for typical models. he showed the significance of using 
the corrected Mach number in the Prandtl-Glauert factor when determining the strengths of the sources and 
sinks representing a body. This important point, which does not appear to have been fully grasped in some 
later work, is illustrated in Fiiure4.5 showing comparisons between calculation and measurement of wall 
pressure measurements in the RAE 1Oft x i’ft Tunnel for a series of bodies. Since the correction is not known 
a phi, this implies an iteration process. However, ir, as is often the case, the corrections are calculated ‘on 
line’ during the test, the nominal Mach number can be adjusted until the corrected Mach number corresponds 
with the desired value. Evans concluded that an error in the solid blockage at drag-rise conditions could be 
reconciled wkh an increase in the effective volume of the model, and he suggested that this error is directly 
proportional to the rise in drag coefficient.. Aithough plausible and based on comparisons with wall pressure 
measurements, this result does not have a rigorous theoretical basis. 
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Fig. 4.5 Comparison of measured and calculated 

peak increments in wall Mach numbers for 
three bodies after Evans (1949) 

4.1.3 WALL-SIGNATURE METHODS 

iii) Obtain more accurate estimatea of 
singularity strengtha using asymptotic 
expansion or other approximate methods. 

Using the method of matched asymptotic 
expansions, Chan [E].[S] established a correction 
for compressible non-linear effects to doublet 
strength for two-dimensional aerofoils. For the 
same problem, Smkh [48] used Green’s formula 
to obtain an estimate of the doublet strength. 
Mokry [41] showed that doublet strength 
depends on aerofoil camber and angle of 
incidence as well as thickness. It would appear 
that these approaches have not yet been 
extended to three dimensions. No correction is 
needed to vortex strength for compn?ssibiBy if the 
spanwise distribution of local lii wafficksnt of a 
wing is known either from pressure measurements 
or can be inferred from overall-force 
measurements. 

As noted earlier, there are two variants of the wall-signature method. In the first, one component of velocity is 
known and the other is measured at a limited number of points on the measurement boundary. By matching 
calculation to measurement at this boundary it is then possible to detenine the strengths of the singularities 
representing the model. The best known application of this type of method is to solii-wall wind tunnels, for 
which the normal-velocity component may be taken to be zero at the walls. Therefore, with the measurement 
boundary taken to coincide with the walls, the solution to the Neumann problem, Equation (4.8) may be used 
to obtain: 

After differentiation by X, Equation (4.10) may be reexpressed as: 

I~[u(P) - UF (P)] = - Js% s dS, 

or as 

(4.11) 

Here the differentiation with respect to X has been taken under the integral sign because Ga is smooth and 
continuous within the region of integration. If the point P is taken to be limkingly close to the walls, the 
lefl-hand side of Equation (4.11) may then be defined by static-pressure measurements at the walls, together 



with the linear Bernoulli Equation (4.Q at N points. Thus, if the model is represented by a distribution of N 
singularities, Equation (4.11) may be regarded as a linear (integral) equation for the unknown .singularity 
strengths. For a wind tunnel with a cylindrical working section of length that is sufficiently large to be assumed 
infinite, the integral in Equation (4.11) may be replaced by a doubly-infinite sum for each singularity, 
representing the image effect of the tunnel walls. 

The idea behind this approach, which is 
illustrated in Figure4.6, goes back to ///////////IuHLWun 
the 1940’s when the problems of testing 
at high subsonic speed in solid-wall N rhgularltler 
tunnels were first addressed. Mokry et al 
[39], reviewing various early methods for 
two-dimensional flows, described a 

-_ _- 

simple procedure to determine the 
strengths of a doublet, vortex and source N msasursmsnt pohfs 
representing a liiing aerofoil from / 
static-pressure measurements at three 
points on both the roof and floor of the 
working section. They argued that X Point sourc* 
methods of this type are superseded by 3 Horseshoe vortex 
two-variable methods, to be described Point sink 
later, which need no model 

x 

representation. A contrary view is that Fig 4.6 Sketch illustrating ‘Wall signature method” for solid 
wall-signature methods are to be wall wind tunnels 
preferred in some applications because 
they need relatively-few measurement points compared with mvariable methods. Smith [47], using a 
method similar to that described by Mokry [37], suggested that an aerofoil with a chord to working section 
height ratio of about 0.2 could probably be represented adequately in the far field by about ten singularities 
placed at a single point, requiring ten measurement points. Evans [12] found that it was possible to represent 
a body of revolution by a point source and point sink, in each case placed at a fixed distance from the centre 
of volume of the body on its axis, indicating the need for two measurement points. These numbers of 
measurement points would be considered much toa I& for a two-variable method. However, where the 
model Row field is complex and not easily represented by singularities, two variable methods are probably to 
be preferred (see Section 4.2.4). Nevertheless, the wall-signature strategy has been used to determine wall 
corrections for models with separated flows (Hackett and Wilsden [18], [19] and Ha&ett et al [20]) and jets in 
cross flow (Wilsden and Hackett [52]). 

Le Sant and Bouvier [29] found that the matrix inversion needed to solve equation (4.11) is ill-conditioned 
owing to the insensitivity of the flow at the walls to details of the model. They suggested that this problem 
could ba overwme by gathering singularities into groups with fixed relative strengths. A method similar to this 
is routineiy used to determine the blockage for tests at subsonic speeds in the 8ft x 8ft (solid-wall) Wind 
Tunnel at the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DE!%), Bedford (Isaacs [21]). The axial source 
distribution representing model volume is assumed to be represented adequately by linear theory and the 
theory is used merely to determine the ratio between the mean value of the streamwise vekzily increment at 
four points on the walls (two on the roof and two corresponding ones on the floor) and the blodtage increment 
at a reference point on the model. Measurements of the change in static pressure coefficient between the 
empty tunnel case and the case with the model in the wind tunnel at these same points provide sufficient 



information to determine the blockage at the model reference point. Experience has suggested that the 
method is reliable (Isaac-s [21]). 

If comprehensive measurements could be made of static pressures at the measurement boundary, a similar 
procedure to that described above could, in principle, be developed using, instead, the ‘Dirichlet’ approach, 
together with limited measurements of flow angle to give normal velocity at the boundary. This approach may 
be useful for wind tunnels with perforated or slotted walls but it has not yet been tried as far as is known. 

The second variant of the method uses a ‘wall’ pressure signature to establish or check the value or values of 
a parameter linking the flow variables at the measurement surface. This approach has been used by 
Vaucheret [50], who combined a validated model representation with wall pressure measurements, to infer the 
porosity of the roof and floor liners of the ONE!% S2Ma Tunnel. In a similar way, Goldhammer and Steinle 
[IS] made static pressure measurements on four rails to verify the porosity factor used in a simulation of 
slotted walls. As with Vaucheret’s method, a model representation is used. 

4.1.4 TWO-VARIABLE METHODS 

In section 4.1.2.4 k was shown that the contribution of the model representation term to a particular 
component of wall-induced velocity at a point on the model could be eliminated by a suitable mixture of types 
of boundary condition on S. Equation (4.5) indicates that the contribution of model representation terms 
vanishes identically when 

0 = J, (2 G - cpF g) dS. (4.12) 

This suggests that the Green’s function satisfying this condition is that for an interference-free, equivalent wind 
tunnel. In turn, this suggests that the appropriate Green’s function is: 

the free-space Green’s function (Mokry et al, [39]), which, in aerodynamic terms, may perhaps be called the 
free-air’ Green’s function. For this Green’s function, Green’s fonula gives 

dS - jy, i A2qF dJ’ = 0, 
r 

(4.13) 

where V, refers to volume integration in the fictiious region, R, outside the measurement region (Fig 4.1). 
Thus, provided that the perturbations in the free-air flow outside the working section are ‘small’, the 
perturbation potential (pr may be considered harmonic in this region with the consequence that 

acp 1 +& “(‘))dS=O. - CpFjg ; 

Thus, for flows of this type, the Green’s function Gr satisfes equation (4.12) to give, in place of equation (4.5) 
an expression no longer containing model-related terms 

(4.14) 
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This expression was derived by Ashill and Weeks [4] in a somewhat different way to the way presented here 
and it appears in a number of references (Kraft [25], Mokry [35] and Labrujere [28]) giving a particularly 
elegant derivation. Corresponding expressions have been obtained for plane, two-dimensional flows, using, 
variously, Fourier transforms (Lo [33]), Green’s formula in the plane (Ashill and Weeks [5] and Labrujere [28] 
and Cauchy’s integral formula (Ashill and Weeks 151, Kraft and Dahm [26] and Smith [49]). 

A consequence of not having to know anything about the flow around the model is that it is necessary to 
measure both components of velocity at all parts of the measurement boundary. The first term under the 
integral sign in equation (4.14) recognised as the contribution of sources of strength &$a~, requires the 
normal component to be known at S, while, for the second term which is the contribution of source doublets, 
the streamwise velocity increment on S is needed. For solid-wall tunnels, including certain types of 
adaptive-wall wind tunnels wkh flexible liners, this poses no significant problems, since the normal component 
is effectively defined by the condition of no flow through the walls?. For other types of walls, however, the 
measurement of normal velocity over the whole measurement boundary is much more dtcult. As a resutt, the 
method has largely been restricted, up to now, to solid-wall tunnels (Ashill and Weeks [4] and Ashill and 
Keating [Z]. [3]). although some progress is being made in determining the normal component in perforated 
and slotted wall tunnels (Freestone and Mohan [13] and Mohan and Freestone [14]). 

A major enhancement that became possible with two-variable methods is the calculation of wall interference 
for complex flows in solid-wall tunnels, e.g. those for high-la configurations, helicopters and other VlSTOL 
aircrafr. The facility to ignore the flow around the model is an important advantage. One area which has been 
known to cause difficulties in the past is the calculation of blockage for aircraft configurations at high angles of 
attack, where the flow over the fling surface is partially separated. In particular, experience in various 
establishments with the semi-empirical method due to Maskell for calculating blockage was not entirely 
favourable. However, it was found that, in many cases, Maskell’s method gives an overestimate for blockage 
correction with a consequential underestimate in maximum Iii coefficient. This view was wnfimvsd for a 
combat-aircraft configuration (Ashill and Keating 121, [3]) and for a civil transport model (Kirkpatrick and 
Woodward [24]) by comparisons between results from Maskelf’s method and of calculations using a 
two-variable method. A careful and thorough assessment of a two-variable method for tests at low speed and 
high lift has been made by Maamingh et al [34]. 

Another area where two-variable methods have been used is in the calculation of residual wall interference in 
adaptive-wall tunnels (Lewis et al [32] and Lewis [31]), where, as noted before, it is routinely necessary to 
measure both flow angle and static pressure at the measurement boundary. Mokry [35] showed how 
equation (4.14) may be manipulated to give a convergence formula to allow the shape of the of the walls of an 
adaptive-wall wind tunnel to be altered in one step to give nominally interference-free flow. He also showed 
that two-variable methods are autowrrective in character, 

Since the Green’s function in equation (4.14) is known, special techniques for determining the function, or 
equivalent techniques, are unnecessary in two-variable methods. Methods of this type can, therefore, be 
applied to measurement boundaries of irregular shape with relative ease. In this respect, two-variable 
methods may be favourably contrasted with one-variable methods. 

If the free-air perturbation potential in the fictitious region R is not hanonic, then the volume integral in 
equation (4.13) can no longer be ignored and equation (4.14) is replaced by 



hcp, (p) = - J, ( $; - T$f ( ) ) ds + ly, (;) A2T dV. (4.15) 

It may be thought that this is an extreme situation and, as mentioned before, that it would not be possible to 
correct such flows to equivalent free-air conditions. However, flows of this type are found in adaptive-wall 
tunnels at high subsonic speeds (Lewis et al [32] and Lewis [30]), and it has therefore been necessary to 
establish the magnitude of the residual corrections for wall constraint (Lewis [30]). For practical reasons, it 
might be convenient to avoid eliminating tunnel-wall interference altogether in adaptive-wall wind tunnels, 
concentrating, instead, on ensuring that the wind-tunnel flow may be wrrected to equivalent free-air 
wndkions. 

A problem with equation (4.15) is that it requires the source term or volume integral in the fictiiius region R 
outside the measurement region to be calculated. This requires a (transonic) flow-field calculation as well as 
the evaluation of the integral. To avoid the latter di~wky it is useful to think of a flow in the fictitious region R 
with a velocity potential 0s that is identical to the free-air flow velccky potential in the near field of the model. 
This implies that the dtfference in perturbation potentials ((pr - (PR) is harmonic in this region. Thus, if Green’s 
formula is applied to the perturbation potential (PR in the same way as was done to obtain equation (4.13) and 
the resuiting expression is wmbined with equation (4.19, it is found that 

Mokry 1351 refers to this variant of the twovariable approach as an ‘interface - discontinuity method’, 
expressing the fact that the equation contains diswntinuitiis in the normal velwtty and perturbation potential 
across the measurement boundary. 

For a solid-wall tunnel 

and thus equation (4.16) reduces to 

This expression is recognised as the potential at P due to a distribution of source doublets of strength (9 - 
rps) on S, and, for a cylindrical measurement surface, the integral may be rewritten in terms of a distribution of 
horseshoe vortices (Ashill and Keating [3] and Mokry [35]). The strength of each of these vortices is directly 
proportional to the local wall loading. Judd (unpublished research, Southampton University) derived the 
corresponding expression for two-dimensional flows which was used by Goodyer and Woif 1171 to detenine 
residual corrections in the flexible-wall tunnel at Southampton University. This method was later extended to 
three dimensions by the Southampton-University group (Lewis [31]). For the study of aerofoils at transonic 
speeds in the same wind tunnel, Lewis [30] performed calculations of the fictitious flow (effectively to 
determine either rqR or @&x) using a transonic small-perturbation method. Since the boundaries of the 
fictitious flow are cylindrical or planar, this calculation is less demanding than that for the free-air flow about the 
model at transonic speeds, particularly in three dimensions. 



If the external flow is solved as a Dirichlet problem so that 

at the measurement surface, equation (4.16) reduces to 

which is the potential due to a distribution of sources of strength (&+%I - +&I). This approach was 
suggested by Rebstock and Lee [44]. 
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4.2 CLOSED TEST SECTIONS 

LIST OF SYMBOLS for chapter 4.2 

B 

C 
D 

H 

M 

N 

S 

TOLC 

P 

A 

6 

6’ 

0 

n 

working section breadth 

Working section cross-sectional area 

Hydraulic diameter 
working section height 

free-stream Mach number 
parameter defined by Adcock and Barnwell (1984) 

Model reference area 
merance for Columns 

Prandtl-Glauert factor, p = m 

Increment due to presence of model 

Lift interference parameter 

Wall boundary layer displacement thickness in empty tunnel at model station 

Wall boundary layer momentum thickness in empty tunnel at model station 
Ratio of solid blockage in a wind tunnel of given height to breadth ratio with wall boundary 
layers to the maximum value of solid blockage in the same wind tunnel without boundary layers 

4.2.1 BACKGROUND 

The possible benefits of using measurements of wall pressures to calculate wall-interference corrections 
in closed-wall test sedions were realised in the early 1940’s when compressibility effects on the flows 
over wings and bodies were first observed (G8thert [13], Thorn [32]). A review of this early work is given 
in Section 5 of AGARDograph 109 by Garner et al [II]. It was appreciated early on that linear-theory 
descriptions of the near-field flow around the model are increasingly inadequate as free-stream Mach 
number increases towards unity. This led to the idea of using wall pressures to determine the strengths of 
the singularities representing the model. This was justified on the grounds that the flow satisfies the 
linearised potential equation in the far field. Methods of this type are known as wall-signature or wall 
pressure signature methods, the undertying theory for which has been described in Section 4.1.3. 

In the 1970’s an analogous problem was discovered with the representation of wind-tunnel models at 
high lift, in which flow separation may occur on part of the model (Hackett and Wilsden [14], [16]. and 
Hackett, Wilsden and Stevens [17]). For flows of this type linear theory is totally inadequate for modelling 
the near field. Hackett and his colleagues used wall pressures to determine the strengths of singularities 
representing the model flow in the far field. This aspect is considered in more detail in Sections 4.2.5 and 
4.28, and in Section 8.3. The usual Neumann condition of zero normal velocity at the walls was applied 
by using the classical method of images. Hackett’s group was able to demonstrate the application of the 
wall signature method to a wide range of flows, including wings with jet flaps. A related approach has 
been adopted by Ulbrich. Lo and Steinle [33], Ulbrich and Steinle [34], [35]. 

The development of the two-variable method in the late 1970’s provided a further technique for calculat- 
ing wall interference in closed-wall tunnels. The derivation of this method has been given in Section 4.1.4 



and in this approach wall interference is defined by the distributions of two flow variables on a surface 
surrounding the model - the streamwise and normal components of velocity. No model representation is 
needed. If the surface is taken to coincide with the wind-tunnel walls, the normal component is usually set 
to zero to satisfy the condition of no flow through the walls, as with the wall signature method. However, 
where there are significant interactions between the constrained flow over the model and the wall bound- 
ary layers, allowance may need to be made for the change in displacement effect of the wall boundary 
layers. This aspect is discussed further in Section 4.2.2. This leaves only one variable to be determined - 
the streamwise velocity - and this can be inferred from Bernoulli’s equation so long as the velocity pertur- 
bations at the wall are small compared with free-stream speed. This question is considered further in 
Section 4.2.4. 

4.2.2 BOUNDARY CONDtTlONS 

The assumption usually used in both the wall signature and two-variable methods that the normal 
component of velocity is zero at the walls is equivalent to neglecting the interaction between the inviscid 
flow-field and the wall boundary layers. The validity of this assumption needs to be carefully assessed in 
each case. At one extreme where the flow perturbations are small, as for example in low-speed flows 
over a model at low lift, the effect on the wall boundary layers can be demonstrated to be negligible by 
simple one-dimensional considerations. At the other extreme, where flow perturbations are ‘large’, the 
interaction cannot be ignored. Examples of the latter type include flows were shock waves reach the wall 
(Lewis, 1988) and where the wall boundary layer separates as a result of large adverse pressure 
gradients induced by high-lift models (see Section 8). 

Berndt [7] appears to have been the first to draw attention to the effect on blockage and the choking 
Mach number of the interaction between the inviscid flow-field associated with the model and wall inter- 
ference and the wall boundary layers. He used a simplified method to calculate the effect. More recently 
a theoretical method with some simplifications has been presented by Adcock and Barnwell [2] for 
tunnels of rectangular cross section. This method is based on approach of Pindzola and Lo [26] for 
slotted-wall tunnels to solve the boundary-value problem for the perturbation potential. The simplifications 
made include the neglect of the change in wall shear stress due to the presence of the model and the 
assumption that the transformed shape factor is unity. Both these assumptions are justified for the high 
Reynolds number conditions of wind tunnels. In addition it is assumed that, in the empty tunnel, 8’ and 8, 
the wall boundary-layer displacement and momentum thicknesses may both be taken constant and equal 
to the values at the model station. It is further supposed that the wall boundary layer is twodimensional 
in character so that its development when the model is in the working section can be described by the 
Von Kanan momentum integral equation. As well as studying the effect on blockage, Adcock and 
Barnwell also considered the extent to which lift interference is influenced. For this purpose they 
represented model volume by a source doublet and the lifting effect by a vortex doublet. For the analysis 
they found it convenient to define a parameter 

(4.17) 



Results for the ratio of the solid blockage in a wind tunnel of given height to breadth ratio with wall 
boundary layers to the maximum value of solid blockage in the same wind tunnel without wall boundary 
layers, Q, and the lift interference factor 6 are shown in Figure 4.7 and 4.8 for working sections with H/B 
= 1. Charts such as these and others given by Adcock and Barnwell provide a useful guide as to the 
likely magnitude of the effect both on blockage and on angle of incidence in the absence of wall-pressure 

measurements (see below). 
Adcock and Barnwell observed 
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that, owing to linearisations in 
the method, results obtained 
with it should only be used for 
values of N down to about 213. 
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Figure 4.7 Calculated effect of wall boundary layers on blockage 
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Figure 4.8 Calculated effect of wall boundary layers on lift 
interference (after Adcock and Barnwell, 1983) 

tunnel conditions, at the roof and 
floor of the working section for an 
axisymmetric body at .zero angle 
of incidence are shown in Figure 

4.9. In this figure the measured data are compared with results of a classical inviscid theory and those of 
the same theory but including allowance for the wall boundary-layer effect. The viscous theory gives 
improved agreement with measurement, particularly at the highest Mach number shown, M = 0.93. This 
theory differs from that due to Adcock and Barnwell in that a viscous-inviscid iteration process and a 
more-accurate form of the normal-velocity condition are used. As in the treatment of Adcock and 
Barnwell, Ashill et al solved the Von Karman momentum equation and, to simplify the boundary-value 
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problem, took the normal velocity to be 
constant around the working section at a 
fixed streamwise or axial station’. 
Furthermore, based on assessments of 
calculations of two-dimensional boundary 
layers by the method of Green, Weeks 
and Brooman (1973) they took the 
boundary-layer shape parameter to be a 
constant. With these assumptions the 
expression corresponding to equation 
(4.17) is: 

“=& (4.16) 

Equations (4.17) and (4.16) give results for 
N that become increasingly close as Mach 
number and shape parameter S*/9 both 
tend to unity. 

Similar values for the change in blockage 
due to the wall boundary layers are 
obtained by the two methods. Figure 4.9 
shows that the effect of the interaction is 
significant. Fortunately, methods that 
make use of wall-pressure measurements, 
such as those referred to above, account 
for a major part of the effect. This remark 
is supported by the results of calculations 
by a two-variable method for transonic 
flows over an aerofoil where the wall pres- 
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Figure 4.9 : Axial distributions of increment in wall static 
pressure coefficient due to the presence of 
the model : comparison between measure- 
ment and viscous and inviscid theories 

sure gradients were mild (i.e. the supercritical region was contained within the working section). These 
calculations (Ashill and Weeks [6], Rueger et al [26]) indicate that, when use is made of wall-pressure 
measurements in a two-variable method, the boundary-layer effect is not significant. The reason for this 
is that the wall pressures contain some information on the effect of the wall boundary layer on the 
flowfield. However, more recent work by Ashill et al [5] suggests that the effect needs to be allowed for 
with wall-pressure methods as Mach number approaches unity when the pressure gradients at the wall 
induce larger changes in boundary-layer thickness than at lower speeds. Similarly, the effect may well 
need to be represented for flows over high lift wings at low speeds where the pressure gradients induced 
at the walls can be relatively large. 

In summary, for models at cruise conditions, the effect on calculated wall-induced velocities of the inter- 
action between the inviscid flowfield and the wall boundary layers is likely to be insignificant except at 
high subsonic speeds, provided that a method based on wall-pressure measurement is used. More 
generally, the effect is likely to be important when the wall boundary layer is close to separation and may 
therefore be important for high-lift models at low speeds. Care should therefore be taken to monitor wall 
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pressure distributions so that, if in doubt, calculations can be made of wall boundary layer development 
relative to empty-tunnel conditions. 

4.2.3 NUMERICAL APPROXIMATIONS 

Provided that the effect of the wall boundary layers can be ignored the effect of the walls may either be 
represented by the classical method of images (as in the wall pressure signature method) or by a distri- 
bution over the walls of elementary source doublets or horseshoe vortices (as in the two-variable 
method). In the former case consideration needs to be given to the numerical convergence of the doubly- 
infinite series and methods of accelerating convergence may need to be considered. One such, which 
has been applied by lsaacs [I91 to the case of sources within wind tunnels of rectangular cross section, 
involves replacing the source images far from the walls by a source sheet. Analytical relationships may 
be used to replace double summations by rapidly convergent single series (Glauert [12], Garner et al 

I111). 
A method of representing the elementary source doublets by constantdensity panels in the two-variable 
method is described in Section 4.3. An approximation to the alternative horseshoe-vortex approach is 
described by Ashill and Weeks [S]. So long as wall interference is not required close to the wind-tunnel 
walls a simple numerical integration procedure may be used to evaluate the integrals (e.g. Simpson’s 
rule). However, if this is not the case special treatment of the singular integrals will be required. This may 
be done by using a panel method analogous to that described in Section 4.3. 

4.2.4 CHOICE OF METHOD 

Faced with the choice of the two wall-pressure methods, the wind-tunnel engineer needs to know their 
relative advantages or disadvantages. For attached flows typical of transport aircraft models at cruise 
conditions the wall-signature method is easy to apply and requires only a small number of wall-pressure 
measurements (lsaacs [19]). The model may be represented without difficulty by distributed singularities. 
The two-variable method, on the other hand, needs no model representation, as noted before, but 
requires many wall pressure measurements, typically of the order of 100 (Ashill and Weeks [S]). For this 
reason, a wall-signature method has been favoured for correcting data for blockage in tests on con- 
ventional aircraft models at high subsonic-speed cruise conditions in the 88 x 8ft Tunnel at DRA Bedford. 

For flows over aircraft models at high lift, the problem of model representation is more difficult and 
requires some experience in determining suitable distributions (see Section 4.2.6 and Section 8). 
However, as for high-speed testing, only a small number of wall-pressure measurements is needed. This 
contrasts with the two-variable method, which, as at high speed, needs a large number of wall-pressure 
measurements (Ashill and Keating [4]). On the other hand, for complex flows, such as those as studied 
by Ashill and Keating over a combat-aircraft model at high lift, the ability to obtain wall-interference 
without the need to know anything about the flow over the model is a clear advantage of the two-variable 
approach. 

Wall boundary condition methods need only be used where classical methods, based on linear theory, 
cannot be applied or are expected to fail. However, where possible, calculations should be performed by 
a classical image method, if only as a check that the results obtained from a wall boundary condition 
method are sensible. As a general rule, it is recommended that wall-induced velocities should be 
calculated by more than one method. 
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4.2.5 MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS OF WALL PRESSURES 

4.2.5.1 WALL PRESSURE-SIGNATURE METHODS 

It is self evident that success in using the wall pressure signature approach rests in measuring the signa- 
tures properly. The signal level can be small for small or low-drag models and imperfections in the tunnel, 
its instrumentation and its operation can easily compromise the pressure-signature measurements. 

An ideal pressure signature requires: 

a) A test section length of 2.5 to 3.0 hydraulic diameters. This is rarely achieved in existing general 
purpose tunnels. The pressure signature peak, which typically lies afl of the model, should be 
between 35% and 40% of the test section length from the start of the test section. 

b) Smooth data with local inconsistencies and errors due to orifice and test section surface 
characteristics removed. This involves referencing all signatures to the appropriate ‘empty-tunnel’ 
condition, which might include model supports (sting, mounting struts, etc., as discussed in section 
1.2, see also section 53.2). 

c) High quality pressure instrumentation and proper transducer ranging. 

4 Well-defined asymptotes at the upstream and downstream ends of the signature. The front of the 
signature should asymptote to the test section reference pressure. An offset asymptote can be 
handled successfully provided that it is well defined. 

Figure 4.10 shows three pressure orifice distributions used in the Lockheed wind tunnels and a 
suggested distribution that will be discussed below. All four examples involve tunnels with B/H = d2. The 
orifice X-locations are normalised on working-section width, B, and a sub-scale based on hydraulic 
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Figure 4.10 Typical orifice locations for the pressure signature method 
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diameter, D, is provided. Four-wall application is preferred but practical considerations may preclude 
floor-mounted orifices, particularly in large tunnels. This is discussed further in Section 8.3.2. The first 
distribution (the upper set) was employed in the (previously) Lockheed 30” x 43” MTF Wind Tunnel during 
the development of the wall pressure signature method for powered models (see for example Hackett 
and Boles [15]. To provide sufficient length for large wakes to develop, the test section length was 
doubled, leaving the model in its original position. This placed the model at approximately a quarter of the 
test section length from the entry point. The second example shows the system originally installed in the 
Lockheed 231/a R x 18114 fl Low Speed Wind Tunnel. There are too few orifices and the signature is too 
short for general purpose testing but, with care, the system can be used for car testing. The greatest 
difficulty with this particular arrangement lies in obtaining sufficiently accurate wake source values and 
there is likely to be an adverse impact on calculations of the wake-induced drag increment (see Section 
8.2.8 and 8.3.1.5). The third example shows a preferred arrangement for this tunnel. The last example is 
a further orifice arrangement suggested for test sections of insufficient length. Point concentration has 
been increased towards the end of the signature in an attempt to capture the asymptotes more 
successfully. The added points should be used as part of a larger array when ftiing the asymptotes. 

When setting up a tunnel system to measure pressure signatures, the following additional sources of 
trouble should be borne in mind: 

0 bad readings from failed or failing pressure transducers. 

ii) influence of the model and its images beyond the walls on the reading of the tunnel reference 
pressure. This problem can sometimes be corrected by regarding the reference pressure reading 
as part of the wall pressure signature. 

iii) interference from model-induced distortions (relative to empty test section conditions) of the wall 
boundary layers. In extreme cases, where a high energy jet hits a tunnel wall, for example, flow 
control may be needed at that wall (see Section 8.3.1). 

iv) insufficient sensitivity and/or accuracy of the pressure instrumentation. 

v) an insufficient number or poorly selected distribution of pressure orifices. 

Human monitoring of each pressure signature is an unrealistic and costly burden, and computer monitor- 
ing has not been used, as far as is known, because of the difficulty of doing so. This is a fertile area for 
the use of intelligent systems. 

4.2.5.2 Two VARIABLE METHODS 

Most of the points made above in connection with the measurement of wall pressure signatures apply to 
two variable methods. However, there are considerations special to two variable methods which need to 
be borne in mind, as discussed below. 

As noted before the streamwise velocity required as a boundary condition is usually determined from wall 
pressure measurements using the linear form of Bernoulli’s equation. This may be justified if the pertur- 
bations in streamwise velocity at the walls are small compared with free-stream speed. If these perturba- 
tions are not ‘small’, it may be necessary to solve Euler’s equation for the flow at the measurement 
surface given the pressure distribution (Ashill and Keating [3] and Maarsingh et al [23]). The use of a 
non-linear relationship to determine streamwise velocity can only be justiiad at low speeds when the 
governing equation for the inviscid flow, Laplace’s equation, is ‘exact’. At high subsonic speeds, where 
the linearised potential equation is solved, no increase in accuracy can be expected from refining the 
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For the application of the two variable method it is recommended that the choice of wall orifice locations 
should be determined and perhaps optimised* by prior calculation using ‘exact’ solutions from classical 
linear theory. In these calculations an effort should be made to simulate as closely as possible the flow 
around the models, bearing in mind the different types of flows likely to be studied. Such a procedure 
was described by Ashill and Weeks 161 for a wind tunnel of square cross section and later applied to a 
low-speed wind tunnel of rectangular (b = 4m x h = 2.7m) cross section by Ashill and Keating [4]. 

Results of such assessments are shown as test cases in Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 for a floor mounted 
half model in the rectangular working section noted above. In the first test case the model wake is repre- 
sented by a point source (Figure 4.11): in the second test case model volume is simulated by a source 
and sink (Figure 4.12) while, in the third test case, the lifl is simulated by a horseshoe vortex (Figure 
4.13). Linear theory is used to supply values of streamwise velocity at the positions of the wall orifices 
and this information is then used in calculations of wall-induced velocities at and along the model axis by 
the two-variable method. These comparisons confirmed the suitability of the choice of orifice number 
which, as noted in Section 4.2.1, was about 100, the orifices being placed about one tunnel breadth 
upstream and downstream of the model centre-line. However, these studies and others described by 
Rueger et al [26] suggest that the two-variable method is ‘robust’ in that pressure orifices can be 
removed without significantly affecting the accuracy of the method. Sensitivity studies such as these 
should be performed before any test and should form the basis for the assessment of the requirements 
for new wind tunnels. For existing wind tunnels, any shortfall in the number of wall holes can be made 
good with static tubes or static rails attached to the tunnel walls. 
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Figure 4.11 Test case 1. Point source. Blockage at ‘floor’ line 
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Figure 4.12 : Test case 2. Point source and sink. Blockage increment of velocity at ‘8001 centre line 

Figure 4.13 Test case 3. Horseshoe vortex. Wail-induced upwash 
at centre-span of vortex 

An alternative approach, used by Ashill and Weeks [S], Ashill and Keating [4] and more recently by 
Rueger et al [28], assumes the working section to be of infinite length. The effects on the induced 
velocities in the region of the model of the singularities on the upstream and downstream faces are then 
ignored. The upstream value of the pressure increment is taken to be zero while the downstream value 
can be determined from momentum considerations (Ashill and Keating [4]). The blockage in the region of 
the model (O<x/B<O.6) is not sensitive to errors in the far-downstream value of the increment in pressure 
coefficient or velocity increment, u,. as may be inferred from Figure 4.11. Here an error of as high as 
50% in this value causes errors of only about 5% in the blockage increment in the vicinity of the model. 
The pressure increments between either the most upstream or most downstream orifices and the limiting 
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values are obtained by interpolation assuming an exponential variation as expected from classical linear 
theory of wall interference for solid-wall wind tunnels, Calculations using classical linear theory (Ashill and 
Keating [3]) suggested that the length upstream and downstream of the model where wall pressures are 
measured should be approximately one working section breadth. Again, however, the suitability of the 
choice should be checked for individual cases. 

The measurements of wall pressures should be referred to empty-tunnel conditions3. This needs to be 
done to allow for: 

a) the likely non-cylindrical nature of the tunnel walls and the growth of the wall boundary layers in the 
empty tunnel; 

b) imperfections in the wall holes; and 

c) static-pressure errors due to hole size (Shaw [29] and Franklin and Wallace [Q]) 

Wind-tunnel users should not be surprised to find that, before being referred to empty-tunnel conditions, 
wall pressure distributions contain a significant degree of scatter, due mainly to effect b). However, when 
‘tared’ to empty-tunnel conditions, smooth distributions may be expected. Where a two-variable method 
is used, the pressures should be checked for any faulty readings and removed prior to interpolation of the 
pressure data. 

Consideration needs to be given to the interaction between the model supports and the tunnel walls. In 
some cases, the supports may intersect the tunnel walls. This poses problems because of the need then 
to measure a large number of pressures in the region of the supports where pressure changes rapidly. 
One possible way of avoiding this difficulty is to define the ‘empty tunnel’ as the wind tunnel including the 
supports but excluding the model, as previously suggested in Section 1.2. This glosses over the problem 
of allowing for any interaction between the model and support flowfields which has to be considered 
separately. 

Ideally, the reference pressure should be measured sufficiently far upstream not to be affected by the 
presence of the model. Fortunately, for solid-wall tunnels, the combined direct and wall interference 
effect decays exponentially with distance, as implied before, so that the effect on the reference static 
pressure is likely to be negligible, at least for a wind tunnel with a working section of reasonable length. If, 
for any reason, the reference wall hole is affected by the presence of the model, it may be possible to 
invoke the auto-corrective character of the two-variable method (Mokry [25], see also Section 4.3). What 
this means is that the method substantially corrects for any error in reference pressure, a small residual 
error remaining owing to extrapolation to a ‘false’ zero far upstream. 

Owing to the fact that the two variable method involves integrations, wall-induced velocities determined 
by this method tend to be insensitive to random errors in wall pressures. Nevertheless, wall-pressure 
distributions should be carefully monitored to ensure that the calculations of wall-induced velocities are 
not corrupted by erroneous pressure measurements. As mentioned in Section 4.251. this suggests the 
need for intelligent systems to remove such data before the calculations are performed. 

Systematic errors will arise from inaccuracies in transducer calibrations, but these can be estimated by 
applying the errors as small perturbations to the pressure or streamwise velocity distributions in the 
method. Such studies are an important prerequisite for establishing the errors in the method. 

3Empty-tunnel wall-pressure data till normally be taken dung the cakbrabon of the wind tunnel. Details of the calibration procedure 
for testing at high subsonic speeds in a solid-wall tunnel are given by 18aacs [I91 He demonstrated the importance of allowing for the 
direct and blockage effects of the calibration probe when determining ‘empty-tunner stabc pressures at high subsonic speeds. 



4.2.6 MODEL AND TUNNEL REPRESENTATION WHEN USING THE ,,MATRIX” VERSION OF 
THE WALL PRESSURE SIGNATURE METHOD. 

4.2.6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Section 4.2.5.1 gave general guidance on the installation and use of wall pressure orifices and their 
application to pressure-based wind tunnel correction methods. The recommended geometries were based 
largely on ad hoc experience, extending in some cases over a decade or more. However there was no 
reference to the relationship of the orifice configuration to the model under test and no indication of how an 
orifice system might be optimised for a given model. The present section will address these and other 
practical issues in a systematic way, including reviews of which walls should be instrumented, length of 
orifice rows and oriice spacing. 

4.2.6.2 BASIC APPROACH 

The ‘matrix’ version of the pressure signature method employs vortex, source and doublet singularities on 
the model at fixed locations that correspond to matrix columns (see Hackett et al [18]). Sensing locations on 
the tunnel walls (pressure orifices) correspond to the matrix rows. The form of the equation is shown below: 

Influence 
Coefficients for 
U-component 

at walls 

Measured or 
reference 

0 
Singularity _ 
strengths - U-components 

at walls 

The matrix elements are the U-component interference coefficients for the model singularities, with their 
tunnel images, at the orifice locations on the tunnel surfaces (see Equation 4.11 and the subsequent 
discussion), In practice it is found that matrix conditioning is poor and solution oscillations that propagate 
into the interference field are not unusual. Since matrix conditioning depends on the particulars of both rows 
and columns, it is difficult to make recommendations concerning orace spacing, for example, without 
reference to what the model is and how it is represented. Model representation and orifice geometry will 
therefore be addressed using an example derived from an actual test. The approach that will be described 
below may be applied to other geometry’s, as needed. 

The example cases will be limited to axial velocity interference, which is found to be more challenging than 
upwash interference in problems of the present type. Experience shows that, when the axial flow 
interference is calculated correctly. the upwash interference is reliable. 

4.2.6.3 MODEL GEOMETRY AND ITS REPRESENTATION 

The test example involves a flat plate model that represents the plan view of a modem fighter aircraft. Such 
a model was tested and wall pressure data and analyses are available, though they will not be employed 
directly here. Figure 4.14 shows the model and tunnel details. The model was mounted with its trailing edge 
0.99 ft above the tunnel centre plane and its nose 3.45 ft below the tunnel roof. The cross-effects between 
lift and blockage were therefore very significant. The program is fully three dimensional and off-centre 
effects are included in all analyses. The model angle-of-attack was near stall and the measured wind-axis 
CL and Cowere 1 .I7 and 0.91 respectively. 



Figure 4.14 includes a sketch of the model with line 
singularities at seven locations along the chord. A horseshoe 
vortex, a line source, and a forward-directed line doublet were 
placed at each location, giving a total of twenty-one elements 
for the case shown. Line doublets, which were not used in 
previous solutions of this type, have been included to improve 
the representation of flow closure. 

4.2.6.4 REFERENCE CASE 

To provide a well-controlled example, a reference case was 
generated using a theoretical, uniformly loaded model with the 
CL and Co values quoted above. The lifl and drag loads were 
distributed uniformly, using the seven vortex and seven 
source elements shown in Figure 4.14. Line doublet strength 
was selected by subtracting the calculated vortex-plus-source 
signature from measured data and matching the residue. 

For the studies below, a reference wall signature was 
calculated using the reference singularity strengths just 
described. This becomes the column vector on the right-hand 
side. A corresponding reference interference curve was 
calculated at positions along the model centreline. As a first 
check, the solution singularity values are compared with the 
reference values. Exact agreement is desirable but not 
essential for good interference solutions. However, excessive 
oscillations in singularity strength lead to incorrect 
interference. The obvious second check is to ensure that 
interference distribution calculated using the returned 
singularities agrees with the reference interference curve. 

TUNNEL : 
B = 23.25 R, Ii = 16.25 ft 
Orifices from -18 to + 20 ft. 2 ft spacing 
Model TE 0.99 R above tunnel oenterline 
Model nose 3.45 ft below tunnel roof 

MODEL : 

Doubledetta planform 
Span = 5.56 fl, Length = 6.36 ft 
a = 35.34 DEG CL = 1.17, Co = 0.913 
Ref Area = 15.63 sq ft. SIC = 0.0414 
7 Horseshoe vortices 
7 Linesources 
7 x-directed Line doublets 

Figure 4.14 Model and tunnel details for 
baseline case 

4.2.6.5 THE SOLVER 

A solver is used that employs a proprietary orthonormalisation scheme. Its major advantage is that it 
detects near linear dependence between columns and rejects the appropriate column. This process is 
controlled by a user-defined variable TOLC’ (TOLerance for Columns). A zero value of TOLC leaves the 
original matrix intact. Least-squares solutions are obtained when the row and column counts differ. 

4.2.6.6 WALL ORIFICE CONFIGURATIONS 

The left-hand side of Figure 4.15 defines orifice configurations evaluated in the present study. Case 1. the 
baseline, has orifices on the centrelines of the roof, floor and left wall of the tunnel. The right wall data is 
redundant for the present unyawed cases. For Case 1, some twenty orifices per wall extend from about one 
tunnel diameter ahead of the model to one diameter behind it. Cases 2 and 3 explore the effects of 
shortening all signatures. Cases 4 and 5 investigate the effects of doubling the orifice spacing, while 
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case 85,. Orifice Configuration Matrix R x C Sig RMS Error Interfer. RMS Error 

BASIC OPT BASIC OPT BASIC OPT 
RxC RxC x103 x103 x IO3 x103 

, Basehe: mof, lsflvmll&lkr, 
X = - 18.0 to + 20.0 fl by 2.0 ft 80x21 80x14 0.388 0.015 0.0082 0.0488 

2 x=-10.0t0+10.0 33x21 33x 14 2.792 0.012 4.7418 0.0497 

3 b(=-4.0to+4.0 1 15x21 1 15x10 1 0.719 1 0.015 I13.85001 0.0147 

4 IBaselinewith odd pointsonly 1 30x21 1 30x II 1 0.122 I 0.019 I 0.2773 I 0.0542 

5 Baseline with even points only 1 30 x 21 1 30x 12 1 2.134 1 0.015 1 4.8750 1 0.0485 

8 II four walls 1 78x21 1 78x 14 1 1.291 1 0.014 1 1.5135 1 0.0488 

7 Roof and left wall 1 40x21 1 40x 13 1 0.125 1 0.009 1 0.0980 1 0.0512 

8 Roof only (C>R) 20x21 20x10 0.018 0.004 1.0890 0.1537 

Fig 4.15 Effect of column optimisation for 7+7+7 initial elements and 
various wall orifice configurations. 

retaining the baseline total length. The effect of adding back the right-hand wall is explored in Case 8. 
Cases 7 and 8 investigate roof-and-left wall and roof-only cases. 

4.2.6.7 CASES WITH NO ELEMENT OPTIMISATION (TOLC = 0) 

The “7 + 7 + 7” case reproduces the reference solution only for the baseline oritice confguration. Earlier 
studies, employing a similar “5 + 5 + 5” element arrangement closely followed the original input for all cases 
except the very short signature, Case 3. The singularity strengths in the 5 + 5 + 5 Case 3 oscillated strongly 
and the interference results were useless. This is probably attributable to the shortness of the signatures. 

Repeating the same exercise for the 7+7+7 geometry gave noticeable RMS errors for the signature fk 
(Figure 4.15, column 5) and mainly oscillating singularity solutions. Case I, the baseline, gave good 
interference results (Figure 4.18, upper plot) and Case 7 (roof and left wall) was probably acceptable. of the 
remaining solutions, only Case 4 (doubled orifice spacing, “odd” points) was “on the page.” However Case 
5 (“even” points) displayed matrix instability and, like the remaining orifice configurations, gave interference 
values that were several times too high. Many of these curves oscillated and were obviously wrong, but 
those that were smooth could have been misleading had the reference curve not been available. 

4.2.6.8 CASES WITH ELEMENT OPTI MISATION 

On increasing the control parameter, TOLC, the column count for the baseline wall orifice confguration 
decreased monotonically from 21 to 12 over the range constiered. The amount of column reduction 
depends upon the orifice configuration. As TOLC was increased, two minima occurred in the RMS error of 



the fitted wall signature: experience has 
shown that the second gives superior 
results. The right half of Figure 4.15 
summarises the RMS errors in the wall 
signature and interference curve tits. The 
column count at the optimum varies 
between ten and fourteen elements 
depending upon the orifice configuration. 
The optimised results show a very 
significant improvement in the signature 
fitting errors compared with the basic 
solution with the full 7 + 7 + 7 element 
count. 

The lower plot of Figure 4.16 shows U- 
component interference curves at the 
model centreline for the optimised cases. 
The corresponding RMS errors are given 
in Figure 4.15. Most of the interference 
solutions are bunched at a level 
approximately 0.0002 higher than the 
reference curve. This represents 
acceptable accuracy and the fact that the 
curves are tightly grouped is probably the 
more important. Case 6. with only roof 
orifices, gave the only unsatisfactory 
solution. Case 3 was in close agreement 
with the reference curve but this is 
considered coincidental. 

Figure 4.16 Interference for unoptimised and optimised 
cases (7 + 7 + 7 initial elements) 

The fact that the unoptimised Case 6 gave a low RMS error for the signature fit yet a high interference RMS 
error requires comment. If the influence matrix is square and is solved successfully, the signature fs RMS 
error will be near-zero (by definition) whether or not the reference singularity values are returned. If fact, the 
singularity strengths may oscillate and produce an unacceptable interference result. This is what happened 
for the unoptimised Case 6, for which the influence matrix is nearly square. Obtaining a good signature fti 
does not guarantee good interference values, particularly if the matrix is near-square. 

Figure 4.17 identifies the singularities retained for the various 7 + 7 + 7 solutions. Most of the vortex 
elements were usually retained and most of the doublet elements were usually rejected. The sources and 
doublets just ahead of the trailing edge were aiways retained, as were the sources near the apex of the 
delta. The consistent pattern of singularity locations in Figure 4.17 suggests that such a pattern might be 
used successfully without an optimiser for this confyluration and angle of attach. 

Increasing the column count first to 10 + 10 + 10 and then to 15 + 15 + 15 was beneficial. The eight cases 
were increasingly tightly grouped and the groups lay increasingly close to the reference curve. Evidently, 
with a larger choice of element locations afforded by the larger element counts. the optimiser can choose a 
better element arrangement. 
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4.2.6.9 REVEW 

* Filled squares denote retained matrix columns 

Fig 4.17 Element disposition for optimised cases 
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It was shown above that there are two practical approaches to configuring the model elements. If “straight” 
solutions are to be used, with no column optimisation, then the element count must be kept low (5 + 5 + 5 in 
the case above) and the singularity solutions must be watched carefully for undue oscillation. In cases of 
doubt, the element count should be reduced. If an optimisation scheme is used the number of elements can 
be increased significantly (to 15 + 15 +15, say). An increase is not essential when using an optimiser but, 
as was shown above, a better fti to the reference solution is obtained. Whichever strategy is adopted, 1 is 
important to ensure that the elements are placed appropriately to capture the model’s loads. It is also 
beneficial to employ “over square” matrices with significantly more rows (orifices) than columns (model 
elements). This makes the RMS errors in fkting the wall signatures more meaningful. 

The baseline case, above, is a good orifice arrangement for the model configuration employed here. Having 
a lifi coefficient that is close to the maximum , it is one of the most important low speed cases and may also 
be among the most demanding. The first optimum for the 7 + 7 + 7 wnfyuratiin (not shown) was helpful in 
identifying marginal wall wnflgurations. Cases 2 and 3 showed that it is inadvisable to shorten the 
signatures below the Case 1 value. Cases 4 and 5 showed that orifice spacing should not be reduced. 
Omission of the orifices on the floor centreline (Case 7) gave surprisingly good results, which is helpful 
because of the vulnerability of instrumentation placed there, particularly in a large tunnel. The fact that Case 
6, with roof-only data, was the weakest (Figure 4.16) wmes as no surprise, since the program is being 
asked to distinguish between IR and blockage effects using a single signature. 
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4.2.6.10 Other Model Configurations 

Various pressure orifice geometry’s have been reviewed for an unyawed model at a single angle-of-attack 
and one height in the tunnel. The present study does not address the needs of other data points or other 
configurations. However, the baseline orifice configuration selected above is generally similar to a layout 
that has been used successfully in the Lockheed Low Speed Wind Tunnel for many years. In that tunnel, 
the wall orifices are above the centreline, to avoid windows, there are extra orifices opposite the model, and 
there are no floor orifices. 

Despite the above, there will be occasions when more assurance is required. In such cases, a study similar 
to the one described in the main body of this section should be carded out. This would involve a simple 
theoretical model, placed at the appropriate position and attiiude in the tunnel and carrying the correct 
loads. Wall signatures and reference interference curves should be calculated, as described above, and 
trial runs performed to find the best oriice and model element configurations. In facilities with an existing 
orifice system, its suitabilii can be assessed in a similar way and any additional orifices that are needed 
can be identified. 

4.2.6.11 Three-way Interactions 

Tunnel Interference is usually thought of in terms of the classical vortex, source and doublet theoretical 
representation of the model and its tunnel image system. Not a lot of attention has been paid, until recently, 
to the possibility that the model support system may also become involved in the interference process. Two 
examples of this surfaced during the tests upon which the above example is based. Both involved the sting 
support system and both represent ongoing work. The comments below should therefore be considered 
provisional. 

In the first example, a study of model absent (sting present) and model-present pressure signatures 
suggested that the sting immediately aft of the model was experiencing model-induced download. Extra 
model elements were therefore added to those shown here to represent the forward part of the sting. 

The second example involves a large floor-to-roof tower that supports the base of the sting and carries a 
carriage that moves vertically as the sting pitches, Being in the wake of the model, it was found that the 
loads on the tower, too, changed with the model present. Analyses based solely on model out datum 
corrections were inadequate, even though the tower was present for the datum measurements and the 
sting pitch setting was appropriate. In fact, the tower appeared to the flow as a vertical line source whose 
presence destabilised the pressure signature solutions. Adding a floor-to-roof line source, of unknown 
strength, improved the solutions. The lesson learned was that, if the model flow interferes with tunnel 
components and/or the model supports and the wall signatures are affected, then it is essential to represent 
those components in the influence matrix. 
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4.3 VENTILATED TEST SECTIONS 

Contemporary developments in wall correction methods for ventilated wall test sections have shown an 
increasing reliance on measurements of wall boundary data. An excellent work recognising these new 
trends in two-dimensional testing has been produced by the Group for Aeronautical Research and 
Technology in Europe (GARTEur [26]). 

Although it has been demonstrated both experimentally (Chen and Mears 1121. Jacocks [33]. Matyk and 
Kobayashi [45], and Crites and Rueger [15]) and computationally (Chan [l I]) that the cross-flow 
properties of ventilated walls are non-linear (even strongly) and dependent on the wall boundary layer 
development, the correction techniques based on idealised, linear boundary conditions have retained a 
great deal of appeal. The main reason is that the parameters in the empirical boundary conditions 
(porosity or slot parameters) can usually be tuned so as to provide correlation of key aerodynamic 
quantities for two or more different-scale calibration models in the same facility (Firmin and Cook [20]). 
An approach less sensitive to wall Reynolds number effects (Aulehla [6]), is to adjust the boundary 
condition parameters in such a way that the corrected data agree with those measured on the same 
model in a very large facility, assumed to be interference free (Binion and Lo [S], Starr [72]. and Sickles 
and Erickson [66]). The obtained values of these parameters may then used to correct the wind tunnel 
data of other models which are similar to the calibration models in shape and size. Besides simplicity of 
application, the most appealing aspect of this (classical) approach is that it generates consistent, smooth 
corrections: if the measured dependence of C, on a or Co on C, is smooth, so will be the corrected 
one. The corrections are predictive, which means that if we can estimate what the measured forces will 
be, we will also be in position to predict the corrections, in advance of a wind tunnel test, see Chapter 3. 

A practical advantage of the classical methods is also that there is no need to measure quantities other 
than those directly related to the test model. However, if the static pressures at the test section walls 
happen to be measured and compared with those predicted using the idealised boundary conditions, 
substantial differences are likely to be uncovered. One of the possibilities to reduce this inconsistency in 
wall interference evaluation is to locally modify the wall boundary conditions in such a way that they 
provide the best possible agreement with the measured wall data (Mokry et al. [47], Jones, D.J. [34], 
Vaucheret [77], and Piat [56]. The values of the parameters in the boundary conditions will of course 
differ from test to test. Using this approach, the modified boundary conditions, regardless of their 
possible physical significance, provide no more than a fit of the measured boundary data. From here on 
it is only a small step to realise (Capelier et al. [IO]) that the measured boundary data can directly be 
used as input. One is not limited to measuring data from the boundary. Pressure measurements on the 
model can be used similarly in conjunction with calibration of selected pressures for Mach and angle of 
attack effects and then employing closed wall and open wall settings. The closed wall settings in 
conjunction with a suitable means of estimating displacement thickness and any wall divergence effects 
then represent a boundary condition that is sufficiently known. Corrections to the closed wall case then 
form a reference to the open wall case. Variation of parameters in the boundary condition for the open 
wall case will permit finding the parameters that produce corrections which will best satisfy the corrected 
closed wall results in say, a least squares sense. These results can then be compared with those 
determined from matching measured wall data, or vice-versa for improved confidence. 

In spite of the fact that much of the empiricism of the classical correction methods is eliminated by the 
boundary measurement methods, it is the latter ones that are under steady scrutiny. Their general 
acceptance is hindered by the fact that making the required flow measurement in ventilated test sections 
can be a very complex task and evaluation of corrections from a larger boundary input requires a small- 



scale numerical code rather than a simple fonula or chart. In addition, the corrections can only be used 
in the “post-test assessment” mode. It is no longer possible to predict the corrections by specifying the 
aerodynamic forces: a wind tunnel experiment with actual wall pressure measurements needs to be 
performed first; and only then the corrections can be evaluated. Also, a larger experimental data input 
produces corrections which are “scattety” in comparison with the classical ones (Labrujere et al. [40]). 
This is not to say that global corrections to tunnel reference conditions can’t be determined in advance. 
Any prior post-test corrections are candidates for developing a library of corrections with a suitable 
empirical analysis. In many cases, global corrections are sufficient (e.g., Goldhammer and Steinle [28]) 

4.3.1 ONE-VARIABLE METHOD 

The method proposed by Capelier et al. [IO], and in a simpler form also by Blackwell 191. is the most 
popular technique for the post-test assessment of subsonic wall interference from boundary pressure 
measurements in wind tunnels with ventilated walls. It is assumed that the velocity disturbance potential 
near the walls is governed by the linear Prandtl-Glauert equation, 

(4.3.1) 

and that it may be split into the free air and wall interference parts, 

4 = &+@I. (4.32) 

The only difference from the classical wall interference approach is in replacing the idealised wall 
boundary condition by the “measured” one, namely by 

a -=u 
dX 

(4.3.3) 

where 

is the measured streamwise component of perturbation velocity. 

Unlike flow near the model, where stagnation and locally supersonic regions may exist, flow near the 
wails is significantly less perturbed so that linearisation may apply up to quite high subsonic Mach 
numbers. If the model is small relative to the test section and sufficiently remote from the walls, it is only 
when free stream Mach number is close to unity that portions of the walls become near critical or 
supercritical, making the assumptions of Eqs.(4.3.1)-(4.32) invalid. 

The way Eq.(4.3.2) is usually interpreted is that qF is a disturbance velocity potential that would be 
generated by the model if loaded by the same aerodynamic forces in free air, and 9, is the wall 
interference potential induced by the walls. In other words, I$, is an increment to OF that makes the total 
satisfy the (measured) wall boundary conditions. 

Provided that eF satisfies Eq.(4.3.1) near the walls, it can be represented there (and in the infinite 
exterior region) by internal singularities. In contrast, I$, can be represented by external singularities 
(images). An equally justifiable assumption is that r$, be non-singular, but discontinuous across the 



interface between the interior and exterior flow. This latter approach is used when evaluating #, by a 
panel method. Regardless of the representation of the exterior fictitious flow, the key premise of 
subsonic wall interference theory is that 4, is non-singular in the interior (including the volume occupied 
by the model), allowing to evaluate the velocity corrections to (uniform) wind tunnel stream as the 
components of grad$, Although an application of this concept is almost axiomatic in both the classical 
and the boundary measurement methods, one should remember that it is merely an engineering 
approximation, even for low-speed (incompressible) flows. 

The assumptions upon which the one-variable method is based are thus the following: the axial 
component of wall interference velocity 

u I = &I 
ax 

satisfies the differentiated Eq(4.3.1) that is 

p&+z%+T3 = 0 

(4.3.4) 

(4.36) 

in the entire test section interior (including the volume occupied by the model). 
Using Eq.(4.3.2), the boundary values of u, are evaluated on the measurement surface as 

u , = u-uF (4.3.6) 

Here uF is the axial component of disturbance velocity that would be induced at the location of the 
measurement surface by the same model in free air, at the same stream velocity, U, , and the same 

aerodynamic forces. Provided that the measurement surface is sufficiently remote from the model, we 
only need to know the far-field approximation of uF. 

Equations (4.35) and (4.3.6) specify an interior Dirichlet problem and there are a large number of 
methods available to solve it analytically or numerically. For simpler geometry’s, closed-form solutions 
are obtainable using integral transforms (Capelier et al. [lo]) or the Fourier method (Mokry and Ohman 
[49], Mokry [50], and Rizk and Smithmeyer [61]). A detailed description and coding of two of these 
techniques in Fortran are given by Gopinath [29]. 

The Dirichlet problem for Laplace’s equation, to which Eq(4.3.5) is reducible (by a co-ordinate 
transformation) is known to have a unique solution inside a region, provided that the boundary values are 
specified everywhere on its bounding surface. This guarantees that there is only one solution to u, for 
the given prescribed values of u, on the boundary. As we shall see below, the same cannot be said of 
the interference velocity components Y, and w,, evaluated from the same boundary values of u,. 

A natural approach (e.g. Stakgold [71]) to solving the Dirichlet problem for Laplace’s equation is to 
represent u, by the double layer potential : 

(4.3.7) 

where f is the doublet density and r is the distance between the fixed observation point x,,,y,,z, 
(where u, is being evaluated) and point x,y,z, which runs over the surface S in the course of 
integration. The derivative a/ an is taken in the direction of the inward normal, that is pointing into the 
test section interior. 



If the observation point is on surface S, the integrand becomes singular, because r appearing in the 
denominator will be zero when the running point reaches the observation point. Nevertheless integral 
(4.3.7) exists; but, because of its singular nature, its value depends on which side of the integration 
surface the observation point lies. In other words, u, is discontinuous across S. Taking the limit as the 
observation point becomes a point on the inner (flowfield) side of surface S, we obtain 

(4.3.8) 

where a small circular neighbourhood of the observation point (where r = 0) is considered removed 
from the surface integration; its contribution has already been accounted for by the isolated term f / 2. 

With respect to the unknown density f. Eq.(4.3.5) can be interpreted as a Fredholm integral equation of 

the second kind. The solution can be obtained numerically by dividing S into panels of (piecewise) 
constant density f, applying Eq(4.3.5) at panel centroids and solving the resulting system of linear 
algebraic equations (Mokry et al. [52]). If the walls are straight, the matrix is easily assembled using the 
contribution of a rectangular panel of unit doublet density, elaborated in the Appendix. The isolated term 
S / 2 in Eq(4.3.5) provides the diagonal element, or contribution of the panel to its own centroid. 

The major source of inaccuracy, which is common to all wall interference methods based on boundary 
measurements, is incompleteness or sparseness of the experimental pressure data. The boundary 
values of u, have to be interpolated or extrapolated over a complete boundary (finite or infinite), in order 
to make the Dirichlet problem fully defined. More specifically, the panel method will require the 
knowledge of u, at all panel centroids, as shown schematically in Figure 4.15. The crosses indicate the 

measurement points and the solid and open circles are the panel centroids on measurement and non- 
measurement surfaces respectively. A variant of the panel method which does not require extensive 
pressure measurements or interpolation has been reported by Ulbrich and Steinle [75]. [76] for full-span 
and half-span models with an image plate. The method employs precalculated influence coefficients for 
both wall panels and singularities used to represent the model at a few control points on the tunnel 
boundary. Known strengths of 
singularities from measured force and 
moment data and assumed distribution 
of loading are taken into account in 
determining the strength of the 
remaining singularities (equivalent to two 
unknowns) by satisfying the measured 
pressures in a least squares sense. The 
method is designed to compute global 
blockage and angle-of-attack corrections 
in near real-time. In effect, it combines 
the features of a direct method and a 
one-variable method. The application 
reported is for a solid wall tunnel. 
However, the influence method is more 
general and can be applied to either a 
porous or a slotted wall, providing that a 
reliable measurement of pressure at the 
boundary is obtained. 

m*.mumnsnt point8 
+*++*+++ 

a) finite SUAce b) infinite surface 

Figure 4.10 Illustrating measurement and input 
of boundan data 



The simplest way to tell how well a proposed interpolation scheme works is to test it on a theoretical 
example: generate a, by external singularities or images (Holst [32]) and check how faithfully the 
method reproduces u, inside the test section from the known boundary values at the measurement 
points. 

By nature of the solutions to elliptic equations, such as Laplace’s or Prandtl-Glauert’s, the evaluation of 
subsonic wall interference corrections from the boundary data is a smoothing operation. Unless the 
corrections are required to be known in the vicinity of the walls, pre-smoothing of the boundary data is 
unnecessary. Elimination of grossly erroneous boundary input points is an entirely different matter: 
although an individual disturbance will smooth out and will not likely be detectable as a localised 
perturbation at the model, it will influence the overall level of calculated wall interference. Another 
characteristic of linear subsonic wall interference, following from the so-called “max-min” property, is that 
the corrections at the tested model can neither be greater nor smaller than their respective maxima or 
minima attained at the walls 

Compensation for errors of the reference velocity or pressure is another important feature of the method. 
An uninitiated experimenter may find it quite amazing that if we change the reference pressure on which 
the stream Mach number A4 is based slightly, then recalculate the wall C,s and evaluate a new 
A M, the same corrected Mach number, M+ A M, is found. Actually, the principle is nearly self- 
evident: if the error of the (upstream) reference velocity U- is sum,, then the boundary perturbation 

velocities U -(U, +6U,) will be offset by -6U, from their true value U-U, However, since 
-NJ,= constant is also a solution of Eq.(4.3.5). the incremental correction, being of equal magnitude 
but opposite sign to the reference velocity error, restores U, as the true reference velocity. Naturally, 

the relationship between pressure and velocity requires linearisation, so that the principle is restricted to 
small errors (Paquet [56]). The principle may also be compromised if extrapolation of U towards the 
“false” upstream reference U, + 6 u_ is used (GARTEur [26]). 

Similarly, in ventilated test sections the autocorrection principle establishes the correspondence between 
the velocity based on plenum pressure, Um + 6 UrnI and the actual stream velocity U, In this context 

each wind tunnel test with wall pressure measurements in effect is also a calibration test. Empty wind 
tunnel calibration, as used in the classical wall interference approach, is a poor substitute since the 
model influences not only the wall pressure, but also the plenum pressure (Smith [67]. Aulehla [6]. and 
Everhart and Bobbitt [IS]). 

A related question often asked is: if small errors of the reference Mach number don’t matter is it also true 
that small errors of CL and CD don’t? Unfortunately they do. Accuracy of the one-variable method is 
greatly dependent on accuracy with which the free air potential qF can be predicted along the boundary 
surfaces (GARTEur [26]. Chevallier [13]). At low subsonic flow conditions, the far-field can be generated 
fairly well by internal singularities, determined from the model geometry and measured loading (Binion 
and Lo [8], Rizk and Smithmeyer [61]. Vaucheret [77] and Mokry [Sl]). This approach becomes less 
reliable at high incidence cases, where the extent of separated flow regions is generally unknown. Model 
representation by subsonic-flow singularities needs also to be modified near critical flow conditions, see 
Cole and Cook [14], Kemp [37] and Al-Saadi [2]. However, when the supersonic flow regions become 
extensive, perhaps even reaching the wind tunnel walls, the superposition principle, on which Eq.(4.3.6) 
is based, will no longer apply. The linear correction method may even then go on producing numbers; 
nevertheless, alternative wall correction methods which respect the true, non-linear nature of transonic 
flow should be applied (see Chapter 5.) 



In the one-variable method the transverse velocity components 

a 41 w, = - 
aZ 

(4.3.9) 

are obtained from U, by integrating the irrotational-flow conditions 

av, _ au1 --- 
ax ay 

and 

a~, _ au, --- 
ax aZ (4.3.10) 

The flow angle corrections are thus determined up to (unknown) integration constants. This is somewhat 
disappointing; however, the variations of wall induced angularity over the model can still be evaluated 
and a case made whether the H - 0.7010 AH - -0.0004 
wind tunnel test is correctable or a - 2.740’ Aa - -0.154’ 
not (Steinle and Stanewsky 6 TUBES CL - 0.5350 

1731). 9 215 PRNELS co - 0.0289 
o- 

In Figure 4.19 an example of 
corrections evaluated by the AM 

one-variable method is given for x 
the Canadair Challenger half- 2 
model tested in the IAR ; o 
Blowdown Wind Tunnel. The R 
boundary pressures were 
measured by 6 static pressure 
tubes (2 on top, 2 on bottom E 
and 2 on the sidewall) and the -75.0 -50.0 -25.0 0.0 as.0 50.0 . . . . 
division of the test section 

x ,bra, 
2 - 0.0 in 

boundary box in the X,Y,Z :- 
directions was 11 x5x 5, giving 
a total of 215 panels. The Aa - 
A M and ha correction 

contours were plotted in the 7 
t 

horizontal plane (wing 2 -5 
planform). There is no “; B 
ambiguity in the interpretation of 
the A M correction but, as we 
have indicated above, the : n- 
absolute level of the Aa -75.0 -so.0 -25.0 0.0 25.0 
correction is not known with x linl 

certainty. Figure 4.19 Wall corrections for a Canadair Challenger 
half model test in the IAR Blowdown Wind 
Tunnel, produced by the one-variable method 
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Values to the unknown angular constants can be assigned (as has been done in Figure 4.19) by 
assuming that flow enters the test section parallel to its axis. This is accomplished by imposing the 
conditions 

v,+v,=O and w,+w,=O (4.3.11) 

at an upstream axial point. If we instead imposed a condition that Y, and w, vanish there, we would in 
effect assume that far upstream flow angles are the same as they would be in free air. Simple theoretical 
analyses contradict the latter assumption by showing that under the confinement of a constant cross- 
section channel the flow angles upstream of the model decay much faster with the distance from the 
model than they would in free air. 

We can illustrate this on a simple example, which is of some relevance to testing of high-aspect ratio 
wings. Consider a two-dimensional vortex placed midway between two walls, as shown in Figure 4.20. 

The free-air potential of the vortex is -.-._ -c C.-.-.-. QF = zrctan~. 
2A x 

. . . . . . . . v, 

~~.~~~~I 

a) solid walls (x=0) 

b) porous walls (u*v=O) 

c) open jet walls (u=O) 

Ftgure4.20 Upwash velocity along the axis 
of a test section induced by a 
point vortex 

compare Eq. (2.12). The vortex induces along the x-axis 
the normal velocity 

V 
34, -Y -Y --= 

F- -= 
JZ 2nx 

7-I 
2h y 

The normal velocity along the axis of a closed-wail wind 
tunnel, as obtained by the method of images 
(Theodorsen, 1931) is 

v = v,+v, = 

Evidently, the test section height h plays a key role here: 
if h + 00, then Y -+ vF. However, if h is finite, then 
according to the I’Hospital rule 

lim v = 0 , 
‘+-== ‘F 

which says that with increasing the upstream distance, v 
tends to zero much faster than vF. This is also well 
apparent in Figure 4.20a, where both velocities are plotted 
as functions of axial distance. 

The question what happens if a portion of the wall is 
ventilated is more difficult to answer since, as we have 
pointed out before, the ventilated wall boundary conditions 
are generally unknown. It seems that the principle still 
holds, at least for “passive” wind tunnel walls where no 



forced blowing or sucking is employed. In Figure 420b the same vF as before is compared with v 
calculated using an assumption that v = -u on the upper wall and v = u on the lower wall. This 
relationship is a special case of the ideal porous-wall boundary condition Y f Pu= 0 with porosity 
(permeabilll) parameter P = 1. The formula which was used to generate the axial values of v was 
again obtained using the method of images (Ebihara [17]). We see that porosity P> 0 makes 
convergence upstream of the vortex more rapid and downstream slow. If P + cc, corresponding to 
approaching the open jet condition u = 0, the convergence of v upstream of the vortex improves 
further, but downstream of the vortex the flow becomes permanently deflected, see Figure 4.20~. Based 
on these and similar observations, the upstream conditions described by Eqs.(4.3.11) appear to be quite 
acceptable. It is of course realised that these conditions may lead to serious errors if imposed too close 
to the model (Akai and Piomelli. 1984). A more rigorous approach (at least on paper) is to actually 
measure the flow angles at some point, preferably non-intrusively, 

As a point of interest, we may also mention that the 
complex-variable treatment of the 2D problem leads to 
the Schwarz problem (Smith [69]), consisting of 
determining an analytic function inside a domain from its 
defined real part on the boundary. Theory (e.g. Gakhov 
[24]) shows that the integration of the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations introduces an unknown imaginary constant 
that needs to be specified in order to make the solution 
unique. Translated into the language of aerodynamics: 
the flow angle constant is again unknown. 

Last but not least in order of importance are the 
methods of measuring the perturbation u-velocity 
along the test section boundary. Since the wall 
correction method is based on potential-flow theory, the 
measurement should not be made on the wall itself, but 
at a distance where the effect of the wall boundary layer 
on static pressure is negligible. The simplest way to 
obtain u is by measuring static pressure on a plate (rail) 
instrumented with pressure orifices, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.21a. The plate is mounted on the wall in the 
direction parallel to mainstream. For isentropic flow in 
the &z-plane it follows 

W pipe 
Figure 4.21 Schematic of devices with a 

single row of pressure orifices 

where C, is the measured pressure coefficient and U= (U-Um)/Um and w = W/U, are the 

components of the disturbance velocity in the x and z directions. the first-order approximation, valid 
throughout the whole subsonic-supersonic regime, is : 

1 
u=--cp 

2 
(4.3.12) 
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If there is a lateral component of velocity (in the y-direction), the plate interacts with the flow and the 

measured pressure may no longer represent the local stream static pressure. For three-dimensional 
flows, a more suitable device is a pipe with a row of pressure orifices facing the test section interior, 
Figure 4.21b. The pipe also interacts with the ambient flow, but in a more predictable manner. Using 
slender body theory, Nenni et al. (1982) derived for a pressure coefficient on a circular cross-section pipe 

C, =-2u-p2u2+2d 

z 

w 

:-\ 

Y v 0 

P 

d 

Figure 4.22 : Cross-flow 
plane of a circular pipe 

where u, v,w are the components of disturbance velocity, d is the pipe 
diameter, and w is the azimuthal angle of the pressure oriRce P, as 
defined in Figure 4.22. For the orifices shown in Figure 4.21b the 
corresponding azimuthal angle is w = 3n/ 2. However, regardless of the 
azimuthal location of the pressure orifices, the transverse components of 
velocity v and w need to be known, in order to retrieve u from 
Eq.(4.3.13). This may be possible if the wall interference evaluation is 
arranged in an iterative fashion. The contributions of v and w and their 
derivatives can of course be eliminated by using several rows of pressure 
orifices (Nenni et al. [53]). A more serious objection to using Eq.(4.3.13) is 
that it has been derived for inviscid flow and would not apply should the 
pipe be immersed, partly or totally, in the wall boundary layer. In contrast, 

@I Turn tw”“UIl a, r&II IUIUI”, 

Figure 4.23 IAR Static pressure devices 

the linear approximation, as described by 
Eq.(4.3.12), may hold even then. Assuming that 
C, is constant across the boundary layer in the 

direction normal to the wall, then the evaluated 
u represents the perturbation velocity on the 
outer edge of the boundary layer. Provided that 
the boundary displacement is small compared to 
the dimensions of the test section, the 
displacement may be neglected in routine wall 
interference computations. 

A practical implementation of these static 
pressure devices is illustrated in Figure 4.23. 
The “rail” was the initial design used in early lwo- 
dimensional measurements in the High Speed 
Wind Tunnel in Ottawa (Peake et al. [57]). The 
impetus for its development came from an idea 
to supply the CFD method by Magnus and 
Yoshihara [44] by a pressure boundary condition, 
in an attempt to simulate computationally flow 
past an airfoil under the constraint of wind tunnel 
walls. Similar rails were subsequently built in a 
number of other facilities (Blackwell (91. Sawada 
[63], and Smith [SS]) and used even for half- 
model (Pounds and Walker [59] and Hinson and 
Burdges [31], Goldhammer and Steinle [28]) and 



full-model testing (Mokry and Galway [48]). Later, the rails were superseded by pipes (tubes), as they 
were easier to manufacture and also more suitable for three-dimensional testing. As discussed by 
Galway [25], the number and location of these pressure pipes depend upon the test section and model 
configuration, so that adequate definition of the pressure at the boundaty surface through interpolation 
and extrapolation is possible. In the examples shown in Figure 4.24, a slightly irregular placement of the 
pipes was enforced by wall structural supports on the plenum side of the test section. 

For slotted walls, where the mean-flow boundary conditions are established at greater distances from the 
walls, installation of pressure tubes or rails becomes less practical, although still feasible (Smith 1691). The 
inviscid slot flow analyses suggest that the pressure orifices need to located at least one slot spacing 
distance from the wall, in order not to be adversely affected by the rapidly varying flow in the slot (Smith 
[SS], Kemp [36] and Steinle [73]). This hypothesis was verified experimentally by Everhart and Bobbitt [18]. 
For longitudinally slotted walls it is oflen more convenient to measure the boundary pressures using orifices 
installed directly in the slats, usually along or close to their centrelines (Sewall [64]). In determining the 
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Figure 4.24 Lo&on of sMc pressure tubes (pipes) for d&rent modes of testing 



streamwise component of perturbation velocity, U, it is necessary, in principle, to apply a correction to the 
value obtained from Eq(4.3.12) when slat pressure coefficient is used as input. Based on the inviscid 
slot flow analysis by Berndt [7]. Freestone et al. [22] deduced that for typical slotted wall geometry’s the 
error of the mean value of u would not exceed 0.004 (0.4% of freestream velocity). This error estimate 
is consistent with earlier tindings of Smith [S9] and Firmin and Cook [20]. implying that the pressure 
measurement made over the centre of the slat may be used as a reasonable approximate to the local 
mean static pressure at subsonic speeds. Unfortunately, there is also contradicting experimental 
evidence (GARTEur [26], and Everhart and Bobbitt [18]) that, depending on slot geometry and orifice 
locations, the differences between the slat pressures and mean static pressures can be more substantial. 
The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that, unless supported by supplementary flow 
measurements, pressure measured on the slats should not be presumed equal to the mean static 
pressure at the wall. A positive aspect of slat pressure measurement is that it is non-intrusive, in contrast 
to that provided by a static pressure pipe. Unfortunately, the effects of viscosity and vorticity in the 
immediate vicinity of the slotted wall generate very complex cross-flow patterns (Wu et al. [79]) that make 
a rigorous interpretation of the measured pressure data difficult. 

Concerning the perforated walls, the measurement of pressure by orifices installed directly in the walls is 
even more problematic. For closely-spaced perforation holes the measured pressure suffers from a 
great deal of scatter even when the pressure orifices are positioned exactly at the same locations with 
respect to the surrounding perforation holes (Ohman and Brown [54]). This poses a problem especially 
for three-dimensional testing, where the pressure disturbances generated by the model are generally 
weak and hidden in the scatter generated by the holes. Since the scatter is spatially fixed, a partial 
remedy is in calculating the wall interference correction as an incremental one, using the differences of 
boundary pressures measured with model in and model out. Another possibility is to plug the perforation 
holes surrounding the pressure orifice, but this of course changes the local permeability of the wall. A 
variant of the perforated wall which avoids this problem is a porous-slotted wall comprised of a sufficient 
number of lines of porosity as to behave closely as a uniform porous wall such as the NASA Ames 1 l-by 
1 l-Foot Transonic Tunnel. In this case, static pressure measurements can be made without affecting 
local porosity. 

4.3.2 TWO-VARIABLE METHOD 

The first successful evaluation of the 2-D interference flow field from two flow variables measured at the 
control surface was reported by Lo 1421. Both numerical demonstration and experimental verification are 
given in the same paper. The method uses the Fourier transform solution (Lo and Kraft [43]) for 
linearised subsonic flow past a nonlifiing airfoil. A more straightforward Cauchy’s integral approach to the 
two-variable method was subsequently described by Kraft and Dahm [38], Smith [69], and Amecke [3]. 
The general formulation of the method for 3-D flows, based on Green’s identity, is due to Ashill and 
Weeks [4]; for more discussion see also Ashill and Keating 151. A Fourier transform solution for the 
blockage interference, obtained as a function of two velocity components measured at a circular-cylinder 
surface, has recently been given by Qian and Lo [60]. 

The two-variable method for the ventilated-wall test sections is essentially the same as for the closed-wall 
test section described in Chapter 4.1.4 and 4.2.5.2. The only difference lies in the fact that the normal 
velocity at the solid wall is known, whereas for the ventilated walls it needs to be measured. 



The wall interference potential obtained from Eq.(4.14) is 

@, = -1 
U 

a4J 1 a 1 & 
4x an r 4-l] dn r 

s 

(4.3.14) 

where 4, is to be evaluated at an interior point P(x,,y,,z,) and r is a distance between this point 
and point Q(x,y,z) that identifies the location of the surface element dS. The “observation” point P 
is held fixed, whereas Q is a “running” or “dummy” point in the integration’s on the right-hand side of 

Eq.(4.3.14). As in Chapter 4.1, the normal derivatives are taken inward towards the working section. 
Physically, Eq.(4.3.14) can be interpreted as a surface distribution of sources of density r&p/ dn and a 
surface distribution of doublets of density (-4). 

The two-dimensional analogue of Eq.(4.3.14) is (Labrujere et al., 1986) 

(4.3.15) 

where ds is the element of arc length of the boundary contour C In two dimensions, 0 can be 
differentiated in the direction tangent to the contour, so that the specification of $I is equivalent to 
specifying the tangential component of disturbance velocity, a@/ 3s An alternative Cauchy-integral 

formulation of the two-variable method (Smith [SS]) uses the complex disturbance velocity u - iv. 

The number of velocity components needed to be measured in order to implement the two-variable 
method in three dimensions is again as the name of the method suggests: two. From $ defined on the 
bounding surface two components of tangential velocity can be derived; yet, if one of them is measured, 
the other is determined by integrating the irrotational-flow conditions. The second velocity component 
that needs to be measured is the normal one, &#I/ an. 

As discussed in Chapter 4.2, the two-variable method is most easily applied to solid wall test sections, 
where the normal velocity component, &$ / an, can be determined from the local slope of the boundary- 

layer displaced wall surface. If the test section walls are straight and the boundary layer growth is 
neglected, @/an = 0. In that case the source distribution drops out of Eq.(4.3.14) and the 
implementation of the method is particularly simple. 

Before discussing the techniques for measuring &#r/ an in ventilated-wall wind tunnels, we shall set up 
a simple numerical model to illustrate how the method is supposed to work when both Q and &#r/ an 
participate. Integral (4.3.14) and its derivatives will be approximated as sums of contributions of 
constant-density panels, into which the boundary surface S is divided. The closed-form solutions for 
the contributions of a rectangular, unit-density source or doublet panel are given in the Appendix. What 
remains to be done is to change the co-ordinates from the local (panel) co-ordinate system to the global 
(test section) co-ordinate system, multiply the contributions by the local source and doublet densities, and 
then sum up all panel contributions. There is no system of equations as such to be solved in the two- 
variable method. 

In the example shown in Figure 4.25a the test section is a simple right-angled box. The panels cover the 
top, bottom and side walls, and also the upstream and downstream faces. The plane y = 0 is assumed 
to be a plane of symmetry (a solid reflection plate in the half-model test arrangement). The division of 



a) Paneling of the test m&on; 
singular points and observation plane 

b) u-velocities inducad by a doublet at point 1 

c) u-velocities induced by a doublet at point F 

Figure 4.25 Processing of external and internal sin- 
gularities by the two-variable method 

the box in the x,y,z directions is 11 x5x 5, 
making a total of 215 panels. Symmetry is built 
into the scheme by supplementing the 
contribution of each panel by its reflected 
counterpart. 

Figure 4.2513 shows the effect of a point doublet 
in the x-direction, located at point I outside 
the box. Superimposed with the uniform 
stream, the singularity is known to model 
incompressible flow past a sphere. The broken 
lines are the u-velocity contours induced by 
the doublet at the interior plane z = 0. The 
solid lines are the contours produced by the 
two-variable method from the values of $ and 
J#/Jn generated by the doublet at the panel 
centroids. Apart from small numerical 
inaccuracies, the method is seen to have 
produced the effect of an external singularity 
9=9,. 

Figure 4.2% shows the effect of the same 
doublet placed the same distance from the wall 
at point F inside the box. The broken lines 
are still present, except that they are more 
dense because the doublet is now much closer 
to the observation plane than before. However, 
the solid lines have all disappeared. (Actually, 
there would still be numerical error contours: 
but the selected contour step was too large to 
capture them.) The two-variable method has 
thus eliminated the effect of an internal 
singularity, 4 = 4,. 

A question arises whether the same also 
applies to potential-flow singularities other than 
doublets. The answer, which follows from 
Green’s (third) identity, is affirmative. If we 
substitute in the integrand of Eq(4.3.14) 

$ = 4,. then the value of the integral will again be I$, because Q, is non-singular in the test section 
interior. However, if we set $= OF , then the integral vanishes since eF is non-singular in the test 
section exterior. Accordingly, if the model is represented by internal singularities and the wind tunnel 
walls by the external singulariiies. the method will automatically account only for the external ones. This 
is exactly what is done when evaluating wall interference using the method of images: the summation is 
carried out over the whole infinite array of singularities and then the internal ones are subtracted. An 
interesting point is that the two-variable method does it by processing the measured boundary values of 
r#~ and J$lJn , regardless of whether or not the internal and external singularities can be reconstructed 

from them. 



It is now also apparent that the above conclusions 
could have been obtained by examining Eq.(4.3.14) in 
the first place without resorting to any kind of 
numerical experimentation. However, the simple 
numerical box just described is in fact a prototype of a 
wall interference code that would, apart from minor 
geometrical modification, be used to correct 
measurements in an actual test section of a wind 
tunnel. The easiest way to check the code for errors 
and inaccuracies is by processing some well-defined 
singularities, exactly the same way as has been 
demonstrated. By further modifying this numerical 
experiment one can also determine how many panels 
are needed to represent the walls adequately, how 
many measurement points are required and where 
they should preferably be located, how the 
interpolations should be set up, whether the integrals 
over the upstream and downstream ends could 
possibly be dropped (Labrujere et al. [41]), and so on. 
As we have already mentioned, the method is simple 
in principle, but there are many possrbrlrtres of how it 
could be implemented, each of them giving somewhat 
different answers. 

The simplest device for measuring two components of 
velocity is a plate with two rows of pressure orifices, 
aligned with the direction of mainstream, as shown 
schematically in Figure 4.26a. Assuming that the 

a) plate 

Figure 4.26 Schematic of devices with hnro 
rows of pressure orifices 

plate is in the x, y-plane where the x-axis is parallel with the orifice rows, we obtain (for small pressure 

perturbations) midway between the orifices 

u = $u, +u2) = -$(cp, +cp2) 

and, from the irrotational-flow condition, 

JW au u2 -UI _ CP, -c,2 -=-=-_ 

ax iiZ d 2d ’ 

where d is the distance of the orifice rows. 

(4.3.16) 

(4.3.17) 

A better device, especially for three-dimensional testing, is the double-orifice tube, also known as the 
Calspan pipe (Nenni et al. [53], Smith [70]), see Figure 426b. The pipe is equipped with two 
diametrically opposing rows of orifices, one facing the test section interior and the other one the wall. 
Substituting W= Z/ 2 and W= 3x/ 2 in Eq.(4.3.13), we obtain respectively 

JW 
C,, = -2u-p2u2 i2d--4v2 

ax 
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ilW 
C,, = -2u - j3’u’ - 2d - - 4v2 

ax 

Adding and subtracting these expressions and retaining only the highest-order terms, we find that u is 
again approximated by Eq.(4.3.16); but, for the streamwise derivative of the normal velocity it follows: 

JW CP, - cm 

ax 4d 
(4.3.18) 

where d is the tube diameter. Comparing Eqs(4.3.17) and (4.3.18) we see that for the same &lax 
and distances, d, of the orifices, the Calspan pipe doubles the pressure difference which otherwise 
would be measured by the dual-orifice plate. This amplification is especially welcome when the 
measured pressure differences are of the same magnitude as the discrete perturbations emanating at 
the ventilated walls (Smith [70]), or in low speed wind tunnels, where the pressure differences are weak 
in general (Fernkrans [lg]). 

In either case, the w-velocity has to be obtained from its derivative by integration, and there re-appears 
again the familiar problem of determination of an unknown integration constant. Nenni et al. (1982) 
describe the steps to be taken as follows: assuming that w is known at a reference station xR , then 
aw /ax can be integrated to give 

(4.3.19) 

If w can be measured at a sriitable reference point, the pressure distributions along the top and bottom 
of the pipe can also be used to determine w , in addition to U. This supplementary measurement of 
w(xR) has to be made by an alternative measuring technique, or else xR has to be chosen where 
w(x,) is expected to be zero. As the major shortcomings of measuring flow direction by the Calspan 

pipe identified were: weak pressure differences and reliance on slender-body theory, which ignores the 
possible effects of viscosity and flow non-uniformity in the vicinity of the walls (Smith [70]). 

Because half the (diametrically opposing) orifices face the wall, the pipe has to be positioned some 
distance from the wall. A typical example is in Figure 4.27, showing an installation of a Calspan pipe in 
the NLR Pilot Tunnel (GARTEur [26]). An interesting concept for three-dimensional testing is the AEDC 
rotating pipe system (Parker and Erickson [55] and Sickles [SS]), shown in Figure 4.28. The system 
consists of two pipes and a mechanism that can rotate them about the centreline of the perforated-wall 
test section (AEDC Tunnel 4T). The pipes sweep out a cylindrical measurement surface, approximately 
one inch from the wall at the closest point. Each 5/E-inch diameter pipe is equipped with 40 pairs of 
diametrically opposing orifices, distributed more densely where large pressure gradients are expected. 
The pressure and the difference in the pressures for each pair are used to detenine the components of 
velocity in the streamwise and radial directions. The integration to determine the longitudinal distribution 
of the radial component of velocity is perfoned over two intervals: from upstream to peak suction 
pressure, and (backward) from downstream to peak suction pressure. The integration constants for the 
two regions are measured by upstream and downstream flow angle probes, also visible in Figure 4.28. A 
more detailed discussion of the apparatus and sample measurements can be found in Kraft et al. [39]. 

For slotted walls, it has also been suggested to measure or establish the mean flow boundary conditions 
from velocities measured by probes traversed inside the slots (Freestone and Mohan [23]). Provided that 
the streamwise variations of the mean normal velocity are relatively slow, as most experiments confirm, a 
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probe traverse could be substituted by a number of fixed flow angle probes (Mohan and Freestone, [46]), 
making the technique suitable even for production wind-tunnel testing. 

Figure 4.27 Calspan pipe and its mounting in the NLR Pilot Tunnel 

Figure 4.28 AEDC Two-Variable Measuring System 
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Figure 4.29 NASA/United Sensor flow angle probe 

Outer tubes are inclined in 

Central tube is gmund square 

Only outer sudaca of tubas shown 

Figure 4.30 Sketch of in-line probe to measure flow angle in 
presence of shear (Courtesy of M.M. Freestone) 

A typical three-tube flow angle 
probe, used by Everhart and 
Bobbitt [IE] for slot flow 
measurements in the NASA 
Langley 6x 19 Inch Transonic 
Tunnel, is shown schematically 
in Figure 4.29. In an effort to 
eliminate the error when 
crossing the shear layer, 
Freestone has recently 
developed a flow angle probe, 
whose pressure-measuring 
tubes are positioned parallel to 
the wall, see Figure 4.30. 

The velocity component normal to the wall normal is quite substantial inside the slot and all indications 
are that it can be measured very accurately. A difficulty arises when one wishes to establish 
correspondence between the velocity inside the slot and the mean or “homogeneous” normal velocity at 
the wall that enters Eq.(4.3.14) or (4.3.15). In theory, the latter can be evaluated by laterally averaging 
the mass flux using the slender-body theory (Everhart and Bobbitt [IS]). Unfortunately, viscous effects in 
the slots do not just manifest themselves by narrowing the effective slot width (vena contracta). 
Experimental data show that along the slot segments where air is flowing into the test section, rather than 
out of it, the crossflow is causing a rapid thickening of the wall boundary layer. This effective 
amplification of the mean normal velocity over the inflow regions of the walls was found to be of up to 
about 4.0 (Freestone and Mohan [23]). Quantitative observations of similar kind, both in slotted and 
perforated walls, have also been made by Vidal et al. [78]. Chan [I I], Firmin and Cook [20]. and Crites 
and Rueger 1151. Freestone (private communication, 1995) suggests: “It is possible in principle to make 
a series of measurements in the test section of interest, specially designed to provide the amplification 
factor in sufficient detail for subsequent application. Whether or not it would be feasible or practical 
undertaking is not so clear. Much may depend on first demonstrating that it is not necessary to know the 
streamwise variations in boundary layer thickness very precisely in order to achieve the desired accuracy 
of wall interference. Perhaps it would be adequate to know the overall increase in thickness over the 
length of the inflow region, but even this, in a three-dimensional test, is no small task.” Another possibility 



is keeping the amplification factor close to unity by enforcing outflow above and below the model and 
returning the drawn air to the wind-tunnel circuit some distance downstream (Mohan and Freestone [46]). 
Of course, the corresponding pressure gradient can make the measured model data difficult to correct to 
free stream conditions. 

In spite of the current ditTiculties in measuring the normal component of velocity at the wind tunnel 
boundary, the uncertainty of the model representation inherent in the one-variable method is a far more 
serious problem, especially in transonic or separated flow regimes. As spelled out by Rubbert [SZ] and 
the GARTEur Report [26], attention will undoubtedly turn more and more to the two-variable method, 
which is capable of producing corrections from two components of boundary velocity, without knowing 
anything about the flow in the neighbourhood of the model. Since the relative accuracy or dependability 
of the two-variable method is a function of measurement accuracy’s inherent in producing the two 
components of velocity near the walls, it is predominantly in improving the measurement techniques 
where progress can be made. 

4.3.3 ALTERNATIVE METHODS 

There are other methods of utilising boundary measurements in the evaluation of subsonic wall 
interference besides those discussed in this Chapter, but most of them are not as direct as those 
described above. An attractive approach, at least from the production-testing viewpoint, is to use the 
two-variable method with the measurement of one variable. This is of course possible only if the wall 
boundary condition is known, so that the unknown variable (normal velocity) can be derived from the 
measured one (pressure). An example of this approach is discussed by Rueger and Crites, et. al. 
(1994.) In this approach the uncertainty of model representation, inherent in the one-variable method, is 
traded for the uncertainty in the wall boundary condition. The boundary condition at a given wall location 
can be established, for example, by applying the one-variable method in instances when the model far 
field can be well predicted (subcritical, low incidence flow). In essence, the evaluation of the transverse 
velocity components Y, and w, consists of streamwise integrating Eqs(4.3.10) where the derivatives 
of u, have been obtained by the one-variable method. The subsequent two-variable evaluation is used 

in flow situations where the far-field of the model cannot be predicted as reliably (high incidence or 
supercritical flow). 

APPENDIX: RECTANGULAR WALL PANEL 

Considered is a rectangular panel 

R = {(x,y,z): x, Ix I x2, y, I y s y,, 2 = 0) , 

whose normal is oriented along the positive z-axis and whose source or doublet density is unity. The 
distance of the observation point xO,y,,z, from the panel point x,y,z is 

Y = ~(x,-x)*+(yo-y)*+(zo-z)2 

Evaluation of the potential and its derivatives induced by the panel at the observation point can be quite 
tedious (Hess and Smith [30]. Holst [32], Katz and Plotkin [35]) but the results can be manipulated into 
neat, Biot-Savart-type formulae. 



For the source panel, we obtain 

a -- 
I IdS = v;,-v;,+v;,-v;~ 

JY, r R 
a - 

I 
AdS 

32, r 
= w;,-w;, +w; - 42 

R 

where 

u; = ltl[Cj -(y. - Yj)] 

vi = ln[rg -(x0-x8)] 

w; 
= arctan txO - xi KY0 - Yj 1 

z. rg 

and 

‘;r = $x0 -xi)2+(yo - yjy +z,2 

The normal velocity induced by a source panel has a jump discontinuity across the panel: if 
x,<x,<x,,y,<y,<y, and z,+Of, 

a 
~ 

J 
IdS aZ, r 

-+ k2n, 
R 

The tangential velocities and the potential itself are continuous across the panel 

For the doublet panel, similarly, 

J 0 &ids= -“J 
aZ r 

IdS = w;,-w;,+w;,-w;* 
f3z, r 

R R 

a a i 
- dz ; dS = u; - u,“, + u,“, - u; 
a% J 0 R 
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- b .! ds = ,,,C,,,d+,,,d a 
I 0 

d 
JZO dz r II 21 22 - WI2 

R 

Id; = Z&-Y,) 
[(x,-xi)’ +z,‘]r, 

v; = z,(x, - xi > 
[(YO-Yj)2 +ZoZ15j 

txO - xi)(YO - Yj) ( 
Ml; = - 

Z$ 

(xo-x,)2(yo-yi)2+z~I;f ';I'; L I 

The potential of the doublet panel has a jump discontinuity across the panel: if 
x,<xO<xz, y,<y,<y, and z,+Ok, 

a 1 I 0 %;dS +*2x 
R 

The velocity components are continuous 
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5. TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL WALL INTERFERENCE 

5.1 BACKGROUND 

5.1 .I SCOPE AND OVERVIEW 

Transonic wind tunnel corrections pose unique and difficult challenges. Because of their technical 
importance, they have bean the subject of active research since World War II. The subject is vast; and 
adequate treatment demands a separate treatise such as an update of Goetheri [71]. Although much 
progress has been made, significant effort is still needed to cope with current needs and issues, since 
large gaps remain in our knowledge. Because significant developments have occurred since the last 
AGARD review of this topic [67], an updated assessment is appropriate. Although not an exhaustive 
survey, this chapter is intended to provide a current glimpse of some activities in transonic wall 
interference It contains different perspectives from Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC). 
McDonnell Douglas, NASA Langley and Rockwell Science Center. It makes no attempt to discuss the 
important area of experimental and instrumentation methods exemplified by the continuing challenges of 
making accurate static pressure measurements near ventilated walls, and non-invasive optical 
diagnostics for three-dimensional transonic wind tunnel flow mapping and visualisation. Rather, it 
emphasises the related topics of wall simulation and correction prediction procedures. These are 
especially difficult because of the nonlinearity of the flow as well as shock wave interactions with the walls 
and their consequences for extrapolation from ground tests to flight. 

As compared to low and moderate supersonic speeds, the corrections can be large. Except for weak 
supercriticality (WS). which is defined by a high subsonic flow containing only small supersonic pockets, 
compressible corrections based on the imaging, and superposition methodology such as panel methods 
used extensively for low Mach number wind tunnel flows are not applicable since the flow is highly non- 
linear with shocks. In the wind tunnel, WS implies that the far upstream and downstream regions are 
subsonic, without non-linear mixed flow effects. WS frequently occurs over commercial transport aircrafl 
at cruise conditions. Because of such practicality, some of this chapter relates to this situation. In the 
wind tunnel, WS is also associated with supersonic bubbles whose height is small compared to the wall 
height. When these two dimensions are comparable, and the freestream is slightly subsonic, the flow has 
been classified by Hornung and Stanewsky [85] as Group 1. Group 2 flows are also associated with 
subsonic freestreams but with free field sonic bubbles penetrating the walls. Sonic Mach number and 
choked flow are special subcases of Group 2 flows. Slightly supersonic freestreams are classified as 
Group 3. We will be concerned with all three groups in this chapter. Adaptive walls in which the wind 
tunnel walls or near-wall regions are configured to replicate free field conditions will be mentioned only in 
passing, as these are discussed in Chapter 10. 



5.1.2 PREVIOUS LITERATURE AND CONFERENCES 

Since Garner, et al. [S7] as well as Pindzola and Lo [151]. a number of conferences and summery papers 
dealing with wind tunnel wall interference have been published. Although much of this work was not 
exclusively for the transonic flow regime (see the subsonic material discussed in the previous chapters 
herein), many of the ideas and procedures are applicable to this speed range (albeit, frequently, with the 
restriction of weak supercriticality and subsonic far fields). 

Several conference proceedings devoted to wall interference are: 

a) Wall Interference in Wind Tunnels; AGARD [3] 

b) Wind Tunnel Wall Interference Assessment/Correction-1983; Newman and Barnwell, editors [139] 

c) Adaptive Wall Wind Tunnels and Wall Interference Correction Methods; Hornung and Stanewsky, 
editors [85] 

d) International Conference on Adaptive Wall Wind Tunnel Research and Wall Interference Correction; 
He, editor [ES] 

e) Wall Interference, Support Interference, and Flow Field Measurements; AGARD [5] 

In addition, since 1970, a number of other AGARD Symposia and AIAA Meetings related to wind tunnel 
and testing techniques, have included sessions devoted to wall interference. Noteworthy summary 
papers in addition to those appearing in the previously cited conference proceedings are: 

a) Two-Dimensional Transonic Testing Methods; Elsenaar, editor [49] 

b) Two-Dimensional Wind Tunnel Wall Interference; Mokry, et al. [133], 

c) Wind Tunnel Wall Interference; Newman, et a/. 11381, 

d) Advances at AEDC in Treating Transonic Wind Tunnel Wall Interference; Krafi, et al. [IOS], 

e) Calculation of Transonic Wall Interference; Donegan, et al. [47], 

f) Emerging Technology for Transonic Wind-Tunnel Wall Interference Assessment and Corrections; 
Newman, et al. [142], 

g) Wall Interference Assessment and Corrections; Newman, et al. (1431. 

Lynch, et al. [I171 and Ashill [12], which appear in AGARD [5], review and summarise recent wall 
interference correction status and needs, Adaptive wind tunnel wall technology and applications have 
been reviewed recently in AGARD [4]. Also, a bibliography of wall interference work in the 1980’s by 
Tuttle and Cole [I781 cites many papers. 

5.1.3 WALL INTERFERENCE/REYNOLDS SIMULATION TRADE-OFF 
IN MODEL SIZING 

Currently, the issue of US wind tunnel modernisation is being addressed. A major thrust is attainment of 
near-flight Reynolds numbers, If large models are used, wall and sting interference are limiting factors in 
obtaining a tunnel flow even qualitatively resembling that of flight. In particular, testing at transonic 
speeds can produce steep wave fronts that reflect back on the model. Ventilated walls, porous and 
slotted, were developed to cancel blockage and allow testing through the transonic range, while porous 
walls, specifically, have been developed with the aim of cancelling these reflections. In spite of the 
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advances made in this technology as well as computational simulations, much still needs to be done to 
understand the trade-offs in sizing wind tunnel models and test sections to minimise wall and sting effects 
while maximising model Reynolds numbers. Key factors in this balance are shock-boundary layer 
interactions, and coupling of separation with laminar-turbulent transition. These as well as other highly 
Reynolds number-dependent phenomena affect whether the wind tunnel and the free flight flow resemble 
each other. 

An extreme example of trade-offs between wall interference and required physical flow simulation was 
posed by the special requirements of the NASA supercritical, laminar flow control (LFC), swept-wing 
experiment (Harris, et al. [82]) conducted in the 8-Ft Transonic Pressure Tunnel (8-Ft TPT) at the 
Langley Research Center. Specifically, a proper simulation of an unbounded supercritical-flow condition 
about an infinite-span yawed wing of large chord at low noise and turbulence levels was desired. A 
transonic test condition was needed in order to establish the compatibility of an active LFC wing-suction 
system with the current high-performance, supercritical-airfoil technology. The LFC experiment had to be 
done in a wind tunnel that had levels of stream turbulence and acoustic noise approaching those of flight 
conditions so that the suction required to maintain laminar flow on the model was realistic. Conventional 
slotted or porous-walled transonic tunnels were inadequate in this regard; however, installation of 
screens and honeycomb, as well as closing the slots and choking the flow at the downstream end of the 
test section significantly reduced pressure fluctuations in the test section. Since transport aircraft 
envisioned for LFC applications have moderately swept wings of high aspect ratio where crossflow 
instability is the dominant transition mechanism, this instability must be investigated at appropriate flight 
crossflow Reynolds numbers. This requirement, together with the physical-size limitations set by slot-duct 
construction in the test panel and the required limitations on roughness-height Reynolds number for 
laminar flow, resulted in a large-chord swept-wing panel. In the 8-ft TPT, both the resulting ratio of tunnel 
height to model chord and the wing-panel aspect ratio are somewhat less than unity. 

The liner designed by Newman, et a/. [141] and constructed for the LFC experiment is characterised by 
its contoured shape of nonporous materials which produces a specified flow at the fixed transonic design 
or test condition. To produce a transonic wind-tunnel flow that simulates free-air flow about an infinite- 
span yawed wing, all bounding test-section walls had to be contoured. This contouring extended well into 
the existing tunnel contraction and diffuser in order to establish the flow and minimise loss of tunnel 
performance. The sensitivity of high-speed channel flows to the effective cross-sectional area-ratio 
distribution required viscous boundary-layer displacement corrections be made. This example illustrates 
the complex trade-offs that are needed in a useful wind tunnel simulation that can attempt to replicate 
flight conditions. 

5.1.4 CORRECTABILITY 

If the essential physics of the free field flow can be closely approximated by the wind tunnel, and if the 
fluid-dynamic phenomena on and near both the aerodynamic model and the tunnel walls are properly 
captured and described by the mathematical formulation, the test data are defined to be correctable. 
Determining the correctability envelope remains elusive due to our limited knowledge (particularly in the 
transonic regime) of separation, turbulence, transition, shock wave phenomena and non-linear flow 
physics. Kemp [ICM] introduced the concept of a correctable-interference transonic wind tunnel 
combining a capability for wall-interference assessment with a limited capability for wall control. In that 
paper, he demonstrated the feasibility of using experimentally measured data directly as boundary values 
for the assessment in lieu of more generally formulated but less accurate wall boundary conditions. He 



anticipated that such principles, used in non-linear flow codes, would lead to an accurate assessment of 
the wall interference for transonic tunnels. 

Quoting from Kemp 11041, “This capability alone [accurate assessment], however, will not produce the 
desired result of eliminating wall interference as an error source in transonic wind-tunnel testing. The 
concept of the self-correcting wind tunnel (Goodyer [73]; Sears [162]; and, Fern and Baronti [59]) which 
would exercise iteratively some form of controllable walls and the associated control logic to satisfy an 
interference-free criterion has been proposed by others. The difficulties envisioned in implementing and 
operating the self-correcting wind tunnel are significant. An alternate approach to the minimisation of 
testing errors due to wall interference, designated as the correctable-interference transonic wind tunnel, 
is offered here.” 

COMPUTE TRANSONIC 

ACHIEVE UNIFORM 
WALL-INDUCE VELOCITIES 

AT MODEL 

INTERFERENCE-FREE 

Figure 5.1 : The correctable interference transonic wind tunnel concept 

“The correctable-interference transonic wind tunnel would combine the capability for assessment of wall 
interference with a limited capability for wail control. Four primary areas in which research is needed to 
achieve these capabilities are noted on Figure 5.1. The interference assessment capability would be 
used to categorise the interference existing at each test condition as negligible, correctable, or 
uncorrectable using criteria which could be adjusted according to the data accuracy required for the test. 
Wall control would be used only for those conditions assessed as uncorrectable and only to the extent 
necessary to achieve a correctable condition, thus the wall-control requirements are less restrictive than 
those for a self-correcting tunnel and possibly could be achieved with a simpler wall mechanisation. The 
assessment and control capabilities would be combined to search out a test section configuration which 
maximises the range of test conditions falling in the negligible or correctable interference categories. This 
configuration would then become the standard fixed geometry test section used for the bulk of the wind- 
tunnel tests, thereby providing a high productivity rate. The results discussed in the preceding sections 
imply that the interference assessment and correction capability can be achieved using the data normally 
measured on a wind-tunnel model, supplemented by the survey over a control surface near the walls of 
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only a single flow parameter rather than the two independent parameters required for the self-correcting 
tunnel.” 

Beyond the foregoing, correctability, which is a major issue for transonic testing will be not be discussed 
extensively here, except for Section 5.3.2.3. 

This chapter will give some perspectives on transonic wind tunnel wall correction methodology. Modern 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods will be reviewed, including augmentation of the interference 
prediction techniques with experimental measurements. An update of treatment of wall boundary 
conditions will be provided. These two topics will be addressed from the viewpoints of Arnold Engineering 
Development Center (AEDC), McDonnell Douglas and NASA Langley. It should be noted that wall 
boundary conditions remain the central issue in modelling transonic wind tunnel flows. To complement 
the CFD discussion, an overview of combined asymptotic and numerical (CAN, Combined Asymptotic 
and Numerical) procedures will be provided. Finally, prospects for the future will be briefly indicated. 
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5.2 WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR TRANSONIC FLOWS 

To predict wall interference at transonic speeds, some sort of non-linear boundary value problem 
involving the gasdynamic equations of motion needs to be solved. For this problem to be properly posed, 
appropriate boundary conditions are crucial. Obtaining these conditions for the variety of ventilated walls 
used to mitigate shock reflections in transonic testing is challenging, and in some cases overwhelming, 
since the small-scale fluid-mechanical interactions can be quite complex, involving the effect of injection 
and suction in wall boundary layers leading to complex flow patterns. These are exemplified by return jets 
and vertical structures in perforated, slotted, and baffled slotted wind tunnels. The specification of 
boundary conditions is further complicated by the possibility of turbulence and coupling of flow and 
tunnel-wall boundary vibrations. 

Obviously, a detailed solution of these small-scale flows may be impractical and not warranted in 
obtaining rapid assessments of interference by the test engineer. This view is clarified by formulating the 
wall interference problem as a multi-scale asymptotic problem in which one scale is the local flow near 
the wall ventilations, with a length comparable to wall openings; another is the main flow for a length 
scale comparable to the wall height, or characteristic model dimension. This approach is exemplified by 
matched asymptotic procedures used by Berndt [24] and others. In these models, only the far field 
boundary conditions of the ventilated wall boundary layer flow are important for the interference problem. 
Empirical methods and other techniques such as those developed by Mokry, et a/. [I331 which require 
pressure measurements near the walls have been proposed instead of these conditions. The latter are 
associated with the previously mentioned Wall Interference Assessment and Correction (WIAC) 
approaches. For large blockage situations associated with achieving high unit Reynolds near flight 
conditions, the nonlinearities and complexities of the wall and model viscous flows become important. 
Current integral and empirical methods of handling these cases will be subsequently covered. 

The discussion that follows gives an overview of some procedures that are currently in use to formulate 
wall boundary conditions. Solid wall tunnels are discussed first, followed by the traditional porous and 
slotted wall geometries, and ending with the more recently developed baffled slot geometry. Related work 
on slotted wall design to minimise transonic interference and choking is also discussed. 

5.2.1 

A 
B, B’ 

CD 

CL 

CA4 

CP 

CPS 

CP 
D 

4 

NOMENCLATURE FOR SECTION 5.2 

Area, also slotted-wall boundary condition coefficient (see equations 5-9 and 5-16) 

Slotted-wall boundary condition viscous coefficients 

Discharge coefficient 

Lift coefficient 

Pitching moment coefficient 

Local pressure coefficient 

Slot pressure coefficient 

Wall pressure coefficient 

Measured (known) terms in boundary condition evaluation 

Unknown (least-squares-fit) terms in boundary condition evaluation 
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d Porous wall hole diameter or slot spacing 

H Tunnel height 

h Tunnel semi-height 

K Slotted-wall streamline curvature coefficient 

k Nondimensional slotted-wall streamline curvature coefficient, = K f 

k, ,h, k, Interference factors 

Wall hole length 

mass flow rate 

Local static pressure 

Freestream dynamic pressure 

Classical wall porosity factor 

Total temperature 

Depth (thickness) of slotted wall 

lnviscid edge velocity 

Equivalent inviscid normal velocity 

Wall crossflow velocity 

Perturbation velocity components 

Angle of attack 

Pressure drop across the wall 

Local boundary layer displacement thickness 

Orifice coefficient 
Wall porosity 

Flow angle in slot 

Flow angle at wall 

Wall mass flux 

Prandtl-Meyer angle 
Density 

Wall openness ratio, percent 

Potential gradients 

Hole inclination angle 

Subscripts: 

ff Far field 

n Normal to tunnel wall 

te Tunnel empty 

W At the wall 

co At infinity or in the free stream 



Abbreviations: 

AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center 

LaRC Langley Research Center 

MDA McDonnell-Douglas Aerospace 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NTF National Transonic Facility 

NWTC National Wind Tunnel Complex 

PSWT Poly Sonic Wind Tunnel 

Tw-r Trisonic Wind Tunnel 

WIAC Wall Interference Assessment and Correction 

ws Weak supercriticality 

5.2.2 SOLID WALLS 

Transonic testing in solid wall wind tunnel facilities presents significant challenges to the engineer wishing 
to acquire quality aerodynamic data. In particular, as the test Mach number exceeds 0.97-0.90 for three- 
dimensional flows, and even much lower speeds for two-dimensional airfoils (depending on the thickness 
and lift), the effects of solid blockage due to an improperly sized model and its support system may 
severely limit or even prevent testing. For models sized in the 0.5-percent range, experience has shown 
that drag divergence may be significantly different than that obtained for a 0.25-percent blockage model. 
Furthermore, the wall-induced interference may be of such magnitude that the data are uncorrectable 
(i.e., no free air condition exists to which the data may be corrected). 

In transonic flow with solid walls, wall viscous effects must be considered. At high transonic Mach 
number, interactions with the tunnel wall may be unstable due to shock wave impingement on the wall 
boundary layer. This interaction may cause the wall boundary layer to cyclically thicken and thin, and/or 
separate and reattach, yielding unsteady interference corrections to the supposedly steady aerodynamic 
data. Even when the shock does not impinge directly on the wall, the sensitivity of high Mach number 
flows to effective tunnel cross-sectional area changes requires that the wall-normal velocity be 
determined from the rate of change of the wall boundary layer displacement thickness. Typically, this 
normal-velocity boundary condition is zero for inviscid, flat solid walls and is approximated as such for low 
speed, incompressible flows. Wall viscous blockage due to the stagnation point near the model leading 
edge responds to the local model pressure field, appearing first as a thickening and then as a thinning of 
the wall boundary layer as the flow traverses the region. This phenomena effectively creates a nozzle 
which can reverse the normal effect of the pressure gradient on flat or mildly diverged walls. In other 
words, the corrections are opposite in sign to those normally obtained. 

Several approximate treatments of the interaction of the model pressure field with the boundary layers on 
the solid sidewalls in an airfoil tunnel have been developed and used to obtain wall interference correction 
contributions. Basically, the effective-inviscid shape of the sidewall is no longer a flat reflection plane; the 
large pressure gradients due to the model are imposed directly upon the sidewall boundary layers resulting 
in appreciable nonplanar, effective-inviscid distortions and adversely impacting the desired 2-D symmetry. 
At low subsonic Mach numbers and for wide tunnels, this distortion is limited to a small region at the 
sidewalls. However, as the Mach number increases, this distortion can destroy the 2-D symmetry. At 



places where the flow becomes mildly supersonic, generally a bubble between the forward sonic locus 
and the terminating shockwave, the flow characteristics are nearly perpendicular to the streamlines, 
permitting propagation of pressure disturbances directly across the tunnel from the sidewalls. 

In a series of papers, Barnwell [18], Barnwell and Sewall 1191, and Sewall [I861 showed that a similarity 
rule can be derived and used, in lieu of a boundary condition, to approximate this sidewall influence. In 
this rule, a Mach number shift, which depends on the nominal test Mach number and tunnel-empty 
sidewall boundary-layer parameters at the model location, can be identified as a Mach number 
correction. This correction is generally of opposite sign to that normally expected in a solid wall tunnel. It 
was subsequently shown by Ashill [II] and Murthy [I371 that this sidewall boundary-layer correction to 
the Mach number also depends on the model aspect (or tunnel width to model chord) ratio. These 
approximations are based on subsonic flow ideas and have been incorporated in a number of airfoil 
tunnel correction codes, even for mixed (transonic) flow. However, at high subsonic flow on modern blunt 
airfoils, the approximations may become invalid when the forward sonic point is very near the airfoil 
leading edge (see, for example, Gumbert, et al. [81]). 

The interaction of the model pressure field with the boundary layers on solid walls in 3-D has been 
similarly approximated by Adcock and Bamwell [Z] where it was found that the Mach number correction is 
relatively less than in 2-D, but still appears to be of opposite sign than that expected for solid walls. That 
is, the tunnel appears to be more open around the model than ,what is indicated by the conventional solid 
(closed) wall correction. The phenomena is also very important in semi-span model testing at high 
subsonic and transonic Mach numbers; however, it appears that these sidewall boundary-layer 
approximations have not been used. Instead. one attempts a more rigorous CFD solution for the 
interaction as will be discussed in section 5.3.1.5. 

Ashill’s method applied to a three-dimensional, high-transonic Mach number experiment (Ashill et a/. 1141) 
necessarily included the wall-normal velocity computed from the tunnel wall boundary layer to extend the 
method to a freestream Mach number of about 0.9. This application represents the extreme upper limit 
for linear methods applied to weakly supercritical (Group 1) flows; while the transonic Laminar Flow 
Control Experiment (Harris, er al. [82]) with a completely threedimensional aerodynamically- and 
viscous-contoured tunnel liner (Newman, et a/. [141]) represents a case for highly supercritical (Group 2) 
flOWS. 

Because transonic open jet tunnels are unsteady and have large power requirements; because solid wall 
tunnels are very sensitive to area change at high Mach number; and, because the flow in both open jet 
and solid wall tunnels yield physically inappropriate flow solutions which have corrections of opposite 
sign, the aerodynamicist must resort to wind tunnels with either ventilated walls or those which have an 
adaptive capability. A discussion of adaptive wall boundary conditions and technologies is presented in 
detail in Chapter 10. The remainder of Section 5.2 will discuss boundary conditions applicable to porous 
wall, slotted wall, and baffled-slotted wall wind tunnels. 

5.2.3 POROUS WALLS 

5.2.3.1 MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS POROUS WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION 

Numerical simulation of wind tunnel flow fields in a ventilated transonic test section requires proper 
modelling of the walls. This is particularly true for transonic wind tunnel wall interference correction. 
Several current concepts for predicting or correcting ventilated test section data for wall interference 



involve the numerical simulation of an aircraft model in the wind tunnel, and in free-flight (Crites [41]; 
Rueger and Crites [160]; and, Sickles and Erickson [ISS]). 

As pointed out in the literature (Kraft [107]; and, Rueger and Crites [ISO]) precise agreement between 
computed model pressure distribution (or forces) and measured values is not necessary in order to 
obtain accurate corrections. The corrections are based on the difference between two solutions, with the 
simulation of the aircraft model common to both. Significant error in the simulation of the model will be 
minimised. 

The same is not true for simulation of the tunnel wall. The effect of the wall is precisely the object of the 
exercise. Errors in modelling its interaction with the main flow are reflected as errors in the correction. 
The degree of fidelity required in modelling the ventilated wall depends on the type of wall, and how 
strongly the aircrafl model flow field interacts with it. There is evidence that for a relatively large tunnel 
with a relatively small model, the classical linear wall boundary condition 

is adequate (Krafl [107]; Phillips and Waggoner [149]; and, Steinle [174]). In such cases all that is 
necessary is the determination of R at the wall pressure ratio characteristic of normal operation (Matyk 
and Kobayashi [127]). 

Smaller transonic tunnels (such as the McDonnell Douglas Aerospace 4-foot x 4-foot PSWT) use 
relatively large models to reduce model infidelity and improve Reynolds number simulation. As a result 
the model flow field interacts more strongly with the wall. The linearised wall flow boundary conditions fail 
to provide useful interference corrections. It seems likely that this is also true for larger tunnels when 
testing very large models. 

5.2.3.1 .l EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The wall flow boundary condition was determined from experimental data taken on a set of ventilated 
plates simulating various transonic walls. This effort was conducted in the 1x1-ft. transonic test section of 
the MDA Trisonic Wind Tunnel (TWT). (Note: Similar experiments were conducted by Freestone and 
Henington [61].) Figure 5.2 illustrates the basic set-up. A can (isolated plenum) within the transonic 

plenum is attached such that various test 
Ram.abk we,, plates (ventilated wall samples) can be 

mounted flush with the transonic wall. The 
flow into or out of the can is controlled 

------------ 
and measured by sonic flowmeters. A 
dozen taps are located over the face of 
the test plate to record the static pressure 
distribution. Just upstream of the test 
plate, several rows of perforated holes in 
the tunnel wall were connected to a 
manifold and used to apply suction or 
blowing to alter the approaching boundary 
layer. 

Figure 5.2 : Wall Cross-Flow Test Set-Up 



Figure 5.3 defines the geometry 
of the five test plates evaluated. 
The first of these is the same 
22.5% perforated wall used in the 
I-fl. tunnel. The second 
represents the wall of a 4x4&. 
blow down tunnel scaled 
according to boundary layer 
displacement thickness typical in 
the two tunnels. Plates 3 and 4 
are also 22.5% porosity, but hole 
diameter and plate thickness 
differ. Plates 1 through 4 are 
typical of the design previously 
investigated by Chew 1361. Plate 
5 is a 6% porous, 60degree 
inclined hole design typical of the 
transonic walls investigated by 
Jacocks [88]. 

PLATE d L 6 8 

I .I25 .I25 .225 0 

2 .I50 .sDD .225 0 

3 .062 .I25 .225 0 

4 .062 .300 .225 0 

5 .I25 .250 .060 60 

NOTES: L IS HOLE LENGTH 
WHlCH IS PLATE 
THICKNESS. EXCEPT 
FOR PLATE NO. 5. 

PLATE 5 HAS 60 DEG. 
INCLINED HOLES. 

HOLE 
PATTERN FOR 
PLATES I - 4 

Figure 5.3 : Wall Cross-Flow Test Plates 

5.2.3.1.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The test was designed to measure wall crossflow as a function of wall pressure. Variables were Mach 
number, Reynolds number, boundary layer thickness, hole diameter, wall thickness, and hole inclination 
angle. Admittedly, some of these variables were not exercised very extensively. For instance, there were 
only two hole inclination angles tested, and the inclined hole data were for only one hole diameter and 
wall thickness. 

There were two parts to the test. The first involved determining the boundary layer characteristics of the 
flow at the upstream edge of the test plate. This was done by mounting a boundaty layer rake (of total 
pressure tubes) at the leading edge of the test plate and exercising total pressure and Mach number to 
cover the test range. Some measurements were taken with typical levels of blowing from the test plate to 
see if the effects would propagate forward and invalidate the rake data. During this portion of the test, 
crossflow data were not taken due to interference from the boundary layer rake. During the second 
portion of the test the boundary layer rake was moved downstream and used to measure boundary layer 
characteristics of the flow at the downstream edge of the test plate. Wall crossflow data were acquired 
during this portion of the test. 

A full discussion of this effort, including the development of a mathematical model of the wall crossflow 
process was reported in the literature (Crites and Rueger [42]). Only highlights of this effort are included 
here. 
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5.2.3.1.3 AIR-OFF RESULTS 

Wall crossflow was measured for blowing and suction with no primary tunnel flow. The results for the 
various plates were correlated according to the relation 

0.20 [NO TUNNEL FLOW/ 
I 

4 o PLATE4 x PLATE5 I I 

Figure 5.4 : Cross-Flow Characteristic (No Tunnel Flow) 

5.2.3.1.4 AIR-ON RESULTS 

inn 
CDPAS 

=K $ 
d- 

The theoretical value of K is -1.098 for 
the chosen sign conventions. The 
value providing the best fit to the data 
for all five plates is -1 .I 12. The results 
are shown in Figure 5.4. The 
discharge coefficient, Cc, values for 
each plate were experimentally 
determined and range from about 0.7 
to 0.8. 

For air on, it is common to normalise the crossflow by the freestream condition. The normalised crossflow 
velocity is defined as 

and the wall pressure coefficient is given by 

APw c, =- 
4, 

When comparing different wall configurations, it becomes obvious that C, is not adequate to correlate the 

“I 

Figure 5.5 : Cross-Flow with Tunnel Flow 

I 

crossflow characteristics. Figure 5.5 
shows the crossflow characteristics of all 
five test plates at Mach 0.6. Although the 
characteristics are well defined, there is 
not a high degree of correlation. 

Based on physical reasoning, a new 
independent variable was defined. 
Specitically 

Further investigation revealed that the 
physical process in the individual holes 
is different for outflow (suction) than 
inflow (blowing). In suction, the flow 



pulled into the holes carries considerable x-momentum. This leads to an impact pressure on the 
downstream side of the holes that is considerably above local static pressure. This forces some flow 
through the holes, but also creates a circumferential flow that results in a fountain near the upstream 
edge of the holes - ejecting air back into the freestream. In the absence of a pressure drop across the 
wall, viscous entrainment of the air in the holes causes an offset in the crossflow characteristic. That is, 
VW < 0 when APw = 0. 

In blowing, plenum air with very little momentum is ejected into the freestream. Since the velocity in the 
plenum is very small, no x-directed momentum is carried into the hole, and the crossflow characteristic is 
changed. In addition, it is necessary to account for the differences in relative edge sharpness due to the 
hole size and fabrication method. This was done by including the discharge coefficient, Co, obtained for 
the no-tunnel flow condition. 

Other factors considered were, the effects of hole inclination, and the offset in VW at C,, = 0. The final 
result was a correlation which collapses the data for all five perforated plate geometries. For V,.pO, this 
correlation is 

with a, = -1.557, 6, = -0.2242. For W&O, the correlation is 

with a2 = -2.047, b2= -0.0304, and 

AC, = C,. - C,. Cmo. 

Note that for blowing, VW > 0, the quadratic dependence on pressure is much greater than for suction, VW -z 0. 

Figure 5.6 shows data from all five perforated wall designs for Mach 0.6. The correlation given success- 
fully collapses the entire data set. 

V,.,, the wall crossflow, is not the 
correct boundary condition for an 
inviscid flow solver. The displacement 
effect of the boundary layer must be 
included. The equivalent normal 
velocity (flow angle) at the wall 
surface, V,, is needed. Conservation 
of mass for an elemental control 
volume at the wall surface requires 
that 

1 

where density variations are ignored 
because, typically, they are small, 
except for strong shocks at the wall. 
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Figure 5.6 : Cross-Flow Characteristic Correlation 



The well known incompressible relation, 

can be used with good accuracy for typical transonic wall region flows to eliminate U in favour of CP. The 
result is 

v+,r+ds’ S’dc, n v -_-- 
ak 2ak 

V, is known from the measured mass flow through the wall. The gradients in 6’ and CP are computed 
from measured boundary layer and wall pressure data. 

Figure 5.7 : Effective Normal Velocity versus Cross-Flow 

Note that 

The result allows the calculation of V, 
corresponding to the crossflow. V,. 
mean pressure coefficient, C,,. and 
mean boundary layer thickness, 
(6’ + s;y2. As shown in Figure 5.7, 

V” correlates directly with V,.,. 
Specifically, 

This direct dependence of V, on V, has 
been noted by others (Agrell [6]; and, 
Barnwell [20]). The relationship seems 
very robust. In fact the same 
dependence can be deduced from 
published data (Baronti, et al. [22]) for 
laminar boundary layers with 
transpiration at the wall. 

d6’ s*dC, 

-=vn-vwi~ h I a!x 

completes a set of equations that can be solved numerically for the unknown values V,,., S*, and V,(x). 

Solution presumes that values of measured, or interpolated wall pressures are available on two- 
dimensional strips running the length of the test section. The number of strips depends on the CFD grid, 
or panel distribution simulating the wall. In addition, starting values of displacement thickness at the test 
section inlet, &*, must be known. With these starting conditions any of a number of numerical techniques 
can be used to march the solution downstream. A conventional Runge-Kutta integration scheme is used 
to obtain solutions. 

Figure 5.8 shows typical results for the ceiling centreline for a recent wind tunnel test. Note that the 
desired boundary condition, V,, is different than the crossflow VW 
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Figure 5.8 : Typical wall boundary solution computed on centreline 

5.2.3.2 AEDC PERFORATED-WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION 

Perforated walls have been shown to be effective in minimising wall interference and have allowed 
testing through the transonic regime. On the other hand, they have introduced the enormous challenge of 
characterising the wall behaviour and correcting the test article data for the remaining wall interference. 
Requirements for larger test articles and higher quality data make the challenge more difficult and more 
critical. To precisely compute the wall interference effects using modern CFD techniques, an accurate 
model of the wall behaviour is essential. In addition, the wall model must provide stable and robust 
results when incorporated as a boundary condition in a numerical algorithm. The challenge of developing 
an accurate wall model is particularly difficult at transonic conditions where the wall behaviour is 
dependent on a complex relationship of local flow conditions. Classical definitions of the wall behaviour 
for perforated walls (Garner, et al. [67], Pindzola and Lo [151]) have been shown to be inadequate at 
transonic speeds for the aforementioned requirements. 

Classical perforated wall boundary conditions assume a fixed global and homogeneous description of the 
wall characteristic, which is defined as the ratio of the pressure coefficient difference across the wall to 
the flow angle at the wall. Because the hole diameter of the perforations is small compared to the tunnel 
dimensions, the local effect of the discrete holes diminishes rapidly, and homogeneity is a reasonable 
assumption. However, the measurements made by Jacocks [88] of the local flow properties in the vicinity 
of perforated walls indicate that a fixed global specification of the wall characteristics is not adequate and 
that local specification is necessary. This is particularly important at transonic conditions and for large 
test articles where the wall gradients are large and the local flow properties change drastically. The data 
in Jacocks [88] show that the boundary-layer displacement thickness is one of the most important 
parameters to consider when quantifying the wall characteristic. Because of the Large gradients at the 
wall generated by the test article, there is significant spatial variation in the boundary layer displacement 



thickness within a perforated wall test section. Therefore, the challenge reduces to defining a wall 
characteristic in terms of the pertinent local variables 

Figure 5.9 : AEDC perforated-wall displacement thickness correlation 

For the AEDC perforated 
walls, having perforation 
holes inclined 60” from wall- 
normal direction, Jacocks [66] 
has found an empirical 
crossflow characteristic 
illustrated in Figure 5.9. The 
homogeneous pressure 
coefficient at the wall, 
expressed as a function of 
the local flow angle has the 
approximate slope 

where t is the wall thickness, 
d is the hole diameter, T is the 
wall open area ratio in 

percent, C, is the pressure coefficient difference across the wall and Re, is the unit Reynolds number 

based on 6’ , the boundary-layer displacement thickness. It should be mentioned that Reynolds number 
was not an independent variable in the experiments discussed in Jacocks [88]. Therefore, the correlation 
may not be universal. However, the correlation is descriptive of the observed behaviour for AEDC 
perforated walls as Reynolds number is changed, i.e., as Reynolds number increases, the perforated wall 
behaves as if it were more open (Jacocks [ES]). 

In order to incorporate this empirical correlation into the solution of the tunnel flow field, the 
boundary-layer displacement thickness on the wall must be calculated. To compute the boundary-layer 
displacement thickness on the perforated wall in an inviscid flow-field calculation, an approximate 
technique has been devised using insight gained from previous computations with a more exact method 
(Whitfield [182]). The continuity equation in integral form may be written as 

wherea is the wall mass flux defined such that oufflow from the test section is considered positive, p is 

the density and u is the component of the velocity in the freestream direction. In principle, to solve (5-2). 
a streamwise momentum equation is needed. However, previous computations of permeable wall 
turbulent boundary layers in Jacocks [ES] and Erickson and Homicz [52] indicate that the flow angle and 
wall mass flux are nonlinearly related and can be expressed as 

e-k=0.125@[4-8(55+2500)]-0.002 (5-3) 

The correlation of (5-3) can then be used to integrate (5-2) and determine the distribution of 6’. Initial 
upstream conditions for the boundary-layer calculations are provided by a correlation of data from three 
transonic wind tunnels at AEDC. The correlation, shown in Figure 5.10, relates the displacement 
thickness at the test section entrance to Reynolds number and tunnel size as 



Reg* = 0.1 I Re,4/’ (54) 

where H is the tunnel height. 

This wall model has been 
successfully incorporated as a 
boundary condition into several 
flow solvers. The boundary 
condition has been shown to be 
both stable and robust. It should be 
emphasised that the far-field tunnel 
flow field is solved inviscidly using 
Euler equations while the test- 
article near field can be solved 
using either Euler or Navier-Stokes 
equations depending on the 
importance of near-field viscous 
effects. This boundary condition 
has been successfully applied at 
AEDC for steady subcritical and 
supercritical flows at subsonic 

R*&. 
0 

Figure 5.10 : Test section entrance characteristic correlation data 

freestream Mach numbers (Donegan, ef al. [47]. and Sickles and Erickson [167], [168]) and for low 
supersonic freestream Mach numbers (Martin [126]). 

The wall model is incorporated in a time marching algorithm as follows. Using the distributions of pu and 
0 at the walls, which are supplied by the inviscid numerical solution, the boundary-layer displacement 

thickness 6’ is calculated, the local wall characteristic is determined from (5-l) and the wall 
pressure P, is computed as 

P, =P,+q,O 5 
de 

where q is the dynamic pressure, C, is the pressure coefficient and OX subscripts refer to freestream 

conditions. The wall pressure is then incorporated into a CFD flow solver as a boundary condition by 
specifying the internal energy e at the walls to be 

P e=- +&42+&4 
(Y-1) 2 

where Y and w are velocity components perpendicular to u , and y is the specific heat ratio 

The wall boundary condition is updated at each iteration in the numerical solution based on the most 
recent calculation of the flow parameters. 

The conclusions drawn from the work of Jacocks are confirmed by the results of Crites and Rueger [42]. 
They, through separate experiments, developed a similar wall model. Figure 5.11 shows a comparison 
between the boundary-layer amplification factors h from (5-3) for the two correlations. The agreement is 
excellent within correlation range (-0.02 c 0 -z 0.02 radians) but differ at larger flow angles. For large 
models, the flow angles may extend beyond the correlation range and additional effort and data must be 
obtained to extend the correlation with confidence. 
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Figure 5.11 : lnviscid flow angle versus wall mass flux ratio 

5.2.3.3 FREESTONE POROUS WALL STUDIES 

In solid wall tunnels, measured boundary flow variables are relatively easy to obtain, with longitudinal 
velocities determined from pressure measurements and normal velocities prescribed as zero. A higher- 
order specification of the normal velocity may be obtained, if required, by computing the effect of the wall 
boundary layer. However, significant challenges arise when making boundary measurements along 
ventilated, transonic walls because the wall pressure there is, typically, not a good, average (or 
homogeneous) representation of the rapidly varying flow near and through the wall, and devices such as 
rails or pipes must be used to obtain pressures which are unaffected by the localised effects of the wall 
geometry (see Chapter 4). Additionally, the normal velocity measured in open regions near the wall is 
highly dependent on the details of the wall-ventilation geometry and the wall viscous effects, and it must 
somehow be related to the far field average of the close-wall neighbourhood. In spite of these and other 
difficulties, the success of the two variable, boundary-measurement method of Ashill and Weeks [13]; 
(see, also, Chapter 4 in AG-336) for interference correction in solid wall wind tunnels prompted 
Freestone, Gascoigne, and Lock [63] to investigate its transonic extension to a tunnel with a single 6 
percent-open wall with uniformly-distributed, 60-degree inclined perforations. A NACA 0012 airfoil at zero 
lit7 was used as the disturbance model. Static pressure measured along lines on the walls were assumed 
sufficiently close to the far field average to yield accurate values of the streamwise velocity-no further 
accuracy assessment was given. Correlation experiments (Freestone and Henington [61]) were 
conducted to characterise the normal velocity variation with wall pressure drop (wall pressure minus 
plenum pressure) and boundary layer displacement thickness. Consistency checks between the 
measured and calculated values of boundary-layer displacement thickness revealed significant 
discrepancies for the blown boundary layer which occurs for tunnel inflow conditions. For these regions, 
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predictions underestimated the measured growth rate by a factor of two to three, requiring an empirical 
velocity correction for these effects. The corrected boundary data were then used as input to Ashill’s 
method to obtain Mach number and upwash distributions on the tunnel centreline which, then, were used 
to correct the airfoil test data. Comparisons between the tunnel data and free-air computations and 
comparisons with that acquired in a large tunnel were generally good, implying that the application of the 
correction technique in ventilated tunnels is feasible. 

5.2.4 SLOTTED WALLS 

The reader is referred to Chapter 3.2 and Figure 3.3 for a general discussion of the slotted wall and its 
geometry. For slotted walls, the associated geometric length scales are the slot width, a, the slot spacing, 
d, and the tunnel semi-height, h=HL!. Historically, an infinite number of longitudinal slots are assumed 
when developing the wall geometry model, while inviscid flow is assumed for the fluid-dynamic model. 
This leads to the relatively simple forms of the boundary condition given by equation (3.9) and classical 
solutions have been developed accordingly (for example, Davis and Moore [46]). The inability of the 
classical boundary condition to properly account for wall effects at transonic Mach numbers, under high- 
lift test conditions, and for large wind tunnel models has been particularly evident since the advent of 
computational fluid dynamics where significant discrepancies were revealed between computation and 
experiment. As with porous wall boundary conditions, the impact of wall viscous effects have been 
recognised as significant and an area where much research needs to be conducted. The importance of 
the boundary-layer displacement thickness, 6’, as a viscous length scale, has become increasingly 
apparent, and other scales may exist for the low-energy flow re-entering the test section downstream of 
the model. This section summarises recant slotted-wall boundary condition research beyond the classical 
approach presented in Chapter 3, particularly, as applied to wind tunnel testing at transonic Mach 
numbers. 

5.2.4.1 FREESTONE SLOTTED WALL STUDIES 

Freestone successfully applied Ashill’s method (see Chapter 4) to porous wall tunnels (see section 
5.2.3.3) and, then, investigated its application to tunnels with slotted walls. In ventilated-wall tunnels, the 
experimentalist has the difficult task of measuring the two flow variables directly, such as u and v (via 
pressure and flow direction, respectively), or measuring a single flow variable and obtaining the other 
using a theoretical representation of the boundary condition-both methods were evaluated by 
Freestone, Mohan. and Lock. Their initial, verification study (Mohan, et al. [132]) was in a low-speed, 
two-dimensional tunnel where they chose the latter approach. Longitudinal velocities at the boundary 
were determined from the wall pressures measured on the slat centreline, and normal velocities were 
determined from the pressure drop across the tunnel wall using the wall boundary condition developed by 
(Berndt 1241, see section 524.2). They extended the validation in Freestone et a/. [64] to two- 
dimensional flow about an airfoil in the Mach number region covering 0.5 to 0.65. The tunnel was 
equipped with four 20-percent-open slots each in the top and bottom walls. As in the earlier study, they 
obtained values of normal mass flux through the slot from Berndt’s theory; however, they also evaluated 
the use of measured normal slot mass flux obtained using flow angle probes. Two significant conclusions 
were that accurate tunnel-centreline interference distributions may only require normal slot velocity 
measurements to within lo-percent of their maximum, and that slot velocity distributions may adequately 
be determine with only a limited number of measurements in each slot. Further two-dimensional work 



presented by Freestone and Mohan [62] indicates that, in some situations, wall-interference corrections 
determined by averaging slot flow measurements can be significantly different from those determined 
using the Berndt theory. These differences are the result of an incomplete understanding and modelling 
of the wall viscous effects in regions of low-energy inflow from the plenum; they are not unlike those 
effects noted at a perforated wall where inflow, also, amplifies the boundary-layer growth rate. Wall 
velocity magnification factors of 4 to 5 in the inflow regions were required to produce agreement between 
predicted and observed model pressure distributions. Finally, Mohan and Freestone [131] extended the 
Ashill method to three-dimensional, low-speed flow in a slotted-wail tunnel about a 25degree swept, 
sidewall-mounted wing. The tunnel was equipped with four, Ibpercent-open slots each on the top and 
bottom walls. Slot flow measurements were obtained with a pitch/yaw probe traversed along each slot 
centreline, while pressure measurements were obtained on the slat centres. Comparing their results with 
data on the same model acquired with solid walls (also corrected by Ashill’s method) allowed them to 
report correction accuracies of the order 0.05’ in upwash and 0.002 in blockage. However, these levels 
of accuracy were achieved in experiments where low-energy inflow was avoided. 

5.2.4.2 BERNDT BOUNDARY CONDITION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Berndt and Sorensen 1261 derived the two-dimensional, homogeneous-wall boundary condition 

(5-7) 

by integrating the pressure along a two-dimensional spanwise path from the centre of the slat to and 
through the slot and into the plenum. The analysis neglected shear stress contributions and estimated 
the value of the slotted-wall performance coefficient K from an inviscid analysis similar to that of the clas- 
sical Davis and Moore theory [46] but with allowances for the effect of slot depth (wall thickness). The 
resulting equation essentially combines the functional forms of Davis and Moore with that of Wood [185] 
who described the wall pressure-drop condition using only a quadratic crossflow term. Transonic 
validation experiments were conducted at M=O.903 with a circular arc airfoil and oil flow visualisations, 

flow angles, and pressure 
0.08 r measurements were obtained in the slot 
0.04 region. A comparison between theory 

0.02 and experiment using data obtained 
‘- 

D 0.00 ----- I 
from Berndt and Sorensen [26] is 

Dp 4.02 - 
presented in Figure 5.12 where D and 

/ &are given by 
9.04 
9.0s I 
-0.M 1 

(5-6a) 

and 

The theoretically-determined value of K 
Figure 5.12 : Comparison of Berndt’s theoretical two- used in the comoarison is 2.8. The 
dimensional, slotted-wall boundary condition with his 
experimental results for M=0,903. D is the measured wall airfoil model extends from tunnel station 

pressure drop (see equation (5-8a)) and Dr is the theoretical 0 mm to station go mm. For Oufflow 
tit of the wall pressure drop (see Equation (5-8b)). through the slots to the plenum 
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chamber, reasonable agreement between the theory and experiment was achieved upstream of the 
maximum model-thickness position; however, downstream of this position where the flow returned to the 
tunnel through the slots and where the effects of viscosity are large, only a few measurements with large 
uncertainties were obtained and the agreement is poor. 

Based on the success of the upstream comparisons and the insight developed from the experimental 
data, Berndt [24] extended his inviscid theory to three-dimensional walls with a few, narrow slots, The 
extension used matched asymptotic expansion theory combined with slender-body crossflow theory to 
develop inner (or near field) and outer representations of the slotted-wall flow field. The resulting family of 
boundary conditions are local in the sense that variations in slot geometry and plenum pressure are 
captured in the inner flow representation. The original formulation was developed for axisymmetric flows 
which are homogeneous in the sense that the slot outer representations are averaged to yield a much 
simplified wall boundary condition. This simplified boundary condition yields nearly the same result in the 
vicinity of the model as would be obtained with a full, detailed representation of the wall. 

In 1979 Karlsson and Sedin implemented Berndt’s boundary condition in a transonic small disturbance 
code for constant width slots, and then extended this in 1980 to slots with varying width. Their goals were 
1) to use the boundary condition to examine the slotted wall interference on axisymmetric models in 
axisymmetric tunnels at high Mach numbers (A&0.96-0.98) and 2) to design minimum interference slot 
geometries using an inverse design method. For these flow conditions, the slot geometry and the 
magnitude of the interference was very sensitive to body geometry and Mach number. Added slot mass 
flux due to the growth of the wall boundary layers was approximated assuming a turbulent flat plate 
boundary layer on the slats and these effects were found particularly important and large on the 
downstream, inflow region, as was observed in the two-dimensional studies. In the downstream region 
the predicted slot openness was significantly increased over the inviscid, geometric value. The 
computations were further extended in 1982 by Sedin and Karlsson [164] to asymmetric flow conditions 
for slender, lifting, delta wings in wind tunnels with constant width slots. The computations showed that 
negligible pressure interference was difficult to obtain when models were sized to achieve acceptable 
model Reynolds numbers. Predictions of linear theory were verified in that lift and drag interference were 
separately minimised for different slotted wall geometries, and that lift interference was reduced when the 
top-wall slots were opened to larger values 
than those on the bottom wall. More detailed, 
but still simple, approximations of the slot 
viscous effects were included by Sedin and 
Karlsson [I651 via the use of two slot reduction 
coefficients for the stream-wise slot velocity 
and the narrowing of the slot width. Rational 
selection of the coefficient values was based 
on experimental data and very promising 
comparisons between computations and 
measured wall pressure data were presented 
for freestream Mach numbers of 0.90, 0.95, 
and 0.98 for 2.23% blockage, axisymmetric 
models tested in octagonal tunnels, for both 
shallow (19 mm) and deep (52 mm) slot 
configurations. As a measure of efficiency, the 
deep slots were able to maintain a larger 
pressure difference across the wall than the 
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Figure 5.13 : Comparisons of Bemdt’s three-dimensional 
slotted-wall boundary condition including viscous slot flow 
losses with experiment for M=O.Q. Deep slot 
configuration. 



shallow slots. Comparison results between the experiment and the computationally determined pressures 
on the walls and model are presented in Figure 5.13. 

Berndt’s boundary condition was extended to nonaxisymmetric tunnel geometries by Sedin. et al. (1631. 
Significantly, it loses the property of homogeneity but remains much simpler than solutions which modal 
the details of the slot geometry. Agrell, at al. [7] applied the boundary condition to large blockage (1.5%), 
lifling models in rectangular wind tunnels where they were able to demonstrate the design of slotted walls 
allowing closely matched aerodynamic test results with freestream conditions. Agrell [6] further applied 
this code to predict wall interference in measurements obtained on two different models tested in two 
similar transonic tunnels (one large and one small) at Mach numbers of 0.90 and 0.95 at 0’ and IO’ 
incidence. Five different slotted wall geometries were considered for the smaller facility, including one 
geometry which matched that of the larger facility. Although good results were generally obtained, 
significant differences were, again, present between computed and measured results which can be 
directly traced to the inability of the Berndt boundary condition to properly model inflow to the test section 
where viscous effects become prominent. The solution uncertainty which exists for tunnel inflow 
conditions where viscous effects are strong is a particular weakness for all forms of the slotted-wall 
boundary condition. Here, few data exist for either modelling the physics or for validation. 

5.2.4.3 LARC BOUNDARY-CONDITION MEASUREMENTS AND CORRELATIONS 

5.2.4.3.1 OVERVIEW 

The requirement by industry and the research community for high-Reynolds-number transonic 
aerodynamic data and the maturation of cryogenic-testing technology spurred the development of the 
National Transonic Facility at the NASA Langley Research Center in the United States (Foster and 
Adcock [60]). Additional convergent technologies, such as high-accuracy instrumentation with high-data 
rates, offered the possibility of improved test results with significantly reduced measurement uncertainty. 
Included in these technologies were the development of mathematical algorithms and computer 
hardware capabilities suitable for solving complex transonic flow equations for simulations in both free air 
and in wind tunnels. With these new capabilities wind tunnels could be designed for improved 
performance, specifically in the region extending from the nozzle to the diffuser, and the test section 
could be tailored for reduced interference due to the slotted walls (Barnwell [20]; Ramaswamy and 
Cornette 11541; Newman, et al. [143]). However, comparisons of transonic test results with computational 
wind tunnel solutions revealed significant discrepancies which were traceable to the modelling of the 
slotted-wall boundary condition. These discrepancies appeared in both the form of the boundary 
condition and in the value of its associated coefficients. As an example, a modified form of the Ideal 
slotted-wall boundary condition 

JO 
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JY 
relating the pressure drop across the wall to the streamline curvature ignores all slot viscous effects and 
assumes small, negligible flow angles at the wall, conditions which are, generally, incompatible with 
reality. The A coefficient is a necessary, first-order addition to the Ideal slot condition which accounts for 
the large oufflow through the slotted wall due to the growth of the tunnel-empty boundary layer and other 
effects of tunnel geometry. Tunnel wall boundary layer effects may have a pronounced effect on the wall 
flow characteristics, particularly for flow returning to the test section from the plenum. In this region, the 
tunnel wall boundary layers may separate or form a bubble of quiescent air over the slot (Berndt and 



Sorensen [26]). Magnification factors of two to four times the local velocity have been used (Freestone 
and Mohan [62]) to account for this effect on computed interference velocities. The geometry-dependent 
slotted-wall performance coefficient, K, is the value of the potential evaluated in the slot, and must be 
obtained from appropriate theory (Davis and Moore [46]; Chen and Mears [35]; Berndt and Sorensen 
[26]; Barnwell [20]) or experiment (Chen and Mears 1351; Baronti, et al. [22]; Berndt and Sorensen [26]; 
Everhart and Barnwell [64]). 

The classical values of K are typically obtained by assuming a two-dimensional, inviscid cross flow over a 
wall with a spanwise-infinite number of identical, infinitely-long longitudinal slots, The Davis and Moore 
theoretical model [46] for this cross flow assumes a zero-thickness slat, while the Chen and Mean theory 
[35], as corrected by Barnwell [20], attempts to model the slat thickness. Chen and Mears predictions for 
K are a factor of two larger than those of Davis and Moore. Experiments to determine the value of K are 
difficult to conduct, time consuming, and, typically, have been single point experiments with no variation 
in wall geometry or test conditions, resulting in an inconsistent evaluation database. Early experimental 
values of K (Chen and Mears [35]); Berndt and Sorensen [26]; Baronti, et a/. [22]; Binion [26]) are a factor 
of two to four times larger than the theoretical models, and are parametrically inconsistent in that they 
were obtained at different test conditions and with various combinations of wall geometries, A 
comparison of the Kvalues obtained by these methods (Barnwell [21]) is summarised in Figure 5.14. 

Experiment 
Thkknesaeffect disturbance 

: 
3 slots - Bemdt and Sorensen 
9 slots - Chen and Mears 

n 15 slots - Baronti, Ferd and Weeks 
A Osborne 

Llf-effect dlsturbanoe 
D 2 slots - BInIon 

K 
V 4 slots - Blnlon 
4 10 slots - Binion 

Davis and Moore 

or,‘,““““.‘.“.““‘.‘I 
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 

a/d 

Figure 5.14 : Bamwell correlation for parameter K for slotted-wall boundary condition 
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5.2.4.3.2 NASA LANGLEY SLOTTED-WALL EXPERIMENTS 

An experimental slotted-wall database was developed by Everhart and Barnwell [54], Everhart [53], [58] 
and Everhart and Bobbitt [55] to resolve some of the coefficient inconsistencies in the slotted-wall 
boundary condition. The experiments were conducted in the NASA Langley Research Center 6- By 19- 
Inch Transonic Tunnel (Ladson [112]) using a symmetrical, 6-inch chord NACA 0012 as the reference 
airfoil model. In these studies, a consistent, two-dimensional database, including (1) pressures measured 
along three parallel rows of orifices on the tunnel sidewall above and near the slots, (2) limited slot flow 
angles, and (3) airfoil pressure distributions and lift and moment coefficients was obtained for a 
parametrically-varied set of slotted-wall geometries and test conditions. The constant-width slot 
geometries had 1, 2, and 4 slots with openness ratios varying from 3.75 percent to 15 percent. Airfoil 
model pitch was varied over a range of 4’ to 4’, while freestream Mach number was varied from 0.2 to 0.90. 
Additional, limited. slot flow-angle survey studies were also reported by Evemart, et a/. [57] and Everhart and 
Goradia [58] for data acquired in the NASA Langley DiHuser Flow Apparatus (Gentry, et al. 1701). 

5.2.4.3.3 CORRELATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR IDEAL SLOTTED-WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION 
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Figure 5.15 : Comparison of ideal form of slotted- 
wall boundary condition with experiment using 6- 
by 19 inch Transonic Tunnel data. M=0.7, ~0’. 

The Langley slotted-wall database was used to 
obtain consistent estimates of the A and K 
coefficients in the Ideal slotted-wall boundary 
condition (5-9). Using a two-point evaluation 
method the K coefficient is determined by scaling 
the streamline-curvature gradient upstream of the 
maximum thickness point of the airfoil to match the 
wall-pressure-drop distribution. The A coefficient is 
facility dependent and defined to match the 
upstream pressure-drop distribution where the 
streamline curvature is negligible. Comparisons of 
the measured and computed pressure-drop 
distributions versus longitudinal tunnel station for 
several wall openness ratios at Mach 0.70 are 
shown in Figure 5.15 where the measured (or left) 
side of equation 5-9 is denoted by D and the 
computed (or right) side of equation 5-9 is denoted 
by &. The pressure-distribution match is generally 
reasonable upstream of maximum model 
thickness (minimum pressure). As with the Berndt 
boundary condition (see Section 5.2.4.2) 
considerable differences exist downstream of this 
position where inflow to the test section occurs. 
Furthermore, the curves are skewed and in no 
observed case did the computed minimum 
pressure align with the measured minimum 
pressure. The K coefficients determined for the 
Ideal boundary condition for all wall geometries 
are shown in Figure 5.16 for a freestream Mach 



number of 0.7. The dashed- 
line fairings show very 
consistent variations with both 
openness ratio and number of 
slots. The agreement of the 
one-slot and two-slot results K 
with theory is fortuitous in that 
these two theories were 
derived assuming an infinite 
number of slots of uniform 
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Figure 5.16 : Variation of K with openness ratio for the ideal form of the 

in that it lies between the two- 
slotted-wall boundary condition. M=0.7, a=O” 

and four-slot results. The experimental results for 9 slots (filled square, Chen and Mears [35]) and for 15 
slots (filled triangle, Baronti, ef a/. [22]) have the right magnitude relative to the Langley four-slot results. 
Even though the infinite-slot theoretical trends are similar to the experimental results, quantitatively they 
give K values which are much smaller than those for the four-slot configuration when, in fact, they should 
be larger. On this basis, it would seem that the homogeneous-wall condition is rapidly approached for 
walls with four or more slots and that a valid, limited use of the Ideal boundary condition can be made for 
some conditions, as long as an experimentally-determined value of K is used. 

5.2.4.3.4 LINEARISATION OF THE SLOI-~ED-WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION 

An experimental and analytical examination of the Langley databases resulted in the boundary condition 

which relates the pressure drop across the wall to the streamline curvature near the wall, and to a linear 
and quadratic variation of the flow angle in the slot. Based on available information, the flow angle in the 
slot, 8,, should be taken at the vena contracta. where it maximises. The value of C,, is that achieved in 
the tunnel in the far field of the slot where the flow is unaffected by the local geometry of the slot. The 
pressure coefficient C,, is the pressure imposed on the slot by the plenum. Equation (5-10) will reduce to 

for an empty tunnel with no streamline curvature near the wall. For large oufflow through the slots, usually 
caused by the build-up of the tunnel wall boundaty layer or by converged walls, the quadratic term 
dominates and the equation (5-11) will further reduce to 

c,-c,,=e.’ (5-l 2) 

Limited slot flow measurements obtained by Gardenier and Chew (Goethert [71]), Berndt and SOrensen 
[26], and Everhart [56] validate equations (5-l 1) and (5-12). The coefficient 6 is dependent on the details 
of the slot geometry and the boundaty layer growth, and, to date, specific experiments to generate 
variational correlations have not been conducted. 
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Equation (5-l 0) can be linearised as follows. First, subtract equation (5-l 1) from (5-10). to obtain 

Letting 

A e = 8, - e,,,e (5-14) 

be the increment between the flow angle in the slot with the model installed and the undisturbed flow 
angle in the slot in the empty tunnel will yield 

8, ‘-e,,,f = 2(Ae )e,.,e +(A8 )* = 2(e, - es,,. je,+ = A +B’e, (5-l 5) 

if A@ is small. Implicit in (5-15) is the assumption that 8,,, is approximately constant in the vicinity of the 
model (Everharl[58]). Substitution of (5-14) and (5-15) into (5-13) yields 

JC 
CC, -C,w,,c)-CC, -Cp,,e)=A-dK-“-+BB 

JY s 
where B is a reformulated viscous coefficient. Far upstream, the model-induced streamline curvature is 
very small and, for large oufflow. the B coefficient is negligible. The A coefficient can then be thought of 
as a measure of the difference between the empty-tunnel plenum pressure and that measured with the 
model installed at the same freestream Mach number. 

Values of the slotted-wall boundary condition coefficients A, K, and B were determined in Everhart [58] 
from experimental data using the method of least squares. Representative correlations are presented in 
Section 5.2.4.3.7. 

5.2.4.3.5 EFFECT OF AIRFOIL MODEL ON PLENUM PRESSURE 

Many transonic wind tunnels use the plenum pressure as the tunnel reference pressure for calibration 
and Mach number control. An unstable reference condition exists if the plenum pressure is sensitive to 
the presence of the model and its test environment. Under these conditions the facility is not operating at 
the required test conditions, and the resulting aerodynamic data must be corrected accordingly. However, 
in general, the magnitude of the correction is an unknown because the model effect is unknown. Everhart 
and Bobbin [55] quantified this effect for a NACA 0012 airfoil model tested in the NASA Langley 6- By 19- 
Inch Transonic Tunnel at zero lift by examining the far-field pressure drop coefficient, AC,n. This 
coefficient is defined as the plenum pressure coefficient subtracted from the freestream pressure 
coefticient measured upstream of the slot origin in a location which is undisturbed when the model is 
present. (This upstream pressure is used to calibrate and operate the wind tunnel.) Pressure drop 
coefficient results plotted versus wall openness ratio obtained with and without the model installed for a 
freestream Mach number of 0.7 are presented in Figure 5.17. For matched freestream Mach numbers, 
the airfoil presence causes the plenum pressure to drop globally relative to the corresponding tunnel- 
empty case. This effect is present for all slot geometries tested; however, the difference decreases with 
increasing openness ratio. For openness values greater than 10 percent, the difference in the 
measurements is small, an indication that the tunnel is approaching open-jet conditions in which the 
freestream static pressure is equal to that of the surrounding plenum. The fact that the plenum pressure 
is lower than the average pressure in the tunnel is a result of a jet pumping effect exerted on the plenum 
by the tunnel. These observations are consistent with other transonic data published by Berndt and 
S6rensen [28] and, also, at low speed with high model-induced blockage results obtained by Kuenstner, 
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Figure 5.17 : Effect of two-dimensional model on slotted- 
wall wind tunnel plenum pressure. M=0.7, a=O” 

et al. [I II] in an open-jet automotive wind tunnel. These results warrant caution when calibrating 
ventilated wind tunnels, and, particularly. for models tested at high speed or under high loading 
conditions where the plenum pressure is used as the reference condition. 

5.2.4.3.6 CORRELATION OF BOUNDARY PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS WITH THEORY 

Experimental and mathematical procedures for obtaining best-fit correlations of the unknown coefficients 
given by equation (5-16) the linearised version of (5-10). are presented in Everhart [58]. The goodness 
of the agreement is demonstrated in Figure 5.18 by plotting the measured (or left) side of (5-18) defined 
as 

D = cc, - c,,,d ) - cc, - C,“,. ) 

and the fitted (or right) side of (5-16) defined as 

(517a) 

versus longitudinal distance along the slotted wall. The comparisons obtained at Mach 0.70 are for three 
different four-slot wall configurations for openness ratios of 15. IO-, and 6-percent. Airfoil incidence is 
zero degrees, The slots begin at station -23 inch, open linearly to station -19 inch, and extend with 
constant width to station 19.5 inch. The sharp slope discontinuity in the & curve at station 3 inch is the 
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Figure 5.19 : Effect of excluding the linear flow angle 
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result of flow-angle probe support contamination. 
These same data are used again in Figure 5.19 
to, again, demonstrate the effect of excluding the 
linear contribution of the flow angle. This, in 
effect, reduces the equation to the Ideal form of 
the boundary condition given by equation (5-9). 
In all cases, a mismatch or skewing of the curves 
exists which can only be removed if the linear 
contribution to flow angle is retained as 
previously shown in Figure 5.18. . . 
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Figure 5.18 : Comparison of Everhart’s slotted-wall 
boundary condition with experiment using 6- by lg- 
inch Transonic Tunnel data. M=0.7. cr=O’. 

5.2.4.3.7 VARIATION OF BOUNDARY-CONDITION COEFFICIENTS 

Figure 5.20 shows the variation of the K coefficient with openness ratio for a freestream Mach number of 
0.7 and zero angle-of-attack. The dashed lines are fairings which indicate trends of those walls with the 
same number of slots. Sufticient information exists to obtain a Kvalue from the Berndt and S6rensen 1261 
data which is shown as the filled symbol. The addition of the Be, term absorbs part of the contribution to 
wall-pressure drop originally assumed in total by the streamline-curvature term and, as a result, reduces 
the K coefficient values compared to the “ideal” values (see Figure 5.16) determined from equation (5-9). 
The variation with the number of slots is consistent in that increased values of K are obtained with larger 
numbers of slots. However, the results for three and four slots are very nearly the same which indicates, 
as expected, that the assumption of a homogeneous boundary condition is more closely modelled by the 
walls with the larger number of slots. 

The corresponding B coefficients are also shown in Figure 5.20. The variations of the one- and two-slot 
results are very similar; however, the results change slope for the walls with four slots. This behaviour is 
not too surprising since one of the greatest uncertainties is the behaviour of the boundary layer over the 
slotted wall and how it interacts with the flow through the slot. The larger the number of slots the smaller 
the ratio of slot width to wall boundary layer displacement thickness, yielding a more uniform variation of 



the wall flow-field properties. It is clear, 
based on these results that a linear 
flow-angle contribution is required in 
the boundary condition equation to 
properly model the pressure drop 
through a longitudinally-slotted wind- 
tunnel wall. The actual numerical value 
of the coefficient must be determined 
for the given slotted-wall configuration, 

The A coefficients presented in Figure 
5.20 reveal scatter which appears to 
be related to uncertainty in the flow 
angle. If A is assumed to result 
exclusively from the decrease in the 
plenum pressure coefficient due to the 
presence of the model, then, for this 
Mach number, an A value of 0.02 will 
yield a Mach number increment of 
0.008. 

Additional variations with Mach 
number and model lift may be found in 
Everhart [53], [58]. In general, the 
following statements can be made for 
these test conditions. 

(1) At fixed lift, a regular, monotonic 
increase in the values of A, K, and 
6 occurred with increasing Mach 
number; however, it is possible 

Figure 5.20 : Variation of coefficients with openness ratio for 
Everhart’s form of slotted-wall boundary condition. M=0.7. a=O’. 

that this effect is the result of viscous narrowing of the slot. 

(2) At fixed Mach number, only slight (if any) coefficient variation occurred with changes in lift coefficient. 

Because the 8 by Is-inch Transonic Tunnel is an atmospheric wind tunnel, variations in the ratio of wall 
boundary-layer thickness to slot width are only those which would occur as a result of changing unit 
Reynolds number by a factor of about 2. Additionally, this variation cannot be made independent of 
changes in Mach number. As a result, the parametrically-varying effects of slot Reynolds were not 
independently examined. 
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5.2.4.3.8 COMPARISON OF COEFFICIENTS WITH BERNDT’S SLOT-DEPTH HYPOTHESIS 

Berndt [24] developed a second-order approximation for the K coefficient which isolated an effect due to 
slot depth (see, also, Goetherl(711). His result is expressed as 

K=-+I +0.462+b=K,,+O.462+f a (5-l 8) 

where KDM is the theoretical Davis and Moore [46] form of the slotted-wall K coefficient for a zero- 
thickness wall. In 1982 Bemdt [25] further proposed highlighting the thickness parameter t/a by writing 

AK=K-K,,=0.462+; 

t/a 
Figure 5.21 : Influence of slot depth on Ideal form of 

slotted-wall boundary condition efficient K. M=0.7, a=O’. 

Figure 5.22 : Influence of slot depth on Everharl form of 
slotted-wall boundary condition coefficient K. M=0.7, a=O’. 

(5-19) 

Applying this expression to the Ideal 
boundary-condition values of Figure 5.16 
yields the results presented in Figure 5.21. 
It appears that AK values do correlate with 
slat thickness; however, this trend has a 
different slope and intercept than that of the 
theoretical prediction. 

Comparable results for the Everhart 
boundary condition given on Figure 5.20 
are shown in Figure 5.22. Based on 
previous discussions, the one- and two-slot 
results should not match the theoretical 
prediction, which is indeed the case as 
exhibited by their flat distribution with slot 
depth. The Everhart four-slot, Bemdt 
three-slot, and Chen and Mears nine-slot 
values closely approximate the Bemdt 
hypothesis of (5-19). These results support 
the earlier observation that they are close to 
representing a homogeneous slotted wall 
(see section 3.2) and lend further credence 
to the Berndt slot-depth hypothesis as 
represented by equation (5-19). 

5.2.4.3.8 IMPLEMENTING EVERHART’S 
BOUNDARY CONDITION EQUATION (5-10) 

Presently, no known utilisation of equation 
(5-10) exists in any computational 
formulation. However, because of its 
nonlinearity, implementation of equation (5 
10) will require iterative numerical 
procedures similar to the slotted wall 

boundary condition of Berndt (section 5.2.4.2) and porous wall boundary conditions of MDA (sections 
5.2.3.1 and5.3.1)ortheAEDC(sections5.2.3.2and 5.3.2). 
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5.2.4.4 TFIANSONIC SLOT DESIGN 

5.2.4.4.1 DESIGN METHOD FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL SLOTTED WALLS 

Barnwell [21] developed improved procedures for designing slotted walls for two-dimensional transonic 
wind tunnels which were then applied to the NASA Langley 6- by 26-Inch Transonic Tunnel and to the 
6-inch by 24-inch slotted test section of the 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel. The procedure 
emphasises the maintenance of small disturbances at the wall and small crossflow velocities in the slot 
which, accordingly, allows the use of the small-disturbance form of the slotted-wall boundary condition 
given by 

c c*&==- ae, 
P h J(?$J,, = 2k a(vhJ,) 

where k=Ki 

and, where C,,, is the ambient pressure coefficient near the tunnel wall, & is the flow angle near the 
tunnel wall, d is the slot spacing, h is the tunnel semi-height, K is the slotted-wall performance coefficient, 
and k is the slotted-wall boundary-condition coefficient. 

An examination of Pindzola and Lo [151] for ideal slotted-wall tunnels shows that model blockage 
vanishes at the value Im1.18, that wake blockage at the model is zero, that the gradient in the wake 
blockage vanishes at zero model blockage, that downwash is nearly constant in the vicinity of the model 
for zero blockage (it can only be eliminated in a closed tunnel), and, that the streamline curvature 
vanishes at H.58. Therefore, in the classical sense it is obvious that that no single, fixed-wall geometry 
can eliminate all interference effects, and that compromises in wall geometry must be made. According 
to linear theory, it can also be shown that the blockage increment at the model position induced by a 
wake survey rake is negative, and, since blockage interference is positive for closed walls and negative 
for open walls, it is possible to reduce blockage interference at the model position by controlling the wall 
openness at the rake position. 

With these facts in mind and because computational predictions using classical boundary conditions are 
significantly different from experiment, Barnwell next examined the variation of K with slotted-wall 
openness ratio, a/d. A summary of his analysis is presented in Figure 5.14. Theoretical, homogeneous- 
boundary representations of the slotted wall developed by Davis and Moore 1461 for an infinitely thin 
slotted wall and by Chen and Mears [35], corrected by Barnwell [20], for a wall with finite thickness have 
functionally different variations for small a/d and yield differences in K which vary by a least a factor of 
two. Direct experimental measurements of K by Chen and Mears [35], Baronti, et al. [22], Berndt and 
S6rensen [26], and K values inferred from experimental measurements by Osborne [146] and Binion [28] 
were found to be in disagreement with both theories. An experimental correlation band given by 4 times 
the Davis and Moore theory and 2 times the corrected Chen and Moore theory bounds the thickness- 
effect only data. (Experimental values determined later by Everhart [53], [58] also lie within this 
correlation band (see Figure (5.16)). 

The minimum blockage value of K may now be determined for a tunnel of height 2h with a specified 
number of slots (giving the slot spacing, d). The required openness ratio is determined from the 
correlation which allows the slot width to be specified. For the Langley 6- by 28-Inch Transonic Tunnel, 
this procedure yields one 6-percent open slot, two 2-percent open slots, or four very narrow slots. 
Because of the potential for large (possibly sonic) crossflow velocities with a 2-percent-open (or less) 
wall, a single-slot configuration with a 5percent open area was selected. Theoretically, this wall geometry 
creates a slightly positive blockage to cancel the negative blockage imposed by the wake rake and it 
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reduces the streamline curvature correction. A similar evaluation was made for the E-inch-wide by 
24-inch-high slotted test section of the Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel, resulting in a 
minimum blockage geometry with two 5-percent-open slots each on the top and bottom walls. 

5.2.4.4.2 NTF SLOT DESIGN 

Slotted-wall design criteria for the National Transonic Facility noted by Newman, et al. [I431 were 

1) zero lift interference with four walls slotted, and 

2) smooth Mach number distributions at supersonic test conditions. 

The first design criterion was met by extending the two-dimensional procedures described in Section 
5.2.4.4.1. The second criterion was satisfied by using the method of Ramaswamy and Cornette [I541 to 
provide a suitable supersonic slot entry region (see Section 5.2.4.4.3). Slightly closing the walls at the 
model station accounted for the negative blockage effect of the model support. Sidewall slots, though 
included in the original design, were not installed: however, provisions exist for the installation of 2 such 
slots in each sidewall. The resulting model region of the NTF test section has B-percent open transonic 
walls with six uniformly-spaced slots each on the top and bottom walls, and solid sidewalls. 

5.2.4.4.3 SUPERSONIC SLOT DESIGN-METHOD OF RAMASWAMY AND CORNETTE 

Methods to design supersonic slotted walls and evaluate supersonic flow in a slotted wall wind tunnel 
were developed by Ramaswamy and Cornette [154]. Fundamentally, the method of characteristics is 
combined with a wall boundary condition which relates the local value of the Prandtl-Meyer angle, I&, to 
the local flow angle, 8,. In analysis mode (IJ - f?Xy is prescribed along characteristics striking the wall. The 
angle vw is determined using the Mach number computed from local wall pressures. By assuming 
homogenous flow near the wall, large crossflow through the slot, and no streamline curvature, the angle 
8, is obtained from 

The slot orifice coefficient, E, is used to account for the vena contracta effect of the crossflow jet and the 
wall boundary layer effects. Wind tunnel calibration data obtained in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic 
Pressure Tunnel (Harris, et a/. [82]) and in the Langley Diffuser Flow Apparatus (Gentry, et al. [70]) were 
used to validate the method, and extremely good correlations between theory and experiment were 
obtained using slot orifice coefficients in the range of 0.8 to 0.9. In the design method, smooth 
longitudinal distributions of test section centreline Mach number and (u + 8Xy along characteristics leaving 
the wall are prescribed. Since 8 is zero on the tunnel centreline, the value of uw = u,, is determined and, 
hence, &. The wall pressure drop is obtained from the wall Mach number which, upon specification of an 
appropriate orifice coefficient, allows the required wall openness ratio, a/d, to be determined. To avoid 
overexpansion and for smooth supersonic flow to exist in the test region, the required distribution of slot 
openness ratio was found to increase to a maximum and then decrease to zero. However, because the 
wind tunnel must also operate at transonic speeds, the slot openness is only allowed to decrease to that 
value required to minimise wall effects at transonic speeds. 



5.2.5 BAFFLED SLOTTED WALLS 

5.2.5.1 Background 

Baffled slotted wind tunnel walls were originally developed for the NASA Ames Research Center 11 -Ft. 
Transonic Tunnel where a full-scale 1981 demonstration of the concept validated its feasibility. 
Additionally, this geometry was proposed for the recently cancelled NWTC Subsonic and Transonic Wind 
Tunnels initiative (Sickles and Steinle [170]). Baffled slotted walls are created by filling longitudinal slots 
with nominally spanwise-oriented baffles. The baffles remove the dependency on streamline curvature, a 
characteristic of the flow through the more traditional slots, and create strips of porosity described by 
Darcy’s Law for pressure drop through a porous medium. Baffled slotted walls combine several important 
attributes of porous walls and slotted walls. First, early acoustic studies by Daugherty and Steinle [44], 
Jacocks [88], and Daugherty, et al. [45] verified that properly-designed baffles were quieter than the 
uniformly-distributed discrete holes in porous walls. These and other unpublished studies have led to 
recentlydeveloped methods of reducing ventilated-wail noise to levels comparable with that of a solid 
wall tunnel (Steinle [175]). Next, good optical accessibility is a must for modern, nonintrusive 
measurement methods and slots allow significantly improved access compared to porous walls. Finally, 
supersonic wave attenuation by a porous wall is superior to that offered by a slotted wall. Sickles and 
Steinle computationally demonstrated good attenuation properties which rapidly approach homogeneity 
and match porous wall characteristics for eight or more baffled slots (Steinle [175]). 

Flow field survey data which characterise the flow over a baffled slotted wall with a segmented plenum 
chamber were obtained by Wu, et al. [I871 and by Bhat [27]. These data were obtained for flows into and 
out of the plenum (i.e. under suction and blowing conditions) and reveal the complex flow character 
associated with ventilated walls. For flow into the plenum, large streamwise counter-rotating vortices co- 
exist in the test section along each side of the baffled slot. These vortices were removed with increasing 
pressure drop (decreasing plenum pressure) across the wall. Conversely, the strength of the vortices was 
increased with decreasing pressure drop (increasing plenum pressure). For oufflow conditions, the test- 
section-side behaviour of the wall flow field should be similar to that over the slotted wall. Therefore, 
these data offer insight into the flow behaviour over the more traditional transonic slotted wall geometry. 
Though not specifically addressed in their reports, the data of Wu, et al. [I871 and Bhat [27] allow one 
imagine how flow into the tunnel through both slotted and porous walls could conceivably energise these 
vortices to the point of ultimately separating them and the tunnel-wall boundary layer from the tunnel wall 
surface. Obviously, significant viscous-interaction research remains before ventilated tunnel-wall 
boundary conditions are fully understood. 

5.2.5.2 BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR AMES 11 -FT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 

Unpublished semispan data acquired while testing a large RAE model 864 were used to determine the 
boundary condition of the baffled slotted walls of the Ames 1 I-Ft. Transonic Tunnel (Steinle [175]). The 
basic tunnel geometry has 5.6-percent-open baffled slots on all four walls. For this test, the tunnel floor 
was sealed and used as the semispan reflection plane while the other three walls were tested in three 
configurations with (1) completely open slots, (2) completely closed walls, and (3) with the top tunnel wall 
closed and tunnel sidewall slots open. The model was spanwise instrumented with six longitudinal rows 
of pressure orifices, and data were acquired over a range of model pitch and freestream Mach number. 
For the closed-wall tunnel, configuration (2) the spanwise distribution of the angle-of-attack correction 
was computed by simulating the wing with 10 horseshoe vortices and by using the method of images for 



compressible flow. For tunnel configuration (3) (top wall closed), the spanwise angle of attack correction 
for the baffled slotted wall was determined using the method of Kraft and Lo [IO61 for a family of resistive 
values. R, and streamline-curvature coefficients, K, for a freestream Mach number of 0.7. The envelope 
of these R-K pairs which gave the best overall comparison with the closed-wall results was extrapolated 
to that corresponding to a uniformly-distributed porous wall. Because the Kraft and Lo theory is for a 
uniformly-distributed porous wall, dividing the extrapolated resistive value by the baffled-slotted-wall 
openness ratio will accumulate all resistivity into discrete slots, yielding a resistivity value of 
approximately 19 for the II-Ft Tunnel. Results obtained in the Ames 2- by 2-Ft Tunnel by Matyk and 
Yasunori [127] unsurprisingly gave a significantly different resistivity value due to non-amplification by a 
much thinner tunnel-wall boundary layer; however, as expected, their results showed a general 
independence with Mach number due to the low-speed flow through the baffled slot. Calculations of the 
spanwise variation in lifl interference for these data in the II-Foot tunnel and other case studies are 
shown in Steinle and Pejack [176]. Additional wall-interference calculations which characterise the 
baffled-slotted wall are presented by Crites and Steinle [43]. 



5.3 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES 

In this section a brief overview of computational or CFD approaches used to simulate transonic wind- 
tunnel test-section flows is given by means of a few sample numerical implementations and results. This 
is not intended to be a thorough review of CFD methods or simulations of wind-tunnel flows, all of which 
have become possible since the publication of AGARDograph 109 [67]. The methods discussed in this 
section use a wide range of mathematical boundary conditions from the classical-like, where the 
boundary condition is known and prescribed a pdoti, to the non-linear, where the boundary condition 
simulating the tunnel-wall flow must be iteratively solved as a part of the entire solution process. Modern 
boundary measurement methods incorporating near-wall flow data as a boundary condition are also 
presented. These boundary conditions are used in WIAC techniques which are becoming increasingly 
attractive as measurement accuracy improves and instrumentation costs per channel rapidly decrease 
(for example, multi-channel electronically-scanned pressure transducers or pressure-sensitive paint 
techniques), and as computational power soars and moves to the desktop. 

5.3.1 TUNNEL SIMULATIONS 

The division of the subsections herein is based upon the flow equation approximation used in the wind- 
tunnel simulations. 

5.3.1 .I LINEAR THEORY 

A number of linear theory flow codes have been modified to include homogeneous classical-like wind- 
tunnel wall boundary conditions on the outer or far-held boundary. Keller and Wright [94] is a sample 
implementation which includes a variety of such wall conditions. There, they developed a numerical 
method to examine incompressible boundary-induced interference in rectangular wind tunnels with 
slotted or perforated walls which Keller [93] later modified and extended to include slot viscous effects. 
The walls were modelled with source panels on which a general boundary condition of the form 

was applied. The coefficients were specified according to the type of tunnel wall and boundary condition 
being evaluated as specified in the following table: 

TYPE OF BOUNDARY CONDITION Cl c2 Cl C4 

Closed wall 0 0 1 0 
Open jet 0 1 0 0 
Perforated wall 0 1 1 0 

ii 
Ideal slotted wall: integrated form 1 0 K 0 
Ideal slotted wall: differentiated form 0 1 dK K 

ax 
Slotted wall with viscosity in slots 0 1 i’K 1 K 

-+- 
dr R 



Besides presenting a simple method for evaluating interference, the method computationally revealed the 
very significant effect of viscosity on the wall-induced interference. For a square tunnel with four 6- 
percent open slots each in the top and bottom walls, the lift interference factor, So, was found to vary from 
0.078 to -0.012 as R varied from 0.333 to 3, respectively. Pearcey, et al. [I481 showed typical values of R 
of the order of 1. 

Other linear theory codes have been modified or developed to model various discrete aspects of wind- 
tunnel geometry, including the wails. For example, Lee 11141 simulated the testing environment of 
practical 3-D, subsonic, rectangular cross-section wind tunnels using a higher-order panel method. A 
homogeneous slotted wall boundary condition was used to represent the effects of slot openness in a 
finite length test section which included corner fillets. In addition, the test model size, shape, location and 
mounting system were also simulated, thus, providing both a diagnostic tool for interpreting experimental 
data as well as a design tool for the test environment, As another example, Kemp [103], [96]. [97]. 
developed STIPAN, a high-order panel code which simulates a slotted wind tunnel test section with 
discrete, finite-length wall slots subject to plenum chamber constraints and terminated by a reentry 
region to smooth the flow transition to the solid wall diffuser. Both non-linear effects of the dynamic 
pressure of the slot outflow jet and of the low energy of the slot inflow are considered; the test model and 
sting support are also represented. These simulation features were selected to be those appropriate for 
the subsequent intended use of this simulation in a wall interference assessment and correction (WIAC) 
procedure, PANCOR, using a modified wall model making use of sparsely located wall pressure 
measurements (Kemp [98],[95]). Figures 5.23 and 5.24, taken from this latter reference, illustrates the 
STlPANlPANCOR slotted-wall model. Simulation results demonstrated that accounting for the discrete 
slots is important in interpreting wall pressures measured between the slots, and that accounting for non- 
linear slot flow effects produces significant changes in tunnel-induced velocity distributions; in particular, 
a longitudinal component of tunnel-induced velocity due to model lift is produced. A characteristic mode 
of tunnel flow interaction with constraints imposed by the plenum chamber and diffuser entrance is 
apparent in the results. 

Networks 

Figure 5.23 : STlPANlPANCOR slotted wall model 
Singularities used on tunnel flow domain 
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Figure 5.24 : STlPANlPANCOR slotted wall model. 
Panel network superposition used to represent a slotted tunnel wall 

5.3.1.2 TRANSONIC SMALL DISTURBANCE EQUATION (TSDE) METHODS 

The non-linear TSDE considered here is generally of the form 

where M is the local Mach number and Q is the small disturbance perturbation velocity potential. Various 
approximations are made to calculate M, but all contain at least one non-linear term of the form A@,$= 
Axisymmetric, slender lifting body, and 2-D versions of the TSDE all retain this term while appropriately 
dropping others. However, more non-linear terms and those involving cross-derivatives must be added to 
adequately approximate swept shock waves on swept wings. 

The advent of practical transonic computational fluid dynamic calculations around 1970 (Murman and 
Cole [136]) allowed one to perform numerical experiments related to tunnel-wall effects, General 
conclusions were: (1) somewhere in the transonic regime linear superposition does break down (Mumran 
[I 35)) and (2) wall characteristics can be very non-linear at transonic conditions (Kacprzynski [SO]) and 
dependent upon the model pressure field through its influence on the wall boundary layers, especially 
those on the mounting walls in 2-D airfoil and semi-span wing tests, as mentioned in section 5.2.2. The 
latter two references were early discussions of 2-D (airfoil) TSDE applications utilising ventilated wall 
boundary conditions; Murman. et al. [I 341 discusses the TSFOIL code resulting from Murman’s earlier work. 

Early TSDE results for circular tunnel geometries were presented for axisymmetric bodies by Bailey 1151 
and for slender lifting wing-body combinations by Barnwell [17]. Simulations have also been used in 
conjunction with deriving/assessing approximate ventilated wall boundary conditions, A series of papers 
by Karlsson and Sedin [91]. [92], [164], [165], discussed in section 5.2.4.2, used an axisymmetric TSDE 
in assessing various slotted tunnel wall boundary condition approximations. 

Extension to TSDE simulation of a 3-D wing in a rectangular cross-section wind tunnel with rather 
arbitrary boundary conditions was presented by Newman and Klunker (1401. The boundary conditiin 
used to model the tunnel walls was the integrated form of the generalised linear homogeneous condition 
as given by Keller [93] and discussed in section 53.1 .l. However, an inhomogeneous term must be 



added to account for integration constants; it also accounts for physical affects such as non-zero C, in 
the plenum or contoured walls. This condition is: 

A@,+Bqb,+C@+D=O 

Conventional linear wall conditions are obtained as 

Open jet A=C=D=O BtO 

Straight solid B=C=D=iJ At0 

I Contoured solid 1 B=C=O 1 -D/A = wall slope I 

I Porous 1 C=D=O I = B/A porositv or restriction parameter I 
I si0ned B=D=O C/A = slot geometry parameter 

I 
Also note that the addition of a term E~#I~ would allow one to model the Adcock and Barnwell [2] 

approximation of viscous effects on solid tunnel walls as discussed in Section 52.2. 

As pointed out by Newman and Klunker [140], “Several points should be made concerning the tunnel-wall 
boundary condition. First, it is considered to be an average relationship between various local inviscid 
flow properties which applies near the wall rather than on it. Second, in an iterative finite-difference 
calculation there is a great deal of flexibility regarding the form of the boundary condition itself since (a) it 
need not even have a functional form (i.e., could be measured flow properties) much less be linear; (b) 
the parameters in it can vary with local tunnel geometry or local flow conditions; and (c) it is restricted, 
however, in that the relaxation calculation must be stable. Third, the porosity and slot geometry 
parameters must be determined experimentally.” However, “these parameters are dependent on local 
flow conditions near the tunnel wall which for transonic flows are influenced not only by the tunnel 
operating conditions but also by the test configuration.” Nevertheless, they concluded that “the results for 
tunnel-wall modelling demonstrate that various conventional tunnel-wall boundary conditions can be 
incorporated in numerical computations. Such modelling should be useful in assessing interference 
effects and as an aid in the design of wind tunnels.” These 3-D TSDE calculations for a wing in a 
simulated NTF tunnel indicated a need for some sidewall relief. The two slots incorporated in each 
sidewall design provide this relief and are compatible with the mechanical and optical requirements on 
the NTF test section. 

Indeed, later uses of the 3-D TSDE in approximate boundary condition and ventilated wall design 
assessment, as well as for wall interference prediction have been reported by others. For example, 
Sedin, ef a/. [X3] and Agrell, ef al. [6], [7] used it for slotted wall studies as discussed in Section 5.2.4.2. 
Phillips and Waggoner [149], [I501 implemented the classical boundary condition formulations in a 
nonconservative, transonic small disturbance code (Boppe (301). The boundary conditions (including solid 
walls, open jets, porous and slotted walls, and solid and slotted walls with viscous effects) were applied 
independently on the different tunnel walls to obtain a pre-test estimate of wall interference effects on the 
aerodynamic test data. Comparisons between predictions and measured reference data (Lockman and 
Seegmiller 11161) revealed discrepancies in wing shock locations of about 5 percent. These 
discrepancies were attributable to the numerical differences in nonconservative versus conservative finite 
difference formulations and other not-modelled details of the shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction. Al- 
Saadi 181. [9], [lo] computed the transonic flow over two different transport configurations tested in the 
National Transonic Facility using a nonconservative, transonic small disturbance code in which several, 
usually-neglected, higher-order terms were retained to improve shock-wave and wing-sweep simulations 
(Boppe [30]). Tunnel-wall boundaries were modelled using the Berndt discrete-slot boundary condition 



and comparisons with measured wall pressures were used to assess the quality of the simulation. 
Though good comparisons were generated for some cases, uncertainties in the wall pressure 
measurements and in the viscous boundary-condition modelling require a more detailed analysis to be 
performed when appropriate data become available, particularly at the higher Reynolds numbers where 
good data are non-existent. 

5.3.1.3 FULL-POTENTIAL EQUATION (FPE) METHODS 

For steady, inviscid, irrotational flow (V x V = 0), a velocity potential e can be defined ( V = V@) which 
satisfies the non-linear FPE, written here in Cartesian co-ordinates as 

where a is the speed of sound which depends on the velocity components &, &, and &. However, unlike 
the TSDE, this FPE equation (or its equivalent for a stream function) is generally solved in a “body- 
oriented” or mapped co-ordinate system in order to obtain sufficient resolution and near orthogonality in 
high gradient and curvature regions of the flow. Thus, a non-trivial issue for simulation of tunnel flows 
using a structured grid is to find an appropriate simultaneous mapping for both test model and tunnel 
walls. This should be no problem, however, for an unstructured grid approach. 

The classic transonic relaxation solutions obtained by Emmons [50] were for an airfoil (the NACA 0012) 
in a solid wall wind tunnel and in free-air. It is interesting to note that he stated then: 

“Theoretical predictions of the effect of wind-tunnel walls for incompressible fluids have been successful 
with the required accuracy. For increasing Mach numbers, however, the corrections increase very rapidly 
and have a very profound effect on the flow as shock waves appear. Thus, the best experimental method 
in aerodynamics is seriously handicapped by the lack of knowledge of what wind-tunnel-wall corrections 
should be made to wind-tunnel test results.” 

He concluded: 

“Although the relaxation method appears to be adequate to solve the very involved differential equations 
and boundary conditions describing the flow of a compressible fluid, the calculations are too involved to 
permit the investigation of a very wide range of interesting cases without the use of high-speed 
calculating machines.” 

His calculations were done by hand; it would be another twenty-five years before such high-speed 
calculations would even be demonstrated! 

In 1975, transonic flow solutions obtained by relaxation of the FPE for both Z-D and axisymmetric models 
inside wind tunnel walls appeared. Kacprzynski [SO] presented results for an airfoil in a porous wind 
tunnel with non-linear wall behaviour. He mapped the region exterior to the airfoil, including the walls, into 
the interior of a circle and found the solution method to be extremely efficient numerically. However, he 
concluded that the inclusion of viscous effects would require costly updating of the mapping function. 
Another analysis of this problem is given by Catherall [32] for flow past airfoils in solid, porous or slotted 
wind tunnels, South and Keller [172] considered transonic flow past axisymmetric bodies in a wind tunnel 
where the region between the body and tunnel wall is mapped onto a rectangular plane. A general 
linearised homogeneous wall boundary condition, essentially that given and discussed in Section 5.3.1.2, 
was enforced to model solid, open-jet, and idealised porous and slotted walls. They addressed the 
computational mapping, numerical implementation of boundary conditions, stability, and convergence 
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issues for the FPE in such applications. Results were also presented for nonlifting 2-D tunnel flow 
simulations. 

In the early 1980’s FPE applications related to simulating wind tunnel flows for 2-D, axisymmetric, and 
3-D configurations continued to address the required co-ordinate mappings. Doria and South [48] 
developed a nearly orthogonal mesh by a sequence of Schwarz-Christoffel transformations and 
shearings appropriate to 2-D lifting airfoils and axisymmetric bodies in a wind tunnel. The finite-volume 
relaxation process was investigated using several different iterative schemes; solution convergence of 
nearly choked channels was found to be slower than that for other transonic flows. Mercer, et a/. [128] 
and Mercer and Murman [I291 developed a fully-conservative, finite-volume FPE computer program to 
simulate transonic flow past a swept wing in a wind tunnel with specified normal flow at the walls. They 
obtained an approximately orthogonal mesh conforming to both the wing and the tunnel walls. This code 
was intended to simulate the wind tunnel in preliminary studies of 3-D adaptive wall concepts: some 2-D 
airfoil example calculations, used in the code verification, were given and a 3-D sample result was 
demonstrated. 

5.3.1.4 EULER EQUATION METHODS 

The Euler equations express the conservation of mass, momentum and energy for inviscid rotational flow 
and are written in 3-D Cartesian co-ordinates (x,), with corresponding velocity components (u,), as 

The vectors w and b are functions of the velocities (u,), pressure @), density (p), total energy (E), and 
total enthalpy of) given by 

P PU, 
Pu, PW f P4, 

P% and A= PW, + P4, 

P% PV, + P4, 

PE- PHU, 

where p=(y-~)p[~-iFu:]. pH=pE+p. and 6, = 1 for i=j, 0 otherwise. 

The early numerical solutions of these equations were also generally done in body-fitted co-ordinates; 
i.e., on mapped structured grids, similar to those used for FPE solutions, or on embedded grids (Benek, 
et al. [23]) and first for 2-D airfoils. An interesting example by Gaffney, et al. [66], who solved the Euler 
equations on Cartesian co-ordinates for a multielement airfoil, pointed out the more serious problem 
associated with inviscid CFD solutions for realistic configurations tested in wind tunnels at supercritical 
Mach numbers. They conclude that their 

“calculations...illustrate the importance of taking into consideration wall interference effects when 
comparing the predictions of theory with experiment. Wiih the exceptions of regions where viscous- 
inviscid” interactions “are strong,” (i.e., regions at trailing edge of main airfoil and leading edge of flap) 
“calculations based on the Euler equations, when coupled with wall corrections, based on shifts in Mach 
number” (i.e., the Sewall [ISS] sidewall boundary-layer contribution discussed in 5.2.2) “and angle of 



attack” (Le., data of Stanewsky and Thibert [173]) “yield remarkable agreement with experiment. 
However, without proper considerations of viscous-inviscid interactions, simple shifts of angle of attack 
and Mach number will not bring the predictions of free air calculations in line with those of wind tunnel 
measurements.” 

Many uses of 3-D Euler equation CFD solvers in supercritical or transonic wind tunnel applications have 
been made in the last decade; however, either the configuration or test results tend to be proprietary or 
sensitive, so that information has not been openly reported. Applications are also mentioned in sections 
5.32, 53.3, and 5.3.4 so little more than a few generalities will be mentioned here. For complex 
configurations, the body-fitted grids used are block-structured, embedded, or unstructured. These 
equations are frequently coupled with an approximate boundary layer solver to account for some of the 
viscous interactions. Tunnel wall boundary conditions, if used, are generally still modelled, due to the flow 
complexities at the ventilated walls that are required for transonic testing. However, the inability of the 
Euler equations to properly capture important viscous-inviscid interactions tends to limit their use. 

5.3.1.5 NAVIER STOKES EQUATION METHODS 

The specific form of the terms in a compressible, turbulent Navier-Stokes equation set depends upon the 
velocity decomposition and averaging, as well as the turbulence modelling that is used (see, for example, 
Vandromme and Haminh [I791 or Wilcox [164]). In the transonic and high-speed flows of interest here, 
typically those for aerospace configurations as tested in wind tunnels, both compressible and pressure- 
gradient effects are important for the shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions which occur. Usually, a 
thin-layer approximation of the Reynolds’ Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, written in body- 
oriented co-ordinates, is employed in the numerical codes. Turbulence modelling utilised over the last 
decade or so has been primarily algebraic or for one- or two-equation models. Since it is not our purpose 
to discuss the elaborate equations nor details here, the reader is referred to the cited literature for such 
information. 

Some times, the verification or validation studies for RANS algorithms and turbulence models is 
attempted by comparing and/or correlating code predictions with measured data on simple configurations 
where the wind tunnel walls must be considered. The early 3-D study reported by Kordulla [106] is an 
example; it illustrates the magnitude of the complexities, both experimental and computational, involved 
in a seemingly simple case. There, results from six different RANS codes, all using the Baldwin-Lomax 
algebraic turbulence model, were compared with transonic (supercritical) data on a swept semi-span 
wing mounted on a splitter plate in a solid wall wind tunnel. The tunnel wall interference effects were 
noted in the pressure distributions, streamline patterns, and integrated forces. However, there were also 
noticeable effects due to variations in transition location, juncture region modelling, inviscid-viscous wall 
boundary conditions, and computational gridding. This was for a solid tunnel wall case; the detailed 
resolution required for a direct simulation of the viscous flow at the ventilated walls normally used in 
transonic testing is not now feasible. Therefore, one must resort to approximate wall boundary conditions 
or descriptions as discussed in section 5.2. Use of two perforated wall boundary conditions with Navier- 
Stokes codes for tunnel flow simulation is indicated in 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. 

Simulation of the shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions at the sidewalls in airfoil tunnels and on the 
mounting wall in semispan wing tests using RANS codes has been done. For example, airfoil tunnel 
simulations using 3-D codes with viscous sidewall boundary conditions were reported by Obayashi and 
Kuwahara [145], Swanson, et a/. [177], and Radespiel [153]. Their results show the loss of 2-D symmetry 
due to the sidewall boundary layer separation upon its interaction with the shock on the model. 



Simulation of the mounting wall viscous layer in a semispan wing test was reported, for example, by 
Vatsa and Wedan [ISO]. It is seen that the mounting wall boundary layer interacts with the shock on the 
model and separates, thus altering the shock strength and position, the streamline pattern, and the 
separation over an appreciable part of the model span. Milholen and Chokani [I301 used a RANS code to 
calculate the interaction between a wind tunnel sidewall boundary layer and the transonic flow at flight 
Reynolds number about a thin, low-aspect-ratio wing mounted on that wall. The sidewall boundary layer 
was seen to have a strong influence on the flow about the wing: the computed wing pressures were in 
excellent agreement with the data, showing vast improvement over previous free-air computations. 

As with the Euler equation CFD codes, applications of the RANS codes are being made to design wind 
tunnel tests and aid in the interpretation of test results (again, see 5.3.3). As the computational power 
(speed, memory, and communication bandwidth) of the computer hardware available at the engineers 
desk and tunnel continues to increase, so too will the computational fidelity of his computer software. Of 
the computational gains made in CFD, about half can be attributed to hardware improvements, with the 
other half coming from algorithm improvements. When Garner, et al. [67] was published, CFD did not 
exist. 

5.3.2 MDA WALL INTERFERENCE COMPUTATIONS 

5.3.2.1 BACKGROUND 

Although McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA), currently part of the Boeing Company, tests its 
advanced fighter configurations in wind tunnel facilities around the world, they own and operate a small 
4-foot x 4-foot tunnel. This tunnel is very busy with advanced design, missile, and diagnostic tests. The 
MDA approach to correcting transonic wind tunnel data for wall interference has been strongly influenced 
by the need to provide viable wall corrections for this small facility - often with oversized models 
designed to test in a larger tunnel. Furthermore, the need to provide timely corrections for “production” 
mode testing has resulted in a pragmatic (if not always rigorous) approach that has been demonstrated 
to provide good quality corrections quickly and economically for many different advanced fighter 
configurations. A typical “large” model for which validated corrections have been provided would be a 6% 
F-18 in the 4x4 foot test section. 

Two types of corrections can be provided, depending on model size and allowable uncertainty in results. 
The most economical is an empirical approach obtained from an experimental wall interference database 
developed by testing a set of four geometrically similar models of different scale in several different size 
wind tunnels. The more rigorous (and more expensive) method uses numerical simulation of the model in 
the wind tunnel and in free flight -- taking the difference between the two solutions as an incremental 
correction for the wind tunnel data. The key to the success of this approach is the fidelity of the 
tunnel wall boundary conditions. 

These two approaches will be briefly described. The development of the wall boundary condition was 
previously described in section 5.2.3.1. A more complete discussion may be found in the literature. 



5.3.2.2 EMPIRICAL CORRECTIONS 

As previously noted, the empirical approach was developed from an experimental wall interference 
database. A set of four models was used to generate this database. In determining the basic design of 
the “boundaty interference” models, the need for simplicity and accuracy in fabrication was balanced 
against the desire to have a realistic flight configuration. In the end, a simple cylindrical body with a delta 
wing was used. An ellipsoidal nose was faired into the body at the wing apex location, and a boat tail was 
added to reduce drag. A NACA 0006 wing section was used, with thickness scaled according to local 
chord 

A total of four geometrically 
similar models where 
constructed, two for use in 
each facility. Model #2 was 
sized to have the same 
relative blockage in the 4x4 
foot Poly Sonic Wind Tunnel 
facility (PSWT) as a typical 
flight configuration model. 
Relative blockage is defined 
here as the maximum cross- 
sectional area of the model at 
zero degrees angle of attack, 
divided by the cross-sectional 
area of the wind tunnel test 
section. Model #I has a 

Figure 5.25 : Interference Model Set Dimensions 

relative blockage twice as great as model #2. The smaller two models were designed to significantly 
exceed standard rules of thumb for model sizing, when tested in the 1x1 foot Transonic Wind Tunnel 
facility (TWT). Figure 5.25 shows dimensions for the configuration based on reference chord length and 
the value of reference chord length for each of the four models. 

The models were designed for use with an internal six component strain gage balance. The larger two 
models (models #I and #2) use a 1.5 inch diameter balance, while models #3 and #4 use a 0.75 inch 
diameter balance. Each balance had a separate sting support. Boundaty layer transition strips were 
placed on the nose and both wing 
surfaces at approximately the 5% chord. Blockage = Model Tunnel Cross-Section 
Four base pressure taps were provided 
on the largest two models, on the other Model Yl Model #Z Model 113 Model #I4 

models the base area was negligible. As 
a cost saving measure, no additional NASA Ames 

pressure instrumentation was provided 
wt. x 11 ft.) 

.01108 

on any of the four models. 
MDAF-SWT .08381 

Models #l and #2 were tested in the (4It.r4ft., 
.M191 .on9306 .oo4651 

PSWT. Models #3 and #4 were tested in 
both the lWl and PSWT. In addition, MDATWT _ 
data were obtained for model #l in the (1 ft. x 1 ft.) 

as9 .l?7443 

Ames 11 ft. Transonic Tunnel. Figure I 

5.26 shows a summary of the 4 models Figure 5.26 : Interference Model Tests 



with relative blockages in each facility 
where they were tested. An overview of 
experimental results and discussion of 
treatment of the data to remove 
Reynolds number effects is given in 
Rueger and Crites [160]. 

After examination of the extensive 
database created by testing these 
models over a period of two years, it 
was determined that a relatively simple 
form was suitable for expressing first 
order interference induced increments. 

0.4 From Rueger, et al. [I611 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 13 I.4 

Mack Number 
Aa = k,C, 

Figure 5-27 : Angle of Attack Interference factor in PSWT AC, = IL& &CL 
57.3 

0.M AC, = k,C, 
MI’.................... i........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i The constants kr, k2, k3 are termed 

interference factors and are determined 

#.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \ + . ..+ by curve fitting interference increments 
from the database. It should ba noted 

Lz that these expressions are not unique. 
Other forms may be equally valid. 

Figures 5.27, 5.26, and 5.29 show typical 
variation in wall interference for the two 
largest models in the set for the 4-foot 

I.’ PSWT tunnel. Note that the interference 

Figure 5.26 : Induced Drag Interference Factor in PSWT 
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effect increases sharply (as expected) in 
the vicinity of Mach 1, and then 

decreases toward zero as Mach 1.2 is 
approached. 

Figure 5.29 : Pitching Moment Interference Factor in PWST 

First order corrections are obtained 
quickly and simply by scaling the 
experimental interference by appropriate 
factors such as reference area, tail 
length, etc. This gives good first order 
corrections. Where greater accuracy is 
required. the interference factors are 
computed at a couple of points and then 
curve fit, using the method defined 
below. 

4 



5.3.2.3 Two POINTS OF VIEW 

In transonic wind tunnels with relatively small models, a linear wall boundary condition is usually 
assumed. The wall interference question is: What angle-of-attack and Mach number would be required 
for the same model in free-flight to develop the same lift measured in the wind tunnel? Corrections are 
sought for Mach number and angle-of-attack. This approach is a descendant of the method of images 
(Pope [152]) used to obtain wall interference corrections for low speed solid wall, or open jet, test 
sections. Extension of this approach to ventilated transonic test sections in Pindzola and Lo [151] and 
Rizk and Murman [159] naturally retained the initial point of view; i.e., wall interference is seen as an error 
in Mach number and angle-of-attack. As previously mentioned in Section 5.1.1, a sufficient condition for 
this approach is WS. However, some of the concepts can be fonalised within the framework of 
asymptotic expansions for Group 1 and possibly Group 2 and 3 flows. The application to Group 1 flows is 
given in Section 5.4. 

In tunnels with relatively large models, the classical approach oflen fails for two reasons. First, the model 
is closer to the wall, interactions are stronger, and significant interference gradients develop about the 
model. In this case there is no single value of Mach number and angle-of-attack that is equivalent to the 
free-flight condition for the measured forces. The condition is said to be ‘“uncorrectable”. Second, the 
linear wall boundary condition usually used in this type of analysis breaks down and does not apply. 

In tunnels with small models, the model-impressed pressure signature is weak at the wall. Also, the 
boundary layer thickness tends to establish a relatively constant distribution over the walls. In this case, the 
assumption that crossflow is governed by local wall pressure may be warranted. However, in smaller 
tunnels the wall signature becomes significant, and, as shown by Jacocks [Ki]. the local crossflow through 
the wall depends on local pressure and on local boundary layer displacement thickness. Local 
displacement thickness is strongly dependent on the upstream distribution of pressure and crossflow 
(transpiration). Therefore, crossflow is really a complex non-linear phenomenon depending not just on the 
local pressure (classical assumption), but also on the local boundary layer, and therefore on upstream 
pressure and crossflow distributions. In smaller tunnels (or large tunnels with very large models) the true 
non-linear nature of the crossflow and boundary layer displacement effect must be considered. 

An alternate point of view discards the paradigm that wall interference should be viewed as error in test 
Mach number and pitch angle. Instead of considering the lift developed on the model as invariant, the 
test conditions of Mach number and model incidence angle are taken as constant, The question asked is: 
If the walls (and model support) are removed while maintaining constant Mach number and angle-of- 
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Figure 5.30 : Boundary Interference Correction Method 

attack, how will the forces developed 
on the model (pressure distribution 
over the model) change? From this 
point of view, interference gradients 
about the model are automatically 
taken into account. 

As shown in Figure 5.30, the 
correction procedure involves three 
steps. First, an appropriate numerical 
flow solver is used to simulate the 
aircraft model, model support 
structure, and wind tunnel walls. 
Measured wall pressures are used 



with an empirical procedure to compute the equivalent inviscid boundary conditions simulating the non- 
linear viscous wall interaction. Second, numerical solutions are obtained with the walls and model support 
removed (free-flight boundary conditions). Third, the incremental differences in the computed forces and 
moments are applied to the experimental data as a correction. 

5.3.2.4 APPLICATION OF THE MDA WALL FLOW MODEL 

The wall flow model of Section 5.2.3.1.4 has been used successfully with flow solvers ranging from panel 
codes to Navier-Stokes codes. For Mach numbers producing only weak shocks, high order panel codes 
or full potential methods are useful. For higher Mach numbers, Euler solvers are required. Figure 5.31 
shows typical application of the wall flow model. Generally three or four iterations of the wall flow model, 
separated by a few hundred solver iterations is adequate. Figures 5.32, 5.33, and 5.34, compare 
computed interference factors using panel and Euler solvers with the empirical interference factors 
discussed in Section 5.2.3.2. Figures 5.35 and 5.36 show typical corrections of PSWT data for MCM (a 

super cruise variant), and a 6% 
scale F-18. The MCM was tested in 
the PSWT (4x4-foot tunnel) and the 
NASA Ames II-Ft Transonic 
Tunnel. The F-18 was tested in the 
PSWT and the NASA Langley 
7x10-Ft Transonic Tunnel. The 
PSWT wall, with 22.5% porosity 
produces open-jet type interference 
effects. The corrections applied 
make a considerable improvement. 

Figure 5.31 : Lift Iteration History 
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Figure 5.32 : Angle of Attack Interference Factor in Figure 5.33 : Induced Drag Interference Factor in 
the PSWT the PSWT 



Figure 5.34 : Pitching Moment Correction Factor 
in the PSWT 

Figure 5.35 : Correction of MCM Lift 
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Figure 5.36 : Correction of F-18 Lii 

5.3.3 AEDC WALL INTERFERENCE COMPUTATIONS 

5.3.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The development of present and future flight systems is placing stringent demands on wind-tunnel 
facilities to provide high-quality data at transonic speeds. Wall interference can significantly compromise 
the quality of transonic wind-tunnel data (Whoric and Hobbs [183]). While the perforated walls of AEDC 
transonic wind tunnels minimise wall-interference effects, significant wall interference can occur at high- 
subsonic and low-supersonic flow conditions even for models below one-percent solid-blockage ratio 
(Kraft, et al. [IOS]). In order to use wind-tunnel data to predict a flight vehicle’s performance with 
confidence, the data must be assessed and/or corrected for wall effects. Wall interference is more 
pronounced and more difficult to correct at high-subsonic conditions where the sonic regions extend to 



the walls. Such flows have been classified as Group 2 flows in Hornung [86] and Erickson 1511, whereas 
Group 1 flows have lower Mach numbers with subcritical flows at the walls. 

Model sizing is becoming a critical issue in testing. Users want larger models to achieve maximum 
possible Reynolds number. In the past, models for aerodynamic testing were sized to span less than sixty 
percent of the tunnel width and to be less than one-percent solid-blockage ratio. Although wall 
interference can compromise data at certain conditions for these size models, wall interference was not 
considered to significantly affect the data quality, and corrections for wall interference were not routinely 
applied. With more stringent data-quality requirements and the desire to test larger models, this 
assumption is no longer the case. At present no capability exists to routinely correct transonic data for 
wall interference. As will be shown, corrections are performed only for limited programs and only for 
limited flow conditions using computationally-intensive CFD techniques. 

Several wall-interference assessment/correction (WIAC) techniques have been developed for 
three-dimensional non-linear flows and are summarised in Kraft, et al. [log]. A WIAC technique uses 
boundary data measured at an interface which is on or near the wind tunnel walls and consists of two 
components: (1) a flow solver that adequately represents the tunnel and free-air flows, and (2) a 
procedure for using the measured boundary data and the flow solver to determine wall interference. 
Although these techniques have been demonstrated numerically for Group 2 flows, there is a 
considerable need to validate them with experimental data (KratI, et a/. [log]). The examples in this 
contribution address that need. 

Wall-interference corrections can also be obtained by pretest-predictive techniques. Application of these 
techniques requires a representation of the wall behaviour instead of measured boundary data. Classical 
global descriptions of the ventilated-wall boundary characteristics have proved to be inadequate. AEDC 
has developed a local semi-empirical description of the perforated-wall characteristic (Sec. 5.2.3.2). 
Provided that an adequate model of the ventilated walls can be achieved, the pretest procedure is an 
attractive alternative because it does not require the installation of a measurement system. 

Application of WIAC and pretest-predictive techniques to experimental three-dimensional subsonic and 
transonic data were evaluated in Sickles and Erickson [167],[168]. Use of inviscid flow solvers gave 
accurate wall-interference corrections for subsonic and mildly supercritical Group 1 flows ( M I 0.8). 
However, erroneous corrections were obtained for strongly supercritical Group 2 flows ( M > 0.9). In 
most cases, the sign and magnitude of the lifl increment were in error. The cause of the inaccuracies was 
attributed to the inability of the inviscid flow solvers to simulate the viscous effects on the model. Viscous 
effects become important for strongly supercritical flow, namely proper shock characterisation and 
trailing-edge behaviour, and must be represented in order to determine accurate corrections. 

5.3.3.2 WALL INTERFERENCE PROCEDURE 

Wall-interference effects are predicted by taking the difference between two CFD analyses. The first is a 
free-air flow-field calculation, while the second is a tunnel flow-field calculation which includes either a 
perforated-wall boundary condition for the pretest-predictive approach or a boundary condition where the 
measured pressure is specified for the WIAC approach. Thus, a pair of calculations must be performed 
for each test condition under investigation. The difference in calculated local pressures can then be used 
to correct the experimental pressure measurements. Also, the experimentally measured force and 
moment can be corrected by appropriately integrating the computed pressure differences and adding the 
integrated values to the measured data. 



This procedure is an incremental approach that looks at the difference between two calculations. 
Therefore, exact replication of the experimental results with computations is not necessary, but rather the 
increments must be accurately simulated. However, previous investigation has shown that to obtain 
accurate increments certain attributes of the flow, such as shock position and strength, must be 
replicated with some degree of certainty. The sections that follow illustrate the AEDC approach and give 
results for research configurations as well as realistic test articles. 

5.3.3.3 WALL INTERFERENCE RESULTS 

Wall-interference assessment and corrections are given for four models. All models were tested in AEDC 
wind tunnels which employ perforated walls with sixty-degree inclined holes. The database for each 
model, except for the Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle (SSLV), consists of data obtained on the same 
model in a larger tunnel where conditions are assumed to be interference-free. For the SSLV, data exists 
for a smaller scale model in the same tunnel and in a different tunnel. All models are pressure- 
instrumented to make detailed comparisons of pressure distributions between data with and without 
interference. Details of these configurations as well as the wall-interference computations can be found in 
Martin, et. al., (1261 and Sickles, eta/. [167], (1661, [169]. 

5.3.3.4 MODEL DESCRIPTIONS 

The first two models are similar. They are generic wing/body/tail vertically-symmetric configurations with 
constant chord, 30-degree swept llfting surfaces. The first model is shown in Figure 5.37. The lifling 
surfaces have NACA 0012 cross sections. The model was tested in AEDC Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel 
(4T), in which the blockage ratio is 0.16 percent, to obtain reference data assumed to be interference- 
free. Data with varying amounts of wall interference were measured in the adaptive-wall test section of 
AEDC Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel (IT) (Erickson [51]; Martin, eta/. [126]; and, Sickles and Sinclair [169]). 
in which the blockage ratio is 2.5 percent. This model will be referred to as the WIMIT (wall interference 
model for IT). The pressure distribution was measured near the tunnel walls with a system of rotated 
static pipes shown in Fig. 5.36. The 
second generic configuration, to be 
referred to as WIM4T. is shown in Fig. 
5.39. This model was tested in Tunnel 4T 
with a blockage ratio of 1.33 %, and in 
Aeropropulsion Wind Tunnel (16T) for 
reference data assumed to be 
interference-free, since the blockage ratio 
is 0.06%. The lifting surfaces have NACA 
0010.4 sections. 

The third model is a three-percent model 
of the Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle 
(SSLV) which is shown in Fig. 5.40. This 
model was tested twice in 16T. The 
blockage of this model at angle of attack 
a = -5”, is 0.7 %. The second entry 
involved a refurbished, modified 

NACA-0012 Profile 

Blockage = 2.5 Percent 

Figure 5.37 : Wall interference model for tunnel IT 
W’IM1-0 



Fiaure 5.36 : Tunnel IT interface measurina Figure 5.39 : Wall interference model for Tunnel 4T 
system 

Figure 5.40 : Space shuttle launch vehicle model 

(WIM4T) 

configuration of the first model. A smaller scale 
model (two-percent scale with a different support 
system) was also tested and will be used as 
reference data. The blockage of this model is 
0.3% at a = -5”. 

The fourth model is the TST model, a l/10-scale 
model of the Dornier Alpha Jet configured with a 
transonic technology wing, and is shown is Fig. 
5.41. Tests were conducted in 1992 in Tunnels 4T 
and 16T as part of a co-operative effort between 
the United States Air Force (USAF) and the 
German Ministry of Education and Science, 
Research and Technology (BMBF). Additional test 
were conducted in the DLR Kryo Kanal Kdln 
(KKK) and the NASA Langley National Transonic 

Facility (NTF). Data were obtained over a 
wide range of chord Reynolds numbers 
that included conditions from conventional 
wind tunnels to flight. The objective of the 
test program was to develop a quality 
database for studying the interaction of 
tunnel-environment, wall-interference, and 
Reynolds-number effects that prevent wind 
tunnel data from being totally 
representative of flight, and to confirm the 
viscous Simulation Methodology 
developed by AGARD Working Group 09. 
The primary objective of the 4T test was to 
study wall interference and to evaluate the 
AEDC correction procedures. 

Figure 5.41 TST model schematic 



The TST model is large for 4T (solid blockage ratio of 1.6%) and significant wall interference was 
anticipated, particularly at the higher subsonic freestream Mach numbers. Although the TST model is a 
large model for an aerodynamics test, it is considered a typical size model for Captive Trajectory Support 
(CTS) testing. To determine the effects of wall interference, the 4T data are compared to the 16T data. 
The TST model is an extremely small model in 16T (0.1% blockage), and the data from 16T is 
considered interference-free. 

Flow-field pressure measurements 
were made in 4T during the testing of 
the TST model to aid in understanding 
the data and to assist in the validation 
of the wall interference correction 
techniques. These pressure 
measurements were made on a 
circular interface near the tunnel walls 
with a series of two-component static 
pipes that ran nearly the entire length 
of the test section. Figure 5.42 shows 
the cross sectional view of the twelve 
pipe system. The diameter of the 
interface is 20.5 inches. Six pipes 
were instrumented with pressure 
orifices. The other six were dummy 
pipes that were installed to maintain 
flow symmetry. Each metric pipe was 
instrumented with 46 diametrically 
opposed orifice pairs, except the lower 
wall metric pipe which had 44 pairs, 
and two upstream unpaired orifices on 
the model side of the pipe. The orifices 
are aligned in the radial direction. 

Figure 5.42 : Tunnel 4T static pipe layout for TST test 

5.3.3.5 WIMIT AND WIM4T WALL-INTERFERENCE COMPUTATIONS 

All flow computations for the WlMlT and WIM4T were performed with the chimera overset-grid code, 
XAIR (Benek, et a/. 1231). The near-field about the wings was solved with the thin-layer Navier-Stokes 
(TNS) equations using a Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. The fuselage, tail, and far field regions were 
all solved using the Euler equations. Previous results from Sickles and Erickson [I671 showed that the 
viscous effects must be simulated at high subsonic freestream conditions to achieve accurate wall 
interference estimates. Both the AEDC perforated-wall boundary condition and a pressure boundary 
condition were incorporated into the flow solver to perform pretest-predictive and WIAC approaches, 
respectively. 

Comparisons of the WIMIT calculated and measured wing-pressure distributions are given in Figure 5.43 
for the WIAC approach and in Figure 5.44 for the pretest approach. The results were obtained for a 
M = 0.9. The Tunnel 1T wall porosity r was set to three percent open area. Excellent fidelity exists 
between the calculated free-air and the 4T reference data as well as the calculated tunnel and the IT 
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Figure 5.43 : WIMIT model pressures measured 
and calculated using the WIAC-TNS code at 40-% 
wing semispan, M = 0,9, a = 4 deg, r = 3 percent 
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Figure 5.45 : WIMIT corrected lift coefficients 
using the WIAC-TNS and Pretest-TNS codes, 

M = 0.9, a = 4 deg 
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Figure 5.44 : WIMIT model pressures measured 
and calculated using the Pretest-TNS cede at 40-% 
wing semispan, M = 0,9. a = 4 deg, T = 3 percent 

data in the sense that the tunnel calculations with 
AEDC boundary condition are comparable to the 
tunnel calculation with measured pressure data 
prescribed as the boundary conditions. However, 
the shock is located farther aft on the wing in the 
tunnel calculations using the AEDC boundary 
conditions. The difference in shock location tends 
to amplify in the outboard wing direction (not 
shown). A comparison between the corrected lift 
coefficients for the WIAC and pretest codes is 
shown in Figure 5.45 for the three-percent 
porosity case and seven-percent case. The 
pretest corrections for both the r= 3% and the 
r= 7% cases are larger in magnitude than the 
WIAC by 0.0057. The larger correction is 
approximately two percent of the experimental lift, 
which is smaller than the uncertainty, and is 
attributable to the aforementioned shock location 
difference in the calculated pretest wing-pressure 
distributions. The small differences shown are 
consistent with the corrections discussed later in 

Section 5.4.7 and the studies depicted in Figure 5.67. This can be related to the extended validity of 
slender body theory at transonic Mach numbers when “not-so-slender shapes” look “slender” because of 
the dominant effect of lateral disturbances along the Mach lines that are almost normal to the freestream, 
an observation that has been validated by Adams and Sears [I] and others. 

The AEDC wall-boundary condition can be evaluated by comparing the calculated and measured 
distributions at the interface. For most azimuthal locations O,, the calculations using the AEDC 



boundary condition does remarkably well at -o.3 
duplicating the measured pressure distributions. A 
representative comparison is shown is Fig. 5.46 for 
r= 3% at the azimuthal location 0, = 65” (to the - T”“nd C*“lebn. wall B.C. spaclfbd -o.2 _ --- T”“rd c*ction, cp specfbd 
side and below the wing tip). However, the calculated 0 1ToaU,r=3panrnl 

pressure distributions slightly underpredict the 
measured distribution in the vicinity of the wing. The 
underprediction is likely caused by the inability of the 

0” -0.1 - 

AEDC boundary condition to represent the behaviour 
of the walls in the region of strong gradients produced 
by the close proximity of the wingtip. Also, the o- 

underprediction could explain the wing shock location 
difference and its amplification at the outboard wing 
station in the pretest calculations. The interface 0.1 I I 1 I I I 
pressures at 0, = 95” indicate that the sonic region -10.0 -5.0 0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 

extends through the interface near the side wall. X, Inches from Model Nose 

Thus, this case can be classified as a Group 2 flow. Figure 5.46 : WlMlT interface pressures 

The pretest approach has been applied to obtain measured and calculated, M = 0,9, r = 3 percent. 

corrections for the WIM4T data at M = 0.95 and 
r= 5% for three angles of attack. Pressures measured near the wall indicate that these cases are clearly 
Group 2 flows. The sonic region is larger than the WIMIT cases presented and extends to the upper as 
well as the side walls. Drag corrections for these cases are shown in Figure 5.47. Applying corrections to 
the Tunnel 4T data gives results that are in very good agreement with the Tunnel 16T reference data. 
Similar results have been determined for the corrected lift and pitching moment. The drag, lift, and pitching 
moment errors attributable to wall interference at 01 = 4” are 11, 4 and 33% of their reference values, 
respectively, and are all corrected accurately. The uncertainties in the force measurements are 
approximately the size of the symbol in the graphs. 

From another perspective, the results in Figure 5.47 show that the interference is practically constant with 
angle of attack Cx to within the data uncertainties. The figure suggests that this interference is simply the 
zero-lift blockage. This is consistent with the insensitivity of CL, to small, but practical, changes in a , tunnel 
size and porosity, shown earlier in connection 
with the WIMIT in Figure 5.45 as well the TsAGl 
T-126 experiments described in Malmuth, 
Neyland and Neyland (1241 and Section 5.4.9. It 
can simplify estimating interference effects on 
drag polars with approximations such as 

For these cases, the major interference effect is 
the change in zero-lift wave drag which alters 
C, This can be calculated for many practical 

shapes such as compact drag-rise fighters and 
blended wing-bodies from the Transonic Area 
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Figure 5.47 : WIM4T corrected drag coefficients 
using the Pretest-TNS code. M = 0,95, T = 5 percent 
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Rule for Wall Interference (TARWI) discussed in Section 5.45 and 54.9 in which the zero-lift wave drag 
blockage interference of the full-up three-dimensional configuration is identical to that of its equivalent 
body of revolution. 

Fig. 5.48 tests applicability of the above approximation for the data of Figure 5.47. The solid curve uses 
the experimental value of C, from Figure 5.45. 

The dash curve uses the classical theoretical estimate of CL- described in Heaslet and Lomax’ (1954) 

for a swept trailing edge wing body approximating WlM4T 

Figure 5.48 : Comparison of WIM4T drag rise due to lift data 
from AEDC experiments with slender body theory for swept 

trailing edge wing bodies. 
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where ARis the aspect ratio of the 
wing, &, is the body radius, and the 

other quantities are shown in Figure 
5.49. Although a small discrepancy 
exists, the approximating equation for 
ACdCLZ matches the trend of the data 
quite well, in view of the liberties taken 
in the approximation of WIM4T or 
WIMIT by the idealised configuration 
(IC) of Figure 5.49. It has the tips 
perpendicular to the flow as contrasted 
to that of WIM4T or WIMIT which are 
streamwise. Furthermore, the IC trailing 
edge is curved, to simplify the 
calculation by eliminating the upstream 
influence and coupling of the trailing 
edge vortex sheet. This effect has only 
received limited theoretical attention in 
the literature but is a pervasive issue. 

Additionally, boundary layer separation and transition 
effects have been ignored. The basic model is the 
previously-mentioned Adams-Sears transonic not-so- 
slender body theory which idealises the slender body 
flow as incompressible. To validate the linearity of the 
curve of AC, against Ci the dotted empirical linear frt 

is also shown. (For low aspect shapes, nonlinearities at 
higher incidence are associated with leading edge 
separation.) Summarising, the wall interference is 
roughly independent of incidence, and can be obtained 

Figure 5.49 : Swept slender body used to esti- by solving only one problem for zero /ti, i.e. the shift in 

mate C, for drag due to lZt in the Heaslet and CD, from the free field to confined flow. This problem 

Lomax equation 

‘Heaslet, M.A. and Lomax, H. 1954, “Supersonic and Transonic Small Perturbation Theory,” High Speed 
Aerodynamics and Jet Propulsion VI, General Theory of High Speed Aerodynamics, Princeton Series, 
pp.122344 



can be fudber simphfied by reducing it from a 3-D to 2-D desktop calculafion by the TARW. The 
robustness of the latter for not-so-slender swept trailing edge wing bodies such as the WIMIT needs to 
be assessed. 

5.3.3.6 SSLV WALL-INTERFERENCE COMPUTATIONS 

Computations of the Tunnel 16T wall interference were part of an effort to study the difference between 
existing wind-tunnel database and flight-measured, transonic aerodynamic loads experienced by the 
SSLV during ascent. The AEDC wall boundary condition was incorporated into the NASA/ARC 
OVERFLOW code (Buning, et al. [31]). The computations were all performed with the OVERFLOW code 
which was used to solve the TNS equation with a Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model in all regions except 
the far field. All tunnel computations were performed with the AEDC wall boundary condition, Wall 
interference computations were performed at one high subsonic freestream Mach number and at two low 
sucersonic freestream Mach numbers, M = 1.05 and 1.25. The former Mach number led to Group 3 flow. 

A comparison of free-air and tunnel 
Mach number contours is shown in 
Figure 5.50 for M= 1.05 and 
01 = 4.66”. The contours are shown 
for the lateral plane of symmetry with 
subsonic flow shown in grey, while 
supersonic flow is shown in colour. 
The launch vehicle profile is shown in 
white along with supersonic flow that 
exceeds M = 1.1. The bow shock 
and downstream Mach contours are 
seen to obliquely cross the line where 
the wind-tunnel walls would be 
located. 

h”-.‘. 

A comparison of the Orbiter forebody 
(all surfaces except the base and top 
of the body flap) normal force and 

Figure 5.50 : Computed Mach number contours on the plane of 
symmetry, M = 1,05, a = 4.7 deg. 

pitching moment for three 16T wind-tunnel tests is shown in Figure 5.51 along with the numerical results. 
The three wind-tunnel tests show very interesting trends. At M = 0.95 and M = 1.25, the data from IA-156 
and IA-105A, which were conducted in 1977, agree very well thus indicating the lack of wall-interference 
effects at these Mach numbers. The data at M = 1.05 for the two-percent model (IA-156, blockage ratio = 
0.3 percent) show a negative increment in forebody normal force, and a positive increment in forebody 
pitching moment, relative to the three-percent model (IA-105A, blockage ratio = 0.7%). These increments 
are attributed to wall interference effects in the data from the three-percent model. 

In addition to the wall-interference effect, the bias between the recent IA-613A data and the two older 
tests is also very interesting. The difference between the test results could be due to the improved fidelity 
of the blockage between the Orbiter and ET at the aft attach station for the IA-613A test. Regardless of 
the cause, the data have moved closer to the Orbiter flight data. 

The computed normal force and pitching moment from the free-air and wind-tunnel CFD solutions at 
M = 1.25 are in very good agreement with each other and the IA-613A data, indicating the absence of 
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Figure 5.51 : Computed and experimental Orbiter 
forebody integrated loads 

wall interference effects at this Mach number 
as do the data from the IA-156 and IA-105A 
tests. At M= 1.05, the numerical results are 
near the IA-613A data, with the wind-tunnel 
CFD results showing a positive normal force 
and a negative pitching moment increment. 
The increment magnitude is approximately 70 
percent of the difference between the IA-156 
and IA-105A data. Absolute fidelity between 
the IA-613A data and the computed tunnel 
values is not achieved in the M = 1.05 case as 
in the M = 1.25 case. However, the increments 
are shown to be in the right direction and could 
be used to correct 70 percent of the wall 
interference at a near sonic condition. 

By comparing the tunnel flow-field calculations 
with corresponding free-air flow-field 
calculations, an assessment of the wall 
interference was made. Significant wall 
interference effects were demonstrated at 
M = 1.05 while results at M = 1.25 showed no 
interference. Inclusion of the tunnel wall 
boundary condition in the CFD model improved 
the correlation of the numerical results with the 

tunnel data. Agreement between the calculated wind-tunnel and the Tunnel 16T pressure distributions 
improved, particularly on the mid section of the vehicle where the interference effects are greatest. 
Increments between computed free-air and wind-tunnel normal force and pitching moment coefficients 
compared favourably with incremental data between models of two different scales. 

5.3.3.7 TST WALL-INTERFERENCE COMPUTATIONS 

The difficulty of computing transonic wall interference in perforated-wall wind tunnels is demonstrated 
with this database as well as the need for additional technology development in this area. Wall 
interference computations for Tunnel 4T were performed on the TST model using the WIAC approach 
and the pretest-predictive approach. The computations involved computing the flow field with the Euler 
equations everywhere except in the vicinity of the wing. The near-field wing solutions were obtained by 
solving the thin-layer Navier-Stokes for fully turbulent flow. A Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model was used. 
The pretest approach involved imposing the tested wall configuration, 5% uniform porosity on all walls. 
The WIAC approach involved interpolating the measured pressure distribution onto the computational 
grid and prescribing it as the boundary condition. 

Figure 5.52a shows a comparison of 16T reference and 4T drag variation with Mach number (drag rise) 
at a fixed lift coefficient C, = 0.3 for natural transition at a chord Reynolds number (Re,) of 2.7 x 10s.. 

At M = 0.6, the drag measured in 4T is 22 counts (1 count = 0.0001) higher than measured in 16T while 
at M= 0.9 the 4T drag is 104 counts lower than 16T drag. The drag rise is delayed in 4T. A crossover 
point, where the drag difference is zero, occurs at M = 0.835. Figure 5.52b shows the drag rise 



comparison for the same conditions 
while forward tripping the boundary layer 
at approximately 10% of wing chord. 
The drag levels for the tripped and 
untripped configurations are different, 
but the differences between 16T and 4T 
are almost identical indicating that wing 
transition is not a significant factor 
between 16T and 4T for this model at 
these conditions. This figure also 
illustrates how much the sign and 
magnitude of wall interference vary over 
the transonic regime. 
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At M= 0.6, the flow is subcritical and 
offers the opportunity to look at the data 
and computational comparison without 
shocks. Figure 5.53 shows the force and 
moment data comparisons between 16T 
and 4T for natural transition at 
Re, = 2.7 x 10s. The normal-force 

coefficient comparison when plotted 
against angle of attack shows no slope 
difference and only a small variation at 
the larger angles. However, pitching- 
moment coefficient does show a slope 
variation. The slope of the 4T pitching- 
moment curve is much smaller than 
16T. The drag-coefficient difference 
between the two tunnels remains fairly 
constant with angle of attack at 
approximately 22 counts. 
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Figure 5.52 : 16T14T drag-coefficient vs. Mach-number 
comparison, CL = 0.3 

the canopy are shown in Fig. 5.54 for a = 3”. Also shown in Fig. 5.53 is a comparison of balance-cavity 
and average duct-exit pressures. The experimental model pressures indicate virtually no difference in the 
flow over the forward fuselage or the wings. Wall interference does not appear to be a factor on the local 
flow over these areas of the model. However, model pressures from the cavity and duct pressures 
(located at approximately the same model station) show a difference between the tunnels. Both show a 
slightly lower pressure in Tunnel 4T indicating a slight gradient in the pressure difference between the 
tunnels over the aft portion of the model. Figure 5.55 shows the pressures measured with the pipes 
corresponding to the model pressures in Fig. 5.54. These pressures indicate an acceleration of the flow 
above the centreline and starting at tunnel station 130. The end of the model was at tunnel station 130.7. 
The downstream pressure variation produces a buoyancy effect where the lower pressure in this region 
causes a higher drag coefficient in 4T. The lower pitching-moment coefficient slope is also attributed to 
the downstream variations. The flow accelerates over the tail and generates more lift and nose down 
pitching moment. Because most of the model lifl is generated by the wings, it follows that an aft model 
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gradient would not significantly affect the lift slope in 4T, which the data support. Since the pressure 
coefficient at the upstream pipe location is approximately zero, the blockage of the model did not affect 
the tunnel Mach number at these conditions. 

Also, Figs. 5.54 - 5.55 show the computed model and measurement-surface pressure distributions for the 
free-air boundary condition, the AEDC boundary condition and the measured pressure distribution 
imposed. Good agreement is shown between the computed results and the corresponding data. The 
model-pressure increment between the free-air and AEDC boundary condition is larger than the 
experimental data show. These computational results indicate the AEDC perforated wall boundary 
condition prescribes a wall behaviour that is slightly too open. In addition, the AEDC boundary condition 
does not duplicate the downstream behaviour of the pressure distribution at the measurement surface. 
Imposing the measured pipe pressures yields model pressures that are in better agreement with the free- 
air computations than the wall boundary results. Specifying the pressures boundary condition does not 
seem to have any effect on the aft fuselage pressure distribution. To see an effect, the fuselage region 
must be computed by solving the Navier-Stokes equations. The pressure increments between the in- 
tunnel solutions and the free-air solutions have not been integrated to determine the force and moment 
corrections to the 4T data from these calculations. 

The flow at M = 0.835 is supercritical. The force and moment data comparison between 16T and 4T are 
shown in Fig. 5.56, and the model pressure distribution for a = 3” is shown in Fig. 5.57. The wing and 
canopy pressures distributions show significant differences between 16T and 4T. All but the first few 
canopy pressures in 4T are higher, the 4T shock position is upstream of 16T. and the 4T wing pressures 
are generally higher forward of the shocks. These model-pressure differences indicate that the 4T walls 
at a uniform porosity (T) of five percent are too open for this flow condition. The 4T normal-force 
coefficient agreement is in good agreement with 16T and the drag coefficient difference is small. The 4T 
pitching-moment coefficient is more negative resulting from the drop in forward wing loading. The 
average duct-exit and balance-cavity pressures now show a higher pressure in 4T then 16T (reversed 
from the M = 0.6 trend). The pipe pressures in Figure 5.56 also show a trend reversal from the M = 0.6 
data. The flow at the end of the test section is now decelerating (increasing pressure). The cavity 
pressures are sensing this increase while the duct-exit pressures are sensing the wall openness and the 
change in the duct flow due to local flow changes. Although the drag difference between the facilities is 
small, neither the local effects of wall interference nor the buoyancy effects from the downstream 
pressure are small. At this flow condition the effects tend to cancel each other. The downstream pipe 
measurements as well as the 4T balance-cavity and duct-exit pressures show an increase in the base 
pressure which decreases the drag. The much higher forebody and wing pressures indicate that the 4T 
walls are too open. These higher local pressures increase the drag. The openness of the wall reduces 
the shock strength and tends to alter the aft wing pressure recovery at a = 4”. Again, the upstream pipe 
pressure coefficients and the upstream canopy pressures appear to indicate tunnel Mach number is 
M = 0.635. 

Figures 5.57 - 5.56 show the model and measurement-surface pressure distributions at M = 0.635 for the 
three computations. The model-pressure agreement between the AEDC tunnel wall boundary condition 
specified and with the interface pressure specified is good. The calculations also reproduce the 
corresponding measured model pressure including the difference in shock location and strength. In 
addition, the wall boundary condition reproduced the wall pressure signature everywhere except at the 
downstream end of the test section. Again, specifying the pressure boundary condition does not seem to 
have any effect on the aft fuselage pressure distribution. The pressure increments between the in-tunnel 
solutions and the free-air solution have not been integrated to determine the force and moment 
corrections for these calculations. 
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Goethert [71] shows the acceleration or deceleration of the downstream flow is caused by providing the 
wrong mass flow through the perforated walls. Excessive oufflow causes the flow to decelerate, and 
insufficient oufflow causes the flow to accelerate. From the pipe pressure measurements, it is evident 
that this is exactly the situation that occurred during this test. Because of the length and position of TST 
model, the downstream pressure distribution has a strong buoyancy effect. However, calculations to 
date, have not shown the buoyancy effect. Additional investigation is needed to integrate force on 
different areas of the test article, to model and compute the fuselage region using Navier-Stokes 
equations, and to investigate the use of different downstream boundary conditions. 



Figure 5.53 : 16T/4T force and moment, duct exit and balance cavity comparisons, MzO.6, 
R~c=2,7xlO~, natural transition 
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Figure 5.55 : Computational and measured interface-pressure comparison, M = 0.6, u = 3 dag, 
REC = 2.7 x 106. natural transition 



Figure 5.56 : 16T/4T force and moment, duct-exit and balance-cavity comparisons, M = 0.835, 
REC = 2.7x10’, natural transition 



Figure 5.57 : Measured and computed model pressures, M = 0,835, cx = 3 dag, 
REP = 2.7x106, natural transition 
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Figure 5.58 : Computational and measured interface-pressure comparison, M = 0.835, CI = 3 deg, 
REc = 2.7x106, natural transition 



5.3.3.8 CONCLUSION 

Accurate wall interference corrections were demonstrated for high subsonic flow and low supersonic flow 
using the pretest-predictive approach where the AEDC perforated wall boundary condition is specified 
and using the WIAC approach where the pressure distribution is specified near the wall. The specification 
of the AEDC perforated wall boundary condition reproduced the pressure signature near the wall to a 
high degree of accuracy and yielded model pressures in good agreement with the pressure specified 
results. The TST database is an excellent database to evaluate wall interference strategies and should 
be exploited for these purposes. 

53.4 NASA LANGLEY WIAC METHODS 

The research interest in transonic wall interference correction techniques and methods at NASA Langley 
Research Center was prompted by the decision to build the National Transonic Facility (NTF) there in the 
mid 1970’s. Since the NTF would be a variable speed, pressure, and temperature (cryogenic) facility, 
then one could simultaneously match flight Mach number, Reynolds number, and dynamic pressure, 
thereby ideally, leaving tunnel interference (wall and support) as the major source of uncertainty in its 
data. A summary of the resulting wind-tunnel-wall interference assessment and correction (WIAC) 
research from the mid 1970’s through about 1990 is given in Newman, et a/. [142], [143]. Many 
references giving the approaches used, details, and results are cited in these two papers. 

The development of several sequences of WIAC codes occurred, more or less, in parallel. The non-linear 
transonic WIAC procedures were to be studied using a 2-D TSDE approximation in conjunction with an 
extensive airfoil database being generated in the 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (TCT). Both linear 
(fast) and non-linear 3-D procedures were envisioned for eventual use in the NTF and sequences of 
WIAC codes were developed for both. Initial 3-D studies and codes were developed under NASA 
Contract by Flow Research Company with later development, implementation, and testing done in-house. 
The following two subsections will briefly discuss the 2-D and 3-D developments separately, with that for 
the non-linear airfoil WIAC first. Some of the important lessons learned there have not yet been 
incorporated in any 3-D procedure. However, a few remarks regarding the relationship of the present 
WIAC philosophies and procedures to those already discussed in 5.3.2 and 53.3 are needed first. 

The WIAC procedures discussed in all three sections (53.2, 53.3, and the present section, 5.3.4) utilise 
differences between two CFD solutions, one in tunnel and one in free-air, to determine interference 
corrections and use measured wall or near-wall pressures to formulate the “wall” boundary condition for 
the in-tunnel simulation. However, for the WIAC procedures previously described in 5.3.2 and 53.3, 
corrections are made to determine a pressure difference on the model and, when integrated, corrections 
for the forces and moments result. This assumption is that the tunnel Mach number (M) and angle-of- 
attack (a) are correct. The present philosophy is that there are corrections to M and u, just as in the 
classical low-speed flow, because the tunnel has imposed an incorrect far field on the model flow. It is 
not known what the correct far-field conditions are, and the present non-linear procedures search for a 
far field M and a for which the computed surface pressure (not pressure coefficients) distribution best 
matches that measured (or computed) in the tunnel. This philosophy intends to preserve the sensitive 
transonic flow and its shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions which occurred in the tunnel flow on the 
model. In addition to the corrections for M and a, there also result corrections to the forces and moments 
due to normalising stream properties and incidence corrections. The present procedures are, therefore, 
variants of the initial or first point of view as discussed in 5.3.2.3. In any case, from whatever point of 



view, one can detenine corrections only by holding some property or properties invariant; perhaps it is 
not yet clear what the physical invariant(s) should be. 

5.3.4.1 NON-LINEAR AIRFOIL TUNNEL WIAC CODES 

The sequence of codes leading to TWNTN4A were developed from about 1977 to 1988. These codes 
are based on the (non-linear) TSDE CFD approximation and I-D measured pressure data arrays on the 
top and bottom tunnel walls (outer boundary) and upper and lower airfoil model surfaces (inner boundary) 
are used as boundary conditions for the in-tunnel simulation. That is, this is a two-measured data array 
WIAC procedure. This inverse (pressure prescribed) boundary condition is essentially applied along the 
airfoil, a two-sided slit along the y=O line of length equal to the chord, and allows an effective inviscid 
shape to be determined which approximates many of the viscous layer responses, including those 
associated with shock interactions and flow separations. It is then this effective inviscid shape which is 
used as the inner boundary condition for the free-air CFD calculation which is done on a Cartesian grid 
which is simply an extension of the in-tunnel grid. That is, the in-tunnel grid is a proper subset of the free- 
air grid, allowing cancellation of computational truncation errors in the flow field around the model. 

The basic ideas and initial code, TWINTAN, were developed by Kemp [99], [loo] and it was soon 
realised that the sidewall boundary-layer approximate models discussed in 5.2.2 due to Barnwell and 
Sewall [I91 needed to be included for correction of the 0.3-m TCT airfoil data taken in the 8- X24-inch 
slotted wall test section (see Kemp and Adcock [IO21 and Kemp [IOI]). Incorporation of this 4-wall code, 
TWINTN4, into an automated procedure for use with 0.3-m TCT airfoil data was accomplished by 
Gumbert, et a/. [80], Gumbert and Newman [79], and Gumbert [78]. This procedure included a capability 
for multi-pass corrections, using the airfoil leading edge as a flow angularity probe, to iteratively 
determine the unmeasured far-upstream flow angularity. Use of this procedure by Gumbert. et al. [81] 
also uncovered limitations due to the subsonic origins of the SWBL approximations as mentioned in 
52.2. Inclusion of the wall shapes appropriate to an adapted wall as the outer boundary upon which the 
measured far-field pressures are imposed on the in-tunnel flow simulation, produced the tool lWNTN4A, 
capable of also assessing and correcting residual interference in adapted-wall airfoil tunnels. The 
procedure and results have been reported by Green and Newman [75], [76]. Green and Mineck [74], and 
Green, et al. [77]. 

The general premise is that transonic airfoil data contain wall interference; it is just a matter of how much. 
The TWNTN4A WIAC procedure is a post-test means for trying to quantify the severity of wall effects. 
Incorporation of the TWNTN4A code as part of the 0.3-m TCT data reduction is contemplated in the 
current re-engineering of NASA tunnels and is possible with present-technology high-end workstations. 
Space here does not permit showing the many WIAC results from the papers cited above; and showing 
only a few resutts would not be representative of all the studies. The major conclusions from these 2-D 
WIAC studies are: 

(a) Both upstream flow angle assessment and a non-linear SWBL approximation are required in 
transonic airfoil WIAC procedure. 

(b) Both the linear CAE-NAI interference potential and the non-linear NASA TSDE WIAC procedures 
make nearly the same and reasonably good corrections for M and a into the transonic flow regime 
if both items in (a) above are included. 

(c) The model shock interacting with the SWBL generally destroys the 2-D symmetry before this 
shock reaches the top or bottom tunnel walls. 



(d) Valid correction of transonic data that are subject to unsteady and even moderate 3-D SWBL 
affects may require an unsteady, 3-D, Navier-Stokes WIAC procedure 

5.3.4.2 LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR 3D WIAC CODES 

Initial NASA Langley 3-D WIAC studies were done and codes developed under a contract to Flow 
Research Company. Linear, slender lifting-body, and non-linear TSDE potential theory based WIAC 
codes and procedures were formulated, developed, and tested, code-on-code. These results were 
reported by Rizk and Smithmeyer [I561 and Rizk. et al. 11571, 11581. Elements of the linear code 
LINCOR. written by Rizk and Smithmeyer [156], ware used by Kemp [98], [95] in the STIPAN analysis 
and PANCOR WIAC codes, developed for the slotted-wall NTF, as discussed in 5.3.1.1. The non-linear 
TSDE WIAC coda TUNCOR, originally developed by Rizk et al. 11571, and later enhanced by Rizk 11551, 
has been tested at NASA Langley and AEDC on transonic tunnel data. The NASA Langley results for 
several applications are given in Newman, et al. [142], [143]; results from the linear code PANCOR are 
also included. Both of these procedures are one-measured data array schemes; that is, 2-D pressure 
data arrays measured on or near the walls are used in the outer boundary condition for the in-tunnel flow 
simulation. 

As pointed out by Sickles and Erickson [167], [I681 and discussed here in 5.3.3.1, application of the 
TUNCOR and other inviscid flow solvers gave accurate corrections for subcritical and mildly supercritical 
flows (Group 1) but were inadequate, giving wrong corrections, for strongly supercritical flows (Group 2). 
This behaviour was associated with the inviscid codes’ inability to properly simulate the viscous flow, 
particularly for strongly shocked and separated flows, As a consequence. NASA Langley began 
implementing the correction procedure of TUNCOR into another TSDE code in which a number of 
approximation improvements, including an interacted boundary layer (IBL) were being incorporated. This 
new code, WIACX (see Garriz and Haigler [68]. has been used by Garriz, et al. [89] and Green, et al. [77] 
to correct semi-span wing data which falls into the Group 1 category. Since the IBL procedure has not 
been incorporated into the WIACX code, it has not been tried on Group 2 flows. However, the IBL 
procedure gives remarkable results for shocked and separated transonic flows when used in the CAP- 
TSD analysis code upon which WIACX is based. 

As noted in 5.4.4.1, the TWNTN4A airfoil WIAC code makes use of two I-D measured pressure arrays: 
the far-field array; generally taken above and below the airfoil and an airfoil surface array. Extensions of 
this concept to 3-D were made assuming that model surface pressure measurements would never be 
detailed enough to provide an adequate inner boundary condition for an inverse problem reconstruction 
of the effective test article shape. In addition, for many tests, pressure measurements are not made. 
Consequently, the 3-D implementations of Kemp’s [SS], [IOO] original concept were with 2-D measured 
far-field pressure arrays and a geometric model description as the inner boundary condition for a direct 
problem. Using this latter boundary condition, the flow code is required to produce the viscous effects, 
including shock interactions and separations, in order to obtain the effective shape that is present in the 
tunnel test and also the free-air simulation, both of which are required in a non-linear WIAC procedure. 
Successful application of pressure sensitive paint, predicted by some to be a routine technique soon, 
would provide the 2-D measured surface pressure arrays needed for a 3-D, two-measured variable array 
WIAC procedure, not requiring measured flow angularity arrays. Details of the envisioned procedure 
would involve using an unstructured grid Euler flow solver (to easily mesh the configuration and tunnel 
test section geometry) on a rather coarse grid (by current CFD standards) to solve the inverse in-tunnel 
problem very efficiently. The resulting “effective inviscid shape” (which contains viscous effect 
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contributions) is then used in the free-air simulation (unstructured-grid Euler flow solver with in-tunnel grid 
augmented to reach the required free-air far-field boundary) to obtain the Mach number and angle of 
attack which minimise an equivalence condition for determining wall interference. In this procedure, it is 
assumed that the pressures measured on the model are correct (valid) but that the tunnel has imposed 
the wrong far-field flow. The WIAC procedure deduces effectively averaged corrections to the magnitude 
and direction of the far-field flow subject to an equivalence condition. Experimental data are then re- 
reduced at the corrected flow conditions, 



5.4 ASYMPTOTIC METHODS FOR TRANSONIC TUNNEL WALL INTERFERENCE’ 

5.4.1 BACKGROUND 

As previously discussed, procedures to treat subsonic wall interference have received considerable 
attention. A view of existing wall correction technology for this regime can be obtained from Garner et a/. 
[67], Pindzola and Lo [151], and Mokry et a/ [133]. other chapters in this AGARDograph and previous 
sections in this chapter. By contrast and as has been previously indicated in this chapter, the methodology 
for the transonic case is much less developed since it gives rise to a particularly difficult non-linear, 
mixed-flow environment. Current approaches are exemplified by Kraft et al. [IOS]. Donegan et al. (471, and 
Newman et a/. [I421 and in Section 5.3. In addition to the utility of large-scale computationally intensive 
methods for transonic wall correction prediction, approaches that can reduce the number of input 
parameters necessary to compute the correction, shed light on the physics of the wall interference 
phenomena, simplify the necessary computations, and apply to three dimensions as well as unsteady flows 
are needed. Asymptotic as well as combined asymptotic and numerical (CAN) procedures such as those 
described in Liihitx and Fonarev [115]. Chan [34]. Blynskaya and Liihitz [29], Cole [39]. Berndt [24], 
Malmuth and Cole [122], Malmuth et a/. [125], Malmuth [121], [125], provide such advantages. 
Furthermore, such techniques can stimulate valuable interactions with the other methods previously 
mentioned to suggest possible improvements, as well as derive beneficial features from them. This section 
summarises CAN methods for predicting wall interference. Theories for slender aeroplane configurations 
and high aspect ratio wings will be outlined as well as computational methods to determine the interference 
flows for these limiting cases. Other approaches in which the asymptotics can be integrated with 
experimental measurements to improve WIAC procedures such as those in Sickles and Erickson (1671, are 
summarised in Malmuth et al. [125], and Malmuth et al. [123]. 

5.4.2 OVERVIEW OF ASYMPTOTIC PROCEDURES FOR SMALL SLENDER AND LARGE ASPECT 
RATIO CONFIGURATIONS 

For both the slender body and high aspect ratio cases, the wall interference is obtained by a systematic 
asymptotic expansion procedure. Each is represented by a secondary approximation within a Karman- 
Guderley (KG) Transonic Small Disturbance Theory framework. In what follows, the asymptotic structure for 
the two limits and the formulation of the boundary value problems for the interference perturbation potential 
are outlined. 

* Portions of this effort were sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Materials 
Command, USAF under Contract No. F49620-96-C-0004, as well as Amold Engineering Development Center. Air 
Force Systems Command, under Contracts F40600-82-C-0005 and F40600-84-C-0010. The US. government is 
authorised to reproduce and dismbute reprints for government purposes notwithstanding any copyright notation 
thereon. The views and conclusions herein are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily 
representing the official policies or endorsements, either expressed or implied, of the Air Force Offtce of Scientific 
Research or the U.S. Government. 
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5.4.3 SMALL SLENDER CONFIGURATIONS 

Figure 5.59 shows a schematic of a slender aeroplane of characteristic thickness ratio 6 and incidence 
CL within a circular wind tunnel. The quantities hand h’ respectively represent radii of “pressure-specified 
interface” and wall cylinders. The h interface surface has been introduced to provide experimental pressure 
data to bypass difficult simulation of ventilated wall boundary conditions. A double limit consisting of the 
transonic small disturbance slender body theory (TSDST) described in Cole and Cook [37], and large tunnel 
radius in units of the body length h in Malmuth 
(1211, [125], and Malmuth [120], give the three- 
deck structure shown. In the horizontally shaded 
“axis” region, cross-flow gradients dominate and 
the flow is nearly harmonic in cross flow planes. 
In the slant-shaded “central” zone, relaxation to 
an axisymmetric non-linear TSDST environment 
has occurred. This leads to the Equivalence Rule i 
given in Oswatitsch and Keune [147], and 
elsewhere for the free field (no walls present) 
flow. TSDST in the central region is formulated 
within a distinguished asymptotic limit involving ml 
&a, and the freestream Mach number A4, and mlfacs 
leads to the axisymmetric KG equation for the 
perturbation potential @. For H = hS + m as 
6 --f 0 the walls linearly and weakly perturb the Looking cbwnstrsam 

central region flow. Treatment of the case 
H = O(1) is given in Section 5.4.8 If the walls 

Repions 

are axially symmetric,* then Malmuth [122], cl “Wall” ragloll 

[121], [125], demonstrate that an “area rule 
for wall interference” holds in which the 
interaction of an asymmetric body with walls 

El 

Cmtml regim 

AXIS rsglal 

is the same as its equivalent body of F rgure 5.59 : Slender body within control surface 
revolution. This interaction is computed from in tunnel for He’ = O(1) 
solution of a boundary value problem of the wall 
correction r#rI to the basic free field flow perturbation potential $rO whose equation of motion is linear and of 
mixed type with variable discontinuous coefficients, It is similar to an equation to be shown for the high 
aspect ratio problem. For slender bodies, boundary conditions for this ‘variational” equation are obtained 
from matching with the axis region and a wall region (unshaded zone in Figure 5.59) where the 
approximation of small perturbations of the central region becomes nonuniform due to the O(1) wall 
boundary conditions. This wall region is governed by the Prandtl-Glauert equation and the body appears as 
an imaged multipole for free jet and solid walls. An inner limit of the wall region provides far field boundary 
conditions for the variational equation of the central region interference flow. More general 
pressure-specified wall boundary conditions introduce Fourier transforms and averages of the wall pressure 
distribution into the far field boundary conditions. Involved matching procedures to establish this result are 
detailed in Malmuth 11251 Numerical procedures and associated issues in solving boundary value problems 
of this type have been also discussed for the high aspect ratio theory in Malmuth (1211, [125], [123]. 

’ As will be seen in subsequent sections, this condition as well as H = O(1) can be relaxed. 
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54.4 HIGH ASPECT RATIO THEORY 

A high aspect ratio wing is shown schematically in Figure 5.60 as confined within a cylindrical-pressure- 
specified interface. In contrast to the slender body case, the effect of the lift interference is more significant. 
Moreover, only two decks are in the flow. One of these is the classical “strip theory” inner (near field) region 
of lifting line theory in which each span station of the wing is in a two-dimensional flow independent of the 

others. As in the slender case, the basic flow is 
assumed to be given by a KG model, which 
differentiates it from the classical Prandtl lining 
line theory for incompressible flow. For slightly 
subsonic freestream conditions, the outer (far 
field) region structure is that of a lifling line with 
a trailing vortex sheet in the Prandtl-Glauert 
(PG) subsonic linear regime. Downwash from 
this vortex assemblage changes the 
“geometric” wing incidence. Cook and Cole 
[40], obtained this correction by matching for 
the free field problem. Small [171]. computed 
the solution of this problem for the case of 

x “similar wing sections” in which all airfoil 
sections are affinely related along the span. 
Proper matching conditions for the interfer- 
ence case considered here were obtained 

Figure 5.60 : Confined high aspect ratio wing from an integral equation based on Green’s 
theorem using a special kernel involving a 

source reflected in a free jet cylindrical boundary. Further information on these developments is given in 
Malmuth [125]. [123]. Pressure boundary conditions are incorporated into the model by a superposition 
procedure detailed in Malmuth [125]. For the latter, only the first few angular harmonics of Fourier means 
are important as well as the streamwise variations near the wing, in an asymptotic limit of span and wall 
height tending to infinity at the same rate. Matching, using the asymptotic solution of the non-linear integral 
equation, gives the induced downwash on the loaded line. The reflection effect arises naturally with use of 
the Green’s function and can be interpreted to be phenomenologically the same as that for incompressible 
flow, i.e., inversion of the vortex ayatem projection in the TrefiB plane into the walllinterfece 
projection. Non-linear corrections can be obtained systematically using this method. On implementing 
these ideas, the variational equation for the wall interference potential@, is similar to that for slender bodies. 
This is a linear variational equation of mixed type whose variable discontinuous coefficients depend on the 
KG basic free field flow disturbance potential or,. Asymptotic developments leading to this structure are 
detailed in Malmuth [I251 and lead to the following boundary value problem for the wall correction 
potential@, for “classical” free jet and solid wall boundary conditions 

a441 = (K-(Y + +bo,)441, -(Y +l)Al$J,x +4qy = 0 

g&0)=0; qb, ~-y”[d(z)+w(z)]-[r,(z)/2lc]e+... as r+m 

[4],*=w=[4], 
Here, d(z) and w(z) are crucial functions controlling the size of the aspect ratio and wind tunnel corrections, 
respectively. They are given by the integrals 



where P.V. signifies that the principal value of the integral is to be taken. The function TO(z the 

spanwise circulation distribution along the wing in the free field basic flow. The quantity w(z) was obtained 
from the previously indicated integral equation far field analysis detailed in Malmuth [125], the (+) and 
(-) apply to free jet and closed wall test 
sections, respectively, and p is the test : 

section width in units of the wing span. A / : 
: 

derivation using Green’s theorem and a 
Green’s function for the geometry x 

shown in Figure 5.61 is given for free jet 
wall boundary conditions in Malmuth 
[125], [123]. 

Details of the special numerical methods 
needed to solve the preceding boundary 
value problem and its analogue for the 
slender body wall interference case are 
contained in Malmuth [125], [123]. which 
are generalisations of methods used by 
Small [171]. As a practical outgrowth of 
this theory procedures in which asymp- 
totics can be integrated with pressure 
and wake measurements to correct for 
viscous effects in interference estimates 
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H 

are discussed in Malmuth [125], [123]. 
Figure 5.61 : Far field flow configuration showing lifting line 

and vortex sheet 

5.4.5 RESULTS - SMALL SLENDER BODIES 

Calculations for confined slender bodies for which H-' = o(l)discussed in Malmuth, [121], [123], 11251, 
show a spikelike interference pressure field as well as a change of interference drag to thrust as the Mach 
number approaches unity and show the intrinsic similitudes of the asymptotic theory which is consistent with 
those obtained by Goethert [71] using non-asymptotic procedures. The spikelike detail which diffuses with 
decreasing Mach number is also obtained for high aspect ratios since it is due to the translation of the 
shock from its free field position. Since the boundary conditions (obtained from asymptotic matching) 
depend only on the streamwise area progression rather than the cross sectional shape of the body, 
an equivalence rule holds that states that the interference flow for asymmetric bodies is identical to 
those for their equivalent bodies of revolution in TSDST. Akhough this argument is made here for 
the H-' = o(l)case, a more detailed analysis given in Section 5.4.6 shows that it holds for H = O(1). Also 
indicated in Malmuth [121], (1231, 11251, is the resemblance of the pressure distribution away from the spike 
with that obtained by Malmuth [119]. for incompressible flow. Another outgrowth of our analyses of these 



slender body flows is the shock position invariance law reported in Wu [188]. Cole and Malmuth 1381, 
Malmuth [IZO]. 

5.4.6 RESULTS - LARGE ASPECT RATIO WINGS 

For high aspect ratio wings, free jet boundary conditions as well as pressure interface conditions such as 

c,, = E2d”‘(1 +&, cd), -cc s x < a, 

having certain qualitative features of near-wall pressure distributions were considered, where C,, = the 

interfacial pressure distribution, E, and E* are constants set to the value 2 for the calculations and 
S&X) = 1 for x > Oand -1 for x < 0. In Figure 5.62, results for an aspect ratio 8 elliptic planfon having a 

NACA 0012 airfoil section are 
-1.2 

Ci 
presented. The freestream 

-1.0 Mach number M-is .63 and 
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span, (similar airfoil sections), 

-1J4 
the problem can be reduced 
to a two-dimensional one as 
shown in Malmuth, [125]. 

0.2 Effects of finite span and free 

0.4 
jet wall interference on the 
chordwise pressures show the 

0.6 reduction of tii from both 
phenomena. Corresponding 

0.6 supercritical resutts 

1.0 for A4, =.I5 at the same 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 

x 
angle of attack are shown in 
Figure 5.63. The upstream 

Figure 5.62 : Chordwise pressures on NACA CO12 wing, M = .63 movement of the shock is 
associated with the loss of lifl 

that also occurs at this higher Mach number. Such behaviour is consistent with qualitative arguments 
concerning the fact that for proper imaging in the free jet boundary, the image vortex system outboard of a 
wingtip has the same sense as that around the wingtip. This therefore adds to the increased downwash 
associated with finite aspect ratio and reduces the angle of attack further. The assumed interface pressure 
gives the same effect in this example. Figure 5.83 shows an increase in the rate of re-expansion 
immediately downstream of the shock when the latter is weakened. This somewhat counterintuitive 
behaviour can be understood in terms of the singularity of Transonic Small Disturbance Theory discussed 
in Cole and Cook [37], and Gadd [65]. The trends in Figure 5.61 are supported by experiments and other 
calculations and are discussed more fully in Malmuth 11251. [120]. The relevance of the experiments is that 
if the Reynolds number is sufticiently high, the post-shock expansion resembles that obtained from the 
inviscid predictions described in this review. (Smaller Reynolds numbers will result in post-shock boundary 
layer separation and are not germane to this discussion.) 



In addition to the high aspect 
ratio cases shown, non-similar 
wings have been analysed. A 
normalising transformation that 
simplifies the computational 
problem has been discovered. 
Details of this transformation are 
discussed in Malmuth [125]. An 
important result of the 
analysis is that with the 
renormalisations, the 
calculation can be reduced to 
the similar section calculation 
with the exception that the 
term@ox~,, in (la) is no longer 
computed at z = 0. In addition, 
the quantities dand ware used 
parametrically at each span 
station from a knowledge of 
r,(z), the spanwise loading of 
the zeroth order problem. This 
corresponds to a kind’ of strip 
theory. In order to obtain Ta, the 
semispan wing is divided into 
nspan stations, and the zeroth 
order (KG) problem detailed in 
Malmuth [I251 is solved at each. 
For the results to be presented, 
n was selected to be 5. 
Depending on the planform. 
some investigation is required to 
determine if this value provides a 
good enough approximation of 
the spanwise loading to obtain 
the@, variational solution 
accurately. Chordwise pressure 
distributions on the swept wing 
(wing A) configuration of Hinson 
and Burdges (1980) [64], were 
computed at various angles of 
attacka, and Mach number M, 
To achieve rapid convergence, 
the streamwtse grid was clustered 
near the blunt leading edge. 
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Figure 5.63 : Chordwise pressures on NACA 0012 wing, 
M, = .75, E, = ~2 = .2 
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Figure 5.64 : Zeroth and first order chordwise pressure 
distributions on wing A, n = .45, M, = .76, a = 0’ 
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Figure 5.65 : Zeroth and first order chordwise pressure 

distributions on wing A, r~ = .5. M, = .76. u = I0 

To demonstrate a typical calculation, 
Figure 5.64 and Figure 5.65 show the 
effect of wall interference and finite span 
corrections on the chordwise pressures of 
wing A at nearty midspan, and at two 
angles of attack. The largest corrections 
appear to be near the shock at c( = 0’. By 
contrast, the more supercritical case 
corresponding to a = lo shows a greater 
extent of the corrections. For both 
incidences, they are most pronounced on 
the upper wing surface. In Cole and Cook 
[37], [40], modifications to the zeroth order 
KG boundary value problem are 
discussed for a yawed wing. The analysis 
shows that these changes occur in the far 
field for the three-dimensional first order 
perturbation flow and in both the far field 
and equations of motion for the second 
order flow. The high aspect ratio code is 

based on a theory not designed for swept wings. This is because the dominant approximation of the inner 
flow assumes that all spanwise stations are approximately two-dimensional. If a discontinuity occurs in the 
slope of the leading edge, a local threedimensional flow occurs, nullifying this assumption. Such 
discontinuities occur at the root apex and tips of swept and other kinds of planforms. More general cases 
are cranked shapes. Asymptotic procedures are under consideration to treat these comer flows and involve 
“canonical” numerical problems for the non-linear flow near the comer. These canonical problems remain 
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Figure 566 : Comparison of theoretical and experimental chord- Figure 5.66 : Comparison of theoretical and experimental chord- 
wise pressures forwing A, q= .5, tested at M, = .76, IX = 2.95’ wise pressures forwing A, q= .5, tested at M, = .76, c = 2.95’ 

the same for planform changes away from 
the comer, In spke of this limitation, it was 
of interest to assess the correctability of 
the wing A results using the zeroth order 
code. Figure 5.66 and Figure 5.67 
indicate chordwise pressure comparisons 
of our zeroth order code with data 
from Hinson and Burdges [64]. In both 
figures, the effective tunnel Mach number 
and angle of attack were modified to 
match the data. The similarity of the 
pressure distributions suggests the 
correctability of the test data. The sweep 
effect delaying supercriticality is evident 
and is not reflected in the unswept liiing 
line forming the basis of the present 
analysis. In Figure 5.66, the influence of 
shock-boundary layer interaction is not as 
great as in Figure 5.67. Results showing 
effective treatment of viscous effects are 
reported in Malmuth [125]. These 



calculations which use an interactive 
boundary layer model based on Green’s 
lag entrainment method suggest that the 
effective increment in Kassociated with 
the combined Mach, angle of attack 
corrections used in Figure 5.66 and Figure 
5.67 can be reduced if viscous interactions 
effects are systematically incorporated. In 
comparisons such as Figure 5.66 and 
Figure 5.67, what needs to be analysed 
are the combined effects of swaepback 
and viscous interactions on the 
interference. In Malmuth [125], the 
similarity parameter Kwas allowed to vary 
from the zeroth order flow to the first order 
wall interference flow. This flexibility 
should be investigated with the aim of 
systemising the corrections that can be 
obtained through studies of the type 
associated with Figure 5.66 and Figure 
5.67. The variation of K is expressed in a 
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Figure 5.67 : Comparison of theoretical and experi- 
mental chordwise pressures for wing A, 
q = .5, tested at M, = .62, c = 2.9’ 

perturbation form related to the asymptotic expansion of the perturbation potential q+. This perturbation gives 
the flexibility of varying the tunnel Mach number and geometric angle of attack to correct or simulate free 
field conditions. 

5.4.7 LIFT INTERFERENCE AND POROUS WALL EFFECTS ON SLENDER WINGS 

A current thrust of the CAN methodology is to develop a systematic asymptotic framework for 
computation of lift corrections due to the interaction of a slender model with walls. Strong theoretical 
evidence exists that the restrictions of slenderness are elastic so that lifl corrections for slender shapes 
can be applied to not-so-slender-shapes. Because of the resemblance of the asymptotic developments to 
those for transonic flow, the subsonic case was considered for convenience. As indicated later, this 
approach actually seemed to provide good comparison with experiment at near-sonic speeds, 

Initial developments are described in Malmuth, Neyland and Neyland [124]. There, the free field and wind 
tunnel problem of the incompressible flow over a flat wing of arbitrary planform in a circular wind tunnel 
test section was outlined. An indepth continuation of that introductory treatment will be summarised in 
what follows: Malmuth and Cole [I161 used expansions of limit process type to study the matching 
process in greater detail than in the preliminary analysis of Malmuth. Neyland and Neyland [124], as well 
as to derive a second order inner approximation. 

Letting CD be the velocity potential, limits involving the semispan of the wing b and the angle attack a 
have been considered. Near the wing, a limit process in which b + 0 is used. Referring to Figure 5.66, 
an inner limit is defined as 

Q, 
~=x+ab~,(x,y’,z’)+ab’log~rp (x,y’,z’)+ab3q,+-- 

U b ” 



where the inner limit is 

a=tancr,A=cr/b,y’~y/b,z’~zlb,fixed~a,b~O (5-21) 
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Figure 5.68 : Schematic of slender wing 

In (5-21). the characteristic 
wing chord is fixed while the 
semispan b and angle of 
attack a tend to zero at the 
same rate. Near the wing, cross 
flow gradients dominate and 
these parameters give the 
characteristic lateral scale of 
the flow which is b. Equation 
(5-20) is an inner expansion for 
the velocity potential @ in 
terms of approximating pertur- 
bation potentials cp, , ( v = order 

of the approximation). tt con- 
tains the “switchback” term r&, 

and the indicated gauge func- 
tions in anticipation of 
matching. 

As detailed in Malmuth and Cole 11221, the problems for the rpV are obtained by substituting the 
asymptotic developments into the exact problem for @ The dominant orders in (5-20) solve harmonic 
boundary value problems in the cross plane perpendicular to the freestream and the higher orders solve 
Poisson problems. 

The dominant inner approximation provides a first estimate for the flow and pressure field of the wing. 
The leading edge square root singularities dominate this flow field which is the stagnating flow on a finite 
flat plate. From a Joukowski mapping to the circle plane or the Circle Theorem, the solution of the 
dominant problem is 

in which the freestream velocity has been normalised to unity through the non-dimensionalisations in (5 
20). This solution has the proper far field (downwash at infinity) related to matching with outer solution. 

A similar procedure gives 

Refinements of the unconfined flow field and wall interactions come from coupling with the far field. An 
outer expansion involving an O(1) transverse length scale as b + 0 gives a semi-infinite line doublet 

for this part of the flow. In particular, for an outer limit 

x,y,z,A fixedasa,b+O, 

the appropriate outer expansion is 



Q, outer -= 
U 

x+ab2~(x,y,z)+-. (5-24) 

The solution $r can be written as 

1 d 
s 

O” I$, = -Gq w4 o ~)’ + r2 + wall correction function (5-25) 

where the first term is a line doublet distribution of strength D(c ) that satisfies an approximation of the 
classical Darcy law boundary condition. The wall correction function is needed to satisfy Darcy’s law. In 
(5-25). the Kutta condition at the effective trailing edge provides the appropriate continuation of the line 
doublet to downstream infinity and its convergent integral representation. Furthermore, (5-25) gives 
upstream influence not present in the inner solutions. 

The inner expansion of (5-25) can be obtained from the r 4 0 expansion of its Fourier transform. This 
gives 

logr-7 cos8-G”(x)~cose+my+...as r+O ‘} 

where 

A = 1 for /3 f 1, (includes porous and closed walls) 
= -1 for /3 = O,(free jet), (degenerate limit fl+ 0) (5-26) 

G(x)=-& D’(<)sgn(x-{)log21x-<Id< 
r 

where h is the wall height in units of the body length, 6 is the Darcy constant, S(X) is the local semispan 
and the term my in (5-26) is the wall interaction effect due to the imaging of the doublet in the walls. As 
an alternate approach for the first term of (5-25). the integral can be directly expanded for r + 0 This 
delicate procedure is described in Kevorkian and Cole [IOS]. In the Fourier integral method used, the 
solution naturally decomposes into a free field (no walls present part) and a wall interaction portion as 
indicated in (5-26). Special limiting processes of the singular integrals were developed to handle zero and 
infinite porosity, corresponding to solid wall and free jet cases respectively. Equation (5-26) agrees with 
the results from Pindzola and Lo [151]. Goodman [72], and Baldwin [16], in the limit of vanishing chord to 
tunnel radius ratio. Extensions of our asymptotic procedure can be used to compute the camber effect 
associated with non-vanishing chord. To our knowledge, this study has not been made and we believe it 
is an important factor entering the comparison of our results with experiment to be discussed. 
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The inner and outer solutions match directly as shown in Malmuth and Cole [I 181, to the orders in (5-20). 
This can be shown by expressing each in terms of an intermediate variable r,,. For this purpose, an 
intermediate limit 

r =L fixed as b+ 0, 
’ v(b) 

(5-27) 

is used to compare the inner and outer representations in an “overlap domain” rq = o(1) in which both 

expansions are mutually valid. Note in the intermediate limit 

qr, r*=--b--f, r=qr,+O, v(b) 
b 

-+a, q(b)+O. 
b 

The matching process consists of writing inner and outer expansions in terms of the intermediate variable 
r,, and comparing similar terms to determine unknown elements as detailed in Malmuth and Cole [118]. 

The essential wall interference effect is the additive term m from (5-28) affecting the matching. Another 
viewpoint is that the solution of which consists of a superposition of its homogenous solution (response to 
homogenous equation of motion and boundary conditions) and the effects of the forcing terms in the 
equation of motion and boundary conditions. The homogeneous solution is non-trivial because of the 
downwash far field associated with the line doublet imaging in the porous walls. Another interesting point 
is the surprising appearance of switchback terms. These normally are associated with transonic flow. 
They arise in this subsonic flow from logarithmic elements in the expansions. 

Integration of the pressures on the wing gives the following expressions for the lift L. For the free field, 

L 
,=b’tanaI,+b’log$tanuC,,+b4tanne,+... 
PU 

(5-28) 

where 

e, = If,[qJdz* = 77 

e,2 = &p,Jdz* = f(SS’)‘x=, (5-29) 

P, = If,[(~~,]dz* =(!,, /2)(1+log2)-;(G;I, +s”m +A’) 

where G is an integral that involves the span function s(x)and lts derivatives and rssignifies the 

trailing edge. The dominant term for the lift !, and pressure distribution agrees with Jones’ (1946) [89], 

theory and a detailed analysis of Wang [181] who did not study wall interference. 

As an experimental validation of the lift interference theory, Figure 5.69 compares lift versus angle of 
attack predictad by our asymptotic theory with transonic tests of a wing-body combination at TsAGl in 
Moscow and reported in Malmuth, Neyland and Neyland [124]. It is striking that the incompressible theory 
agrees so well with the experiment for the high transonic Mach numbers M = .99 and 1.02 tested. 
Plausibility of this finding is related to the elasticity of slender wing theory to not-so-slender planforms as 
M + 1 as discussed in Cole and Cook [37], and Adams and Sears [I]. 



Approximations of wall interaction 
integrals give the porous wall correc- 
tions for wall openness factors f = 

2 and 10% indicated in the figure. It 
shows that the experimental trend 
with increasing f is captured by the 

lift interference theory for vanishing 
chord to tunnel radius ratio. How- 
ever, the comparison with the data 
shows an increasing slope with inci- 
dence not captured by the first order 
theory. Preliminary indications are 
that the free field second order effect 
shows a reduction in lift slope that is 
counter to experimental evidence. It 
is likely that the reverse trend is due 
to leading edge viscous separation 
and vortex formation as well the 
need to account for the finite chord 
of the wing. A refinement accom- 
plished is an estimate of the effect of 
a vortex at the wing-fuselage junc- 
ture occurring at higher angles of 
attack. 

An oil flow visualisation of this 
phenomenon from our Russian 
TsAGl experiment reported in Ney- 
land and Neyland [144], is shown in 
Figure 5.70. Results from a prelimi- 
nary model based on conical invari- 
ance of the vortex field is shown in 
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Figure 5.71. The improvement in a-- 
agreement is striking and suggestive 
of the importance of modelling 
discrete vortex effects. In spite of 

Figure 5.69 : Comparison of lifl interference theory with 
TsAGl experiment 

these, the wall interaction theory shows promise of modelling relative trends. As in the blockage theory 
work for wall height of the order of the body length to be discussed, estimation of the absolute levels can 
be improved independently of the interference estimations using vortex dynamic and leading edge 
separation approaches such as those just mentioned. 

The main point of the previously discussed subsonic asymptotic framework is that it provides a natural 
launching pad for extension of the theory to non-linear transonic flow, accounting for higher approxima- 
tions, thickness, viscous interactions and finite chord to tunnel height as well as systematic higher order 
refinement. With the exception of switchback terms and gauge functions, the inner problems for the tran- 
sonic case are expected to resemble those associated with the incompressible asymptotic theory. How- 
ever, the outer expansions will solve the three-dimensional Kannan-Guderley instead of Laplace equa- 
tion in the dominant approximation, and forced versions in the higher orders. However, a major simplifi- 
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cation of the usual lifting surface (transonic small disturbance theory) numerical problem is anticipated 
since the angular variation can be separated out by matching with the inner multipole structure. 

Figure 5.70 : Wing-body-juncture vortex fonation in TsAGl wind tunnel 
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Figure 5.71 : Comparison of vortex improved theory with experiment 



5.4.8 EXTENSION OF LARGE WALL-HEIGHT BLOCKAGE INTERFERENCE THEORY 
TO MODERATE WALL HEIGHT CASE 

This section will deal with 

1. Validating a transonic small disturbance baseline model for the flow in a wind tunnel against 
experimental data 

2. Validating the equivalence rule for transonic wall interference 

Referring to Figure 5.72, the 
walls or pressure interface 
boundary where pressures are 
assumed to be specified from 
experiment are at r=h, 
where h is assumed constant 
for convenience herein 
(circular test section).’ Defining 
H=Sh, the case 
(i) H = O(1) was considered, 

in contrast to the less practical 
situation (if) described previ- 
ously where H + m. As indi- 
cated in Malmuth and Cole 
[I 181, the asymptotic solution 
of the Full Potential formula- 

Figure 5.72 : Schematic of confined slender aeroplane 

tion. for Case (I) leads to two, rather than three decks associated with (ii). i.e., no wall layer is required, 
the confined flow consisting only of a nearly axisymmetric “outer” region and a cross flow gradient- 
dominated inner core which is the near field of the body. In an inner limit in which 

r* = r/s , K=(l-Mi)/6’, A=a/6 fixedas +O, (5-30) 

wherea is the angle of attack, 6 is the maximum thickness ratio of the equivalent of body of revolution 
and M, is the freestream or tunnel Mach number which will correspond for convenience to the flight 
Mach number. The inner expansion (near field) of the slender aeroplane model B = r -6F(x,g) = 0 is 

@i,,(x,r,e ;KJ,a) 
u =x+(2SZlog6)S,(x)+6*rp,(r’B ;x)+... 

where S,(x) is a source strength determined by matching with the outer solution. 

The outer limit is 

7&r, K=(1-M~)/b2, A-a/6 fixedas 6 +O. 

For (5-32). the appropriate outer expansion is 

@,“~,(v,~;KJ,4 
u =x+G2#,(x,P,e K,A)+... 

(5-32) 

(5-33) 

‘All lengths are in units of the body length. 



Malmuth and Cole [118] use these expansion procedures to obtain to the extension of our transonic area 
rule for wall interference (TARWI) from H -+ CO* to H = O(1). From this generalisation, more practical 
situations than those for H + m can be considered in which the model distance from the walls is of the 
order of its length. These are typical of transonic testing. It should be noted that angle of attack effects 
are higher order for this A = O(1) case as contrasted to A + CC cases where they will interact with the 
near field in the dominant orders through line doublet-wall-imaging/reflection-induced downwash. 

5.4.9 VALIDATIONS OF THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATIONS FOR 
MODERATE WALL HEIGHT CASE 

Experiments in TsAGl’s T-128 wind tunnel in Moscow, Russia, described in Malmuth, Neyland and 
Neyland [124], have been performed to validate the previous theoretical developments. Figure 5.73 and 
Figure 5.74 show one of the wing-body configurations tested. Results for pressures over the equivalent 

Figure 5.73 : Wing-body WBl tested in TsAGl 
T-128 wind tunnel 

body of revolution (EBR) for this wing body 
are shown in Figure 5.75 which compares the 
combined asymptotic and numerical method 
exemplified by Malmuth et al. [123], [125]. and 
Malmuth and Cole [118], with the TsAGl 
experiments for the H&(l) case discussed 
in the previous section. 

The code is quite efficient, requiring only a 
minute of execution time on a VAX 3100 work 
station and only 100 iterations to obtain the 
2000 iteration fully converged solution. Figure 
5.75 shows excellent agreement between the 
theory and experiment. To achieve this fidel- 
ity, it was important to accurately simulate the 
sting model support. This element was neces- 
sary to capture the proper recompression 
process to ambient levels. Additional valida- 
tions discussed in Malmuth. Neyland and 
Neyland [I241 are that the shock position 
estimates from Wu [ISS]. Cole and Malmuth 
(381. and Malmuth [120], agree well with the 
TsAGl measurements. Work continues on 
specially designed experiments to adjust the 
level of interference by altering the wall 
porosity. This will provide a useful database 
for comparison with the H =0(l) theory. 

’ Enunciated in [125] 
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Figure 5.74 : WBI three-view 

A comparison of the larger aspect ratio wing-body with a smaller version is shown in Figure 5.76. Figure 
5.77 and Figure 5.78 compare the drag rise of the smaller and larger aspect ratio wing body WBI and 
WB2 respectively with their equivalent bodies EBI and EB2 for two different wall porosities. These are 
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Figure 5.75 : Comparison of present theory with TsAGl 
experiment 

expressed in terms of the wall openness area ratio,f , which is 
the area of the wall perforations as a percentage of the test 
section cross section area. Values of f were 2 and 10% for this 
study. Figure 5.77 and Figure 5.76 are, to our knowledge, the first 
experimental confirmation of the transonic area rule for wall 
interference (TARWI) previously discussed, i.e., if 

(5-34) 

Fig. 5.76: Wing-body configurations 
tested 
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where Co is the drag coefficient, subscripts WB and EBR denote the wing-body and as equivalent body 
respectively. Figure 5.78 shows the TARWI (5-34) has surprising robustness, i.e., although the aspect 
ratio of WB2 is considerably larger than WB2. the TARWI (5-34) still holds near M, = 1. This is related to 
the elasticity of slender body theory to not-so- slender shapes near sonic speeds. It is associated with the 
coefficient of thexderivative terms in the KG equation (28) being proportional to Mb, -1 as M, + 1, 
where Mm, is the local Mach number. Thus, although the cross flow gradients are no longer O(16) but 
O(1) for not-so-slender shapes such as WB2, the x derivative terms are still higher order. Accordingly, 
the near field remains harmonic in cross flow planes as in the classical slender body theory. Other 
robustness of (5-34) should also noted. Although (5-34) is applicable to H = O(l), the nominal His 
closer to 0.1 for the Figure 5.77 and Figure 5.78 cases. This is related to the larger length body 
associated with inclusion of the sting in its definition for the computational modelling. However, if a large 
part of the sting is at nearly ambient conditions, H = O(1) rather than the nominal H = o(l) 
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Figure 5-77 : Comparison of wave drag for wing-body WBI and its equivalent body EBRI 
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54.10 NON-CIRCULAR WIND TUNNEL SECTIONS 

Many wind tunnel test sections are non-circular. Typical U.S. installations have octagonal and rectangular 
test sections, Our testing in the T-126 wind tunnel strongly suggests that these non-circular cross 
sections have only a mild influence on the axisymmetric far field of a slender model tested at transonic 
Mach numbers. This observation motivated the theory to be described. 

Tunnel Walls 

Figure 5-79 : Schematic of model in non-circular test 
section 

If the flow near the walls is subsonic, which is 
the case in transonic flow with a subsonic 
freestream, it is reasonable to expect rapid 
elliptic decay of the disturbances inward 
toward the centreline of the wind tunnel. This 
contrasts to Group 2 and 3 cases such as 
slightly supersonic freestreams, near choking 
and supersonic bubbles of the unconfined 
flows penetrating the walls. To explore this 
hypothesis, the flow inside a test section that 
is a slight perturbation of circular section will 
be treated. Figure 5.79 shows an example of 
such as perturbation which is an octagon. 
For generality, the following wall shape, 

R=h+&g(O) (5-35) 

in which & << 1 and his a constant. For 
specific shapes, it is possible to get an 
approximate numerical order of magnitude 
for & which can be written as 

&8x -&in 
&= 

os%p as%+ 

h 
(5-36) 

Values of & for square, hexagonal and 
octagonal test sections are given in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Section n E 

square 4 ,414 

hexagon 6 .I55 

octagon 8 .082 

These are based on the following relations for an n-sided polygon: 



-1 
g -= 
h 

set 
0 

r - 1 
, k+,k+l,;, k=1,2,3 ,..., n. (5-37) 

n 

.F=sec E -1. 
0 n 

(5-38) 

In the first quadrant, 

k = 0,1,2,3,. .,n/4,0 I (3 I 7~12 
Using the polar co-ordinates previously introduced and referring to Figure 5.79, as well as the outer limit 
(5-32) and expansion (5-33) as well dropping the subscript unity notation in 4, the equation for the 

perturbation potential in the outer region is 

(K- (y + l)t#$)$n + +7-‘(P&)p + F-*& = 0. (5-39) 

For convenience, a free jet boundary condition is considered. Accordingly, the exact boundary condition 

C, (x> R(e)) = 0 

implies 

4ww = 0 

Since R is independent of x , 

g(x,R,e) = constant. WO) 

The constant can be assumed to be zero without loss of generality. Corresponding to (5-35) the 
perturbation potential $ can be decomposed into the axially symmetric outer part corresponding to E = 0 
and the secondary perturbation associated with the deviation of the wails from a circular cross section. 
Thus, 

~(x,7,8)=~~(~,7)+&~,(~,p,e)+... (541) 

A Fourier decomposition to reduce the three-dimensional Transonic Small Disturbance (TSD) problem for 
a wall perturbation from cylindrical to one in two dimensions is 

4 = &ii&,P)cosne. (54) 

This decomposition exploits the fact that the only way that asymmetry is introduced into the perturbation 
problem is through the multiplicative factor g(Q) in (5-35). Note also that the assumption of small 

perturbations allows the boundary conditions to be transferred from the perturbed surface to the simpler 
cylindrical test section’s. This is essential to the reduction of the dimensionality of the problem. Equation 
(542) is a factorisation that reduces the problem PI to the form 

{K - (Y + l)4%~}4”u (543) 
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A, =; fg(B) cosae, (n > 0) (54% 

A, = $ f g(B) cosnM0 (547) 

By Malmuth and Cole [I 181, the function g(x) which controls the drag and pressure distribution is the 
only part of the dominant near field that interacts with the dominant outer solution. Since there is no 6 
dependence in this portion, the only solution of interest is that corresponding to n =O. Thus the effect of 
the higher harmonics A,for n > 0 are negligible to this order. Effectively, the angular dependence is 
“averaged out”. This is another kind of area rule for the effect of slightly asymmetric wall sections. 

To quantify this effect, the mild transonic case corresponding to large K in (543) was considered. To 
simplify the analysis, the problem is reduced to a harmonic (incompressible) one by scaling out K by an 
x transformation and noting that the second and third terms in (543) are negligible. Thex 
transformation is 

x”=Xlfi. (5-w 

This is equivalent to another procedure that relates the KG to the Prandtl-Glauert (PG) equation from the 
definition of K in (5-32) and the fact that the appropriate outer variable for subsonic flow is r rather than 
7 in the KG regime. This gives the reduced PG equation 

where with some redundancy in notation used in a previous section, the transformation 

X=xlP 

in which 

is used. 

The boundary conditions (544) and (545) are unaffected by the large K approximation. These relations 
and (5-49) constitute the problem Pl’ which can be solved by the exponential Fourier transform pair 
using the procedure detailed in Malmuth and Cole [I 181, to give the difference of the non-circular and 
circular cross section wind tunnel pressures on a body as 

where 

(5-51) 

To illustrate (5-51) a parabolic arc body of revolution inside a square cross section tunnel is considered. 

For this case 



r,(x)=&(1-x),0~xI1, 

where r,, is the body radius. Accordingly, 

A=m,z =7cc5*(x2-2x3+x4) 

and 

(5-52) 

(5-53) 

Figure 5.80 shows the effect of increasing Mach number on the normalised correction of the pressures 
from a circular to a square test section, AZ;, , where, 

Acp:,- 2 I (5-54) 

j%r=h A’ 

when h =I for a parabolic arc body, i.e., the tunnel average radius is equal to the body length. Note that 
although the body is in the interval 0 < x 2 1, wall asymmetry influences the flow considerably upstream 

-0.m ’ ’ ’ . ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ . -1.o- ’ ’ ’ s ’ ’ ’ ’ - ’ ’ s 
.3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 1 5 

x x 

Figure 5-80 : Pressure corrections from circular to Figure 5-81 : Pressure corrections from circular to 
square test sections, parabolic body, h = 1 square test sections, parabolic body, h = 0.5 

of the body nose. Moreover, the largest effects appear at the nose and tail of the body and the correction 
increases with Mach number as expected. Another observation is the rapid upstream and downstream 
decay of the effect. This is consistent with the flow ellipticity. Lastly and most important is the smallness 
of the effect which is in sharp contrast with the results for h =.5 which shows a dramatic ten-fold increase 
with merely halving the wall height. This effect is brought out in Figure 5.81 and Figure 5.82. for kf, =O 
and .7 respectively. In accord with expectations, Figure 5.83 shows that compressibility increases the 
change in pressure associated with wall asymmetry. 



Figure 5-82 : Pressure corrections from circular to Figure 5-83 : Pressure corrections from circular to 
square test sections, parabolic body, effect of h for square test sections, parabolic body, effect of h for 

Mm-0 Mm = 0,7 

5.4.11 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The CAN methodology described in the previous sections provides a number of unique and useful tools 
to the wind tunnel test engineer. These are: 

I. An area rule for blockage interference for wall heights of the order of the body length. 

2. A systematic asymptotic theory for lii interference. 

3. Simplified corrections for asymmetric deviations of circular wind tunnel sections. 

4. Emerging database for transonic wall interference theories from Russian tests. Items 1 and 2 apply to 
porous wind tunnels. Item 3 can be readily extended to such sections. 

The ultimate impact of this work is to 

. Reduce computational intensity of transonic wall interference estimation. 

. Help optimise model sizing to maximise test Reynolds number while minimising wall interference. 

. Provide a quick means of extrapolating ground tests to free flight. 

To enhance the utility of these tools the following further effort is recommended: 

. Apply Items 1 and 2 to corrections to drag polars as in Section 5.3.3.5 

l Extend Item 2 to transonic flow, moderate chords, and thickness 

. Extend Item 3 to the moderate K case. 
- Strong evidence exists that the n =0 solution of (543) is appropriate to the strongly non-linear 

transonic case. The argument is similar to that following (5-50). 

- It is envisioned that S’(x) “spiky” behaviour of the variational solution near shocks will be the 
principal modification of the soMions previously discussed for the high subsonic large K case. 

- Validation of the subsonic solutions against the exact eigenfunction and elliptic function Green’s 
functions should be performed. 



5.5 ASSESSMENT OF STATE OF THE ART 

The previous sections gave a perspective of various aspects of transonic wind tunnel wall interference. 
Obviously, many topics could not be covered in this brief discussion. Nevertheless, some indication will 
be made where further improvement is needed. Some key issues in this connection are: 

l Wall boundary conditions (wall boundary layer interactions; effects of geometry, viscosity, Reynolds 
number; acoustics, etc.) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Identification of non-physical flow conditions (correctable vs. uncorrectable) 

Interaction with support interference 

Fast turn-around wall interference predictionslassessments 

Multibody problems 

Boundary layer transition considerations 

Turbulence modelling-direct simulation 

Transition 

Separation 

Coupling of separation and transition 

Reynolds number scaling to flight 

Unsteady effects 

Since these topics strongly interact with each other, no attempt will be made to deal with them separately 
in this short overview. 

In Section 5.2, current wall boundary condition technology was reviewed. In spite of progress involving 
the pressure pipe method and other boundary-measurement techniques, more work is required to enable 
accurate non-invasive static pressure measurements in the vicinity of ventilated walls. Detailed 
experiments which examine viscous interactions within the tunnel close-wall flow field are required for all 
types of wall geometries, particularly for conditions where flow is into the test section and where large 
model-induced gradients significantly interact with the wall boundary layers. Relatively minor changes in 
wall geometry can make significant changes in the close-wall flow field (or boundary condition) and, 
thereby, induce great changes in the wall-induced interference distribution in the vicinity of the model. 
Because of this, research directed at tailoring the wall flow via small modifications to wall geometry may 
enable inexpensive quasi-adaptive techniques for ventilated tunnels, i.e. the correctable-interference 
tunnel. Reynolds number scaling to flight issues will require transonic tunnels with quiet walls, and 
studies which examine the acoustic properties of various wall geometries are needed for both 
assessment of effects on model aerodynamic data and quiet wall/tunnel design. Very little has been done 
to quantify the upstream and downstream (test section end) effects on the corrections, and this should be 
addressed. 

Computational methods were presented in section 5.3. Section 5.3.2.2.6 shows good progress in our 
ability to compute transonic wall interference over a complex configuration such as the fully-mated Space 
Shuttle launch configuration (SSLV). Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) computational modelling 
has improved substantially since the last AGARD review. Modern unstructured grid methods as well as 
parallel computing have made simulation of complex configurations in wind tunnels more practical. 



However, in addition to turbulence modelling, issues in computing such a shape are many. At transonic 
speeds, the interaction of the support structure in the wind tunnel is an artifact not seen in the free flight 
environment. Simulation of plumes and their interaction with walls and stings can be a source of concern 
in ground test-to-flight extrapolation. This effect is highly Reynolds number-dependent and solid wall 
simulation may be unrealistic, even for single plumes, to say nothing of multiple ones such as those from 
the Solid Rocket Boosters, External Tank and Orbiter. More work is required to deal with the very special 
questions associated with this topic such as interaction of the wakes and shear layers with each other 
and the walls. 

Similar issues relate to wall corrections for transonic characteristics of HSCT’s. Recent internally reported 
work by Malmuth. Neyland, and Neyland in 1995 [124] for TsAGl T-128 tunnel tests has studied the 
interaction of nacelle flows with wall interference and transonic wave drag rise simulations.’ More effort 
will be required in dealing with the trade-off of model size needed for proper unit Reynolds number 
simulation at the expense of large wall corrections, or in the extreme, uncorrectability. For the unsteady 
ascent trajectory of vehicles such as SSLV and reusable launch vehicles (RLV). the adequacy of the 
pseudo-steady approximation especially at the maximum 9 (dynamic pressure) trajectory point needs 

further attention. 

These questions also arise in assessment of wall interference associated with store carriage and 
separation. Currently, the Captive Trajectory Support System (CTS) is the workhorse of experimental 
databases for store certification. Complex store configurations such as the F-15, F-16 and F-22 involve 
multiple interfering bodies such as bombs, missiles, pylons, racks with parent bodies. The CTS method 
intrinsically assumes pseudo-steady conditions. Effort such as free drops in the wind tunnel is needed to 
validate this approximation. This becomes particularly important for simulating store separation from 
weapons-bay cavities. Here, as above, the interaction of the support and wall interference is critical. Also 
key is the coupling of the shear layer with the body dynamics and the store’s steep wave system 
impinging on the walls. These are complexities that arise in the correlation of wind tunnel results and 
flight experiments as well as predictions. 

Large-scale and CAN mid-range simulations such as those discussed in this chapter should be used to 
study the various time scales in the weapons-release problem. Unit problems that relate the wind tunnel 
simulation to the free flight environment should be tackled. They should evaluate sting mounted 
arrangements and their relationship to unsupported ones in and out of cavities. More work should be 
done with research configurations rather than complex ones to isolate the basic effects. Physical 
mechanisms that should be studied are unsteady shock and vortex evolution and convection effects. The 
data coming from such computational and experimental models could stimulate theoretical development 
and enhance our understanding of the various processes. 

In the previous sections, the issue of correctability was mentioned. At transonic speeds, shock-induced 
transition plays strongly into this problem. Since a strong Reynolds number dependence is relevant, pre- 
test assessment of wall interference depends on accurate turbulence models. Although much effort has 
gone into developing such simulations, much more is required. As computer power increases into the 
next century, Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) could provide dramatic new insights. This could flow to 
improved RANS and mid-range approaches that will improve our capability to make such pre-test 
assessments economically and rapidly 

* This wave drag rise is vital in accurately assessing the “tmnsonic pinch point” that atkts noise-abatement, 
operational, payload and fuel considerations impacting HSCT and hypersonic vehicle mission viability and 
affordability. 



In many cases, transitional separations are encountered. Treatment of interaction of separation and 
transition is a challenge in and out of the wind tunnel. It is so difficult that trips are used to provide a 
baseline for understanding the flow by making it fully turbulent over the model. However, many flight 
environments are really transitional and it is necessary to improve our computational simulations by 
inclusion of suitable stability and transition prediction modules so they can relate to natural transition wind 
tunnel experiments. Unfortunately, current transition prediction modules are in a very early stage of being 
able to handle interaction of separation and transition, even in the rudimentary cases of a leading edge 
separation bubble over a two-dimensional airfoil and flap hinge moment prediction. 

Improved techniques will have a strong impact on computational simulations as well as adaptive wall 
technology and our understanding of the complex flow processes that are needed for control and 
prediction of transonic wall interference. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

B Single or duplex tunnel width. For model reflected about the ground plane (duplex), B = 2Ht 

Bt tunnel width 

C duplex test-section area, 2Ct or 2Cn 

CC open tunnel single or duplex collector area 

ct closed tunnel test section area 

Cll open tunnel test section area 

CDc blockage-corrected, wind-axis drag coefficient 

CDcw wind-axis drag coefficient corrected by Maskell’s method, eqn. (6.3) 
CDc~ wind-axis drag coefficient corrected by Hackett’s two-step version of Maskell, eqn. (6.14) 

‘Di induced-drag coefficient 

CDo drag due to skin friction coefficient 

CDr support rig (strut) drag 

CD” uncorrected, wind-axis drag coefficient 

CDuo uncorrected, wind-axis drag coefficient at zero yaw angle 

CDus uncorrected, separated-flow drag 

CD= drag coefficient corrected for blockage only, excluding wake constraint, eqn. (6.13) 

CDu,yis ViSCOUS WmpOnent Of drag, (CD0 + CDus) = (CDu - CDi) 

CL 
CY 

CPbc 

Cpbu 
F 
H 

Ht 
K 

Llll 

LP 
Lts 
m 

m’ 

QS 

r 

R-2 
Rn 
S 

%l 

SY 

Sb 
T 

UO 

lift coefficient 

side force coefficient 
corrected base pressure coefficient 

uncorrected base pressure coefficient 
duplex model projected frontal area, 2(S, ~0s~ + Sy sinlull), eqn. (6.19) 
single or duplex tunnel height. For model reflected about the ground plane (duplex), H = Bt 

tunnel height 
empirical solid blockage constant for automobiles determined by Mercker, 1 .O 

model length 

projected length of model, L, cosrq + wm sidwl 

test section length 
Cowdrey’s empirical blockage constant, eqn. (6.7) 

Cowdrey’s empirical blockage constant, eqn. (6.9) 
source strength used in an open-jet tunnel to calculate nozzle interference due to a model 

radial co-ordinate 
hydraulic diameter of single or duplex open tunnel collector 
hydraulic diameter of single or duplex open tunnel nozzle 

single or duplex model frontal area, as appropriate 
model frontal area 
model side area 

model base area (area of separated-flow area on base) 
blockage constant = r&/2 = 0,36(B/H+H/B) 

measured, upstream reference velocity not influenced by blockage 



UC blockage-corrected reference velocity 

Uf7-l measured, upstream reference velocity influenced by blockage 

U” open-jet reference velocity measured using a nozzle reference static pressure 

fin average velocity over the nozzle exit plane of an open-jet tunnel with a model present 

UP open-jet reference velocity measured using a plenum chamber reference static pressure 

UW, velocity including attached-flow wake blockage 

uwc velocity including collector-plane wake blockage 

U WS velocity including separated-flow wake blockage 

U, (x, r) total velocity due to point source at location (x,r) 
ux (x, r) incremental velocity due to source at (x,r) 

single or duplex model volume, as appropriate 

model volume 
effective model volume, 1.75Vm 

variable portion of test section volume, LpC 
model width 

V 

“rn 
V.S 

4 
hl 

X 

A% 
A&M 

AGws 
ACM 

Ah, 

A’J, 

A” ws 
E 

EC 
Ed 
En 

Qv 
sP 

sop 
Es 

EU 
EW 

%C 
%a 

QJS 
11 
El 
T 

w 

longitudinal position, positive downstream from reference point 

incremental drag, (CD,, -C& ) 
drag increment due to separated-flow wake constraint 
buoyancy drag increment due to empty tunnel longitudinal pressure gradient 
buoyancy drag increment due to wake constraint 

drag increment due to the wake constraint 
velocity increment due to attached-flow wake blockage, (U, - Uo) 
velocity increment due to separated-flow wake blockage, (U,, - Uo) 

total blockage factor at the model location, (UC - Uo)/LJo 

collector blockage factor at the model location 
attenuated blockage factor downstream of model centre, eqn. (6.22) 
nozzle blockage factor at the model location 

nozzle blockage factor at the nozzle plane 

plenum blockage factor at the model location 

plenum blockage factor at the nozzle plane 
solid blockage factor at the model location, (Us - Uo)/Uo 
attenuated blockage factor upstream of model centre, eqn. (6.21) 

wake blockage factor at the model location, (U, - Uo)/Uo 
wake-blockage factor at the collector plane, (U,, - Uo)/Uo 

attached-flow, wake blockage factor at the model location, (U, - Uo ) I Uo 
separated-flow, wake blockage factor at the model location, (U, - Uo)/Uo 
Mercker’s empirical wake blockage constant, 0.41; eqn. (6.1s) 

Maskell’s separated-flow wake-blockage constant 

solid blockage constant, = 2TI& = 0.41 (B/H + H/B) 
yaw angle 



6.1 INTRODUCTION 

6.1 .I HISTORY AND STATUS 

The effects of the constraints imposed by wind tunnel test section boundaries on the flows around bluff 
bodies - those bodies having leading-edge separation without re-attachment or having large regions of 
separated flow further aft on the body - are even now not fully understood. The physics of the interaction 
of the boundaries of a wind tunnel test section on these wake flows was explored by Maskell [I, 21. based 
on an analysis of measurements made on three-dimensional flat plates mounted normal to the flow. His 
results demonstrated that the wall constraint in closed test sections was five times greater than predicted 
by the classical derivations for bodies with thin wakes. It was clear that large separated flows from 
stalled wings and bluff bodies must be treated differently than the attached-flow cases. 

The impetus for Maskell’s development was the need to understand the differences between 
measurements made on slender delta wings in different wind tunnels. Using normal-flat-plate 
measurements to develop the flow physics, Maskell was able to generalise these results to the 
separated-wing case. His derivation was predicated on the principle that the pressure distribution was 
invariant under constraint, meaning that the pressure field was only scaled by a constant speed increase 
in the presence of the constraining solid test section walls. 

Since this first development for wing flows, the families of separated-flow shapes that have come under 
common study in the wind tunnel have increased. In particular, the sciences of wind engineering and 
surface vehicle aerodynamics have advanced rapidly. The aerodynamic loading and stability of bridges 
and tall buildings is a governing factor in their design while the efficient aerodynamic development of 
surface vehicles is of major importance in the areas of energy conservation, handling and noise. It is now 
standard practice to use wind tunnel studies to demonstrate the stability of long-span, cable-supported 
bridges, to measure the mean and unsteady loads on tall buildings, and to measure and improve the 
aerodynamic characteristics of surface vehicles. In the latter case, large wind tunnels of open and closed 
test sections are used routinely for full-scale road vehicle development. An obvious benefit of the 
availability of proven blockage-correction methods is the ability to minimise the size of the full-scale 
facility. Another reason for needing an accurate test speed correction method is to provide accurate 
speed setting during measurement of the sound pressure levels of road vehicles, which vary with the 
fourth to the sixth power of velocity. This point is particularly pertinent at the time of writing, when 
approximately one-half of all full-scale passenger car wind tunnel testing is utilised for wind-noise 
assessment and improvement. 

In recent years, the major developments in wall corrections for bluff shapes have come through the 
development of boundary-measurement-based methods. Here, the mathematical models that are used 
to represent the bodies in the test section are sufficiently general to extend to both bluff and streamlined 
shapes. These methods are demanding of instrumentation and computing time. In many cases, the 
methods are not available or are too demanding for routine use, so there remains a continuing need for 
simple, analytically-based approximations to the bluff-body blockage effect. 
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6.1.2 CLOSED AND OPEN TEST SECTIONS 

Both closed and open test sections are commonly used for studies of all the geometries mentioned 
above. In general, the closed-wall test section predominates in North America and the United Kingdom 
for automotive and bluff-body testing, while open-jet test sections are prevalent in Europe. The closed 
test section requires a larger correction, but has the benefit of precisely defined boundaries and a long 
test section. The open test section has a solid blockage effect of opposite sign to, and of smaller 
magnitude than, that of the closed test section. There is no velocity increment at the model due to the 
constrained wake for the open test section although there is a wake effect that changes the drag. 

It has been recognised [3] that additional interference effects may occur on a bluff body in the short test 
section typical of open tunnels. These effects are not accounted for in the classical theories. The 
physics of corrections in closed test sections are the better developed because the need was evident - 
the corrections were known to be large, especially for bluff shapes. The development of open-test- 
section corrections has lagged, in part because they were small, or thought to be small. However, this 
assumption has been shown to be incorrect for bluff automotive shapes and has lead to increased 
activity in the European automotive wind tunnels to understand the effects and to derive appropriate 
corrections for them [4]. 

6.1.3 IMPORTANT TEST SECTION BOUNDARIES 

In the classical aeronautical derivations discussed in the earlier chapters, the important test section 
boundaries were the lateral boundaries - the side walls, floor and ceiling of the closed tunnel or the free- 
jet shear layer of the open tunnel. When a body under study has a large separated wake, the proximity 
of the end of the test section to the base of the model has an effect that reduces the measured drag. 
Further, high-drag bluff bodies have larger upstream flow-displacement effects in the test section than 
streamlined bodies have. These effects can interact with the pressure taps used to measure the static 
reference pressure at the entrance to the test section in open and closed tunnels, and can distort the flow 
leaving the nozzle of an open tunnel. 

6.1.4 COMPARISON OF CLOSED AND OPEN TEST SECTIONS 

As an introduction to the relative distortions produced in the two major test-section types, it is useful to 
compare the influences of solid-wall and free-jet boundaries on measurements on simple bluff bodies. 

A typical comparison is presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, utilising data 15, 6, 7, 61 measured for normal 
flat plates and for various rectangular blocks, both wall-mounted and centrally-mounted in the test 
section. Figure 6.1 shows typical drag coefficient variations with model size and type. As expected, the 
closed test sections show a drag increase with model area while the open test sections show a drag 
reduction. The blockage effect in the open test section is less than in the closed test section, but the 
difference between open and closed is not as large as would be found for streamlined models. The 
slopes of the drag-blockage curves in the closed test sections are greater for the model families having 
higher drag. The drag data for the block model in the closed tunnel fall into a family of nearly parallel 
curves with yaw angle as the parameter, as seen in Figure 6.1. 
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Fig. 6.2: Collapse of Normalised Drag Increments Due to Blockage in Closed and 
Open Test Sections [5. 6. 7, 61 

Figure 6.2 re-plots the data from Figure 6.1, presenting the normalised incremental drag change due to 
blockage, (AC~/C~)=(C~~ -CDc)/Ck. as a function of the drag in the test section, given by the 
blockage parameter coU(s/c) The corrected flat plate drag coefficients were determined by fitting the 
measured data with least squares, second-order polynomials. The rectangular block data were fitted with 
second-order polynomials having zero slopes at the origin. The data are now grouped primarily by wind 
tunnel test section type, with little difference due to model type. The dependence on yaw angle of the 
data for the block model in the closed test section has disappeared. The blockage effect on the plates in 
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the open test section, in the linear region at smaller blockage, is about 65% of that in the closed test 
section. It would appear that the boundary effects in the open test section are significantly larger than 
would be predicted from classical aerodynamic theory. The expression “boundary effects”, rather than 
“blockage effects” was purposefully chosen because the observed drag distortion is strongly influenced 
by the finite length of the free jet. 

6.2 METHODS FOR CLOSED TEST SECTIONS 

The early classical boundary-correction theories were small-disturbance analyses. These theories 
assumed that the models were small in the test section, that the drag coefficients were small and 
primarily due to skin friction. that wakes were thin and that no flow separations existed. Growing 
requirements for bluff-body testing necessitated an extension of the classical theories to cater for these 
cases, examples of which were the stalled wing and the defining case, the flat plate normal to the flow. A 
summary of blockage corrections for bluff bodies can be found in 191. 

6.2.1 MASKELL’S ANALYSIS 

The founding approach to the estimation of the wake blockage of bluff models in closed test sections was 
that of Maskell [I]. He applied conservation of momentum and physical arguments supported by wind 
tunnel measurements on normal flat plates [lo] to formulate a theory for the wake blockage produced by 
separated flows. The assumptions made by Maskell were: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

that the pressure distribution was invariant under wall constraint, 

that separated flows from three-dimensional bodies tended to become axially symmetric 
far downstream, 

that the base pressure was constant over the separated region and was equal to the static 
pressure on the wake boundary, 

After application of these assumptions, momentum theory led to a dynamic pressure correction of the 
form, 

(6.1) 

where: 

e=-l/cpb, 62) 

CP~ is the corrected base pressure coefficient and cDm is the drag coefficient corrected for blockage but 
not corrected for wake distortion due to the test section walls. Equation (6.1) requires iteration since the 
magnitude of the correction depends on the corrected drag coefficient. Maskell made a fourth 
assumption to include the effect of the walls on the shape of the wake boundary. He assumed 

4. that the constraining effect of the test section walls reduced the expansion of the wake and 
that this reduction was in proportion to the contraction of the external stream around the 
wake. 



The final form of the separated-flow component of the wake-blockage correction equation then became, 

(6.3) 

Equation (6.3) contains the full blockagelwake-constraint correction and can be solved directly. The 
blockage constant remained as before, with CDm in the right hand side now replaced by the uncorrected, 
wind-axis drag coefficient, CDu, increasing the correction magnitude. The correction is due to the 
separated-flow component of drag that, in the case of a normal flat plate, is almost the total drag. For 
other geometries, this may not be the case, and the separated drag component must be estimated for 
use in equation (6.3). The remaining drag components are treated in the standard fashion. The fully 
corrected drag coefficient, containing both flow speed increase and drag change due to wake constraint. 
is denoted by cDc~l_ The subscript 1 indicates a single-step correction and separates Maskell’s original 
version from a later, two-step interpretation that will be presented in Section 62.3. 

When the wake-blockage correction is applied to bodies that have drag contributions from other sources 
than flow separation, then the drag components must be estimated so that Maskell’s correction can be 
applied only to the drag resulting from flow separation. Induced drag and skin friction are excluded. 
When the wake-blockage correction is to be applied to an aircrafl model, for example, it is done as 
follows, 

t I 2 = [1+2sws qu +wvsl 

= Du -CDi -CDO) 1 (6.4) 

sws =(U, -Uo)/Uo = AU, IU, is the blockage factor due to the thin, attached-flow wake (classical 
component) and sws = AU, IU, is the velocity increment due to the separated wake (Maskell 
component). Uo is the upstream reference velocity measurement that is assumed to be unaffected by 
blockage, CDr is the support rig drag, CD0 is the drag due to skin friction, CDu is the total drag 
coefficient, and CDi is the induced drag. The last term in parentheses of the right hand side of the 
equation, (CD,, -CD) -C~) , is the uncorrected, separated-flow drag, CDus In the aircraft case, the 
drag breakdown can be done readily, with due care in accounting for separated tlow on flaps. In other 
applications, such as to automobiles, the drag breakdown is less certain. As a result, the uncorrected 
drag coefficient is used often instead of CDus because no other choice is available and because most of 
the drag is pressure drag due to flow separation. 

As will be seen, the correction due to wake constraint should be in the form of a drag increment, rather 
than a dynamic pressure change. When the correction is recast into this form, an improved correction to 
drag and to the other aerodynamic forces and moments results. The details of this derivation are 
presented in Section 6.2.3. Strictly speaking, equations (6.3) and (6.4) are drag coefficient corrections 
only. 

Equation (6.2) can be used to calculate the value of the blockage constant 6. using the corrected, 
average base pressures measured over the separated region of the model under test or from generic 
measurements on bluff bodies with similar separated flows. 

Maskell obtained 6 as a function of aspect ratio from measurements on normal flat plates and argued 
that these data could be generalised to other, similar, bubble-type separations. The blockage constant 



was found to be within ten percent of 8=2.5 for plates (square plate Cpbc P -0.4) having aspect ratios 
between 1 and 10. 

When base pressure measurements are made, the corrected base pressure coefficient is obtained by 
iterating the following equation, 

(I-Cpixh = 
(I-Cpbu) 

l+(-1/Cpbc)i-,(CDus6~C) 
(6.5) 

The measured base pressure is used as the starting point for the iteration. Gould [6] pointed out that the 
required pressure is the separation pressure coefficient, which is the base pressure coefficient for a flat 
plate. 

The fundamental assumption made by Maskell was that the pressure field was invariant under constraint. 
Thus, blockage only scales the flow speed. The implication is that flow-separation and flow-reattachment 
locations must not be changed by wall constraint. Maskell provides evidence of this for the flat plates 
that were used to determine the empirical constants. 

In addition, Farrell et. al. [I l] have provided further insight into the effect of constraint on the invariance 
of the pressure field based on the behaviour of two-dimensional circular cylinders. These authors 
showed that the pressure rise between the point of maximum suction on the side of a circular cylinder 
and the base of the cylinder was independent of blockage up to S/C=O.21. This finding suggests that 
wall constraint has little effect on flow separation on bluff bodies up to this blockage level. 

While the derivation of Maskell’s correction formula, and the commonly-used values of the blockage 
constant 6, were based on data from normal flat plates, these values of 6 have been applied to wings 
with flow separation. The constant for two- and three-dimensional normal flat plates is a function of plate 
aspect ratio and is fitted by, 

8 = 0.98 + 1.94 exp (-0.06 AR) (6.6) 

The variation of equation (6.6) with aspect ratio is compared to Maskell’s estimates in Figure 6.3. 

5.0 10.0 16.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 

Model Aspect Ratto 

Fig. 6.3: Flat Plate Blockage Constants 

The functional relationship 
implied in the data correlation 
of Figure 6.2 is that of equation 
(6.3) with the slope of the 
curve being 8. The flat-plate 
data from the closed test 
sections, Figures 6.1 and 6.2, 
were measured for aspect 
ratios between 1 and 3. 
Maskell’s blockage constant 
takes on values in the range 
2.5 5 8 I 2.8 for these aspect 
ratios, which are close to the 
slopes of 2.53 for the flat-plates 
and 2.41 for the rectangular 
blocks in Figure 6.2. 



Gould [S] showed that the correction was also valid for floor-mounted plates if the plate was considered 
as a plate of twice the height reflected about the floor as a plane of symmetry (duplex test section). As a 
result, the correction should apply equally well to two-dimensional testing, three-dimensional testing, and 
reflection-plane testing. 

Although the correction is expressed as a dynamic pressure adjustment, it is more properly a correction 
to drag because of its momentum-based derivation. The inclusion of the wake distortion due to boundary 
constraint has effectively combined the incremental drag correction due to this effect with the dynamic 
pressure correction. Thus, while drag should be properly corrected, the other forces and moments will be 
over-corrected because the dynamic pressure correction has too large a value. 

6.2.2 COWDREY’S DEVELOPMENT 

Cowdrey [IZ] rederived Maskell’s method without the wake distortion effect for three-dimensional bodies 
that lie in their own wakes (leading-edge separation) and showed that the constant-base-pressure 
assumption was not required. He produced a correction that did not depend on the measured drag, 
although it still required an empirical constant that was a function of body geometry. His version of the 
correction had the form. 

(;)=(~)=l-m;sic) 
(6.7) 

m is a semi-empirical constant that must be determined by experiment. If equations (6.1) and (6.7) are 
equated, then it can be seen that, 

m = -(C,/C,,) (‘3.8) 

Equation (6.7) can also be written as, 

(~]=($!!J=l+m’(SIC) (6.9) 

When equation (6.9) is compared to equation (6.3) which contains the wake constraint effect, then the 
blockage factor, m’. can be represented by, 

m’= -(C,,/C,,) = OC,, (6.10) 

An equation for m’ for normal flat plates that is equivalent to equation (6.6) previously quoted for 6 can 
now be written. It is, 

m’ = 1.85 + 1.35 exp (-0.05 AR) (6.11) 

Equation (6.11) is shown in Figure 6.3 also 

6.2.3 HACKETT’S T~OSTEP VERSION OF MASKELL’S ANALYSIS 

Maskell’s momentum analysis combined the dynamic pressure and the incremental drag blockage 
components into a single dynamic pressure adjustment, making it a correction to drag only. Hackett [13, 
141 realised this and separated Maskell’s correction into its two constituent components, based on the 
difference between equation (6.3) and equation (6.1). This difference should be an increment in drag, 



not a change in dynamic pressure. Hackett defined the drag increment to be bCDM = cDcM, - cD, , 

which is the difference between the corrected drag coefficients with and without the effect of wake 
constraint included. 

The resulting ‘two-step’ version of Maskell’s analysis should provide a superior adjustment to drag and to 
the other forces and moments, since the correction is separated into its correct components. 

Maskell’s correction for separated-flow blockage alone, equation (6.1). was restated by Hackett as, 

CDm = (cDcM1 - ACDM) = & = I+ I~(CD~~~%DM)(SIC) 
(6.13) 

Hackett then re-wrote the blockage correction in terms of a blockage-induced incremental velocity and a 
drag increment, to produce the following two-step (dynamic pressure and incremental drag) correction, 

CDcM2 = (CDu + ACDM) = (CDu + ACDM) 
W%h I+ 6(CDcMi - ACDM)(S/C) 

(6.14) 

cDcMZ is the drag coefficient corrected by Hackett’s two-step version of Maskell’s method. The dynamic 
pressure correction in the two-step approach, (qc /q)l , now does not include the wake distortion effect, 
which resides in A(& ACDM is obtained from the solution of the following quadratic equation, derived 
by equating cDu in equations (6.3) and (6.13). 

Acfi4 - 
1 

-+fCDcMl e(s/c) 1 
ACDM -CDcMl(CDu -CDcMl) = 6 

Only the negative solution to equation (515a) is physically valid since ~~~,rnust be smaller than cDm. 

It is important to note that the expressions presented in [13] and [14] differ, and that the results from [14] 
are used here. The linear approximation presented in [13] for AC,,,,, is incorrect due to a typographical 
error in the transactions paper. Further, the correct expression was applicable only for small values of 
scD,(s~c) These issues are summarised in a discussions presented in the AIAA Journal [15]. In this 
discussion, Hackett presents the closed-form solution to equation (6.15a) as, 

ACDM = cDu (1+%D,,(s/c) )t[26c~~S,c,l[l-~1+46CDu(S~C) ] (6.15b) 

A comparison of Maskell’s method [I], Hackett’s two-step version [14] and Cowdrey’s analysis [12] is provided 
by applying them to the average 
R line through the tlat-plate drag 
coefficients in Figure 6.1. 
Equations (6.3) (6.7) and (6.14) 
along with their ancillary relations, 
ware applied as corrections to 
these data. The results am 
collected in Figure 6.4. It can be 
seen that the tendency to over- 
correction in Maskell’s method is 
removed by use of the twostep 
derivation of Hackett. 

Fig. 6.4: Comparison of Separated-Flow Corrections For Three- 
Dimensional, Normal Flat Plates [S] 



6.2.4 COMMENTARY ON MASKELL’S CORRECTION 

Maskell’s method has been found to over-correct at large area ratios when applied to many two- 
dimensional and three-dimensional bluff bodies, as demonstrated for two-dimensional rectangular 
cylinders in [16] and as seen for three-dimensional normal plates in Figure 6.4 [6]. The two-step 
development of Hackett should remedy this situation, and it would be beneficial to revisit many data sets 
to verify that this is the case. It would also be expected that the two-step version might be more accurate 
for aircraft with separated flows. 

6.2.5 WAKE BUOYANCY AND THE WAKE-INDUCED DRAG INCREMENT 

Controversy has arisen over the correct form of the drag increment at the body due to the constraint of 
the wake of the body by the tunnel walls. The classical adjustment 121, ascribed to buoyancy resulting 
from a wake-induced pressure gradient (excluding compressibility), is, 

ACmb = -EsCDu,vis = -T 

where T = (h.12)~ =0.36(6/H +H/B) and CDo,vis = CD~ +CD,,~ is the viscous component of the drag 
coemcient. 

An alternative to this form has been derived recently by Taylor [17] as, 

AC&b =-(ss + sw)Cb,vis (6.17) 

It involves both the model volume and the wake blockage. Equations (6.16) and (6.17) express a 
buoyancy force on the model due to the pressure gradient at the model caused by the wake images. 
Thus, this form of wake-induced correction is referred to as ‘wake buoyancy’. 

Hackett [13, 141 has argued that both expressions are wrong because they do not include the cross 
terms acting between the full set of sources and sinks that approximate the body. The cross-terms 
cancel the buoyancy-based expression, leaving a new term that is not gradient related. Since Hackett’s 
derivation is not limited to bluff flows, it should be more generally valid. 

The new term, which had its origins in Hackett’s and Wilsden’s pressure-signature correction method 
[16]. has the form. 

A%wi = -C&,is (6.16) 

This equation does not contain volume either implicitly or explicitly, and is a function of the square of 
drag, whereas equations (6.16) and (6.17) are proportional to drag. The term ‘wake-induced drag 
increment’ is used to differentiate Hackett’s version from the volume-based, buoyancy fan. No direct 
experimental evidence exists to assist in clarifying this issue although one indirect experimental result 
can be found that supports the use of equation (6.18). 

The relevant item is the flat-plate drag coefficient curve in Figure 8.4, which is a fit of the measured drag 
coefficients from [6] that are presented in Figure 6.1 as open diamonds. The flat plate is a geometry for 
which the classical buoyancy-based correction would be zero. Equation (6.15b) was applied to the fitted 



curve to calculate the wake-induced drag increments for the plate as a function of area ratio. These drag 
increments are compared with those estimated from Hackett’s expression, equation (6.16). in Figure 6.5 
and are seen to be in reasonable agreement. 

The issues raised above are not yet settled. Further discussion of them can be found in [15]. 
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Fig. 6.5: Experimental Verification of Hackett’s Wake-Induced Drag Increment 
For a Flat Plate Perpendicular to the Flow 

6.2.6 Mercker’e Analysis 

A blockage correction has been developed by Mercker [IS] for application to automotive shapes typified 
by rear-end flow separation, rather than the front-end separation of sharp-edged bodies. Maskell’s 
constants will not apply to these shapes, although the base-pressure-dependent analysis should still be 
valid. Mercker’s development was based on the solid-blockage analysis of Lock [20] and on the wake- 
blockage analyses of Maskell [I], Thorn [21]. and Glauert [22]. The following notation and constants 
differ from the derivation of [I91 only because the correction has been re-written using the duplex test 
section and duplex model geometries for consistency. The blockage correction has the form, 

t 1 
c 
q 

= [1+Eg+EW]2 

= [+KT [$I [$f’2[T]{[E] [aCDuo+‘l(~]+~(CDu-CDi-CDuo)] } ] 

= [+K/ [$I [-$]+[(~)[~CDUO +s(~)+~CDUS]} ] (6.19) 
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= uncorrected, wind-axis drag coefficient at yaw angle I+I 

= uncorrected, separated-flow drag coefficient 

= uncorrected, wind-axis drag coefficient at zero yaw angle 

= induced drag coefficient at yaw angle I+ 

= duplex test-section area = 2Ct 

= projected length of model = Lm cosv + w, sinlyll 

= model length 

= model width 

= yaw angle 

= duplex model frontal area = 2Sm 

= duplex model projected frontal area = 2(S,,, cosv +Sy sinlv[) 
= model frontal area 
= model side area 

= solid blockage constant = 2T/&=0,41(B/H+H/B) 

= duplex model volume = 2Vm 

= variable portion of test section volume = LpC 

= empirical wake blockage constant determined by Mercker = 0.41 

= empirical solid blockage constant determined by Mercker = 1 .O 

The term (S/C)[1/4CD,, + n(F/S)] = [1/4CD,,(S/C) + n(F/C)] affectively contains the wake blockage 

correction due to both skin friction and flow separation from the base of the bluff shape at zero yaw and 
small yaw angles. The third term in the curly bracket of equation (6.19) contains the additional 
separated-flow drag component that occurs at larger yaw angles. This additional separation drag is 
identified as the portion of the drag coefficient above the linear correlation of CD versus ( L+ “). Here, c2 c2 

an analogy is made to the aircraft drag polar, except that the induced drag is now a function of both lift, 
CL, and side force, Cy 

The constant value n=O.41 differs from the value n’O.43 given in [19] because Mercker re-formulated his 
method to include the newly-proposed wake-induced-drag increment, equation (6.16). The term in the 
second line of equation (6.19) pre-multiplying (V/Vt)3’2, also differs from that in Mercker’s paper due 

to an improvement made by Mercker. This modification leads to the constant K changing from (l/h) in 
[19] to the value of 1.0 used here. 

The correction is applied to drag as, 

where ACmt is given by equation (6.16). 

(6.20) 



6.2.7 UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS 

Boundary effects upstream and downstream of the model are important also. With more than one model 
in the test section, the blockage correction at each model will be a combination of the upstream and 
downstream effects caused by each model. Further, the model’s blockage field may distort the reference 
measurement at the entrance to the test section and the model’s flow field may be distorted when the 
model is too near the end of the test section. These position-in-test-section effects have been studied by 
Gould [6] and by Garry, Cooper, Fediw, Wallis, and Wilsden [23]. 

Gould’s interest was the blockage interference effects between several axially separated bluff models. 
He measured the upstream and the downstream variations of the blockage of flat plates in a closed test 
section. His results showed that the downstream effect was the larger and persisted further. The 
downstream blockage effect collapsed on distance non-dimensionalised by the mean plate size, 
expressed as (xd/&], because the downstream behaviour depends on the size and the development of 
the viscous wake. The upstream effect was found to collapse on (x,/J-6). This behaviour can be 
ascribed to a potential flow effect, where the mirror image sets of singularllies that can be used to 
describe the blockage have the image separation - the tunnel height and width - as the characteristic 
dimensions. A reasonable average of these lengths is fi, 

The blockage variations with longkudinal position relative to the location of the generating body, as a 
fraction of the value at the body, are adequately fitted by, 

2 
upstream effect : (Q/E) = exp ([( II) - t k 

downstream effect : (Ed/E) = 0.3 + 0.7exp 

This pair of equations provides the multiplying factor on the blockage induced by a model at a position 
upstream or downstream of the model. The composite blockage at any location due to several models is 
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Fig. 6.6: Variation of Blockage Upstream and Downstream 
of the Model Location [6] 

the sum of the individual 
effects. The blockage 
variations of equations 
(6.21) and (6.22) are 
shown in Figure 6.6. 

Equation (6.21) 
indicates that a model 
should be positioned no 
closer than 1.5J-d to 

the reference static 
pressure taps to keep 
the effect of blockage at 
the taps below one-half 
percent of the value at 
the model or no closer 
than fi to keep the 



effect at five percent. Conversely, if the model location is fixed, and if the model blockage can be 
estimated, then equation (6.21) can be used to determine the error in the reference static pressure 
measurement. 

The authors of [23] were interested in the effect of the proximity of an automobile model to the end of the 
test section. Here, the end of the test section was defined by the start of the diffuser or the end of a 
ground board used for improved ground-boundary simulation. Their measurements in three wind tunnels 
showed a large effect on the drag coefficient due to proximity to the end of the test section. The results 
suggested that the wake formation region was affected by the diffuser pressure field or by the flow 
discontinuity at the end of a ground board. In either case, the results were similar - drag was reduced by 
approximately ten percent. It was found that the drag distortions collapsed on distance from the end of 
the test section normalised by the square root of the base area, 6 This area is taken to be the area 

of the separated region on the base of the model 

Typical base-pressure behaviour as a bluff model approaches the diffuser is seen in Figure 6.7. A large 
effect on base pressure, and on drag, is seen when the model is too close to the diffuser. Based on 
these and similar measurements, the authors recommended that models not be positioned closer to the 
end of a test section than 2& and, that whenever possible, models should be at least 4& from the 

end of a test section. These limits should also apply to open-jet tunnels. 
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Fig. 6.7: Effect of Proximity of Model Base to Closed-Tunnel Diffuser 1231 



6.3 METHODS FOR OPEN TEST SECTIONS 

The open-jet wind tunnel has classical boundary corrections that are smaller and of opposite sign to 
those found for closed tunnels [I]. From the classical perspective, the major effect arises from the 
velocity reduction caused by solid blockage. Here, the jet over-expands, reducing the velocity at the 
model compared to the upstream measurement. There is no blockage velocity component due to wake 
blockage because the array of images that provide the free-jet boundary condition are of alternating sign. 
A correction should be made to drag for this wake constraint. Commonly, these corrections were 
ignored, as they were considered too small to be of concern. 

6.3.1 RECENT RESULTS FROM AUTOMOTIVE TESTING 

A working group was formed under the auspices of the Society of Automotive Engineers to prepare an 
Information Report on the boundary corrections used for automotive models in open tunnels 141. The 
impetus for this work came from the automotive industry, rather than the aeronautical industry, because 
many of the world’s large open-jet wind tunnels had been designed for the development of automobiles. 
Correlation studies on identical models in many closed and open full-scale wind tunnels [24] had shown 
significant differences amongst them. 

It was realised that boundary effects for bluff shapes in open tunnels were not negligible, and that the 
observed behaviour was complex and was not explained by classical theory [4]. For example, 
comparisons of measurements made on the same full-sized passenger cars [24] and on a family of truck 
models [25] in open and closed wind tunnels had shown that the closed tunnels consistently measured 
higher drag coefficients than the open tunnels, even when blockage corrections had been applied. 
Furthermore, the open tunnel results were not self-consistent. 

The classical theories that utilise reflected singularity sets to represent the model and its wake produce 
an infinitely long free jet. This is not the case in practice, where the jet length is typically 1.5 to 3.0 nozzle 
hydraulic diameters - limits posed by utility at the lower end and jet stability at the higher end. The finite 
jet length, not accounted for in the classical theories, is the source of the majority of the important 
boundary-produced distortions in an open-jet wind tunnel, especially for bluff bodies. 

Much of the following discussion is based on the SAE Information Report [4] and on two SAE papers 
[26.27] written to address the open-jet issues. 

6.3.2 THE PRIMARY EFFECTS 

The situation under consideration is defined in the open-jet test-section schematic of Figure 6.8. A bluff 
object can create large distortions of the jet that lead to force changes at the body. The majority of these 
effects result from upstream/downstream constraints imposed by the finite-length jet. The classical 
representation of the free jet by mirror-image singularities produces an infinite jet and excludes important 
effects due to the solid wall boundaries at the nozzle and the collector. Mercker and Wiedemann were 
the first to identify and name the nozzle and the collector effects, and have derived a correction to 
account for them [26,27]. They grouped the interference effects into four categories. These are: 

1. Nozzle Blockage - The interference of a model on the nozzle changes the 
calibration of the dynamic-pressure measuring system from the empty-tunnel value. 
The distortion is different when using either the nozzle or the plenum reference 



2. 

3. 

4. 

pressures. Both reference methods should produce the same result, independent of 
the model position. 

Solid Blockage and Jet Expansion - A free-jet flow overexpands at the model, 
reducing the velocity at the model to a value below that measured during the empty- 
tunnel calibration. Proximity of the model to the nozzle increases this effect. 

Empty-Tunnel Pressure Gradients - Drag changes are caused at the model due to 
the empty tunnel pressure gradient. 

Collector S/o&age Effects - The flow-speed at the model location is changed from 
the free-air condaion due to the constraints on the wake imposed by the collector. 

An additional effect due to the wake constraint, similar to the incremental drag correctionin 
closed tunnels, may also exist. 

5. Wake-Induced Efiects - The solid-wall constraints on the wake as it enters the 
collector may produce a drag increment at the model. 
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Fig. 6.8: Schematic View of the Open-Jet Wind Tunnel 

6.3.2.1 NOZZLE BLOCKAGE 

The most fundamental blockage effect is Item 1 in the preceding section - the influence of model 
proximity to the exit plane of the nozzle on the wind tunnel dynamic pressure calibration. The dynamic 
pressure in an open tunnel is usually measured in one of two ways; using the pressure drop between the 
settling chamber and the plenum surrounding the jet - the plenum method - or using the pressure drop 
between the settling chamber and the nozzle - the nozzle method. The nozzle-based measurement is 
denoted by q, and the plenum-based measurement is denoted by op 

When using the nozzle pressure drop, the reference pressure taps in the nozzle should be positioned 
sufficiently far upstream into the nozzle that they are unaffected by the model. Both pressure drops are 
calibrated against a reference probe in the empty jet and give an equally good empty-tunnel calibration. 
The two calibrations change, however, when a model is present in the test section, so that each method 
provides a different dynamic pressure measurement for the same test condition. The difference between 
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the two measurements is usually a function of the axial position of a model relative to the nozzle exit 
plane and of the drag of the model. 

Figure 6.9 shows an example of this behaviour through the drag coefficient changes measured by Kuhn 
[28] on a flat plate as a result of moving the plate upstream toward the nozzle. The drag coefficient 
based on the noule calibration is increasingly higher than that based on the plenum calibration, which is 
nearly constant with position. This behaviour is caused by model interference on the no&e flow. 

notie method 

An explanation of this behav- 
iour is contained in the jet 
velocity measurements of 
Figure 6.10 [28]. Here, the 
velocity beside a van having an 
area blockage of 8X=0.118 
was measured near the edge of 
the jet by an anemometer and 
was compared to the plenum- 
based and the nozzle-based 
velocity measurements as the 
van was moved along the test 
section. The resulting velocity 
ratios were almost identical 
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2.0 when the van was furthest from 
the nozzle. As the van was 
moved toward the nozzle, the 

Fig. 6.9: Variation with Axial Position of the Drag Coefficient of a Flat anemometer VelOCitY meas- 
Plate Based on Both the Plenum and the Nozzle Dynamic 
Pressure Measurements [28] 
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remained nearly the same as 
the plenum calibration. Thus, 
the drag coefficient of a body 
would increase if based on the 
nozzle dynamic pressure 
measurement and would 
remain approximately constant 
if based on the plenum meas- 
urement, as the model 
approached the nozzle. This is 
the behaviour observed for the 
flat plate. 

Figure 6.11 [28] shows that the 
1.00 -I cause of these velocity 
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Fig. 8.10: Variation with Axial Position of the Ratio of the Velocity 

Measured Beside a Van to the Nozzle- and the Plenum- 
nozzle exit plane. The figure 

Method Velocities [28] 
presents measurements of the 



flow geld over the exit plane of the nozzle with a van present in the test section. They are presented as 
contours of constant velocity ratio, where the measured, nozzle-plane velocities are normalised by the 
reference velocity obtained using the nozzle method. 
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Fig 6.11: Ratio of the Velocity Measured over the Noule Exit Plane to the Noule- 
Method Reference Velocity with a Transit Van in the Test Section [28] 

The flow deceleration upstream of the van can be seen to extend into the nozzle, producing a non- 
uniform velocity distribution. The flow velocities near the lower centre of the jet are retarded while the 
flow velocities around the periphery are accelerated, to satisfy continuity. The same deceleration would 
occur in free air, minus the closed-wall blockage effect due to the noule walls. Effectively, the open jet 
wind tunnel flow may be subjected to a speed increase similar to that normally associated with a closed 
tunnel and the reverse of that normally assumed for an open tunnel. The magnitude of this effect would 
depend on model size and proximity to the nozzle. The closer the model was to the nozzle exit plane, 
the larger the central speed reductions and the peripheral speed increases would be. The average 
velocity ratio over the nozzle area in Figure 6.11 is 1.0 because the nozzle method measures the 
average velocity at the nozzle. 

The velocity in the jet periphery is higher than that measured using the nozzle method, by 2 percent to 3 
percent, in this case. This increase is similar to the change in velocity ratio between the furthest 
downstream position of the van and the position of the van during the velocity survey, x = -0.2 m in Figure 
6.10. As the van is moved closer to the nozzle, the gradients in velocity over the nozzle would be 
expected to increase further, leading to the increasing anemometer/nozzle velocity ratio seen in Figure 
6.10. 

The plenum-based velocity ratio remains nearly fixed because the plenum pressure is equal to the static 
pressure at the jet boundary and so the plenum-based velocity measurement tracks the velocity increase. 
As will be shown, neither measurement provides the effective free-stream approach velocity in the plane 
of the nozzle. 
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6.3.2.2 SOLID BLOCKAGE AND JET EXPANSION 

The classical correction for blockage in an open tunnel [2] is a velocity reduction induced by over- 
expansion of the free-jet flow around the model, compared to the free-air flow. Additionally, as a bluff 
shape approaches a nozzle, the flow angle is increased by model proximity, further increasing the jet 
expansion. This effect is characterised in the free-streamline analyses for flat plate models in jet flows 
presented in Birkhoff, Plesset and Simmons [29], in which the emergent flow angle from a nozzle 
upstream of a flat plate is shown to increase with the approach of the plate to the nozzle. This expansion 
effect is not included in the classical, infinite-jet analysis and is more likely to be important for the flows 
associated with automobiles or trucks than for streamlined aircraft shapes, 

6.3.2.3 EMPTY-TUNNEL PRESSURE GRADIENTS 

The largest interference effect results from the pressure distribution that exists in the free jet (measured 
with the model absent) as it flows between nozzle and collector. Changes in the pressure distribution 
with the model present are dealt with separately, usually as a blockage effect that appears as an 
increment in drag at the model. 

Typical empty-tunnel, axial static pressure distributions show a concave-upward characteristic 141. The 
static pressure drops as the jet exits the nozzle, becoming nearly constant over the central region of the 
jet, generally not at zero pressure coefficient, before rising again as the flow decelerates on approaching 
the collector. The pressure gradients that occur are large compared to closed tunnels, and extend over 
the region usually occupied by models. The gradients are not constant over the model, necessitating 
some form of integration of the pressure distribution over the model for an adequate correction. 

6.3.2.4 Collector Effects 

There will be additional effects on a bluff model as its large wake enters the collector, going from an 
open-jet boundary condition to a closed-wall boundary condition. The entry of the bluff-body wake into 
the collector may result in a closed-wall, wake-induced velocity increment at the model due to the 
changed constraint on the wake. This effect is a result of the finite jet length and the fact that the model 
frequently terminates close to the entrance to the collector. 

6.3.2.5 WAKE-INDUCED EFFECTS 

The wake-induced drag increment for an open tunnel is small. However, as in the previous case, Section 
8.3.2.4. wake constraint on entry into the collector may induce a base pressure change at the model in a 
fashion similar to that for a closed tunnel, Section 6.2.4. No adjustment for such an effect is yet 
available. 
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6.3.3 THE METHOD OF MERCKER AND WIEDEMANN 

Mercker and Wiedemann (26, 271 have identified the major open-jet blockage elements and have 
developed procedures to correct for their effects. Their first paper [26] clariied the interactions between 
the model and the nozzle and the model and the diffuser. It corrected the dynamic pressure based on 
the nozzle-measurement method only. A second paper, by Mercker. Wickern and Wiedemann [27], 
extended the analysis to include dynamic pressure measurements using either nozzle or plenum 
measurements. The correction procedure offered a first attempt at analysing the major boundary- 
induced effects discussed in Section 6.3.2. and provides a framework for further development. 

The correction methodology follows standard practice by breaking the boundary-induced effects into a 
series of components that are combined to provide the full adjustment to dynamic pressure. Following 
Section 2. the correction to dynamic pressure is written as, 

t I $ =(I+$2 =(l+Es+En +Ec)2 

The total blockage factor, E = (U, /Urn) - 1 is made up of the solid blockage factor ss , which is negative, 
the nozzle blockage factor sn , which is positive, and the collector blockage factor, sc , which is also 
positive. U, is the velocity corrected for blockage and U, is the velocity measured using either of the 
two reference methods - u, or up. Unlike the classical approach to blockage for the infinitely-long open 
jet, which reduces dynamic pressure, the new correction terms that arise because of finite jet length - the 
nozzle and the collector effects - are positive and increase the velocity at the model. 

It should be noted that the definition of E used here is different than that used in either 1261 or [27] and so 
will result in a different equation for the nozzle blockage, although the correction magnitudes that result 
are virtually identical. 

6.3.3.1 NOZZLE BLOCKAGE 

The flow velocity at the periphery of the jet, in the nozzle exit plane, has been found to increase as a 
model approaches the nozzle 1281. This behaviour results from a solid-wall blockage effect caused by 
the flow deceleration upstream of the model extending into the nozzle. It is the reverse of the effect 
usually ascribed to open tunnels. 

This model influence at the nozzle is 8xed. irrespectiie of the dynamic-pressure-measuring technique. How- 
ever, the two measuring techniques commonly employed in open tunnels see this phenomenon differently, 
requiring two adjustment procedures to give correct and identical reference dynamic pressure measurements. 
The situation is as sketched in Figure 6.12, which shows the velocity Geld upstream of a body, in the plane of 
the nozzle. 

Assuming that the approach velocity profile at the nozzle exit plane in the tunnel is similar to that in free 
air, it can be seen that the ‘effective’ undisturbed approach velocity, U, , is higher than the velocity 
measured by either reference method. The difference between the velocity measured at the nozzle, 
either U, or Up, and the effective free-stream asymptote, U, , provides the nozzle blockage factors. 

The nozzle method measures the average velocity across the nozzle. This value must be increased by a 
velocity increment equal to (+J,) to equal the free stream asymptote. Because the plenum method 
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Fig. 6.12: Relationship Between Nozzle and Plenum Measurements and the 
Equivalent Undisturbed Free-Air Approach Flow 

provides the velocity at the jet boundary, a smaller velocity increment is required to raise it to the same 
free-stream approach flow. This increment is ( sqpUp). 

The derivation of the corrections for flow constraint in the nozzle proceeds through a representation of 
the upstream effects of the model at the nozzle plane by a simple point source. This source is sized to 
provide an area of the resulting body of revolution at downstream infinity that is equal to the frontal area 
of the model. The source is positioned so that the stagnation point on the semi-infinite body of revolution 
produced by it is located at the leading edge of the vehicle model that it represents. 

The source strength is, 

S is the frontal area of the model for a centrally mounted model, or is twice the frontal area, the duplex 
model area, for a floor-mounted model such as an automobile. The nozzle area, C, is utilised in the 
single or the duplex fashion, as appropriate. The distance from the source to the nozzle, measuring 
positively downstream from the source location (thereby making this distance negative), is, 

x* =-x, +(k-($)“’ 

where xm is the distance from the centre of the model to the nozzle (thus the negative sign) and L, is 

the length of the model. The location of the stagnation point relative to the source is the last term on the 
right-hand side of equation (6.25). 

Nozzle Method - Considering the nozzle-method measurement first, the correction proceeds by 
computing the average of the horizontal velocity component over the nozzle location, in the presence of 
the source, as a fraction of the effective approach free-stream velocity at infinity in the plane of the 



nozzle, U, The magnitude of the horizontal velocity component, in cylindrical co-ordinates, with origin 
at the source location and measuring x positively downstream, is, 

(6.26) 

where the source strength is given by equation (6.24) 

Taking continuity into account, the mean nozzle velocity, Un , from which the perturbation velocity at the 
nozzle can be determined, is obtained by integration of equation (6.26). This integration returns a 
velocity that is equal to the reference velocity measured by the nozzle method. The mean velocity at the 
nozzle plane was found to be [26], 

(6.27) 

The perturbation velocity at the nozzle plane due to nozzle blockage, when using the nozzle method, is, 

U sqn = 2-l = [ 1 U” 
(6.28) 

where R, = m = &% is the hydraulic radius of the duplex nozzle. 

A vortex ring positioned at the nozzle exit plane was used to project the blockage factor from the nozzle 
plane to the model location. The velocity reduction at the model location accounts for the flow relaxation 
once the solid-walled nozzle constraint is removed as the jet emerges from the nozzle. The circulation of 
the vortex ring is set to equate the velocity induced by the vortex ring at the centre of the nozzle to the 
velocity at the same point produced by the upstream effect of the model. The complete expression for the 
blockage factor at the model due to nozzle blockage becomes, 

(6.29) 

Plenum Method - The plenum-method analysis proceeds in a similar fashion, with a blockage 
correction that is derived from the sin ularii-based velocity profile. This time, the ratio of the velocity at 
the edge of the jet to that far away, (” Up IU,), is required, recognising that the plenum method provides 

the wind speed at the jet periphery. Using equation (6.28) the ratio of the horizontal component of 
velocity at the edge of the jet to that far away in an unconstrained flow is, 
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[“P] = [ux(;R.J] 

Thus, the blockage factor due to nozzle blockage at the nozzle exit plane, when using the plenum 
method, is, 

(6.31) 

The perturbation velocity obtained from equation (6.30) is smaller than that obtained when using the 
nozzle method, equation (6.26) although the two flows are identical. Based on momentum 
considerations, the authors converted the plenum velocity to the average nozzle velocity through the 
assumed upstream profile to ensure that both measuring methods, and their corrections, produced the 
same velocity at the model. For smalls, this results in, 

Ep =cqp +E” -Eq” (6.32) 

6.3.3.2 SOLID BLOCKAGE AND JET EXPANSION 

The solid blockage term utilised is the classical form, modified to include an additional jet expansion due 
to model proximity redirecting the flow from the nozzle, causing the exit flow angle to increase. It has the 
form, 

(6.33) 

where V is the model volume, L is the model length, S is the reference area, and C, is the ‘effective’ 
nozzle area that contains the additional jet expansion (jet deflection) effect due to proximity of the model 
to the nozzle. T is the appropriate constant from 121. The reduced nozzle effective area approximates the 
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additional velocity reduction at the model due to jet deflection caused by model proximity to the nozzle. 
The area reduction was related to the nozzle blockage, and was calculated from, 

c, =C/(l+Eqn) (6.34) 

where E,.,” is the nozzle blockage defined in equation (6.26). ss is negative, due to the sign of r, reducing 

the velocity at the model. 

6.3.3.3 EMPTY-TUNNEL PRESSURE GRADIENTS 

The pressure distributions in an open-jet tunnel are often non-uniform over the model location. Thus, it is 
necessary to integrate the pressure gradient over the body under test to achieve an adequate correction 
for the pressure distribution present. The horizontal buoyancy force acting on a body in a pressure 
gradient is given by, 

Ft+ = jpda = ~(Lrp/&~V (6.35) 

A simplification to the full integration that was suggested by Mercker and Wiedemann 1261 was the 
replacement of the volume integral by a linear approximation applied separately over the front and the 
rear halves of the model. The following horizontal-buoyancy correction to drag due to the empty-tunnel 
pressure distribution resulted, 

(6.36) 

The subscripts n and c refer to the pressure gradients over the front and the rear halves (nozzle and 
collector ends) of the model, respectively. The use of an effective volume follows the classical works of 
Munk [30] and Glauert [22], which suggested that the effective volume was greater than the true model 
volume. The multiplying factor was found to be 1.5 for a sphere and 2.0 for an axial cylinder. A 
reasonable mid-range value of V, = 1.75V was chosen for automotive applications. The volume and 
the area are the single or duplex values for central or wall-mounted models, respectively. 

6.3.3.4 COLLECTOR EFFECTS 

Another solid-wall blockage effect was postulated to occur at the end of the test section, as the wake of 
the model flowed into the collector. The wake is then subject to a solid-wall blockage effect that is felt in 
a diminished fashion at the model. The blockage effect to which the wake was subject was taken as that 
derived for an automotive wake based on the analysis of Mercker [I91 that was presented for solid wall 
tunnels in Section 6.2.6. The far-field effect was achieved by projecting the effect at the collector to the 
model location using the ring vortex model previously employed, with the ring vortex now positioned at 
the collector. 

The wake-blockage factor in the collector throat is given by the small-yaw-angle component of the wake 
blockage from equation (6.19). which is, 
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EWC =~(~)+0.41[&] (6.37) 

Cc is the single or duplex collector throat area, F is the single or duplex projected frontal area and the 

empirical constant 0.41 is that given in Section 62.6 for bodies with rear-end separations, like 
automobiles. Bodies with increased separation at yaw angles greater than 15 degrees would require the 
full wake blockage correction, equation (6.19). 

When the wake separation bubble is small, as for some fast-back cars, the wake-bubble term, 0.41, can 
be neglected, leaving only the first term in parentheses in equation (6.37). 

The collector blockage at the model, using the ring-vortex model, is found to be, 

(6.36) 

where Rc is the hydraulic radius of the single or duplex collector throat, Lts is the length of the test 
section, and (Lt, -x, ) is the distance from the model centre to the collector throat. 

6.3.3.5 APPLICATION OF THE OPEN-JET CORRECTION FORMULAE 

The corrections to dynamic pressure and drag for all the effects discussed for the open tunnel are: 

Nozzle measumt7ent - 

1. Dynamic pressure, Gl,h,)=0+%4+~,+%)2 (6.39) 

2. Wind-axis drag coefficient, c [ DC = 
D/(qnSm)]+ AC&a 

(qc~q,) 
(6.40) 

The remaining forces and moments are corrected using equation (6.39). 

Plenum Method - 

1. Dynamic pressure, (q,Iqo)=(l+ss +sc +s,,)2 =(l+ss +sc +sn +sqo -sqn)2 (6.41) 

2. Wind-axis drag coefficient, 
c 

DC = 
[ D/(%sm)l+AcD~~ 

CwqP) 
(6.42) 



6.4 APPLICATION TO CLOSED TEST SECTIONS 

6.4.1 AIRCRAFT 

An example of the application of Hackett’s two-step version of Maskall’s correction procedure through the 
stall is presented in Figure 6.13. The measurements were made by Shindo [31] to support the simplified 
correction method that he had proposed using models of 0.016 and 0.16 area ratio. Only the two-step 
correction is shown because it and Maskell produced nearly identical corrections. For example, at the 
highest drag level for the larger model where CDu = 0.7072, Maskell provided a dynamic-pressure 

correction factor of 1.232 
while Hackett’s two-step 
method gave a dynamic- 
pressure correction factor 
of 1.212 and a 
increment 
ACDM = -0.0126 

corrections gave corrected 
drag coefficients within 
count of each other. The 
lift coefficient corrections 
were different by the ratios 
of the dynamic-pressure 
correction factors. 

Drag Coefficient 

Fig. 6.13: Application of Hackett’s Two-Step Version of Maskell’s Method 
to Lii and Drag Measurements on a Rectangular Wing [31] 

6.4.2 SURFACE VEHICLES 

An example of the application of Mercker’s method to a simple, rectangular-block automotive shape [6] 
near the ground is presented in Figure 6.14. Data from two versions of the model are shown - the low- 
drag model having rounded leading edges and attached front-end flow and the high-drag model having 
slightly bevelled front edges 
and a front-edge separation. It 
can be seen that the correction 
is not perfect, but that this 
method agrees well with a 
correction based on ceiling 
pressure measurements 
developed by Hackett, Wilsden 
and Lilley [16]. The residual 
error with increasing blockage 
may have resulted from non- 
blockage differences in the 
models or their test installation. 0.W 0.01 0.02 0.W 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.10 

Blockage Parameter, C&/C) 

Fig. 6.14: Application of Mercker’s Solid-Wall Correction to Bluff 
Automotive Shapes Near the Ground at Zero Yaw Angle [6] 



6.4.3 MISCELLANEOUS 

A final example is provided by measurements on parachutes made by Macha and Buffington [32] in six 
different wind tunnels. The authors found that Maskell’s empirical blockage constant of 8=2.5 was too 
large, overcorrecting the measurements. A more appropriate value of 8=1.85 was found by fitting the 
data. The use of the two-step method returned nearly the same result as the adjusted constant, 
improving the correction, as seen in Figure 6.15. 

3.0 

E 
'P 2.0 -..D.. Maskell.30% 

t 

0 
m 1.5 

6 

1.0 

0.5 
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.80 

Blockage Parameter, C&i/C) 

Fig. 6.15: Comparison of Maskell’s Method and Hackett’s Two-Step Version 
Using Measurements on Parachutes [32] 

6.5 APPLICATION TO OPEN TE6T SECTIONS 

6.5.1 SURFACE VEHICLES 

The open tunnel correction has been recently developed. It is supported by the data presented by 
Mercker and Wiedemann [28,27] based on measurements on a full-scale automobile in a series of open 
and closed wind tunnels. These measurements had initially shown different drag coafflcients in the 
various open wind tunnels. Further, the drag coefficients measured in the open wind tunnels were lower 
than the measurements from the closed tunnels, even when the closed tunnel results were corrected for 
blockage. The application of the open-tunnel correction procedure reduced the differences between the 
open tunnels and brought the results from the open and the closed tunnels into close agreement. 

Another example is provided through measurements of the variation with longitudinal position of the 
aerodynamic drag of a passenger car and a van, made by Mercedes-Benz in their 32.6 m* open-jet wind 
tunnel [33]. The sedan and van had area ratios of 0.065 and 0.116, respectively. The reference dynamic 
pressure was measured using both the nozzle and the plenum methods. Each method resulted in 
significantly different drag coefficients and both methods produced drag coefficient curves that had large 
slopes with longitudinal position. These trends can be seen in Figure 6.16. The bumpers of the vehicles 
were at the exit plane of the nozzle at the furthest upstream positions. 
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0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 6.00 

Distance from Centre of Vehicle to Nozzle Exit Plane, m 

Fig. 6.16: Capability of Mercker’s and Wiedemann’s OpenJet Correction [27] 
For Automotive Models 

The application of Mercker and Wiedemann’s correction produced almost horizontal drag coefficient 
curves with changing position for the sedan that were nearly identical for both dynamic-pressure- 
measuring methods. The correction was not as successful with the higher-blockage van where the 
corrected drag coefficient curves had residual gradients with position and the curves for the two dynamic- 
pressure-measuring methods were different. These differences were smaller afler correction, however, 
at the normal 4.8 m measuring location, demonstrating that the method produced a significant 
improvement in the data. It was possible, that the large, high drag van interfered with the reference static 
taps. 
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7 WALL CORRECTION METHODS FOR POWERED MODELS OF 

CONVENTIONAL TAKE OFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT 

LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR CHAPTER 7 (ADDITIONAL SYMBOLS ARE DEFINED IN CHAPTER 7.4) 

a 

E 

P 
n 

Suffixes 

overall cross-sectional area of nacelle nozzle 
working-section width 

working-section cross-sectional area 

uncorrected drag and lift coefficients 

thrust-corrected drag and lifl coefficients 

drag increment due to wake interference (Figure 7.20) 

pressure coefficient 

spacing between solid blockage source and sink 

net thrust coefficient = 2(p,Vjp, U, )(V,/U, -1) (Section 7.3) 

thrust coefficient =T/(p n* D’) (Section 7.4) 

propeller diameter 

working section height 

propeller advance ratio, V/nD 

propeller rotational speed, revolutions per second. 

in-tunnel dynamic pressure at propeller plane and model reference point. (Figure 7.23) 

magnitude of solid blockage source or sink 

wake blockage source strength 

propeller radius 

propeller thrust 

propeller thrust coefficient, T/(p V2 D*) 

stream speed 

mean jet velocity (Section 7.3) 

axial distance downstream of the calculated position of the origin of the potential core of 
the jet. (Section 7.3) 

(Alpha) model angle of attack 

blockage factor (generic Au/U,) 

air density 

propeller rotational speed, radians/set 

j jet or efflux 

0, 00 conditions far upstream of model 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 

When considering wind tunnel corrections for powered models, a distinction should be drawn between 
configurations that rely mainly on direct lift or directed thrust and those that obtain most of their lift 
aerodynamically. We shall see in Chapter 8 that powered flows dominate the interference for VTOL and 
some STOL configurations and tunnel effects can be large. However, we shall deal in this chapter with 
cases for which the thrust vector is horizontal or nearly horizontal, including cruise configurations. 
Airframe aerodynamics and the thrust-drag balance considerations predominate so the effects of the 
tunnel on airframe aerodynamics are just as important as the effects on the power unit or units. 

Wind tunnel corrections can be applied with some confidence to an isolated power unit under calibration 
or to an unpowered model test, but significant tunnel/flight matching problems can arise when the two are 
combined. The principle difftculty occurs when a propeller or simulated jet engine is situated some 
distance away from the model reference point and axial gradient effects are significant. The problem 
becomes particularly acute for propeller powered models, because of the need to set rotational speed 
appropriately. However, a similar problem also arises in setting the thrust coefficient for jet-powered 
models. The subject of power unit settings will be discussed in Section 7.2. 

Features peculiar to jet powered models include inlet effects, mass injection effects, vertical structures in 
powered streams and entrainment effects for high-energy jets. The tunnel interference implications of 
these effects will be reviewed in Section 7.3. 

The special needs of propeller-powered model testing are described in Section 7.4. Classical corrections 
are described in Section 7.4.1. The remainder of Section 7.4 concerns tests on a generic, propeller- 
powered model. Section 7.4.2 describes the propeller calibration process and the application of wall 
pressure signature corrections procedures to it. The problem of separating propeller from model forces in 
the presence of a tunnel-induced gradient is described in Section 7.4.3. Having extracted the in-tunnel 
forces and moments on the propeller, the corrections to the residual airframe measurements are 
described in Section 7.4.4. 

7.2 DETERMINATION OF MODEL POWER SETTINGS. 

Whether propeller or jet, power units are often located some distance forward or aft of the aircraft c.g. 
and differences between tunnel interference at the engine location and that at the model reference point 
become significant. Vertical or lateral interference gradients may also have to be considered. 

As an example, consider a conventional single-engine, propeller-driven aircraft model under test in a 
closed-test section wind tunnel. Depending on the net axial force on the model, blockage may cause 
either a velocity increase or a decrease along the tunnel axis. A positive axial velocity gradient induced by 
the tunnel walls will cause the velocity at the plane of a forward-mounted propeller to be less than that at 
the model reference point. The advance ratio will be lower than in free air and the thrust will be higher. A 
possible real-time adjustment would be to reduce the propeller RPM as needed to achieve the desired 
advance ratio. The swirl angles and flow geometry would then be correct, as would the local interactions 
with the airframe. However, the thrust and the local surface scrubbing would be too low, because of the 
reduction in velocity over the propeller blades. Another approach would be to retain the original RPM and 
reduce the blade angle as needed to achieve the required thrust level. The mean blade angle-of attack 
and CL would then be consistent with the in-tunnel conditions at the model reference point, though the 
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twist distribution and swirl would be compromised slightly. Rae and Pope [12] discuss the use of thrust 
and torque balances to select the best blade setting and give a number of other compromises that can be 
considered. An example of one of the simpler correction procedures will be given in Sections 7.4 3 and 
7.4.4. 

Except for the rotational aspects, the situation is similar for jet-powered models. Tunnel effects on thrust- 
drag matching are again an issue, particularly for aft-mounted engines. There is also the question of 
corrections for mass flow addition when external air is supplied for direct thrust or when using ejector or 
air-turbine powered engine simulators (see Section 7.3.1). Because of the higher jet speeds, entrainment 
into the jet, drawing from a finite tunnel mass flow, is a further consideration (see Section 7.3.2). 

7.3 Wall Corrections for Jet-Powered Models 

7.3.1 THE TEST ENVIRONMENT 

Powered wind-tunnel models suitable for conventional take off and landing aircraft can be divided into 
two groups: 

1. Models representing isolated powerplants, intakes or exhausts to assess the effects of forward 
speed and angle of incidence or yaw on the characteristics of the powerplant or the component 
parts of the powerplant. 

2. Complete models including simulation of powerplants to assess installation effects 

In both cases the model may inject air into or remove air from the working section. In addition, the effects 
on wall interference of an exhaust of higher total energy than that of the main flow has to be represented 
or acknowledged in the method. These flows may be distinguished from the flows over Vertical or Short 
Take Off and Landing (WSTOL) models considered in Chapter 8 in that the velocity perturbations at the 
walls are small compared with free-stream speed. 

It may be considered that the advent of methods of determining wall interference using measured wall 
velocities or pressures makes the problem of representing power effects academic. However, when 
applying these methods, a number of points need to be borne in mind, first, for model-representation 
methods. 

1. A high energy exhaust entrains air from the main flow. Thus to represent a powered model for the 
calculation of wall interference, a distribution of sinks is required along the axis of the exhaust, as 
shown schematically in Figure 7.1, together with a source of appropriate strength far downstream 
to ensure that the static pressure far upstream is not affected by the presence of the model. This 
effect is likely to be the most serious for high jet velocity ratios, as are found for tests with jet- 
powered models at low speed, high thrust conditions. The strength of these sinks can be inferred 
from measurements of static pressure at a number of positions along the walls downstream of the 
model for solid-wall wind tunnels. For example, provided that the perturbations associated with the 
model at the wall are ‘small’, an average of pressures measured at the same streamwise position 
along the streamwise lines at A and B or C and D could be used in a method such as developed 
by Hackett et al [6] to determine sink strength for a model at zero lift on the tunnel axis (see Figure 
7.1, which illustrates the more general lifting case). For other types of wind-tunnel wall, singularity 
strength cannot be inferred directly from wall-pressure measurement. Therefore, in this case, 
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Fig 7.1 A jet-powered, lifting model in a wind tunnel 

careful thought needs to be given to the model representation because there could be large errors 
resulting from the failure to model the direct effect of the model at the walls. This could, in turn, 
have serious consequences for the estimation of the interference velocity potential at the walls and 
consequently in the working section. 

As shown in Figure 7.1, the flow into the intake of a ducted fan or jet engine needs to be 
represented by either a point sink or a distribution of point sinks on the engine face, the strength of 
which can be readily estimated knowing the mass-flow characteristics of the powerplant simulator 
or, if not, by wall pressure measurements made just upstream and downstream of the intake. 

When the jet axis is inclined relative to the working-section axis, the exhaust is deflected and 
allowance needs to be made for the antisymmetric effect of the jet. This may be achieved by the 
use of horseshoe vortices or vortex doublets with axes parallel to the local jet direction. For a solid 
wall wind tunnel and provided the velocity perturbations at the walls are small compared with the 
free-stream velocity, the strength of these vortices can be inferred from the difference between the 
wall static pressures at A and B and for a yawed model from the difference in pressures between C 
and D (Figure 1). 

For two-variable methods the problem of model and jet representation does not arise. However, 
consideration needs to be given to the conditions at the part of the surface bounding the model far 
downstream, So, as defined in chapter 4.1 and illustrated in Figure 7.1, For a model with a high-energy 
exhaust, wall pressures can continue to rise some considerable distance downstream of the model. Thus 
it may not be adequate to use the most downstream pressure measurement as the far-downstream 
value. A simple expression for the wall pressure coafticient far downstream for powered models has been 
derived by Ashill and Keating [Z]. 



7.3.2 ENTRAINMENT EFFECTS FOR JET-POWERED MODELS 

To illustrate the effects of the intake sink and jet 
entrainment, results are presented here of wall- 
pressure measurements made with a jet-powered 
model in the 13ft x BR Low Speed Wind Tunnel at 
DERA Bedford. This wind tunnel has solid walls. 
The model comprised an injector-powered nacelle 
which could either be tested in isolation (Figure 
7.2) or in combination with a half model of a wing- 
body configuration (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). The wing 
was unswept and cylindrical with a leading-edge 
slat and a trailing-edge flap. The nacelle could be 
mounted either ‘under’ or ‘over’ the wing as shown 
in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. 

Incremental pressures at the roof 
station due to the effect of power 
for the isolated nacelle are 
shown in Figure 7.5. Here the 
axial distance x is measured 
downstream of a point about one 
fan nozzle diameter upstream of 
the ‘hot-jet’ nozzle, which corre- 
sponds to the calculated position 
of the origin of the potential core 
of the jet. The angle of incidence 
or inclination of the nacelle, c(. 
was obtained by rotating the 
nacelle about a vertical axis. This 
axis was offset from the nacelle 
axis and this explains why the 
axial positions of the 
measurement points differ 
between the three nacelle 
inclinations. The thrust of the jet 
is defined by the net-thrust 
coefficient, CT, based on the 
overall area of the nozzle, Aj = 
0.02559 mz Thus, since the 
cross sectional area of the wind 
tunnel is 10.33 m*, this implies 
that AjlC = 0.00249. 

Figure 7.2 view of working section looking down. 
stream, illustrating position of isolated nacelle 
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Figure 7.3 Geometry and layout of under-wing 
nacelle configurations in test section 

Figure 7.4 Geometry and layout of over-wing nacelle 
configurations in test section 



,csq of sinks along the jet efflux. x :’ The strength of the singulari- 
ties simulating jet entrainment 
was determined using the 

’ xm model for jet flows proposed 
by Bradbury [3] with an 

Figure 7.5 Distributions along tunnel axis of incremental pressure empirical modification to allow 
coefficient due to thrust at roof station for various for jet inclination proposed by 
nacelle inclinations, isolated nacelle (Fig 7.2) Cr D 33. Kllchemann and Weber [IO]. 

Wall interference was 
determined by using the method of images. The agreement between calculation and measurement is 
fairly good, indicating that the main physical features are represented. This suggests that the wall- 
induced velocities predicted by this method are reliable. Calculations of the wall-induced blockage have 
been made for similar flows using a two-variable method (Ashill and Keating [2]) and the results of these 
are also in good agreement with those of the model representation method. 

Figure 7.5 shows that the 
7 pressure increment increases 

J 
with axial distance, consistent 

I with the existence of the sink 
effect of the intake and the jet 
entrainment. Also shown on 
the figure are results of calcu- 
lations made using a model 
representation method. In this 
method the intake effect is 
represented by a sink and the 
entrainment effect is simu- 
lated by an axial distribution 

Figure 7.6 Distributions along tunnel axis of mean incremental pressure coefficient due to thrust, 
under wing configuration Figure 7.3, CT = 47.5 

It may be expected that model representation methods are less reliable for more complex flows. 
Examples of such flows are given in Figure 7.6. The cases shown are for the nacelle mounted under the 
wing (Figure 7.3) and in these flows the efflux impinges on the lower surface of the flap, providing some 
lift augmentation by the jet flap effect. To isolate the blockage effect from the lifting (antisymmetric) 
effect, results are shown for AC, the arithmetic mean of pressure-coefficient increments due to thrust 



on opposite walls (see Figure 7.3). In contrast to the isolated nacelle, the model representation method 
does not give an accurate prediction of the axial variation of the wall pressure increment. However, this 
method does not allow for the expected large increase in entrainment following the impingement of the 
efflux on the flap lower surface, with the consequent rapid lateral spreading of the jet. For complex flows 
of this type wall-pressure signature or two-variable methods are probably the only satisfactory methods 
available to determine wall interference. 
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Figure 7.7 Distributions along tunnel axis of mean incremental pressure coefficient due to thrust, 
over-wing configuration, Figure 7.4. CT = 47,5 

Results for the mean pressure coefficient for a flow of somewhat less complexity is shown in Figure 7.7. 
In these cases the nacelle is ‘over’ the wing. Consequently, the efflux does not impinge on the flap. 
Therefore, there is probably little lateral spreading of the efflux and not much increase in the entrainment 
effect compared with that for the isolated nacelle. This is reflected in the comparatively good agreement 
between prediction and measurement in relation to the cases with the nacelle mounted under the wing. 
However, the agreement between prediction and measurement is not as good as for the isolated nacelle. 
In summary, these results show the importance of the entrainment effect and indicate the need for wall- 
signature methods to model the sink effect associated with entrainment. 



7.4 WALL CORRECTIONS FOR PROPELLER-POWERED MODELS. 

7.4.1 CONVENTIONAL CORRECTION METHODS 

ADDITIONAL SYMBOLS for Section 7.4.1 
A streamtube cross-sectional area 

CT thrust coefficient, Eq(7.21) 
f auxiliary quantity, Eq(7.5) 
m sink strength 
r distance from propeller centre 
V axial velocity 
X auxiliary quantity, Eq(7.6) 
a blockage ratio, Eq.(7.2) 

ET thrust blockage factor 
4 perturbation potential 

rl ideal efficiency, Eq(7.17) 
h uncorrected to corrected stream velocity, Eq(7.1) 
0 propeller disk area to slipstream cross-section far downstream, Eq(7.4) 
7 Glauert’s thrust coefficient, Eq(7.3) 

Suffixes 
C corrected 

P propeller (actuator disc) 
T associated with thrust 
0 far upstream 
1 far downstream 

7.4.1.1 GLAUERT’S METHOD 

Using the axial momentum theory, the problem of wall interference on a powered propeller tested in a 
solid-wall wind tunnel at low subsonic speeds has been solved in the 1930’s by Glauert and is described 
in detail in his monograph (Glauert 151). The corrected wind-tunnel stream velocity is defined as the free- 
stream velocity which for a given value of thrust provides the same axial velocity at the propeller as that 
observed in a wind tunnel. Combined with the appropriate laws of conservation, this condition determines 
the ratio of the uncorrected and corrected stream velocities, 

A=$ (7.1) 
c 

as a function of the blockage ratio 

A 
o[=x 

C (7.2) 



and thrust coefficient 

T 
~=------ 

PA,V' 
(7.3) 

The pertinent geometrical parameters of a slipstream (propulsive streamtube) inside a wind tunnel are 
shown in Figure 7.8 a. Introducing 

the interdependence is described by the system 
of 4 non-linear equations 

f = (l- a)(1 - au) 
cJ(I-au~)z (7.5) 

(7.6) 

(20 - 1)x - 1 
a=l+(x-l)ad - 2. 

(7.7) 

in 4 unknowns: cr. f, x, and h 

To evaluate h for the given a and T , Glaued 
makes successive sweeps through Eqns. (7.5 
7.8) adjusting o until the prescribed value of T 
is obtained. For a small blockage ratio a a suit- 
able initial guess is the value of o in free air : 

(7.9) 

a) propeller 

b) windmill 

Figure 7.8 Cross-sections of a slipstream and 
wind tunnel 

as may be derived from the subsequently introduced Eqns.(7.10), (7.11) and (7.15). 

Although Glauert’s method does not result in a simple correction formula, the procedure can easily be 
coded for a personal computer, producing corrections in a matter of seconds. The Appendix to this 
section contains the listing of a C-language code which updates o by targeting on r by the method of 
secants. The results, which were found to satisfactorily duplicate the original correction data produced by 
Glauert [5], are plotted by solid lines in Figure 7.9. 
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Glauert’s method has successfully stood 
the test of time and became a standard 
method for correcting low-speed 
propeller tests in solid-wail wind tunnels 
(AGARD [I]) The limitations of the 
method are that it does not account for 
the actual shape of the test section and 
that axial momentum analysis is 
impossible to extend to ventilated-wall 
test sections if flow through the walls is 
not exactly known. Since until recently 
no alternative method of correction in 
ventilated wind tunnels has been 
devised, a large number of propeller 
tests in the past have been intentionally 
conducted in solid-wall test sections. 
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Figure 7.9 Ratio of uncorrected and corrected stream 
velocities in a solid wall wind tunnel 

7.4.1.2 REPRESENTATION OF A PROPELLER BY A SINK. ’ 

As already discussed in chapter 7.4.1.1, the contraction or expansion of the wakes of propellers or 
windmills can be represented by sinks or sources respectively. This approach opens the doors to the 
conventional techniques of accounting for wall interference (images, one-variable method, etc.), which 
are also applicable to test sections of arbitrary geometry or ventilation. 

Conservation of mass for incompressible flow inside the propeller streamtube, Figure 7Ba, implies 

AeVo = A,V, = A,V, (7.10) 

From the Rankine-Froude theory it further follows that the axial velocity at the propeller is the average of 
the upstream and downstream axial velocities 

VP = i(vo + v,) (7.11) 

The perturbation observed in the far held (near the walls) can be represented by the potential of a sink 

m 

cP=47rr 
(7.12) 

where r is the distance from the propeller centre. The strength m, given by the contraction of the 
slipstream, is from Eqns(7.10) and (7.11) 

‘Note that, in this section, source strength has units of length-squared 



(7.13) 

Equation (7.13) can be derived more rigorously using the Stokes’ stream function for a sink in unifon 
stream (Mokry [ll]). It can also be shown that if the slipstream boundary is represented by a stream 
surface passing through the propeller disk circumference, the location of the sink is slightly upstream of 
the propeller disk. However, for typical test conditions this distance is negligible compared to the 
dimensions of the working section. 

By the Rankine-Froude theory the thrust is given by 

T = + p(v,’ -V&4, (7.14) 

and, using Eqn.(7.3) thus 

Substituting in Eqn(7.13) it follows (Mokry [I I]) 

(7.16) 

The sink strength can also be related to the efficiency of the propeller. The ideal (Froude) efficiency is 

2v,= 2 
v = v, + v, l+.lixF 

(7.17) 

Evidently, n + 1 as VI + V0 or T + 0 , in which case m + 0. Conversely, n+ 0 as VI + m or r + m. 
whereby m + m From these limits it is apparent that for a given propeller disk area, & the sink 
representing a more efficient propeller is smaller than that representing a less efficient propeller. This is 
of no surprise, since the efficiency of propulsion, defined as the ratio of the useful work to the total work, 
is higher if the propeller produces less thrust per unit propeller area. 

We shall now discuss how the sink approach compares with Glauert’s correction method. Towards this 
end, consider an infinitely long wind tunnel having a circular cross-section of area C and place a sink of 
strength m on its axis. Interpreting the corresponding wall interference effect as a negative wake 
blockage, the correction to the stream velocity at the sink is (Wright [14]) 

AV2& 

The ratio of uncorrected and corrected velocities is thus 

(7.18) 

V V -I 

v,= V+AV 
(7.19) 

The sink strength is calculated from Eqn.(7.16) and the evaluated velocity ratio compared with that 
obtained by Glauert’s method, chapter 7.4.1. The results shown in Figure 7.9 indicate that for blockage 
ratios AplC c 0.10 there is a close agreement of both methods. The discrepancy at larger blockage ratios 
is due to the fact that Glauert’s correction technique utilises conservation of the axial momentum. To 
enforce agreement with Glauert. the sink strength would have to be adjusted (increased) as the blockage 



ratio grows. This confirms some more recent observations (Hackett [7]) that singularities representing a 
model in the wind tunnel should be considered wind-tunnel dependent. For propeller-wing-body 
combinations, it is more convenient to work with the thrust blockage factor, which for a solid-wall test 
section is given by 

v, AV in &T=V-l=V=-2C 

The thrust blockage factor is additive with the solid and wake blockage factors representing the other 
components of the model and their wakes. Substituting for m from Eqn.(7.16) and introducing an 
alternative form of the thrust coefficient 

c, = 22 

we obtain the thrust blockage factor for a solid-wall test section (Kupper [9]) : 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

Although the sink method is less rigorous than that by Glauert, its advantage lies in the fact that it is also 
applicable to working sections having ventilated walls. The extension of Eqn.(7.16) to ideal porous- 
slotted wall is obtained by using the theoretical result derived for a source by Wright [14]. The discussion 
of methods appropriate to ventilated working sections in general is given in Sections 3 and 4.3. 

The evaluation of the sink strength for a compressible-flow slipstream is considerably more involved, 
since the axial velocity is discontinuous across the propeller disk and power is not uniquely determined 
by thrust. However, for highly efficient propellers at Mach numbers up to about 0.8, the value of m 
obtained from Eqn.(7.16) is adequate for the practical evaluation of blockage (Mokry [I I]). 

7.4.1.3 CORRECTIONS FOR A WINDMILL IN A WIND TUNNEL. 

The axial momentum theory can also be applied to wall interference on a windmill tested in a wind tunnel. 
Since the windmill is designed to take power from the wind tunnel stream, it will experience a negative 
thrust or drag. The fluid is decelerated in the streamwise direction as the cross section of the slipstream 
increases, see Figure 7.6 b. Assuming 0 < V,NO < 1 , it follows from Eqn. (7.15) that for a windmill the 
thrust coefficient is restricted to the interval -0.5 < r < 0. To our knowledge, Glauerl [5] has not 
considered applying his method to the windmill problem, but as the reader may have already noticed in 
Figure 7.9, the method produces results even for the negative values of thrust. The only difficulty is 
experienced when approaching the lower limit T = - 0.5 , where the slopes of the V I Vc vs ‘T curves 
become very large and the method of successive approximations fails. 

The far field effect of the windmill can also be represented by Eqns.( 7.12-7.13 ). Since A, > I$,, we 
obtain m < 0, indicating that the singularity described by Eqn.(7.12) is a source. A practical evaluation of 
the velocity correction can be done as for the wake blockage, see for example Section 2.2.2.3. Another 
reference is made to windmill testing in chapter 7.4.2.1 

7.4.2 PRESSURE SIGNATURE-BASED CORRECTION METHODS: PROPELLER CALIBRATION 

This sub-section and the next will describe the application of the wall pressure signature method to a 
generic single-engined trainer model with a tractor propeller. The propeller was small compared to’the 



tunnel cross section, having a disk area only 2.02% of the test section area. Nonetheless, the data 
obtained were of good quality and the limited model size did not impede the present demonstration of 
correction methods. We shall consider first the application of the method to the propeller calibration 
process. Application in a whole-model test will be described in sections 7.4.3 and 7.4.4. 

7.4.2.1 PROPELLER CALIBRATION: DIRECT TUNNEL EFFECTS. 

The propeller was mounted on the tunnel centreline at the front of a long body that could be yawed. Pitch 
capability was unnecessary because the rig was axisymmetric. The propeller and drive motor were metric 
and forces and moments on them were transmitted to a below-floor tunnel balance The cylindrical 
shielding around the motor and drive was non-metric and pressure taps were provided behind the 
spinner and at other locations on the metric/non metric interface. These were used to estimate pressure 
tares. Body tares and baseline roof pressures were measured with the propeller removed. 

Figure 7.10(a) shows pressures measured on the wind tunnel roof during propeller calibration. Baseline 
pressures have been removed and the reference levels reset from an upstream to a downstream datum. 
Increasing pressures and decreasing velocities (Figure 7.10(b)) may be seen as the slipstream contracts. 
The lowest Tc value (tilled circles) had no power input to the motor and the windmilling propeller 
produced a small drag. 

The source-source-sink version of the pressure signature program is appropriate for analysing data of the 
present type. However, the standard program does not work properly for the propeller tested alone, 
because of the absence of a solid blockage ‘hump’ in the pressure signature (see Figure 7.10(a)). As an 

Figure 7.10 Typicaldatafrwn pmpal!ercalit&ont 
(a) Measured tunnel roof cps 
(b) Derived surface velocities 
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Figure 7.11 Tunnel conditions derived from wall pressures 

(a) Velocities at the tunnel roof 
(b) Centreline interference velocities 



alternative, it was found that a single sink placed at the centre of the propeller represents it very well for 
estimating blockage. Figure 7.1 l(a) shows calculated roof velocities based on a single sink, and its wind 
tunnel images, whose strength was chosen by matching the measured asymptotes of Figure 7.10(b). 
Overlaying these two figures showed that the single sink represents the propeller well. Wferencing the 
two data sets revealed only small random variations, with no discernible trends. Figure 7.1 l(b) shows 
the corresponding centreline interference that represents a decrease in velocity from the set value. 
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Figure 7.12 Changes in tunnel speed due to image effects 
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Figure 7.13 Uncorrected and corrected propeller 
characteristics 

The interference velocities at the 
propeller plane, shown in curves (i) 
and (ii) of Figure 7.12, are used to 
estimate both the q-correction at 
the propeller and the change in 
thrust that occurs due to the 
change in advance ratio. Curve (i), 
which is a cross-plot of Figure 
7.1 l(b), shows pressure signature 
results. Curve (ii), based on 
measured thrust, represents the 
classical result. The signature- 
derived interference velocities are 
about 75% of the force-derived 
ones. The difference between 
these curves is attributed to 

increased scrubbing drag on the centrebody and 
possible changes in tunnel-wall skin friction 
caused by propeller-induced pressure gradients. 
Both increase the positive blockage, compared 
with the thrust-derived resuit. 

Curve (iii) of Figure 7.12 is the Glauett result of 
the previous section, expressed as an increment. 
This result is solely thrust-based so it is 
surprising, at first, that the interference increment 
is only about half of that of curve (ii), which is 
also thrust-based. However curves (i) and (ii) 
reflect only the effects of velocity changes 
whereas the Glauert analysis gives an equivalent 
velocity that includes other effects. 

Figure 7.13 shows the result of applying the 
corrections of Figure 7.12 to the propeller 
characteristic curve. Figure 7.14 gives the same 
infonation in a more visible, incremental form. It 
is emphasised that only corrections to thrust 
coefficient and advance ratio, as they occur in 
the tunnel, are involved at this point. Interactive 
effects, which will be discussed later, affect the 
measured thrust but are not involved directly in 
the tunnel corrections. 



As already mentioned, the present model and 
its interference increments are small. The 
characteristics of the various correction 
procedures are illustrated by the top point of 
the propeller characteristic, shown inset in 
Figure 7.13. As already noted, the blockage is 
negative for a thrusting propeller. The thrust- 
based procedure, which parallels one of the 
standard methods used for drag (the ‘quarter 
SIC’ method), gives the greatest correction. 
Viscous effects in the tunnel test section are 
the most probable cause of the reduction in 
signature-based interference compared with 
the thrust-based value. 

Both the Glauert and the pressure signature 
procedures recognise the higher total pressure 
of the slipstream. This is explicit for Glauert’s 
analysis but occurs in the pressure signature 
method because real flow measurements are 
used. However, the downstream condition 
employed by Glauert differs from the other two 
methods when changes at the model are 
calculated. At this stage, neither the thrust- 
based and signature methods recognise the 
dual-stream condition but Glauert’s momentum 
analysis does. It is not clear whether this is the 
reason for the lower interference given by the 
Glauert correction. 

Figure 7.14 Charges in pmpellerpammetetsdueto 
bkxkags (a) advance ration 

(b) thrust coefficient 

7.4.2.2 AXIAL GRADIENT EFFECTS 

Hackett [7] describes the 
effect of an axial gradient on 
a separation bubble behind a 
normal flat plate (see also 
Chapter 6 of this document). 
A drag increment is derived, 
proportional to source- 
strength squared, that repre- 
sents an in-tunnel drag 
increase. Similar principles 
apply for propeller testing 
except that the senses of the 
gradients and the resulting 
drag increments are 
reversed. It is suggested that 



adverse pressure gradients (e.g., Figure 7.10(a)) shorten the slipstream contraction and cause an 
increase in thrust that would not occur in free air. This effect is quite distinct from the effect of changes in 
velocity itself. The result just discussed is hypothetical because the appropriate experimental verifications 
have not been done for propellers’. Figure 7.15, which shows the gradient corrections for the present 
model, is therefore presented here for information only. 

The gradient corrections shown in Figure 7.15 have the same magnitude as the velocity corrections of 
Figure 7.14. Three versions of the gradient correction procedure are shown. These parallel those 
discussed by Cooper et al [4] for drag corrections, but are expressed here in terms of the thrust 
coefikient, Tc. The upper curve in Figure 7.15 is completely thrust-based and would be the only option if 
wall pressures were unavailable. The lower curve is totally wall-signature based. The curve marked 
‘hybrid’ includes both and is the result of choice. This curve employs measured thrust to determine the 
source strength and the pressure signature to find the velocity increment applied to it. 

7.4.2.3 INTERACTION WITH TUNNEL-INDUCED VELOCITIES. 

0.10 

J 

Figure 7.16 Effect of tunnel induced reduction in 
advance ratio 

Figure 7.17 Increases in Tc due to tunnel induced 
reduction in J 

’ The experimental verification has, howaver been done for windmills (see He Dexin (1986)) 

The tunnel-induced reduction in velocity at the 
propeller plane causes the advance ratio to fall 
below the nominal value at the model reference 
point (see Figure 7.14(a)). This causes an 
increase in thrust that would not occur in free 
air. Figure 7.16 shows this on the propeller 
characteristic curve. The effect is quite distinct 
from the tunnel correction procedures just 
described which, in two of the three cases, 
involve only velocity renormalisation, 

The apparent similarity between Figures 7.13 
and 7.16 is deceptive. The shifts in Figure 7.13 
are caused by renonalisation on both axes but 
those in Figure 7.16 reflect thrust increments 
that are caused by tunnel-induced changes in 
advance ratio. The advance ratios for the circles 
in Figure 7.16 are based on the uncorrected 
tunnel speed. The crosses are placed on the 
existing curve at the corrected J, using data 
from Figure 7.14(a). Thrust increments are then 
read from the curve. The results are summa- 
rised in Figure 7.17 for the Glauert and the 
pressure signature analyses. 

Comparing Figure 7.17 with Figure 7.14(b), it is 
seen that the in-tunnel increase in thrust due to 
reduced advance ratio and the change due to 
velocity renormalisation are of similar size. 
Both the interactive and the direct increments 
are higher for the pressure signature approach 
than for the Glauerl treatment. 



7.4.3 SEPARATION OF PROPELLER AND AIRFRAME FORCES AND MOMENTS. 

7.4.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section concerns the resolution of whole-model forces and moments into airframe and propeller 
contributions. There are two motivations. From a project point of view, resolved airframe-only data can be 
combined, without further testing, with propeller data for a different blade angle or blade design. The 
implicit assumption is that propeller-airframe interactions at a given thrust level are not significantly 
different from the baseline. From a test point of view, it is essential to remove propeller forces and 
moments before applying tunnel constraint corrections to the rest of the airframe. This is because of the 
peculiarities of propellers, particularly their sensitivity to forward speed. The appropriate tunnel 
corrections are applied separately to prop and airframe data. Corrected forces and moments can then be 
recombined as needed. 

The preferred way of separating propeller and model forces is to use a propeller balance. This gives not 
only a direct measurement of thrust and other forces but also propeller torque, which is of great interest 
in its own right. However such balances increase test complexity and cost significantly and a procedure 
using an extended propeller calibration (see Section 7.4.2) is frequently used instead. A procedure for 
using such a calibration will be described below. 

Either the prop-balance or the calibration approach gives a set of uncorrected airframe forces and 
moments and a corresponding set of uncorrected propeller forces and moments. With certain exceptions 
that will be described in Section 7.4.4. conventional tunnel corrections may be applied to the airframe 
data. Tunnel effects are recognised as a part of the propeller-force removal process, below, but this does 
not address the conversion of propeller forces to the free air condition. This will be described in Section 
7.4.4 

The discussions below start with a step-by-step review of the thrust-removal process, followed by a test 
example that illustrates some major features. The step-by-step procedure covers combined pitch and 
yaw conditions but the test examples will be for zero-yaw only. 

7.4.3.2 STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURE 

If prop-balance data are unavailable, propeller force and moment calibrations (see 7.4.2) may be 
employed. These calibrations include off-axis angles and are corrected to the free-air condition. The 
following procedure is used to remove the forces and moments acting directly on the propeller from the 
measured whole-model values: 

(1) Calculate the total in-tunnel velocity and dynamic pressure at the propeller hub. Adjustments for 
tunnel blockage effects must be included. Tunnel-induced upwash effects may need to be 
considered but lateral constraint effects are generally found to be insignificant. 

(2) Starting with aircraft pitch and yaw angles, determine the total inflow angle between the 
mainstream velocity vector and the propeller axis and the roll angle around the prop axis at which 
this occurs, The off-axis angle is equivalent to the yaw angle in the calibration described above. 

(3) 

(4) 

Calculate the propeller advance ratio using the total velocity found in (1). 

Using the propeller calibration at the off-axis angle and advance ratio calculated in (2) and (3) 
determine the thrust coefficient and the other five force and moment coefficients acting on the 
propeller. The calibration gives these in the off-axis/roll angle co-ordinates. These forces and 
moments are normalised using the dynamic pressure at the propeller hub. 
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(5) 

(6) 

Resolve the forces and moments just found to aircraft wind-axis co-ordinates and transfer them 
to the model reference point. Adjust for any alignment differences and offsets between the 
propeller and model axes. 

Re-normalise the propeller force and moment coefficients found in (5) by multiplying by the ratio 
of ‘q’ at the propeller to ‘q’ at the model reference position or by applying an equivalent 
incremental correction. 

(7) Subtract the propeller force and moment coefficients generated in (6) from the corresponding 
whole-model values. 

The in-tunnel forces and moments on the propeller have now been removed from the measured data 
leaving the airframe loads, which include slipstream-induced loads. The main tunnel corrections remain 
to be done. 

7.4.3.3 APPLICATION TO A SINGLE-ENGINED TEST MODEL 

The single-engined model had a tractor-propeller with a disc area of 2.02% of the tunnel cross section. 
The wing span was 57.3% of the tunnel width and the wing area was 7.09% of the tunnel cross section. 
The model was mounted on the centreline of the tunnel. Mid-height sidewall pressures were measured 

Tc = 1.2. flaps = 40 deg. Alpha = 20.6-dyl. 
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Figure 7.18 Wall signature analysis and resulting 
interference distribution 

for blockage estimation. 

Figure 7.18 shows a typical set of 
sidewall data (upper plot) resolved 
into solid and wake-related 
components. At a thrust coefficient, 
Tc, of 1.2 and 40-deg flap there is 
excess thrust and a descending 
profile is seen for the wake 
component of the signature. The 
lower plot shows interference 
velocities derived from the 
measurements. The most noticeable 
feature of the total interference curve 
is the strong negative interference 
gradient afl of the model. The 
difference in total E between the 
model reference point, at X=0. and 
the propeller plane is very small for 
this particular case. 
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Figure 7.19 Measured force and flow model 
characteristics 

Figure 7.19 (upper plot) shows the lifl and drag 
characteristics of the model for Tc = 1.2 and 
40-deg flap, together with solid and wake 
singularity strengths (lower plot) derived from 
pressure signatures. At this thrust level, the 
propeller thrust dominates the wake source 
strength until well into the stall. The product 
Q&s represents the effective doublet strength 
of the model and follows the same trend as the 
CL curve Figure 7.20 (upper) shows blockage 
velocities generated using the solid and wake 
blockage singularities of the previous figure. 
The total interference increases continuously 
with angle-of-attack: the post-stall reduction in 
solid blockage is offset by an increase in wake 
blockage. The lower plot, which shows the 
wake-induced blockage increment, follows the 
trends of the wake source strength itself. 

The variation of blockage with power and 
angle-of-attack may be seen in Figure 7.21. At 
zero-Tc (upper plot), all the blockage velocities 
are positive and a rapid increase in blockage 
at stall is clearly evident. Adding power, with 

Tc = 1.2, Flqpt = 40 deg. x/C = o 

Figure 7.20 Interference break down as a function of 
angle-of-attack 

Figure 7.21 Interference at various angles-of-attack, 
and thrust coefficients of zero and 1.2, (no flap) 



zero flap (lower plot), reduces the blockage velocities markedly and increases the negative gradient aft of 
the model. The increment in between the propeller and model reference locations can be either positive 
or negative, depending on angle-of-attack. This increment determines the adjustment that must be made 
to the nominal J-value before reading propeller thrust from the propeller calibration curves in Step (4) 
above. 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.s 0.7 0.0 0.0 I.0 

.J - V/OR 

Figure 7.22 Effects of off-axis angle on propeller calibration. a) as Tc. b) as CT 

The propeller characteristics are presented in terms of Tc in the left plot of Figure 7.22. Curves are 
shown for off-axis angles ranging from zero to 45degrees. In the examples shown here, which are for 
zero-yaw, the off-axis angle equals the angle-of-attack3 and the resolution process is very 
straightfonvard. At combined yaw and angle-of-attack, the resultant off-axis angle must be used when 
accessing the relevant propeller curves. 

Expressed in terms of Tc. the off-axis angle effect appears weak. However it becomes more noticeable 
when the characteristic is expressed as CT (right plot in Figure 7.22). Advantages of using CT include the 
fact that the divisor does not include forward velocity (and so is unchanged by tunnel interference) and 

the fact that the characteristics are less 
curved. Either form may be used in Step (4) 
however. A similar look-up approach is 
employed for other forces and moments. 

Figure 7.23 Satioofdynamiipressumsforpmpelterand 
model pcekioils 

Most propeller aerodynamic parameters are 
normalised on dynamic pressure at the 
propeller. They must therefore be re- 
normalised to conditions at X = 0 before 
subtracting them from whole-model values. 
Figure 7.23 shows the dynamic pressure ratio, 
used in Step (6) between propeller and model 
reference locations. This ratio can be greater 
or less than unity, depending on thrust, angle- 
of-attack and flap setting. 

?unnel induced upwash was small and the propeller calibration was not very sensitive to angle so no tunnel 
correction was made to angle of attack in step 1. Tunnel induced upwash effects may need to be included in this step 
for larger, multi engined configurations. 
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Figure 7.24 Thrust components to be removed from CL and Cc 

In the present zero-yaw cases the propeller-axis force is resolved into lift and drag using only angle-of- 
attack (Step (5)). Figure 7.24 shows re-normalised propeller thrust resolved into lift and drag components 
for all the cases considered. A loss in thrust component may be seen when high power is combined with 
high angle-of- attack (lefl plot, lowest curve). This reflects the loss of thrust seen under high-c, high thrust 
conditions in Figure 7.22. Finally, we see in Figure 7.25 the effect of removing the propeller forces from 
the measured values in Step (7). The left plot shows as-measured data; the right plot shows data with 
thrust components removed. No tunnel corrections have been applied. Neither the lift nor the drag curves 
in Figure 7.25 collapse to a single line. There is residual lift, increasing with thrust ccefgcient, that is 
probably slipstream-induced on the inner wing. There is also increased drag at high thrust settings. This 
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Figure 7.25 Effect of removing thNSt components from measured CL and Cc 



certainly includes increased fuselage scrubbing drag and there is probably a vortex drag contribution, 
associated with slipstream-induced lift. We shall comment on this further in Section 7.4.4. 

7.4.3.4 DISCUSSION 

The above procedure is one of the simplest possible and so has some shortcomings. Since all data are 
referred to the model reference point, gradients in tunnel blockage and induced upwash result in 
conditions at the propeller (advance ratio, off-axis angle) that do not match those that would occur in free 
air. Consequently, the forces and moments on the propeller are also mismatched, which is why the 
propeller forces and moments are accounted separately. The mismatched propeller forces and moments 
are removed properly by the above procedure but the thrust level experienced by the propeller will be 
different from that in free flight. Consequently, the velocities within the slipstream, the scrubbing drag and 
any slipstream-induced lifl will be slightly in error. These effects are usually secondary and errors in them 
are not likely to be important. Possible exceptions include situations in which slipstream-generated lifl is 
used to enhance STOL capability. for example. More complicated test equipment and procedures (prop 
balances, near real-time blade angle tuning, etc.) may be needed in such cases. 

7.4.4. APPLICATION OF TUNNEL CONSTRAINT CORRECTIONS 

7.4.4.1 AIRFRAME FORCE AND MOMENT CORRECTIONS. 

The principal feature that is observed with a propeller operating is the slipstream-induced loads (e.g., 
Figure 7.25). These will be of particular concern in cases where strong, slipstreamgenerated lift is 
present, as on some STOL aircraff. Shevell [13] gives the following description: 

“...the total lift consists of the lifl from the wing without engine operation, the lift due to deflecting the 
exhaust stream downward and the additional circulation lift created by the action of the slipstream 
on the wing and flap system. The additional lifl is called powered circulation lift. The physical basis 
of the latter can be the increased velocity over the wing and/or a larger effective flap chord created 
by the high-speed exhaust flow roughly parallel to and in the same plane as the flap chord.” 

The powered circulation lift, described above, is equivalent to a horseshoe vortex, spanning the 
slipstream at the appropriate chordwise position and carrying the appropriate lift. A further horseshoe 
vortex may be required to carry slipstream-induced lift on a flap. There is also an increase in wing/flap 
skin friction that can be represented by introducing a line source across the span involved. 

When calculating bound vortex or source strengths for standard constraint corrections, it is usually 
assumed that a given load is generated at mainstream velocity. However, the flow is accelerated within a 
slipstream and has higher than mainstream total pressure. The standard procedure will overestimate the 
singularity strengths in this situation and the tunnel interference will be overestimated. Two alternative 
procedures will be described that address this. 

Kupper [Q] gives an analysis of slipstream effects and their correction for a twin engined configuration 
with wing-mounted nacelles. His analysis is very detailed and slipstream-on-tail effects, for example, are 
included’. Kupper starts by estimating the area of the wing wetted by the slipstream and the local 
dynamic pressure there. He then determines the power-dependent force and moment coefficient 

‘Kupper does not indicate, however, how the slipstream trajectory and its intersection with the tail is determined 
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increments and re-scales them by the ratio of mainstream-to-slipstream dynamic pressure. These 
increments are used to form new power-on coefficients of reduced magnitude, to which tunnel 
corrections are applied. The principal effect of Kupper’s procedure appears to be a reduced correction to 
angle-of-attack. 
The second treatment of slipstream-induced forces parallels the kinematic description of the flow given 
above. Pressure signature-based corrections to airframe loads are obtained as follows: 

(1) Estimate the slipstream-induced forces, using the modelling techniques described above or those 
given by Kupper. 

(2) Estimate the corresponding (short-span) singularity strengths, recognising the increased velocity, 
within the slipstream, that acts on them. 

(3) Calculate the velocities at the tunnel-wall orifice locations induced by the singularities found in 
(2) with their images. Subtract these velocities from the measured signatures. 

(4) Calculate the effects at the model of the images of the singularities found in (2). This is the 
interference at the model associated with powered circulation and slipstream scrubbing drag. 

(5) Process the adjusted pressure signatures, from (3) using standard procedures to obtain ‘rest-of- 
model’ interference at the model sensing points. 

(6) Combine the interference velocities found in (4) and (5) and apply them as needed. 

The relationship between the above approach and that of Kupper is not clear. The factoring of singularity 
strength is explicit in the treatment above and the use of short-span singularities to represent the 
slipstream-induced forces has some appeal. It is not obvious that this level of resolution is present in 
Kupper’s approach. 

7.4.4.2 PROPELLER FORCE AND MOMENT CORRECTIONS 

Free-air propeller calibration data can, in principle, be combined directly with airframe-only data, obtained 
using the procedures of Section 7.4.3 and corrected as described above. It could therefore be argued 
that there is no need to retain propeller forces extracted from whole-model tests. Whether this is true 
depends on whether there are any significant “feed-forward” effects from the wing. For a wing-mounted 
tractor propeller, for example, bound vortex effects may increase the advance ratio above the wing and 
decrease the advance ratio below it. The propeller then experiences wing-induced pitching moment and 
other components. These may be evaluated by comparing propeller balance data with interference-free 
data obtained from a full, angle-dependent calibration (Section 7.4.2) using the procedure described 
below. This procedure may also be used to estimate propeller loads, without the need for a propeller 
balance, if feed-forward is small. 

The ‘ideal’ (no feed-forward) loads on the propeller are found from the propeller calibration in Step (5) of 
the procedure of Section 7.4.3. This includes the effects of non-zero off-axis angles. The loads are 
already normalised on local, in-tunnel dynamic pressure and the moment centre is the model reference 
point. The steps still to be performed concern the reduced-J interaction effect, described at the end of 
Section 7.4.2, and conventional tunnel blockage and upwash corrections. A further possible correction, 
for streamwise tunnel gradient, is also described in Section 7.4.2. Whole-model gradients (e.g., Figure 
7.21) should be employed when using this correction. 

When correcting propeller forces to the free-air condition, it should be recalled that, by definition, the 
mainstream dynamic pressure at the propeller in free air equals that at the model reference point. It is not 



modified by tunnel effects. It follows that, having corrected for the effect of incorrect advance ratio, the 
position error correction to dynamic pressure (Figure 7.23 and Step (6) above) should not be applied 
when calculating free-air force and moment coefficients’. However, conventional corrections for tunnel 
blockage and tunnel-induced upwash at the propeller location still apply. Whole-model blockage data 
(Figure 7.21) and the corresponding upwash data should be used for these corrections. 

The above procedure may be summarised as follows : 

(1) Find the ‘ideal’ (no feed-forward) loads on the propeller using the calibration at the in-tunnel 
advance ratio and inflow angle. (Step (5) of Section 7.4.3). 

(2) Using the full propeller calibration, determine the loads corresponding to the tunnel-induced 
change in advance ratio, relative to the model reference position. Subtract these loads from 
those found in (1). 

(3) Apply standard blockage and angle-of-attack corrections to the loads just obtained using 
blockage and upwash interference velocities at the propeller location. 

A gradient correction may be applied to the propeller loads after Step (2) above (see Section 7.4.2, last 
paragraph). The u-gradient at the propeller location should be used. 
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Appendix: g1auert.c 

/* Ratio of Uncorrected and Corrected Stream Velocities 
for a Propeller in a Solid-Wall Wind Tunnel (Glauert’s Method) *I 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 

double glauert(double alpha, double tau); 

void main(void) 
t 
double alpha, tau=0.0; 
printf(QEnter Ap/C (blockage ratio): “); 
scanf(“%lf”, &alpha); 
while&w > -0.5) 
{ 
printf(YnEnt.3 tau (thrust parameter): “); 
scanf(“%lf’, &tall); 
printf(“b VNc = %fin”, glauert(alpha,tau)); 

1) 

double glauert(double alpha, double tau) 
( 
int iter; 
double lambda, x, sigma, signal, ds, f, taul, dt, dtl=O.O; 

I* test of input parameters *I 
if(alpha < 0.0 11 alpha >= 1 .O) retum(O.0); 
if(tau <= -0.5 11 tau > 10.0) retum(O.0); 
if(fabs(tau) < 1 .OE-6) retum( 1 .O); 

I* free air condition *I 
x = sqrt(l. +2.*tau); 
sigma = (x +1.)/(2.*x); 
sigma1 = sigma; 

I* iteration cycle *I 
for(itet-1; iteri=lOO; iter++) 
( 
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f = (1. +@a)*( 1. -alpha*sigma)/(sigma*pow(( 1, -alpha*sigma*sigma),2.)); 
x = (1. +fy(l. -0; 
lambda = 1. +(x -l.)*alpha*sigma*sigma -((2.*sigma -1.)*x -1,)/(2.*sigma); 
taul = (x +1.)*(x -l.)/(2.*lambda*lambda); 
dt=tau-taul; 
if(fabs(dt) < 1 .OE-6) retum(lambda); 
if(iter == 1) ds = O.Ol*sigmal; 
else ds = 0,20*dtl*(sigma -sigmal)/(dt -dtl); 
sigma1 = sigma; 
sigma = sigma -ds; 
dtl = dt: 

I 
retum(O.O); 

/* Example 

Enter Ap/C (blockage ratio): 0.15 

Enter tau (thrust parameter): 2.0 

VNc = 1.074788 

‘I 
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8 WALL CORRECTION METHODS FOR VlSTOL CONFIGURATIONS, 
HELICOPTERS, PROPELLERS AND WINDMILLS 

Notation 

Am 
AWN 
B 
b 

bs 
CS 
CL 
CO 
C hv 

A% 
Ghb 
CT 

C” 

F 
D 

Di 

H 
h 

J 
L 

Lh 
MY 
n 

momentum area of lifting system. (Equation 8.5) 
tunnel cross sectional area. Usually B times H 
total tunnel width 
effective span of powered lifting system (in Souths criterion, Section 8.12) 

span of line source used for wake modeling (Section 8.3) 
X-spacing between solid blockage source and sink (Section 8.3) 
lifl coefficient, L I q S 
drag coefficient, D I q S 
viscous part of model drag coefficient (Section 8.3). 

wake-induced drag increment (see Section 8.3.1). 
lifl coefficient based on Reference area h times b (Souths criterion, chapter 1.2) 
thrust coefficient, Thrust I q S 
jet momentum coefficient, (Jet mass flow times Vj ) I q S 

mean chord (Figure 8.12) 
total drag 
induced drag 

total tunnel height 
model height above tunnel floor (in Souths criterion, Section 8.1.2) 

advance ratio of rotor or propeller. VI CR 
lifl 
lifl at hover 
pitching moment (Figure 8.12) 
the ratio of final induced velocities in the far wake to initial induced velocities at the model 

dynamic pressure = X pV2 

(Chapter 8.2.1.9) 

generic total 3D source strength. ( = span times strength/unit length) 
total 3D source and sink strengths for line elements representing a model’s solid blockage 
(Section 8.3) 
total 3D source strength for line source element representing a model’s viscous wake 
(Section 8.3) 
rotor or propeller radius (in definition of J, above) 
reference area 
static thrust (Figure 8.12) 
generic streamwise velocity increment, relative to U .Positive rearward. (Section 8.3) 



uAsyMp asymptotic streamwise velocity increment, at the downstream end of the u-signature, 
relative to U (Section 8.3). 

USYM height of the symmetric part of the u-component signature, relative to U (Section 8.3). 
uwALL increment of streamwise velocity at a tunnel surface, relative to U (Section 8.3). 

% mean or momentum-theory value of absolute longitudinal induced velocity at model, positive 
rearward. (Section 8.2). 

U mainstream velocity. 

VI7 wind tunnel velocity 

VJ jet efflux velocity (in definition of Cv , above) 
V resultant velocity (Equation 8.2) 

WO mean or momentum-theory value of vertical induced velocity at model, positive upward. 

Wh reference velocity, positive upward (Equation 8.5) 

x, y, z tunnel co-ordinates: axial, along right wing and upward 

locations of source elements in pressure signature flow model (Section 8.3) 

half-width of solid blockage signature at half-height (see Figure 8.21). 

angle of attack. 

tunnel-induced angle of attack. 
strength of horseshoe vortex in flow model for matrix version of the pressure signature method 
(Section 8.3.4). 

Interference factor for longitudinal interference velocity due to lifl 
Interference factor for longitudinal interference velocity due to drag 

Interference factor for vertical interference velocity due to lift 

Interference factor for vertical interference velocity due to drag 

Upper surface flap angle, to wing chord line (Figure 8.5). 

wake deflection angle from the horizontal, positive downward (Figure 8.9). 

wake skew angle from the downward vertical to the wake momentum centerline, 
positive rearward (Figure 8.9). 

effective wake skew angle from the downward vertical to the wake vorticity 
centerline. Determined from x e= ‘/2 (x + 90). (Section 8.2 ) 

mass density of tunnel air 

ratio of wind tunnel height to width. (Section 8.2) 

angular velocity of rotor or propeller (in definition of J, above) 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 

8.1 .I POSSIBLE APPROACHES FOR POWERED FLOWS 

The spectrum of WSTOL configurations that has appeared over the years is very extensive (see Figures 
8.1 and 8.2). VTOL configurations may include direct-lift jets, lifting fans, tilt-propellers, tilt-rotors and 
helicopters. STOL configurations may include wings with highly-deflected flaps or some form of jet-flap, 
possibly in combination with direct lift. WSTOL systems are thus very diverse and each has its own 
peculiarities and needs. 

The requirements of powered lift testing at low speed are different from those of cruise flight. In the 
eventual data analyses, the primary interest in tunnel speed corrections is likely to arise from intake 
momentum drag, for jets or ducted rotors, or advance ratio for open rotors and propellers. Aircraft control 
is critical in low speed transitional flight and tunnel-induced gradients can be high under these conditions. 
The gradients, rather than the magnitude, of a correction may determine the correctability of a particular 
data point. Free stream speed is usually used in normalising powered-flow coemcients such as advance 
ratio, J, for a rotor; momentum 
coefficient, C, , for a jet flap or thrust 
coefficient, CT , for a direct thrust device 
On-line blockage correction is desirable 
so that constant corrected speed can be 
maintained at the model reference point. 
The power coefficient or advance ratio 
can then be held constant as angle-of- 
attack, for example, is varied. Provision 
of on-line blockage corrections is a 
challenge because of the complexity of 
the corrections involved. 

For the configurations then in vogue, 
early work showed that classical tunnel 
correction methods would sumce 

DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM TILT WING JET FLAP 

LIFT JET FAN-IN-WING 

Figure 8.1 Sketches of various WSTOL configurations 

provided the test model was aerodynamically 
small, i.e. on the basis of Co or CL times 
reference area, for example, as opposed to 
reference area itself. Recognition of this in 
the fifties and sixties spawned a generation 
of large WSTOL tunnels and explicit 
powered flow modelling became an essential 
part of the correction process. This approach 
presents significant difticulties because 
powered, lifting flows generate complex flow 
structures that change with forward speed. At 
low speed, impingement on tunnel surfaces is 
not uncommon. One of the earliest attempts 
at modelling (Heyson [22]) involved a simple 
representation of a lifting plume using an 
inclined line of doublets extending from a jet 

HELICOPTER TANMM ROTOR 

UNLOADED ROTOR TILT ROTOR 

Fgure 8.2 Sketches of various cpen+WrVSTOL 
CC+lkJU~ 
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exit or the centre of a rotor (see Section 8.2). Later, the wall-pressure signature method was developed 
(See Hackett et al [S]. [8] and Section 8.3) and applied with some success to jet flapped wings at very 
high lift levels (&>20) and to round lifting jets. The tangential velocities. deduced from measured wall 
pressures at the centrelines of tunnel surfaces, were applied as boundary conditions in the theoretical 
flow model. The zero normal flow condition was imposed for the entire solid tunnel surface. Using tunnel 
wall measurements thus took some of the guesswork out of modelling V/STOL flows. The approach was 
augmented by the use of local flow control when a jet or a slipstream impinged upon the tunnel floor. This 
delayed the onset of tunnel flow breakdown significantly. Despite these advances, simple modelling was 
still required when using the pressure signature method and the numerics could be troublesome. With 
the recently available two-variable pressure-based correction method (Section 4). it is theoretically 
possible to avoid explicit modelling for non-impinging flows. However, only explicit modelling can 
reconstruct the “missing” extension of a powered wake that impacts a tunnel floor. 

Methods currently in use cover the spectrum just described. Classical methods, Heyson’s model, 
pressure signature and two-variable methods, and various empirically-based methods are all still in use. 
There is understandable reluctance to move from familiar methods with a substantial data base to more 
recent approaches that may require more tunnel time, more instrumentation or both. However, economic 
pressures are likely to reduce the size of new tunnels and the importance of good correction methods is 
increasing. 

8.1.2 THE VISTOL TESTING ENVIRONMENT 

A wide variety of installed power systems distinguishes VlSTOL models from their conventional 
counterparts. As indicated in Figures 8.1 and 8.2, these range from shaft- driven rotors to air-powered 
fans, to jets and various powered wings. Despite this diversity, the test problems of these systems tend to 
be remarkably similar. Figure 8.3, taken from Tyler et al [41], [42], sketches the flow that arises when a 
jet impinges on a wind tunnel floor. There is forward flow ahead of the impingement point and, as this 
flow loses energy, it separates and forms a standing vortex at the tunnel centreplane. This wraps around 
the impingement region, forming what is sometimes called a “scarp’ vortex as its ends trail downstream. 
The trailing vortices diverge under the influence of their images in the tunnel floor and may progress up 
the tunnel walls if the conditions are suitable. A similar flow pattern, differing in scale but with the same 

topology, may be generated by the 
slipstream from a rotor, a ducted fan or a 
jet-flapped wing. The term “tunnel flow 
breakdown” is applied to situations in 
which data become uncorrectable 
because of this phenomenon. 

The tunnel flow breakdown phenomenon 
is a distinguishing feature of powered flow 
testing; it rarely occurs with conventional 
models. It restricts the available test range 
at low speed and possibly under 
transitional conditions. For this reason, we 
shall review the phenomenon in some 
detail and suggest ways to extend the test 

Figure 8.3 Tunnel Flow Breakdown for an Impinging Jet envelope by floor blowing. 
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8.1.2.1 TUNNEL FLOW BREAKDOWN 
CRITERIA 

South [40] describes experiments that 
determine limiting conditions for tunnel flow 
breakdown. Figure 8.4 shows the resulting 
criterion and compares it with similar work 
by Heyson 1321. The ordinate, Chb , is a lift 
coefficient based on the likely tunnel area 
blocked by the impinging flow, usually ‘1 \ : 

‘\ ? : 
expressed as the product of the powered 
span and the model height. The abscissa 8oatbsQitaion 

is drag-to-lift ratio. It will be observed that 
South’s criterion is more restrictive than 
Heyson’s under thrust conditions. 
It is obviously important to monitor the 
tunnel floor flow in any powered lift test in 
which South’s CLhb criterion might be 
exceeded. The use of floor tufts or, better Figure 8.4 Criteria for Tunnel Flow Breakdown 
yet, measurement of floor pressures is 
recommended. Once tunnel flow breakdown occurs in a 
conventional tunnel the results should be disregarded or 
at least viewed sceptically. However, the possibility of 
removing the ground vortex, or at least controlling it, 
should also be considered. This possibility was 
investigated, with some success, by Hackett et al [IFI]. 
They describe ‘worst-case’ experiments that employ 
ground-blowing to delay tunnel flow breakdown. 

8.1.2.2 USE OF FLOOR-BLOWING 

I 

Figure 8.5(a), taken from Hackett et al [15], shows laser 
velocimeter measurements at the centre plane of a 
finite-span knee-blown flapped wing at a high blowing 
level. The combined model attitude and flap angle gave 
a near-vertical jet and a large ground vortex developed 
which grew as angle-of-attack was increased. Flow 
beneath the model was effectively blocked, resulting in a 
loss of lift. Ground blowing was applied to suppress the 
vortex, using floor pressure measurements to determine 
the blowing level. The injection point is shown in the 
figure. With ground blowing set “correctly” (see below), 
the flow pattern of Figure 8.5(b) was obtained. A ground 
vortex was still present but its size had been reduced 
substantially. Inspection of the wing flow reveals 
increased upper surface velocities. suggesting reduced 
lift loss. 

c, = 10.0 ; a =*o.odeg ; sus = 64.0 dog 

Figure 8.5 Velocity Field at the Centre Plane 
of a Kneeblowing Flap Model, (a) Fixed 
Ground (Upper Plot), (b) Blown Ground 
(Lower Plot) 
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Figure 6.6 Demonstration of Lift-Loss due to Tunnel 
Flow Breakdown 

Figure 6.6, from the same 
reference, shows the effects of 
ground flow control on liti. The 
test was run at “true-q” using the 
pressure signature method (see 
Section 6.3) in an on-line mode. A 
second scale has been added to 
the y-axis, showing South’s tunnel 
flow breakdown parameter, CLhb. It 
is evident that the test values for 
C, = 10 lie well above South’s flow 
breakdown limit. Severe lift loss is 
apparent for the fixed ground case 
(circles) relative to the large- 
tunnel baseline (dashed lines). 
The loss increases with angle-of- 
attack. Use of a moving ground 
(plus-signs) removed most of the 
deficit but ground blowing 
(triangles) was more effective at 
angles of attack below 20- 
degrees, where the limit of the air 
supply was reached. 

The difference between the moving and the blown-ground results draws attention to the distinction 
between model-in-ground and free-air interpretation of similar data. We shall now consider these 
individually. 

8.1.2.3 FREE-AIR INTERPRETATION 

If free-air data are required, more ground flow control may be needed than for the ground effect cases 
because the ground vortex must be removed as completely as possible. It has already been noted that 
the moving ground gave less lift recovery than the blown ground. Tunnel constraint corrections for the 
free-air case must include a four-wall blockage correction, a four-wall angle-of-attack correction and 
further corrections to both that compensate for the truncation of the powered wake at the tunnel floor. 

8.1.2.4 GROUND-EFFECT INTERPRETATION 

A moving ground is clearly appropriate for ground effect testing. The ground vortex is then smaller than 
with a fixed ground but larger than for the (free-air) blown ground case. Ground blowing may also be 
used for ground effect testing but the criterion for setting blowing level is different. For the free air case 
blowing was increased as needed to remove the suction peak under the ground vortex. However, it is 
necessary to monitor skin friction at the ground when doing ground-effect testing (see Hackett et al [7]). 
Preston tubes are installed at the ground surface and the condition is applied that the flow immediately 
above the ground must be going in the ‘right’ direction, i.e., the skin friction must be positive. This 
approximates the moving ground condition. 
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Three-wall blockage and three-wall angle-of-attack constraint corrections are required when reducing 
groundeffects data. The three-wall corrections will, of course, be smaller than the corresponding four- 
wall corrections: the floor images are “supposed” to be there for the ground-effect case. Replacement of 
the ‘missing’ plume extension, below the tunnel floor, is not required for in-ground cases. 

8.1.2.5 ‘TRUE-Q TESTING 

To illustrate the importance of on-line 
blockage correction, effective 
“uncorrected” lift data have been backed 
out of the Figure 6.6 data. Figure 6.7 
shows the result. The blockage 
corrections are very large and are much 
more important than those for angle-of- 
attack. The changes in CL are almost 
completely blockage-driven and similar 
changes can be expected in C,. Each 
uncorrected point (cross) therefore 
corresponds to a different C,. If testing 
had been conducted at a nominal C, 
rather than using on-line blockage 
correction, cross-plotting would have 
been needed to obtain lines of constant 
corrected C,. Data quality would have 
suffered and there would probably have 
been difficulties in deciding on the proper 
test ranges for the blowing parameters. 

8.1.2.8 TUNNEL INDUCED GRADIENTS 

The presence of very large interference 
effects implies correspondingly large 
tunnel-induced gradients. These are of 

KNEE-BLOWN FLAP 
MODEL AT TUNNEL CL 

Fguie 0.7 cwsbaint coneclars underVery High Bbdrags 
cwdii 

concern. particularly with regard to control surfaces. The topic will be revisited as part of the discussion of 
correction procedures in the following sections. 

8.1.2.7 ‘STIFFNESS’ OF POWERED FLOWS. 

An obvious concern when tunnel interference is large, or when a powered flow intersects a surface, is 
that the powered wake will distort. This is clearly the case when a jet or rotor wake hits the floor and 
some correction procedures recognise this by providing a theoretical extension as part of the correction 
process. However, the question remains whether the wake is distorted nearer to the model. This issue 
was investigated by Hackett et al [16] who showed that, for round jets at least, the jet trajectory is 
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Figure 0.8 Measured Vortex Positions Behind a Knee-Blown Flap 
Model at Various Power Settings, in Small and Large 
Wind Tunnels 

changed only within one or two jet 
diameters of the impact point. This 
is reassuring for jet-powered 
configurations but it remains of 
concern for rotor testing. 
Figure 8.8, taken from Hackett et al 
[7], shows small and large tunnel 
trailing vortex positions for a swept- 
wing version of the knee-blown flap 
model mentioned previously. The 
vortex positions were determined 
using a rotating vorticity meter. The 
model was tested at several flap 
blowing levels with and without 
wing tips. Neither flap blowing level 
nor tunnel size had much effect on 
the positions of the vortices 
springing from the extended tips, 
when these were fitted. However, 
the flap-end vortices penetrated the 
flow increasingly as blowing level 
was increased, whether or not the 
extended tips were present. As 
might be anticipated, the flap-end 
vortices penetrated more deeply 

into the large tunnel flow as corrected C, was increased. On rotating the co-ordinate system by the 
tunnel-induced angle-of -attack, however, it was found that the vortex positions were essentially the same 
for both large and small tunnels. Wake yielding due to tunnel-imposed velocities was thus found to be 
insignificant for this configuration, provided flow rather than tunnel axes were used. 

8.128 OTHER CONFIGURATIONS 

A specific, blown-flap configuration has been used in the example above to illustrate some of the 
principles involved in powered lifl testing. The range of possible V/STOL configurations is too large for 
individual treatment to be practical here. Multiple jet, multiple fan or multiple rotor configurations present 
special difficulties in this regard. Specialised instrumentation, data handling and constraint corrections 
may be needed in these cases. However, it can probably be assumed that the flow physics of each 
power unit will be similar to a unit acting alone and a similar approach can be applied. Closely spaced 
units should probably be treated as one. 



8.2 FLOW MODELLING-BASED METHODS. 

8.2.1 HEYSON’S METHOD 

8.2.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the earliest schemes for modelling WSTOL flows is given in Heyson [22]. His tunnel correction 
method was developed originally for single-rotor helicopters and was extended over a period of several 
years to include additional WSTOL configurations, several of which were checked out in the wind tunnel. 
The extensive collection of literature concerning Heyson’s methods includes NACA and NASA reports, 
tech notes, memos and special publications, many of which are employed in this chapter as definitive 
references (see Heyson [22] through Heyson [34]). The mathematical developments and code listings 
are voluminous and no attempt will be made to reproduce them here. Rather, we shall try to highlight the 
physics and methods involved in Heyson’s method, point out known limitations and errors and make 
appropriate references to the source material. Examples of its application to selected WSTOL examples 
will be included. Other reviews may be found in Rae and Pope [37] and in a review report by Olcott [36], 
which is more comprehensive. 

It is important to note, at the outset, that Heyson’s method models only the non-viscous flow. Drag input 
to the method, for example, thus includes only induced drag, which may be difficult to estimate for many 
powered flows. Blockage due to viscous drag must be estimated separately. 

8.2.1.2 HELICOPTER ROTORS 

The flow beneath a helicopter rotor in still air 
can be represented by a vortex tube built of 
vortex rings that lie parallel to the rotor disc, 
Vortex ring strength is defined by rotor lift and 
slipstream contraction is neglected. As the 
helicopter moves forward, or the tunnel is 
turned on, the vortex cylinder is sheared in the 
downstream direction and the intersection 
with the ground or the tunnel floor moves aft. 
If free-air results are the objective, there is a 
minimum forward speed below which flow 
reversal along the tunnel floor invalidates the 
data. If in-ground effects are required, the 
situation is more complicated because some 
forward flow is possible in flight cases (see 
Section 8.1). 

In the theoretical development of Heyson [22], 
each vortex ring is first replaced by a circular 
sheet of doublets. The sheet is then 
condensed to a point. The original sheared 
vortex cylinder becomes an inclined line of 
doublets extending from the rotor centre to 

vcaialdolddeb 

Figure 6.9 Rotor wake model used by Heyson 



the floor as illustrated in Figure 8.9(a). The wake deflection angle is determined primarily by the lift-to- 
drag ratio for the particular data point concerned; the full analysis will be described below. Figure 8.9(b) 
shows horizontal doublets that also populate the wake. These were introduced to accommodate cases 
for which the jet axis is inclined at angle x to the vertical. The vertical and horizontal doublet strengths are 
proportional to cosine x and sine x respectively. 

On reaching the tunnel floor, the doublet line trails downstream. Each vertical doublet is cancelled by its 
image in the ground or tunnel floor, but the horizontal doublet vectors are additive. Tunnel effects due to 
the images of the system in Figure 8.9 are calculated using classical imaging techniques. Heyson’s 
method reconstructs the “missing” part of the jet plume that has been cut off by the tunnel floor. (see also 
“Generation of interference coefricients” later in this chapter). A similar procedure is employed when 
applying the wall pressure signature treatment to jet-plumes, described in Section 8.3. 

Tunnel interference for a finite wing can be determined as a special case of the system just described in 
which the line of vertical doublets trails aft and never intersects the floor. Because of differing definitions, 
there is a factor of minus four between Heyson’s boundary correction factor and the classical value (see 
page 12 of Heyson [22]. Table 5 of the same reference demonstrates close agreement between 
Heyson’s formulation and the classical values for wings in closed and in three-quarters-open wind 
tunnels. 

8.2.1.3 DUCTED FLOW 

The flow within a jet emerging from a duct at right angles to a mainstream can be thought of as being 
generated by a doubly infinite vortex tube with strength equal to the velocity jump across the jet 
boundary. The vorticity tube comprises boundary layer fluid on the duct walls, then a cylindrical shear 
layer when the fluid leaves the duct. A point at the centre of the jet exit plane ‘sees’ the full jet velocity 
because the vorticity tube is doubly-infinite. The Heyson model is semi-infinite, however, because the 
vorticity is generated at the rotor tips and does not extend above the rotor plane. Consequently, the 
velocity at the rotor centre is only half of that for the doubly-infinite system. For this reason the original 
interference factors must be multiplied by a factor of two (‘n’, in equations 8.3 to 8.5, below) for jet- 
powered cases (see also Appendix A of Heyson [31]. Options are provided in the Heyson algorithm for 
rotors, wings and jets. 

An idealised WSTOL lifting jet or a control jet emergent from an aircraft surface may include a long 
approach region upstream of its exit plane. The doubly-infinite doublet line is usually a reasonable far- 
field approximation in such cases. However, the duct length ahead of the exit plane for realistic WSTOL 
configurations is finite and a factor of two will overpredict the interference. Engineering judgement is 
required to terminate the doublet line appropriately at its upstream end. Further details concerning the 
relationships between the corrections for rotors, wings and jets may be found in Heyson [31], Appendix A. 

8.2.1.4 EXAMPLES OF ROTOR INTERFERENCE FLOW FIELDS, ACCORDING TO HEYSON 

Figure 8.10 shows interference fields in a square tunnel, taken from Heyson [31]. The rotor spans 60% 
of the tunnel width and is positioned 15% of the tunnel height above the centreplane. The upper two plots 
depict upwash and axial interference velocity for a skew angle of IO-degrees, a near-hover condition. A 
downwash interference of approximately 1 .O is observed near to the tunnel floor (upper plot) where the 
rotor wake impacts the floor. The u- component interference is near zero at this point (second plot from 



top). At higher forward speed (lower two plots), 
the impact region moves downstream and a 
streamwise downwash gradient appears in the 
plane of the rotor. At both forward speeds the 
u-component interference in the wake region is 
much greater than that in the rotor plane. 

8.2.1.5 LARGE ROTORS 

In cases for which the small-rotor assumption is 
invalid, Heyson uses multiple doublet lines, 
distributed through the rotor wake cylinder as 
shown in Figure 8.11. The enclosing cylinder in 
the sketch is the true vorticity cylinder. Heyson 
(1970) points out that there are difficulties 
associated with ‘lumpiness’ that affect both the 
rotor plane and the floor impact region. As he 
explains, these difficulties are also present in 
Heyson (1969 a) and Heyson (1969 b). 

Even at low forward speed the assumption of 
uniform disc loading may be in question for 
large rotor diameters because the blade tips 
are highly loaded. The representation of 
triangular blade loading, using concentric 
vortex cylinders, is discussed in Appendix B of 
Heyson [31], and in Heyson (211. 

At intermediate forward speeds the load 
distributions on advancing and retreating rotor 
blades may differ significantly even though the 
total lift is centred (zero rolling moment). This 

x = 70 deg ; w,/V = -5.67 
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Figure 8.10 Wall induced interference velocities for a 
uniform loaded rotor mounted 30% of a semiheight above 

the centreline of a square, closed wind tunnel. o = 0.6 

z 
further invalidates the assumption of uniform disc loading. 
Under these conditions the correct interference flow field 
for a large rotor would be expected to be asymmetric 
about the tunnel centre plane. No method appears to be 
available that deals with this situation, In counterpoint, it 
should be noted that a helicopter wake at high forward 
speed becomes very wing-like at an advance ratio of 
0.095, for example (See Figure 46 of Heyson [21] or 
Figure 8 of Heyson [32]). It is also found that tunnel 
corrections for a finite wing of aspect ratio 4h (i.e. the 
aspect ratio of a disc) work well when applied to a 
helicopter rotor at high values of advance ratio (see 
Heyson et al [21]). 

Figure 8.11 Sketch of a skewed cylinder of 
vorticity and the doublet-line system used 
to represent it. 



8.2.1.8 DETERMINATION OF WAKE SKEW ANGLE, x 

The wake skew angle, (x in Figure 8.9) is a major parameter in determining the tunnel corrections for 
powered lift models when using Heyson’s method. To some approximation, it represents the trajectory of 
the wake. The measurement of x from the vertical reflects its helicopter origins. However 8, the 
complement of x, defines the deflection of the wake from the horizontal. 

As originally defined for rotors (e.g. Heyson [24]) x was based strictly on momentum theory (see below). 
The wake was assumed to be infinitely stiff and its initial slope at the rotor plane was assumed to persist 
until the wake impinged upon the tunnel floor. In Heyson et al [26], and subsequently, the fact was 
recognised that wake penetration is reduced by the action of the mainstream. To accommodate this, the 
momentum-based deflection angle, 8, was reduced to W 8. This is equivalent to replacing x by an 
effective value x e = ‘% (x + 90) deg. This is implausible near to hover because xe becomes 45degrees. 
However, Heyson et al [27] argue that “there are limitations on the minimum speed at which tests can be 
made in a meaningful fashion in wind tunnels, and it is believed that these limitations will generally be 
encountered before the failure of (the above approximation)“. Recognising the difficulty, Heyson [30] 
states that “Even though experimental studies indicate remarkably improved agreement between 
comparative tests when the above relations are used, it is obvious that there is a limit to their 
applicability”. Figure 3 of the same reference suggests other, more plausible definitions. However, most 
of Heyson’s results use the % 6 assumption. 

It is important to note that the x value determined from Equations 0.1 through 8.8. below, is momentum- 
based. xe represents only the vertical part of the wake and applies only to the tunnel interference part of 
the calculation. There is some justification for this in the flow physics since the trailing vorticity peels away 
from the sides of the powered jet, which then tends to maintain its original direction. Only far downstream 
(if ever) does the jet fluid become fully entrained into the vortex system. The half-angle assumption is 
also consistent with the situation in the wake of a finite wing, for example, for which the deflection of the 
trailing vortices from the horizontal is half of that for the central wake. The symbol xe is not used by 
Heyson but is introduced here, and also in Rae et al 1371, for clarity. 

8.2.1.7 EFFECTS OF REPLACING x BY XE 

One of the main motivations for revising the definition of skew angle concerned pitching moments. In a 
particular fan-in-wing study (Heyson et al [27]) tunnel corrections based on x were of approximately the 
right magnitude, but of the wrong sign. It is apparent from Figure 8.12 (a) that the use of xe , rather than x 

shifted the peak downwash due to lift from a wing location to the tailplane. Figure 8.12 (b) shows that x - 
based pitching moment corrections had the wrong sign, whereas xe -based corrections (Figure 8.12 (c)) 
worked well. It is understood (Margason [35]) that these benefits were obtained without seriously 
compromising the lift and drag correlations. 

8.2.1.8 GENERATION OF INTERFERENCE COEFFICIENTS 

Having established the theoretical jet trajectory, now at angle x e to the vertical rather than x as in Figure 
8.9, and knowing that the doublet vector is aligned with it, the tunnel interference may be calculated. This 
is achieved by determining the effects of a classical, doubly-infinite set of images in the tunnel walls. The 
basic formulation is given in Heyson [22] as Equations 18 and 19. The inclined line doublet and its image 



in the tunnel floor are considered as a unit that 
comprises four inclined semi-infinite doublet lines. 
Line 1 extends from the model centre at angle xe 
and continues downward through the tunnel floor 
to infinity. Line 2, which is applied negatively, 
overlays the lower part of Line 1 and cancels the 
part below the floor. Lines 1 and 2 therefore 
describe just the (inclined) in-tunnel line doublet. 
Lines 3 and 4 are used similarly to create the 
corresponding finite length ground image doublet. 
This completes the central tunnel-plus-ground- 
image unit. 

The effects of the entire image set, excluding the 
central unit, are double-summed in the usual way 
to determine the tunnel interference. Since the 
basic unit includes the ground image, this means 
that, in leaving out the central unit, the ground 
image is excluded as well as the in-tunnel line 
doublet. The summation over the tunnel image set 
therefore gives the tunnel correction for the 
ground effect case. To obtain the tunnel correction 
for the free air case, the effects of Lines 2, 3 and 
4 are added back, with due regard for their sense. 
These are the three trailing terms in Equation 19b 
of Heyson [22]. Additional details may be found on 
page 13 of Heyson [25]. 

The interpretation of the added-back terms, Lines 
2, 3 and 4, is important. As already indicated, 
Lines 3 and 4 are conventional images that 
represent the ground image of the in-tunnel wake. 
However, Line 2 is not the image of anything but 

(c) Pitching mommt correlation for revised definition of x 

Figure 8.12 Changes in downwash distribution 
and pitching moment due to 
redefined wake skew angle. 

is, rather, the below-floor extension of the inclined, in-tunnel line doublet downward to infinity. Its effect is 
subtracted from the value of S which is, itself, a subtracted quantity. Line 2 therefore adds the effects of 
the wake extension to the solution. This means that the Heyson solution adds back the effects of the 
wake extension below the tunnel floor that would have been present in free air: it reconstructs the 
‘missing’ part of the wake as well as providing image effects. 

8.2.1.9 APPLICATION OF INTERFERENCE COEFFICIENTS. 

The interference factors, ~W,L, 6,,~, are used to determine tunnel-induced vertical and horizontal velocity 
associated with lift. &,o and sU,o are the corresponding factors associated with drag. They are plotted 
typically as a function of x , the momentum-based skew angle, with tunnel width-to-height ratio, o, as a 
parameter. Numerous plots of this type may be found in Heyson [25]. for example. Figure 8.13. adapted 
from Heyson [23], shows the variation of the four interference factors with x/H for various skew angles. 
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Figure 9.13 Examples of Interference coefficients 

&.,L, S,,L, &,o and sU,o, are normalised on uo or wo. The parameter wo is defined in Heyson [24] as “the 
vertical induced velocity, at the force-generating system, required to produce a given vertical force, 
positive upward”. uo is defined similarly for horizontal force. For a helicopter, “at the force generating 
system” means at the rotor hub. The wake skew angle (Figure 8.9) is then given by 

tan x = v+u, 
(8.1) 

- w 0 

where V is the mainstream velocity. The resultant velocity Vn is given by 

v, = J(V + UJ + (-w,y (8.2) 

If the characteristic velocities in the far wake are nwo and nuo the lift and induced drag are given by 

L = pA,V,(-nw,) (9.3) 

Q = ~4V,(-nu,) (9.4) 



Now define a reference velocity wt, as the value of wc that would be required to hover with zero speed 
and induced drag and the same values of n and AM that pertain to fotward flight (see Heyson [31] for a 
more comprehensive development). Thus: 

L w*=- 1 J SPA, 
(8.5) 

where the negative sign is required because positive lift requires negative induced velocity. The value of 
n is 2 for a rotor or wing and 1 for a ducted jet. A,,, is the momentum area of the aerodynamic force 
generating system; the rotor disc area for a helicopter or the exit area for a jet. The momentum area for a 
wing is (n/4) times span-squared. The parameter n expresses the change in effective velocity wc between 
the rotor plane, for example, and a location far downstream where slipstream contraction is complete 

Substituting equations 8.3 and 8.4 into 8.2 and normalising on wh yields, (see Heyson 1241): 

P3.8) 

In equation 8.8, V is the mainstream velocity, Di is estimated from measured drag, L is measured lift and wh is 
determined from equation 8.5. Equation 8.6 is implicit in wc. Figure 2 of Heyson [24] is a nomographic procedure 
used to determine V/v+, (see also Figure 6 of Heyson [25]). (Vlwc) is then determined using (V/we) = (VEwt, 
)/(w&h ). One more chart look-up is then performed to determine x , which is a unique function of (WC&, ). 
There is now sufficient information to construct the flow model and determine the four interference 6’s. The 
subsequent procedure is described in Appendix C of Heyson [25], which details the entire twenty-eight step 
process. 

8.2.1.10 ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATION OF THE SOLUTION PROCESS 

Equation 8.6 may be expanded to give 

Equation 8.7 is an octic in (w&h ) in which all of the coefficients and wh are known. In effect, the 
nomographic approach of Heyson 1241 solves this equation and selects the appropriate root. 

We obtain uc using the auxiliary equation 

which is obtained by dividing equation 8.3 by equation 8.4. 

Finally, we substitute uc and wc into equation 8.1 to obtain x. Construction of the in-tunnel flow model is 
completed by converting the momentum-based value of x to the effective value, xe. as described 

previously. 



Chart look-up or equivalent computer code is used to determine &,L, SU,L, &,o and 5~. These 
interference coefficients are then re-normalised on mainstream velocity using: 

AW, 
V 

AWD 
V 

AU, 
V 

(8.9) 

where AT is the tunnel cross sectional area, po is the density of the powered flow and the remaining 
symbols are as defined previously. 

8.2.1.11 SAMPLE RESULTS FOR WSTOL CONFIGURATIONS 

Heyson [25], [28] and [33] give examples of the application of his correction procedures to WSTOL 
configurations. A summary is given in Heyson [32]. Somewhat surprisingly, in view of the method’s 
origins and current use, it is difficult to find a good example for a pure helicopter. This is partly due to the 
fact that reliable small/large-tunnel helicopter test comparisons are very difficult to do but also because 
Mr Heyson’s assignments within NASA were out of phase with the helicopter testing of that time (see 
Margason [35]). 

Limited WSTOL examples will be given here that compare corrected data from models in a 7- by IO-foot 
test section with results measured in a 17-6 test section. All the present examples were taken from 
Heyson [25], which includes ground-effect cases and other WSTOL configurations. 

Figure 8.14(a) shows lift and drag data for a 3.36ft semi-span jet-flapped model prior to applying 
corrections. The flap angle was 60-degrees. A significant difference in stall angle may be seen. On 
applying first-level corrections (not shown), the stall angle difference was largely resolved, but a 
significant CL discrepancy of about 1 .O arose, the small tunnel value being greater. This was consistent 
with the fact that corrected C, values differed by 0.82. Figure 8.14(b) shows good correlations after 
correcting the results to a common C, value of 6.75. 

Figures 8.15(a) and (b) show data for a tilt-wing VTOL configuration before and after correction. In this 
case correction to a common CT was not possible. Heyson [25] points out that the corrections are 
significant even for the large tunnel in this example. The fact that corrections to drag in the small tunnel 
move the upper part of the polar from drag to a thrusting condition has obvious performance implications. 
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Figure 8.15 Application of Heyson’s Correction to 
a tilt-wing VTOL configuration 

The ducted fan, in the example of Figure 8.18, has an area of only 2% of the 7- by lo-foot tunnel area 
but nonetheless the correction is noticeable (Figure 8,16(b)). In this case the CT discrepancy is only a few 
percent and the curves correlate quite well without further adjustment. 
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Figure 8.16 Application of Heyson’s correction to a ducted 
fan configuration 

8.2.2 PANEL METHODS. 

Panel methods may be thought of as a bridge between the classical potential flow methods and more 
recent approaches based on wall pressure measurements (see Section 8.3). They permit larger model 
size and give more geometric flexibility; considerable detail is possible. However they do not 
automatically accommodate viscous effects or power effects which, if used, have to be added explicitly. 
The discussion in this section will be limited to the special needs of WSTOL flow representation. A more 
general description of panel methods may be found in chapter 2.3. 

A principle difficulty in modelling VlSTOL powered flows concerns the fact that the jet trajectory and cross 
sectional shape are usually unknown and cannot be measured readily. This was circumvented in the 
Heyson approach, above, by assuming a straight-line jet trajectory at an empirically determined angle. 
Other approaches employ more sophisticated empirical shapes based on experimental trajectories, as in 
Section 8.4, for example. The jet cross sectional shape is usually of secondary importance for far field 
calculations, such as wind tunnel effects, provided that the local turning forces are represented. 



A second difficulty concerns the representation of bi-energy flows. We saw in Section 8.2.1 that a vortex 
ring cylinder. or its equivalent, is needed to represent a large helicopter wake properly. In the examples 
quoted in the previous section, Heyson shrinks the ring cylinder to a line, thereby preserving the thrust 
but eliminating the high energy part of the real flow. If a semi-infinite. constant-strength vortex tube is 
employed, an actuator disc is implied at the rotor plane that provides a uniformly distributed jump in 
velocity potential (total pressure). Strictly, the wake of an open rotor should be relaxed to allow slipstream 
contraction to occur, as for propellers (see previous chapter), but this is not usually done in tunnel effects 
applications. In a ducted flow, a semi-infinite vortex ring cylinder may be placed in the duct, to provide the 
energy jump, and radial equilibrium may be achieved by specifying a Neumann boundary condition (zero 
normal flow) at the duct wall. 

Panel methods can be used to address both of 
the above difficulties. An early example (Figure 
8.17) concerns the Boeing fan-in-wing program 
(See Rubbert et al [38]). This application was 
designed for free air performance estimation. 
However with the computing power now 
available, the method could also be used for 
estimating tunnel effects, by adding panelled 
tunnel walls, for example. In Figure 8.17, a 
panelled cylinder is wrapped around an 
empirically determined plume trajectory. 
Doublet panels were employed and the 
Neumann boundary condition was imposed at 
the centre of each. The boundary condition is 
specified all the way around the periphery of 
the cylinder so the effects of the exterior flow 
around the jet body are included. 

The fan face is also represented by doublet 
panels but a finite, rather than a zero normal 
velocity is imposed there. No attempt is made 
to simulate the fan’s geometry or its pressure 
rise characteristic. Directly specifying the 
velocity through the fan defines the jump in 

Figure 8.17 Application of a panel method to a 
fan-in-wing configuration 

potential (and total pressure) across it. Since, at forward speed, there would be a finite velocity through 
the fan plane in free flow (i.e with the fan-face boundary condition unspecified), the actual jump in 
potential is determined by the difference between this free flow and the imposed velocity. This makes it 
very difficult to estimate the boundary condition that would provide a constant total pressure rise across 
the fan, for example. A poor choice of imposed velocity could even lead to pressure loss through the fan 
plane. Assumptions concerning this boundary condition therefore need to be made with considerable 
care and the use of experimental measurements at the fan inlet may be appropriate. Rubbed [38] shows 
significant flow changes as the imposed inlet velocity distribution is changed. 

Viscous effects are simulated in Rubbert [38] using simplified strip methods: the same approach could be 
applied to the wind tunnel walls, including the effects of model-imposed pressures. While this might 
account for most of the viscous effects, wall pressure based methods are needed to capture the full 
interaction. 



8.3 THE WALL PRESSURE SIGNATURE METHOD 

8.3.1 THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

The pressure signature method uses pressure measurements (“signatures”) along the tunnel wall, roof 
and floor centreline to determine the tunnel interference at locations on the test model. The pressure 
data, interpreted as streamwise velocities, are used to determine the strengths and locations of line 
sources and horseshoe vortices that constitute a simplified theoretical model of the object being tested. 
The underlying theory is developed in Section 4.1.3. This contrasts with the two-variable method (Section 
4.1.4) which requires full area coverage of all four tunnel surfaces but requires no representation of the 
model. The pressure signature method has been employed for powered flows for about twenty years. 
There is much less powered flow experience with the two-variable method (see Ashill and Keating [I]). 

The discussion that follows deals with practical aspects of applying the pressure signature method in its 
various forms. The underlying mathematical development is given in Section 4.1. 

8.X1.1 THE THREE DIMENSIONAL INVERSE PROBLEM. 

The first task when using the pressure signature approach is to determine a theoretical flow model of the 
object under test in the wind tunnel using limited geometric information. This flow model includes a 
classical set of wall images. The output from the first task comprises the strengths and locations of the 
model elements; sources, sinks and horseshoe vortices. With these established, the second task - 
finding the interference at the model - is straightforward. This is accomplished by calculating the 
velocities induced at the model location by the tunnel image system. The effects of the tunnel-induced 
flow on model forces and pressures can then be determined. 

The crux of any pressure signature method lies in determining the theoretical model. This particular three 
dimensional inverse problem is unusual because the boundary condition is specified at locations that are 
remote from the generating elements. The element locations are unknown and the expressions for 
induced velocity at the walls, due to model elements, are non-linear in X, Y and Z, the space co- 
ordinates. The problem to be solved is therefore algebraically non-linear. The fact that the theoretical 
model includes an infinite array of tunnel-surface images leads to very complicated equations with little 
prospect for a closed-form solution (see Hackett et al [12]), Appendix IV). Several different solution 
methods have been employed. 

8.3.1.2 NON-LINEAR SOLUTIONS 

Figure 8.18 (upper) shows the original theoretical flow model used for blockage solutions by Hackett et al 
[E] and subsequently (e.g. Hackett et al [IZ]). The lower plot shows how the solid and wake blockage 
contributions combine to give the total tunnel wall signature. The theoretical model comprises a solid- 
blockage line source and line sink, total strengths +Q. and -Qs , located on the tunnel centreline at X1 
and X, (Figure 8.18). and a wake line source, total strength Q, , at station X2 The solid blockage 
source-sink spans bJ and bd are equal but different from bs, There are thus three unknown locations, two 
unknown spans and two unknown strengths, for a total of seven variables. The five geometric variables 
are non-linear; the two strengths are linear. Hackett et al [E] found non-linear solutions for a 9.53% 
normal flat plate using seven points selected from a measured wall signature. Multiple solutions are 
possible because the problem is non-linear: the particular root obtained depends upon the initial estimate 
given to the solver. Complex-number solutions have no meaning in the present context and can be 
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discarded. Three non-linear solutions 
were compared with results obtained 
using the chart look-up approach that 
eventually became standard for many 
applications (see Section 8.3.3). This 
showed that all of the calculated 
interference distributions lay within a 
narrow band, even though the geometry 

DATUM 

and element strengths varied significantly , I 
among the several solutions. 

~//y////////y///////////// / 

The full non-linear, seven variable 
approach is impractical for real-time use 
so additional assumptions were made to 
make the logistics more manageable. The 
source spans, which were found to be 
weak variables, are now estimated from 
the model geometry and it is assumed 
that all the spans are equal and that the 
wake source is positioned midway 

TOTAL 8lQNATunE TOTAL 8lQNATunE 
soLI ‘ BUBBLE BLCCKAOE soLI ‘ BUBBLE BLCCKAOE 

WAKE BLOCKAOE WAKE BLOCKAOE 

between the solid blockage source and 
sink. This approach, which has become 

Figure 8.18 Flow model for the “Source-Source-Sink” 

known as the “source-source-sink 
version of the pressure signature method 

method”, leaves four quantities to be determined, Q,, Q,, X2 and c, (see Figure 8.18). The problem 
remains non-linear, however, and iteration is needed to find the solution. Results using this approach fall 
within the same band as for the seven-variable approach just described. (See Hackett et al [S]). Section 
8.3.3 will describe the production implementation of the “source-source-sink” approach. Conventional 
angle of attack corrections are used in conjunction with this version. 

It is possible in principle to consider an analogous non-linear approach for tunnel-induced upwash, using 
horseshoe vortices instead of line sources. However, in the context of the high lifl situations for which the 
method was developed, interactions between lifting and blockage flows might make it necessary to 
couple the two solutions. For example, vortex-generated upwash, at the sidewalls, can be sufficient at 
very high lift to affect the sidewall blockage signatures. It was therefore decided to adopt a linear 
approach for combined lift and blockage interference (see below and Section 8.3.4) 

8.3.1.3 LINEAR SOLUTIONS 

During the early development of the pressure signature method, there was interest in applying it on-line 
so as to test at “true-q”. Though the source-source-sink approach is reasonably efficient, the computers 
of the day were marginal for this task and a faster code was required. This provided additional incentive 
to develop the “matrix” version of the pressure signature method. 

Fixed-span, fixed-location elements are used under the matrix method, thereby removing the non-linear 
geometric variables from the problem and leaving only element strengths as unknowns. An influence 
matrix is calculated for the measurement locations at the tunnel walls, including the effects of the full 
tunnel image system, as before. Typically, a source array might now include ten elements of unknown 
strength distributed uniformly from the model nose to a location in the wake. 
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Fiaure 8.19 Centreline blockaae distribution for a 

9.53 % normal flat plate 

Figure 8.20 Flow model for the “Matrix” 
version of the pressure signature method 

In a practical installation, designed to 
accommodate a variety of models and 
test conditions, the number of wall 
pressure measurements may be several 
times the number of elements used in the 
theoretical model, so a least-squares 
solution is required. Figure 8.19, which 
uses the same 9.53% normal plate 
pressure signature as the example quoted 
above, shows results for the source- 
source-sink and matrix solutions as 
triangles and crosses respectively. It is 
apparent that the solutions are very 
similar, despite the fact that the element 
distributions differ significantly. 

Influence coefficients for horseshoe elements add 
further columns to the influence matrix, which is solved 
using least-squares as before. Figure 8.20 shows the 
arrangement of four line sources and four horseshoe 
vortices in the wind tunnel. More elements than this 
are usually employed. Section 8.3.4 describes the 
implementation of the matrix method. A description is 
included of how the blockagellifl interaction, 
mentioned above, is handled. 

8.3.1.4 QUASI-LINEAR SOLUTIONS 

Hackett et al [14] and, more recently, Rueger, Crites et 
al [39] mention the proclivity of the matrix version of 
the pressure signature method to produce oscillating- 
strength solutions. In neither of the instances quoted 
was this harmful to the resulting interference 
distribution. These examples reflect the ill- conditioning 
that is common in influence matrices of the present 
type (see also Section 4.1.3). Ill-conditioning is also 
found in more conventional three dimensional inverse 
solutions. The problem has been handled, in pressure 
signature solutions to date, by increasing the element 

pitch and/or reducing the number of elements when the amplitude of the oscillations becomes too large. 

A serious instability problem surfaced recently (1995) in an unpublished study of a non-planar, 
unpowered system that was located above the tunnel centreline. Having generated synthetic signatures 
using a theoretical vortex-source model with twenty elements at ten locations, it was found to be 
impossible to recover the original element strengths from the signatures because of extreme oscillations. 
In some instances, these oscillations propagated to the interference solution. This prompted the 
development of a solver that detects columns in the influence matrix that are “nearly-dependent” and 



eliminates the redundant ones. Row reduction is also possible. With a suitably chosen “near- 
dependency” parameter, the element distribution is thinned and the matrix ill conditioning (solution 
oscillation) is reduced to an acceptable level. After applying this procedure, the interference distributions 
closely matched the theoretical ones generated by the original elements. This new approach could be 
called ‘quasi-linear’ because it edits out redundant elements from the original set. The overall effect is to 
select optimum element locations on a piecewise basis rather than the continuous basis of a true non- 
linear solution. 

Further comments on the construction of the theoretical model are given in Section 4.2.6 

8.3.1.5 THE WAKE-INDUCED DRAG INCREMENT 

The tunnel-induced drag on the source-source-sink model of Figure 8.18 was analysed first by Hackett et 
al [I21 and later by Cooper, Hackett, Wilsden et al [2] and by Hackett [18], [19]. who showed that the in- 
tunnel wind-axis drag coefficient exceeds the free air value by 

where Cc,,, is the viscous part of the model drag coefficient and the symbols inside the brackets are as 
defined previously. A Co, is subtracted from the measured drag coefficient prior to applying the 

dynamic pressure correction. 

The X( ) term is the tunnel-induced interference velocity at the wake source location, due to wake source 
interference, which is proportional to Qw. This acts on a source that represents the model viscous drag. 
The two source values are different because Q w , which is obtained from the wall signature, includes wall 
boundary layer effects whereas the source representing model drag does not. If Co,, Is not readily 

available, Cooper et al (21 suggest that a value derived from Qw should be used instead. Conversely, a 
Co,, based source strength is suggested if Qw is unavailable. An example of the latter type is given in 

Section 8.2.3 of this report, The Cu.,, based approximation will underestimate the correction while the 

Qw based approximation will overestimate it. If the wall boundary layers are disturbed significantly by the 
model, as in car testing for example, the differences between these alternatives can be substantial. 

Hackett [18], [I91 discusses the flow physics implied by the above correction for a normal flat plate. He 
suggests, with some experimental support, that the added drag in the wind tunnel reflects a change in 
separation bubble shape caused by tunnel-induced velocity gradients. Both these references and Cooper 
et al [2] show, however, that this is nof horizontal buoyancy as usually calculated from the product of 
static pressure gradient and model volume. Rather, it is shown by kinematic arguments that, when a full 
analysis of the system is conducted, the gradient-volume term cancels with another. 
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8.3.2 EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS 

8.3.2.1 TESTING AND PREANALYSIS 

Pressure instrumentation is installed along the centrelines of the tunnel roof, floor and walls with 
sufficient length to capture the upstream and downstream asymptotes (Figure 8.18) and sufikcient 
resolution in the vicinity of the model to define the suction and pressure peaks properly. For aeronautical 
applications, this usually means that the full test section length must be covered, with about twenty 
orifices for each of the four signatures. The subject of orifice distribution within the test section length is 
discussed in Section 42.5. Hackett et al [I I] give details of the layout used for the knee-blown flapped 
wing tests quoted in Section 8.1. 

It is not unusual for a test section to be too short and special procedures may be needed to estimate the 
upstream and downstream asymptotes. Cooper, Hackett, Wilsden et al [2] describe an iterative 
procedure that is used to estimate the downstream asymptote and make appropriate adjustments. 
Situations with too-short an upstream test length should be avoided because the tunnel reference system 
may be compromised. However, it is demonstrated in Wilsden [43] that, with careful pressure signature 
analysis, even this situation is recoverable. A source of suitable strength is placed far upstream to shift 
the signature vertically and thereby correct the front asymptote. Good asymptotes will be assumed in the 
discussion below. 

Real wind tunnel walls and pressure orifices may, in practice, be imperfect. For this reason, and because 
of the sensitivity of the method to measurement errors, it is important to acquire a reference set of 
pressures with the model removed from the test section (“empty tunnel signature”). These reference 
data, converted to velocities, are subtracted from the corresponding model-present data. In certain cases 
‘empty tunnel data may be taken with model mounts or a sting installed. Flow calibration at the model 
position must, of course, be carried out with the same equipment in place. Furthermore, if the presence 
of the model imposes a significant supervelocity at the wall, the ‘empty’ reference velocities must 
themselves be corrected before subtraction. Thus the simple superposition equation: 

becomes, on correcting the empty tunnel data: 

Only sidewall pressures are needed to determine the blockage for a centrally-mounted, vertically-lifting 
model. The lifting system generates mainly upwash at the sidewalls and this affects the pressures only at 
very high lift (see Section 8.3.4). In principle, a blockage signature can be obtained for a lifting model by 
calculating the mean of the roof and floor velocity signatures, thereby eliminating the lifting circulation. 
However there is no strong reason to do this (and there are often good reasons not to) so the necessary 
working charts (see below) have never been prepared. 
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8.3.2.2 SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION CONFIGURATIONS. 

A reduction from the full. four-wall pressure instrumentation is possible in some situations. As already 
indicated, only sidewall pressures are needed if the model is centred in the tunnel and conventional 
angle-of-attack corrections are to be used. Both sidewalls should be instrumented a) to accommodate 

. yawed cases, b) as insurance against small tunnel/model asymmetries in nominally symmetric cases 
and c) to allow comparison between walls as an aid to troubleshooting. 

Only ceiling pressures are needed to determine blockage when testing cars or floor-mounted half- 
models. The number of orifices can be tailored to approximately a dozen if it is known that model 
variations will be small. Three-surface instrumentation is sometimes used when tunnel operations 
preclude floor orifices or under conditions with heavy jet impact at the floor. Pressure signature-based 
angle-of-attack corrections are possible with this configuration, but lift corrections calculated without the 
floor signature may be less reliable. 

A long test section is beneficial when testing models that are aerodynamically large, mainly to ensure that 
a good estimate can be made of the downstream asymptote (see below). A good example of this is the 
fact that, prior to the knee-blown flap model tests described earlier, it was determined that the test 
section length should be increased from 1.04 B to about 2.0 B. This was, in fact, done (see Hackett et al 
[ll]). The model was situated at a station 0.55 B from the front of the test section. This test section 
length is not unusual. However, the model is placed further aft in most tunnels, between 0.75 and 1 .OO B. 

8.3.3 ANALYSIS FOR THE “SOURCESOURCESINK” VERSION OF THE METHOD. 

8.3.3.1 BLOCKAGE SIGNATURE ANALYSIS 

The object of the initial analysis is to resolve the measured signature into symmetric (solid blockage) and 
antisymmetric (wake blockage) parts (Figure 8.18). For a simple signature with well defined asymptotes 
the procedure starts bv determining the normalised wake source strength from the asymptotic velocity, 
uAsYMP (Figure 8.21) using 

which is obtained from 
considerations of 
continuity. An initial 
estimate is then made for 
x2 I the position of the 
wake source: the model 
position is usually 
selected. The wall 
signature is then 
calculated for the wake 
source acting alone in the 
wind tunnel, with its 
tunnel images included. 
This signature is 

5% 
u. I 

Figure 8.21 Wall pressure signature analysis for the Source-Source- 
Sink” version of the pressure signature method 
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subtracted from the measured data to yield a trial symmetric (solid blockage) signature. Next, the peak of 
this symmetric part is fitted using a parabola and the location of its apex is determined. If the X-value for 
the peak coincides with the position selected for Q w , within a chosen tolerance. then this part of the 
signature analysis is complete and the flow model can be constructed. If the peak position lies forward or 
aft of 0~. then the wake source is moved towards it and the process is repeated until the two coincide. 
The computer code includes the necessary logic to ensure convergence. This establishes Xz (Figure 
8.21). The signature analysis phase is completed by determining the height, (usvaAJ, )W , of the 
symmetric part of the signature and then DX. the half-width at half-height. 

8.3.3.2 CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOURCE-SOURCE-SINK THEORETICAL MODEL 

Figure 8.22 shows the procedure for constructing the source-source-sink flow model. The quantities 
found from the analysis given above appear in the second row of the chart. The wake source analysis, 
which is already done, appears as the right hand column. The remainder of the chart shows how Qs and 
cs, the remaining components of the blockage model (Figure 8.18). are determined. 

WALL ?lusuRB sn3N.MuRE ANALY.uS 

I I I I 
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WRllpEllBNce ATllfE MODEL ?OWllON 

Figure 8.22 Flaw Chart for tl~ ,,Soume-SourceSin~ version ofthe pressure slgnatum method 
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Figure 8.23 shows the source-sink strength parameter as a function of the peak semi-width DX I B for a 
range of source span bs IS. The value of (u sy~ I U,)I(Qs I UU 8’) , obtained from this plot, is divided into 
the measured value of (usYM I U,) to yield the normalised source-sink strength (Qs I U, B’). 
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Figure 8.23 Source-sink strength parameter [(UsvM/U,)/(Qs/U,B2)]~ as a function of 
source-sink span and peak semi-width for H/B = 0.707 

Figure 8.24, which has the same general layout as Figure 8.23, is used to determine the source-sink 
spacing cs I B. X3 I B and X, I B are then determined as (X2 I B) f % (cs I B). This completes the 
definition of the source-source-sink model. 
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Figure 8.24 Source-sink spacing as a function of source-sink span bs/B and peak semi- 

width for tunnel H/B = 0.707 
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8.3.3.3 APPLICATION OF THE SOURCE-SOURCE-SINK MODEL. 

With the strengths, spans and locations of two sources and a sink now known, tunnel blockage is 
determined by superposing the image effects of each of these, using the generic interference curve of 
Figure 8.25. It will be noticed that the curve is essentially independent of bs I B. The fact that the curve 
asymptotes to 1.414 ( = B I H), rather than 1 .OO, is a consequence of employing 8’ in the normalisation, 
rather than BH. This is a carry-over from early versions of the method. Finally, the contributions of the 
three singularities, with suitable X-shifts, are summed to give the blockage velocity distribution along the 
tunnel centreline. This is now available for tunnel-q correction at the model reference point or at other 
significant points along a model such as for CP corrections distributed along the model length. Figure 
8.26, taken from Hackett [17], shows drag correlations for a family of four aspect-ratio 3.0 flat plate 
wings, Their sizes range from 1.6% to 18.7% of the test section area. Broken lines show the uncorrected 
Co’s, Despite the very large corrections for the 18.7% plate, these data collapse well. Numerous 
additional examples may be found in Hackett [17] and earlier publications. Hackett, Wilsden and Lilley 
1121 provide FORTRAN code for this method, including iteration to allow for truncation of the forward and 
aft asymptotes. A methodology for preparing the charts (or their table equivalents) is also given. 

g 1.25 

s’ 1.00 

e 0.15 

3 0.50 

Figure 8.25 Generic curve for determining axial flow interference 
velocity for a source in a tunnel with H/B = 0.707 

Fiiure 8.26 Drag correlation for a family of aspect-ratio three flat-plate wings 
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8.3.4 ANALYSIS FOR THE “MATRIX” VERSION OF THE METHOD. 

As explained previously, the need for a matrix procedure arises for three main reasons. First, it is faster 
and more direct than the source-source-sink approach, just described. Second, it has greater geometric 
flexibility for unusual model shapes. Third, it is better suited to handle the “cross” effects between lift 
constraint and blockage, discussed in Section 8.3.1 and described in detail below. 

8.3.4.1 LIFT-BLOCKAGE COUPLING 

The effects of tunnel blockage are felt more or less equally on all four tunnel surfaces. The effects of 
vertical lift, being antisymetric, are felt mainly at the floor and roof, particularly for unswept wing models. It 
follows that, as a first approximation, lift effects may be captured by finding the difference between the 
roof and floor signatures and blockage effects are characterised mainly by the wall signatures. However, 
these approximations start to break down for swept wings at angle of attack and in very high lift situations 
in which vortex-induced upwash, at the tunnel walls, is sufficient to influence the pressure measurements 
there. This is examined in detail in Hackett et al [15]. Nonetheless the above approximations provide a 
useful basis for a correction procedure. 

‘REMWE EFFECT 

Figure 8.27 Flow chart for the “Matrix” version of the pressure signature method 

Figure 8.27, taken from Hackett [17], shows the flow diagram for the matrix version of the pressure 
signature method. The theoretical part of the procedure involves setting up influence matrices for the 
effects, at the tunnel walls, floor and roof of the source and vortex arrays that represent the model (see 
Figure 8.20). Examples of these matrices are given in Hackett et al [14]. The lifting signatures are 
analysed first (0 in Figure 8.27) from which angle of attack corrections may be immediately calculated. 
The upwash is then calculated at the sidewalls, assuming the trailing vortices to be horizontal, and 
appropriate corrections are made to the sidewall pressures (see 0). The sidewall data are now ready for 
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use, and the blockage influence matrix is used to determine the source strength distribution (see 0). 
Finally, the blockage due to the source images is determined. at @. A single pass through the procedure 
is usually sufficient for all but the most extreme cases. Hackett et al [15] describe a corresponding multi- 
pass procedure and include the necessary FORTRAN code. 

8.3.4.2 ANGLE-OF -ATTACK CORRECTIONS 

It is shown in Hackett [15] that, when applied to simple wings, the angle of attack corrections obtained 
using the above method agree well with those using conventional methods (e.g. Glauert [3]). The cross- 
effect corrections were negligible in these cases. For powered models lifting more strongly, the Williams 
and Butler [44] approach, derived for jet-flapped wings, has been preferred in the past. In this method, 
the classical Glauert result is divided by ( 1 + (2 C, I AR) ). Figure 8.28 shows angle of attack 
corrections for a swept 
wing with a knee-blown 
flap that was tested to very 
high lift by Hackett et al 
[15]. Glauert corrections 
are given by the straight 
line through the origin; the 
Williams and Butler 
corrections are given by 
the short, inclined lines. 
These are located 
appropriately for the C, 
value concerned. Angle of 
attack corrections derived 
from wall pressures are 
denoted by lines with cross 
symbols. Successive 
crosses on a given line 
represent increasing angle 
of attack. Both the Glauert 
and Williams and Butler 
methods overestimate the 
low-alpha corrections but 
severely underestimate the 
rate of increase with CL, 
particularly at high-C,. This 
suggests that the corrected 
lift curve slopes will be 
lower for pressure 
signature corrected data 
than when other correction 
formulations are used. 

A a deg 

Wing span = 20.0 ” 

sweep = 25 deg 

Nominal chord = 4 ” 

25% knee-blown flap at 60 de8 

15% slat at 80 deg 

W&B = Williisand Butler (1961) 

Figure 8.28 Angle of attack corrections for a jet-flapped wing 
determined by pressure signature and other methods. 
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Figure 8.29 Sensitivity of corrections to upwash at the sidewall measuring points. 
(Swept, knee-blown flap model at Cp = 2.0) 

Figure 8.29 shows the effects of the lift-related sidewall pressure corrections for the C, = 2.0 case of the 
previous figure. Uncorrected data are shown by crosses. Corrected data without wall cross flow effects 
are denoted by full lines and fully-corrected data have broken lines. These are compared with large- 
tunnel measurements on the same model, shown by circle-points. Both blockage and angle of attack 
effects are included. It is apparent that the lift curve is seriously over corrected if the wall cross flow 
effects are not included. The wall cross flow effects on drag are small, but they shift the curve in the 
wrong direction relative to the large-tunnel data. 

The point is made, in Hackett et al [15], that the present wall cross flow terms can be in error because the 
vortex trajectoty is “frozen” i.e., increases in vortex deflection, with increasing lift, are not accounted for. 
This is important because the upwash distribution on the wall opposite to a nearby vortex is peaky. This 
results in underestimation of the wall cross flow effects at low C, and overestimation at high C, A 
wake relaxation procedure would remove this difficulty. 

8.3.4.3 POWERED APPLICATIONS AT VERY HIGH LIFT 

Extensive two-tunnel comparisons were made in the late 1970’s for a range of knee-blown flap 
configurations. Two basic models were tested in the (then) Lockheed-Georgia 30 x 42-inch tunnel and 
the NASAIAAMRDL 7 x IO-foot tunnel. Both models had flapped spans of 20 inches with a nominal 
chord of 4.0 inches. The flap upper surface angles were 76-degrees and 60.0-degrees for the straight 
and swept models respectively. Slats were fmed to both models routinely, but these could be removed. 
5.0-inch chord tip extensions could be added to both models, bringing their spans to 30-inches. Further 
details of the unswept and swept models are shown in Figures 8.8 and 8.26 

Sample results will be presented here for the swept-wing configuration with tips and slats fitted. The 
source references for this and other configurations are: 

NASA CR 114,496 (Hackett et al [S]) Straight winged model section design. 
NASA CR 137,857 (Hackett et al [Q]) Straight winged model test. 
NASA CR 152,032 (Hackett et al [13]) Straight and swept model tests. 
NASA CR 166,186 (Hackett et al [15]) Straight and swept model tests. 
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The above references include a number of configuration variations and various developmental versions 
of the pressure signature method. Of these, the last reference should be considered definitive because it 
employs the matrix method, which is better suited to “difficult” pressure signatures. 

Figure 8.30 shows the lift and drag characteristics for the swept knee-blown flap model, tested in small 
and large tunnels, with the tips fitted. Ground blowing was employed as needed. The broken lines show 
data from the NASAIAAMRDL 7 x10-foot tunnel, the full lines with points are corrected 30 x 43-inch 
tunnel data. The tunnel corrections were of similar magnitude to those shown in Figure 8.7, for the 
straight wing. Heavy ground impingement for the upper three curves (C, ‘s of 4.0, 6.0 and 10.0) rendered 
the floor pressure signatures unusable and the Ming solutions were obtained using a ‘roof-only’ program 
option. The sidewall lift-on-blockage corrections were found to be excessive in these cases and were 
omitted. These analysis difficulties could probably have been alleviated by a wake relaxation procedure, 
as mentioned earlier. Such a procedure would deflect the trailing vortices downward in these cases, away 
from the sidewall pressure orifices 

0 a -deg 
0 10 20 IO Y 

Figure 8.30 Large tunnel and corrected small tunnel lift and drag characteristics for a swept- 
wing, knee-blown flap model (Large tunnel : broken lines. Small tunnel : symbols 

Figure 8.30 demonstrates tendencies towards overcorrection and slightly early stall in the small tunnel 
that increase at the higher C, ‘s. Pithing moment characteristics, versus angle-of-attack, were well 
reproduced in the small tunnel with slightly reduced slopes at the highest C, ‘s (see Hackett et al [15]). By 
design, the Iii range of Figure 8.30 and for the other configurations quoted above, is probably twice that 
that is likely to be used in practice. Even with moderate jet impact at the ground and despite the need for 
large boundary corrections to the small tunnel data, the use of ground blowing and “matrix” pressure 
signature corrections yields results in the one-to-ten CL range that reproduce large tunnel data well. 
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83.5 DISCUSSION 

The source-source-sink and matrix versions of the pressure signature method each have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. If pressure signature-based angle-of-attack corrections are required, the 
matrix method must be used because no code has been written for vortex elements comparable to the 
source-source-sink approach. Other reasons for using the matrix method include its greater geometric 
flexibility, the fact that an upstream source can be used to deal with asymptote problems at the front of a 
measured pressure signature and the fact that the method is better suited to batch processing. Balanced 
against these is the fact that, with too-close element spacing or noisy signature data, the matrix method 
can generate oscillations in singularity strength that may propagate into the interference distribution. The 
net wake source strength, used to estimate the wake-induced drag increment (Section 8.3.1) is much 
less accurate for the matrix method because it is the net of distributed values that may be oscillating. 
Both methods are susceptible to data scatter in the body of the signature and particular care is needed 
with the forward and aft asymptotes in both cases. A continued commitment is needed to make wall 
pressure signature software more self-tending in this regard, including intelligent system health 
monitoring. The design of the singularity model for the matrix method is still somewhat of an art and a 
certain amount of cut-and-try is needed to counter excessive oscillations when these are encountered. 
Work is in progress (Winter 1998) that addresses the latter problem. 

8.4 TUNNEL INTERFERENCE FOR A JET-IN-CROSSFLOW 

8.4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Whether jet, fan or rotor powered, the defining flow for VTOL aircraft is a round jet directed at right angles 
to the mainstream. Figure 8.31, taken from Hackett et al [4], shows how a jet emergent from a tunnel 
floor, for example, is bent by the mainstream towards the streamwise direction. A trailing vortex pair 
forms and the jet fluid splits into two parts. An equivalent theoretical model, used for estimating tunnel 

interference effects, will be described below. 

There is little hope of solving for the details of 
a jet-in-crossflow theoretical flow model using 
the methods of Section 8.3: the details are too 
complex and the three-dimensional inverse 
process is too fragile. The procedure adopted 
therefore starts by modelling just the jet and 
finding its tunnel effects when acting alone. 
Next, the jet-in-crossflow wall signatures are 
removed from the measured signatures using 
the appropriate velocity superpositions. The 
resulting ‘rest-of-model’ signatures are then 
processed using standard pressure signature 
methods to find that part of the tunnel 
interference. The jet-in-crossflow and ‘rest-of- 
model’ interference effects are then added 
together to give the total tunnel interference. 

Figure 8.31 Sketch of jet deformation by a crossflow 
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8.4.2 THEORETICAL FLOW MODEL 

Figure 8.32 shows the ‘skeleton’ of vortex, source and doublet lines that comprise the theoretical flow 
model developed by Hackett et al in 1981. The x-dimension has been foreshortened in this figure. The 
model recognises the possibility that, in a tunnel test situation, the jet will impinge on the opposite surface 
of the tunnel -the tunnel roof in the case shown. 

The model details were derived somobDoobbt* 
using a combination of empirical 
fits to jet shape with simple jet 
mixing concepts. Three singularity 
types are employed in the 
theoretical model, each with its 
OW" specific task. These 
comprised vortex, source and 
doublet lines and the result was 
named the “VSD” flow model. The 
trajectory and strengths of the 
vortex model reproduce 
experimental measurements. The 
path of the source and doublet 
lines models the trajectory of the 
maximum total pressure point in Figure 8.32 Geometry of the jet-in-crossflow theoretical model 

measured jets; this penetrates 
more deeply into the flow than do the vortices. Source strength is derived from considerations of jet 
width, combined with simple mixing concepts to accommodate jet growth. The doublet lines provide the 
appropriate level of wake closure. The trajectory equations, derived in Hackett et al [15] are: 

RI”’ , for the vortex pair 

333 
R'Ow , for the source and doublet lines 

;=0.0769 ; [ 1 
0 440 

Rlooo, for all of the trajectories 

The corresponding singularity strengths are given by: 

G 
12= 0.600 
u.4 

+ O.O865R* tanh(X,, /D) (vortex strength) 

SIZ - = 
Urn D 

y Jv (source strength /unit length) 
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-f&l+ 023X,, / D (doublet strength) 

where XI2 is the mean X-position of a link 1:2, for example, Dsf2 is its total length and R is the jet-to- 
mainstream velocity ratio’. Density-corrected velocities are used for hot or cold jets. Only the x-wise 
component of the doublet vector is used. 
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Figure 8.33 Geometry and element strengths for the J-inch jet at R = 2 and R = 4 

Figure 8.33 shows examples of applying the above equations to a J-inch diameter jet tested in a 30-inch 
high tunnel. The jet was directed vertically upwards from a pipe whose exit was at mid-height i.e., the jet 
exit was five jet diameters from the roof and the floor. The test section extended approximately 20- 
diameters downstream of the jet exit. Data are shown for velocity ratios, R. of two and four. The roof 
impact occurred downstream of the test section exit for R=2 (left two plots) but fell within the test section 
at R=4 (right two plots). As already indicated in Figure 8.32, source and doublet impingement occurs 
before that for the vortex pair. When impact occurs, the vertical motion ceases, horizontal spreading 
continues and, in the absence of the relevant experimental data, the singularity strengths are ‘frozen’ at 
their impact values. The abrupt change in the theoretical plume trajectory at impact raises the issue of 
whether the real plume bends ‘in anticipation’ of contact. It was shown experimentally, however, that the 
jet remains essentially ‘stiff until it is about 1% diameters from the impingement point. 

’ It should be noted that the final term was omitted from the vortex strength equation of Hackett et 
al (1981). It was, however, included in the code listing in that document. 
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Figure 8.34 Comparison of LSD-model wall pressure preconditions (+) with 
measurements (0) (5inch jet at R = 2) 

An acid test of any model simulation of the present type concerns its ability to predict wall pressures. The 
walls are twice as close to the test model as the first tunnel image, so if the wall pressures can be 
predicted correctly then it is reasonable to assume that the interference predictions are also good. Figure 
8.34 shows predicted and measured wall pressures for the R=2 case just described. ‘Empty’-tunnel 
pressures, measured with the jet supply pipe installed, have been removed from the jet-on data using an 
appropriate superposition procedure. The theoretical model predicts the wall pressures quite well for the 
tunnel corners and the mid-wall (upper plots and lower left plot in Figure 8.34). However, the positive 
pressure on the roof ahead of the jet is under-predicted. The reasons are not immediately obvious for the 
R=2 case. However, for the impinging, R=4 case pressure coefficients greater than plus three were 
measured on the roof. This reflects higher-than-mainstream total pressures in the jet plume.’ Upstream 
propagation of these pressures can be anticipated and it is hypothesised that a similar effect may have 
been present at R=2. despite the absence of impingement within the test section, 

The comparisons quoted above involve a re-implementation of the original code, the electronic version 
having been lost as a result of various system upgrades. The opportunity was taken to improve the flow 
model by paying greater attention to detail in the impingement region. The original results show a 
levelling-out of the predicted pressures towards the end of the test section, rather than the continuously 
rising characteristics of Figure 8.34. This has been traced to premature plume truncation in the earlier 
model. The correlations are now significantly better than before for the three-inch jet and somewhat 
worse for the one-inch jet. However the pressures are much smaller for the one-inch jet (C,‘s of order 
0.00 to 0.02) and are correspondingly more prone to experimental error when removing the empty tunnel 
datum pressures. Wall pressures, and by implication the tunnel interference effects, are much greater for 
the three-inch jet. 

’ Simulation of higher-than-mainstream total pressure is beyond the capability of the present 
theoretical model. A ring-vortex tube model would be required to simulate this condition. 



8.4.2.1 TUNNEL INTERFERENCE FOR A ROUND JET-IN-CROSSFLOW 

As for conventional models, the tunnel interference for jets at low velocity ratio, R, may be calculated 
using a standard wall image system. However at higher R values, when impingement occurs within the 
test section length, there is the additional issue of the changed jet shape. Instead of continuing on, the jet 
is bent suddenly as it hits the tunnel surface and is forced towards the streamwise direction. Changes in 
the flow field associated with this redirection are part of wind tunnel constraint. 

Figure 8.35 
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Derivation of free air condition from conventional tunnel interference 
and plume redirection effects 

Figure 8.35 shows how this is handled for 
the present flow model. The desired free air 
condition, with the plume streaming freely, is 
built up from three major parts: the in-tunnel 
measurement; the classical image effect and 
a plume redirection effect, which has two 
parts. The first part of redirection removes 
the deflected part of the plume, within the 
tunnel, which runs along the tunnel surface. 
The second part of redirection replaces this 
by the free-flowing plume extension that 
would have been present in free air. 

Figure 8.36 shows how this works out in 
practice. The example selected is the R=4 
case for the three-inch jet quoted previously. 
The upper plot shows interference velocities 
in the mainstream direction. It is found that, at 
X=0. redirection adds almost 20% to the 
image-induced interference. The deflected 
plume at the tunnel surface (lowest curve) 
provides mainly aft-located source effects that 
slow the flow at the model location. Removing 
the roof elements therefore adds to the tunnel 
induced supervelocity. Adding the extended 
plume reduces this effect slightly. 

o.o*o 

Figure 8.38 Jet plume interference due to image and 
plume redirection effects. (3-inch jet at R = 4) 



The lower plot in Figure 8.36 shows the corresponding effects on upwash interference. The results 
shown are, of course, for an inverted jet. In this case, redirection reduces the interference at X=0 by 
about 6X%. The redirection effect increases rapidly on proceeding aft, however. so there may be pitching 
moment implications, Once again the flow mechanism centres around the source links at the roof, which 
provide significant downwash in the present case (upwash for a downward-directed jet). Removing this 
adds to the image effect. The extended plume reduces it. 

The blockage curves given by Hackett et al [15] flattened out at about X/B = 0.25 whereas the present 
trend continues upward (upper plot, Figure 8.36). This is attributed to the extension of the present flow 
model in the impingement region and parallels a similar observation for the pressure signature 
predictions, discussed earlier. The upwash predictions differ for similar reasons. The present trends now 
resemble more closely those quoted for other methods. 

8.4.2.2 TUNNEL INTERFERENCE FOR OTHER CONFIGURATIONS 

The extension to multiple normal jets is straightforward. since the induced velocities are superposable. 
However, this covers only one angle of attack/jet deflection angle. The 1981 work was terminated before 
non-normal jet injection models could be formulated. However, corresponding experiments were done for 
jets directed 30degrees forward and 30-degrees aft of the vertical. The corresponding flow maps and 
wall pressure signatures are available in the 1981 reference. These parallel those used to develop the 
theoretical model described above. It should be possible to model at least these configurations using a 
similar approach and interpolation for intermediate angles should be straightforward. The fact that the 
original code required no modification once the basic VSD model was established attests to the 
soundness of the fluid mechanics that underlie the jet-in-crossflow theoretical model. 

For cases with the model in ground effect, no redirection is required, the ground image becomes part of 
the model and the tunnel image system is modified accordingly. However this option has not been coded 
into the programme. This approach assumes, of course, that the model is at the appropriate height above 
the tunnel floor. Ground blowing should be applied at the level for in-ground testing, rather than the level 
for free air simulation (see Section 8.1.2). 
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9. WALL CORRECTION METHODS FOR DYNAMIC TESTS 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Wind tunnel wall interference in unsteady flow has not been as thoroughly investigated as it has been in 
steady flow. In the case of unsteady flow, the problem of wind tunnel wall interference is complicated 
even more by additional parameters describing the time dependent variation of the unsteady flow field. 
Moreover, other sources of interference such as tunnel wall reflections in the form of acoustic waves, 
and, as a consequence, wind tunnel resonance, play an important role as well. 

Most investigations on unsteady wind tunnel wall interference known so far have concentrated on 
(harmonically) oscillating lifting systems and bodies undergoing small amplitudes of motion in closed and 
ventilated wind tunnel test sections. For the case of such motion-induced unsteady flow, a general outline 
of the problem from a theoretical point of view is given in Ref. [29]. [3] reports on investigations in a small 
wind tunnel test section with slotted walls and with closed walls. In cases with no different steady 
pressure distribution between the tests with the different walls, the unsteady results were in a good 
agreement as well , while for higher transonic Mach numbers both the steady and unsteady results were 
affected significantly by difference in tunnel walls. Experimental results from systematic wind tunnel 
interference measurements are reported in [29]. Lambourne (211 reports results of oscillatory wing tests 
in 4 European wind tunnels. Unsteady interference effects in the smaller tunnels (DRA Bedford, DLR 
Gottingen) were bigger and led to a suppression of unsteady pressure peaks (due to shock motions) that 
were clearly present in the larger tunnels (ONERA S2 Modane, NLR HST Amsterdam). The ratios of 
model span-to-tunnel width were 0.45 and 0.25 for the smaller and bigger tunnels, respectively (see 
Figure 1). Nevertheless, most unsteady aerodynamic tests are not even performed in tunnels with 
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Figure 1 : Results of unsteady measurements in different wind tunnels 
(AGARD Tests on the NORA Wing). 
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stationary adaptation. Unsteady tunnel interferences are neglected, only the vicinity of tunnel resonance 
is avoided, and the largest ratio of tunnel-to-model size is chosen. But such results become questionable, 
especially when they are expected to serve for the validation of CFD codes. Meanwhile, these have 
reached a maturity that demands from validation experiments accuracies of a few percent for unsteady 
lift and moment coefficients. 

Of course, tunnel interference may also affect flutter tests because the critical flutter index (speed or 
tunnel pressure) is strongly governed by unsteady motion-induced airtoads. Lu [25] reports flutter tests 
with 3 flutter models of a Delta wing of different size but having structural dynamical similarity. Tests in 
the same wind tunnel have shown significant influence of the model-to-tunnel size ratio on the flutter 
boundary. 

Additional complexity in wind tunnel wall interference arises for rotary balance tests and for oscillatory 
tests with large support systems. Model support structures have to be massive in order to provide the 
necessary stiffness while forcing the desired model motion. Large support structures lead to additional 
strong interferences between the model, support and tunnel walls. While interference between model and 
tunnel walls is characterised by one lag time for the convection of unsteady waves between the model 
and tunnel walls, model-support-wall interference (often including separated flow regions) will involve 
more characteristic time lags. While there is hardly a chance to correct these complicated interference 
effects, unsteady tunnel interferences for oscillatory 2D and 3D clean wing model tests in sub- and 
transonic flows have been investigated, modelled and also corrected for during the last years. 

With the recent developments of adaptive wind tunnel walls, by which steady wall effects are eliminated 
or significantly reduced by actively controlling flow near the walls, new possibilities for the correction of 
wind tunnel wall interference have also emerged for unsteady flow. In the following, the prospects and 
concepts of experimental and analytical techniques for the correction of unsteady wind tunnel wall 
effects, appearing with aerodynamic and aeroelastic measurements of oscillating lifting systems and 
bodies, are presented. First, some fundamental relations of motion-induced unsteady flow fields, basic 
for a physical understanding and analytical treatment of unsteady flow phenomena, are explained. Then 
the principal causes of unsteady wind tunnel interference are described and the practicability of adaptive 
wind tunnel walls to eliminate unsteady aerodynamic wall interference effects in unsteady aerodynamic 
and aeroelastic wind tunnel model measurements is discussed. Finally, prospective wind tunnel wall 
corrections for motion-induced unsteady flow, applying steady flow wall adaptation and CFD techniques, 
are outlined. 
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9.2 PHYSICAL BASICS OF UNSTEADY WIND TUNNEL INTERFERENCE 

9.2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF MOTION-INDUCED UNSTEADY FLOW FIELDS 

The differential equation which governs the inviscid unsteady flow due to small oscillatory perturbations 
imposed on a steady, uniform flow field is a wave equation. In reference to rectangular w-ordinates, see 
Figure 2, this equation for two-dimensional unsteady compressible flow, generated by an oscillating 
airfoil, reads as (see [23]): 

Here C#J = Q (x,r,t) is the time-dependent perturbation velocity potential, u, the velocity of the 

undisturbed flow, M, the corresponding Mach number and a, the velocity of sound. When the steady 
free stream Mach number is close to unity, the governing equation for 20 transonic flow in its simplest 
form reads as: 

(9.2) 

where y denotes the ratio of specific 

heats. Eq. (9.2) is the time-linearised 
transonic small perturbation (TSP) equa- 
tion, where we recognise a non-linear 
term associated with the steady flow 
potential r#r’ independent of time t. The 
corresponding 3D equation includes an 
additional term 4,. In the case of 

harmonic motion of the airfoil, 

0 (x, Y, t) = 4 (x, Y) P (9.3) 

with the w-ordinate transformations 
(L = reference length) 

“;,y’~~.r+,p =Jiq (9.4) 

and upon introduction of a reduced 
velocity potential cp, Eq. (9.1) can be 
transformed into the well-known Helm- 
holtz wave equation: 

I$ = rp 3cps + VP, + a?rp = 0 (9.5) 

A fundamental solution is: 

Q - fp(ar) 

“, u, 

lY 
upper tunnel wall 

/////// //////////////////////// 

unsteady wake b 

lower tunnel wsll 

Figure 2 : Oscillating airfoil in a wind tunnel 

(9.6) 

with H denoting the Hankel function of a second kind and order zero, satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation 
condition and w = circular frequency, k = reduced frequency, k = reduced wave number; rdenotes the 
hyperbolic distance between the transmitting point (5 , n) and control point (x, y) of the flow field. 



(9.7) 

Hence, the unsteady part of the flow field of a harmonically oscillating airfoil may be represented by a 
superposition of perturbation sources which move with the basic flow velocity u, and propagate in the 
form of waves with the velocity of sound a,, thus exhibiting a waviness in the flow field dependent on the 
parameter 2 and on the mode of oscillation as well. As a typical example, Figure 3 illustrates the 
motion-induced unsteady flow geld of an oscillating airfoil in 2D compressible flow, where cp’ denotes 
the real part (in phase with the oscillating airfoil) and q” the imaginary part (90 degrees out of phase) of 
the unsteady velocity potential. It can be seen that this unsteady flow field is by far more complicated 
than the steady flow field of an airfoil at rest. 

Figure 3 : Motion-induced unsteady flow field (complex unsteady potential) 
of an airfoil in harmonic pitch oscillation around 42.5% chord axis 
( 9 = real , I$’ = imaginary part ) 

For transonic flows, the oscillatory behaviour of motion-induced unsteady 2D and 3D flow fields was 
thoroughly investigated in [38]. Unsteady flow fields induced by small amplitudes may be modelled by 
singularity distributions, whose disturbances propagate as nearly plane waves through a non- 
homogeneous steady flow field. This propagation is described by a nonhomogeneous Helmholtz 
equation, which is derived from Eq. (9.2). 

(9.8) 

The right-hand side of (9.8) models the effects of nonuniform steady transonic flow on the propagation of 
disturbances. Of main importance are the curvature and density of acoustic rays, which are properties 
directly related to the transonic influence and to the density of disturbance energy. Fig. 4 shows a typical 
result of propagation in a 2D transonic flow field. Only in the near field of the airfoil, transonic effects 



Figure 4 : Propagation of acoustic disturbances (rays) in a transonic flow field 
(NACA 0012, Ma, = 0,79) OOCOOO : boundary of local supersonic bubbles 

significantly change the ray curvature and ray density compared to the behaviour in a homogeneous flow 
(straight rays with uniform density). Note that upstream disturbances propagate themselves in such a 
manner that they are bent around the shock, which forms the downstream boundary of the local super- 
sonic region. The ray density is very large near the shock and very small in the supersonic region. This 
corresponds to large and small values of disturbance energy. Rays reaching the tunnel walls are not 
significantly affected by the transonic effects as long as local supersonic regions do not extend close to 
the walls. Then the flow near the walls may be fully described by the linear theory because all distur- 
bances from the airfoil reaching the walls propagate themselves, nearly unaffected by the local 
supersonic bubble. 

9.2.2 WIND TUNNEL INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN UNSTEADY FLOW 

From the practical point of view, the most important types of motion-induced unsteady flow fields in a 
wind tunnel arise from forced or self-excited (flutter) oscillations of the model. In such wind tunnel inves- 
tigations the unsteady aerodynamic data of main interest are the magnitude and phase of the motion- 
induced unsteady pressures. For instance, for an airfoil performing pitching oscillation of amplitude Aa 
about a mean incidence a,, the wall interference effects on magnitude and phase of the unsteady 
pressures can be considered under the following headings : 

. steady effects on the flow for the mean incidence a, , 

. quasi-steady effects in context with the time-dependent kinematic flow conditions for all changes of 
incidence within the range (a, - Arx) < CL < (a,, + Ao1), 

. unsteady effects on the manner in which the magnitude and phase of the motion-induced unsteady 
pressure vary with frequency in context with the unsteady wake. 

. unsteady effects in compressible flow from acoustic interference 

Hence, the requirements for the avoidance of wind tunnel wall interference effects in unsteady tests are: 

- correct (undisturbed) base flow and correct steady perturbations, 
- absence of any additional unsteady effects, 

i.e., an unsteady process may be directly affected by steady flow wall interference as wall as by the 
purely unsteady sources of interference, as demonstratively shown in [22]. The principal causes of 
unsteady tunnel interference - in addition to the well known steady interference effects, such as wall 
constraint, shock wave reflection in transonic flow and wall boundary layers - are (see Figure 5) : 
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- unsteady effects of wall constraint, 
- reflection by the walls of model generated acoustic disturbances, and - as a consequence - 
- acoustic wind tunnel resonance, 
- distortion of the oscillatory wake of the model by other tunnel deficiencies, 
- inherent tunnel flow fluctuations, 
- wing support interference. 

In [7], wall effects on a transient motion of an airfoil in incompressible flow (stepwise change in angle of 
attack) is theoretically investigated. This is of importance for tests in response to control deflections. The 
unsteady development of lift strongly depends on the relative model size, as well as on the type of tunnel 
walls. Lift is built up faster for open walls than for closed ones and the influence of the relative model 

steady rnd ““steady steady steady and un*te&y 
\\\\\\\\\ 

- -- 
--- --- 

Figure 5 : Principal causes of wind tunnel interference 

size is more significant for open walls. 

Since a clear understanding of these unsteady wind tunnel interference effects is a basic concern for the 
application of adaptive wall concepts and the development of correction methods, they will be discussed 
in more detail in the following. Corrections for unsteady effects of wall constraint - excluding transonic 
flow- in tunnels having well-defined wall boundary conditions can readily be obtained from theoretical 
investigations. The corresponding boundary conditions for open and closed (solid) wind tunnel walls can 
easily be established, see [28], but it is difficult to obtain estimations for ventilated wind tunnel walls 
because of mathematical uncertainties about the boundaries. For two dimensional airfoils oscillating in 
sub- and supersonic flow several of such analytical unsteady wall correction techniques have already 
been elaborated. 

In a free atmosphere an oscillating model would leave behind an oscillating wake, the vorticity distribution 
of which is consistent with the unsteady flow at the model. If this wake is affected by a tunnel shock wave 
in a tunnel, driving fan, a near tunnel corner, or a support system, the unsteady aerodynamic loading at 
the model may be notably influenced. There are reasons to suggest that this source of unsteady 
interference is of considerable importance in certain special cases of flow speed and less important in 
transonic flow. 

Finally, various types of flow fluctuations, often collectively described as tunnel noise, can have several 
unwanted effects, particularly in aeroelastic model investigations. One of the principal sources of noise in 



transonic tunnels is the flow over ventilated walls. It is possible to reduce the noise from these walls by 
covering the perforations with gauze cloth and to apply sound-absorbing material to the tunnel walls, as 
shown in [26]. 

9.2.3 UNSTEADY WIND TUNNEL WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Pressure in a flow field with small unsteady perturbations of an undisturbed homogeneous mean flow 
fulfils the following equation 

with the pressure coefficient 

(P-P,) 
cp = 0.5 pu: 

(9.9) 

(9.10) 

In the following, the disturbance normal velocity component v with respect to the walls is important 

L=*-+* 
u, &l--dy 

with n = f y for upperorlower wall (9.11) 

In the following, it is assumed that the flow field may be modelled by a mean steady flow and an 
unsteady harmonic perturbation 

g(x.Y,t)=~“(x,Y)+~(x,Y)e’W (9.12) 

While numerical computations of unsteady flow fields assume nonreflecting far field boundary conditions 
at outer boundaries (Sommerfelds radiation condition), tunnel walls have to be taken into account by 
special conditions. 

Closed (solid) walls: vanishing normal velocity component at the walls for both steady and unsteady flow 
component 

(9.13) 

Open walls (free iet): vanishing pressure disturbances (p = pm) at the walls 

(c,=(~*+ik~)=o~g(x)=~ (-m)e-N’(‘-‘+~ =o (9.14) 

taking into account that the unsteady disturbance potential vanishes for infinite upstream position. 

Ventilated walls: The two extreme conditions of closed and open walls yield opposite interference effects. 
While closed walls increase lift, open walls decrease the free air value of lift coefficient. The ventilated 
walls yield values between the two extreme wall types. In the following, the model is located at z = 0 
midway between two (upper and lower) tunnel walls (z = fb) 
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Porous (oerforated) walls: 

ViSCOUS effect i’v =$*$,+ikq3+Z@n=0 

( i $+ik c~(,,,b)iz$e,(x,*b)=o 

(9.15) 

with a complex porosity factor: Z = R + is, R = f/p (resistance) and S reactance 

Slotted walls: normal flow with velocity Y through the walls is described by momentum equation 

A$‘Vp= (p-p-) 
K 

(9.16) 

with a slot parameter K (dimension length). This approach yields 

$+K#,=O 

c~(x,~h)iK~c~(x,*h)=O (9.16) 

Here the limiting cases of K = 0 and K = CO describe the open jet and solid walls, respectively. 

9.2.4 ACOUSTIC INTERFERENCE AND TUNNEL RESONANCE 

In compressible flow, the reflection of acoustic disturbances from wind tunnel wails and their return to the 
model is a crucial unsteady interference problem. As shown in the previous section, an oscillating model 
generates unsteady pressure disturbances in the form of travelling acoustic waves which propagate 
outwards in the tunnel. After being reflected from the walls, these disturbances return to the model, 

Figure 6 : Positions of wave front from a disturbance at p. 

and reflection of acoustic waves from a wall 

the disturbance to be reflected by the wall and return to pc is : 

causing additional pressure 
changes there. This is in contrast to 
the Sommerfeld far field radiation 
condition, which requires a 
reflection-free propagation of dis- 
turbances to infinity in free 
atmosphere. 

Figure 6 shows an airfoil in 2D 
subsonic flow and the wave fronts 
from an acoustic disturbance in a 
uniform flow. It is seen that the 
velocity of propagation of the pres- 
sure disturbance from a point f, in 
the direction normal to the walls is 
af - ui, and the time needed for 

At=,&& =2& (9.19) 



where b is the distance to the wall. The attenuation of the disturbance by the time it returns to the source 
will depend on the distance travelled in the moving air which is 

a,At=2L 
P 

Figure 7 : Resonance in a solid wall test section 
(adapted from Fromme) 

P 1 0” =(2n-l)nU,--- 
Mm 2b 

n=l,2,. 

(9.20) 

Thus the reflected wave when it returns will be 
weaker (by natural damping), the higher the 
Mach number. When a disturbance from the 
oscillating airfoil is reflected from the tunnel 
wall back to the wing with such a phase 
relationship that it reinforces or cancels out a 
succeeding disturbance and, hence, the 
pressure changes currently occurring on the 
model, the most severe unsteady wall 
interference problem happens, as first 
described in [33], [I], [14] and experimentally 
verified in [33], see Figure 7. At this 
resonance condition, the disturbances emitted 
from an oscillating wing and reflected by the 
walls form a standing wave pattern. For solid 
walls, that do not change the phase of the 
wave on reflection, the resonance circular 
frequency is : 

(9.21) 

For open jet boundaries the phase change on reflection is n , so that 

P ’ 0, =2nk U, -- 
M, 2b 

n = 1,2, . . 

For a tunnel with ventilated walls, theoretical expressions for resonance frequencies depending on wall 
porosity, depth of plenum chamber and Mach number are given in [26]. In the case of resonance, where 
the disturbances form a standing wave pattern, the normal velocity has a maximum amplitude and the 
pressure has a node, i.e. is of zero amplitude at the position of the oscillating airfoil. Accordingly, the 
unsteady airloads on the oscillating airfoil will vanish at resonance. Whereas for incompressible flow 
(M, + 0) there is no tunnel resonance - the resonance frequency decreases with increasing Mach 

number - and since it tends to zero as (M, + l), the predicted resonance frequency must coincide with 

a test frequency for some intermediate Mach number which causes dramatic changes in the magnitude 
and phase of the unsteady lift on the oscillating model. 

The same expressions derived here for 2D tunnels are valid for tunnels with quadratic test sections 

The lowest value for resonance frequency for a quadratic test section are : 

P 1 q=n,2nU,-- 
M, 2b 

(9.23) 

The value of the parameter R, equals 0.5 or 1.0, for closed walls (n, = OS), and open walls (n, = l.O), 
respectively. 



For cylindrical test sections with closed walls the value of the lowest resonance frequency was derived in 
[33] : 

P 1 O.&=tl,U,-- 
4 R 

with (4 = 1.84), R = radius of test section 

For ventilated walls the resonance frequencies are given by 

P 1 q=2J,,bU,-- 
M, 2b 

Their values depend on Mach number, tunnel size, wall opening ratio and plenum depth. They are 
derived from the tunnel wall boundary conditions in chapter 2.3 by decomposition of the unsteady distur- 
bance pressure field into plane waves propagating in the mean flow direction and the transverse 
direction. Reduced frequency values of resonance conditions depend on Mach number and eigenvalues 
k2, of the tunnel section. For detailed derivation see [28]. 

For slotted walls the eigenvalues depend on the slot parameter K via a transcendental equation: The 
eigenvalues satisfy the inequalities 

QC+tan(A,,b)=O (9.26) 

The eigenvalues satisfy the inequalities 

Again, the limiting lower and upper bounds represent values for closed and open walls, respectively. 

For porous walls expressions for resonance frequencies were derived by Mabey [1980], (also see [28]) 
using the corresponding boundary condition for porous walls of chapter 2.3, but neglecting the reactance, 
thus approximating Z = i.9. This yields 

J,,b=atan(-SPM,)+ns 

with the limiting cases S = cc and S = 0 for closed walls and open jet walls respectively 

(9.28) 

Fortunately, at higher Mach numbers, there are influences to reduce these effects. Even for strong 
reflections from solid walls, the effective air distance increases with Mach number and the reflections thus 
become more attenuated. Also, the reflected disturbances travel more with the flow than across it, see 
Figure 6. Furthermore, for transonic conditions, when resonance frequencies are low enough, the 
(adapted) walls in typical transonic wind tunnels are perforated or slotted and the reflections are thus more 
diffuse and attenuated. Thus the strong phenomenon of tunnel resonance is milder in transonic flows. 



9.3 WALL ADAPTATION FOR DYNAMIC TESTS 

From the preceding explanations we have seen that the following wind tunnel interference effects, due to 
an unsatisfactory test environment, are of main concern in unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic 
experiments with oscillating models: 

1. interference of the steady base flow field by steady wall constraints, including shock wave reflections 
in transonic flow, 

2. interference of the (superimposed) motion-induced unsteady flow field by wall constraints, 

3. reflection of the model-generated acoustic disturbances by the walls, 

4. acoustic tunnel resonance in the test section. 

With regard to the application of adaptive wind tunnel wall concepts to eliminate or significantly reduce 
these wall interference effects in unsteady flow measurements, the following statements can be made : 

9.3.1 STEADY WALL ADAPTATION 

The practicability and feasibility of wall adaptation for steady flow have already been successfully 
demonstrated. 

The elimination or at least reduction of unsteady wind tunnel wall interference by means of adaptive walls 
seems to be extremely difficult to realise. The feasibility of unsteady wall adaptation has not yet been 
demonstrated. However, since unsteady aerodynamic processes are also affected by steady wall 
interferences, particularly in the transonic flow regime, the avoidance of steady flow wall effects by the 
application of steady flow wall adaptation will also significantly improve the results of unsteady wind 
tunnel measurements, as demonstrated by Kuczka [18] for the “Standard Dynamics Model” (SDM) 
shown in Figure 8. He obtained some 
satisfactory agreements between results 
from a tunnel with steady adapted closed 
walls and with results from tunnels with 
perforated walls for the in-phase 
component of unsteady lift and moment 
coefficients. However, the corresponding 
out-of-phase components disagree, even 
for low reduced frequencies. They are 
especially affected by reflections of 
model-generated disturbances from the 
walls, because they are, e.g., smaller 
than the in-phase components. In 
addition, the wall reflected disturbances 
are phase-shifted to the model 
oscillations. 

6- 

Figure 8 : In-phase component CL’ of unsteady lift 
coefficient of the oscillating SMD model with and without 

tunnel wall adaptation (adapted from Kuczka) 
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9.3.2 PASSIVE ADAPTIVE UNSTEADY WALLS 

//////////////// 
Figure 9 : Principle of airfoil slatted wind tunnel 

section (adapted from Kong) 

- - - Unear Theory 
---- OAR&O 
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Figure 10 : Measured unsteady pressure distribution 
for different wall opening area ratios. 
(adapted from Kong) 

In addition to steady adaptation, another 
promising procedure has shown to be the 
use of special partly open walls, namely 
airfoil-slatted tunnel walls, Kong [IQ] 
shows that this type of walls avoids the 
disadvantages of flow separation often 
appearing with slotted walls. 
An opening area ratio parameter, OAR = 
gJc+gJ, see Figure 9, with a value of 0.6, 
has shown to be most successful in 
eliminating unsteady wall interference. 
Figure 10 shows that this OAR provides 
the best agreement of measured unsteady 
pressure distributions with free air results. 
Figure 11 compares the ratio of measured 
and analytical free air results for unsteady 
lift and moment coefficients. The results of 
tests with different ratios of model- to- 
tunnel size C/H = 0.333 and 0.667 and of 
different reduced frequencies for a 
subsonic oscillating airfoil in plunge motion 
show that the optimum desired value 1 is 
achieved with OAR = 0.6 again, for all 
parameter combinations, thus providing a 
calibrated value for all tests in this tunnel. 
This promising method has yet still to be 
validated for transonic tests as well. 

k = reduced frequency 
Re = Reynolds number 
Z = ampltude of cl0 

Figure 11 : Measured unsteady lift and moment coefficients for different wall opening 
area ratios and different reduced freauencies 



9.3.3 ACTIM ADAPTIVE UNSTEADY WALLS 

It is clear that steady adaptation can remove a significant amount of interference effects on unsteady 
results (see point 1 in chapter 2.2). The effects mentioned in points 2 and 3 may be only cancelled by 
adaptive walls if a time-dependent adaptation is applied. This has not been done yet. So only the practi- 
cability of such a method may be studied theoretically or numerically. 

Unsteady wall adaptation can be realised, at least theoretically, in the same way as with steady flow 
conditions. However, enormous technical effort is mandatory even for 2D measurements. Unsteady wall 
adaptation would require oscillatory moving flexible walls, where an unsteady motion of the wall contours 
would depend on the frequency and the vibration mode of the model, on the model amplitude of oscilla- 
tion and on certain phase relationships with respect to the motion of the model. Streamlining algorithms 
for such a nonstationary wall adaptation, even for the simplest case of non-flexible (rigid body) oscilla- 
tions of the model, would be very difficult to establish. They demand unsteady pumping tunnel walls 
governed by the unsteady varying stream surface contour. For imposed prescribed unsteady motions this 
might be feasible by pre-tests computing the wall contours in advance. It seems unlikely that point 4 
(tunnel resonance) may be cancelled at all. Unsteady wall adaptation may be best realised for low- 
frequency flow fields because then acoustic interference is small and the speed of the wall contour 
changes is low. 

In [S] a study on unsteady wall adaptation is carried out for 2D low-frequency oscillating airfoils in 
transonic flow. A CFD code based on the unsteady Euler equations is used to compute the unsteady 
airloads on the oscillating model in the presence of solid tunnel walls. The exact time dependent wall 
contours like the airfoil contour are precisely modelled by the computational grids. The parameter ratios 
of model-to-tunnel size, reduced frequency and Mach number are varied. Three different tunnel wall 
adaptation concepts (all based on the streamlining of the wall contours) with increasing degree of 
complexity are tested, namely: 

1) steady wall adaptation for the mean flow field, 

2) quasisteady synchronisation of wall adaptation (e.g. harmonically deforming walls between steady 
adapted wall contours obtained for maximum and minimum motion amplitude, 

3) unsteady synchronisation by choosing wall contours compatible with streamlines for a time dependent 
vortex at the position of the model and compatible with the measured unsteady lift of the model. 

Results for unsteady airloads obtained with these different wall adaptation procedures are presented in 
Figure 12, showing that the quasisteady adaptation for subsonic flow is sufficient while transonic flow 

Figure 12 : Numerical simulation of unsteady wall adaptation strategies (adapted from Chang) 



demands at least an unsteady synchronisation of the wall contours. There is still the question if the 
unsteady lift dependent synchronisation is sufficient for higher frequencies since significant time lags 
between streamline contour at the wall positions and the instantaneous lift will arise. 

Summarising, steady wall adaptation is a necessary prerequisite for obtaining interference-free unsteady 
results. But this is not sufficient at least for transonic flows and higher frequencies, and one somehow 
has to correct the residual unsteady interference effects. An unsteady wall adaptation procedure working 
for different Mach numbers, frequencies and model motions seems difficult to realise. Sophisticated 
correction methods based on mathematical models and CFD computations offer a more promising 
approach instead. In order to model unsteady wall boundary conditions with such methods, unsteady 
pressure data should also be measured at the walls. Indeed, the application of adaptive walls to minimise 
interference from steady flow wall constraints, together with the application of CFD-techniques which take 
into account the unsteady wall pressure data from experiments to describe precise wall boundary 
conditions, is most promising in deriving corrections for wind tunnel wall interferences in unsteady flow. 
Prospects and concepts for such hybrid wind tunnel wall correction techniques are outlined in the 
following. 

9.4. MODELLING OF UNSTEADY WALL INTERFERENCES AS A BASIC FOR 
CORRECTION METHODS 

Analytical predictions of wall effects on unsteady pressures and airtoads require the precise knowledge of 
the wall boundary conditions. Only three types of boundary conditions are well defined, namely those of 
solid (closed) walls, free jet and of prescribed unsteady wall pressure distributions (known from 
experiments). Porous and slotted walls can be simulated only approximately by mixed boundary condi- 
tions including free parameters. As wind tunnel tests with oscillating models are primarily perfoned for 
aeroelastic purposes, wind tunnel interference effects have to be studied within a wide range of Mach 
numbers, oscillation modes and reduced frequencies. For 2D subsonic flow in one of the first systematic 
analytical investigations on wind tunnel wall effects, Bland [S] derived an integral equation relating the 
downwash w (prescribed by the harmonic motion of the airfoil) to the induced unsteady pressure jump 
$ at the airfoil : 

w(x)= Q+C,M,,A)&(r)de (9.29) 

This is an extension of Possio’s integral equation [31], [13], which is valid for unbounded free air 
conditions. Bland derived a rather complicated corresponding kernel K, including tunnel wall boundary 
conditions to be automatically fulfilled on infinitely extended walls in the general form: 

where C, denotes a specific wall parameter. The limiting cases of solid walls and free jet condition are 
included: 

c,=O+p=O+cp=O(jze jet) (9.31) 



Thus the effects of ventilated walls are described by certain values of C,. but as dependence on the type 
of walls, their opening ratio and perhaps Mach number and reduced frequency is unclear and would have 
to be systematically studied by comparing computations and experiments. Bland’s method was 
completed by Fromme and Golberg [I 11, []13]. who improved the numerical performance of the solution 
method and extended it to general oscillation modes, including control surfaces. They obtained results 
clearly showing the unsteady wall effects, especially the sharp drops in magnitude of the loads and their 
phase jumps in the case of tunnel resonance, see Figure 13. Wall effects are significant in the whole 
frequency regime and wall- 
influenced loads 

Pltchtng o*clll.tlon. about 0.5-cl-#ord .XI. 

bigger/smaller than 
corresponding free air value for 
closed/open walls, which is well 
known for steady or quasisteady 

0 1 2 3 * k5 

flow. In particular, the strong 
changes in phase deserve special 
attention. This analytical method 
provides exact reference results, 
but it is restricted to Xl flows and 
to the regime of 
compressibility, i.e. constant Mach 
number in the whole flow field, 
and thus subsonic flow. It hardly 
appears possible to extend it to 0 1 .2 .3 .L k .5 

3D or transonic flow. 

Another method of indirectly 

Figure 13 : Lifl coefficient (magnitude and phase) of an airfoil 
performing harmonic Ditch oscillations around a 50% chord axis 

modelling the walls is the method 
(adapted from Fromme) 

of images. In an integral equation for the solution of 
the boundaty value problem of an oscillating model 
the influence of solid tunnel walls is taken into 
account by an image of the model located on the 
other side of the wall, the wall being a mirror plane. 
This single image is sufficient in the presence of 
only one wall. 

In the presence of upper and lower walls, images 
mirrored by both walls have to be taken into 
account, each of which has to then be mirrored 
again by the other wall as well, a procedure yielding 
an infinite series of images with increasing 
distances across all walls. This method has been 
thoroughly elaborated by Mabey 1271 for ventilated 
walls as well. The rather complicated procedure of 
summing up contributions of the infinite series, each 
element of which is representing a model either by 
vortices or by more precise panel distributions. may 
be simplified, because often a small finite number 
of images is sufficient. This is demonstrated in 

- infinite series of images 
---- only 1 image 
_ _ _ _ _ no tunnel walls 

_ _ wind tunnel test results 

Figure 14 : Results of modelling unsteady tunnel 
wall effects by methods of images (adapted from 
Laschka). Induced unsteady downwash velocity 

behind an oscillating airfoil system in a wind 
tunnel (H = 6.5, z = 3.5, k = reduced frequency) 



Figure 14, adapted from [24]. For a gust generator with two oscillating airfoils the induced normal velocity 
component w at the tunnel centre line z = 0 at a position downstream of the gust generator (x = 51 is 
shown. ]nj denotes the magnitude of the downwash velocity w, normalised by the amplitude of the airfoil 
oscillation. With respect to the measured results, the wall interference effects are modelled with sufficient 
accuracy by just one image. Note that, for reduced frequency k = 0 (quasisteady condition), 1~’ is not zero 
because w (k=O) is defined as the difference between the steady w values at the maximum and minimum 
incidence of the airfoils (normalised by ACZ). 

The advantage of these two methods, namely the reformulation of integral equation kernels and method of 
images, lies in the fact that tunnel walls are taken precisely into account, being infinitely extended upstream 
and downstream. Thus, the walls do not have to bs directly modelled by singularities (like the model). 

However, these methods will hardly be able to predict details of the wall affected pressure distribution at 
the model, because a derivation of modified 3D kernels seems very complicated, while the complexity of 
infinite series of images can be evaluated numerically only with a rough representation of the wing and its 
images, like simple horseshoe vortices. 

The following numerical approach, see [36] and [39], is more flexible. It is also based on the 2D linear 
equation, but may be extended straightforward to 3D and transonic flows. Within the framework of unsteady 
linearised theory (small oscillation amplitudes) the position of the airfoil, its wake and the walls (even if 
curved for steady adaptation) may be assumed to be approximately parallel to the x-axis (freestream 
direction of the wind tunnel). The airfoil is located midway between the tunnel walls, a distance b away from 
them. Then this 2D boundary value problem can be solved by application of Green’s theorem: 

(9.32) 

Green’s function w satisfies the 2D Helmholtz-equation together with Sommerfeld’s far field radiation 

condition for free air. For 3D problems Green’s corresponding function reads as I$/ = $. The integration 

contour C and the integration path s run along the boundaries of the control volume and along those 
boundaries where cp is discontinuous, see Figure 15. 

- Integuth path 
- mlwl kectw 

1: Integrotkm m h terms d Gwns fuxtim 

Figure 15 : Integration path and area for the unsteady 
flow problem of an oscillating airfoil in a wind tunnel 

For free air conditions, the infinite boundaries 
give vanishing contributions; only airfoils and 
wake contour lines have to be taken into 
account. For wind tunnel flows the integration 
path also runs along the tunnel walls. As a 
final result, one obtains an analytical relation- 
ship between the downwash w at the airfoil, 
which is prescribed by the airfoil’s oscillatory 
motion, and the unsteady potential function 
value f and the normal unsteady velocity 
component g, both at the wails : 



w = $ (profile), f = cp (walls), g = g (walls) (9.W 

For f and g indices “up” and “lo” denote values at the upper or lower tunnel wall, respectively. The 
downwash in the presence of tunnel walls is governed by the following relation 

(9.35) 

Similar relations are derived for fand g on the walls, see [39]. If the integral operators are expressed by 
aerodynamic influence coefficients A, 6, C etc., the final system reads : 

w=A++A,f +4,g 

f = (4)‘-“(W +4g) (9.36) 

g=(C,)(-‘)(C6lp+C,f) 
These equations relate the downwash distribution w to an unknown dipole distribution &J. which 
provides the unknown pressure jump at the airfoil by taking the unsteady flow values f and g at the wind 
tunnel walls into account. For the numerical solution the wing profile and the walls are divided into line 
elements (panels) on which w, @, f, g are approximated as constants. The dipole strength in the wake is 
approximated by the values near the trailing edge and by use of the Kuna condition. Since the unsteady 
potential function, especially downstream of the airfoil, decreases only slowly, see Figure 3, the control 
volume of the integral equation has to be extended far up- and downstream (to approximate infinity), as 
at least 10 airfoil chords as numerical tests have shown. 

Applying this panel technique to the above equation yields a corresponding system of linear algebraic 
equations, where now the above aerodynamic influence functions are expressed by aerodynamic influ- 
ence coefficient matrices (results of integration along one panel), and where w, &, f, g are now column 
vectors of the corresponding values at the airfoil and at the tunnel walls. For the special cases of solid 
and open walls, the equations simplify to a closed form from which the (wall-affected) dipole strength, 
and hence the related unsteady pressures, can be calculated for a prescribed downwash w, i.e. oscilla- 
tory motion of the model. 

solid walls g = 0 + w = (A + A, I?,‘-%) Scp (9.37) 

open wulls f = 0 -+ w = (A + 4 C,‘-“C) 6rp 

For ventilated walls the boundary conditions outlined in chapter 2.3 have to be applied. Their implemen- 
tation combines f, g, and af/&. If pressures on the walls are measured, f can be obtained by integra- 
ting (9.9) - see also (9.39) below-and then directly used in (9.36). In Figures 16, 17 some typical results 
obtained from the described numerical method are illustrated. Figure 16 shows the wall-influenced and 
the free-air unsteady pressure jumps in terms of the non-dimensional complex pressure coefficient 

c,=(~,,,--,~,,,)/(qAa), with q = freestream dynamic pressure and Aa = amplitude, on a 2D 

plate performing pitching oscillations about a 42.5% chord axis, Mach number = 0.866, reduced 
frequency k = 0.050 and a wall distance b/L = 5. Solid walls increase the loads, while open walls produce 
the opposite effect. The results of Figure 17 are obtained for the same conditions, except that the 



reduced frequency has been changed to k = 0.182, which is close to the first solid wall resonance 
frequency. Now both the real and imaginary part are nearly zero. 
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Figure 16 : Unsteady pressure around an oscillating airfoil with different tunnel 
wall conditions, far from tunnel resonance condition 
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Figure 17 : Unsteady pressure around an oscillating airfoil with different tunnel wall 
conditions, close to tunnel resonance 



The corresponding integrated unsteady lift values are shown in Figure 10. The overall agreement of the 
results with those of the analytical method of Fromme and Golberg, see Figure 13 is good. The main 
discrepancy appears near the resonance frequencies, where the numerical panel method does not 
precisely predict the drop of magnitude to zero and produces oscillatory behaviour. The reason for this 
lies in the sensitivity of the numerical method with respect to modelling of the tunnel walls. These are 
modelled to be infinitely extended in the analytical method, while the panel method models only a finite 
extension (typically 10 - 100 chords). 

re, , .,. ._ . . 

Figure 18 : Magnitude and phase of unsteady lift coefficient obtained by the 
linear panel method (same parameters as in Fig. 13) 

Of course, unsteady aerodynamic predictions with wind tunnel wall effects can be obtained by other 
numerical methods as well. Today, the more sophisticated CFD-methods, which model the whole flow 
field and are based on non-linear equations, have also become a reliable tool in unsteady aerodynamics 
and they are easily applicable for the whole flow speed regime. Figure 19 presents results for the test 
case of Figure 17, which have been obtained by one of the simplest CFD methods, based on the non- 
linear Transonic Small Perturbation (TSP) equation in the time domain, see [vot3 19901. 

The unsteady results are obtained by solving the non-linear 2D TSP equations 

(9.38) 



Figure 19 : Magnitude and phase of unsteady lift coefficient obtained by the TSP method 
(same parameters as in Figs. 13 and 18, Ma, = 0.866, b = 5, pitching around 
a 50% chord, NACA 0006 airfoil). 
upper : linear simulation lower : non-linear transonic simulation 

The unsteady results are obtained by Fourier analysis from the complete time-dependent flow field 
simulation. In its upper part, Figure 19 presents linear results, which are directly compatible with those of 
the panel method. Linear theory was simulated by neglecting the non-linear term in the above equation. An 
overall agreement with the results of the panel method and the exact analytical method appears, but the 
strong jumps of magnitude and phase values at resonance frequencies are smeared, and the values of the 
corresponding sharp peaks (magnitude: zero, phase angle: -90 degrees) are not captured very well. 
Outside of the resonance frequencies the agreement is very good, and there are no oscillations, The 
corresponding transonic results in the lower part show that the effects of unsteady tunnel interference are 
very similar to the linear behaviour. The underlying acoustic effects are only altered in transonic flow. 
Resonance appears for the same frequencies, the wall effects on phase angles are even stronger for 
transonic than for subsonic flow. The increased values of magnitude are due to the transonic effects. 

A similar behaviour has been investigated for 3D transonic flows, see [35]. In 3D flows the same 
tendencies appear as in 2D, especially the resonance frequencies are observed for the same values. 
These investigations were carried out for rectangular wings in transonic flows. The unsteady interference 
effects for the rectangular wing are as big as those for the 2D airfoil. Figure 20 shows results for a 
rectangular wing oscillating in pitch, with an extremely large value of the ratio between tunnel width and 
wing chord of 21.2. In general, one should expect that unsteady interference effects for 3D flows are 
smaller than for 2D flows. A general investigation of swept wings has not been done yet. 

0.00 1...,, 0.w - 
mm 0.10 0.20 0.30 a.40 0.00 0.10 0.20 aso 

Figure 20 : Magnitude and phase of unsteady lift coefficient obtained by non- 
linear 3D TSP computation for a rectangular wing in a wind tunnel 
(adapted from Seebass) 



9.5 REDUCTION AND CORRECTION OF UNSTEADY WIND TUNNEL 
WALL INTERFERENCES. 

9.5.1 UNSTEADY WIND TUNNEL WALL CORRECTIONS BY ANALYTICAL METHODS 

In an early attempt, Jones [17] formulated a 2D correction technique, using an infinite series of image 
singularity distributions to model the tunnel wall effects. Similarly, Garner et al [14] developed a 3D 
correction method for ventilated tunnel walls by describing the wall influences through an infinite series of 
images of vortex distributions representing the model. This method has been modified by Kuczka, (181, 
for closed walls. Details can be found in the references. The applicability was demonstrated by 
computing unsteady tunnel wall pressure distributions by this analytical model and comparing them with 
corresponding test results. The agreements are very satisfying, even in transonic 3D flows at high 
incidences of the model. But the method is restricted to models of low aspect ratio and to low reduced 
frequencies (nearly quasi steady behaviour). The method was applied for the SDM model in wind tunnels 
with both a quadratic ventilated test section and a circular closed but stationary adaptive section. Due to 
the low frequencies, both the steady adapted closed walls and the ventilated walls provided results for 
the real part of unsteady lift and moment coefficients at the model with only a small remaining difference. 
This remaining unsteady interference can be corrected by Kuczka’s method. Figure Zla shows that the 
correction method for unsteady interferences yields a slight shift of the real part of lifl in a way that the 
corrected results of the different tunnels agree very well. The correction of the imaginary part is not as 
satisfactory. The corrected final results of both tunnels agree well only for low incidences; see Figure 
21 b. Nevertheless, this method should be further improved because it is simple and has the advantage 
that no precise knowledge about the model geometry and its motion are necessary - the measured wall- 
affected lifl and moment coefficients are sufficient. General unsteady wall correction methods without 
restrictions with respect to model geometry and frequency need to take into account unsteady results 
measured at the tunnel walls 
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Figure 21a Figure 21 b : 
Unsteady in-phase and out-of-phase Mt coeflicients CL’ and CL” versus incidence for the SMD model tested 

in 2 wind tunnels and corrected for tunnel interference (adapted from Kuczka) 



9.5.2 UNSTEADY WIND TUNNEL WALL CORRECTIONS USING MEASURED TUNNEL WALL 
PRESSURE VALUES AND NUMERICAL METHODS 

9.5.2.1 DIRECT COMPUTATION OF THE TUNNEL WALL PROBLEM BY PANEL METHODS 

If it is possible to measure the unsteady wall pressure distributions during the test, they can be used to 
correct the wall-influenced unsteady pressure data at the model to corresponding free air results, Such 
wall pressure measurements are a basic feature for steady flow adaptive wall concepts. For unsteady 
corrections both magnitude and phase of unsteady pressure have to be measured at a sufficient number 
of tunnel wall control points. These may serve for tunnel wall correction methods based on numerical 
unsteady aerodynamic methods. In 1391 such methods for small amplitude oscillating models, based on 
the above panel method, are described and outlined in the following. As outlined in formula (9.9) the 
corresponding values of the velocity potential can be obtained from a measured unsteady (harmonic) 
tunnel wall pressure distribution C,” by the integration 

(9.39) 

The wall pressures have to be measured at a sufficient number of control points distributed on the tunnel 
walls, including the regions upstream and downstream of the model. Then one obtains an integral equa- 
tion for the wall-affected dipole distribution on the model by application of Green’s method to the wind 
tunnel wall bounded flow control volume. The final equation reads as: 

(9.40) 

Here 6 $7 denotes the dipole strength for the wall-affected pressure on the airfoil. It can be seen that the 
wall interference effects change both the downwash and the kernel of the integral equation, compared to 
the free air equation w = A6 cp Substitution finally yields the following equation : 

@i@(w-&p”) with A&p== follows 2,&T= A6q-~2(p” (9.41) 

Here the kernels (influence coefficient matrices) are known from theory and depend on model geometry, 
Mach number and reduced frequency. An extension to 3D problems is straightforward. For 3D cases 
Green’s function is an exponential function instead of the Hankel function for 2D cases, and integration’s 
have to be performed along the contour surfaces of tunnel walls, model and wake surface instead of 
lines. In the framework of the small disturbance approach, 3D models may be represented by panelling 
the projection area in the plane of streamwise and spanwise w-ordinate axes (parallel to upper and 
lower tunnel walls). With this method, no further information on the type of tunnel walls or model motion 
is needed, but the model geometry has to be represented by panels. 

The 2D correction method of Sawada [34] uses Green’s theorem as well, and is similar to the above 
approach. The advantage of his approach is that that pressure distributions appear directly in the integral 
equations, but integral kernels are rather complicated functions and extension to 3D will be very 
complicated. The results he obtained are encouraging for low frequencies and less satisfactory in the 
vicinity of resonance frequencies. 

Extension of the described correction methods to transonic flows demands the refomlulation of the 
integral equations based on an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation, which can be derived from Eq. (9.2). 
Direct integral equation methods for the solution of 2D and 3D unsteady transonic flows under free air 
conditions and based on this approach are described in [16] and in [37]. The methods require the 



computation of several 
additional kernel functions in 
order to model the transonic 
effects of the steady base flow 
field and for the inclusion of 
field sources in those parts of 
the flow field near local 
supersonic regions. Figure 22 
shows the control volume for 
these so-called field panel 
methods. These additional 
operators thus depend on the 
Mach number, reduced 
frequency, model geometry 
and steady flow, which would 
significantly complicate the 
procedure. 

The corresponding integral 
equation for the correction 

source panels 

local supersonic 
regions 

‘dipoles on profile 

Figure 22 : Region of integration for the solution of transonic boundary 
value problem including the additional transonic near-field 
control area B 

values &I’ and cp’ of the dipole strength on the airfoil and of the potential values in the field 

&p’=&$f-&p and cp’=q-cp (9.42) 

involving the right-hand-side S of the basic nonhomogeneous Helmholtz equation and the potential 
values cp” on the tunnel walls reads: 

9.5.2.2 SOLUTION FOR THE CORRECTION POTENTIAL BY PANEL METHODS 

A slightly different approach is more promising. The method assumes closed adaptive tunnel walls which 
are adapted for the steady flow. Thus only the unsteady acoustic interferences will be corrected. A further 
assumption is that the component of the flow field which is caused by wall interference may be described 
by the linear theory. This is justified by the discussions in chapter 2.1. Thus the difference between 
velocity potential of the wall-affected tunnel flow and the desired value of the corresponding free air 
conditions fulfils the Helmholtz equation, and the correction value of the dipole strength and thus the 
airfoil pressure distribution is directly computed. 

rp~+rpc~+xr+P=o (9.44) 

cp’=@“-cp 



The corresponding boundary conditions are obtained by subtracting those of the wind tunnel flow 
(vanishing normal flow velocity on both the model surface and on the tunnel walls) from the free air 
conditions (nonreflecting far field conditions at the locations of the tunnel walls). The model surface 
conditions are prescribed by the oscillatory motion and are the same with and without tunnel walls, thus 
yielding 

rp; = 0 (profile) (9.45) 

Nonreflecting far field conditions have been derived by different authors, see for example [20], or (91, for 
unsteady CFD methods, and they are applied here in their harmonic, time-dependent complex form, for 
the upper and lower walls, respectively 

(9.46) 

Application at the tunnel wall locations, together with the potential transformation and subtracting from 
this the condition for solid tunnel walls (vanishing y-components of disturbance velocity) yields 

(p;*ppc=Xf (9.47) 

for the upper and lower walls, respectively with fdenoting the value of the potential on the upper or lower 
wall and with 

ik M, 

x=(1-M:) 
(9.48) 

The value of the velocity potential at the walls may be obtained from the measured wall pressures by 
integration as described above. Applying the notation of the preceding chapter yields 

wc=o gc*pf=+yf’w (9.49) 

and, finally. after some rearrangements, an integral equation for an unknown dipole distribution from 
which the pressure correction of the wall interference is obtained in the usual way, for details see [39] 

(‘4+‘4,B)&+(‘4&;i,)Xf” (9.50) 

for the upper and lower walls respectively. Figure 23 shows a result of this correction method for an un- 
steady transonic flow also including shock waves. Due to the non-existence of detailed unsteady tran- 
sonic flow pressure measurements at the tunnel wails, this demonstration did not apply wind tunnel data, 

Figure 23 : Correction of unsteady tunnel wall interference in transonic flow 
(NACA 0006. Ma, = 0.866, b = 5, pitching around a 25% chord). 
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but CFD results were computed by the above-mentioned TSP method for the wind tunnel flow with 
closed walls and for free air condition. Both the results on the airfoil and at the walls were used as 
“experimental” results and were corrected in the described manner. The correction shows significant 
improvements of the wind tunnel simulation results towards free air simulated results, although the 
agreement of corrected and free air methods is still unsatisfactory - not only near the tunnel resonance. 
Especially phase angles should be accurate within a range of f5 degrees. But one has to keep in mind 
that the correction procedure is based on a linear formulation, while both the wind tunnel flow and the 
free flow include large non-linear effects. 
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10. ADAPTIVE WALL TECHNIQUES 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

aspect ratio 
width of test section 
model chord 
lift coefficient 
pressure coefficient 
wall displacement of top and bottom wall, positive when directed outwards 
symmetric and anti-symmetric part of the wall displacement 
height of test section 
Mach number of free stream flow 
wall pressure distribution of the (fictitious) exterior flow, Figure 10.5 
wall pressure distribution of the interior flow, Figure 10.5 
semi-span of wing 
free stream velocity 
in two-dimensional flows: disturbance velocity components in flow direction (u) and upwards (v) 
disturbance velocity at top and bottom wall 
symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of wall velocity induced by the model, Equations 10.5aBb 
symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of wall velocity induced by wall deflection 
=u - iv/p , complex flow velocity 
in three-dimensional flows: velocity components streamwise (u), spanwise (v), upwards (w) 
in two-dimensional flows: interference velocity component in flow direction 
in twodimensional flows: interference velocity component upwards 
= U#“l - iv;&3 
in two-dimensional flows: co-ordinates streamwise (x) and upwards (y). Figure 10.5 
= x+@y co-ordinate in the complex plane 
in three-dimensional flows: co-ordinates streamwise (x), spanwise (y). upwards (z) 

model incidence 
=df-A# Prandtl-Glauert compressibility factor 
wall angle 
= cos? (1-2x/c), non-dimensional co-ordinate 
wall displacement, positive when directed outwards 
boundary layer displacement thickness 
correction to model incidence 
wall displacement for two-dimensional wall adaptation, Equation 10.4 
normalised upwash variation 
disturbance potential, Equation 10.1 
influence functions defined in Equations 10.6 a&b 

X, M,A, N influence functions defined in Equations 10.7 a&b 



10.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the context of wind tunnel wall corrections, adaptive wall techniques may be described as procedures which 
contrive to manipulate and control the levels and gradients of wall interference present in the test section by 
making appropriate adjustments to the wall boundary conditions. In so doing, they provkle a measure of 
control over the nature of any primary wrrections and residual variations that would not otherwise be 
available. As the adjustments to the walls are usually made in response to the information provided by 
conventional wall interference assessment procedures, adaptive wall techniques may be considered as 
extensions to many of the algorithms described elsewhere in this document. 

The origins of these techniques can be traced back to the mid 1930’s. when the activities of a group of 
engineers and scientists at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in England led to the use of two flexible 
walls being advocated as a means for alleviating wall-induced blockage effects in the high speed testing of 
two-dimensional models. Subsequently, the test section of a of closed wind tunnel was converted for adaptive 
use by the installation of a flexible roof and floor and techniques enabling three-dimensional models to be 
tested at high subsonic reference Mach numbers were eventually developed. One of the adaptive wall tunnels 
at NPL was used extensively for over a decade, providing, amongst other things, valuable information to 
support the British war effort. However, its use fell into decline in the early 1950’s. when it was realised that 
ventilated test sections offared a simpler means of testing through the speed of sound. 

By this time, a number of other agencies had become involved in adaptive wall actiiities. Nevertheless, the 
advent and rapid development of transcnic ventilated test sections marked the demise of the first era of 
adaptive wall research. Aside from the fact that the new ventilated faciliiies appeared to provide more effective 
mechanisms for preventing test section choking and alleviating the intensity of the reflections of shock or 
expansion waves from the tunnel walls, the principal reasons for interest being transferred away from adaptive 
wall techniques were as follows: 

i. The computational power required to conduct rigorous assessments of the wall interference on-line 
was not available. The methods used to adapt the walls at NPL ware based on empirical correlations 
derived from potential flow analyses and required little or no on-line computation: the valaky of this 
approach became increasingly uncertain as the reference Mach number was raised towards unity. 

ii. The operation of tlexible-walted tunnels was cumbersome: wall profiles were adjusted manually via 
systems of screwjacks and the static pressure distributions along each liner were monitored (by eye) 
on arrays of U-tube manometers. The lack of sophisticated analytical adaptation algorithms made the 
process of adapting the walls even more laborious: adjustments were made primarily on the basis of 
past experience and, even with the most experienced tunnel operators, it wukl, on occasion, take 
several minutes to derive the final wall settings. 

Coinciding with the substantial advances that had been made in the fields of automation and computational 
technology by the end of the 1980’s, adaptive wall techniques reemerged as a potential means for alleviating 
a number of the wncems about contemporary wind tunnel testing practice that, with the ever-increasing 
demands placed on the quality of test data, were being scrutinised with renewed vigour. One of the principal 
motivations behind this development was the desire to reduce the uncertainties associated with the effects 
attributed to wall interference in transonic wind tunnel test data. Thus, unaware of the previous activities at 
NPL, researchers at various establishments set about the task of developing techniques that would minimise 
the effects of wall interference 



Considerable progress has baan made towards achieving this goal in two- and three-dimensional testing. 
However, to date the vast majority of adaptive wall research has been conducted at the “proof-of-concept’ 
level. Relatively little effort has been directed towards resolving the issues of more practiil concern that will 
uitimateiy determine the cost of wall adaptation, Consequently, while adaptive wall techniques have been 
utilised productiily and with some conftience in research environments for many years, they have yet to 
make a major impact on the procedures used for project-based production testing in large industrial wind 
tunnels. 

Rather than attempting to present a comprehensive review of the principal developments that have occurred 
in recent years, or to offer explanations for the limited extent of their current utilisation, the purpose of this 
Chapter is to describe the most powerful and widely used adaptive wall techniques, explain their limits of 
applicabilii and provide a perspective on the priorities for future development. To this end, the undertying 
principles of wall adaptation for steady flows are reviewed briefty in Section 10.2, their application to the 
reduction of wall interference in two- and threedimensional testing is described in Sections 10.3 and 10.4, 
further capabilities am reviewed in Section 10.5 and an outlook on the future is provided in Sectton 10.6. 
Sufficient information is also provided to enable potential users to construct techniques suitable for use in the 
subsonic testing of two- and three-dimensional models. 

For further information, the interested reader is diracted to the following works of reference: NASA Technical 
Memorandum 87639 (Tuttle and Minack [39]), the latest edition of a bibliography on adaptive wall wind 
tunnels, AGARD Advisory Report 269 (Homung, ed.. [IS]), which provides a catalogue of the acttvkiis 
surrounding adaptive wall technique development prior to 1990 and the “Proceedings of the international 
Conference on Adaptive Wall Wind Tunnel Research and Wall Interference Correction” held in June 1991 in 
Xian, China. The Adaptive Wall Newsletter (Wolf, ed., (441) is a valuable additional source of otherwise 
unpublished information. The most recent attempts to review the state-of-the-art have been produced by 
Taylor and Goodyer [35], [36] and Taylor [37’l. These publications provide a more comprehensive coverage of 
the results of experimental tests and more extensive citations of the original documents than those provided 
here. 

10.2 THE RUDIMENTS OF ADAPTIVE WALL TECHNIQUES 

10.2.1 THE AIMS of WALL ADAPTATDN 

As the technology has matured, two different approaches to wall adaptation have evolved. These are 
distinguished by the nature of the objectiis of wall adaptation and tha manner in which its success is 
measured. 

The first contrives to control components of the wall-induced perturbatiins to the Row throughout the test 
section in such a way as to enable the success of wall adaptation to be gauged purely from assessments of 
the admissibility of the adapted wall boundary conditions. Thus, if the wall boundary conditions can be shown 
to exhibit a direct correspondence with those of a streamtube in an equivalent unconfined Row, it may be 
inferred that wall adaptation has eliminated the effects of wall interference from the test section. The 
achievement of this goal over a suitably broad range of test conditions in practice is, of course. extremely 
unlikely. Nevertheless, the basic principle - ohen referred to as the principle of wall streamlining - has proved 
to be remarkably useful, particularly in the development of two-dimensional testing techniques. For the 
reasons described in Section 10.2.3.1, below, procedures which invoke this principle are referred to as 
interface matching techniques. 



The second and more recently devised approach to wall adaptation contrives to control components of the 
wall-induced perturbations to the flow in more localii regions of the test section. The success of wall 
adaptation in these circumstances is gauged primarily from the extent to which the desired conditions have 
been attained in these targeted regions - aithough the admissibility of the adapted wall boundary conditions 
must also be verifed. No attempt is made to control the flow away from these regions: it is merely hoped that 
by controlling the flow there, the magnitude of any unwanted residual perturbations in the immediate vicinity of 
each region will also have been reduced to acceptable levels. Procedures which adopt this approach to wall 
adaptation usually contrive to control the flew along lines passing through the test section. These are referred 
to as target line techniques. 

In principle, the control of the test section flowtield afforded by wall adaptation may take any fon the tunnel 
operator wishes. To date, t has been used primarily to minimise the effects of wall interference identtted by 
established interference assessment procedures and thereby reduce the uncertainties associated with these 
features of wind tunnel testing. However, by intentionally manipulating the flow in the test section - imposing 
global velocity gradients or some other controlled form of wall-induced perturbation - wall adaptation may be 
put to a number of other uses. This subject is discussed further in Section 10.2.4.1, below. 

10.2.2 THE FORMS OF WALL ADAPTATION 

of the various mechanisms that have been devised for providing adjustments to the wall boundary conditions, 
the most widely used may be grouped into two broad categories: 

i. those which modky the profiles of impervious flexible liners so as to manipulate the conditions at a 
surface -the displacement surface -within the adjacent boundary layers; and 

ii. those which wntdve to manipulate the flow at a fixed surface near each wall by providing appropriate 
modifications to the test section ventilation. 

The surfaces at which the flow conditions are manipulated are referred to as control surfaces. The principal 
differences between the control surfaces adjacent to impervious and ventilated test section walls are 
illustrated in Fiiure 10.1. 

In flexible-walled test sections, the profile of each flexible liner is adjusted via a system of jacks. In ventilated 
test sections, the wall boundary conditions are mod&d by providing spatial adjustments to the wall geometry 
or the plenum pressure: these adjustments may be made in isolation or they may be combined in some way. 
The wall geometry is most oflen adjusted by modifying the open area ratio. In perforated test sections, this is 
most commonly achieved by employing sliding cover plates behind the perforations, while individually 
adjustable slats have been used in slotted facilities. Localised adjustments to the plenum pressure are made 
by segmenting the plenum chamber surrounding the test sectton and plumbing each sub-plenum 
independently. 

The degree of control afforded by these forms of wall adjustment will be determined by the following factors: 

i. the precisiorxwith which each control surface may be detined; 

ii. the accuracy with which the conditions at each control surface may be monitored; 

111. the nature of the relationship betwean the wndkions at the control surfaces and the parameter used 
to adjust them; and 

iv. the extent of the practical constraints imposed on the nature of these adjustments 



In flexible-walled test sections, the control surfaces are reasonably well defined and measurement of the 
appropriate boundary condiins is usually relatiiely straightforward: the magnitude and directton of the local 
velocity vector may be derived directly from a knowledge of the wall geometry, static pressure measurements 
and computatii of the boundary layer thickness. (The principal exception to this occurs when shock waves 
impinge on the control surfaces, in which case more detailed flowWd measurements in the immediate vicinity 
of the interactions may be required to provide adequate descriptions of the local boundary conditions.) 
Moreover, in circumstances where the wall boundary layer displacement thicknesses may be computed to an 
acceptable degree of accuracy, there is a direct correlation between the wall jack settings and the profiles of 
the control surfaces. 

In contrast, considerable problems have consistently been encountered in procuring reliable measures of the 
conditions at the control surfaces adjacent to ventilated test section boundaries, particularly the normal (cross 
flow) velocity. These are, of course, not unique to the adaptive forms of ventilated wall facilii - see, for 
example, Sectii 4.3. However, the attendant uncertaintiis in any subsequent assessments of wall 
interference clearly have severe implications for the prospects of prescribing appropriate adjustments to the 
wall settings. Furthermore, even assuming that accurate measures of the residuals may be derived, the 
relationships between them and the parameters utilised to adjust the ventilation are illdefined and non-linear. 

Thus, it may be seen that the control afforded by adjusting the profiles of flexible liners is substantially more 
powerful than that provided by spatial modiications to the test section ventilatiin. However, the extent to 
which this control may be exploited in practice will be determined by the constraints imposed on their design. 
For instance, a practical mechanism capable of providing fully three-dimensional adjustments to the profiles of 
flexible liners has yet to be devised. Instead the walls are usually profiled in single curvature, affording two 
dimensional or quasi-threedimensional control, depending on the number and orientation of the walls being 
adjusted. Aside from making the complete elimination of wall interference a practical impossibility, this makes 
it necessary to ensure that, when prescribing the loci of target lines, each has a streamwise component 
throughout its length. 

Flexible wall adjustments are further constrained by the use of a finite number of jacks to modify the wall 
shapes, leaving the profiles of the liners between the jacks to be determined by factors such as their structural 
properties and the local wind-on pressure loading. The manner in which the jacks are distributed along each 
liner, together with the limits of their travel, may also constrain the extent to which the wall shapes may be 
manipulated. These factors will dictate the range of test conditions for which the walls are operating optimally - 
a potentially important consideration given that the requirements for wall displacement will inevitably be 
functions of the reference conditions (Mach number and model attitude) and model geometry: two and three- 
dimensional (full- and half-span) models may need to be accommodated. 

Yet another important constraint is the requirement to ensure that the walls blend smoothly with the 
contraction and the diffuser. The impact of this constraint - which is closely related to the limits placed on the 
length of the test section - is likely to be most apparent in high-a testing, when the upwash ahead of large 
two-dimensional models and the downwash aft of two- and three-dimensional models will be most 
pronounced. If the flow about the model is separated, there may also be substantial amounts of blockage 
present in these circumstances. 

There are a number of other factors that may need to be addressed when designing flexible liners - providing 
for optical access to the test section, the housing of model strut mountings and the coordination of the 
adjustments to the wall contours and the model attitude, for instance. However, not all of these apply only to 
the design of adaptive flexible-walled test sections. Furthermore, few of these issues have yet been 
addressed by research activities. Therefore, to avoid cluttering the text with undue speculation or details 



pertaining to the mechanical construcbon and operation of practical jacking systems, the emphasis of the 
remainder of thii Chapter will be placed on describing the utilii of dosed test sections with two flexible walls. 
Despite the apparent limitations associated with the simplicity of their design, these facifkii have proved to 
exhibit capabiliiis that surpass those of the alternative forms of adaptive wall test se&ii in virtually all 
measures of quality and performance A photograph of a typiil research facilii and a schematic illustrate of 
its test section are presented in Figure 10.2. 

10.2.3 THE PROCESS OF WALL ADAPTATION 

The standard procedure for adapting the walls may be broken down into three stages, as follows 

i. The wall interference at the control surface(s) or along the target lines (as appropriate) is assessed 
with the flexible walls sat to predetermined contours - such as those which may have been derived at 
a previous data point. 

ii. If, at any point at which it was assessed in (i), the indicated interference exceeds what are deemed to 
ba acceptable limits, an appropriate algorithm is employed to prescribe improved wall contours. 

111. The wall boundary conditions are then adjusted accordingly and the procedure repeated until the 
residual interference satisfies established acceptance criteria. 

It is intukii to expect that the process of minimising the effects of wall interference will be iteratiive. its iterative 
nature being most pronounced when the consequences of wall adaptation are particularly difficult to predict - 
as may be the case when the flow about the model is transonic or separated. Thus, the sequence of events 
begiining with an assessment of the wall interference and concluding with adjusting the wall boundary 
conditions is considered to be an adaptation iteration. The process of minimising or otherwise controlling the 
effects of wall interference is referred to as an adaptation cyde. 

However, as wall adaptation should not reduce the rate at which data is acquired if k is ever to be used 
routinely in large industrial wind tunnels, a reliance on iteration is unlikely to be acceptable in production 
testing. This will require the necessary adjustments to the wall seltiis to be derived and applied rapidly and in 
one step - although the option to refine the date further by additional adaptation should aiways be available 
assuming practicaliiies allow it. In turn, this implies that a degree of antidpation or prediction will be required in 
deriving the adjustments - although it is also conceivable that the walls will not atways need to be adjusted 
between successive data points and that a given wall setting may be acceptable for use over a range of test 
conditions. 

Regardless of its potential application, an adaptive wall technique will always possess the following 
components: a wall interference assessment procedure, a wall adjustment strategy and a set of completion 
criteria. Subsequent treatments of the test data, including the application of post-test wrrectiis, are not 
usually viawad as being part of the adaptive wall technique - although for the reasons outlined in Sections 
10.2.3.3and 10.2.4.1,thispositionmaychangeinthefuture. 

10.2.3.1 WALL INTERFERENCE ASSESSMENT 

The ease with which accurate measures of the wall boundary conditions may be acquirad in closed test 
sections means that the use of twovariable interference assessment methods, as descdbed in Section 4.1.4. 
is favoured in flexible-walled faciliiis. This allowS wall adaptation to be completed without invoking any 



assumptions about the geometry or aerodynamic behaviour of the model under test. As is the case in 
conventional test sections, this is an important attribute as any errors in the assessment of interference will 
have a direct impact on the quality of the test data. It should also be noted that deficiencies in the assessment 
arising from random or systematic experimental error will influence the pmsuibed adjustments to the wall 
contours. Thus, the occurrence of such errors may often be identiied by monitoring the admissibilii of the 
control surface boundary conditions (flexible wall contours and pressure distributions) throughout the 
adaptation process. with experience, this information may allow appropriate corrective action to be devised. 

To avoid the quality of wail adaptation being impaired by imperfections in the empty test section environment, 
the boundary conditions input to the wall interference assessment code are usualiy specified as perturbations 
from their empty test section or “aerodynamically straight” values: aerodynamically straight wall pressure 
distributions are nominally uniform and equal to the test section reference pressure; correspondingly, 
aerodynamically straight wall contours are monotonicaliy divergent, in accordance with the requirement to 
accommodate the streamwise development of all four wall boundary layers. 

The scope of the assessment conducted white adapting the wails is justifiably confined to addressing those 
components of interference that are controtted directty by wall adaptation. More rigorous anatytkcal treatments 
- coveting features such as sidewall interference - need only be completed post test. Thus, the principle of wall 
streamlining permits the quality of wall adaptation to be provisionally assessed purely in terms of the indicated 
mismatch between the “real” and ‘Yctiiius” flows: in two-dimensional testing, all that is required to minimise 
tt-e effects of top and bottom wall interference is to match the flows at their interface - or to unload the control 
surfaces. As notad in Section 4.1.4, the fictitious flows need not be computed when their perturbation 
potentials are hanonic. In these circumstances, the relevant components of wall interference may be 
deduced directly from the measured boundary wndkiis. Examples of the methods currently used to assess 
wall interference in two and three-dimensional testing are provided in Sections 10.3 and 10.4. 

10.2.3.2 WALL ADJUSTMENT STRATEGY 

The algorithm employed to prescribe improved wall settings is known as the wall adjustment strategy. In order 
to maximise productivity, this should allow the test programme to be wmpleted with the minimum number of 
adjustments to the wall contours. Consequently, the formulation of a suitable strategy, together with its 
subsequent refinement, are amongst the most important tasks in the development of any adaptive wall 
technique - although it should be noted that, when contriving to minimise the effects of wall interference, 
deficiencies in their fonulation only appear to impede the rate at which the walls converge to their optimum 
settings: they have no impact on the ultimate quality of the test data. 

The effectiveness of a wall adjustment strategy will be determined by the extent to whiih the consequences of 
wall adaptation may be predicted. Thus, efficient strategies require the relevant wmponents of wall 
interference to be related directly to parameters describing the wall setting and should also accommodate any 
aerodynamic coupling that may occur as a result of adapting the walls. When the flow in the test section is 
purely subsonic, linear theory has proved to be a powerful tool in predicting appropriate adjustments to the 
wall contours. 

However, when the wall-induced perturbations cease to be harmonic, the consequences of wall adaptation 
become increasingly diffiiuit to predict. As a resuk. the process of adapting the walls may be relatively 
inefficient. Nevertheless, the use of reasonably simple procedures - relaxation (adapting to a weighted mean 
contour somewhere between the currant setting and an approximate prediction of an improved setting) or 
influence coeffrient methods (which utilise theoretically derived quantiii relating unit changes in wall setting 



to the resulting flow perturbations at a particular location in the test se&on), for example - has often proved to 
be effeckve in ensuring that the prescribed adjustments to the wall settings become progressively smaller as 
the adaptation process progresses. 

Thus, recognising that wall adaptation usually follows a law of diminishing returns and by paying careful 
attention to the order in which tests are conducted (by ensuring that the changes in wall contour between 
successive data points are relatively small, for instance), it is conceivable that, with experience, highly 
prcductiva wall adjustment strategies may be developed. Several schemes have been proposed. However, 
relatively lime effort has yet been directed towards their evaluation in practice Perspectives on the 
demonstrated capabiliii of current wall adjustment strategies are provided in Sections 10.3 and 10.4. 

10.2.3.3 COMPLETION CRITERIA 

While the principle of wall streamlining constitutes a mechanism for eliminating or otherwise controlling wall 
interference, factors such as those outlined in Section 10.2.2 make the attainment of interference-free flow a 
practical impossibilii. Consequently. in seeking to minimise the effects of wall interference in two-dimensional 
testing, the practice has developed of terminating adaptation cycles at the stage when experience has shown 
that further adjustments to the wall settings are unlikely to produce detectable moditications to the model 
performance. However, ti is possible that similar levels of refinement will not be required in production testing 
since there is probably little to be gained from adapting the walls beyond the point at which the test data 
become amenable to reliable post-test (or on-line) analyses in these circumstances. 

Strictly speaking, the flow over a model is currently only deemed to be fully “wrrectable” if there is a free-air 
flow about the same shape that corresponds exactly to that in the wind tunnel. As the wall-induced velocity 
wmponents will always vary by a certain amount in the vicinity of the model, this raises interesting - and as yet 
unresolved - questions as to the acceptability of these variations. This comment applies to the quality of the 
data obtained in conventional as well as adaptive wall test sections (although the variations present in adapted 
test sections will usually be appreciably smaller than those likely to be found in conventional test sections). 

The current absence of clear guidance on this matter has impeded the development of hiihly prcductive 
adaptive wall techniques. particularly in three-dimensional testing, where the residual variations appear to be 
most pronounced. However, by allowing perturbations to the tlow to be introduced in a controlled manner, wall 
adaptation enables the effects of localised variations in the wall-induced velocity to be studied systematically. 
Thus, it would appear that adaptive flexible-walled test sections constitute suitable platforms for investigating 
the ratiinaie of the application of wind tunnel wrrectiins in more detail. This subject is discussed further in 
Section 10.5. 



10.2.4 FURTHER POINTS OF CLASSIFICATION 

Before moving on to describe the features of several two- and three-dimensional testing techniques in more 
detail, it is convenient to introduce two additional factors that are usad to distinguish between the different 
types of adaptive wall technique. 

10.2.4.1 THE TYPE OF FLO~FIELD BEING SIMULATED 

In principle, the abilky to control the flow at the test section boundaries allows a diverse range of flowfiilds to 
be simulated within flexible-walled test sections. For example, in addition to facilitating the simulation of free- 
air boundaries, the principle of wall streamlining allows the conditions in an open-jet test section to be 
simulated simply by setting the walls to contours exhibiting uniform static pressure distributions. Those 
simulations already found to be practical in two-dimensional testing are illustrated in Figure 10.3. 

It may be seen that the introduction of controlled levels of wall interference may be used to some advantage. 
However, the utility of wall adaptation in these circumstances may be viewed in several ways. For instance, 
instead of regarding the scenario depicted in Figure 10.3f as simulating steady pitching motion, it may also be 
considered as simulating the steady-state conditions about a model of mcdfiad camber. Therefore, in order to 
reflect the different ways in which wall adaptation may be exploited, it is convenient to distinguish between 
techniques which merely contrive to minimise the effects of wall interference-or, more precisely, reduce them 
to acceptable levels - and those which intentionally introduce controlled perturbations to the flow. This is 
achieved in the following sections by describing the adaptation algorithms as being either reductiie or 
manipulative. The most powerful reductive techniques are described in Sections 10.3 and 10.4, while the use 
of manipulative algorithms is reviewed in Section 10.5. 

10.2.4.2 THE NATURE OF THE FLOW AT THE CONTROL SURFACES 

As the principle of wall streamlining allows the wall adaptation process to be driven purely by information 
gathered at the flexible walls, it is convenient to classky the various types of interface matching technique by 
the nature of the flow at the control surfaces. The groupings adopted to describe the range of test conditions 
currently straddled in two-dimensional testing are illustrated in Figure 10.4. 

Grout 1 Flows : the range of test section environments for which the reference Mach number is subsonic 
and regions of supercritical flow near the model, if they exist, do not extend to the control 
surfaces. The Row at the wntrd surfaces and throughout the fictiiius W&fs is purely 
subsonic in these circumstances and may be modelled using potential flow theory or the 
linearised wmpressible flow equations. 

Grow 2 Flows : the range of test section environments for which the reference Mach number is subsonic 
and at least one suparcritical tongue emanating from the model extends beyond a control 
surface. The flow along this control surface is transonic in these circumstances and the 
region of supercritical flow in the fictitious flowfield is usually terminated by a near-normal 
shock. The ability of passive solid-walled tunnels to simulate these flows is limited by test 
section choking. 

Grouo 3 Flows : the range of test section environments for which the reference Mach number is subsonic 
and the model is almost completely immersed in supercritical flow. This extends far into 



Grow 4 Flows : 

Grow 5 Flows : 

both fctiiius welds and may be (i) terminated by systems of oblique and normal 
shocks (when simulating subsonic freastream Mach numbers) or (ii) turned through 
oblique shocks before returning to its undisturbed state (when simulating sonic and very 
tow supersonic freestream Mach numbers). Problems associated with test section 
chokii, establishing appropriate reference condkiis ahead of the model and starting 
the tunnel prevent passive solid-walled tunnels being used to simulate these flows. 

the range of test section environments for which the reference Mach number is 
supersonic and the strength of the bow shock is such that it precedes a region of subsonic 
flow which protrudes into one or both of the imaginary flov&lds. The flow at the control 
surfaces and in the r%tiis RrwBekls is, again, transonic in these circumstances. 
DHiculties in establishing appropriate reference conditions ahead of the model and 
starting the tunnel prevent passive soiii-walled tunnels being used to simulate these 
flows. 

the range of test section environments for which the reference Mach number is 
supersonic and regions of subcritical flow between the bow shock and the model do not 
extend to the control surfaces. The flow at the control surfaces and throughout the 
fictitious flowtields is purely supersonic in these circumstances. Testing may proceed in 
passive solii-walled tunnels provided the model is safely within its test diamond. 

The requirement to control the flow away from the control surfaces blurs the distinction between the dllrent 
forms of target line technique. The nature of the flow at the control surfaces will, however, still play an 
important role in determining the most appropriate wall interference assessment procedure, wall adjustment 
strategy and completion criteria to employ. 

10.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL TESTING 

A test section with flexible walls at top and bottom offers itself and appears to be ideal for the testing of 
two-dimensional models using the interface matching technique. Strictly speaking, when implemented in 
facilities with two flexible walls the (twodimensional) interface matching technique can only eliminate the 
top and bottom wall interference. The influence of the sidewall boundary layers, being a three- 
dimensional effect, is not controlled and cannot be eliminated. A procedure, by which two-dimensional 
wall adaptation may alleviate the sidewall boundary layer effects is reviewed in Section 10.4.3 of this 
Chapter. Presently we assume that the flow past a two-dimensional wing, spanning the test section, is 
nearly twodimensional. 

In seeking to eliminate the effects of top and bottom wall interference, the aim of two-dimensional 
interface matching is to shape the flexible walls in such a way that the distribution of pressure and flow 
angle measured at the walls match those of a fctitiius exterior tlow resulting from computation. When 
this is achieved, within practical limits, the walls conform with the streamlines of the unconfined flow. The 
fictitious exterior flow is then the analytical continuation of the flow in the test section. 



10.3.1 WALL ADAPTATION BY ITERATION 

An iterative procedure for the wall adaptation may be contrived for example, in the following way: 

Initially the walls may be straight or have any shape approximating the streamlines of the unconfined 
flow. During a test run, the wall pressures are measured along lines of pressure taps, usually the 
centrelines of the top and bottom walls. Next, a ftiitious “external” flow is computed that is bounded by 
the test section wails and attains the conditions of undisturbed parallel flow at infinity (Figure 10.5). It 
should be noted that the “external” flow may be considered as an inviscid potential flow - in contrast to 
the flowfield adjacent to the model - and can be computed on the basis of inviscid or even linearised 
theory simply and fast with modern computers. The computed wall pressures of the external flow, p., are 
compared with the measured pressure distribution of the test flow, ,oti If p. and pi agree within prescribed 
error bounds, the external flow is the analytical continuation of the interior flow and the wall shape 
conforms with the streamlines of the unconfined flow. Otherwise, the difference pa - p, is considered as 
remaining wall interference and the wall shape must be corrected in a second iteration cycle and so on. 

This iterative procedure, as k was described in early publications (see, for example, Erickson 8 Nenni, 
171; Goodyer, [IO]; Legendre, [22]; and Sears, [32], is quite intuitive. It has, however, caused much 
confusion, leading to the widespread belief that the wall adaptation must necessarily be iterative. It will be 
shown in the following that for Group 1 Flows an explicit computation of the fictitious external flow is not 
required and that full wall adaptation can be attained within one iteration step. 

10.3.2 ONE STEP METHODS OF WALL ADAPTATION FOR GROUP 1 FLOWS. 

The principles of one step methods are equally valid for two- and three-dimensional flows, for interface 
matching and target line methods. In all cases the procedure requires an assessment of the wall 
interferences by a two-variable method and a subsequent computation of the wall movement required to 
eliminate the interferences. In the case of interface matching, the component of the interference velocity 
normal to the wall is evaluated which gives immediately the flow angle to which the wall must be adjusted 
in order to extinguish the interference velocity. The assessment of wall interferences using Green’s 
formula is discussed in Chapter 4. In the case of two-dimensional flows, Green’s formula reduces to the 
Cauchy integral formula which is discussed in the following. 

The Cauchy Integral 

It is assumed that the flow near the test section walls deviates from parallel subsonic flow by small 
disturbances. The two-dimensional disturbance potential fulfils the equation: 

p’& + &,, =0 with p’= 1-e (10.1) 

( x, y ) are the co-ordinates in the flow direction (x ) and upwards ( y ) as shown in Figure 10.5. 

The wall interference in two-dimensional tunnel flow is then computed by a Cauchy type integral : 

(10.2) 

where the complex variable z is defined by z = x + i py and 5 by 6 = 5 + i fin with (5, 9) as the running 
co-ordinates in the x - and y - directions. While introducing the variables z and 6 use is made of the 
Prandtl-Glauert transformation. 



The complex integral is taken along a counter-clockwise oriented closed path (C) around the model - 
suitably along the lower wall from the upstream to the downstream end of the test section, from there 
across the test section to the upper wall and along the upper wall upstream and back across the test 
section to the starting point (Figure 10.6). 

wfc)=Puf5?1I)-i~(590) is the disturbance velocity in complex notation at a point (5,~) and 

w,& = 8 u,,&,y) - i ~,~f(x,y) is the interference velocity at a point with co-ordinates (x,y) 

To evaluate the integral of Equation 10.2, the disturbance velocities (u,v) must be known along the 
closed path C. At the upper and lower wall of the test section the values of u and v are simply evaluated 
by measuring the wall pressure and the wall angle, which is the derivative of the wall displacement. 
Assuming that the linearised Bernoulli’s equation may be applied to describe the disturbance velocity at 
the walls, then: 

up, = -cp/2 and v/urn = 8 

where 8 is the wall angle and c, the pressure coefficient measured at the walls 

The evaluation of u and Y along those parts of the closed curve C that cross the test section at the 
upstream and downstream end is not as simple. However, if the test section is suf6ciently long - a 
requirement for full wall adaptation -the disturbance velocities at the upstream and downstream ends are 
small and may safely be neglected. 

Equation 10.2 is the wall correction formula of Smith (1982). A derivation of Equation 10.2 was given by 
Mokry [29]. The formula is the two-dimensional equivalent of Green’s formula, introduced by Ashill 6 
Weeks [2] for the computation of wall interferences in general three-dimensional flows (Equation 4.14 of 
Chapter 4). Because of the importance of Equation 10.2 both for the wall interference assessment and a 
wall adaptation strategy a brief derivation is reviewed in Appendix A. 

Equation 10.2 may be used either to compute the wall interference velocity at the model or at any other 
point within the test section. When the Cauchy integral is evaluated for z-values on the wall, it must be 
regarded that the integrand is singular at 5 = z. The proper integration is performed by taking the limit- 
value of the integral for z-values approaching the wall. For z-values at the wall, Equation 10.2 takes the 
form: 

w,,(z) =iw(z) + &Jf+r ) ZEC 
c 

(10.3) 

where the Cauchy principal value is to be taken for the integral 

Equation (10.3) leads immediately to a one step formula for the wall adaptation. The normal velocity at 
the walls for interference-free flow must be: ( Y - v,“, ). The wall angle is 8 = ( v - vr”,) /U and the wall 
displacement Sy is : 

where v,,, is the negative imaginary part of w ,,,r , evaluated at the wall according to Equation (10.3). 

Equation (10.4). as a one step formula for the wall adaptation, was first described by Kraft 8 Dahm [17]. 
The discovery that wall adaptation for group 1 flows in two dimensions need not be iterative is attributed 
to Lo [26] 



A final remark is due regarding the notion of one step methods. As mentioned above, the one step 
formula is limited to cases where linearised flow theory is applicable at least in a region near the wall (or 
the control surface about which the integral (Equation 10.2) is taken). In extreme cases a second iteration 
may be required even for the linearised flow. After adapting the wall to the computed wall shape the flow 
about the model will change by some small amount. The changed flow will produce slightly different wall 
interference. We may imagine that the singularities representing the model and consequently the images 
representing the wall interference are slightly modified by the wall adaptation. This second order effect is 
negligible in most cases. It may become significant e.g. when wind tunnel choking occurs at near sonic 
speeds. An initial adaptation step may bring the flow at the wall to subsonic conditions so that - in a 
second iteration step -the linearised flow assumption holds. 

In wind tunnel practice, the test condition - angle of attack and freestream Mach number - will be 
changed in small steps so that at each step only small changes of the flow are encountered and, 
therefore, only small corrections to the wall displacements are required that can be done within a single 
iteration step. The wall adaptation procedure may not even slow down the model testing if wall pressure 
assessment and wall adjustments do not take more time than changes of the test condition (angle of 
attack or Mach number). The adapted wall shape for the succeeding configuration may be extrapolated 
from the previous values. During the test the wall pressure distributions will be measured and used to 
compute the proper wall shape that can be used for extrapolation to the next test configuration and so 
on. In this way a continuously self-correcting wind tunnel may be realised. 

10.3.3 WALL ADAPTATION IN SUPERSONIC FLDW (GROUP 5) 

In contrast wkh the situation for Group 1 Flows, the experience of adapting the walls in Group 5 Flows is rather 
limited. As a result, the testing techniques are far less refined. The most notable investigations were 
conducted on large aerofoils generating modest I#t at Mach numbers up to 1.35. (Taylor, 1371) 

As the bow shock generated by the model was not attached at any of the conditions straddled during these 
tests, there was no obvious and immediately available means of procuring reliable estimates of the wall 
interference. Therefore, in the absence of suitable reference model data, it was necessary to rely entirety on 
the principle of wall streamlining to define the desired data quality: a Transonic Small Perturbation code was 
used to compute the fictitious external flows and the walls adapted until the mismatch between the real and 
fictiiious flows, evaluated along the centrelines of the control surfaces, appeared to have been reduced to 
levels deemed to be acceptable in Group 1 Flows. A lag-entrainment method was used to compute the 
displacement thickness contours in the flexible wall boundary layers. 

The wall adjustment strategy used differed from those employed in Group 1 Flows in several important 
respects. Aside from its lack of refinement, it reflected the fundamental differences between the elliptical and 
hyperbolic natures of subsonic and supersonic flow. For instance, recognising that supersonic disturbances 
cannot be propagated upstream, it was not used to adjust the full-length of the profiles of the flexible walls: 

i. In the early stages of the adaptation process, its use was confined to adjusting the slope of the 
upstream portion of each control surface. It was only applied further downstream once the local 
mismatch between the real and fictitious flows had been reduced to an acceptable level. 

ii. Adapting the walls ahead of the bow shodc and beyond the point at which any n&c&d disturbances 
would pass downstream of the model and the subsonic portion of its wake was unnecessary. 

Furthemrore, as any wall-induced blockage adjacent to the model or the near-portion of its wake could force 
the bow shock stand-off distance to be appreciably larger than that in free-air, it was found that wall 



streamlines could only be approached from one dire&on: adjustments to the wall contours should, in general, 
be directed towards the tunnel centreline. Thus, without the freedom to iterate via progressively smaller 
overshoots, it seems that, for practical purposes, wall adaptation in supersonic flows will exhibit a one-sided 
asymptotic convergence to free-air streamlines. Aside from making it more difficult to ascartain the stage at 
which the walk have attained their optllum settings, this indicates that errors in estimating the modificatllns 
to the control surface protiks associated wkh shock - boundary layer interactions or the provision of 
insufficient local control over the wall contours may prevent the adaptation process from ever reaching free-air 
streamlines. 

Consequently, although these investigations demonstrated that wall adaptation yielded substantial alleviations 
in the intensity of any ratkcted disturbances, 1 was not possible to quantify the extent to which top and bottom 
wall interference had been reduced. No direct attempts were made to address the alleviation of sidewall 
interference, or to investigate the ksues associated with shock - wall boundary layer interactions in any detail. 
Moreover, although attempts were made to assess the sensitii of the model data to any (aerodynamically) 
undesirable waviness in the tkxible walk, as the test section was not designed for supersonic testing, the 
results of these studies were not conclusive. 

It may be seen that two-dimensional Group 5 interface matching techniques are still in the preliminary stages 
of development. Much is to be done before they may be utilised competitively beyond the research 
environment. 

10.3.4 WALL ADAPTATION IN TRANS~NIC FLOWS (GROUPS 2- 4) 

Again, the experience of wall adaptation in circumstances where the flow at the walls is transonic is rather 
limited. Lewis [23] conducted the most systematic evaluation of the prospects for simulating Group 2 Flows 
while the most experience of testing in Group 3 and 4 Flows has been accumulated by Taylor [37]. 

Faced with dRficultii in obtaiiing accurate measures of the residual wall interference or reliable independent 
sources of reference model data, these actiiities adopted similar approaches to wall adaptation as that 
described in Section 10.3.3 above. The principal distinctions between the techniques occurred in the wall 
adjustment strategy. 

As the maximum attainable Mach number ahead of the model with the walls set in their aerodynamically 
straight positiins was approximately 0.75 in these tests, it was not always possible to initiate wall adaptation at 
the desired reference Mach number. Therefore, a policy of adapting the walls at a speed below that ultiiately 
required and relying on the attendant blockage relief to provide the necessary increase in choking Mach 
number was adopted for Group 2 simulations. 

The process of initiating wall adaptation from a Group 1 Flow condition meant that subsonic wall adjustment 
strategies could be employed at much higher reference Mach numbers than would otherwise have been 
possible. However, once the point had been reached where the supemrkcal patches of flow at the walls could 
not be removed by wall adaptation, local adjustments to the wall contours were not so easily prescribed and 
the process of minimising the local wall loading became more lteratii. Although the supercritical wall loading 
could not be reduced to the desired levels within one or two iteratiins. the residual wall loading ekewhere in 
the test section was very low and the supercritical patches in the real and fictitious flows were well matched - 
see Figure 10.7. Moreover, the model data - most notiiabiy, the upper surface shoch location - and the wall 
loading exhibited a doubk convergence. The test data therefore appeared to be of a reasonably hllh quality. 
Nevertheless, with the effects of sidewall interference unaddressed, further experience is required to assess 



the extent to which the technique must be refined if the most demanding contemporary standards for residual 
interference are to be guaranteed in production testing. 

When simulating Group 3 Flows, wall streamlines derived from Euler freeair computations were initially used 
as the starting point in each adaptation cycle. As with Group 2 Flow simulations, subsequent wall adaptation 
proved to be relatively ad-hoc and was occasionally prolonged by difficulties in establishing appropriate 
reference conditions ahead of the model whilst simultaneously unloading the portions of the control surfaces 
adjacent to it. 

However, once generated, the adapted wall contours for a given model incidence appeared to be valii for a 
wide range of freestream Mach numbers -a direct consequence of the Mach freeze phenomenon. Thus, once 
the walls had been adapted for a range of model incklences when simulating one freestream Mach number, it 
appeared that data for a range of neighbouring freestream Mach numbers (extending from about 0.96 to 1.15 
in this case) coukl be obtained on a one-shot basis - although, as the flow in the adapted portion of the test 
section was remarkably insensitive to the freestream Mach number, there would have been file point in 
completing a detailed test matrix in these circumstances. with the influence of the sidewall boundary layers 
likely to be appreciably less important than in Group 2 Flows, this was a partiiularly refreshing discovery. 
Nevertheless, further experimental evidence and technique refinements - including reducttons in the time 
required to compute the fictitious flowtields - will probably be required before this radically different approach 
towards near-sonic testing may be employed with wnfrdence in production testing. 

Initial experiences of adapting the walls to simulate Group 4 Flows also proved to be laborious. Following the 
general pattern established for Group 5 simulations. the first iterations were dedicated to improving the 
location of the bow shock - as judged by the progressive confluence of its positions in the real and fictitious 
flowfields. Effort was then focused on relieving the mismatch in the region of subsonic flow aft of the shock 
before moving on to address the supersonic flow further downstream. However, unlike the situation in Group 5 
simulations, these phases of the adaptation cycle were not distinct as the region of subsonic flow on each 
control surface provided a path by which disturbances could be propagated upstream. 

Thus, in many respects, the procedure for simulating Group 4 Flows currently appears to be the least refined 
of all two-dimensional interface matching techniques. Nevertheless, a measure of encouragement for future 
development was gained from the observation that the quality of the adapted test data appeared to be 
remarkably insensitive to model incidence. It remains to be seen whether the wall contours derived for a 
particular model incidence will be capable of producing data of an acceptable quality over a range of model 
incidences in Group 4 Flows. 

10.4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL TESTING 

10.4.1 WALL ADAPTATtON BY INTERFACE MATCHING 

Interface matching in ventilated test sections 

Shaping the walls into a three-dimensionally curved surface meets, obviously, extreme technical 
difficulties. In an early study at AEDC Krafl et al. [15] restrained from using solid walls for three- 
dimensional wall adaptation, but rather investigated the capability of adaptable ventilated walls. The 
configurations investigated featured variable porosity in conjunction with suction through the walls. In this 
way significant reduction of wall interference could be obtained. Nevertheless, the method has not found 
much spread for the reasons outlined in Section 10.2.2. (See also Chapter 4.3 for more details). 



lntetface matching in test sections with impewious flexible wells 

A configuration using eight flexible walls formed to an octagonal test section was investigated by Ganzer 
et al. [S] at the University of Berlin. Each of the walls was deflected by a set of jacks to accomplish a 
nearly continuous three-dimensional wall adaptation. Special attention was given to the sealing of the 
gaps between the flexible plates by lamellas manufactured from spring steel. 

A cylindrical test section constructed from a thick walled rubber tube of SO cm diameter was used at the 
DFVLR Gdttingen by Wedemeyer et al. [42]. Full three-dimensional wall adaptation was achieved by 
deformation of the rubber wall with a set of 64 jacks, 8 jacks each at 8 cross sections. In conjunction with 
the rubber tube test section a one-step adaptation algorithm for three-dimensional flows was developed 
that takes advantage of the cylindrical geometry of the test section. A universal algoriim based on the 
two variable method of Ashill & Weeks [2] and capable of computing interference-free wall contours for 
arbitrary test section shapes as well as residual wall interferences in threedimensional flows was 
developed by Holst [15]. The latter is particularly useful when the wall adaptation is imperfect as in the 
case of two-dimensional adaptation for three-dimensional flows, which is discussed in section 10.4.2. 

It was demonstrated that interference-free flow can be achieved in the octagonal test section in Berlin as 
well as in the rubber tube test section of the DFVLR Gottingen. In spite of this success, the full three- 
dimensional wall adaptation methods were no longer pursued when it was shown that wall adaptation for 
three-dimensional flows can be accomplished within acceptable approximations in test sections with two 
flexible walls that had so far found prevailing use in two-dimensional testing. Since this twodimensional 
wall adaptation for three-dimensional flows has become a standard method, a detailed description will be 
given in the following section. 

10.4.2 TARGET LINE METHODS: TWO-DIMENSIONAL WALL ADAPTATION FOR 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 

Interface matching by means of two flexible walls is, of course, not conceivable when the flow is three- 
dimensional. It is, however, appealing to use test sections with two flexible walls to relieve wall 
interferences in three-dimensional testing because of their relatively simple construction and their 
convenience. It was shown by Wedemeyer [41] that blockage and upwash interferences can be 
eliminated at the centreline of the test section by suitable adaptation of the flexible walls of a two- 
dimensional adaptive wall test section. An algorithm for the two-dimensional wall adaptation for three- 
dimensional flows was developed at the VKI by Wedemeyer [41] and Lamarche 8 Wedemeyer [20]. 
Similar methods have also considered to eliminate the interferences along some well defined “target line” 
that need not be the centreline of the test section. (In principle, target line methods are not limited to test 
sections having two flexible walls, although, for practical reasons, only these have been used so far). 

Presentiy we consider the case where the model is mounted in a test section with two flexible walls so 
that its axis coincides with the centreline of the test section. It is supposed that the model is symmetrical 
or nearly so to the vertical plane of symmetry of the test section, i.e. a symmetrical model at zero or small 
yaw angle is assumed. The lateral extensions of the model are supposed to be not a large fraction of the 
lateral extensions of the wind tunnel so that the model is exposed only to the flow near the centreline. 
Although the wall interferences are eliminated strictly only along the target line, it is expected and was 
proven by numerical simulations (see Section 10.4.2.6) that the residual interferences are relatively small 
throughout the remainder of the test section. If the centreline is used as the target line, the residual 
interferences are of second order small in terms of the distance from the centreline. In half-model testing 



the model is usually mounted with its axis along the centreline of a sidewall. Such an arrangement may 
be conceived of as a model mounted at the centreline of a duplex test section. For wall adaptation a line 
of pressure taps should be provided near the reflection plane on top and bottom wall. 

For a symmetrical model at zero yaw angle the interference velocity along the centreline has a 
longitudinal component u,,& and a vertical component W&Y). The walls are adapted now in such a way 
that the interference velocities (u~,(x~, w&x)) are extinguished at the centreline. By deflecting the upper 
and lower wall in a suitable symmetrical way (Figure 10.8a) a distribution of longitudinal velocity 
u(x) = - u&f) is induced. Similarly, by deflecting the upper and lower walls anti-symmetrically (Figure 
IOSb), a distribution of vertical velocity w(x) = - w,,,,(x) can be induced. Combining symmetrical and anti- 
symmetrical wall deflections any wall interference can be extinguished along the centreline. The wall 
interference velocities at the tunnel centreline may be computed by the two variable method of Ashill 8 
Weeks (see Chapter 4) which requires a detailed pressure measurement at all test section walls. The 
method of Lamarche 8 Wedemeyer [20] rests upon pressure measurements at the centrelines of top and 
bottom walls only. The wall interferences at the tunnel centreline can be inferred from the top and bottom 
wall pressure distributions under the supposition of symmetrical models with small lateral extensions 
(precisely, under the condition that the model can be represented approximately by singularities 
distributed along the tunnel centreline). With these assumptions the wall interference assessment and 
the wall adaptation algorithm are largely simplified to the evaluation of one-dimensional integrals, 

10.4.2.1 ASSESSMENT OF THE WALL INTERFERENCES 

The u-component of the disturbance velocity at the walls is evaluated via measurement of the pressure 
coefficient in the usual way: u / U- = - c, /2. The w-component (normal to the wall) is inferred from the 
wall angle 0 or, alternatively, the derivative of the wall displacement d6/dx = 8 = w/Urn 

Let us assume, at first, that the walls are aerodynamically straight, i.e. 0 = 0 at the top and bottom walls, 
Defining the symmetrical part u, and the anti-symmetrical part u. of the disturbance velocity at the walls: 

us =h +%I/2 (10.5a) 

% =b, 42 (10.5b) 

where u, and ub are the velocities at the top and bottom walls, the interference velocities u,, , we, at the 
centreline are related to the wall velocities by linear integral operators: 

u,,,(x)= fd)@t -x)4/P h (lOBa) 

Y,(X)= f&%(5 -x)&/h (106b) 

where the integration is, nominally, from - - < 5 < + m. As the wall velocities die out quickly with 
increasing distance from the model location the integrals encompass, in practice, only a finite path. R and 
rare functions of the normalised variables (4 -xJ, with x = x/p/r, g = 5 //3/r, and the aspect ratio b/h of the 
test section. 

Equations 10.6a and 10.6b are similar to (the real and imaginary parts of) the Cauchy-integral (Equation 
10.2) but the influence functions R and rare, of course, more complicated. They are computed once for 
a given test section geometry b/h. The form of the influence functions and their computation is discussed 
in Appendix B. 



10.4.2.2 WALL ADAPTATION ALGORITHM 

As mentioned above, the wall adaptation strategy aims at eliminating the wall interferences along the 
centreline of the test section by displacing the flexible top and bottom wall so as to generate velocity 
distributions uc = -u,r , w, = -w,, that counteract the interference velocities. The wall displacements are 
again divided into a symmetrical part d, = (dr +db) / 2 and an anti-symmetrical part da = (d, - dtJ / 2 
where d, and db are the displacements of the top and bottom wall, positive in the outward direction. In the 
following the notation a, and U. will be used for the non-dimensional velocities u, = u,N- , u. = U./U- 
and ds , da for the non-dimensional wall displacements ds = da , d. = d.lh where II- is the freestream 
velocity and h the test section height. 

The wall displacements ds and da required to eliminate the interference velocities in this way are related 
to the wall signatures, u& , d&5), u& , da&J by linear integral operators: 

(10.7a) 

d,(x)=Ip2u,(5)A(5-X)+d,o(5)N(5-x)d5!ph (10.7b) 

dso and de denote the pre-set wall displacements, usually the wall setting of a previous test condition. 
The influence functions X, M, A, N depend only on the normalised variable (4 - &I = (5 - x) /ph and the 
aspect ratio b/h of the test section. A method for computing the functions X, A, M, N is discussed in 
Appendix B. An algorithm based on Equations 10.7a&b for the wall adaptation is used routinely in 
adaptive wall tunnels at ONERAICERT Archambaud & Mignosi, [I] and at DLR (Holst 8 Raman, 1141). 

It is important to note that the time required to perform the calculation of the adapted wall contours need 
not be an obstacle to fast wall adaptation procedures in production testing. A computational code used at 
the DLR Gottingen requires about 0.1 second on a 133 MHz Pentium computer to compute the wall 
contours from Equations 10.7a&b. In comparison, the algorithm employed by Holst 1151 using full 
boundary measurements requires about 3 seconds for the calculation of wall contours in three- 
dimensional flow. 

The method described above has been extended by Rebstock and Lee [31] who considered the more 
general case, that the model is not necessarily mounted at the centreline of the test section. The wall 
interferences are then computed from flow measurements at the full boundary of the test section and can 
be eliminated on a given target line that is, for example, the model axis. The generalised adaptation 
algorithm was used in the TCT wind tunnel at NASA Largely to verify the method. A distinct advantage of 
pressure measurements at the full boundary is, that residual interferences can be computed at once. The 
full wall interference assessment requires more testing time and, of course. a sufficient number of 
pressure taps distributed over the whole of the test section walls. The quality of the wall adaptation can, 
however, hardly be improved by using wall signature information on the full boundary because the 
elimination of the wall interferences is still limited to the target line. 

Several approaches have been developed independently of these activities, Lewis and Goodyer 1241 
combined the two-variable method of Ashill 8 Weeks [Z] with the influence coefficient method of Goodyer 
[l I] and have employed various target lines, for example, a straight target line for blockage interferences 
following the fuselage and a target line for upwash interferences following the forebcdy of a model and 
subsequently a swept line following the wing geometry. 



Another approach due to Le Sant and Bouvier [21] is used in the S3Ch adaptive wall wind tunnel at 
ONERA Chatillon. The ONERA S3Ch method may be seen as an improved version of the VKI method, 
using the same principles and ideas: 

i. A model representation is identified according to pressure measurements on the top and bottom 
wall. 

ii. Wall interferences are assessed on a target line 

111. A wall shape is predicted so as to cancel the wall interferences on the target line 

The application of these principles is, however, different in a two-fold respect: 

i. The location of the model is user defined, i.e. it is not necessarily aligned with the centreline. The 
singularities representing the model are set at the model location, including the model support 
sting. The model attitude is taken into account as well as the model support. 

ii. The target line on which wall interferences are assessed is not necessarily straight but it may 
follow the fuselage and continue along the 3/4-cord line of the wing. 

The ONERA method is more complicated than the VKI method. Its use is less easy as information about 
the model is required. On the other hand the user may control model representation and target line. 
Large models may be used and support interferences may be taken into account. 

It should be noted that severe restrictions exist on the extent to which a target line may be swept if wall 
interferences are to be eliminated along it. These arise because the perturbations to the flowfield 
introduced by wall adaptation are - for subsonic flows - analytic throughout the test section implying 
similar constraints on the form of the target line and the wall interferences to be eliminated. However, it 
should also be noted that elimination of wall interferences along a target line is not necessarily the best 
approach to take when adapting the walls. This point is discussed in Section 10.4.2.4. 

10.4.2.3 COMPLETION CRITERIA 

The importance of completion criteria, particularly in three-dimensional testing has been outlined in 
section 10.2.3.3. In the case of Group 1 Flows the wall adaptation may - as a rule - be completed by a 
one-step iteration. tf in exceptional cases (or Group 2-5 Flows) more than one iteration is required, the 
iteration procedure may be terminated if further iterations do not produce detectable modifications to the 
adapted wall contour. In all cases an assessment of residual interferences may be desirable after 
completion of the wall adaptation. If wall pressure measurements on the full boundary are available 
residual interferences may be calculated by the method of Ashill & Weeks [2]. If pressure measurements 
at the full boundary are not available, residual interferences may still be calculated by conventional wall 
interference assessment methods (see Chapter 2). An example of the numerical assessment of residual 
upwash variations for various wingspan ratios is given in section 10.4.2.6. 



10.4.2.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR GROUP 1 FLOWS 

Since two-dimensional wall adaptation for three-dimensional flows can only be approximate. k is desirable 
to verify the methods experimentally. To this end a number of wind tunnel tests have been performed in 
wind tunnels at NASA Langley, ONERAZERT. DLR GOttingen, the University of Southampton and at the 
Northwestern Polytechnical University (NPU) in Xian, China. Representative results of experimental tests 

are presented in Chapter 4 of AGARD Advisory Report 269 (Homung, ed., [I61 and original publications 
(citations of which are also found in AGARD-AR-269). In all cases where experimental results have been 
compared with interference free data from larger wind tunnels good agreement was found, even in cases 
where the ratio of wingspan to test section width and the blockage ratio were not small. 

Figures 10.9 a&b show experimental results obtained in the T2 tunnel at ONERAICERT for an axis- 
symmetric body (Figure 10.9a) and an aeroplane half model (Figure 10.9b). The resutts at M=0.64 show 
convincingly that wall adaptation is achieved within one iteration step since no significant changes are 
obtained for further iterations, Comparison with results for not adapted walls and with interference-free 
results from a large wind tunnel (NASA Ames 11 ft X 11 ft) gives an impression of the quality of the wall 
adaptation. The results for the half model, spanning 60% of the test section, show that wall interferences 
are largely reduced although spanwise variations of the wall induced upwash could not completely be 
eliminated. 

As another example of the quality of wall adaptation in an extreme case, results obtained in the high 
speed wind tunnel of the DLR GOttingen for an aeroplane model spanning 75% of the test section width 
are given in Figure 10.10. Figure lO.lOa shows a plan view of the model in the test section and Figure 
lO.lOb the pressure distributions at two wing sections (the most outboard section y/s=O.925 could 
accommodate only three pressure taps because of its limited thickness). The Figure shows the 
improvement of the test data after wall adaptation and the agreement with interference free results at the 
wing section y/s=06 A small deviation is apparent for the wing section y/s=O.925 and this deviation 
agrees well with the predicted residual interferences. 

By referring to the data presented in these Figures, it is possible to describe some more general 
observations that have been made about the capabilities of two-dimensional wall adaptation for three- 
dimensional Group 1 Flows : 

i. As, prior to adapting the walls, the distribution of wall-induced blockage in the plane of the model 
is remarkably one-dimensional (Figure 10.9b), two-dimensional wall adaptation is effective in 
reducing it throughout the test section, not merely in the vicinity of the target line: the residual 
variations in Figure 10.9b really are rather small. This situation appears to prevail at high 
reference Mach numbers, even for relatively large models. 

In contrast, the wall-induced upwash is not distributed so evenly across the test section prior to 
adapting the walls, especially in regions afl of a ring surface. Thus, while wall adaptation may 
be effective in eliminating it along its target line, the resklual variations over the remainder of the 
model are much larger. When a target line that does not deviate far from the streamwise 
direction is employed during tests on models of high aspect ratio, the dominant residual usually 
takes the form of velocity gradients in the spanwise direction over the wing - in effect, wall- 
induced wing twist. This is evident in both Figure 10.9b (where, white wall adaptation has clearly 
reduced the overall levels of upwash - and hence the magnitude of any primary correction to 
incidence - it has actually increased the effective wing twist, for which there is currently no 



correction) and in Figure 10.10 (where the differences in the residual interferences calculated at 
the two spanwise stations may be interpreted as evidence of wall-induced twist). 

Three ways of reducing wall-induced wing twist have so far been identified: (i) reducing the overall model 
size, (ii) changing the cross sectional proportions of the test section (this way is discussed in section 
10.4.2.6), and (iii) sweeping the upwash target line adjacent to the wing, foreplane or tailplane. 

An example of the effects of employing a swept target line is provided in Figure 10.11. As mentioned 
above, target lines on which wall interferences are to be eliminated are subject to certain restrictions. In 
lack of definite rules a tentative line was assumed as depicted in Figure 10.11 and wall adaptation was 
aiming at the best possible reduction of the wall induced upwash along this line. Figure 10.11 and Table 
10.1 show that wall induced wing twist could be reduced in this way to comply with the criteria proposed 
by Steinle 8 Stanewski [34] although at the expense of residual camber. Moreover, as a result of 
directing the target line along the root chord before sweeping it outwards towards the wing tip, and then 
aligning it with the tip chord, the penalties associated with sweeping the target line - the production of 
residual camber at the wing root and tip - have also been kept small. Consequently, the residual 
variations over the wing, the principal components of which are summarised in Table 10.1, are sufficiently 
small as to comply with the criteria proposed by Steinle and Stanewsky [34]. Having said this, the 
benefits of employing swept target lines will need to be balanced against the costs - the additional 
expense associated with acquiring wall pressure data at the full boundary and solving Equation 4.14 (as 
opposed to Equations 10.6 and 10.7) for instance - if they are to be used in routine production testing. 

10.4.2.5 WALL ADAPTATION FOR NON-LINEAR AND SUPERSONIC FLOWS (GROUPS 24) 

In the case of two-dimensional flow and generally in cases using interface matching techniques, the 
strategy of streamlining the walls coukt easily be extended to non-linear flows as discussed in Section 
10.2.4.2, the main difference being that a computation of the fictitious external flow is required for non- 
linear flows. An extension of the target line technique to non-linear flows is not as straightforward 
because the described method depends on the assumption that the effects of the wall constraints and 
the wall displacements can be superimposed. The superposition principle is, however, not applicable for 
non-linear flows. It is diffrcult to define a strategy of twodimensional wall adaptation for three-dimensional 
flow, if the superposition principle does not hold. A way that was investigated by Lamarche [IQ] depends 
on the “transonic area rule”. To alleviate the blockage effect the two flexible walls were shaped in such a 
way that the area distribution of the test section equals the area distribution of a corresponding 
streamtube around the model in free-flight. The streamtube was computed for an “equivalent body of 
revolution”. The equivalent body of revolution is an imaginary model that generates a wall pressure 
signature equal to that of the real model. The equivalent body was determined, more or less, by a 
method of trial and error, which is laborious and time consuming. It was shown, however, that nearly 
interference-free flow could be achieved in this way. For a lifting model only the symmetrical part of the 
wall pressure distribution was used to define the equivalent body of revolution. For the anti-symmetrical 
part of the wall pressure, which is related to lift, it was shown that the linear algorithm is still valid. 

Theoretical and experimental investigations of the possibility of two-dimensional wall adaptation for three- 
dimensional supersonic flows have been performed at the DLR by Heddergott & Wedemeyer [13] and at 
NPU by He et al. [12. 



10.4.2.6 LIMITATIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 

Two-dimensional wall adaptation for three-dimensional flow is necessarily imperfect. The strategy in 
which the wall interferences are eliminated at the centreline of the test section is subject to the following 
assumptions: 

i. The lateral extension of the model is not a large fraction of the test section width 

ii. The asymmetry of the flow with respect to the vertical centre plane of the test section is small. 

In the following, we address the limitations imposed by these assumptions. 

Limitations due to model size 

It is common to all target line methods that wall interferences are eliminated only along the target line. It 
is expected, however, that the remaining residual interferences are small although they increase with 
distance from the target line. If the target line coincides with the centreline of the test section the residual 
interferences near the target line remain small to second order in terms of the distance from the target 
line. As a consequence the limitations due to model size are far less restridive than might otherwise be 
anticipated. In order to have an estimate about the residual interferences to be expected, numerical 
studies have been performed for blockage and upwash interferences. 

Blockage interferences - concerning the u-component - are caused mainly by the large volume of the 
fuselage of an aeroplane model. Residual blockage interferences on the fuselage are small just because 
the target line is chosen to run near the fuselage. This does, however, not imply that they are small 
elsewhere in the test section. It has been shown by numerical simulations that residual blockage 
interferences remain extremely small throughout the test section so that they are negligible even for large 
blockage ratios (for example VerIe [40]. Unfortunately this is not the case for upwash interferences. 

Upwash interferences - concerning the w-component - are caused by lifting bodies i.e. mainly by the wing 
of an aeroplane model. As the wing spans a large portion of the test section width, spanwise variations of 
the wall-induced upwash are to be expected while only a constant level of upwash can be eliminated at 
any streamwise position. 

It was noted by Wedemeyer and Lamar&e 1431 that test sections with aspect ratios other than square 
can be advantageous as the spanwise upwash variations are reduced or even become negligibly small. 
Depending somewhat on the wingspan ratio, the ideal test section should be rectangular with a width to 
height ratio of about blh=1.4. The upwash level at the tunnel centreline may also be reduced as was 
noted already by Glauert [9] in the context of wall interference corrections. An extensive numerical 
analysis by Lewis 8 Goodyer 1241 has generalised these findings to cover a wide range of model spans 
and test se&on proportions. The results are summarised in Figure 10.12. The contour lines show the 
root-to-tip variation of the normalised upwash: Aupw = AR48cd (w,.r(max)-w,,,(min))/U, (in degrees). For a 
wing with a typical aspect ratio AR=8 and lift coefficient of cL=l the factor AR/8cL becomes 1 and the 
upwash variation is shown directly on contour lines in a plane 2ddbh versus b/h where 2dbh is the 
wing span ratio and b/h the width to height ratio of the test section. For a square test sectiin (b/h=fj and 
a wing span ratio 2ddbh = 0.7 the normalised upwash variation is about 0.15”. More favourable 
conditions are found for a test section ratio of b/h = 1.4 where the upwash variations are less than 0.025”. 
It appears that residual upwash interferences remain relatively small if the wing span does not exceed 
70% of the test section width for square test sections. 



Another limitation due to model size concerns the capability of the flexible walls to be adjusted to the 
computed wall contour in that relatively large wall displacements are required to accommodate the 
downwash field. The flow downstream of a three-dimensional lifting model follows about a constant 
downwash angle that may be as large as 2 or 3 degrees for high-lifl configurations. Consequently, the 
flexible walls have to be displaced significantly downstream of the model. As the tunnel flow must be 
directed back to the collector, significant deflections of the flexible walls are required that may set limits to 
the model size or maximum angle of incidence. These circumstances may be relieved using a rotated 
system of co-ordinates, i.e. the wall setting is rotated by about half the downwash angle. The model 
angle of incidence is then corrected by this amount. 

Limitations in asymmetric flow 

Obviously, two-dimensional wall adaptation cannot cancel sidewash interferences. This is a serious 
limitation of the method whenever sidewash interferences are significant. Such situations are, however, 
very rare. Objects tested in wind tunnels are, with few exceptions, designed to produce only small side 
force per unit yaw angle, while the opposite is true of the nomlal force. Interferences are proportional to 
the forces experienced by the model. Hence the relative sidewash interferences are usually very much 
smaller than the upwash interferences and may be neglected in most circumstances. Exceptions may 
arise in cases where model yaw is accomplished by rotation of the model about the support sting 
because in these cases the requirement of nearly symmetric flow (point ii above) is eventually violated. In 
cases where sidewash interferences are significant they may be corrected by classical correction 
formulas (see Section 2.2). 

10.43 EFFECTS OF THE SIDEWALL BDUNDARY LAYER 

In two-dimensional testing, the sidewall boundary layers are affected by the model and may cause 
serious interferences. These are not wall interferences in the classical sense, but it is appropriate to 
discuss these boundary layer effects in the context of target line techniques for three-dimensional flows. 
A method to reduce sidewall boundary layer interferences is presently developed at the DLR Gdttingen in 
w-operation with ONERAICERT (Michonneau [28]). The idea is briefly as follows. 

Based on potential flow calculations about the wing section, the pressure distributions and subsequently 
the sidewall boundary layers are computed. The displacement thickness of the boundary layers induces 
interference velocities at the model which are computed either by linear flow theory or, in transonic flows, 
by means of a three-dimensional potential flow solver. Finally, the flexible top and bottom walls are 
adapted so that the interference velocities are eliminated along the central section of the model where 
pressure measurements are performed. 

The wall adaptation is superior to global correction methods in cases where boundary layer interferences 
vary along the chord of the model. In this way models of larger chord length may be used. 



10.5 MANIPUUITIVE ALGORITHMS 

The control of the test section flow&id afforded by wall adaptabn may be exploited for purposes othar than 
reducing the effects of wall interference in freeair simulations. For instance, the principle of wall streamlining 
allows the conditions at several different types of flowfield boundary to be simulated via interface matching 
techniques merely by imposing appropriate constraints in the fictitious flows. The range of twodimensional 
Group 1 Flowfiis already simulated in this way within flexible-waked test sectiins (Goodyer, [IO]; Benvenuto 
and Pktaluga, [5] is illustrated in Figure 10.3. 

Moreover, the facts that the wall boundary conditions am well defined and may readily be adjusted mean that 
the effects of introducing a variety of controlled perturbations to the flow may also be studied systematiilly in 
flexible-walled test sections. However, while the ability to actively manipulate rather than simply reduce the 
wall-induced perturbatiis to the flow may be expected to yieki a number of novel freedoms to the practice of 
adaptive wall wind tunnel testing (Taylor and Goodyer, [35], 1361, relatively lie effort has yet been directed 
towards exploiting this interesting feature of wall adaptation. 

The most notable attempts to exploit the manipulative nature of wall adaptation were made during a recent 
series of investigations by Lewis and Goodyer [24], [25]). Here, streamwise gradients of wall-induced blockage 
and upwash were intentionally introduced in order to gain an improved understanding of the effects of residual 
variations on wind tunnel test data and, wherever possible. to establish appropriate methods for correcting the 
data for these variations. 

The scope of these studies was confined to the manipulation of two-dimensional Group 1 Flows. Although the 
effects of residual variations in blockage were investigated (by providing appropriate collective displacements 
of the flexible liners), efforts were focused on studying the seamingly more important effects of residual 
upwash gradients. This was accomplished by super-imposing displacements in the form of circular arcs onto 
wall contours that had been derived to minimise the effects of top and bottom wall interference In this way, 
reasonabiy linear variations in upwash were generated over the model. The linearity of the gradient was, on 
occasion, refined by subsequent wall adaptation. Wall-induced blockage was kept to a practical minimum 
throughout. 

The influence of linear variations in upwash along the tunnel centmline was studied by manipulating its 
gradient (via the radius of curvature of the circular arcs) and the point on the model chord at which the upwash 
was zero (via tha streamwise lo&in of the centre of wall curvature). The desired modifications to wall 
curvature were deduced using linear theory. A sample of the results is presented in Figure 10.13. This shows 
the sensitivity of the model lfi coefficient at 5xed geometric incidence. A clear pattern in the data is evident, 
namely that the iii coefficient is insensible to the magnitude of the walCinduced camber pmvkled k is centred 
at or near the three-quarter chord point. Therefore, this data provides evidence to support the valkfity of 
Pistolesi’s threequafter chord theorem (Tlnvakes. 1351) a widely used method for deducing corrections to 
model incidence for the effects of streamwise linear residual variations in upwash. 

This theorem was subsequently invoked to construct portions of the lkt-cutve, the values of upwash at the 
three-quarter chord point being used to derive conventional wrrections to the model incidence. In this way, the 
systematii manipulatii of wall-induced upwash described above enabled the effective incklence of the 
model to be varied without adjusting its geometric attitude. The agreement between the resulting lk%curve and 
various independent sources of reference data pmvkled further experimental corroboration of Pistolesi’s 
theorem. The theory was then extended by Ashill et al. [3] to encompass the general case of non-linearity in 
the residual upwash variation as follows: 



(10.8) 

where 8 = ~0s.’ (1-2x/c) and x,, is the point on the model chord at which the residual upwash is used to 
produce the incidence correction, 6a. Note that linear variations in upwash yield x,=&/4. When the integral in 
this equation (rather than the upwash at point x0) was used to construct the l&curve, the agreement between 
the iii-curve and the reference data was improved. 

During these experiments, it was found that the model’s pitching moment coefficient appeared to exhibit 
similar trends in its sensitivity to wall-induced upwash as those illustrated in Figure 10.13 - akhough, in this 
case, the curves appeared to converge on a point towards the model’s trailing edge. This observation 
suggested that a similar correction to incidence could be deduced from the residual wall-induced upwash. 
Subsequent analysis (Ashill et al., [3]) yielded: 

&-a =+#k(l/n) ~(w/U)(I-2corO+cos2B)d0 

an equation applicable to linear and non-linear residual variations. It may be veritied that xP=c for a wall- 
induced upwash that varies linearly with chordwise positiin. In other words, for linear reskfual variations of 
wall-induced upwash, the appropriate point for making a correction to incidence on plots of pitching moment 
against incidence is the trailing edge. 

Although derived in flexible-walled test sections, the wnclusions of these investigations may ba exploited in all 
wind tunnels where the assessment of wall interference is reasonably detailed. It is also interesting to note that 
the data presented in Figure 10.13 was obtained at conditiins where a portion of the flow on the upper 
surface of the model was supercritical. This implies that the wall interference assessment procedure used 
throughout these investigations - a two-variable method based on Equation 4.14 - may be used with some 
wnfxlence in the analysis of non-linear flows. Although further experimental evidence is required to 
substantiate this claim, it would appear that similar comments might also apply to the use of Equations 10.8 
and 10.9. 

The fact that the residual variations in wall-induced blockage and upwash about threedimensional mcdek 
may not be eliminated by two-dimensional wall adaptation would appear to make similar studies of their 
effects in threedimensional testing extremely attractive. Aside from supporting the development of correctiin 
procedures that wukl be used in conventional. unadapted test sections (as reviewed in Section 1.3.2) these 
types of investigation would yield valuable guidance on the balance that will need to be made between data 
quality, its rate of acquisition and the mechanical complexity of the test section in designing adaptive wall 
faciliii for production testing. They woukl also enable the extent to whiih some of the more novel potential 
uses for wall adaptation may be exploited in practice to be established. The limited data to hand (Lewis et al., 
[25]) suggest that the use of swept target lines may enable wall-induced camber and twist to be controlled 
almost independently about wings of high aspect ratio. 



10.6 PRIORITIES FOR THE FUTURE 

Even though more than two decades have elapsed since the dawn of the modem era of adaptive watl 
research, the pace of technique development continues to be rapid. Wii the range of potential applications 
also continuing to expand, there are many ways in which the technokrgy could develop. For convenience, 
these are reviewed under three broad headings: data quality, rate of data acquisition, and complexity and 
cost, With the walls of the test section being adapted, these factors are clearly interrelated. Each exerts an 
important influence on wind tunnel productivky. 

10.6.1 DATA QUALITY 

There is now considerable evklence to suggest that with the walls of the test section adapted to minimise the 
effects of top and bottom wall interference in Group 1 free-air simulations, the quality of the test data produced 
in fackkies with two flexible walls is sup&or to that obtained in any other type of wind tunnel. This appears to 
be true of twPdiiensional (Elsenaar, ed., [6]; McCroskey, [27l) and three-dimensional (Lewis et al., [25]) 
testing. However, further work is required to establish whether Rexible wall adaptation can yield similarly 
tangible benefits in Group 2-5 flows. If these cannot be established, there may be no alternative but to persist 
with a reliance on test section ventilation in these simulations - although, for the reasons outlined in SecttIn 
10.2.2, it should be noted that ventilated wall adaptation is not always successful in removing uncertainty from 
the test data (Neytand, [30]). 

In view of the fact that in production testing, there is probably little to be gained from adapting the walls beyond 
the point at which the test data become amenable to reliable analyses, there is also a need to establish 
appropriate completion criteria, particularly for threediisional testing where m&dual variations are 
inevitable. The ability to study controlled perturbations to the flow in a systematic manner would appear to 
make flexible-walled test sections suitable platforms for developing these. Aside from supporting the 
daveiopment of wneckon procedures that could be used in wnventiial wind tunnels, these types of study 
would provide valuable guidance towards resolving important test sectton design issues (number and 
distribution of wall jacks, etc.). They would also enable the extent to which active manipulation of the flow may 
enable novel forms of wind tunnel wall correction to be devised. For instance, Taylor and Gocdyer [35], [35] 
have suggested that the wall-induced wing twist present in three-dimensional testing might be tailored to 
simulate the aeroelastic deformations that occur during Right or to compensate for the distortion of the model 
under load. If proven, the latter feature would provide an alternative means for separating the effects of Mach 
number, Reynolds number and dynamic pressure in pressurised wind tunnels - a capability that is currentiy 
only available in cryogenic faciftiis. 

10.6.2 RATE OF DATA ACQUISITKM 

Once suitabte completion crtterta have been established. it will be possible to determine the degree of wall 
adaptation required to provide acceptable levels of residual variation. The rate at which correctable test data 
may then be produced will be determined by the number of adaptation iterations required to produce 
acceptable data and the time required to complete each iteration. 

Procedures capable of reducing residual variations to very low levels in one step have already been 
developed for simulations of two- and thraedimenstonal Group 1 free-air flows. It is also wnceivabte that a 
single wall setting may, on occasion, be acceptable for use over a range of test conditions. Several schemes 



have been proposed (Taylor and Goodyer, 1351) which seam likely to ensure that the rate of data acquisii is 
unlikeiy to be impeded by iteration, at least when simulating Group 1 Flows. Furthermore, recognising that 
future requirements for wind tunnel testing may be modlled to accommodate the increasingly important role of 
CFD in the aerodynamic design process, there may be greater demand for some of the more novel uses of 
wall adaptation: lt is possible to conceive of tests being conducted in Mist (or camber) sweeps in addition to 
the more conventional longitudinal and lateral polar’s, for instance. There is clearly plenty of scope for research 
in developing highly productive wall adjustment strategies. 

However, even if a reliance on iteration can be overcome, the requirements for rapid and accurate on-line 
assessments of wall interference and adjustments of the wall settings will need to be addressed 1 wall 
adaptation is ever to be used routinely in large industrial wind tunnels. These topics raise a number of test 
section design issues - such as the capabilities of the data acquisition system, the mechanical design and 
operation of the wall jacks and details of the overheads associated with the control logic required to safeguard 
against undesirable wall adjustments - that are beyond the scope of this AGARGograph. The fdtowing 
observations provide perspectiies on the prospects for synchronising wall adaptation with changes to the test 
conditions (reference conditions and/or model attitude): 

i. Methods have been devised which reduce the computational overheads associated with wall 
interference assessment and the prescription of improved wall settings in Group 1 free-air flow 
simulations to reasonably low levels. For instance, in test sections with twenty jacks on both the top 
and bottom walls, Equations 10.3 and 10.4 may be solved to govern the adaptation required in two- 
dimensional testing in fractions of a second on a modem personal computer. Equations 10.7a and 
10.7b may be solved at similar expense in three-dimensional model tests-although the time required 
to essess the wall interference will rise if swept target lines are required (see Sectiin 10.4.2.2). 

ii. Mechanisms have been devised whit allow reasonabty rapid adjustment of the flexible walls. For 
example, in the test section of the pressurised and cryogenic T2 wind tunnel of ONERAKERT, 
wntrolled adjustments to the wall contours are usually completed in under 0.5 seconds (Archambaud 
and Miinosi, [I]). It remains to be seen how far this type of timescale will be protracted in larger 
faciliiis. (The test sectiin in T2 is 1.32m long, 0.39m wide and 0.37m deep.) 

10.6.3 COMPLEX~‘W AND COST 

It stands to reason that an adaptive flexible-walled test section will ba more complex and costly to design, 
wmmission and operate than a conventional closed test section. Unfortunately, suitable measures of the 
value of these additional costs (and therefore acceptable limits for test section complexity) have proved rather 
difficult to establish. The reasons for this are reviewed briefly alongside suggestions by which the vagaries of 
the current situation may be resolved in Chapter 12. The additional complexity also implies additional risk - of 
system malfunction or failure to maintain acceptable levels of data repeatabiiii, for instance. However, by 
appealing to the admissibility of the measured flow condkions at the control surfaces, schemes that may 
alleviate these wncems have been proposed (Taylor and Gocdyer [36]). 

The relative complexity of the techniques themsetves (wall interference assessment and wall adjustments are 
required on-line), coupled with the fact that there is no one way of adapting the walls (the operator actually has 
a choice as to how the tknv shoutd be controlled) may also be viawed as sources of uncertainty and confusion 
amongst those unfamiliar with the technology. Therefore, once techniques have been developed to the point 
at which they may be used in production testing, effort in the fons of education and the development of 
robust, user-friendly operating sequences, will be required to install confidence in the users mind that wall 
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adaptation is actually removing important sources of uncertainty from the test data and providing additional 
capabilities that would not otherwise be available. In this respect, t may be helpful to note that several direct 
parallels may be drawn between the utilisation of aerodynamic control surfaces on aircraft and in flexibie- 
walled test sections. Both are mechanically complex and costly to install and maintain and both provide 
improvements in aerodynamic performance that would not otherwise be available. 

Paradoxically, precedent suggests (Barnwell et al., [4]) that concerns about the relative costs and bet-&s of 
wall adaptation will only be fully resotved when ti is utilised in large-scale industrial fad&s. Wlh this in mind, it 
is interesting to note that most industrial tunnels actually already utilise some form of wall adaptation - while 
calibrating the test section (wall divergence), controlling the reference Mach number (second throat) or 
generating supersonic reference conditions (flexible nozzle), for instance. In these circumstances, its use is 
justified, presumably, on the basis that (i) the majority of the cost associated with determining the optimum 
wall settings is only incurred once, (ii) the walls are not usually adapted during a typical production test, they 
are merely adjusted to predetermined settings and (iii) adjustments are not made very often during a typical 
test programme. 



Wall induced 

Table 10.1 Summary of residual upwash variations for test case presented in Figure 1 .ll 
(Straight walls v. three upwash target lines. All values quoted in degrees) 
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Figure 10.1 Two types of adaptive wall test section 
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b. Schematic layout of the test section 

Figure 10.2 The adaptive flexible-walled test section of the Transonic Self-Streamlining 
Wind Tunnel of the University of Southampton 



a) Closed test section slrnulatbn 

c) Free-air slmulattlon 

e) Cascade flow simulation 
(p~=P;;Pe=P;;Pc=Pc’) 

b) open-jet test eectlon simulation 

d) Ground effed simulation 

I) Steady pitching simulstiin 

Figure 10.3 Examples of the ways in which the boundary conditions may be prescribed 
for twodimensional testing in flexible-walled test sections. 



a) Group 1 Flows 
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Figure 10.4 Ways in which the free air flowfield may be partitioned for twodimensional interface 
matching in flexible-walled test sections 
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Figure 10.9a Pressure distribution on an axissymmetric body with 2 % 
blockage in the ONERA T2 adaptive wall wind tunnel. 
Comparison with interference free results. 
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Figure 10.12 Contour lines of constant upwash variation in solid wall 
test sections of width to height ratio b/h 
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Appendix A 

Cauchy’s integral formula states that the integral /fr5) /(c-z) dc taken about a positive oriented closed 
path in the complex plane containing z in the interior has the value 2m’ f(z) if f(z) is analytic in the interior, 
while the integral is zero if f(z) is analytic in the exterior and zero at infinity. 

In accordance with the assumption of linear flow theory, the flow within the test section may be 
decomposed into one part w,,, due to the model in free air and one part w,, which is due to the wall 
interference. Thus w = w,,, + w,,. The part we may be viewed as being generated by the images of the 
model reflected at the test section walls. This part has singularities only in the “exterior” flowfield while it 
is analytic in the interior flow (within the test section). The part w,,,, however, has singularities only within 
the interior, while it is analytic in the exterior part and zero at infinity. 

Applying Cauchy’s integral formula to an interior point z and choosing f(Q = w&l the result is: 

1 wmt ICI 
Wh,(Z)’ - j- 6 

2zi c 5-z 

while : 
Wm 63 

O=j- d[ 
c c-2 

Adding the integrals and recognising that w = w,,, + w,,,,, Equation 10.2 is obtained. 

Appendix B 

Computation of the influence functions 

If uS and uKn are known functions in a special case, Equation 10.6a may be considered as an integral 
equation for the unknown function Q and, equally, Equation 10.6b as an integral equation for the function 
I? As an example, the computation of the influence function R is discussed in the following. 

Writing (4 - xJ = g Equation 10.8a reads: 

umt M = / W+ti fW dg (Al) 

Discretisatiin and approximation of the integral by a sum leads to: 

fhfi)=& us(k+i)WOA~ VW 

which is a system of equations for a(k) at discrete points r~ = k. When solving Equation A2 numerically, 
care must be taken that the matrix Q,,, = u, (k+i) is not singular. For the present, the influence function R 
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is determined so as to solve Equation Al for a special choice of functions u,r and u,. The general validity 
of Equation Al will be shown in the following. 

Proof of the gene& validity of Equefion A 7 

The functions uint and u, must be computed in a special case. They may be derived from the velocity field 
generated by a source doublet and its images (see for example Equation 2.60). Let uSO(x-Q be the 
velocity at the wall and u+,r’(x-Q the interference velocii generated by a source doublet at the location 5 
and its reflections. The influence function R is determined so as to solve the equation: 

The most general symmetric flow can be generated by a distribution of doublets of strength 9@ 4. Wiih 
this the wall velocity and interference velocity at a point q+x become: 

1) ush+x) = /9@ us’?q+x-5) dt 2) w&J = /s(U urn: (x-U d5 (A4) 

Multiplying the first Equation A4 by Q(n), integrating by n and using Equation A3 yields: 

J u&+x) WV) dq = J 910 Ju,O (11+x-5) n(q) dq 45 = J 9@ N,,:(x-& d{ = u&x) q.e.d 

Computation of the waN displacemenf 

The wall adaptation strategy aims at eliminating the wall interferences along the target line by displacing 
the walls so as to generate velocity distributions uc(x) = -IJ~,(x) and We = -w&x). In the following, the 
target line is assumed to be the centreline of the test section. uc(x) is generated by a symmetric wall 
displacement d*(x) as shown in Figure 10.8a and w=(x) by an anti-symmetric wall displacement Q(x) 
(Figure 10.8b). In order to derive a relation behveen I&(X) and d*(x) the disturbance potential generated 
by displacing the wall symmetrically may be expanded in a power series: 

0 (x.2) = edx) + a*(x) 3 + a,(x) z’ + (A% 

Considering that @must be a solution of the disturbance equation p’ fDXX + 4& = 0 it is found that: 
e2 = -p’ aoX? and e, = fl a,,“: where aOa and eD”” are the second and fourth derivatives. 

The axial velocity at the centreline is (using non-dimensional quantities u, = I@,, d,=dfi etc.): 

(&T&x),~ = co’(x) = uc(x) = -u&x) (A’3 

The normal velocity at the wall position z=h/2 is: 

(FJWz),, = -p’h eoW + fl h3 a,,““/48 + __, = wdx) (A7) 

As eO’ = u, = -u,, is a slowly varying function of x, the higher derivatives in the power series of Equation 
A7 may be neglected. The wall displacement is then: 4(x)/h = d*(x) = k=(x) dx = -@ ao’/2 + fl h2 e,,“‘/48, 
or, with Equation AB: 



4(x) = ifnfumt - W’4hr “) (A@ 

where “is used to denote the second derivative with respect to the normalised variable x=x/@. 

Equation A8 may be used immediately to compute the required wall displacement when urn,(x) is known 
by evaluation of Equation 10.6a. Computing the second derivative of cJx) numerically is, however, 
intrinsically inaccurate if u,, is given at discrete points. Higher accuracy and more convenience is attained 
by taking the second derivative of Equation 10.6a: 

inserting Equation A8 into Equation A7 gives: 

4(x) = lp’ u& X(t - 4 d5 /ph with: X = 0.5 (a - RZ’4) (Al’3 

Equation A10 is the wall adaptation formula (Equation 10.7a) for the case that the walls are initially 
straight (dso=O). 
If the wall adaptation is performed from a state of pm-adapted walls ( dso f 0 , da0 f 0 ), the influence 
functions Mand N must be known (Equations 10.7). Mand N may be computed in the following way: 

We consider the flow in an empty test section (test section without model). In this case the adapted walls 
will be straight, i.e. ds = de = 0. We further assume that the walls are pre-adapted, but so that d&=X@ 
and d&J = A(&). With these assumptions Equation 10.7a becomes: 

0 = lp’ us@ X(5-x) + X(I) M&x) d4P. (All) 

Using the transformation 5 + -4 +x on the second part of the integral and considering that X(-&=X(@ and 
M(-5)=M@ we obtain: 

0 = jp’ MJ X(5-x) + M@ W&d d4Ph 0412) 

Equation (A12) suggests that M&J = -a’ u&. Thus, by computing the flowfield in an empty pre-adapted 
test section with d&J = X(0, the wall velocity u&J is generating the function M(@ The computation of 
N(Q is analogous. 

For the case of a square test section (b/h =f) the functions 0, r, X and A were computed numerically 
and tabulated by Lamarche & Wedemeyer [20]. Plots of these functions and functions M and N are 
shown in Figures lO.Bl to 10.83. The symbols indicate computed values, the lines are analytic 
interpolations fitted to the numerical curves. For fast computations of wall interferences and wall 
deflections it is advantageous to use analytic functions rather than tables of the influence functions. 
(Using tabulated values necessitates time consuming interpolations). The use of algebraic functions 
approximating the numerical curves have reduced the computing time by orders of magnitude. The 
approximating formulas are shown within the figure captions. They are derived with consideration of 
global conditions as the correct value of the integral and asymptotic behaviour at infinity. The parametric 
constants have been adjusted to yield the best fit. 



Fii.lO.Bl Influence functions R and r Symbols: numsricsl values, lines: interpolation formulas: 
n = em(e+i?jm ( with: ee0.346 ; r= e, + e, x/(es+?)” - (e,+ed x/(e2+?)” with: e&47, 
epO40, e&60, e,=ZO.x=x/ph. 

Fig.lO.BZ Influence functions X and M. Symbols: numerical values, lines: interpolation formulas: 
X= e/U(e+~~ + e(e-4~p321(e+~)‘R with e=0.346 , M=e, N(e, +r?)* +e3 (e2 -4?)/(e2 +?)” 
wifhe~O22, e2=c122,e2=0.026. x=x/ph. 

Flg.lO.BI Influence functions A and N Symbols: numerical values, lines: interpolation formulas: 
A = Cf x + c,(c,+xy - (c,+c&z+2)‘n 
N=e, /4/(er+?)w, 

, tih:c~=0.47,c~=003,c~=0.0!2,c,=f.5. 
wffh e, = 0.055. x=x/ah. 
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11. ADDRESSING UNCERTAINTIES IN WALL CORRECTIONS 

11.1 lNTR0DucTl0~ 

The previous ten chapters of this report have served to indicate the progress in wind tunnel wall 
correction technology during the thirty years since the publication of AGARDograph 109 by Garner, et al. 
[14]. Although significant progress has been made, much of it due to the emergence of enhanced 
computational capabilities which have been used in conjunction with the wind tunnel and its data, the 
present status of the wall interference technology has certainly not yet matured for the high-speed, or 
high-blockage, or high-lift, or powered-lift, or time-dependent flows. These flows, discussed in Chapters 
5-9, typically exhibit large gradients, may be particularly sensitive to small perturbations due to the critical 
non-linear transonic and/or viscous effects that are present, and perhaps are not even amenable to 
correction in conventional wind tunnels. On the other hand, the adaptive wall technology, developed 
during these intervening thirty years and discussed in Chapter 10, may provide a means for providing 
correctable data; but it has not yet become a “production-testing” capability. However, at its present level 
of development, this latter technology should prove to be an extremely valuable test bed for 
understanding and evaluating wall interference phenomena, concepts, procedures, and limitations, as 
indicated in sections 1.32 and 10.5, for example. 

Chapters 2 through 10 have outlined models for estimating wall-induced interference effects for different 
types of aerodynamic tests and test section wall types; each chapter has most adequately presented 
associated model-specific limitations and constraints. Chapter 1 of this report addresses the major 
assumptions; many of the general limitations of wall corrections have necessarily been discussed there 
as prerequisite to selecting an appropriate correction methodology. Chapter 12 discusses limitations from 
the standpoint of “Future Necessary Work” required to eliminate them as constraints on current testing 
techniques and correction capabilities. 

Customers are requiring better quality wind tunnel data; that is, data with its uncertainty quantified and 
reduced to acceptable levels. As already pointed out, current and continuing customer requirements for 
these data at higher Reynolds number, yet obtained faster and cheaper, places even greater demands 
on wall (and tunnel) interference corrections and the uncertainties in them. Understanding the limitations 
of wall corrections is relevant not only to the corrections themselves, but also to their range of 
applicability and their uncertainties. The present chapter focuses on understanding the sources of 
uncertainties and approaches to resolving those uncertainties associated with wall corrections and 
methodologies. These aspects will arbitrarily be divided into three groups, with a major section for each: 
the fundamental aspects, the experimental aspects, and the computational aspects, respectively. 

The limitations discussion herein will be for a broad interpretation of the word. That is, one will not find 
quantitative information such as 

Method A, based on pressure signatures measured af 25 stations along top and bottom wall centrelines 
in Wind Tunnel B, produces wake blockage corrections accurate to M.001 for so/id modal blockage 
ratios between 0.3 and 0.6 af Mach numbers between 0.1 and 0.4 and chord Reynolds numbers around 
3 million, adding $20 K to the cost and two days to the tunnel test time. However, Method 6 _... 

Ultimately, such quantitative information will be required for characterising both correction methods and 
facilities so that customers can make informed technical and economic decisions about wind tunnel 
testing options. As already seen in the previous chapters, such quantitative information is generally not 
available and it depends not only on the wall correction method, but also on the facility and its testing 



procedures, staff, instrumentation, data reduction, quality control, costing algorithms, ; i.e., aspects 
governed by institutional and customer commitments and resources. In the broader sense, limitations 
follow from assumptions, model sophistication, and physical or economic constraints. 

11.2 FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS 

While Whoric and Hobbs [25] have cited wall interference effects as a significant source of uncertainty in 
wind tunnel data, in the past frequent discussions have occurred over whether or not to apply wall 
interference corrections. These discussions centred around the belief that no correction (a quantity of 
zero magnitude and unknown uncertainty) is better than a correction of known magnitude and unknown 
uncertainty, particularly when the experiments were conducted at transonic conditions where any 
verifiable correction was obtained with difficulty. Many times corrections were accepted based on whether 
they moved the test results in the perceived right direction; otherwise, they were rejected. It is now known 
that this perception can be false due to non-linear effects caused by compressibility and/or viscous 
interactions (see Chapter 5). Furthermore, a correction could overshoot the free-air solution (or the “true 
value”) even if the sign is correct. Classical and conventional wall correction ideas and procedures 
generally work well for most subcritical flows and do provide guidance in the higher speed flow regimes. 
However, uncertainties have not been established for most of these latter correction procedures by a 
formal error propagation technique. 

11.2.1 CONSEQUENCES OF THE FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTION 

As pointed out in section 1.1, the fundamental assumption underlying the theory and practice of most 
wind tunnel testing is that 

there exists an “equivalent” free-air or unconstrained flow to or with which the aerodynamic quantities 
measured under strictly contru//ed and defined conditions can be associated or applied. 

The goal of wind tunnel wall corrections is to find or deduce this association. 

11.2.1 .I REGARDING “ ‘EQUIVALENT’ FREE-AIR FLOW” 

What must be recognised is that the equivalent free-air flow (i.e. the ‘Yrue value” or the “froth”) can never 
be detemlined with exactness, whether this determination is made via experimental or theoretical means. 
Rabinovich [22] presents the following postulates of the theory of measurements: 

(1) the true value of the measurable quantity exists; 

(2) the true value of the measurable quantity is constant; and, 
(3) the true value cannot be found. 

The basis for these postulates is that the modelling or measurement of any physical system is an 
imperfect act and that the randomness in the result will cause it to scatter about the true value. 

Analytical knowledge about or realistic assessment of this equivalent free-air flow (i.e., the “true value”) 
remains elusive for all but perhaps streamlined flow about some simple shapes in physical flow regimes 
adequately described and approximated by linearised equations. Knowledge of this “truth” for realistic 



configurations is the desired goal of wind tunnel testing and CFD analysis. Both schools of endeavour 
have means for approximating the truth as discussed in the next two sections and Chapter 12. Not 
knowing this truth, for little more than some simple flows, is a fundamental limitation in assessing the 
practical limits of validity and uncertainty in wall correction methods. In fact, as noted in Chapters 1 and 
5, rigorous definition of just what property (or properties) should be constrained or matched (the 
equivalence condition) in order to establish this correspondence between wind tunnel and equivalent 
free-air flows is open to discussion. 

Experimentally, aerodynamic quantities measured on very small models tested in large tunnels are 
generally deemed to be interference free and to represent “truth”. Testing relatively small models at low 
speeds is deemed to produce a small (linear) perturbation from free-air flow with primary corrections for 
the freestream magnitude and direction. As the relative model size increases, gradients and other 
nonuniformities in the wall interference show up on the model; these residual variations in interference 
lead to residual corrections as discussed in Chapter 1. However, nonlinearities due to compressible and 
viscous effects can also occur and produce flow nonuniformities that are not readily separable from the 
residual wall interference determined by conventional correction methods. When viscous nonunifonities 
become more severe and begin to predominate, their effects must be modelled or accounted for in the 
correction procedure. 

In addition, the decomposition of corrections into primary and residual is also influenced by the choice of 
equivalence condition. Concepts and ideas derived from linear flow and theory must be reexamined to 
find their limitations in correction methods for other flow regimes. 

11.2.1.2 REGARDING “MEASURED AERODYNAMIC QUANTITIES” 

Increasing demands on the accurate measurement of aerodynamic quantities of direct interest to the 
customer generally requires more accurate measurement of many other parameters and quantities such 
as those related to reference conditions, tunnel control, instrument limits, safety, model control, wall data, 
support data, statistical correlations and assessments, flow quality, etc. One must quantify the 
uncertainties with every measurement and procedure, formally propagating these errors in order to 
establish, via continued accumulation, a statistical estimate of accuracy of the measured aerodynamic 
quantities. In many processes, this uncertainty quantification may be achieved by end-to-end replication 
thereby capturing and accounting for variations in all environmental variables, which may not be included 
in the data reduction equations. Measurement calibrations must be done via fixed procedure in order to 
establish the repeatability and ks credibility at strictly controlled conditions. In particular, use of boundary 
measurement correction methods, as introduced and discussed in Chapter 4 and in all those chapters 
that follow it, requires accurate data measurements near the test section walls. 

11.2.1.3 REGARDING “STRICTLY CONTROLLED AND DEFINED CONDITIONS” 

Strictly controlled and defined (flow) conditions means more than just producing repeatability; it implies a 
continuing statistical assessment and configuration control of the experimental techniques, procedures, 
and all related processes for both software and hardware. One does not produce accurate aerodynamic 
data without the strict control required to define the conditions and quantify the measurement 
uncertainties (Belanger [3]; Croarkin [13]). 



11.2.1.4 REGARDING “CAN BE ASSOCIATED OR APPLIED” 

The task of wall interference correction is to find or deduce the association between the aerodynamic 
quantities measured under strictly controlled and defined conditions and a corresponding equivalent free- 
air flow, if one exists! There is uncertainty (hopefully quantified) in the measured data, there is uncertainty 
(generally not quantifiable) in approximating the “truth” (equivalent free-air flow, however k is assumed to 
be known or represented), and there is uncertainty in satisfying the equivalence or matching condition. All 
of these uncertainties contribute to the absolute uncertainty in the wall correction. If one accepts the 
approximation of truth as the absolute truth, then some quantitative measure of the uncertainty in 
satisfying the equivalence condition must also be propagated with the measurement uncertainties 
through the correction procedure to get the uncertainty of the wall corrections. If this latter uncertainty is 
small, relative to the corrections themselves, then the measured flow could be considered correctable; 
i.e., the association can be made. If not, then one must be prepared to modify the fidelity of the 
correction procedure, adapt or shape the tunnel walls (see chapter IO), or perhaps even adapt the model 
itself and then try again or else quit! Criteria for assessing what flows are ~gt correctable within a given 
facility’s capabilities must be established and readily available on line during testing. 

11.2.2 COMPATIBILIN OF HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND PROCEDURES 

Conventional or classical wall correction methods, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, can be applied to 
measured wind tunnel aerodynamic data knowing only a few characteristic tunnel and model dimensions 
and flow conditions. These parameters size and locate the linearised flow singularities and their images, 
allowing one to calculate and superimpose flow solutions to obtain the interference field. Questions and 
concerns about the compatibility of the tunnel (hardware) and its procedures with the correction method 
(software) and its procedures were of little concern. However, with the advent of boundary measurement 
(Chapter 4) and adaptive wall (Chapter 10) methods for wall corrections, many compatibility issues 
appear and must be resolved. These run the gamut from the basic calibration and bookkeeping of 
corrections (discussed in section 1.2) through the automated, integrated control of adaptive wall tunnels. 
If the correctable-interference tunnel concept of Kemp [16], discussed in section 5.1.4, is to become a 
production reality, then the hardware, software, and procedures associated with tunnel operation, data 
acquisition, data processing, wall interference assessment, limited wall control, and wall corrections must 
not only be made compatible, but also integrated and automated. In view of the rate at which computer 
capabilities improve, modularization will be highly desirable. If one is to have a hierarchy of potential 
correction methods, each requiring different measured data, then optional hardware and procedures will 
also be needed. 

Hardware, software, and procedural compabbrktres are also required in regard to obtaining, quantifying, 
and maintaining the customer-specified uncertainties in the measured aerodynamic data and wall or 
tunnel corrections. Sloppy tolerances at only one point in the chain, whether due to hardware, software, 
or procedural uncertainties, lead to inaccurate results. Limitations in the wall corrections can result from 
incompatibilities in the hardware, software, or procedures. For example, if some required input data for a 
correction method is not measured, then it must be estimated, deduced, or effectively neglected. Solution 
of boundary value problems generally require boundary data on all the boundaries; and wall corrections 
are attempting to account for the wind tunnel’s imposition of the constraining (wrong) far-field boundary 
values on the measured aerodynamic data. 



11.2.3 CONSEQUENCES OF PHYSICAL AND ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS 

Trade-offs and compromises have and will continue to be made with respect to our modelling the 
required physical phenomena and the cost in time and money for modelling. When it becomes important 
to meet a specified small uncertainty in a simulation, then both physical and economic constraints 
become even more contradictory. The more accurate data at higher Reynolds number obtained faster 
and cheaper places severe demands on tunnel testing and corrections. This scenario will be 
accomplished by producing less data, but of much better quality. More time and effort will be put into 
customising (or should we say “customerising”) the wind tunnel tests for obtaining the required results 
from among readily available testing options at a facility. Both institutional and customer commitment and 
resources will be required; lack of either, seriously cripples what can be done to obtain accurate 
aerodynamic data. 

As pointed out elsewhere (Chapter 12, in particular) much can be done with regard to implementing 
those wall correction methodologies (hardware and software) presented in the previous chapters herein. 
However, such implementation involves a commitment of people and money, both of which seem to be 
dwindling in the wind tunnel and CFD disciplines recently. This situation is a limitation and will remain so 
until such time as the stakeholders and/or customers can be convinced otherwise. 

11.3 EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS 

This section presents experimental aspects for establishing uncertainty limits on wall interference 
corrections. While some of the topics are not usually grouped with wall interference discussions, they are 
required in the larger scheme to address the issue of obtaining valid uncertainty limits. For instance, 
discrepancies in wind tunnel data caused by flow nonuniformities or stream turbulence have many times 
been attributed to tunnel wall effects, so tunnel flow field surveys are briefly discussed. The first section 
(11.3.1) presents traditional approaches to determining interference. This section includes caveats that 
restrict their sole use for establishing uncertainty limits. Also presented is a recent, promising technique 
which may alleviate many of these restrictions under certain circumstances. Next, the requirement to 
establish data credibility is discussed in section 11.3.2. Here, use of modern methods of statistical quality 
control (SQC) typical of those advocated by national standards laboratories are suggested to enable the 
consistent achievement of the required level of measurement accuracy. Having presented the 
requirement for SQC. section 11.3.3 discusses how a measure of the true value of the wall interference 
correction may be realised. The subject of “frufh” is, also, discussed in Chapter 12, “Future Necessary 
Work”. The approach taken there is slightly different from that presented here; however, they are 
complimentary and the subject matter emphasises the perceived needs and approaches as viewed by 
the different authors. Finally, section 11.3.4 presents the characterisation of the National Transonic 
Facility as a case study in addressing these aspects of establishing uncertainty limits. 

11.3.1 TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO DETERMINING INTERFERENCE 

Traditional experimental approaches to assessing wall interference effects have included (1) a single 
model tested in multiple test section geometries (i.e., solid and ventilated walls in the same tunnel), (2) 
multiple sizes of geometrically similar models tested in the same tunnel, and (3) a single model tested in 
multiple size tunnels. 
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The rationale for the first method is that solid wall boundary conditions are known with greater confidence 
than ventilated wall boundary conditions; therefore, more accurate corrections of solid wall data to frae- 
air conditions can be determined for subsonic Mach numbers. Corrections to ventilated wall data are, 
then, empirically obtained by indexing these data to the corrected solid wall results. Unknown coefficients 
in ventilated-wall boundary conditions are obtained by tuning the numerical models to match the data at 
low Mach numbers. These boundary condition coefficients are assumed invariant with Mach number 
changes, and, subsequently, are used to extrapolate the computations to high Mach numbers. The 
approach is limited by non-linear, closed-wall model blockage at high speeds; numerical and physical 
modelling of the wind tunnel, test model and support system; and the formulation of the boundary 
condition and its performance across the facility test envelope. A representative example of this method 
is the procedure used by Steinle to establish the porous slot boundary condition for the Ames 1 I-Foot 
Transonic Tunnel (see section 5.25). 

The second approach assumes that results from multiple size models can be extrapolated to zero model- 
span-to-tunnel-width ratio to yield interference free flow and that incremental corrections may be 
determined as a function of model size and test conditions. The method assumes that models may be 
fabricated with sufficient accuracy to assure geometric similitude (to negligible uncertainty), that 
deformation under load is the same for all models, and that model Reynolds number effects are 
negligible. In this method, extreme care must be exercised to insure the proper accounting of model 
mounting and support system effects because base effects are critical for drag computations and 
moment matching which is dependent on stream curvature over the model afl region. Wall Reynolds 
numbers may be significantly different for matched model Reynolds numbers; an implicit assumption is 
that the wall boundary conditions are insensitive to these changes. This fact alone can mask 
aerodynamic interactions and make proper comparisons difficult. Empirical interference corrections 
established by Crites and Rueger for the Boeing (formerly McDonnell Douglas) Polysonic and Transonic 
Wind Tunnels incorporate many of these ideas (see section 5.3.2.2). Additionally, the combined 
experimental and numerical approaches of Crites and Rueger (see section 5.3.2) and Sickles, et al. (see 
section 53.3) use this method. 

The third approach assumes that large-tunnel aerodynamic tests of relatively small models may be 
assumed nearly interference free and, as such, may be used as the baseline from which to index smaller 
tunnel results obtained with the same model (see section 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). Besides being highly 
dependent on the Mach number, this approach is probably the most difficult to assess because k 
generally encapsulates any reference facility bias within the resulting corrections. However, this third 
approach is a subset to a process which will be proposed later in section 11.3.3. 

Each of these approaches allow the determination of a wall correction; but, none of them allow a direct 
assessment of the associated uncertainty (or limitations). For example, in the first approach, 
mathematical and physical limitations preclude establishing uncertainty limits; in the second approach, 
multiple models imply multiple mounting systems and probable differences resulting from Reynolds 
number effects; and, in the third approach, the large facility may impose a bias different from that of the 
smaller facility. Reported attempts to assess the uncertainty limits on wall corrections are few. 

One promising approach to directly addressing the issue of allowable or acceptable variations in wall 
induced interference is that recently presented by Ashill, Goodyer, and Lewis [2] and Lewis and Goodyer 
[IQ], [20]. They used the two-dimensional adaptive wall tunnel at the University of Southampton in 
conjunction with Ashill’s correction method (see Chapter 4). In this approach, the tunnel walls are iterated 
to convergence for flow about an airfoil. Then, known levels of blockage, blockage gradient, upwash, and 
stream curvature are experimentally introduced into the tunnel flow via appropriate incremental 



positioning of the top and bottom walls. The recorded data are used in Ashill’s correction method to 
assess the theory’s ability to properly recover the converged-wall solution. An important distinction is 
made that proper interference assessment doesn’t necessarily imply the ability to correct wind tunnel 
data, but only the possibility that the data may be correctable. It should also be noted that, while they 
specifically address issues of the correction methodology, their focus is not the issue of establishing 
interference free flow. Uncertainties due to tunnel bias such as tunnel flow angularity and blockage due to 
sidewall boundary layers and tunnel calibration coefficients are ignored. 

11.3.2 ESTABLISHING DATA CREDIBILITY 

Wind tunnel customers are presently demanding absolute transonic cruise drag accuracies of 1 count 
(AC,, = 0.0001) or less, which may only be obtained if proper accounting of all dominant error sources is 
realised. To place this number in economic perspective, for aircrafi such as the proposed High Speed 
Civil Transport, 1 drag count equates to 8 passengers or 60 miles of range. To place this number in 
technical perspective, experimentally resolving 1 drag count requires measuring angle of attack to 0.01 
degree or Mach number to 0.001 (see Table 1 in Chapter 1). Note the use of “or” in the preceding 
sentence for if all uncertainty is assumed to reside in one variable, then the contributions of all other 
possible uncertainty sources must be negligibly small. Therefore, the actual resolution of the angle of 
attack and Mach number must be less than the cited values. A root-mean-square analysis shows that 
“minorll uncertainties must be the order of one half the value of the “major” (or dominant) uncertainty to 
contribute to the total uncertainty. Any experimentalist who has measured back-to-back polars recognises 
the achievement of this level of measurement precision as a particularly daunting task, requiring much 
care and adherence to standardised testing procedures. The task is further complicated when comparing 
data obtained in different tests of the same model in the same tunnel. Even the smallest of changes in 
the tunnel circuit (such as contamination on or a tear in a turbulence screen), modifications made in the 
tunnel plenum, or something as simple as changing the data sampling period and/or rate may yield 
results which can bias test results and generate greater than the allowable differences between the 
repeat tests. 

Achieving this required high level of test-to-test consistency mandates the implementation of statistical 
quality control (SQC) methods to establish “data credibility” (Belanger [3]; Croarkin 1131; Taylor and 
Oppermann [24]). Implementation of SQC methods are atypical of past practices generally applied in 
aerodynamic laboratories, but implementation of SQC methods are now being addressed (Anon. [I]). 
SQC in a given wind tunnel implies that the mean values of aerodynamic measurements made on the 
same model over widely separated repeat tests will compare to within the required accuracy at a 
specified level of confidence (typically 95 percent). Credibility of test results implies ongoing statistical 
assessment and configuration control of the experimental techniques, procedures, and all related 
processes. It is important to note that even though they are part of the same rigorous treatment, 
measurement corrections such as those due to tunnel calibrations and those due to wall interference 
effects have not yet been explicitly considered in this discussion. If SQC has been achieved, and if the 
bias uncertainty effects of the walls are approximately constant for small configuration changes to the 
model, then traditional methods of incremental testing may confidently be pursued with only minimal 
impact of the walls on the test results. 



11.3.3 DETERMINING THE TRUE VALUE OR “TRUTH” 

Assuming that statistical quality control (SCE) has been achieved in the wind tunnel environment, the 
aerodynamicist may begin to rationally consider tunnel-to-tunnel, tunnel-to-computation, and tunnel-to- 
flight comparisons at the required accuracy levels. At this point, each data set must be referenced to an 
absolute baseline: therefore, each data set will require an assessment of and correction for the bias 
imposed by the tunnel walls and other tunnel specific effects such as differences in mounting systems, 
dynamic loads, stream turbulence, and flow angularity. The obvious question is “How good are the 
corrections?” In actuality what is being asked is “How much uncertainty is attached to the corrections?” or 
“What are the limitations?” This is a most difficult question to resolve because it requires the true value 
and it implicitly poses the question “How is truth determined?“. 

The subject of truth can be directly approached in at least three ways, each of which has limitations. First, 
truth can be approached via direct analytical or numerical computational fluid dynamic (CFD) solutions of 
the Navier Stokes equations or approximations to them. While valuable for establishing model problems 
and for looking at gross effects on very simple geometries, the analytical approach is extremely limited 
because of present day mathematical capabilities. Truth from a numerical perspective via CFD solutions 
of the Navier Stokes equations is limited by grid resolution, computational algorithms, computer power, 
and a fundamental lack of understanding in fluid physics areas such as transition, turbulence, shock 
wave/boundary layer interactions, and separated flow. 

The second approach to attaining truth is via experimental simulations in the wind tunnel. While attractive 
on the surface, experimental methods are probably the most difficult of the approaches to execute. 
Proper experiment design must consider the facility and its ability to accurately simulate the flight 
environment, including setting and maintaining test conditions, stream steadiness and turbulence, 
acoustic environment, and flow uniformity. Instrumentation types, accuracies, and locations are critical, 
particularly in threedimensions where obtaining the required amount of data may be prohibitively 
expensive or destructively intrusive to the flow. Test models for wind tunnel experiments designed to 
capture truth will be very expensive due to any special fabrication materials, the required machining 
accuracies, surface finish specifications, and the required onboard instrumentation. As an example, it is 
not unusual for models designed for the cryogenic high-Reynolds number environment of the National 
Transonic Facility at NASA Langley Research Center to cost on the order of a million dollars. The actual 
ability to simulate the flow as desired may be an issue. For example, it is known that the wall boundary 
conditions for ventilated wall tunnels are sensitive to Reynolds number (see Binion [5]); in fact, in section 
5.2.3.2 it can be seen that the wall Reynolds number is explicit in the boundary condition. Ventilated-wall 
interference studies which test, for instance, geometrically similar full-size and half-size models must 
consider that the wall Reynolds number for the half-size model is double that of the full-size model at 
matched model Reynolds numbers. Additionally, consideration must be given to different dynamic loads 
at matched test conditions resulting in different model deflections and different force balance 
uncertainties. 

The third approach to truth is also experimental via actual flight demonstration tests. The cost of the flight 
program may be prohibiiively expensive because of availability and operational costs associated with the 
aircraft, its required support staff, and the instrumentation requirements. Additionally, the required 
measurement accuracy may be unobtainable due to an inability to adequately resolve flight conditions 
such as dynamic pressure and aircrafl attitude. As another flight test example, drag on a single 
“representative” vehicle selected from the fleet is determined by measuring fuel flow and consumption in 
the engine. In multi-engine aircraft, the single engine fuel-consumption results are assumed to hold for all 
engines. Currently, drag in flight can only be measured to within a few percent (ex.. Paterson [21]). 



The previously cited and limitation-filled ways of establishing truth in actuality point to a fourth approach 
which is not intuitively obvious; that is, to set a standard or to simply declare truth. In this approach, a 
consortium of test facilities/organisations (for example. those which conduct transonic performance 
tasting on transports, or those which test fighters) would establish representative test conditions where a 
common check-standards model(s) would be tested. Each organisation would then analyse and correct 
their data using the techniques and the boundary conditions (empirical, analytical, or measured) which 
best describes their facility. All participants would be required to document their data, test procedures, 
correction methodology, and results for scrupulous examination by the consortium members. Strict 
adherence to SQC standards would necessarily be required to ensure data credibility. Upon acceptance 
by the standards committee, the results from all participants would be averaged and declared as truth. 
The variation about this truth standard would be used to establish associated uncertainty limits. 
Significant deviations from the mean could, then, be used as a measure of goodness and used to allow 
the critical assessment of where correction methods breakdown and where further research is warranted. 
The most significant limitations associated with this approach are institutional. This approach requires 
long-term management support and commitment in terms of funding, and, most importantly, the 
investment in knowledgeable personnel who will develop, implement, and maintain both SQC and wall 
interference correction methods. Additionally, technical limitations such as the installation of sufficient 
instrumentation and standardised data reduction techniques must be addressed. As a side note, results 
from these studies could be used to establish an advocacy position for facility funding and further 
investment in testing techniques. 

11.3.4 CHARACTERISATION OF THE NATIONAL TRANSONIC FACILITY 

Afler the occurrence of any significant change to a wind tunnel circuit, facility calibrations are in order to 
verify/establish the tunnel performance envelope and fan map. At the time of this writing (January 1999) 
the National Transonic Facility (NTF) is coming on line after a major upgrade which included the 
installation of a new drive system. This section presents an overview of the action plan which is currently 
underway in the NTF for defining the operational envelope, evaluating the system and aerodynamic 
uncertainties, and ensuring data quality. Ensuring data quality requires that all identifiable uncertainties 
be quantified, including those introduced by the presence of the wind tunnel walls. Obtaining the desired 
outcome of fewer data of higher quality at a higher rate (see section 11.2.3) emphasises the 
establishment of this approach. The previous section presented a procedure for establishing the true 
value of an interference free flow; this section discusses the activity which initiates that procedure in the 
NTF as an example of the process which must be undertaken to ensure the acquisition of high quality 
aerodynamic data. 

11.3.4.1 THETEAM 

A team was formed prior to the 1997 facility upgrades to calibrate the NTF when it returned to active 
status: the team ultimately expanded to 13 full members and 5 consulting/specialist members as 
requirements were developed. NTF customers were invited to participate fully in all phases of the 
process, including planning, review, testing, and analysis. Weekly team meetings were held to formulate 
goals, to establish realistic objectives, and to define areas of responsibility. Most importantly, these 
weekly meetings were necessary to build a cohesive working relationship from a diverse range of 
technical backgrounds, to obtain individual buy-in to the process, and to establish working-level 



communications. A wide range of disciplines was included early in the planning to ensure that as many 
issues as possible would be addressed and to minimise surprises which typically occur in this type of 
activity. Included were managers, test engineers, research engineers, scientists, technicians, and data 
systems personnel; the areas of expertise covered were statistical quality control and measurement 
uncertainty, wall interference, tunnel calibration, tunnel flow quality measurement, models, 
instrumentation, tunnel simulation and scheduling, and dynamics. Team communications and getting 
everyone understanding the same technical language is extremely important to success; for example, in 
this project, each discipline had a different unique definition of funnel empfy and this greatly affected test 
planning. 

11.3.4.2 THE APPROACH 

The approach of the team was to create a virtual future by defining the desired outcome, then to build 
backwards to determine how the outcome was achieved. This simple approach focused the team on 
actual requirements in test planning, priorities, and implementation. Data accuracy requirements for 
performance testing were established in partnership with the customers; these requirements are given in 
the following table. 

The team was forced to recast its mission in the light of data quality upon recognition that a traditional 
wind tunnel calibration combined with wall interference corrections was insufficient to meet these 
requirements and to produce cetiiable world-class results on a continuing basis, 

In reality, a cbaracfensation of the facility was required to achieve the overall goals. This characterisation 
was composed of many individual tests grouped in four general categories, or thrusts. These thrusts, 
which are distinguished in the next section, are (1) the standard, centreline calibration, (2) flow quality, 
(3) measurement uncertainty assessment, and (4) tunnel wall interference corrections. Implementation of 
statistical quality control methods was recognised as the only viable approach to achieving and 
maintaining the goal of certifiable data quality. By its very nature SQC is an ongoing, periodic process; it, 
therefore, allows and mandates continuous improvement. Recognising this distinction allowed a very 
success oriented approach to be assumed since problem areas which will occur can be re-addressed by 
the ongoing commitment to periodic testing. 

11.3.4.3 CHARACTERISATION 

As previously stated, the tunnel characterisation is divided into four categories or thrusts which are 
described in this section. Activities and tests in each of these thrusts are to be repeated on a continuing 
basis, some more frequently than others. It is recognised that many of these activities are not traditionally 
related to either wall interference or wind tunnel calibration; however, in order to establish uncertainty 
limits on corrections, it is necessary that each of the areas be considered in the process. Additionally, if 



statistical quality control is to be achieved, all of these aspects of the facility must be documented, and 
improvements and changes must be made in the light of their impact on data quality. 

11.3.4.3.1 Thrust I-Tunnel Calibration. 

The objective of this thrust is to perform a traditional calibration of the tunnel over the test envelope. This 
is accomplished by measuring the static pressure distribution over the length of the test section using a 
centreline pipe and along the tunnel walls using pressure orifices. Measurements of total temperature 
and total pressure from which flow conditions are established will be made in the settling chamber, as will 
static pressure in the plenum. The results will be used to obtain the longitudinal Mach number 
distribution. In the future, this activity is anticipated to occur every three to four years, or as significant 
changes to the tunnel mandate. 

11.3.4.3.2 Thrust II - Flow Quality. 

Thrust II is a multi-test series of experiments designed to assess the uniformity and steadiness of the 
flow at the tunnel cross section corresponding to the model centre-of-rotation. In the first test, a rotary 
rake will be used to determine distributions of temperature, pitot pressure, and flow angularity. While this 
is an important first step for quantifying any flow nonuniformities, the complete numerical modelling of the 
test section will ultimately require both upstream and downstream surveys to be performed for use as 
farfield boundary conditions. Performing these types of surveys is most difficult. particularly in a cryogenic 
nitrogen environment, and it is hoped that future advances in non-intrusive flow diagnostics will progress 
at a rate sufficient to aid this task. 

In the second test, turbulence and flow unsteadiness will be measured via hot wire and fluctuating pitot 
pressure sensors in the settling chamber and test section. When scaling high-Reynolds number tunnel 
data to flight, a mismatch between shock locations can occur if the facility Mach number is incorrect due 
to wall-induced blockage or an inappropriate choice of reference pressure. Shock location may also be 
erroneous if the turbulence level is too high, resulting in premature transition to turbulence, thereby 
changing effective body shape. These measurements provide quantitative data upon which an 
assessment can be made. 

Finally, in the third test, the tunnel wall boundary layers will be obtained using pitot pressure boundary 
layer rakes. These measurements will be made ahead of the test section in the contraction and on a solid 
sidewall and on a slotted wall in the test section. Additional future experiments are anticipated such as 
the development of a check standard model which is sensitive to variations in stream turbulence. 

11.3.4.3.3 Thrust Ill - Measurement Uncertainty Assessment 

Measurement uncertainty will be regularly evaluated two to four times each year by testing two different 
check standard models. The data generated by a single test of the check standard models will be 
combined with data from previous test entries to generate control charts for statistical assessment of data 
quality. The first check standard model is a pitot-static probe used to provide a single-point measurement 
of total, static, and dynamic pressures at the model centre-of-rotation. Measurements made during this 
test and during frequent, periodic re-tests will be used to determine the stability of the tunnel calibration 
and to establish its reproducibility (variation over time), thereby characterising uncertainty limits on the 
dynamic pressure. When the NTF was built, two geometrically similar models (60-inch and 30-inch wing 
spans) of a generic transport configuration known as the Pathfinder I (PFI) were built to evaluate tunnel 
wall interference effects. The larger model, which is instrumented with pressure oriices on the wing, is 



being removed from inventory as a general test bed for aerodynamic studies and is being reserved as the 
second check standard model. Frequent periodic testing of this model will be used to create an 
aerodynamic database to monitor all processes and subsystems associated with wind tunnel testing; 
including model installation, tunnel processes, instrumentation, data acquisition and reduction software, 
integrated tunnel flow angularity, pressure and aero-data repeatability. 

11.3.4.3.4 Thrust IV-Wall Interference 

The wall interference thrust is divided into several continuous improvement phases which, initially, are 
application and implementation of current technologies, followed by phases which concentrate on 
quantifying uncertainties and extending assessment techniques. The objective of the first phase is to tune 
the tunnel systems to enable on-line, post-point wind tunnel wall interference assessment and correction 
(WIAC) of standard performance aerodynamic tests. Typically, wall pressure measurements have been 
second tier measurements which were acquired if available and only if their acquisition did not inhibit the 
rapid acquisition of first tier data such as tunnel parameters and model forces and pressures. Because of 
their lower status, little attention was given to the quality of the measurement. Orifices were not protected 
and instrument calibrations were not monitored. With the implementation of boundary measurement 
methods for determining the interference effects of the walls, wall pressures must be elevated in 
importance to obtain wall corrections of the required accuracy. A significant effort is being expended to 
bring the NTF wall pressure system to first tier instrument status. This system includes an electronically- 
scanned pressure measurement system, temperature-controlled containers for the pressure scanner 
modules, and over 500 wall pressure orifices on 16 rows around the test section periphery. Raising this 
system to first tier status includes properly identifying, cleaning, and repairing all oriRces. performing a 
leak-check verification, and continually monitoring the instrumentation calibrations. Empty tunnel 
pressure signatures will be obtained to ensure proper symmetry exists in the wall data, and to establish a 
pressure-signature baseline from which to assess orifice bias effects and generate tares. The model 
support system will be exercised over the angle of attack range to evaluate its effects on the tunnel- 
empty pressure field and to enable proper separation of these effects from those generated by the 
model. 

In the second phase, preliminary data with the large PFI model installed will be obtained to assess 
model-plenum interaction effects on the tunnel calibration. These data will allow the proper specification 
of the tunnel reference pressure, whether the plenum pressure is sufficient or whether a more stable 
upstream value on the tunnel wall must be used (see section 5.2.4.3.5). All these data are required to 
rationally implement the PANCOR code (Kemp [17], [18]); see, also, section 5.3.1 .I) in an on-line, post- 
point computational mode. Preliminary data to assess the effects of compressibility on wall pressure and 
drag rise in the NTF for a body of revolution will be generated by removing the wings from the PFI model 
and testing only the fuselage through Mach 1. 

A third-phase series of experiments is being planned to advance the state of the art to the point where 
uncertainty limits can be placed on the interference corrections. This third phase will include tests of both 
the full-scale and the half-scale PFI models with the test section in both solid-wall and slotted-wall 
configurations. 



11.4 COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

A number of fundamental aspects related to limitations in computation of wall corrections have already 
been discussed in section 11.2 and will not be repeated here. The major computational thrusts related to 
wind tunnel wall interference correction technology will be summarised in the first sub-section. Much has 
been said throughout this text about the importance of and need to define uncertainty in measured 
aerodynamic data for the customer. Since, at high Reynolds number, this desired data may well be 
subject to significant wall corrections, then their uncertainties must be assessed. The second sub-section 
discusses sources of uncertainty in CFD based interference correction procedures. The third sub-section 
suggests how formal sensitivity analysis via automatic differentiation (AD) may be used to aid in 
assessing these correction method uncertainties quantitatively for the modern measured-boundarydata 
interference procedures which are frequently CFD based. 

11.4.1 MAJOR COMPUTATIONAL THRUSTS 

The rapid development and advancement in computational capabilities, with respect to both hardware 
and software, have certainly found application in the wind tunnel testing and interference correction 
communities. These capabilities have created the possibility for better pre-test wall interference 
prediction, rigorous post-test wall interference assessment and correction, and greatly reduced 
interference testing in adaptive wall wind tunnels. The major computational thrusts in wall interference 
since the time that AGARDograph 109 was published by Garner, et al. [14] have paralleled developments 
in CFD and those technologies supporting the adaptive wall concept. These thrusts have been to 
provide: 

(a) rapid calculation of conventional corrections; 

(b) more realistic analytical modelling of tunnel wall geometry and boundary conditions, test article 
geometry, and model support systems: 

(c) initial application of these more realistic analytical models in both numerical tunnel simulations and 
wall interference assessment/correction methods; 

(d) prediction and control of wall adaptation in adaptive wind tunnels; 

(e) design assessment of ventilated test section walls; and 

(9 research studies related to correctablity and its limits. 

All of these computational thrusts have been discussed throughout the previous ten chapters. The 
assumptions, approximations, and empirical or analytical models used in specific computational 
approaches have generally been concisely stated in the first section or so of each chapter. The various 
results presented have essentially served to illustrate a given computational capability and its status, For 
many of the traditional models (simple wall, support. and configuration representation) and linear or full 
potential CFD approximations, a number of these capabilities have been reasonably well investigated 
and applied to real tunnel data, as seen in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 and in a few examples given in later 
chapters. However, for more advanced CFD algorithms and complex flow regimes, few of these 
capabilities have been extensively exercised or verified using real tunnel data. Limitations with respect to 
range of application for reasonable corrections and uncertainty in these corrections, therefore are not 
known. 



Most of these major computational thrusts involving advanced CFD algorithms have been exploratory 
applications and investigations which have emphasised the physical possibility of performing the 
computational task as opposed to reducing it to practical feasibility. As pointed out in Chapter 12, much 
of the stage is set for implementation of many of these major computational tasks into what is to be the 
production testing environment. As already seen in the previous chapters, the modern measured- 
boundary-data correction methods for 3-D flows have not been verified using extensive data; there are 
very few adequate data bases and more are needed. Experimental uncertainty in the measured- 
boundary-data must be assessed, as discussed in section 11.3, for example, and propagated through the 
entire correction procedure to obtain an uncertainty for the correction. 

11.4.2 UNCERTAINTY SOURCES IN CFD BASED CORRECTION PROCEDURES 

Analytical or numerical models, at one degree of complexity or another, are used in all wall correction 
methods, In those that employ CFD, the levels and interaction of models are compounded so that 
establishing sources of inadequacy or uncertainty may be very tedious and, if located, may also be 
difficult to assess, modify, or correct. Typically, models are constructed empirically or analytically, guided 
by first principles, basic conservation laws, or assumed basis functions. The parameters in these models 
are determined by approximately matching or reproducing basic experimental or observed data. Then 
these models, generally with the determined parameters fixed, are usad to predict or analyse (i.e., 
interpolate or extrapolate) the “fitted”, dependent, output data for varying independent input data. The 
model may be a solution procedure or algorithms, or contain an algorithm. or require one for 
computation. These latter models also require parameters and input for controlling the procedure (such 
as discretisation, convergence, etc.). The variety of models already included in a CFD flow analysis code 
of interest here, for example, might include those for boundary conditions (such as tunnel walls, far-field 
free-air, test article geometry, and support geometry), fluid-flow conservation laws, solution algorithms, 
turbulence modelling, and elastic response. A wall correction procedure, particularly a non-linear CFD- 
based one, will then link two or more numerical CFD solutions subject to an equivalence or matching 
condition in order to compute corrections. 

For a numerical model, the sources of uncertainty or error can be ascribed to those in the input data and 
those of the model. Model uncertainties arise due to inadequacies in the model’s approximations (i.e., 
assumptions, rules, conservation laws, basis functions, etc.) to mimic physical reality and the 
uncertainties in the parameters which characterise the model (for instance, size and location of 
singularity strengths, coefficients of basis functions, and observed data). Assessing the model prediction 
uncertainty due to the inadequacy of the model approximations is a validation exercise requiring a 
measure of the physical truth or reality. If one has the latter and the model predictions are deemed 
inadequate, then, either bounds are established for acceptable tolerances or another model is obtained. 
These bounds for basic models, are assumed established at their development; however, when many 
basic models are coupled together, verification or validation is more difficult to assess or obtain. A 
number of the computational thrusts referred to in section 11.4.1 have involved such studies. As 
indicated elsewhere herein, a given model (or a collection of models) may be defined as truth for 
assessing relative prediction effects and uncertainties in the context of wall corrections where the truth is 
elusive. 

Quantifying the uncertainty in a model’s input data, or its parameters, is assumed to be done 
experimentally, for example, in a characterisation of the facility and its instrumentation (as discussed in 
section 11.3) or reasonably estimated sufficiently well. Some spatial or temporal dependence or 



functional form, or modelling, of the uncertainty may also be known and required in order to propagate 
the uncertainty. For a method which determines wall corrections, using input data and parameters for 
many models, one needs to understand and be able to numerically quantify uncertainties in these output 
wall corrections for given (known) uncertainties in the input data and model parameters. Conversely, 
perhaps, it is desirable to be able to estimate allowable input and parameter uncertainties required to 
obtain a desired wall correction uncertainty. 

Assessing the model prediction uncertainties due to those in model input data or model parameters is 
very tedious if errors are formally propagated and may be computationally very expensive if done by 
numerical perturbation, whether finite difference or statistical based. Jitter programs, as discussed by 
Coleman and Steele [12] for example, have recently been used to generate finite difference 
approximations to the partial derivatives needed in uncertainty analysis of experiments. Essentially, the 
data reduction computer program (a model) is perturbed with respect to each of its input and parameters 
(by the uncertainties in each) in order to obtain the individual influence of each on the output resuk(s). 
For a wall correction procedure (a model) which is not too computationally complex nor expensive to 
execute, this jitter procedure, which is a finite difference sensitivity analysis, may be feasible. 

When a number of numerical models, within a single computer code or several computer codes are 
sequentially linked or iteratively coupled (Le., one model’s output is another model’s input and vice- 
versa), then assessing the uncertainty in the ultimate predicted output due to those of an intermediate 
model’s input and parameters is extremely difficult. In addition, the linking and coupling algorithms will 
introduce more uncertainty through their input and parameters, for example the tolerance required to 
satisfy the matching or equivalence condition. 

11.4.3 SENSITIVIN ANALYSIS FOR CORRECTION UNCERTAINN ASSESSMENT 

Sensitivity analysis is a method of assessing the sensitivity of a model’s output with respect to its input 
data or internal parameters. It involves obtaining an estimate of the partial derivative of the output with 
respect to a given input or parameter and can be accomplished experimentally, analytically, numerically, 
or by some combination, depending on the nature and complexity of the model. If the model is in the form 
of a computer code (i.e., FORTRAN or C). then automatic differentiation (AD) or computational 
differentiation (Griewank and Corliss [15]; Ben, et al. [4]) is a practical, robust means for obtaining 
sensitivity derivative (SD) information. As can be seen from the papers included and references cited in 
these two SIAM conference proceedings, this mathematical/computational technology has a well 
established history (Rail, [23]) and is a continuing interdisciplinary activity with many varied current 
applications. Our interest here is in what has been done with realistic CFD models and how this 
information can be used in the wall correction methodologies, particularly in regard to the models and the 
uncertainty in their predicted output results, 

The interest in multidisciplinary design optimisation of aerospace vehicles prompted the initial 
applications of AD to CFD codes by Bischof, et al. [6] using the emerging AD tool ADIFOR (Automatic 
Dlfferentiation of FORtran) developed by Bischof, et al. [7], [El, (91, In design optimisation, derivatives of 
CFD code output functions with respect to design variables are required. These design variables are 
generally parameters which specify boundary data or transformations to body-oriented co-ordinate 
systems. They become inputs to the CFD cc-de through both inner boundary conditions such as 
geometric model shape and outer boundary conditions such as non-geometric flow variables, A brief 
summary of the early ADIFOR applications to a realistic, iterative CFD solver to obtain SD of lift, drag, 
and pitching moment with respect to non-geometric flow variables, CFD algorithm parameters, turbulence 



modelling parameters, and geometric model shape parameters is presented by Carle, et al. [I I]. Recent 
applications have extended these ideas and techniques to other complex CFD flow solvers used in the 
aerospace enterprise. To our knowledge, however, no one has yet applied AD to ventilated wall 
simulation models, wall interference prediction codes, or wall correction procedures to obtain the 
sensitivities of the interference field, corrections, etc. (i.e., the output) with respect to Reynolds number, 
porosity parameters, measured wall signatures, wall slope, etc. (Le., the input). Such sensitivity analyses 
are essentially just different AD applications to CFD codes that have been demonstrated as being 
differentiable by ADIFOR; these computational sensitivity exercises should be done. However, with 
respect to the propagation of uncertainties in model input and parameters, a somewhat different 
approach is, also, suggested and outlined below. 

AD has also been used to obtain error bounds or estimates for the function and its derivatives as can be 
seen from several papers included in Gnewank and Corliss [15] and Berz, et al. [4]. This interest, 
although originating in rounding-error estimation, is of importance in the data assimilation for improved 
weather prediction models and also in beam physics stability and control. Typically, second derivative 
information has been utilised. However, an idea that should be of interest in propagating uncertainties for 
wall correction applications was demonstrated by Bischof, et al. [IO] for an initial-value problem where 
they showed: 

“By differentiating the output of a model with respect to its parameters, one can quantify how sensitive or 
robust the models predictions are relative to variations of that parameter, as well as gain insight into how 
to adjust parameters that are poorly known. Questions regarding the sensitivity of the model output to 
more abstract quantities involving many model variables can also often be rephrased in terms of 
derivatives, either directly or by embedding the problem of interest into a larger parameterised framework 

Our approach is an example of this latter approach: we obtain the TLM” (Tangent Linear Model) 
“evolution of a perturbation in the initial-value data by introducing a parameter that linearly interpolates 
between the unperturbed and perturbed initial states. We shall show that formal perturbation theory with 
respect to the parameter yields the TLM and can be shown to be equivalent to evaluation of the 
derivative with respect to the interpolating parameter.” 

For the CFD boundary value problems in wall correction procedures, it is suggested that interpolating 
parameters, scaling the (known) uncertainties in model data input and model parameters, can be 
introduced and that differentiation of the model output with respect to these interpolating parameters 
would produce SD that directly provide a first-order estimate of the propagated uncertainty, That is, 
derivatives with respect to the model input and parameters provide the output sensitivity to those 
quantities at that solution; where as, derivatives with respect to the interpolating parameters, which scale 
the respective uncertainties in model input and parameters, can be related to the uncertainty propagated 
to the output at that solution. 

11.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Traditionally, theoreticians/CFD code developers and wind tunnel test engineers have not always 
communicated well with each other. Wind tunnel corrections have typically resided in one camp or the 
other because they were either theoretical or empirical. However, a new paradigm is emerging wherein 
the determination of wall corrections is smearing the dividing line between these two different cultures. 
The analyst must now take the best from each, the theory and computational capabilities of the 
theoretician and the measurement techniques of the experimentalist, and combine them into a rational 



methodology for reducing the wall-induced uncertainty in the test data. With this blending, the analyst 
must also recognise the limitations of each method and actively work to establish and refine the measure 
of truth. The increased demands for high accuracy data with well-defined uncertainty specifications and 
the push to scale wind tunnel data to flight Reynolds numbers require that CFD and SQC play definitive 
roles in wall correction methodology. 
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12. FUTURE NECESSARY WORK 

I ,,7heY’na dHWcult thhtgs, wind tunnels, amnY they!” 
Pat Ash/l/, 17 January, 75395 I 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

The subject of wall interference dates back over 75 years. Developments in understanding and in methodol- 
ogy of applying wall corrections have more or less kept pace with progress in developmental testing of 
aircraft to the point that wind tunnel test programs, in general, have not come to grief for want of a better 
method. The future is changing and, as competition heightens the need for higher quality data to reduce 
uncertainty (e.g., in predicted performance), we discover more and more that wind tunnels are indeed difficult 
things. This is particularly true when testing models of large size either at highly loaded conditions or high 
subsonic speeds. Assessing and correcting test results from these large models for wall interference effects 
to provide a data accuracy commensurate with the objectives of the test is particularly challenging. Validation 
of any method of correction to be used is always of consideration. Measurement accuracy, numerical accu- 
racy and accuracy in capturing the essential physics of the flow are concerns. Linear-theory based correc- 
tions, although highly useful, are increasingly becoming insufficient as are Euler methods, even when 
coupled with integral boundary layer representations of viscous effects. Further, the need to include details 
of the tunnel empty flow field, the tunnel geometry (especially the down-stream features), and a representa- 
tion of the wall boundary conditions that is sufficient to capture the essential viscous features is becoming 
more apparent. The foregoing chapters of this report have provided the reader with an excellent reference 
source concerning current wall interference technology as well as a systematic approach to selecting an 
application. The question as to What Next? naturally arises. The following discussion is an attempt to 
address some of the issues which have come to light in this regard. 

12.1.1 NEARTERMOWECTIMS 

Near term objectives are considered as those objectives that are achievable now with current capability and 
that provide a measurable improvement in wall interference prediction and control. Therefore, by definition, 
these objectives are the ones that should be worked now. The need to continue working wall correction 
issues is self-evident to those working this discipline. It is not always self-evident to others who should be 
aware (e.g., test engineers, managers, etc.). To help put the need to develop and use wall-corrections in 
proper focus for all affected parties, it is suggested that an activity be undertaken to develop a measure of 
benefits to be derived from wall interference technology. Such benefits should be presented in customer- 
important terms such as reduced uncertainty in global quantities (Mach number and angle of attack), distrib- 
uted distortions (induced velocity vector), and a measure of impact on force coefficients (historical results for 
specific cases tested). Failure to properly appraise the potential customer has an impact of the ability of 
work the discipline of wall corrections. For instance, to develop wall correction technology requires a funding 
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source which either must come from some form of general overhead, or be a direct charge to each test in 
addition to the cost of utilisation of wall correction capability. Thus, in the case of direct charges, the 
customer who will be the recipient of the corrections will be presented with a range of cost choices depend- 
ing on what corrections, if any, are utilised. Unless the customer becomes accustomed to supporting these 
costs and understands the accrued benefits, the services will be under-utilised. In consequence, the budget 
allocation for wall interference development work is jeopardised. These cost considerations argue for a 
method of demonstrating that the benefits of having and applying wall corrections outweigh their cost. 
Mounting economic pressures on institutional activities which seem to be globally typical within the testing 
community indicate that being able to show benefits against costs is an urgent near-term need. 

The preceding chapters of this report serve to bring the reader up-to-date on the technology of wall correc- 
tions. They also indicate how complicated wall corrections can be. And, as detailed in Section 12.2, there 
can be unresolved issues, even in classical methods. A particular example concerns drag increments due to 
tunnel-induced gradients. A new formulation has been applied successfully to bluff bodies (see Hackett [15] 
and Chapter 6) yet it conflicts with the classical result of AGARDograph 109 and with the result given in 
Chapter I, Since Hackett’s derivation is general and produces similar results to the accepted treatment of 
Maskell, this creates an issue for resolution in the validation for use of the methods in question. The topic is 
discussed further in Section 12.2. 

Testing and user organisations have very few people who have conversant knowledge of data corrections in 
general and wall corrections in particular. Consequently, there is a community need to instill expertise in wall 
correction methodology in new personnel. An advocacy position is needed as well as a structured approach 
to becoming conversant in the wall correction methodology. The preferred media would be some fon of 
“expert system” that employs “computer-aided” techniques for one to become self-taught along with access 
to a collection of “user-friendly codes” and data bases for computing or estimating wall corrections. Further, 
such media should have a means for growth to rapidly and efficiently incorporate new information. A simple 
form of the implementation of this concept is an electronic version of this report utilising an appropriate 
introduction, including terminology and a summary of benefits indicated above. The references contained 
herein along with the general discussion can then direct the user to specific sources for further consideration. 

Regarding correction methodology, economic considerations call for corrections that are fast to produce and 
cost-effective. The implication according to Lynch, et al, is ‘I... a collection of methods and techniques with 
various amounts of empiricism specialised for certain types of tests and specific kinds of wind tunnel walls 
and testing ranges.” Having such a “collection” implies a method for cataloguing as well as a means for 
adding to the collection. The view taken here is that such a collection would not just be a compendium of 
various schemes with an assessment for each scheme, but would also include either reference to a specific 
code or data base or access to the actual code and/or data base as well. It is proposed that in the near- 
term, a standard means of assessing the range of applicability (model and tunnel configuration, Mach 
number, attitude, Re, etc.) be developed for verifying wall correction methods and data bases and, where 
permissible, the originator of the method (including any code) and custodian of the data base make the 
information commercially available. Notification of the method or any data base information should be 
accomplished through appropriate media (AGARD, GARTEUR. STA. SATA, AIAA, ASME, etc.) 

Global competition for new aircraft forces the designer to work all technology areas that could contribute to 
higher quality performance predictions There are numerous error sources affecting high quality predictions. 
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Many of those error sources were discussed in AGARD AR-304 [I]. This document is focused on only one 
of those error sources, wall interference, which can be a major contributor to data uncertainty. A better 
understanding of wall interference is very desirable, particularly as model and model support sizes are 
increased to maximise Reynolds numbers for a given test facility and as testing speeds are increased toward 
sonic conditions, It is particularly important to be able to make a trade-off decision between model size for 
increased test Reynolds number and accompanying increased wall interference. Work is required in the 
near-term to quantify the gains in Reynolds number benefits versus the losses due to increased wall 
interference. The “indefinitely-postponed” US National Wind Tunnel Complex (NWTC) program is a recent 
example where emphasis was placed on maximum model size. 

A key thrust of the NWTC program was to provide new test capacity for aircraft development that would 
include high Reynolds number, high data quality, high productivity at data costs consistent with today’s costs 
and high through-put (tests per year). Originally, the NWTC program was to provide a complex of two wind 
tunnel facilities that would cover both low speed and transonic speeds up to Mach number 1.5. One of the 
NWTC constraints was to be able to test models up to 80% of the applicable test section dimension so as to 
maximise Reynolds number for a given stagnation pressure and temperature. Owing to the goal of high data 
quality, strong consideration was given to the design of the test section for minimising wall interference as 
well as correcting for wall effects. Cost and productivity considerations constrained the design to a passive 
slotted test section with segmented throttle segments for each slot as opposed to a fully adaptive configura- 
tion. Sickles and Steinle [30], using a linear porous wall boundary condition for a large MD-1 1 type model in 
the proposed NWTC test section sized to this criteria at Mach number 0.85 test conditions. showed that, 
depending on the method for correcting the test results and establishing the wall setting (porosity distribution 
and side-wall divergence angle), the lift, drag, and pitching moment corrections as well as global corrections 
to Mach number and angle of attack could be very small. This result, although promising, is not wnclusive 
since an Euler method was involved. Viscous effects can significantly change the magnitude of corrections. 
To properly evaluate the net increase in quality of test results through higher test Reynolds numbers 
achieved by increased model size, the accompanying losses in quality associated with increased wall 
interference effects should be assessed with a method that includes viswus effects. 

As the maximum size of the model and its support system grows with respect to the tunnel, the details of the 
flow-field between the model and the wall and both the upstream and downstream boundary conditions 
become more important for proper prediction of the wall corrections. Further, both wall geometry and tunnel 
operational mode affect the flow about the model. Prior work of modelling wall boundary wndltions is a good 
start. However, there is opportunity for improvement in the near term as will be discussed in section 12.2. 

Many facilities today are undergoing upgrades to improve flow quality; but, little is being done to reduce the 
magnitude of wall interference in those facilities. Considerable activity has been going on for over a decade 
aimed at developing adaptive wall capability that theoretically offers the best technical solution for reducing 
wall interference. However, issues of productivity and maintainability are detractors. Other forms of variable 
walls that are limited in adaptive capability such as global-adaptation and passive-adaptation (pre-settable or 
controllable cross-flow resistance) offer less complex solutions that are not technically as good as fully adap- 
tive walls, but are superior economically (capitalisation and productivity-driven.) For any form of adaptive 
walls used, a simplified method of computing wall settings in advance of the test will greatly ameliorate 
productivity issues. Regardless, near-term improvements or developments aimed at these more modest 



productivity issues. Regardless. near-term improvements or developments aimed at these more modest 
goals will lay the foundation for even the more ambitious far-term goals. Both computational and 
experimental work aimed at the next generation large-scale, highly-productive test section, is sorely needed. 

12.1.2 FAR-TERM OBJECTIVES 

No end is seen to the competitive forces that have provided the impetus for wall-correction work. Economic 
pressures for “cheaper, faster, and better” are fully expected to result in far term (say, 20 to 25 years from 
now) objectives closely resembling near-term objectives in most respects. However, in the far term we will 
see technological improvements that will enhance the testing process and data quality that can affect both 
adaptive and passive wall tunnels. The capability of the computational resources is expected to improve 
dramatically: grid generation - substantially; code efficiency - significantly; and fluid-mechanics models (e.g., 
turbulence model, shock/boundary-layer interaction model, shear layer mixing, boundary-layer separation 
criteria) somewhat. With sufficient increase in computing power, Euler solutions with coupled integral 
boundary layer solutions may well be done on a desk-top size computer in seconds, Navier-Stokes 
equations may be computed in minutes. Further, we will have the benefit of the work in the near-term in 
areas such as model geometry definition, in-tunnel measurements (model and flow field parameters), wall 
correction methodology, basic CFD, etc. 

Assuming the above technological advances and probably a moving test data quality target that will only be 
stopped if computational capability is ever fast enough, accurate enough, and affordable enough to obviate 
the need for wind tunnel testing, what should we plan for the far-term? The general idea is to keep on with 
continuous improvement consistent with experimental and computational capability (as long as they are cost- 
effective) until such time that the residual data uncertainty after wall corrections is negligible. Whenever an 
improvement in a solver, or a computer system is realised, the wall correction methodology that is affected 
should be verified. Planning should be initiated for what changes would be made in methodology for, say, 
each order of magnitude improvement in computational capability and then move in that direction when it 
occurs. 

The role of the wind tunnel is expected to change with time. One view is the wind tunnel will only be required 
for code validation. Another view is it will still be required for product development and basic research as 
well as code validation; but, there will be substantial changes to what is tested and what measurements are 
required. Regardless of the change, the desire for high quality test results points toward elimination of wall 
interference to the maximum extent practical and correction of any residual wall effects. There is no change 
here from what is desired today. However, to be able to achieve this goal in a highly productive fashion 
probably resides in the far term. The far-term goal that is suggested is to strive for the capability to either 
compute real-time wall corrections with confidence or to support highly-productive fully-adaptive wall capabil- 
ity (e.g., two seconds per data point). How much growth in computational capability might be required for this 
to happen? It seems like between three and four orders of magnitude increase in computing power may be 
required for this to be a reality by direct computational means. Can such growth be reached? Optimistically, 
yes. Even if the answer is no, highly-productive capability could still become a reality, depending on the 
ability to characterise and store wall settings versus gross details of the model, support system, and flow 
condition. With this approach, although the ability to perform CFD calculations may not measure up to real- 



time productivity requirements, real-time productivity could still be achieved by accessing a pre-computed 
data base, real-time measurements of wall boundary conditions and model loading. 

Emphasis should be placed on three paths: making efficient direct computations in real-time during a test, 
developing a pre-computational approach to couple with real-time test measurements, and developing highly 
productive fully adaptive capability. In so doing, improvements in productivity and quality of wall interference 
computations can also be realised. 

12.2 AREAS FOR EMPHASIS, VERSUS EXPECTATIONS 

There are three basic requirements for dealing with wind tunnel wall interference effects regardless of the 
type of test section or kind of model. They are: “Ability to accurately establish maximum allowable model 
size for a specific test. Ability to reduce, or correct wall effects in any test in which the maximum allowable 
model size is not exceeded. Ability to estimate the uncertainty or accuracy of the corrections applied”, 
Lynch, et. al [22]. These abilities are required for a wide range of wind tunnel testing. Commercial and 
tactical aircraft, space vehicles, as well as the automotive and trucking industry all have their requirements 
for improved data accuracy. The following discussion will address some specific areas pertaining to these 
requirements that warrant emphasis, included expectations for outcome of future work. 

12.2.1 BEI-ER UNDERSTANDING OF APPLICATION OF WALL INTERFERENCE 

Accurate, practical, wall interference correction techniques are needed for a wide variety of wind tunnel 
testing scenarios. These include: 

Cruise performance in ventilated (perforated, slotted, and porous-slotted) test sections 

High lifl in solid wall, ventilated wall, and open-jet test sections 

Sting 8 distortion or support tare 8 interference testing for all wall types 

Stability and control for all wall types 

Power effects (jets, turbine simulators, rotors, propellers) 

Buffet and unsteady aerodynamics - all wall types 

Incremental testing, all types 

Advanced airfoil development, 

Bluff body tests (including automobile and truck) 

Understanding of limitations on the accuracy of methods is required. Chapter 11 addresses issues related to 
the sources of uncertainties in wall correction methodologies and approaches to resolving those 
uncertainties, The finer points of underlying assumptions in determining drag increments due to model- 
image induce effects that led to the conflict noted in section 12.1 is an atypical example of the problem of 
understanding of limitations on methods. This is atypical because we have methods producing conflicting 
results that have the same basic underlying small disturbance, incompressible flow assumptions. 



Nevertheless, it is worthy of note because the conflict does serve to illustrate that any method should be 
called into question if we are to work toward a full understanding of limitations. Briefly, the expression for low 
speed, model-image induced drag increment, developed by Taylor as Equation 1.3 is 8Co = -Coe, where E is 
the normalised sum of solid and wake image-induced velocities, l p and E,. In Section 1.3. Taylor assumes 
E,., to be small and obtains the classical result, SC o = - Co E., as in AGARDograph 109. pp 109 -111. 
However, the derivation of Hackett [15], gives , SC o = - Co+,. This works well in application to normal flat 
plates and gives corrections that agree closely with those of Maskell. If this is true in general, then 
application of Equation 1.3 would overcorrect by an amount, - Co l s. As seen in Chapter 1.3, the difference 
between the two representations is small, but could be significant. Consequently, further theoretical and 
experimental work is required to resolve this issue. Perhaps a sufficient means of resolution could be 
achieved by a numerical experiment which captures the physics of the flow about a body with a large wake. 

Little has been done toward establishing accuracy requirements for wall corrections, or providing for the 
systematic validation of various techniques. However, Steinle & Stanewsky [31] state that, wall “.._ correction 
methods should be able to assess (I) relative changes in the free-stream flow conditions and (2) changes in 
local flow conditions at the wing location and along the model axis caused by configuration changes...” to the 
model. Required accuracy was given in flow inclination and Mach number as 0.010 degrees and 0.001 
respectively. These criteria ware intended to apply for Mach numbers from 0.5 to 0.85 at transport cruise lifl 
conditions. These accuracy requirements were based on the ability to resolve drag coefficient to 0.0001 (one 
drag count). Krenz [IQ] repeats the need for 1 drag count accuracy at high speed; but, notes that an 
equivalent accuracy for typical take-off and landing conditions (Airbus) would be 5 drag counts. The NWTC 
projects Customer Requirements and Operations team established wall interference magnitudes not to be 
exceeded prior to correction for a base-line transport configuration that would span 80% of the applicable 
test section dimension (CR&O Release 11.0, Vol. 1) Those requirements are repeated herein: 

Mach Number 0.3 Mach Number 0.85 

Delta Mach + ,006 + .003 

Delta Alpha Q Cr., =l.O + ,150 +.150 

Delta CN body + .Ol +.005 

Delta CA body +.0006 +.0003 

Delta CM + .02 +.01 

These requirements for uncorrected magnitude of wall corrections were established with the hope that by the 
time the NWTC would have been operational, a verified wall correction methodology could provide correc- 
tions with sufficiently low uncertainty residual that with sufficient quality in the measurements (e.g., forces, 
angle-of attack, reference conditions), the target values established by Steinle & Stanewsky [31] could be 
attained. Euler code calculations by Sickles 8 Steinle [30] indicate, with suitable control over wall resistive 
properties and wall divergence, all of the above criteria could probably be achieved for the reference trans- 
port configuration. The most difficult target to achieve is for pitching moment since, without a fully adaptive 
wall to provide inflow or oufflow when wall pressure coefficient would result in the opposite effect, flow 
curvature effects will tend to dominate. Reduction in axial force coefficient to the above target value does 
require some form of active wall control (real-time scheduling of side wall-divergence angle was planned for 
the NWTC) to minimise buoyancy. 



The NWC project did not develop requirements for other types of tests. Such requirements would be useful 
since applying cruise transport wall interference criteria to other types of tests (e.g. manoeuvring fighter 
aircraft) could be overly restrictive. For each type of test, careful consideration needs to be given to test 
requirements, and allowable error in performance factors should be translated into test data uncertainty 
requirements. Of course, wall corrections represent only one potential error source among many. Therefore, 
allocating error magnitudes to wall corrections should be done in conjunction with an overall assessment of 
error sources and their magnitudes. Even if precisely defined uncertainty requirements were available for 
each type of test, there would still be a serious deficiency in establishing the uncertainty of wall corrections 
themselves. Computing wall corrections is not like measuring pressure. There is no readily available 
calibration standard from which to define “truth”. Tunnel-to-tunnel comparisons can be very helpful in 
indicating general validity. However, wall corrections are just one of many factors which enter into wind 
tunnel data correlation studies and it would be difticult, time consuming, and expensive to establish absolute 
uncertainty from such efforts. Analytical approaches to estimating wall interference uncertainty are even 
more difficult. Error propagation from measured data can be tracked, but the relative validity of explicit and 
implicit assumptions contained in all correction schemes are difficult to assess. Despite all of the difficulties, 
the need still exists to pursue development of methods to assess the uncertainty of wall corrections for 
typical applications. Chapter 11 addresses methodology for this assessment. 

Two obvious approaches to arriving at a calibration standard (“truth”) from which to form a basis for validating 
wall interference methodology are seen. One is experimental and the other is strictly numerical. Both are 
artificial definitions of “truth” since boundary conditions and flow uniformity contaminate the experimental 
“truth” and limitations in modelling of fundamental flow physics and model shape affect the numerical “truth”. 

Traditionally, an experimental definition of “truth” has been taken as either the results from a very low block- 
age model at conditions assumed to be essentially interference free, or the corrected results from a model 
tested in a tunnel whose boundary conditions were assumed known (closed wall). In the former, adjustment 
to free air conditions is accomplished by applying a wall correction assumed sufficiently certain. Of these two 
experimental approaches, the low blockage approach is to be preferred since the goal is to validate wall 
correction methods and use of the other approach involves a correction to validate a correction. However, to 
improve the process, the test section used to provide the reference data should have exceptional flow quality 
and its upstream, downstream, and wall boundary conditions measured to provide a basis for future 
adjustment of the low interference results. Here, an adaptive wall test section, with validated methodology, is 
expected to be superior. From this point, there are two experimental choices. The first is to test the same 
reference model in a tunnel that will produce typical magnitudes of wall interference, measure the boundary 
conditions, correct the test results by the method in question and validate against the defined “truth”. The 
second approach is to build a large model to the “same” scaled dimensions as the low blockage model 
(within tolerances consistent with allowable variation in computed pressure coefficients) and test as before. 
For all experimental activities, identical test techniques (including instrumentation, if possible, and data 
reduction programs) should be employed and the results corrected for every identifiable error source. 
Consideration of matching Reynolds number and model distortion effects leads to testing the same model in 
a smaller tunnel with both tests conducted at the same total pressure. For a relatively low loading condition 
with a high-stiffness model (non-lifting body) testing with scaled models in variable density tunnels to match 
Reynolds number should not lead to any significant uncertainty due to model distortion. However, other error 
sources would be present and must be accounted. 



The basis for a numerical definition of “truth” is simply a shape whose surface flow conditions in free air can 
be represented by a computational method to a low enough uncertainty as to serve as the free air reference 
for validation of a wall correction method. This definition of truth would include say, a body of revolution for 
which a Navier Stokes representation could be computed with confidence. Representation of the installation 
in the tunnel to the degree necessary to capture the fundamental physics and flow non-uniformity’s is 
required. Test results would include measurement of those parameters necessary to validate the basic 
physics model. Variation of parameters to tune the computation to match the essential features of the 
measured flow-field is required. From this work, the influence of the entire installation can be studied 
(upstream and down-stream boundary conditions as well as wall boundary representation). Extension to a 
lifting case requires other considerations such as aero-elastic distortion and potential separation. Sensitivity 
studies concerning the choice of turbulence model in any CFD calculations may be required as well as 
uncertainties in model geometry. Technically, this process can be implemented now. The effect of improve- 
ments in computational methods and better representation of tunnel boundary conditions will lead to a newer 
version of truth for each calibration configuration. Use of this method should not end with testing of a model 
that can be computed. Extreme cases are the ultimate goal and those can’t be computed with sumcient 
certainty. Hence, the goal for validation of wall correction methods should include the previously mentioned 
experimental definition of truth. 

Both the experimental and computational approaches to the definition of truth warrant careful consideration. 
It is anticipated that results of greatest value will emerge from a dual approach that employs both. 
Experimentally, the most difficult part is the determination of the boundary conditions (upstream, down- 
stream, and equivalent inviscid wall boundary) and the sensing of the model shape and orientation. 
Numerically, the representation of the model wake (including model - support system interaction) is expected 
to create the most challenge. A collection of standardised approaches with an uncertainty assessment for 
each for validating wall correction methodology would benefit the entire testing community. 

Development of a standardised validation methodology is in keeping with the charter of the AGARD FOP and 
it is recommended for consideration of sponsorship. 

12.2.1.1 INCREMENTAL CORRECTIONS Vs ABSOLUTE CORRECTIONS 

Strictly speaking, all wall interference corrections are incremental since they are applied to an experimental 
result. However, one thinks of an absolute value of a wall correction as correcting an experimental result to a 
condition of free air. An absolute value of wall correction is always desirable, even when comparing the 
results for an incremental configuration change. On the other hand, it is suggested that in many cases an 
incremental assessment may be sumcient. Clearly, en linear theory would suffice for determining the 
pressure loading on a model, an incremental wall interference correction due to a change in model geometry 
and/or loading would be sufficient for correction of a comparison of the effects of the change. Further, if the 
comparison was made between two configurations at the same total loading, the required wall correction 
incremental corrections are further reduced (e.g., no net change to measured angle of attack) although not 
necessarily eliminated (e.g., pitching moment and buoyancy). When the description of the model loading 
requires more than linear theory, a test condition correction (as in global corrections to Mach number and 
angle-of-attack) may still be required. 



When a test condition correction is insufficient, even when testing for the effects of incremental configuration 
changes, integrated corrections to the measured data must be applied to both the base-line and the 
increment to the base line configuration. Establishment of the limits for applying an incremental wall 
correction to incremental test results has not been demonstrated. Incremental corrections can also apply to 
the baseline configuration since a change in angle-of-attack is an incremental change as well. Thus, for 
conventional testing, an incremental approach may serve to bridge the gap between computed absolute 
corrections sufficiently well as to minimise the extent of computations required. Accordingly, since the range 
of usefulness and application of incremental wall corrections is not established, work in this area is needed. 

12.2.2 DEFINITION AND MEASUREMENT OF BOUNDARV CONDITIONS 

Regardless of the solver used to estimate wall corrections, the result will be influenced by the representation 
of the boundary condition. The need to characterise the boundary condition with an accuracy consistent with 
the accuracy of the wall correction method to be employed has been long recognised. There is more to be 
done to improve the characterisation. Troublesome areas include the upstream and downstream boundary 
conditions, treatment of wall-divergence, growth of the tunnel wall boundary layer, auxiliary suction and wall 
pressure effects on cross-flow, localised effects versus homogenous representation for ventilated walls, 
amplification of wall cross-flow due to boundary layer effects, and modelling of jet (downwash) impingement 
effects. 

12.2.2.1 FORM TO USE FOR WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION 

Classical work has, of necessity, used linear homogenous boundary conditions. This work is well known and 
is not cited herein (see Chapter 3). The advent of solid adaptable walls for 2-Dimensional testing led to the 
use of a viscous correction. As model size and loading has increased, the impact of the model imposed 
pressure gradient on the wall boundary layer has forced adjustments to solid wall boundary conditions to 
take in to account the effect of change in displacement thickness caused by strong pressure gradients. 
Further, measurement of mass flux normal to the wall of a ventilated tunnel has led to the recognition that the 
viswus interaction amplifies the effect of the normal mass flux resulting in a higher order adjustment to the 
boundary condition. Additionally, pressure drop of flow through porous walls becomes dominated by the 
second power of normal velocity as expansion and viscous losses through the porous channel increase. 
Walls with open slots also exhibit fairly strong localised flow curvature effects which has led to higher order 
representations. Practically speaking, one should always use as simple a form as possible, consistent with 
the flow physics and the uncertainty requirement for computing wall corrections. It is important to understand 
the contribution the wall model makes to the uncertainty of a wall correction. It would be highly beneficial to 
investigate wall models systematically for non-linear effects caused by strong gradients and substantial 
boundary layer thickness (typical of large models in major wind tunnels) and report the results in a standard 
format. This would aid the user in a choice of wall boundary condition form to use. 



12.2.2.2 VISCOUS EFFECTS 

Modification of solid wall boundary condition by a correction to account for changes in boundary-layer 
behaviour owing to model-imposed pressure gradients currently is done in an approximate sense. Ashill, 
Taylor, and Simmons [2], for example treat the normal velocity at the wall as being related to the rate of 
growth of the displacement thickness, including the effects of pressure gradient. Some approximations were 
done. With their approach, computed wall pressure distribution from testing of a research body 
(representative of a civil transport volume) show significantly improved agreement with experimental results 
at high subsonic speeds in the DRA 8ft. x 8ft. Wind Tunnel. Some improvements are possible and are 
probably required for bodies producing stronger pressure gradients. 

An elemental analysis employing continuity shows that for zero velocity gradient, the flow angle at a height, 
delta, from the wall due to boundary layer growth equals the rate of growth in displacement thickness. 
Velocity gradient (independent of changes to the rate of displacement thickness growth) changes the flow 
angle. Favourable gradient reduces the flow angle in an amount approximately proportional to boundary 
layer thickness. Further, it is argued that the boundary condition at the wall could then be represented by an 
analytic extension of the flow angle. For small tunnels, where the boundary layer is thin, this disparity may 
not be of enough significance to even warrant consideration. However, for tunnels in which the boundary 
layer height is of the order of 5% of the test section height or width, (either because of size or low Re) this 
difference may be an important consideration. 

For porous walls, mass and momentum flux through the walls complicate the picture. Some progress has 
been made with incorporating adjustments to wall characteristics for distributed porous walls to account for 
changes in boundary layer properties. Vidal & Erickson [36], Jacocks [16], Crites & Rueger [9] have reported 
results from tests of mass flow through porous walls and the amplification of flow angle by the boundary layer 
interaction. Vidal measured his results directly. Both Jacocks and Crites 8 Rueger determined their results 
indirectly. Jacocks determined his by matching computed pressures with an assumed boundary condition. 
Crites 8 Rueger determined theirs by measuring the change in displacement thickness with wall normal 
velocity and using an expression for effective normal velocity at the wall which was derived from continuity 
considerations, the definition of displacement thickness, and an assumption of a constant edge velocity 
extension of the boundary layer. Both Jacocks’ and Crites 8 Rueger’s results match for low values of wall 
mass flux, Since Jacocks’ results were, in essence, empirically derived on the basis of matching a CFD 
solution, they are only as good as the CFD model allows for the test installation. The match with the results 
for Crites and Rueger indicates that the non-analytic extension (constant velocity) of the flow to the wall 
boundary they used is not a bad assumption for their case. The results of all of the foregoing were from 
small-scale tests with a thin boundary layer. Flow curvature effects associated with large models and high 
loading may make it advisable to have a further analytic refinement. Likewise, the effects of a thick boundary 
layer are expected to further contribute to the need for an analytic extension. Matyk and Kobayashi 1251 
investigated cross-flow resistance for two porous slotted wall samples where the displacement thickness of 
the boundary layer was much less than the width of the porous slot (one was a full-scale representation of 
the NASA Ames II-Foot Tunnel wall). This experiment showed that cross-flow resistance was basically 
insensitive to Mach number as did the later work of Crites & Rueger for a porous wall. Unpublished work by 
Steinle (321 established empirically the effective cross-flow property of the 1 I-Foot Tunnel wall (displacement 
thickness of the order 80% of the porous-slot width) by utilising wing pressure distribution and tests with 



closed walls and a closed floor and ceiling for a large seem-span model mounted off the floor of the tunnel. 
The theory by Kraft and Lo [17] was used to determine the stream correction angle along the span of the 
wing and the wing pressure coefficient sensitivity to angle of attack was used to determine the flow correction 
along the span for both wall configurations. A variation of slot and porosity parameters led to the extrapc- 
lated porosity result. The Krafl and Lo result (semi-empirical with boundary-layer displacement thickness of 
the order of the slot width) differed significantly from the cross flow measurements of Matyk and Kobayashi 
(direct measurement, boundary-layer small with respect to slot width) which indicates that boundaty layer 
effects are significant for this type of wall as well. In general then, considerable opportunity remains to 
improve our understanding of the wall boundary conditions for both solid and ventilated walls to capture the 
effects of boundary layer, pressure gradient, and mass flux for application to large-scale tunnels. A 
systematic approach to determining the wall boundary conditions which utilises empiricism and CFD, as 
appropriate, is needed. An agreed upon format for reporting the results of such work, along with a means of 
making the results available to the technical community would benefit all. Any results that can be reported in 
the near term will be quite beneficial to those contemplating test section improvements. 

12.2.2.3 UPSTREAM BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Upstream boundary conditions are usually treated by extending the computational boundary sufficiently far 
upstream in a constant cross section and assuming a constant velocity and Mach number profile. Some 
work has been done to consider representation of the model effects at the upstream boundary in an asymp- 
totic sense. Other work, concerning finite test section length has been done. However, work to include 
boundary layer growth and wall divergence effects on the upstream flow field is lacking. A further complica- 
tion is non-uniformity of flow at the upstream boundary (e.g., swirl or some other horrible condition). These 
three effects are clearly not separable. Although upstream nonuniformity is not a wall interference concern, it 
should be included in any improved modelling of the tunnel flow to compute wall corrections since the effects 
can not be separated. 

12.2.2.4 DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Downstream boundary conditions are generally not faithfully modelled. However, as models become larger, 
the need to increase the fidelity of the representation of the downstream conditions increases. More work is 
required to characterise the effects of downstream condition should be done to aid in the understanding of 
what modelling is required. 

Notable areas include the interaction at the plenum flow reentry region, if used, as well as the presence of 
the model support system. The model support system is also of importance for transonic tunnels. These 
systems are generally not removable. Consequently, tests of large semi-span tests model with the model in 
the plane of the support strut do occur (e.g., the NASA Ames 1 l-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel). Although 
probably less important than the model support system the proper characterisation of the re-entty region also 
should be done. Here, empiricism is expected to be the only viable approach. Bui 81 modelled the discrete 
porous-slotted walls and both the model support system and the re-entry flow field for a large semispan 
model installed in the Ames 1 I-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel using a panel code. Treating the mixing at the 



end of the test section as a ramp gave a reasonable match with measured ceiling pressure data near the exit 
of the test section. Trial and error was required to obtain the best match. Thus, it appears that an empirical 
approach, aided by inviscid calculations is practical. More work is required to characterise these effects and 
should be done to aid in the understanding of what modelling is required. 

12.2.3 COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY, ASSESSMENT AND VALIDATION 

The current collection of methods for determining wall corrections has not reached maturity. Methods for 
correcting results from dynamic tests have not received as much attention as for steady flow tests. All 
correction methods (classical, one-variable, two-variable, etc.) can produce an interference perturbation field 
at any point about the model. Assessment poses the problem of rating methods for utility (ease of applica- 
tion, cost, accuracy of results, limits of applicability). Validation is the process whereby uncertainty of results 
and limits of applicability are determined. A cursory assessment of some general application areas of 
computational methodology and challenges associated with developing validated methodology for those 
areas follows: 

12.2.3.1 TEST CONDITION CORRECTION TO REFERENCE CONDITIONS 

It is assumed that there is no universally best method for determining test condition corrections to reference 
conditions. The challenge is to evaluate and report the results of investigating any and all methods for 
accuracy and limitations, 

With modern high lift designs, or advanced configurations such as the HSCT, it is by no means obvious how 
to use the wall interference perturbation field to obtain a test condition correction -- or sectional weighted 
correction for that matter. Taylor (Chapter 1.3) has used linear theory ideas in conjunction with the Reverse 
Flow Theorem to provide simple rules for applying global corrections. Since these rules are based on linear 
theory, they might not be expected to be valid for transonic flows and for high-lift conditions. Goodier and his 
colleagues at Southampton University have found that the % chord point for the correction of angle of 
incidence applies for certain transonic airfoil applications. Lewis and Goodyer’s work [21] utilised an 
adaptive-wall tunnel to impose various variations of wall-induced velocities along the chord of the airfoil. 
Additional work is reported by Ashill. Goodyer, and Lewis (211. Experiments of this nature are quite useful 
and further work is welcome. 

Sickles and Steinle in their studies in support of the NWTC project investigated the choice of correction 
approach as well as reference positions for arriving at a correction to Mach number and angle of attack by 
considering separate locations for each including matching wing lifl coefficient. In this study, “truth” is the 
result of an Euler calculation that imposes free air conditions on the computational domain four body lengths 
upstream and downstream and six wing spans horizontally and vertically from the model. For the two cases 
investigated (25% semispan and mid-semispan), the mid-semispan wing position gave the best overall 
results for the wing (pressure distribution). Applying a correction to Mach number and angle of attack 
reduced the residual wall interference to low values. Since this was a numerical experiment, blockage and 
angle of attack corrections were determined from a stream-tube calculation which used the difference 



between prior solutions in the tunnel with a prescribed wall model and free air to determine the boundary flow 
at the stream tube. The flow field caused by this interference stream-tube was then interrogated to 
determine angle of attack and Mach number increments at chosen positions. With these corrections to Mach 
number and angle-of attack, computed tunnel results were scaled for dynamic pressure changes and the 
free air solution was recomputed for the new angle of attack. This method employed is equivalent to either a 
two-variable measured approach in the tunnel or a direct method where flow conditions on the boundary 
would be computed and compared with measurement. It is just one approach to be considered in evaluating 
the collection of 3-D methods either available, or coming in to existence. It serves to illustrate that work 
needs to be done to verify the range and quality of all correction methods. 

12.2.3.2 HIGH LIFT 

The wind tunnel testing needs of the commercial aircraft community seem to be focused toward high lifl 
development and cruise performance. High lift equates to large wall interference (lift and blockage.) 
Maximum lift capability is a primary factor detenining wing area which in turn affects cruise drag, and thus 
fuel consumption, gross take-off weight, passenger capacity, etc. High lift is dominated by 3-D viscous flows 
with separation and is very sensitive to Reynolds number (e.g., Lynch, et. al.[Z]) Although CFD is useful for 
providing guidance for attached flow conditions, it is not (and is not expected to be for some time) capable of 
providing the needed accuracy for high lift conditions. This mandates an experimental high Reynolds 
number approach to design and development which leads the industry toward testing very large semi-span 
models in large, pressurised (or cryogenic) facilities. The trend for high speed cruise performance wing 
development is also toward achieving higher Reynolds by employing large models, including semi-span (e.g. 
Goldhammer and Steinle [13]) 

High lift testing is commonly done in solid wall or open jet low speed wind tunnels. The model flow field, at 
conditions of maximum interest, is dominated by viscous flows with off-body separations. As a result, 
because current CFD can not be used to predict high-lift performance as well as desired and because wing 
separation can be significantly affected by wall induced gradients, wall corrections to test conditions will not 
be sufficient for achieving satisfactory free air results. Regardless of how the wall-induced flow field correc- 
tions are to be used, the numerical representation of the model only needs to be aerodynamically correct in a 
far-field sense. Therefore, although it may not be possible to satisfactorily predict high lift performance, it 
should be possible to simulate the model well enough for the purpose of calculating the wall induced flow 
field. Some trial and error adjustment of the simulation would probably be necessary to obtain agreement 
between measured and computed wall pressures -- a necessary condition for valid correction. 

At high model loads (high Reynolds number) the user of the test results is faced with the prospect of 
accounting for aeroelastic distortions. Consequently, if the flow conditions are in the range of linear aerody- 
namics, the induced distribution of flow angle can be treated as a global correction plus a localised twist and 
camber modification of the wing shape. Thus, if the blockage induced velocity gradient over the wing is 
negligible, then wall corrections of this nature can be adequately perfoned. To apply a correction for other 
than test conditions to say, wing flow development, would require a CFD code wherein the boundary condi- 
tion at the model surface can be altered to accommodate a modification of the surface flow velocity by 
amount of the local induced velocity. This approach is not known to have been tried, but does seem possible 



as a means of extending the applicability of even a classical or panel method. Such an approach to 
extending test condition corrections to include streamwise induced velocity gradient should be investigated. 

Care must be taken in sizing models for high lift testing (with and with-out engine simulation). Currently, flow 
field correction techniques do not capture the detailed effects of pressure gradients. When these gradients 
are the determining factor in sizing, a numerical simulation of the model is required that at least predicts 
correct increments to small changes. Unless suitable predictive methods, based on CFD simulation of the 
model can be developed and validated, sizing will remain a subjective procedure that must rely on 
experience and judgement. Consequently, work is needed in the process of evaluating methods to develop 
and report criteria which can be used to establish model size and correct the data once obtained. 

12.2.3.3 PERFORMANCE TESTING 

Performance testing for commercial transports is usually limited to Mach numbers less than 1.0. Tactical 
aircrafl require force and moment data through the transonic range. Between Mach numbers 0.6 and .95. 
correction methods based on transonic small disturbance, full potential, or Euler methods have been shown 
to provide corrections with varying degrees of uncertainty depending upon the relative appropriateness of the 
assumptions and the flow field characteristics. Above a Mach number at which viscous forces influence 
shock position (Sickles and Erickson [29] suggest Mach 0.90) inviscid representation of the model flow field 
becomes questionable and Navier-Stokes or boundary layer interaction methods are indicated. The point at 
which one must transition from one method to another is model and interference field dependent. As the test 
Mach number approaches about 1.2 to 1.25. the strength of the wall interference effects in ventilated wall 
tunnels sharply decrease to a generally acceptable value (Rueger, et. al. [28] and Martin, et. al. [24]) 

As gradients in the interference field become larger, the wall effects become less and equivalent to a change 
in Mach number and angle-of-attack. As the severity of the gradients increase, flow field correction methods 
begin to yield corrections representative of an equivalent distorted geometry that do not correspond to any 
real flight condition. The wall effects for such a situation become “uncorrectable.” However, this is not 
necessarily the case for the surface pressure correction methods. Such methods inherently account for 
gradients in the interference field. Ideally, within the limits of the flow solver and the treatment of the 
boundary conditions. there are no uncorrectable cases, providing the model shape is properly represented. 
Practically speaking though, there are always situations where the flow field distortions are so large that any 
methodology is incapable of computing valid corrections. The challenge is to establish the uncertainty 
envelope and limiting conditions for any correction method. 

12.2.3.4 STABILII’Y AND CONTROL TESTING 

The determination of longitudinal and lateral directional forces is carried out at all speeds and over a large 
range of model attitude settings. High-lift devices may be employed to a varying extent -- clean configuration 
at high speeds to full deployment at low speeds. The wing plane may not be aligned with any of the tunnel 
walls, and the model may be located a considerable distance from the tunnel centreline. Furthermore, some 
model positioning systems allow considerable vertical travel of the model during pitch sweeps. Angle-of- 



attack can be very large so that massive separation on the wings and fuselage is common. From a wall 
correction point of view, this kind of testing combines many of the most difficult aspects of performance and 
high-lift testing. Fortunately, the uncertainty requirements are not as stringent as for performance testing. 
Nevertheless, wall corrections may be necessary, particularly if the model to tunnel size ratio is large. Here, 
the method of choice is clearly open to question. It seems as if the two-variable boundary value approach 
which avoids the necessity of simulating the model is to be preferred, followed by the generalised wall 
pressure signature method which generates an aerodynamically equivalent model (in a far-field sense). 
However, if the wall interference field is strong enough to influence the separation characteristics of the 
model, a more exact representation of the model and flow field will be required. Methods for the various 
installations against agreed criteria should be evaluated and reported. 

12.2.3.5 BUFFET AND UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS 

Buffet boundaries obtained in the wind tunnel have not been noted for precisely matching flight experience. 
Furthermore, it is seriously doubtful that wall interference effects are the main cause of the discrepancy. 
Buffet is caused by unsteady separation phenomena. It is sensitive to Reynolds number and model fidelity, 
among other things. If proper viscous scaling can be achieved, the model is built to the deflected aircrafl 
shape, and the wind tunnel background noise is low enough, then perhaps wall effects might be the limiting 
factor. 

To avoid a numerical representation of the model, a hvo-variable boundary value approach would likely be 
selected. However, the problem of deciding maximum model size, or allowable gradients, is more difficult. 
Gradients in the interference field have the effect of modifying model geometry (camber, twist, and thickness, 
separation bubble size and shape.) If small, the effects may be acceptable if the regions of separation or 
attached flow are stable. However, for buffet, the three-dimensional unsteady partial separation effects may 
be very sensitive to wall induced flow gradients. The determination of a valid assessment of this sensitivity 
is a challenge to be met. 

To avoid the gradient problem, adaptive walls are an attractive option. Use of an adaptive wall tunnel 
(Taylor and Goodyear, [34], [35]) offers the potential to improve buffet assessment by additively inducing the 
equivalent of wing twist in opposition to aero-elastic distortion. Further, since wall effects can be made 
variable, added value in assessing both wall effects and corrective methods is realised. Alternatively, a 
surface correction method might be used. This type of correction can preserve the effective shape integrity 
of the model in the presence of strong interference gradients. Only valid increments between in-tunnel and 
free-flight conditions are needed. Absolute accuracy is not required. There is, however, a problem of 
interpretation. The surface pressure correction methods produce corrections to the forces and moments. It 
is not clear how the increments in forces are related to increments in buffet intensity. Perhaps it would be 
possible to compute the extent of unsteady separation. Even so, this does not guarantee success since 
buffet is controlled not only by the extent of unsteady separation, but by the phase relation and spatial 
distribution. A CFD code that could accurately provide that kind of information (in useful time) for the model 
in free air and in the wind tunnel might give better results than the wind tunnel. 

The problems associated with wall corrections for buffet boundary testing are severe. Additional research 
into the fundamental physics of buffet is needed. In the meantime, some form of empirical correction seems 
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to be the only option for meaningful wall correction in buffet studies. Such a validated method has not been 
developed and remains a challenge. An experimental investigation aimed at the establishment of scaling 
laws and the generation of semi-empirical predictive capability is essential to solve this problem. 

Dynamic testing poses severe challenges. Acoustic disturbances in the flow can affect dynamic phenomena 
(e.g., Mabey (231). Coupling between the model flow field, support system, and test section walls can pose 
problems. For rotary-balance and oscillatory testing, the model support structure must be massive to provide 
the necessary stiffness while forcing the desired model motions. These model support structures lead to 
strong unsteady coupling with wall effects. The model generated dynamic loads interact with model support 
unsteady loads and the reaction at the walls. Together, the interactions are characterised by different 
convective lag times. Therefore, at various discrete reduced frequencies of model motion, the coupled 
interference reactions can amplify or damp unsteady flows on the model. 

The interference effect can be strong, even for small models in big tunnels. For example, it has been 
observed (Ericsson and Beyers [12]) in rotary-balance testing that unsteady interference effect on vortex 
breakdown becomes a strong function of reduced roll rate. When phase relations are right the unsteady 
interference can alter even the qualitative nature of the aircrafl manoeuvre characteristics. Rotary balance 
testing of an advanced tactical aircraft model was conducted in two different tunnels at the same Reynolds 
number. The smaller tunnel was the 2.4 x 1.8 m (b/w = 0.6) Trisonic Wind Tunnel at DRA Farnborough. The 
larger tunnel was the 4 x 2.7 m Low Speed Wind Tunnel (b/w = 0.4) at DRA Bedford. Beyers reported that 
unsteady interference effects completely masked a known unstable yawing-moment characteristic of the 
model in the smaller facility, but not the larger one. This kind of problem is not unique (e.g., den Boer, et. 
al.). Oscillating wing studies were conducted with the NORA wing 8 oscillator (Lamboume, et. al.) at several 
facilities. It was found that unsteady interference in smaller tunnels (DRA 3 ft. - Bedford, and DLR Im - 
Gottingen) suppressed oscillatory pressure spikes (shock motion) that were clearly present in larger tunnels 
(ONERA S2 - Modane, and NLR HST - Amsterdam). The approximate span to width ratios were 0.45 for 
small tunnels and 0.25 for large tunnels. 

Currently, there are no validated wall correction methods available for these dynamic tests that are available 
for general use. It seems that empirical or semi-empirical methods hold the greater promise for early 
application. However, there is a growing interest in unsteady testing. 

Improved wall correction methods are needed for all dynamic type testing. Chapter 9 (R. Voss) of this report 
provides an excellent overview of the current wall correction methodology for dynamic tests that is available. 
Voss indicates that validation experiments for CFD methods are needed. Further, the need exists to 
continue development of promising concepts in wall adaptation to minimise unsteady wall interference 
effects. Feasibility of unsteady wall adaptation has not yet been demonstrated. A form of wall adaptation 
that may be possible is the modification of the boundary-jet self-streamlining wall concept. In this concept, 
wall jets would be actively driven (phase locked) to model motion to create a dynamic oscillation in wall 
boundary “stiffness” and thereby reduce the unsteady wave structures at the wall. 



12.3 COUPLING OF WALL INTERFERENCE WITH OTHER PHENOMENA 

As long as the sought after corrections can be determined by a linear method, wall corrections can be 
uncoupled from other considerations (non-linear compressibility effects, viscous interactions, support 
interference, and tunnel flow non-uniformity’s) with reasonable success. However, as the flow interactions 
become large (as Mach number and/or attitude increase), the coupling increasingly warrants a single 
integrated computation. If accomplishable with sufftcient accuracy, such a computation is the recommended 
approach. Characterisation of the limits wherein it is best to perform an integrated computation remains to 
be accomplished and should be done. 

12.3.1 COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS 

It is suggested that the first degree of coupling is associated with compressibility effects in the determination 
of test condition corrections. Rizk 1271, for example, proposed a scheme whereby corrections to Mach 
number and angle of attack are determined iteratively for Z-D flow by matching the pressure distribution in 
some least squares sense as opposed to a classical based approach of say, selecting the 114 chord location 
for the Mach number blockage correction and the 314 chord location for angle-of-attack. Sickles and Steinle 
[30] investigated two different wing span locations at Mach number .85 using this classical-based approach 
as well as using the l/4 chord location at 50% semi-span for Mach number correction and then adjusting 
angle of attack to obtain the best match of wing lift between tunnel and free-air conditions, corrected for 
blockage. This latter approach gave an excellent match with wing pressure distribution, including shock 
location. Since the inviscid solution provided a close match with the wing pressure distribution, incremental 
differences due to viscous effects are expected to be minimal. Guidelines are needed as to how to 
determine the best location to use as a reference for computing test condition corrections. Beyond that, the 
issues are what method should be used and how should they be determined. 

12.3.2 VISCOUS EFFECTS FOR HIGH LIFT AND TRANSONIC INTERACTIONS 

The importance of viscous effects for high lifl has been touched upon in section 12.2. Situations of incipient 
separation are expected to be quite critical in determining maximum lift as well as shock-induced separation. 
In these instances, nothing short of a Navier Stokes method is apt to approach a useful answer. In this case, 
the turbulence model is the limiting factor, just as it is for the free air case. The other obvious situations for 
strong viscous coupling occurs for vortex and jet interaction with wall boundaiy layers and the shape of 
trailing wakes, Here, empiricism may be sufficient. Work is needed to understand the limitations and to 
develop useful empirical data. 

12.3.3 SUPPORT INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

It is quite convenient to determine wall corrections by computing the difference between a solution for a 
model in tunnel and in flight, Since the support sting, or strut, looks like model to the walls, the interference 



free case is a model in free air without a support mechanism. Viscous wakes for vertical struts or blades 
complicate the computational problem. On the other hand, if flow physics are reasonably modelled, one can 
go from the model with support directly to a model in free air with proper closure. It is much more appealing 
to not have to expend the computer budget attempting to compute the effects separately. This approach of 
not separating support interference from wall corrections is seldom (if at all) done. Work to develop a 
technique to do this direct approach could be highly beneficial. There are formidable problems of empirically 
modelling viscous wake effects. 

12.3.4 TUNNEL NON-UNIFORM FLOW 

Some discussion of upstream boundary effects is in section 12.2. Presumably, if the flow field at the 
upstream boundary (velocity and temperature), the model, and the wall boundary characteristics were 
sufficiently well known, it would be possible for the computation to replicate the convection of the stream non- 
uniformity’s and thus capture the effect of tunnel non-uniform flow directly. Otherwise, a tunnel survey of the 
flow field in the test volume is required. To apply this information linearly, the survey results are then added 
as a vector to the calculated wall interference flow field disturbances. This latter approach (tunnel empty 
survey) neglects the change in location of flow non-uniformity caused by the upstream influence of the model 
pressure field. If the flow quality of the tunnel is relatively good, the impact of not simulating the change in 
location is expected to be negligible. A systematic study to investigate the effects of flow non-uniformity, 
typical of today’s facilities, at both low speeds and transonic conditions is yet to be done. 

12.4 REDUCTION OF WALL INTERFERENCE 

It is well known that it is possible to improve the design of current wind tunnels to reduce wall interference; 
however, to do so is costly and thus, the community has seen almost no improvements in existing tunnels. 
Historically, in the course of developing a facility or a major modification to a facility, costs generally escalate 
beyond reserves, forcing compromise of a portion of original objectives or planned sophistication. It is 
expected that future improvements to significantly reduce wall interference by a redesign of a test section to 
incorporate advanced technology will experience funding difficulties unless the economic benefits of the full 
technology can be clearly demonstrated. To achieve success in marketing any such improvement, a means 
of assessing payback to the ultimate source of funding is needed. Such an assessment will undoubtedly 
include a high degree of subjectivity. A working group to discuss and establish a method for determining 
benefits of any improvement seems worthwhile. A compelling reason for pursuit of reduced wall interference 
arises from discovery that increasing complexity of methodology is required to assess wall corrections to a 
desired accuracy. Barring interference-free conditions, the least objectionable state is to achieve either 
negligible interference or low enough interference such that rapid and simple correction methods can 
produce acceptable results. Any improvement effort is expected to involve a design cycle of redefining a 
model of the tunnel wall boundary conditions. Comments concerning wall types for reduction of wall 
interference follow: 



12.4.1 PASSIM WALL DESIGN 

A Passive wall is one that has fixed geometry. This includes a closed wall. Work has been done with the 
intent of capitalising on viscous effects for solid walls as a means of reducing choking for slightly supersonic 
operation and for reducing wall interference. Taylor [33]. Petersohn [26], Berndt [4], [5] and more recently 
Crites [IO] addressed some of the benefits and limitations of using viscous effects to advantage. The use of 
such a technique has not been explored to the point of being routinely employed and is an opportunity for 
further study. Other forms of passive walls (holes, slots, porous slots) were established on the basis of 
model to tunnel size ratios smaller than the current trend. It should be relatively inexpensive to introduce 
redesigned porous plates or slotted sections that are shaped to passively minimise wall interference for 
larger models in current test sections. Current technology should be capable of defining such improved 
sections. 

12.4.2 VARIABLE CHARACTERISTICS WALL DESIGN 

The next best wall toward a fully adaptive wall is one that has variable characteristics which can be used to 
segmentally throttle the mass flux through the walls either in real time, or pre-settable. Such a wall requires 
appropriate instrumentation and methodology to determine the proper wall settings. A globally adjustable 
wall such as the AEDC 4T tunnel (e.g. Kraft and Parker [18]) is the simplest form of variable characteristic 
wall. Mechanically speaking, either a globally or segmentally variable characteristic wall is practical (e.g., T- 
128 facility at Zhukovsky, Russia.) 

The addition of the ventilated wall for low speed, high lift testing listed in section 12.2.1 is a departure from 
the accepted norm of today. However, in anticipation of gains in wall correction methodology, it is quite likely 
that a significant portion of future high-lift testing will be done in tunnels with ventilated walls (lower wall 
interference than solid walls.) The argument against this concept is that one does not know the boundary 
conditions well enough to obtain a satisfactory answer. The counter argument is, if the wall interference is 
reduced by a properly configured ventilated wall, then any error in assessing the boundary condition 
influence is less than the error generated by having the substantially larger closed-wall induced flow field 
effects on the model. Calculations performed by Sickles and Steinle [30] in support of the NWTC project 
confirmed that significant reductions in wall interference for high-lifl testing are possible by utilising a properly 
ventilated wall if the boundary condition is known. This, among other considerations led to the selection of a 
porous-slotted wall with controllable segments (including closed wall conditions) for the NWTC. 
Consideration should be given as to the benefits of incorporating this capability as a future upgrade to current 
closed wall tunnels. 

12.4.3 ADAPTIVE WALLS 

It can be seen that the need for high Reynolds number capability is a mutual concern for the development of 
tactical and commercial transport aircraft, and both are tending toward the same solution -- big models in big 
tunnels. Current large pressurised (and cryogenic) facilities do not use wall streamlining, nor are any known 
to be planned. The NWTC project planned to use a fon of passive-adaptive walls (Crites & Steinle [lo]), 



controllable in real time, to minimise the wall interference. However, that project has been postponed for an 
indefinite time. Even with that type of test section which would provide reduced wall interference, the 
emphasis is still on correction as opposed to elimination. This is not to say that adaptive wall technology is 
unimportant. On the contrary, it is crucial that it be developed to a mature, highly productive state and it may 
ultimately be shown that for the large models necessary in future testing, some streamlining must be done to 
reduce the magnitude of the wall effects to a correctable value. However, in the near future it appears that 
adaptive wall technology will not play a major role in aircraft development simply because the major wind 
tunnels that must be used do not provide this capability. It seems more likely that the near term contribution 
of adaptive wall tunnels will lie in research directed toward application of wall corrections (e.g., Lewis 8. 
Goodyer, [21]. Work of this nature is needed. 

12.5 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

By following the prevailing thread in the above discussion, it should be obvious to the reader that the 
characterisation of wall interference for all types of testing and test conditions is a formidable problem. Its 
solution requires physical knowledge and numeric capability that are either non-existent or too costly to 
implement in today’s market. The current trend is to maximise test Reynolds number by pushing the model to 
tunnel size ratio to its limit. That situation, coupled with high subsonic Mach numbers or high lift. 
undoubtedly causes wall interference to be a major contributor to data uncertainty. While there are wall 
interference correction methods available, their uncertainty and range of applicability are not well known. 
Nevertheless, if the data quality requirements demanded by competitive aircraft manufacturers are to be 
achieved, wall corrections must be applied at least to the critical performance parameters. The challenge to 
the testing community is to provide the required corrections with a validated, time and cost-effective 
methodology. 

A systematic, co-ordinated program to improve wall interference assessment and correction methodology 
and to both understand the limitations of proposed methods and develop useful empirical data is needed to 
meet the challenge. An AGARD FDP sponsored working group would be appropriate to plan such a 
systematic, co-ordinated program. The program should include the following elements : 

1. Standard approaches of assessing the range of applicability (model and tunnel configuration, test 
type, Mach Number, attitude, tunnel and model Reynolds number, etc.) and determining the 
uncertainty of wall correction methods and data bases. The first requirement in devising such a 
standard is to define the method to determine “truth” against which the various methods will be 
assessed. 

2. A systematic approach to determining the upstream, wall, and downstream boundary conditions 
using modelling, empiricism and CFD, as appropriate. There are three primary concerns : 

First, the correction scheme should include the effects of non-uniform upstream flow, wall 
boundary layer, and wall divergence in the wall interference assessment. Although these 
three elements are not, strictly speaking, a wall interference concern their effects can not be 
empirically separated from wall interference. 
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Second, it is important to understand the contribution the wall model makes to the uncertainty of a 
wall correction. It would be highly beneficial to investigate wall models systematically for 
non-linear effects caused by strong gradients typical of large models and report the results 
in a standard format. This would aid in the choice of which wall boundary condition model 
to use for a given wall configuration. 

Third, the downstream boundary conditions must include the wakes, model support system, and 
the diffuser entry region (including plenum flow re-entry, if reentry occurs at the end of the 
test section). More work is required to characterise the support and diffuser entry region 
effects to aid in the understanding of what modelling is required. The approach of including 
support interference with wall corrections is seldom (if at all) done. However, since each of 
these elements affects the flow gradients in the region of the model, their effects cannot be 
empirically separated from wall interference. 

3. An approach that yields guidelines for determining the best reference location and captures the 
detailed effects of interference gradients in order to assess their effects on pitching moment when 
using a method that corrects test conditions. 

4. An experimental investigation aimed at the establishment of scaling laws and the generation of a 
semi-empirical predictive capability for correcting dynamic and buffet boundary test results. The 
problems associated with wall corrections for dynamic and buffet boundary tests are difficult. 
Additional research into the fundamental physics is needed and is essential to solving this problem. 
In the meantime, some form of empirical correction seems to be the only mechanism for meaningful 
wall correction in dynamic or buffet studies. Such a validated method has not been developed and 
remains a challenge. 

5. A mathematical formulation that property poses the wall interference problem, especially for 
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes formulation. 

In the final analysis, any correction method to improve data quality must be verified. its uncertainty quantified, 
and its application economically justified in order to be useful to the community of vehicle developers. 
Economic justification to the community of developers implies establishment of a close working relationship 
with the developers so as to trace correction benefits directly to the cost-benefit uncertainty trades of their 
product. This need for understanding both the uncertainty of a method and the benefits to the user should 
be foremost in the mind of researchers as they tackle this very difficult problem. The product of that research 
which is vital to the future of both the testing community and the users of the information must be in a form 
useful and understandable to both parties. Thus, it is imperative that representatives from both groups be 
involved in both the near and far term efforts. To that end, it is strongly recommended that the AGARD FDP 
charter a working group to plan, co-ordinate, and guide the needed improvements to wall interference 
correction methodology. 
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